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and edited the contributions.- Dr. Hardt was assisted by Kate T.
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The project was supervised for the Joint Economic Committee by
Richard F. Kaufman.

The views contained in this study are not necessarily those of the
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Sincerely,
HENRY S. REUSS,

Chairman, Joint Economic Committee.
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SITAffARY

By .folin P. Hardt

r. M-01)1.11{N tz.vrio:c : :V ROCKY COURSE

The determination to modernize the economy of the People's_Repub
lie of China on the course initiated by Afao's successors in 1977
continues.

The drive toward noi.muliyAit ion of China's economic relations With
Japan, the 'nited States and t he otheradvanced_industrial economies
is i.esithirig in Melva:411g ,logiT('S of interdependence.

I fowever. the Four Medernizations. the progrtiln for modernizing
knit iiee. industry; science and technology; and defense has under-

gone considerable changes since it was first. announced in 1977. Having
eCalized thitt it aS much too ambitions; given China's current capabili-
ties, the leadership is in_ the _process of adjusting, reorienting and re-
trezieliing the Four _Modernizations into something inot.e pragmatic,
ivalistic and at tainable.:Plie main lines of the modernization program
still obtain; but the adjustment may occupy much of the decade of
tlia 1980s:

Economic development is still the overriding niperative, but
the reliance on costly major projects is being reduced: For ex-
ample; the mammoth; modern Baoshan iron arid steel complex is
being sealed down to a more attainable size and schedule._

Although implementation of economic reforms such as de-
centralization of planning and the introduction of incentives-con7
timies; efforts have_been made to retain necessary central control
and economic. stability:

Westeti systenis _and _ processes are still important, but the
measuring rod for China's modernization is no longer the acquisi-
tion of the most. advanced Western technology; but a judicjous
blend of foreign experience and self reliance: _

Trriprovernent in living conditions is still an irrip6P.,Ant goal;
the earlier expectation that China could rapidly move beyond

meeting _the subsistence, requirements of its citizens must be
tempered.

Uncertainty about the effectiveness and permanetiee_ef the adjust-
ment

.ment persist. Retrenchment may yet become_ reversal: Leadership
changes may resurface at least some of the old ideological priorities
evident (iring_ the- Cultural Revolution and the Great Leap__Forward.
Likewise, the priority of the fourth modernizationthat of the mili-
tary.may rise. and threaten the preeminence of the other three.

The norinalization of economic and political relations with Japan,
the, United States and other advanced Western economies continues
to contribute to modernization. But, normalization has also been re-
assessed and adjusted :

(1)
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Western _imports for major projects have been cut back in
corda- nee with China's limited hard currency reserves and special
technological requirements.

Institutions, legal systems, maricet practices are still in a_ state
of flux:_While Westel-n practices are emulated; they are also being
adapted to China's_ special circumstances and needs.

Barriers_ to Western economic relations such as expropriation
claims, political -constraints and tariffs and credit restrictions con-
tinue to be _reduced, bathe full use of Western business, and gov-
ernmental banking facilities is purse.' d at a more measured, se-

_ lective pace,
JuSt as political stability is critical to nio&rnization_and normaliza-

tion; adjustment of _Chinese modernization and nornuilization is criti-
cal to political stability and economic growth in the P.R.C. Opportu-
nities for Western exporters in -the China market, business facilitation,
financial mechanisms, and legal facilities all turn on the, pace and char-
acter of normalization, Once again Western exporters have seen
through the "oil for the lamps of China" mirage and a&pted_ more
modest expectations for new and profitable China markets. Chinese
planners, in turn, have scaled down their plans to fit technical and
financial possibilities: _

Military mo(lernization nifty, in turn; benefit from the widened pros-
pects for American in ilitary_ sales: Still; limited Chinese hard currency
resei-ves as will as continued American caution it ay preclude any sub-
stantial flow of arms front the United States to China;

If: FITIATRE MODERNIZATION UNCERTAINTIES

Prospective improvements in the economy of the People's Republic
of liina may bring problems as well:

1. Tlie post-NIno leadership has given high priority to economic
modernization; professionalism; and incentive systems in planning
and management. The PRO's need for Western.products and proc-
esses bas created an opening for greater influence and a_ favorable
environment for closer commercial ties with Japan; the United
States, and other Western industrial economies,

2. The rapprochement Ilietween the United States and the Peor
pie's Republic.of .China has been followed by increasing political;
commercial, scientific; social, and other relations. Commercial _rela-
tions have expanded due to China's stated needs _for Western -tech-
nology. Limited oil revenues and a more restrictive Attitude to-
ward credit suggest constraints on _wider __commercial ties in the
future. Since our continuing ties with and arms sales to Taiwan
are serious. barriers to rapid improvement in political and military
relations, irnproVed economic ties may be the most attractive
avenue for improving Sino-American relations for the immediate
future.

3, The leaders of the PRO have given priority to economic
modernization. Although the purehase of foreign military tech-
nology is part_ of _China's current _long -term policy, Western in-
fluence is Still-likely to lie greatest in relation to China's econornie
needs, In spite of_ he possibilities for progress in controlling-pop-
ulation growth, the Malthusian specter still lOomS in China's fu-
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hire. Trazisfers of agrieultitral technology from the_West may be
critical _for the long run; Although only inarginally_significant
in the short run. imports of grain may at times provide a critical
margin

4. Effective planning and management turn_ on accurate and
timely information; The poor quality of statistical processing_in
the past, especially during the Cultural Revolution,- poses prob-
lems for Chinese planners and makes it difficult for Western ana-
lysts to evaluate the Chinese economy's p_rospects. In recent years;
modesty but significant, improvements in the quantity and accu-
racy of published economic data, empirical evidence from ex,
changes;-and substantially increased _Western access to the end
users of Western imports have aided Western analysts in apprais-
ing _China's economic policy and performance.

It is difficult to separate loner -terin or cyclical trends from variable
or temporary factors in performance; Nonetheless; it seems clear after
three decades of power that Chinese leaders aim to develop a modern,
powerful,_ industrial state that would be capable of dealing on equal
terins with the superpowers,_ While providing adequately for its citi-
zens' needs. The current Chinese development plans, however, are not
characterized by the Stalinist urgency to overtake and surpass the
West in it short; definite time_ perioda goal the Chinese theniSelVeS
expressed during the period of the Great Leap Forward.

Against this_long-term aim of achieving an economic basis for_super-
power status, from time to time China has pursued political, ideolog-
ical;_and social policies that derailed the prorrress of economic nation-
biiilding in the short-term. These policies thLatening.the primacy of
economics may re-emerge in the years immediately ahead and influence
economic performance

Political._succession.-4nevitably; the 79-year-old Dengthe archi-
tect of and the power behind China's current policieswill be chal-
le_nged or- die: Efforts at installing successors_to Deng will_lead in all
likelihood to an unsettling struggle rather than an orderly transfer
of _power;_

Revival of ideological preeminence.There have been times such as
the Great _Leap Forward and the Cultural Revolution when the em-
phasis on ideological reVitalization conflicted with policies to improve
econonie performance. If this experience is repeated; stable -long,.
term growth may be jeopardized. To assume that no recurrence of
these economically disturbing political-ideological cycles is likely_is,
on the one hand, to -assume that cycles in the past were primarily due
to the unique force of Mao's personality and; on the other hand, to de-
emphasize the broader base of support for the "Yenan" revolutionary
spirit in the Party and nation as a whale;

Foreign threats or opportunities requiring m.ore weapons and mili-
tary force8;-=Concern about the Soviet Union may at any time lead to
a major shift in Chinese military policy or a force buildup. In addi-
tion; Peking might well become more actively involvedin supporting
Asian Communist powers if circumstances were different, despite
present indications of military restraint.
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III. UNCERTAINTY- OF THE FUTURE

Modernization of the__Chinese economy launched with such high hope
and expectations in 1977 has run into rough sailing. Adjustment, re-
orientation; and retrenchment have been necessary- almost from the
outset. Yet important progress has Leen made and significant changes
have been initiated; _

The achievement of a modern, industria,, ,ompetitive economy by
the People's Republic of China is_not_certain for-any .particular future
year, certainly not for the year 2000. However' China has_the resource
potential;_ the skills and the will to change: A formidable task lies
ahead, but success should not be ruled out.

Joining the __economic powers of the region and_the world may be
some time off for the People's Republic of China. China has launched
modernization. The Western nations_ have adopted A policy of "nor-
malization", accepting China into the global family of economies.
Active and equal participation by China as an industrial nation in the
world market is some years off.

IV. CONTRIBUTORS' INSIGHTS ON CHINESE MODERNIZATION AND
NORNIALIZATION

The_ authors of the chapters in this volume ark American specialists
on China: Many have drawn on recent-experience in the_ People's Re-
public of China. The cooperation of Chinese officials and citizens and
the authors' access to key people and institutions in the major _cities
and in the countryside have greatly. enhanced the quality of insights.

ffiThe interest of Chinese_ ocials and scholars in previous volumes on
the Chinese economy released by the Joint Economic Committee con-
tributes to U.S.P.R.C. cooperation and mutual understanding. This
interest _is evidenced by the publication of complete official Chinese
translations of previous volumes in large editions; which have been
widely distributed in the People's Republic of China.

Some of the major questions_ addressed in the studies in _both vol,
times; and indications of some of the authors' responses are illustrated
belOW:

Is the._current leadership cornmk,ted to putting the economy of the
People's Republic of China on a path of stable, continuous economic
growth.? Does this new course amount to an irreversible .change from
past development policy?

Deng Xiaoping has led the right-wing survivors of the two-line struggle in their
steady rise to pc.wer within the post-Mao leadership over the years since the
death of Mao and the overthrow of the Clang of Four in 1976. This new or post-
Mno lea& rship is dedicated to reestablishing China's economy on the path of
sustained growth during the 1986e as a necessary precondition to the long-run
achievement of the Four Modernizations. In their search for the path of sustained
growth tile- post -Mao leadership has introduced a Whole series of new economic
policies and reforms made necessary by the economic problem% policies, and
institutions they inherited from the past . . [T]he post-Mao economic pro-
gram lathe raitilt of a continuous process of experimentation in their search for
the path er sustained growth ; a process which has encountered problems and
traclergone several twists and turns, but which is likely to continue throughout
the 1980s.

Taken as a whole the post-IWiso leadership's program of economic policies and
reforms has become an across-the-board attempt-to change the traditional Chinese
development model; . . . [T]hey alsa have led to many favorable changes in
China's economy that augur well for the attempt to regain self-sustained growth.
[Dernberger, "The Chinese Search . . .," Vol. 1, pp. 19, 20.]
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2: H t/uow will t political dynamics_ LT; the Yost -Mao era Influence
future economic policy? {V ill nnliticul dyna»bws change the character
of the Chinese development model formulated under Mao's rule?

Some Chinn leaders have been particularly outspoken in arguing that
sweeping political reforms area prerequisite for an effective pursuit of the four
modernizations.

The reforms Include changes in Chinese laws, institutions and administra-
tive practices, but at their heart are major leadership changes. Following the
death of Milo and the arrest of the "gang of four" in late 1976, Chinese leaders
inherited a massive administrative structure stuffed by cadre seriously divided
along ideotogIcal, generational, institutional and factional lines. Reformerd like
Chinese Communist Party AC(..113) Vice Chairman Deng Xiaoping recognized that
chineso decision making on economic development and other programs would
continue to be disrupted by such divisions unle..,3 they managed to establish a
more unified and competent leading group at the top levels of the party, govern.
ment and army. . . .

Prospects for solving these kinds of leadership differences appear
uncertain. . . .

A cautiously optimistic scenario for the next few years holds that Chinetie-re-
formers will continue to make slow and halting progress toward the establish-
anent of a more unified, pragmatic and technically competent leadership- that Will
gradually develop a more coherent modernization program capable of eliditing
more active support from Chinese of and people. Sutter, Vol. 1, pp. 77, 78;]

3. TV hat kave been the major development,s in the Chinese econonty
since Moo's death?

1: After an initial burst of overoptimistic_ economic plan% the post-Mao
government has brought its Modernization goals in line with China's real needs
and available resources.

The government has provided more inputs for the agricultural _raised
farm procurement priee% and encouraged private plots _and peasunt_marlietS-

3. Concurrently, Beijing canceled or postponed major construction proj-
ects, _particularly heavy industry projects with exp_ensiv_e foreignequipment.

4. The Peoples Liberation Army, while continuing_ to improse in_ weaponry
and dl wildirte; has had to accept a stretchout in its re-equiPment program,

5. Scientists: have returned to laboratory_ and_classroom; universities have re-
stored their adriiiSSion Stitt-Ward% and gifted students have gone abroad to master
Western technology. _

6. The government has re-lifiirrned the clear-cut goal of the population control
progninione child_ per family.

T. The consumption sector has gained new_impetils_ front Aneas*es _favoring
agriculture, light itititiatiy, _and_ siiiaii-scale_ handicraft -and serviceenterprises.

8, The Peet:110'S Reptiblie MIS_ broadened its participatio_n_in_the_international
economic :system. joining the IMF and World Bank and seeking credits from a
Widevariety of sources. _

9. These pragmatic programs_ will help _offset factors _pushing down- growth
rates in the 1980'8, such as diminishing returns in agriculture, the overloading
of transportation and- communication faeilitie% the deorth_of_Modern accounting
and statistical Method% the Apparent spread of cynicism and_se.11,Indulgenee.and
the drawbacks of u Soviet-type system for running an increasingly complex
economy.

10. In particular, the recent peaking of _oil production at_2m111ion barrels
per day (tiliitiS had called -for 5 million b/d by 19851:wi1l_c1ampen growth by
reducing China's- ability to buy foreign machinery and technology,

11. ileenuSe of the aliSence of a eharianiaticieader like Mao_Zedong and the
economy's development of deeper toot% political t urbutence probahlY__will disturb
economic activity much 10§8 in the 1980's than in the first three decades of com-
munist rule.

12. The huge population_ Will remain the single most dangerous long-term
threat to mail-Ali:nit-1g- raPid_growth; today's one billion __Chin_e_se will have
increased 1i at least 200 Million at_ eentury's end; even assuming the success
of the government's-population control program: _

13. In short,- While growth rates in China almost _certainly will fall off in the
remainder of the centnry, the new pragmatic policies will greatly reduce chances
of a precipitous decline.
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14. The People's Republic will realize substantial absolute gains in agriculture,
II.Justry, defense, and science and iechnology, while remaining far behind the
standards of Japan and the leading Western nations. [Ashbrook, Vol. 1, pp.
100-191.]

4. Has China's transportation. 'network been expanded in the last
decade to meet the burgeoning needs of the economy?
_ China's transportation_ networks continued their remarkable growth during

the 1971-1980 period. All the modern transport- sectorsrail, road, water, air;
and pipelineset new reeords in freight handling; the traditional sector con-
tinued supplementing the modern sector by moving large quantities of goods
over short distances. . .

In spite of the impressive increase in freight turnover since 1970, China's
transport systems at present are barely sufficient to meet economic development
needs. In 1980; the railroa_ds, carrying 50 percent_ of national freight turnover
in the_modern sector; remained the predominant form of transportation. Hawn
ever; the utilization_ of railroads is near saturation nation_wide_and in some areas
is lagging _behind transport needs: Water transport was __second, _handling_44
percen; of the turnover volume: Here; the need for continuous dredging_of_water-
ways and harbors and for the modernization of ports and the inland fleet restricts
expansion_ of inland water routes and development of harbors: _With a Limited
number of only poor quality highway routes; the highway departments played
mainly a supportive_ role to_ other sectors its _road traffic accounted _for only
slightly _more than 2 percent of turnover. In light of the recent slowdown in
oil - production; the pipeline sector; handling 4 percent of modern turnover,
probably is the only sector not being pushed to capacity: For the air sector to
significantly increase f'."_ contribution to the transportation infrastructure,_cargo-
liandling_facilities_and_internal transport system linkages will acquire moderni-
zation. [Peterson, Vol. 1, p. 139.]

5. W hett are the likely ranges of population growth and how has
China been controlling population growth? What are the problems
and prospects of the new upcoming census?

A major change-has taken_ place -since 1978_ in the availability of national and
provincial population data from China and in the polides of the Chinese gov-
ernment toward statistics in general. . .

Some of these data show a demographic impact from the food crisis of 1959,-61
that is far more serious than most foreign _observers had supposed Chinese
sources say that there was even a net loss of population in one or two of the
years.

Other doubta are raised by the extremely_ rapid declines infertility and_nat-
ural increase in _the country as a whole and in some _o_f_th_e_ pro_vinces_betw_een_
197_0 and 1980: Recent Chinese sources have been quite_candid_in _discussing
widespread falsification of statistical data in China,_ and sev_eral_say _that_ births
are-deliberately underreported in order to show success in family planning
work. . . .

Concerti about the reliability of population data _is_ one_ of _the_reasons why
the Chinese leaders nave decided to take a new census._ But the_c_ensus_poses a
threat _of exposure to those _local leaders who have _falsified_ _po_p_ulatio_n_ data.
The critical question is whether the_census field procedures _can_im_designed_in
such "a _way as to make sure that the census_ returns are immune from local
manipulation before they are submitted - for- tabulation,- The census has at-
traeted worldwide attention hecauseitis_tbelargest_census ever undertaken and
le expected to provide answers tomany of the long unanswered questions about
China's population: [Aird; Vol. 1; pp. 172-173.]

6. The urban and rural labor forces of China are sharply, different
an terms of their economic and social roles. How does pronarilyrural
collective tabor differ from predominantly state-run urban labor?

Since completion of the_land_reform_ and colleettlzation of agriculture and
traditional- trades and socialization of the modern sectors of industry, con-
struction, transport, trade and_ finance in the 1950's, employed Chinese have
worked In either one or_ the_otber of two basic types of enterprise or organiza-
tion, one a collective_ undertaking and the other a state-run organization. Up.
wards of 90- percent of the population of China works in (and are members of)
collectives, which are predominantly (although not exclusively) rural, while

ij
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the remainder work -sill state-run undertakings; most of which__ are _locatedin
;lian areas. Collectli_es_ are_ re:1)(110411)1e for their own. profits and- losses -and

In general.-are not eligible for__Inestment made under _the _state_ plan or for
any other term of state cash distributions, _except for disaster aid. _State-run
undertakings, an the other hand, r:c.eive state subsidles,_as_needed;_ and_iarest,
ment made tinder state economic plants; -: ...The state sector;_reorese_nting less
than 20_ percent_ of the papulition, primarily urban and nomug_Timiltural, re-
ceives almost all of the Mx eAt Mee t under the state_ ecanande_platts_and
almost all _of the subsidized_ Wei fit re and slut lona) services and entertainment
tlint the state pravides,.and is__ fed on what_ amount to state,subsitlized_ rations
Of grain, edible_ail, mold, and fish purchased front _the rural_ peasant_ population
usually at fixed prices set 1iy.tlic state; (in_ 'he other hand;_the.more thnn 80
percent- of the population, mmitly peasants, that provides most of the labor nsed
tt produce the_ food eon:untied in receives_ very little.. in return; small
amounts of Cloth_ and other rationed items but very low social . and welfare_s_e_m!
ices. situntion can be view,41 in several_way_s. One- way is -to think of it Is

most of the peasant_ istpulation supporting the favored _few la the
Another Is to consider the tivo_ sectors as two separate economies witich have
very few _Interconnections. Either _way, it_is perfectly_ clear.lhat it costs the
state much more to support one city dweller eligible for state grain_and other
rations than to maintain _one peasant at a subsistence

IniTerences between urban and_ rural standards of _living _have preoccupied
I'itty leaders ever Since the completion ot_collectivizatien and socialization pro
grams in 19.17-A1177. Emerson, Vol. 1, pp. 235, 230I

7. Why has Chinese modernization not entailed urbanization; as
been the pattern elsewhere? Have the Chinese avoided the prob-

lems of a 1.banrzation common elsewhere?
While nuslernization normally implies urbanimtion. ChIna_has_been _atte_mpt,

log to modernize without increasing the proportion of the_ population that live
in cities and towns. This -may be a mnique experiment in_ the history _oft-Wiens
and hus required innovative approaches to many econontientid social. problems.
Some have worked, some have failed, and some are - atilt -being tested. But while
China is straggling with nnemployment,_ pollution; _housing shortages;_ land _use.
consumer services and innumerable ether difficulties_ that stem_ from _ urban
growth. Beijing does not know how many_ people_ live In the urban_ areas: .

The experience of the People's Republic of China has been_ quite different
from that of other developing- nations. China's urban growth has had its ups
and downsperiods of "blind intlitratite' by the peasants_ and of forced_evacm
ntions--but over the past three deeades China has been able tollinit the-flow of
population into the cities anti thereby has_ avoided some of the _worst_ conse,
iment'es of urban sprawl. She has not found any magic solutions; however; and
success" is only relative. Her urban-problems may appear_ somewhat more_ man:

ageable simply by virtue of controlled urban migration, but they are actually
numerous and serious. In a sense, by "bettling Tip" the rural population; Beijing
has spread a host of problems more evenly- betweentown_and village. And In
a sense, this was Mao's intention. [Orleans; VOL 1, pp. 268, 270.1

8. _How are key industi-ies adjusting to meet the needs of moderniz-
ing China? What kind of constraints and stimuli do energy supplies
exert on Chinese economic grouith?

ihe hist four years. both Chinese and Western_ perceptions_ of Inc :outlook
for Chinese Industry have changed drastically. At the_ National_ Peoples Con,
gress in Mareh 1978 Premier Hua-Gimfeng announced an ambitions_ ten -year
plan for the modernization of the-Chinese economy_Steel was expected to_ grow
from 25 motion tons in 1977 to 30 million tons in 1985, and the gross value of
industrial output was planned to increase ten percent annually.

The Chinese felt the planned 10-percent rate was attainable because they
attributed the poor industrial performance diming the previous :several years
(especially 197.1 mid 197d) to politie.41 disru n Many Western econom-
ists recognized at the time that the torgetg_o_f the ten-year plan could not beful-
filled by 1985, but neither they nor the _Chinese ptanoers had enough data to
understand fully the natut e and scope of the probleins.
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Even as these Important limitations to growth were surfacing, a fundamental
cra-ok appeared in the fotindation of China':: modernization plan. Planners in
Beijingwho were counting on continued-high growth in oil output to fuel and
fInt.nce the modernization programfound that oil Prospects had been seriously
overstated.- In contrast to 10-percent annual growth they lind anticipated, they
were faced with the prospect of a decline in output. This rapidly emerging
problem has led us to examine the impact of energy shortages on industrial out-
put over the next five years.

We have concluded that energy constraints alone will slow the industrial
growth rate to between-3 -and 5 percent annually through 19g5, compared with
9.6 percent in 1975-1980. Heavy industry will probably continue its downward
drift through the mid-1980s, and even under the best of circumstances, will barely
make up for the decline we anticipate in 1981. The tight energy supply, par-
ticularly of oil products, will probably force Beijing to intervene repeatedly in
the allocation of fuel, implying strong central control.

This general pattern will persist until the energy shbrtage Is relieved. [Field/
Flynn, Vol. 1, pp. 335, 357.]

Construction of the Baoshan Steel Mill began in 1978 as it symbol of China's
drive to develop one of the world's advanced industrial economies by the year
2000. The proJected six million ton per year Shanghai-area plant was to be the
linchpin in the expansion of the industry viewed as the key link hi overall develop-
ment. It was also designed to be a showcase example of gaining access to state of
the art technology through cooperation with foreign companies.

By 1982, however, Baoshan has become synonymous with difficulties and set-
backs encountered Iii the modernization drive, and with abandonment of goals and
changes in priorities. . . . [M]ost of the controversy over the plant is connected
with larger policy Issues, such as what China's industrial priorities should be, and
%%int role foreign companies should he allowed to play in China's economy. Above
all, Baoshan's turbulent history shows how greatly economic planning and politi-
cal struggle have affected each other.

In the final analysis, Baoshan has been an expersive failure. But at the same
time, it signifies many potentially positive chnnges. The plant has driven home the
need for thorough feasibility studies for major projects. It has contributed to the
Chinese understanding that there Is more to modernization than buying advanced
technology. Finally, I3aoshan's history suggests that China, to an extent without
precedent in Stalinist command economies, may succeed in overriding the influ-
ence of the bureaucratic. hen vy industrial Interests that have done so much to
distort development patterns in Socialist countries. [Well, Vol. 1, pp. 367, 391.]

In the last three years, tin government of the People's Republic of China has
released far more data on :ndustrial performance than have been available since
the 1950s....

As more and more data have become available,- the observer of the Chinese
eeonoinic scene can answer hitherto unanswerable questions. Are the GVIO
[gross value of industrial output] and physical output data consistent? Are the
current figures comparable to those published in the 1950s? And do they ac-
curately reflect the growth and ...hange in industrial structure of the as three
decades? . . .

The official and estimated branch of industry indexes for 1979 ... [eo:x.101kt by
the author--Ed.] are remarkably close, despite the theoretical deficiencies of
the official indexes and the practical shortcomings of the indexes that I esti-
mated. For those industries producing relatively homogeneous goodssuch as
metallurgy, electrical power, coal, 11 flitting materials and timber --attil for the
slower growing, more stable light industriessuch as food products, textiles and
paperthe data suggest that the official and estimated indexes are consistent.
For the more rapidly growing petroleum, chemicals and machinery induStries,
however, the conclusion is not so clear.... Nevertheless, it appears that-GVIO
indexes are reasonably reliable measures of Chinese industrial output. [Field;
Vol. 1, pp. 304, 312, 314.]

What progress has been made in Chinese plans to reform industry?
In the two years after December 1978; /be People's Republic of China initiated

a broad set of economic reforms. In December 1980; industrial reforms came to at
least a temporary_haIt.. .

BY the end of 1980; more than 1600_of thetie_so,cnlled__"specinlized industrial
corporations" or generaLplattts_ had been formed in China, each controlling an
average of ten plants. The corporation's function Is to redistribute production
processes among these plants in a more economically rational way.
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This activity will in Slieceed- hi garnering some universally obvious
efficiencies. But the policy is not a part iif true econonne reform indeed, ill RUM.:
W2IV,t it is reform's antithesis, a device for streamlining idol facilitating continued
central planning. .

Where iloes this leave us? The most that Oneeitti Say_Ls_that fundamental reform
is still on the agenda. [Ite:;nolds, Vol. 1, pp. 119, 136: 1371

EY. lectral in(lastrialization often described as a uniquely Chinese
aspect of indusstrictlization flow lam it fared in recent years?'

rural prilgraill _Of People's Itepublie_of Chiba desezves
close study. With over one million small-seal(' enterprises_ employing well over
20 million workers, the Chine.:e program is unparal.ol(d not Duly. in sin but also
in ihnovativeness. Or special interest are-the 1)00,000 enterprises iii the "live small
industries" of iron and steel, farm machinery, ifflemical fertilizers_cement_and
hydrin!lectricity. Using modified versions of teclihologie8 tluit were long ago obvi,
aced in the West, these sinall-scale, relatively labor-nitensive plants constitute-alt
important experiment in the use of intermeailite tt.4..1111mogies. At their peak, they
produced major portions of output in these i ,Instries: in 197S, they accounted for
almost all of the small and medium farm iiuil machinery, over half of _tile
chemical fertilizers (by weight), Ur) vercent of the cement, eft.; that were supplied
to the agricultural sector. . .

While it is often impossible to isolate prOhlems and attribute thim excItisivety
to a single cause, we call nevertheless discern two distinct categories of problems
afflicting the rural industrialization program. One category is discussed under
1110 1)1.1111ing of -techno-moliontic" probitansf-which incinues_ problems_ involving
the viability of teelinologies used in the sinall-scale plants_chOice of _plant settle,
and plant handful vis-a-vis skill and resource- supplies: The second is broadly
termod "administrative," and it include:: prooknns of ptilicy, perfOrimince indi-
ca tors, investment choic'e CriteT in, tautticss of State plans, and coordination among
decision-making units. [Wong, Vol. 1, pp, 395, 39i.]

1 How ofiritultnIul .mod,rni:Eation fared in the readjustment
Chim.s-e (tijiieultuk be ab4 to meet ri,ing consumer

needs?_110 w ,succes.sful hare yrograms for improved agrieultfira pro-
iliiithqty been

kgriculthre, long a weak link in China's economy, has a new and critical rote
to play in meeting Chilli's evolving commitment to higher Standard's_ of living.
This commitment iK :in important underpinning for the claims to 1:...gitimacy of
the new leadership. / t is also crucial to efforts to raise productivity and- generate
greater evonoinie growth through more reliance on material incentives. Tlie higher
ri.al inconies required by this ciuninitment mean substantial liew demands on agri,
culture on top of a backlog of unfulfilled demand accumulated in past years of
economic stagnation. Failure to meet these demands will Seriously compromise
China's current drive for Illodernizat ion and sustained economic growth._

Chiini's agriculture at the beginning of the eighties appe:irs positioned to grow
somewhat faster than historic:11 growth rates, it least through tlic inieighties.
But no major breakthroughs in production are imminent. . . .

China's leadership is stressing productivity gains from new_ polities as the
major stimulus to agficultural growth in the eighties. More decentralized_de-
cisioinnaking, greater reliance on material incentives, and -growing specializa-
tion and commercialization of agriculture are being counted -on to_increase_the
quantity of output that can bI. produced with IIVailable supplies -of land, labOr',
capital; and current inputs such as fertilizer. These policies will have to be sue
vessaul if growth rates are to rise. . . . _ _ _

The increases that can be reasonably expected may he-insufficient to meet the
full range of demands on agriculture. A serious shortfall Would generate_ fires-
sure for further changes in agricultural policy and possibly for -a reassertion of
centralized eontrol over agriculture, [Slid's/Tun-a Vol. 1, 419, 4201

Chinese grain produetion call now be it at a level that supports an
adequate basic diet. problem the Chinese face-now that they can feed them-
st.IVPS is improvement in the quality of the diet. China's present_government-gives
high priority to raising personal incomes and living standards. Quality fOOdS-,
especially meat, will be viewed by the Chinese as an important aspect_ of raising
living.. stamiards.If per capita aincomes rise, s they will- if the Chinese are
successful, increases in consumer demand for non -grain food products will preSs
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China's agricultural production capabilities for the rest of this _century: Recent
Increases In meat, oil and sogar 'supplies have begun to partially meet thik
demand but population growth _technical and- esource make
ioutinued increases in per-ea;ta supplies difficult: 11:11Piltrich 1, pp. 419 -
- 1541. J

The main thrust of China's past. strategy__for.agriculturaI development has
been maximization of annual crop yields through further intensification of_culti-
vation techniques. It is an emphasis which is broadly consistent vvith_ China_s
resource endowmentslack of une_x_ploileit:arable land and surplus of Mbar_ It
also seems generally consistent with the peasants'igoaI of farm income Maxind

zatiom because of an institutional fratnewdrk in which labor is rewarded m
workpoints rather than fixed v-ages_and. at least in the_pist, a prodnclion teAi-
nology which !volved minimal dependence on 1110 _industrial sector. Tli'at is, the
goals of the state and the peasant, shouldhe relisoliably consistent. - - -

But this consistency or harmony of objectives has unequivoeably broken down
In Suzhou Prefecture tan eight county- area In .iltingsu Province.-just west of
Shanghai' Munielpalityl. The area is reprem;iitatixe_.of _the frontiers of high-
yield, labordatensive cultivation technology_ iii the. PUC: it -is faVOreil by natural
conditions, abundant labor, developed mechanizatioffi and a reliable irrigatiOn
and drainage system. . . .

'rho projections express it conviction that in Suzhow.the Chtnese strategy of
yield maximization through intensification of cropping and Labor use--has- at
once reached its highest state of development and the end of-the road. Further
development of Suzhou_ agriculture means a_ retreat_ from -this approach. and
inovenieut toward the kinds of modern agriculteral _practice found today in
Japan, South Komi. and Taiwan. [Wiens, Vol: 1, pp. 462; 474.1'

_

_ 11m" ha11 the efforts to modernize seienee and teeh.n.Ology fared
in the post Mao period/ -1V hat is the_ outlook for Chinese science and
teehnoloo? What is the Chinese at/Thule towards technolOgy transfer
(110l how efieetieety do the Chinese .1restrin technology/
What is the Chinese approach. to the Communist dilemma of choos7
ing between "red" and "e.-epert" and traditional Chinese pi!obleins of
elitism./ What is the.' starter. of projcssionat economasts. instoday's
C h ina

. _

An mairmous scientific_ and technological wave crested in 1977 and 197S, When,
because science and technology were- to spearhead _the Four ModerniiatiOns,
China 111101111Vd 50111e extremely _ambitious goals that incorporated expensive
Projects _and.pl MIS Ian variety of fields, The wave hit on some contradictions in
1979 and 1950. Specifically, the antliorities had disregarded shortages in scientific

and technical numpower and -serious thiancial constraints. They now admit that
they were too impetuous, were deceived-by -expeeta.icins for easy success." and
had an _ -inadequate. understanding of China's .reality," Thus, the wave began
to recede._Bat another wave of a different-size-and configuration is-already crest-
ing. Now Beijing maintains the basic problem iii the past was a lack of coordina-
tion between scientific .and technical_ work and economic work. Under the pres-
ent 'iodides or readjustment and reform. more !ention will be devoted to the

.'"Ishere-problems of appliration nod_ development. -lice and technology
ilItie less baste researeh and much_etTort will be expended toward "absorbing

foreign production- technique's suitable to our own national conditions" To 11C-
compli'sli _this _task Beijing is insisting on much closer contacts between scientific
risen reli 'tn it utes a lid product ion enterprises.-

The quick _rise and recent ilewntUrn of the status of the Chinese scientist
prompt Sallie_ import-ant questions. . . .

Can- tixlny's Chula accommodate a conspicuous return to the historical (Echo-
tomy_betweca the man of lea rid rig and_ the rest of the society? .

A degree of scientific_ exclusiveness is a universal phenomenonand up to a
point it as- supported and perpetuated by all of us. But why should the dichotomy
between the -man Of science and-the rest of society be greater in China than in
the_l'nited States. for example? It Yrleans. Vol. I. pp. 475. 477, 47S.}

The post-Mao drive for scientific and technological development, and the
identifivatiOn Of science and technology- (S&T) as key factors in the moderniza-
Hon of agriculture, industry and national-defense, is thus but the latest reaf-
firmatiOn of an elite recognition that reliable knowledge of the material world
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is essential for the transformation of China into a prosperous and powerful
country. iStittmeier, P.

Noteworthyr-iiinong the slitfts Liit.oly under tin.; Four 'Modernizations drive
nre the positive .auctions uovc givt.n to transfers or technology between the
People*,-: Rt ilhlir of China (Pile) and the highly developed nations of the
NVst . . . underscoring the ufiici ii line on the importation of technology: ""We
must ilk" make rise -4,f foreign capital and technology and energetically develop
foreign trade. However, %Ne must emphasize self-reliance." 11,Vilson, Vol. 1, PP.
55;:, 5t1$.1

to assimilate fereig,11 technology iS severely constrained by
four i;ictors: 1 11111VI'll performance with des pest to translating research re-
sults into the serial produethm process; (2) poor management capabilities,
particularly in such areas as project integrittion and industrial organization;
ofii tech/dal backwardness, partimilariy fat precisna, instrumentation niiil test-
ing tlitipnient ; and (11 insufficient numbers of qualified S&T personnel to assist
with the management and adaptation of imported technology. Those problems arse
critical .1/11st in both the civilian and military seerors..Ithough the G'hinese
hate motile Ititreciable progetts during the Intst Nevem 1 yea rs nt raniedy i rig ninny
of their deficiencies, most of the above are deep-seated problems with long-term
solution,. ('Ilinese must first upgrade their basic capabilities lir such funda-
mental areas as alloy processing, computer and electronics development and ap-
plieations, and systems inamigement before imports of foreign technology Will
1111 Vt. 101 appreciable 1 111 Inlet 011 their modernization program. [Simon, Vol. 1,
p. 51 -1.j

Econoznishs and economics enjoy a dominant position among the social sciences
in Chinas academic and research institutions. , . . .1tulged from the. standards,
methods, and objectives of contemporary Western economies, my impressions
concerning the current .state of ii ademie training and research ill the field of
(Aeon...! ics in the FR(' lead one to very pessimist ie conclusion. This gap between
the slate of the arts in the liehi or ottyip.mies 1.1.(W(.411 the two count rip,: way I.e
soinewlint alleviated in the future. 'Phis I.:III be 11(111PV(4! by (11(' 814.`lilling of Chinese

study in the United States :Ind other IS'estern countries anaby the
sending of IN'estern eeollmoists to china to give 11 all held seminars or joint con-
ferences. It can also be furthered by the revival of imports of 'Western journals
and hooks in the field of economics. Ilowever, the sniidl seal° of theS(` 11(1 ii!S
a 111 1 the limited extezit to which they are grafted into the main) stream of
ay:1(14'11.de training and resettrt,11 in economics in Chinn rill, I betif.vp, do lime
to __close the existing gap in the near future. 1 Dernberger, "The Status of
Evoninnis . . .," Vol. I, PP. 569, 577.]

1 3, .11us_,inilitary. modernization re7:12111.7le (p ill ztspositio-n last
piorit ? 1Vhy is this and qrhat does eau: future hold in terms of midi
1(1).9 priority in resource allocation?

China's_ milit ry modernization strategy thus seems to he one of delay, of Sub-
optimization; of mipitalizing on known assets and of balancing enemy against
enemy. Thusly definetl, China willprolyahly continue to adhere to the- require-
ments approach for Aln next several years (barring, that 18, major political-re-
arientutiot(,interitally Itt_rge-sottle contliet with the Soviet Union or ifs- Viet-
anniese allv) . . . If at prediction may be ventured, therefore, it is nir relative
stability of direction and vane of Chinetio 111 1 1.11ry 1110(letIliZa1 1011 alottg lines by
nowedearly evident. [10)1/iiison, 1..P. 594;.] .

defense modernization program, a t.tvo-deade effort filmed at it/Wt./WI ng
the People's Army (pr,:t.) and the defense industries, is making lim.
lied_ progress but has far to go. The effort arises from deep-rooted apprehension
over Soviet military captibilith.s 11 11(1 from the leadership's desire to ftmove China
into thy front rank of tuitions" by the ymtr 2000. It will he successftil only If flie
tuition enjoys prolonged political stability, retains access to foreign capital and
teelitiology, avoid:- costly foreign military campaigns. and moves fOrward in
higlier_priority efforts to modernize agriculture, industry, and science and
t tiology.

China's prospects for military modernization are influenced by strengths_atid
weitkliesses In itspolitic111, economic, and teeludeal bases. The- country stiffens
from a serious shert age of trained Ii t iilricinnS 111141 deficiencies in key technologies
and tleft`1.1S0 industries. 'file principal factors favoring success n-f tlie moderniza-
tion drive include the leadership's dedication to the program and the availability
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of foreign _0.01)111.1d arid _financiaLitssistance. (to_ the_Rx tent that Beijing can pay
for _costly teelmology). Janotnesil.amborti, Vol. 1,p; 5971
_ China announced_ in_ Feb' lino._ of 11)st the start of a program of _"further
economic adjustment- that calls for it reduction in_ the current national budget;
including _defense_ funding- The progniza also_ entails a __restructuring of the
economy toward_ light_ industry awl_ a reempliasis_..on_aentralized _investment
decisions, light of China's worscning econonale situation. _and the.new etto-
nomic program's shift in prioritIes f...wity from defense- related bolostries. the..cut
in the defense budget may portend a period of lower defense spending lasting
several years. (Mitchell; Vol. 1; p. 805.1

14. How has the PBC.; international economic policy changed under
the post-:11 ma leadership." how have the major construction projects
been :related to foreign trade plans?_:How will hard currency income
re.strict imports? Japan; a natural 1V estern, trading partner; ltas ex-
panded ('hilt'/_trad_Triih4010-11" 8ucce.? What zk the future of _the U.S.
grain, trade with Chnu?1V hat steps has China taken to join the inter-
national economic institutions : GA7'7', 1111 , World Bank, etc.?

In the five years since the death of Mao Zedong China's new leaders have moved
the country unrelentingly toward greater participation in the world's economy.
Beijing has dropped its ideological aversion to foreign debt, encouraged foreign
illyVtit1110111. in tin wOnestie ecomany, established trade and diplomatie relations
with the United States, joined the International Monetary Fund and World Bank,
decentralized its foreign trade organizations to promote direct foreign contacts
at the enterprise level, and sent thousands of students abroad in search of a West-
ern education.

More imporiantly, fundamental Chinese attitudes are changing with respect to
the mole of trade in it planned econonn. Inqsorts are viewed decreasingly as an
instrument to serve the o.eols o, toe state and increasingly as a means of satis-
fying the needs of the people. Exports no longer are seen purely as a means of
paying for linports, hut also as a 1,ading force for upgrading China's domestic
industry. By encouraging Unffia S sit.s.,,oy domestic industries to compete to earn
foreign exhange in Western markets. the leadership Is attempting to improve
the quality of goods produced for the domestic market as well. The Chinese now
recognize that in order to maximize the gains from trade they must specialize
along lines of COMPara t Advantage---it IS no longer enough to export whatever
huppens to be in surplus domestically. . . .

Despite the rapid increase ill trade, China's exports still amount to only a small
fraction of domestic output. and a tiny part of world trade. The leadership is gen-
'lithely displeased that a nation with nearly one-fifth of the world's population
and one-twentieth of the worlds economic output., still accounts for less than one
percent. of the world's trade. They are determined to move China forward into
the mainstream. [Davi /Carver, Vol. 2.1

During 1078 a series of -contracts valtied at $7.8 billion for the supply of equip-
ment and technology for 22 major projects were -signed with foreign companies.
These activities -ereat(s1 great interest among the Western-business community in
what, wits eoneeiv-ed as a vast plt(*1111111 of the Chinn market. This period is now
characterized in Chinese press articles lax yangycjin, meaning a leap outward to-
ward foreign countries for the supply of capital and technology, in contrast to the
(;reat lAbap Forward relying largely on indigenous, liffior-intensive methods some
20 years earlier.

The period of yangycjin, however, was relatively short. After a sober-assessment
of the country's economic situation, Chinese-planners came to the realization that
there were serious problems in the capital ema-otruction sector caused by poor
planning, inefficient management, and excessive investment, and that these prob-
lems were exacerbated by a further upsurge of investment activity during 1978.
As a result, steps were taken in early 1979 to scale down the capital construction
program, and many of the 120 major projects were cancelled or postponed. Nego-
tiations with foreign firms slowed down considerably. . . .

Despite China's greater "openness" toward foreign trade and investment, the
current retrenchment coupled with various constraints an repayment and itbsorp
tire capabilities will limit the immediate and short-term (1-5 year) prospecta for
ally large-scale participation in Chinese capital construction projects by foreign
companies. In the next few years, however, significant business opportunitieS
could exist for a number of selective projects. . . .
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The ',mg-term (5,10 years) prospect for _foreign participation in China's cap-
ital constriu_.tion will hinge on the success _flint the PitC will have in acquiring
foreign capital and technology through various-arrangements for the projects in
the aooe tour categories iii tae next few years. That success will greatly facilitate
the current readjustment process, and a successful readjustment wal_almost cer-
tainly menu n greatly _inereased_ role for.foreign_c_apitaL equipment, and tech-
nology in China's development _planning: That success also will increase China's
repayment- and absorptive capabilities, _as well asits confidence acrd experience in
implementing as more open approapto. [Onen;_Vol..2.1

High priority probably also will _be given to projects that require less hard cur-
rency, provide aquicker_ return oh and offer potentially greater export
earnings._ ._ _China's hard currency _exports to the Westthe PRC's major
source of Inreign exchangeare expected to_ slow in 1951,-85,1argely_because of
Reijing's_efforts to improve living standards; shortfalls in oil production, and
growing Western protectionism._ Exports of _manufactures; especially textiles and
other light industry good.s, should continue to be the driving force behind China's
hard currency export growth.

Under high and low_seena Hos, projected Chinese hard currency import capacity
in- 1955 rangeS_frola$4.2 1)1111011 to $55.1 billion. Projected 1055 exports, mean-

$41M billion to $54:2 billion; As a result; the 'implied average growth
rates or Chinieshard_curreney capacity over the next_tiv_e_years are 20 percent
and 27 percent while the rates for exports are 19 percent and 25 percent. [Gullo,
Vol. 2.)

;Japan now stands_as l'hina's_ leading trade partner with about_ 20 Percent of
its total er.ports _and_ unpOrts. The two _economies_ share a natural complemen-
tarit y buttressed by differences in of .development..wage levels; capital stock,
and natural-resource _endowment. This complenientarity provides for large gains
to be made frOm specialization and exchange. Japan'shigh_level of technological
development, ineelianization,_ ma i_ wage_ levels combined with a near absence of
natural resources contrast sharply _with China's lower levels of manufacturing
technology, wages, nascent. mechanization. as well. as abundant reserves of nat-
ural resources._ . . [G]eographiml proximity. long_ historieal ties; close ethnic
identification, the opportunity for. mutually.advantageons trade; the Chinese -per-
ceived threat from the.Soviet Union, and the slicer. size_of each economy compel
c101ier_economie tics _between the two _countries_during_the._1950s. These ties have
been_ flourishing _under the_ new institutional framework for Sino-Japanese eco-
nonne_relatIons developed during the 1970s:

In_the ('him[ market, Japanese exportsuften_compete directly with those from
the_ 1.nited States. Except in iron_ and steel_products. in which Japan holds a
major cost advantage and in agricultural goads, in which the United States holds
dominant_advantage, U.S. and Japanese firms frequently compete head-on for
Haas to.China. . . .

In _1950; for example: while_the_United States exported $3;754.4 million in
merchandise to China, Japan exported $5,108.7 million dollars' worth. [Kanto,
Vol: 2;]
_ China has been a significant importer' of grain since the early sixties. In the
late seventies; however,_ China's grain purchases and its importance in world
grain. markets rose sharply. This _surge of imports has had an important impact
on US; exports_ of grain._ particularly wheat. During 1950 China was the leading
export market for U.S, wheat. taking 17 _percent of all U.S. exports. Since PRC
purchases are concentrated_ in_cheaper grades of wheat, China's impact in this
sub-inarket has -been particularly dramatic. During the 1980/81 wheat marketing
year_which ended in May 1951, to China of 6.2 million tons accounted for 73
percent of total U.S. _exports of soft red winter wheat. The U.S.P.R.C. grain
tradeagreement, signed in October 1950. sets an annual range of 6-9 million
tolls for U.S. grain sales to China during the 4 year period which began in
January P151. China_ will therefore continue to be an important market for U.S.
graittin years._t_o_ come. Suds; Vol. 2.1
.Given the size and potential of the Ohinese:ec.momy. the organization and

management of that _economy; the nature of a Contracting Party's obligations
within GATT: and t he complexities of certain methods of PRC entry into GATT,
there are likely to be advantages as well as disadvantage; for both China and
the .GA_TT should the PRO join...

Whether the advantages of the PRO's entry into outweigh the
disadvantages will largely be determined by the mutual desire _cf the PR.C. and
the GATT Contracting Parties to negotiate a method and tarms of accession
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which will; on the ()Dalian& be lweeptable and feasible for China and will ensure;
on the other hand, PRC adherence to GATT_ principles and obligations and effec-
tive Chinese reciprocity to GATT members. [Liser, Vol. 2.]

15. Normedization of commercial relations_ between the_United States
and the l'Re has been an uneven process. What is the balance sheet?
What American legislative and policy carriers restrict further normal-
ization? Extension of trade benefits (MFN tariff status) has had some
effects on U.S. imports-and employment. ilo-w 867i07.1.8 have they been?
How do Chinese trade pactices limit the development of normal
trade? H as the development of legal institutions contributed to Chinese
modernization and normalization? hate issues such as treatment of
industrial and intellectual property and unsettled _U;AK claims inhib.
ited trade? How do U.S. firms view their experience in the China trade?

For over two_ _d_eca_des_ following the Communist takeover of China; commer-
cial relations. between the.. _United States and "Alainland China" were virtually
tioaexistent._During mostof_that.period; the_stand-still WIIS principally the result
of a _comprehensive__emb_argo_ that- the_ States imposed on trade with
51ainlaad.China after the direct involvement of the Communist Chinese in the
Korean; War... . .

'rho embargo on commercial relations with the PRC w_a_s lifted in mid-19714 and
by legislative action. the PRC's_LICCeSS to some 13.8, Commodity Credit Corpora-
tion programs was ant horiZt.d.in_ 1078; a bilateral trade _agreement between the
United States and the _PRO,. providing a_mong other things for .the reciprocal
grouting of most-favorednation status_._ was .approved in 1_9_7% and the PRC's
eligibility- for the operations of...the Oven:ens Private Investment__ Corporation
was _authorized in 1980: Also in 197.11; the PRO gained access to Eximbank export
credit _Meth ties. . .
- With _all _ this__ the U.S. commerciill _policy toward- the--PRC- and_ trad_e __reht7

tions whit - -it Still are not normal iii the sense that one would characterize. Its
-normal" the policy toward and relations with the countries of the nan-Oota-
munist.orld. itpart from _a certain degree of _unavoidaltle_functtonaialmormal-
ity that is inherent ill trade with ticountry_whose economy is untler_comprelten,
sive State _guidance and control, there still exists. a number_ of- U.S..- statutory
and administrative measures which place on commercial _relations with the__PRO
restrictions.that _do_ not_ apply to the U.S. trade with most of its other trading
partner. [Pregolj, Vol. 2.]

l_sing trade turnover II S an indicator. the .success of the TI.S,PlIC_ normali-
zation_ process 1, quite impressive: Trude turnover stood at $1._1 billion_ In_ 1978;
it doubled to $2.3- billion in 1979 and doubled _again to $4.8 billion in .._1_980. U.S.
exports to the .1'12C have far outpaced imports,. with_ the Chinese -trade _deficit
:;_rowing front $121__ million in I9T8. to $_1. t _billion in 19_79 and $2.7 billio_n _in
198(X _These large_ Chinese trade deficits tend to _obseare..the Impressive growth
et..U.S._imports_frona the PRO,. _which expanded . from $324 million in 1978; to
$592 niillion.in 1070, and to slightly over-$I billion in 1980; . . .

'nu, results suggest that in 1979; U.S. imports from the PRC would Base -ex-
ceeded actual imports _by_ approximately $/34 million, or 25 percent -had PRC
imports been dirtied tit_ N1FN _rates throughout the_ year.__The Industries most
affeeted include ceramic products,_ footwear and textiles and_ apparel._ This
translates to a_loss of approximately 8500 _employment opportunities In the
United States. The increased_ imports in the textile and_ apparel tiulustry_alone.
would account for mwroximatc ly 4600 fewer employment _opportunities. had the
PRC_ also c?,r_joyed country-beneficiary_ status _under the T=LS; _GSP program_dur,
lag 1M9_, U.S.__Imports front- -the PRO would have exceeded actual and MFN
!imports by 22.2 million, or 4.2_ percent. For the ceramic products Industry,. addi-
tional imports_of _approximately 48 percent of actual 1979 trade won't' have been
gene-rated by (.Si'. For the furnitthe and wood prouucts industry the increase
would havebeen 25 percent_

The employment- estimates resulting /rout MFN and CSP status presented
in this {taper -lire job opoortumues, that ace not _ necessarily _changes In actual
employment. NOrmal_industry growth. tarter force turnover and increased - exports
to the -PRO may offSet Job opportunity losses in many industries. [Bayard,
On. l'elzman, Perez-LOpez,_ VOL 2.]
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China's efforts to organize foreign trade parallel its problems in planning
and Implementing_ modernization. The Chinese leadership is still getting orga-
nized, a process that will tal:e at least two years and may cover the entire 6th
Five Year Plan; In the foreign trade sphere, organization efforts have focused
on decentralization; which has long term- implications and problem& Foreign
trade must succeed if Modernization is to work because considerable foreign
investment and teelinolOgy will be drawn from outside China. Current foreign
trade policy has the duai purpose of reducing China's foreign_exchange short-
ages and maximizing China's acteSa to world technology:- [Monk/Rich, Vol. 2,]

In 1977, when China's leadera dedicated themselves to the four modernizations,
they consciously decided to reestabliali_formel legal institutions aspart of their
ambitious plan of growth. Iii light of Chinn's legal history since the Communist
victory in 1949, this decision is- significant. Since 1949 law_ had_beiree the heavy
thaprint of politics; since the fete nineteen-fiftles; the Chinese_ leadership bad
shown little concern for the fete Of formal legal institutions; during the Cultural
Revolution, the legal system had virtually disappeared.. most prominent
jof the functions served by the new Institutions] appear to be (1) reinforcement
of discipline and maintenance Of social order, (2) controLof official arbitrariness,
and (3) prospective guidenee of organizational end individual behavior, particu-
larly economic. No institution serves only One function, -and Chinese legal insti-
tutions already serve mutually inconsistent ones. Moreo_ver; inthe future some
of their functions may change-in *ays Unforeseen or unintended by their creators.

Lastly, some observations -110,e -been- included on the role _or law in China's
international econonde relatiOn& New laws and regulations_have been adopted
recently and more are to eome. The leadership appears to have the goal of estab-
lishing a framework fOr !Weigh economic_ activity in Chink; including direct
investment and a variety Of traria-actions hitherto uncommon or_unknown in the
China trade. But progress toWtirds creation of a system, of clear and consistently-
enforced rules to guide fereiguer and Chinese officials alike is likely to be very
slow. [Lubman, Vol. 2.]

At the present time, Chinese leaders are contemplating_siguitIcant changes in
their treatment of iniltiStrinl property: New patent awl _copyright legislation aLd
amendments to China's trademark legislation are in theworks,Mereover, interest-
ing reforms foreshadeWitig- these new legal systems_ have been introduced and
are already affecting Chine'S technology transfer activities. licirk/Denny, Vol. 2.]

On that cold March morning in 1979; the public_waiting room of the Beijing
Airport muy have seemed an unlikely place_ for _Chines_e and American officials
to signal agreement on- unfreezing the so-called_ "frozen assets," but the timing
came as no surprise. TWO inOtit118 ea.rlier; the United States had finally recog-
nized the People's Republic -of China (PRC1_ as _the sole legal government of
China. The day before, -the IL& representative4_then Treasury Secretary W. Mi-
chael Blumenthal, had- Dreaded Over the officiaL metamorphosis of the U.S.
Liaison Office into the first U.S. Ethbassy_in_Beijing in 29 years.

In the two year-a since the settlement _was concluded, Sino-American economic
relations have indeed progressed: The_resolution of the claims/assets problem
was by all accounts a prerequisite for_ that _progress, and while the implementa-
tion procesS continues the last PRC payment Janet due until October 1, 19St-
the settlement itself is primarily_of historicel significance. (Lichtenstein, Vol. 2.]

The China -market, a place_ for _US_companies to buy and sell goods and
services, hag hiaterically held a promise -01 fortune. As relative late corners to
tho market PlaCe of "isIciv chiniG-_ us firms still sense the old promise, but for
many initial high hope: have moderated, During the early 1970s, after the 21
year trade embargo was lifted, _newlY gained_access to a quarter of humanity
enticed US Company executives_en_masse to draw up plans for capturing just a
small percentage of the China market; which appeared vast from the viewpoint
of a single company. -

At present, there is not a _very_big ple_for so many eager US firms to share.
While some American companies_have fared well in China, a few very well, moat
have not. Subatfintial gains for the majority of US companies in China will be
made in the longer terfit (Groem_VM_. 2,1

The e±Periente of one U.S: company --Control Data Corporation (CDC) of
Minneapolis, Mititiesota---will be used_Whighlight commonality of interest and
other key elements- Of U.S.-Chinese-commercial negotiations. Specifically dis-
cussed are the CDC negotiations- between 1973 and 1978 for the sale of equip-
ment for seismic data pneessing centers to China.
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The CDC contractual negotiations are important_ because they _represent -the
sale_of significant high-technology items to China and also because -by themselres
they represent, in dollar terms. a significant share of the total trade turnover for
theyears inwhich the transactions occurred:

As of. June. 198L. however. The U.S. Hovernment Still had not granted final
approval for the entire transaction: [De Panw, Vol. 2.]

Witii_political.normalization_achiered, President Carter andhis cabinet recog-
f:ized the importance of removing existing obstacles and establishing a framework
tornorniaLeconomic interchange. ._To ensure that bilateral economic problems
were quickly. addressed; and that Nvitliin the United States Government economic
policy_toward_ China was carefully coordinated, _a nil reflective of _U.S. strategic
interests: the. Carter Administration considered the merits of establishing a joint
economic committee with the .Chinese, _It was _envisioned that_ this committee
would differ from joint commissions the United Stat9s had with other non-market
economy countries, which then_ focused primarily on trade promot ion inal bt:bless
facilitation. While commercial issues were recognized as _a critical ingredient_ in
an economic- relationship with China: one of the major objectives of U1S. policy
_makers in the early _days of normalization was to set tip a. forum _which_ would
oversee tile- reestablishment of. all aspct:4 of economic tie:4_8110i as finance,
investment, trade business facilitation,_ transportation. agriculture, science and
technology. etc. During their January 30.19,9 nieeting in Washington. President
Carter_and Vice Premier _Deng Xiaoping discussed the isissibility of creating a
bilateral forum and agreed to establish a joint economic committee. [Haas,
Vol. 2.]

V. IMPLICATIONS OF CHINESE PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS FOR THE
REAGAN ADMINISTRATION AND THE 97TH CONGRESS

Both China's problems, such as uneven economic development the
necessity to retrench, hard _currency constraints, and t he imbalance in
its trade with the United States; and its prospects for economic
growth; trade-expansion; and Attainment of great power status raise a
number of policy questions.

CHINA AS A PREFERRED MARKET

In the near term China's limited supply of -hard currency will con-
strain its imports. If the United States decides to facilitate_ Chinese
purchases of industrial and _agricultural products with additional
government credits from the Export-Import Bank and the Commod-
ity Credit Corporation; a more favorable policy _than that applied to
many other U.S. trade partners would he required. The iihinediate
prospects for -tile China market may not warranta preferential credit
policy, but China's lOnger term economic and political prospects may
merit consideration of such a policy:

BEYOND NORMALIZATION,

Since the normalization of ES. trade with China and the liberalila-
tion of controls on exports to that-country; there has been-considerable
support for further reductions in trade controls. If this policy is
chosen, the United- States might consider treating China as a country
not subject to the legal constraints of the "Communist country" and
"state trading economy" status. Similarly; Chinese industry might be
considered "state influenced" instead of "state controlled," in which
case_ the more restrictive market disruption provisions that the ES:
applies to imports from communist countries would not be applicable
to Chinese imports. To remove some restrictions; such as the market
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disruption provision:-: of Sect ion_ 406 of the. Trade _Act of 1974, the
mandatory inclusion of safeguard clittes(!s in bilateral agreements,_ and
the ban on imports of Chinese funs; legislation would be required.
Othrrrestrictions required by lu,tably the ban on Export-Import
Bank loans or loan guailintees _for communist countries and the Jack-
son-Vanik Amendment to the Trade Act of 1974, which sets freedom
of emigration as a prerequisite for most-favored nation tariff status,
are waived_for China and seeral Other communist countries. A third
category of restrictions, primarily export controls, in be liberalized
at t he President's discretion.

In moving beyond normalization, the United States should consider
whether China's current policies are likely to endure. Because of the
chance that the policies of _the _current Deng, leadership could be
reversed; any legislative or administrative initiatives should allow the
United States flexibility to respond to major changes in policy. It may
also be appropriate to consider the potential harm to import-sensitive
IT.S. industries such as textiles.

LONG -Tiakm rikoseEcks von TRADE AND ECONO3IIC COOPERATION

Do the longer term prospectslor the China.market warrant a pref-
erential policy in the present? If so, the United States -might benefit
from concluding it long-term econoir ic agreement with China. Depend -
ing-on whether foreign competitors followed suit, such an agreement
could establish an institutional framework thatcould assure the United
States an -equal or privileged position in the China market for years
to come. In the medium-. and long-term joint IT:S.-Chinese develop-
ment projects in metallorgy, transportation, energy agriculture
might be a component of such an agreement. A formal U.S. study Of
the feasibility of such projects and their likely profitability for the
United States might provide some insights on these questions.

ARMS SALES TO TAIWAN AND THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC

U.S. arms sales to Taiwan are a stumbling block in the development
of closer economic and political relations with the-PRC: Chinese dis-
pleasure will force the Congress. and the Executive to consider the
advantages and disadVantages to the United States of continued arms
sales to Taiwan. It may also -be appropriate to _give careful considera-
tion. to the-desirability of selling arms and dual-use technologies to the
People's Republiceven though large Chinese purchases are unlikely_
in the near tern. Military developments, once undertaken, are hard
to reverse. Moreover; the United States would have little or no control
over Chinese use of military force.

CHINA AS A GLOBAL AND REGIONAL POWER

The mixed pattern of Sino-American relations, in which the two
countries' interests converge in some cases, but diverge inothers, raises
some questions about U.S. policy toward China's economic moderniza-
tion and normalization of its economic and political relations with the
non-communist world.

o
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CHINA AA A POWER

If the United States continues to favor a unified; stable; slid strong
People's Republic of China what Chinese modernization policies are in
our interest? Should we for example, encourage rapid industrial, agri-
cultural and scientific and technological development through our po-
litical influence, scientific exchanges, and other means?

CHINA AB AN ACTOR IN THE ASIAN AND GLOBAL ECONOMIES

_ If Pacific rim economic interrelations develop further toward a
Pacific community, should we encourage the PRO to be an active mem-
ber? Yin moving toward "normal" economic relations should we refash-
ion our laws and poliey away from the restrictions imposed on trade
with Cornmunist.countries?

WESTERN RECEPTIVITY TOWAPD CHINA

If we determine that it is in our interest to play the "China card" as
neaps -of countering the Soviet Union and, at the same time to foster

the modernization of China's economy and the opening of Chinese
society_ .to the moderating influences of membership in the community
of nations, can we be sure that the goals are compatible ? Is there a
basis for a U.S. policy toward the PRC that nations with such diverse
interests as Japan, South Korea, the ASEAN nations and India may
adopt? What formal al informal economic steps might be useful to
forge a common policy?
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I. INTRODUCTION

Iii the 5 years since the death of Mao Zedong China's new lead-

erg have moved their country unrelentingly toward greater partici-
pation in the world's economy. Beijing has dropped its ideological
aversion to foreign debt, encouraged foreign investment in the do-
mestic economy, established trade and diplomatic relations with
the United States, joined the International Monetary Fund and
World Bank, decentralized its foreign trade organizations to pro-
mote direct foreign contacts at the enterprise level, and sent thou:
Sands of students abroad in search of a Western education.

More importantly, fundamental Chinese attitudes are changing
with respect to the role of trade in a planned economy. Imports are
viewed decreasingly as an instrument to serve the needs of the
state and increasingly as a means of satisfying the needs of the
people. Ekports no longer are seen purely as a means of paying for
imports, but also as a leading force for upgrading China's domestic

(191
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industry. lay encouraging China's sleepy domestic industries to
compete to earn foreign exchange in Western markets; the leader-
ship is attempting to improve the quality of goods produced for the
domestic market as well. The Chinese now recognizethat in order
to maximize the gains from trade they must specialize along lines
of comparative advantageit is no longer enough to export what-
ever happens to be in surplus domestically.

The tr nsition from yek.-zrs of isolation to stronger involvement in
international trade has not been easy. The Chinese leadership has
had to deal with an entrenched bureaucracy that often substitutes
political expediency for economic rationality. China today is short
on technological and entrepreneurial talent, following years of ne-
glect of a modern educational system. The statistical collection net-
work is in disarray, interfering with any-long.-range planning.
China's internal transportation and communications facilities are
antiquated, hampering the exchange of goods between one village
and another, not to mention between those villages and Yokohama;
New York, or Rotterdam.

For many years to come, these intangible factors will be the chief
constraints on China's foreign trade expansion, not the commonly
perceived problems of slow domestic growth or weak foreign
demand. Since 1977, China has maintained a real growth rate for
exports of 20-25 percent per year by diverting marginal amounts of
output away from domestic consumption and by breaking_ into es-
tablished Western markets for these exports through competitive
pricing policie. Despite the rapid increase in trade, China's exports
still amount to only a small fraction of domestic output, and a tiny
part of world trade. The leadership is genuinely displeased that a
nation with nearly one-quarter of the world's population and one-
twentieth of the world's economic output, only accounts for less
than one percent of the world's trade. They are determined to
move China forward into the mainstream.

II. FOREIGN ECONOMIC RELATIONS IN PERSPECTIVE

China's foreign trade and financial affairs from 1949 to 1976
the year of Mao's death7must be viewed within the context of
Beijing's general political and economic objectives: Internally, to
modernize a backward, war-torn economy and to preserve and
strengthen the "democratic dictatorship" of the Communist Party;
internationally, to safeguard the country's independence and to
gain "big power" status by building up its political, economic, and
military strength.

During the first decade of Communist rule; Beijing's great con-
cern with achieving economic inde_pendence was shaped largely by
China's unhappy experience in its _earlier contacts with foreign
powers. Reflecting this feeling, Zhen Dibao, a Chinese trade official,
wrote:

Beginning in the middle of the 19th centurythe powers continuously
invaded China, depriving her hy fpree of_arms of tariff autonomy _and customs
control . . . The American and British imperialists controlled China's Custams
Service and utilized this agency to facilitate, by means of low duty rates, the dump-
ing on the Chinese market huge quantities of their surplus stocks and the plunder-
ing of Chinn's raw materials at cheap.prices. Their crude economic buccaneering
strangled our national commerce and industry, thus rendering China a semi-colo-
nial state for along period of time.

Following the rupture of Sino-Soviet relations in 1960, Beijing

20
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put even more stress on the g_oal of achieving economic "self:reli;
-ChairmanNan

of
_Chairn of the China Committee for the

Promotion of International Trade in 1964; defined sAf-reliance in
this way:

It means t'l it a country should manufacture by itself all the products it needs
whenever and wherever possible . . . . It_also means that a country should carry
on its ,;eneral economic construction on the basis of its own human, material, and
financial resources.

In practice, China s policies -of maintaining_ economic independ-
ence" and "self-reliance" meant that: (a) the PRC had comparative-
ly little interchange with or integration into the world economy;
since the early 1950'S China's exports never amounted to more
than one percent of the world's total; exports normally amounted
only to about two percent of China's GNP. (b) Imports were used
basically to overcome bottlenecks in the domestic economy and
were concentrated in industrial supplies and other goods that were
critical to the needs of the state; imports of capital goods were
ain,,,L1 at import substitution rather than at expansion of export in-
dustries. (c) Exports were spread over a wide range of commoditieS
and markets, so that adverse foreign economic situations would
have minimal impact on foreign trade plans; since Beijing ear-
marked for export a small portion of almost everything produced
in China, the commodity composition of China's exports reflected
the make-up of the domestic economy. (d) China attempted to bal-
ance exports and imports, making only sparing use of credits. (e)

China did not accept foreign investment in any form
Since the founding of the People's Republic, China's trade has

advanced in fits and starts. In general, trade has followed the
changing fortunes of the domestic economy, rising during periods
of political stability while suffering from the setbacks of the Great
Leap Forward, the Cultural Revolution, and the struggle for power
between 1974 and 1976.

A. The 1.950'sA Tilt to the Edit
Political and economic necessity led to a heavy dependence on

the USSR in the wake of the Communist Chinese victory in 1949.
The need to rebuild a war-ravaged economy amid the Western
trade embargo imposed during the Korean conflict impelled Mao
Zedong to pursue a policy of "leaning to one side."_Trade with the
Soviet block shot up from only $350 million in 1950 to almost $3
billion in 1959; and accounted for two- thirds of China's total trade.
The Soviet Union provided the wherewithal for China's industrial-
ization efforts, supplying both capital goods and industrial materi:
alS Such as petroleum; lumber and metalS,By mid-1960 the Soviets
had completed about 130 turn-key plants worth almost $1.4 bilz
lionat the time one of the largest technology transfers in history.

China also fashioned its foreign trade and financial organizations
after those of the Soviet Union. The Ministry of Foreign Trade was
established in 1952, together with several foreign trade corpora-
tions which conducted trade in Specific commodities: metals; ma-
chinery, chemicals, textiles, foodstuffs, etc. Not until 1955, howev-
er, did the state completely monopolize foreign- trade. In contrast,
China nationalized the Bank of China in April 1949, even before
the Communist Party had gained complete control over the cowl:.
try. In order to halt capital flight and hyperinflation, foreign ex-
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change controls were imposed at that time, and _private traders
were required to surrender uli foreign currency holdings to the
bank. Customs collection: of course: also fell immediately into the
hands of the state; but not until 1951 was a new two-tiered tariff
schedule promulgated.'

Despite close cooperation during _the 1950s, tensions- were- build-
iris; in the Sino-Soviet reliitionship. The Chinese have since claimed
that the Soviets were pursuing their own form of economic imperi-
alism by taking advantage of China's isolated position to extract
the -highest- possible prices for their aid: The_ rift opened in mid-
1960 when Moscow_ withdrew the 1,20;; Soviet technicians then sta-
tiont-: in China, blueprints and _all. This was an added- blow to a

economy already overstrained_ by poor agricultural per-
formance ;old the excesses of the Great Leap Forward.

B. The 1.9601sReorientation to the West
- Throughout the 1960's China's trade with the Soviet Union de-

clined. Annual trade agreements were suspended in 1967 and rela-
tions hit bottom with the Sino-Soviet_ border clashes in 1969: Trade
with the USSR, which had accounted for almost 55 percent of
China's trade in 1959; was less than 2 percent of the total 10 years
It er.

The initial impetus_ to trade expansion with the non-Communist
countries Cann` from China's need- for-large-scale grain imports to
°Met hiirvest of the 1960'S. Wheat imports from Canada
and Australia began in _1961 and have been a major import item_
ever since. In iiddition, China began purchasing_ large amounts of
fertilizer from the West to support.its_agricultural sector: -With the
economy stabilizing, China turned to Japan and Western Europe in
1963 for some $.200 million worth of plant and technology: By 1966;
China had shifted three-quarters of its trade to the West. During
the height_of the Cultural Revolution (1966 -69), however, China's
attentions turned inward and trade stagnated.

C. The Early 1.9706 Trade Resurgence, then Retrenchment
The resumption Of regular planning during the Fourth Five-Year

Plan _(1971-75) brought a new wave. of trade. Beijing embarked on _a
S.z.2.6 billion program to import capital equipment and technology to
spur economic development. From 1971 to 1975,_the dollar value of
China's trade tripled; and the non-Communist share rose to nearly
85 percentby far the largest share of any Communist country s
trade: During- the 1970's; nearly ___three-quarters of China's pur-
chases came from the developed West. On the other hand-, more
than half of t he hard currency earnings needed _to pay for those im-
ports were derived from China's sales to the LDC'S.

While growth in the dollar value of China's trade was inflated by
the effects of dollar devaluation and by rising prices in the West,

Although the raison Wore for tariffs would seem to have-disappeared when the state monop-
olized rade. t ! v of the _preA ,o rn mu n ist pernxi is sit It on the to ks.__ I n _instances_ w_here
the coniniod, oliporTod is not produced in China and thus does not have a predetermined do-
mestic- prix, 11111 adds the tariff charge to the cost of an-import -to determine t-he domestic
price; howe..,-. it .1- not clear what, -if any, impact the tariff has either on the deCision to pur-
chase, or on of supplier. In past negotiations, the Chinese; like the Soviets, have of-
fered a reduct in the level of tariffs in return for NIFN treatment of their own exports.
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real growth MIS ~till substantialabout "40 percent in the period
1971-75. Flexible exclizinge rates zind unstable world prices, togeth-
er with the global recession of 1974-75, created a new element of
uncertainty for China's central planners. No longer could the Chi=
nese phin for balanced trade simply by adju§ting the targeted
quzintities of exports or imports within kA framework of known
world prices. As a result. Chimi's trade strategy came unraveled in
1974. Rtimptint inthition in the West and heavy deliveries of ma-
chinery and agricultural products pushed import costs to a peak
while the slowdoWn in the Western economies prevented China
from obtaining expected export revenues. -The crunch came in the
second half of 1974 as rising repayments on grain credits_ from the
previous year put strains on the balance of payments. Beijing
reacted by curbing imports of industrial materials, canceling and
postponing deliveries of zigriculturzil products, and trimming back
new plant porchaSeS in order to reduce downpayment eXpenses. In
real terms, imports continued downward through most of 1975;
while export§ recovered somewhatlargely as a result of increased
oil shipnients

(7urLiiling imports was by no means the only option open to Beij-
ing. Had it not been for leftist criticism of the progressive trade
and fir-villein! policies then being instituted by Zhou Enlai and
Deng Xiaoping, Chiru.1 might have obtained more loans from the
West to weather the storm. Exports, too, might have increased
more rapidly in the abSence of the "Gang of Four's" admoniSh-
mentS that -Deng wzis a traitor who wanted to "sell China out to
the imperialistS, and turn China into a "raw material base." The
political turmoil in the period between the purge of Deng and the
death of Mao nearly caused a collapse of trade. China's imports
plummeted by 40 percent in the second half of 1976, as negotiation§
came to a StandStill because of inflexibility on the part of Chinese
negotiators.

III. INTERNATIONAL. TRADE IN THE POST-MAO PERIOD

With stability returnin; after the political upheaval of 1976,a fa-
vorable climate WaS Set 'or an expansion of foreign trade. Trade
did not recover quickly from the shocks of the previous year how=

ever, due to planning ang delivery lags. Imports remained de-
pressed in the first half of 11977, and improved in the second -half
only as a result of heavy Chinese purchases in the world commod
ity markets, Exports remained depressed in real terms, suffering
from domestic supply disruptions and from the much higher prices
the Chinese asked for goods sold in late 1976. In fact, 1977 was the
only year during the whole decade of the seventies in which the
real value of eXports declined: Nevertheless, it was the year in
Which Mao's successors made plans to turn around China's trade
policies and put China on a new development course.

A. Initial Modernization Program-1978

_With the accession to leadership of Hua Guofeng in September
1976 and of Deng Xioaping in August 1977, China embarked on a
program to bring its economy up to "frontline status" by the year
2000. In February 1978 Hua launched the Ten Year Plan for Na=
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tional Development (197(1 -85), which set output targets for 1985
calling ibr agricultural production to increase 4 percent per year.
and industrial production to increase 10 percent per year. Hua an-
nounced t under the plan 120 major industrial projects were to
be co d as the initial stage in the modernization drive. The
list of projects included 10 steel mills, 9 nonferrous metal corn-
plexes;_8 coal mines; 10_ oil and gasfields, 30 power stations, 6 rail-
ways, 5 harbors, petrochemical plants. and variety of manufactur-
ing facilitieS for producing machinery_ and electric components. The
most important difference between this plan and any of its pred-
ecessors was its sheer magnitude. Like before; the selection of proj-
ects continued to reflect a policy of emphasizing heavy industry at
the expense of light; and a policy of import substitution-_--the plants
were designed to increase domestic production of goods being im-
ported; and thus ultimately to reduce imports and make China
more self-reliant.

The Chinese press never released any data on the contemplated
costs of these investment projectsperhaps an indication that no
such calculation had been done. Japanese economists, who had con-
sulted with_ the Chinese during the planning stage, estimated that
China would have had to raise upwards of 500 billion Tian (ap-
proximately US$3.00 billion) in_ new investment capital to cover the
domestic and foreign costs of the program. Of this amount, US$70-
80 billion_would have been needed -to pay for plant and technology
purchased abroad.2 Although Hua later revealed that the Ten Year
Plan was not in fact a plan"-but merely a loose outline of-targets
and a ,list of projects to be undertaken; China's Ministry of Foreign
Trade began acting on these projects; By the_end _of 1978; TECHIM-
PORT, the foreign trade corporation responsible for plant and tech-
nology purchases, had negotiated for or expressed interest in about
$40 billion worth of complete industrial plants."

If little planning had been done to determine the costs of such an
ambitious program; perhaps even less consideration had been given
to the problem of raising the funds to pay for it. At the time the
plan was launched; the_ Chinese believed that oil production would
reach 250 million metric tons per year in 1985 and that a surplus
of 30-50 million metric tons per year would be available for
exportenough to bankroll a sizable _plant import program.
China's chief concern appeared to be finding a market for the__oil;_a
major reason for China s interest ip signing a "Long Term Trade
Agreement" (LTTA) with the Japanese. Japanese firms were at
first reluctant to accept the quantity of- Chinese crude that Beijing
wanted to sell, but in February 1978; after a year of hard bargain-
ing; the LTTA was signed.''

The agreement guaranteed China a market for up to 15 million
.metric tons of crude oil and 9 million metric tons of coal per year
by 1985. At the time the Chinese had hoped to sell more, and found
the agreed figures disappointingly low. The oil and coal exports
were expected to cover the cost of importing about $10 billion

'',11.71130, *Thula Newsletter.." No. 26, June 1980; pp. 18-19_
" Central Intelligence Agency, National Foreign Assessment Center, "China: Post Mao Search

for Civilian Industrial Technology," ER 79-10020U. February -1979.
Although private Japanese firms ran the negotiations, final agreement was reached only

after Tokyo intervened. Legally, however, the agreement has the status of a private contract.

2
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worth of plant, construction materials, and technology from Japan.
This was not a barter agreement; each transaction was to be car-
ried out under separate contracts. Since it was expected that
during the first half of the agreement, the level of Chinese imports
would exceed exports, the Japanese promised to accept deferred
payment,; fbr Chinese plant purchases. The agreement_ postponed
for future discussion the question of interest rates and terms on
the credits!'

Recognizing that oil exports alone would not pay the bills, Beij-
ing began taking Steps to liberalize the structure of its foreign
trade organizations permitting greater contact between Chinese
producers and foreign buyers. Articles in the Chinese press called
for increased attention to improving the quality of light manufac-
tures, by producing to buyer's specifications on styles, labeling,
packaging, and delivery dates.

Beijing also accepted cooperative production agreements and
processing arrangements as a legitimate form of business contact
with the West. And finally, during the summer of 1978; Beijing de-
cided to Set up special zones in Guangdong Province where foreign
firms might participate in joint ventures with the Chinese, permit-
ting foreign ownership of capital for the first time since the found:
ing of the People's Republic,

Beijing also made a number of policy shifts to spur the acquisi-
tion of technology and to create an environment for absorbing
Western know-how. More than any other single move, China's deci-
sion to allow thousands of its best students to attend foreign aca-
demic institutions reflected the importance Beijing attached to ac-
quiring and understanding Western technology. Moreover, Beijing
announced that it would honor the international patent protection
a7eement, a policy totally at variance with Maoist orthodoxy,
which insisted that all knowledge should be part of the public
domain.

These policies provided a more favorable climate for trade, help-
ing to stimulate both exports and imports. With prices stabilizing,
exports increased steadily throughout the year, a full 24 percent in
real terms. Import§ recovered even more dramatically from the de-
pressed level of 1977; jumping 51 percent in real terms. Imports of
industrial supplies, particularly steel and aluminum, increased the
moSt, folloWed by a big boost in deliveries of capital goods. During
1978 alone, more than 500 Chinese delegations traveled to Western
countries to shop for industrial equipment and technology.

In a hUrried iiioVeto capture a share of what appeared to be a booming market for inch-1)46r
al plant find technology, both France and Britain began talks with the Chinese to arrange their
own "Long Term Trade Agreements.- The Chinese, for their own reasons, were happy to oblige.
Unlike the association of private. Japanese firms which negotiated the Sino-Japanese agreement,
the French- and - British governments had no authority over the purchasing orsalesdecisions of
individual corporations and could not set quantitative targets for trade in specific commodities.
The negotiations bogged down over questions -such as market disruption and when signed (the
French in Itritit the British_ in April 1979), merely called for the parties to striVn_to
expand total two-way trade over the period-through ilB(5 to a targeted_level. The Chinese prom
iced to giye "preference" to French and British_firrits on certain projects in which they had
shown interest; in return the Chinese received assurances that the other side would make "best
efforts" CO_ balance trade. More importantly, however, the Chinese obtained commitments -from
the British and French governments to make officially backed export credits available for Chi-
nese purchases.
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The enticement of a vast China market undoubtedly played a
role in the U.S decision to recognize Beijing as the government of
China, a shift which was announced in December 1978. U.S. agri-
cultural exportsled by wheat, corn and cottonhad jumped sev-
eral fold during the year as China shifted purchases away from its
traditional suppliers. This vaulted the U.S. into third place, behind
Japan and West Germany, as a supplier to China. From its view-
point, Beijing saw the U.S. not only as the most important Source
of agricultural commodities and advanced technology but also as a
largely untapped market for its exports. Before trade could realize
its full potential, however, several outstanding legal issues would
have to be settled: lack of MFN-status for Chinese exports, unre-
solved frozen claims and assets,_ and lack of eligibility for U.S.
Export-Import Bank financing of Chinese purchases. Once diplo-
matic- relations were established; these constraints would be re-
moved quickly.

With the establishment of_Sino-United States diplomatic rela-
tions just around the corner, Beijing had laid much of the ground-
work for a take-off of technology imports: After nearly a year of
negotiations with the Japanese, however, they still had not come to
terms on interest rates. Events in December, therefore, were en-
tirely unexpected. In the space of 10 days the Chinese went on a
buying spree and signed nearly $3 billion in whole plant contracts,
bringing the total signed by the end of 1978 to over $7 billion. This
year-end rush may have been related to another event during the
monththe Central Committee Work Conference. Just as the Chi-.
nese were about to launch one of the largest transfers of technol-
ogy in world history, they began a somber reappraisal of the plan's
feasibility. It was at the Work Conference that the Chinese leader-
ship announced its decision to institute a policy of "readjustment;
reform, consolidation, and improvement." In their eagerness to
insure that their own projects would not be affected by the re-
trenchment, some officials hurried to sign contracts before the
order to suspend negotiations came into effect.

B. The Reackjustment of 1979
1979 was a year of adjustment for Chinese foreign trade and for

the economy as a whole. The year opened with considerable confu-
sion in the trade bureaucracy. Record fourth-quarter 1978 and first-
quarter 1979 current account deficits strained hard currency re-
serves. China's trade balance, which had been- running in surplus
through the first three quarters of 1978, turned into a $400 million
deficit in the fourth quarter (measured on an f.o.b. basis), then
plunged to a $700 million deficit in the first quarter of 1979the
largest quarterly deficit the Chinese- had ever seem On top of these
accumulating trade deficits, the Chinese had obligated themselves
to make downpayments of approximately $600 million for plants
ordered in the second half of 1978. The signing in 1978 of $7 billion
in cash contracts had left Beijing dangerously low on foreign ex-
change; reserves had fallen to less than $2 billion by the beginning
of -1979:

Reactingto a rapidly deteriorating foreign exchange situation as
well as to a general rethinking of China's development strategy, in
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February 1979 the Ministy Of Finance tent notice to 20 Japanese
firms that contracts they had_signed with China's National Techni-
cal Import CorporatiOn (TECHIMPORT) hzid failed to receive Bank
of Chins approval. As a result, the contracts valued at $2.6 bil-
lionwere suspended while China reexamined the projects and the

Corfirilitifients associated with them: Simultaneously, the
Ministry of Finance also ordered a moratorium on any major new
contract signings.

While the moratorium on new contracts originated from the deci-
sion to readjust the economy taken two months earlier, the suspen-
S16t1 of Japanese contracts was_not primarily related to that cam-
pziign. Instead, international financial concerns appear to have
been the driving force behind this first wave of suspensions.

Immedizitely folloWing the suspensions_ the Chinese relayed the
message tb the Japanese Long-term Trade Consultation Committee
that befbre China would reinstate the contracts the Japanese
Would have to provide U.S. dollar loans to finance the plants.0
Moreover, the Chinese demanded that payment for _the plant pur-

degighilted to be made in Yen; should be shifted
over to payment in dollars.

In reSpofige, Japanese commercir,1 banks arranged two syndicat-
\ ed Eurodollar credits, including a $2 billion line of credit for 41/2

years, and a $6 billion 6:month revolving credit. Although _bargain-
ing was intense over the interest rates to be charged, the Japanese
banks finally conceded _to _a_ rate of percent over LIBOR (London
Interbank Offer Rate) after the Chinese appeared to have succeed=
ed in obtaining that ratenormally reserved fcr only the banks'
best customersfrom the French Bank, Union des Banques Arabs
et Francoise (UBAF). Ifi order to_ sweeten the pot, Japanese indus-
trialists convinced the government to extend a 420 billion yen
credit line (worth U.S. $1.8 billion at the time) from Japan's
Export-Import Bank directly to the Bank of China for natural re-
source development projectsprojects not covered within the scope
Of the LTTA. The yen loans would draw interest at (P /4 percent per
year and provide up to 15 years for repayment.

After lining up the $8 billion in syndicated Eurodollar credits the
Chinese immediately renegotiated the suspended contracts to place
them oh a dollar payment basis. By July; all of the contracts,
except one for a 300,000 ton-per-year ethylene plant; had been rein-
stated. Ironically, the Chinese have_never_used this Eurodollar fa-
cility. Between May and August 1979, LIBOR rates climbed from
101/2 percent to 17 percent and the Chinese continued to pay cash
on delivery of the plant and equipment.' In addition, as a result of
excellent e)giort growth, China's trade balance improved dramati-
cally over the next year, leaving little need for the credits.

"The date on which the suspensirin notices were sent out-16 Februarywas important_ io
two respects: first it fell just- within the fell day time_ hmit_prescribed by eseitpe_clauses in the
Japanese ceintractS, duriiig_Whieh the_Bank_of Chime could review the contracts prior to making

deWeilliiyitients. Second, but more importantly, it fell one year to the day after signing of the
Sino-Japanese Long Term Trade -Agreementa coincidence intended by_ Beijing to Signal
China's exasperation with Japan's intransigence on providing financing for these major
purchases

7 The Boashan steel mill contract was the sole exception. Nippon Steel agreed to aCeePt_Pay-
menLs half in yen and half in dollars with, at least, the yen portion on a deferred payment basis.

'11-330 - 83 - 3
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While the Japanese contract suspensions were primarily a Chi:-
nese gambit to pressure the Japanese into providing long-promised
credits, the Chinese. placed a halt on new contract signings in order
to give flet-OS-elves time to reassess their development strategy. At
the time; however; the Chinese probably_ did not foresee a major
cutback in investment spending: Throughout 1979 they continued
to arrange large lines of credit in anticipation of major capital pur-
chases to follow. Thus by.the_end.of 1979 the Chinese had amassed
over $17 billion worth of officially supported export credits from
France ($7.3 billion),. the United _Kingdom ($:i billion); Japan ($1.8
billion). Canada ($1.7 billion) and Italy ($1M billion); with smaller
amounts from Belgium;_ Sweden, and Australia; and over $10 bil-
lion worth of commercial credits.

In the early months of 1979, Beijing took several corrective meas-
ures that affected whole-plant purchases. The _first was a reorder-
ing_ of investment priorities. Agriculture, light industry, power;
building materials, and transportation were identified as needing
greater_ investment, at the expense of heavy industry,- especially
steel. Major organization. changes also were made as Beijing began
to delegate decisionmaking authority to- lower levels: Provincial -
and municipal -level organizations which had been negotiating
small plant contracts were instructed -to- raise their_own financing
and assume _responsibility for the profitability of their investments.
Higher level organizational changes also-were made. -The Bank_ of
China, for example; was separated from the People's Bank to tight-
en control over foreign exchange reserves. -In addition the_ Foreign
Investment Control Commission was established to control foreign
currency borrowing: The changes were intended to prevent a finan-
cialcrisis similar to the one that occurred in February.

The Chinese also began to_ rethink their export policies. Articles
in the Chinese press extrolled the virtues -of the- economies of
Japan;_ South Korea; and . Taiwancountries which developed
through promotion of export industries: Chinese economists called
for the country _to specialize along lines of comparative advan-
tagein labor-intensive industriesin _order to maximize the gains
from trade. By diverting funds from heavy industry to light; _the
Chinese expected to reap a larger return on investment, and in
much less time.

These new policies were endorsed at the JUne meeting of the Na-
tional People's Congress, during which the leadership strongly reef,
firmed_decisions:taken_over the previous two years to liberalize and
expand foreign trade. The- Congress- ratified the decision to pursue
further decentralization of the foreign trade structure, permitting
local production units to retain_a share of their export profits. And
by passing China's first-Joint Venture Law, the Congress showed
an unprecedented willingness to_ foster direct foreign investment.

Although doubts about the efficacy of the joint venture law..pre-
ven_teo_any_rneaningful foreign investment in China during 1979, a
major benefit of the law was to provide reassurance to Western oil
companies of China's intent to establish a legal basis for their rela-
tionships. Negotiations with Western_ oil_ _companies w_L-e among
the few that continued unaffected during the early months of 1979:
In__April letters _of intent_ were signed with several US companies
for seismological studies in the South China Sea and negotiations
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continued with French, and British firms for similar -work
in the Yellow and &1st China Sezis. Finally, in December 1979 the
China National Oil Corporation signed an agreement with Japan's
National Oil Company (JNOC) for joint exploration and develop-
ment of the Bohai Gulf. Under the agreement the JNOC would
provide funds for most of the $250 million exploration effort and an
additional $500 million for expected development costs. China
would draw $500 million from Japan's Export-Import Bank re-
source development credit to cover all but $20 million of its share.
The agreement gave JNOC rights to 42.5 percent of any oil pro-
duced over the next 15 years.

For the year as a whole, contract signings for major plant and
equipment purchases dropped to $2 billion: When negotiations re-
sumed in midyear, they reflected Beijing's new _priorities. Discus-
sions on thermal and hydropower projects headed the list. But for-
eign steel firms_ that in late 1978 had been negotiating contracts
worth more than $20 billion were informed that most of these proj-
ects were being shelved indefinitely. Beijing also began seeking for-_
eigners willing to purchase equity shares in light industry projects
under the new joint venture law.

C. The Deceritralization Movement-1180
For 1980 as a whole China's foreign trade growth reached record

levels. Exports during the year shot up 42 percent over the 1979
total to $19.6 billion, while imports jumped 36 percent to $19.3 bit=
lion. Much of the increase may be attributed to China's decision;
taken in 1978 and reaffirmed in 1979, to decentralize the foreign
trade apparatus. By permitting local enterprises to engage in. trade
directly with foreigners, Beijing unleashed a large demand for
Western capita] and consumer goods and provided incentives,
where none had previously existed, for individual enterprises to
market their products abroad. Decentralization; however, also had
some serious side affects, which by year-end brought into question
the compatability of a mixed; part-plan, part-market economic
system.

During 1980 Beijing gave increasing authority over foreign trade
matters to individual production units. This was part of Beijing's
overall policy of decentralizationindividual production units were
made accountable for their own profits and losses in order to_im-
prove the "rationality" and efficiency of the economic system. The
limited ability of the Ministry of Foreign Trade and its foreign
trade corporations to handle the increasing volume and complexity
of trade was another factor behind Beijing's move.

In order to make the decentralization of foreign trade palatable
to the individual production units, Beijing provided two entice-
ments. One was a decision to allow municipal and provincial export
enterprises to retain up to 30 percent of their foreign exchange
earnings for their own use, rather than requiring them to remit all
foreign exchange to the state. The second was a decision to permit
these enterprises to convert foreign exchange earnings into yuan at
a more favorable rate than the official Bank of China rate. The
more favorable rate was called the "exchange rate for internal set-
tlement,"
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Given a vast pent-up demand for foreign capital and consumer
goods and a hick of domestic_investment funds resulting from the
state's decision to discontinue subsidies to production units, local
enterprises in the maritime provinces responded enthusiastically to
these incentives, entering into processing arrangements and corn-
pensiition trade deals and in a few instances,_ forming joint ven-
tures with foreign firms. 8 In 1980; perhaps as much as $3-4 billion
in trade was conducted by these enterprisesoutside the purview
of the Foreign Trade Corporation.

While the decentralization measures directly stimulated exPortS
they zilso created some severe problems for Beijing. One of the most
difficult problems was the lack of control over foreign exchange ek:
penditureS. AlloWed to retain a share of their foreign exchange
earnings, provincial and local export enterprises syphoned off hard
currency earnings that could have_been used by the central govern-
ment. Many enterprises deposited these funds in Hong Kong,
beyond supervision by the Bank of China._This practice gave Chi-
neSe firms immediate access to foreign exchange for their pur-
chases without the red tape which normally accompanied import
decisionS. It also hindered the ability of central authorities to for-
mulate trzide plans and to regulate foreign exchange flowS.

The lack of control over expenditures became most apparent
during the fourth quarter, when _a surge in imports restilted in -a
deficit of over $300 millionthe first trade deficit since early 1979:
The hard currency outflows caught Beijing by surprise, and in No-
vember China withdrew its reserve tranche of $280 million from
the International Monetary Fund; the first drawing since China's
entrance into the IMF in May The imbalance continued into the
firSt quarter of 1981 and by the end of March Beijing had gone to
the well for a total of $1.1 billion, exhausting its first _credit
trzinche. China alSo drew heavily on short-term foreign commercial
loans during this period.

"Efforts to attract Western companies to purchase equity_oxvnership in Chinese enterprises
bore 6-int in the firSt quiitio! 0119,140; eight months Lifter the National People's Congress gave its
formal /*Provo] to the joint venture law. The deals concluded were for a catering service which
prepared food for flights out of Beijing's International Airport, a joint shippmg_venture;_ two ele7
vigor pints, and a luxury -hotel is Nanjing, lo May Beijing signed two contracts with French
Feriiis--Total rind Societe Nationale Elf Aquitanefor joint exploration and development of
China's offshore oil resources in the eastern and northeastern Bohai, with terms similar to the
JNO(' contract.

Althrairth nian_rif_the_efitly joint ventures encountered problems that could be expected to
plague any new form of business arrangement, Beijing took-steps in August and September to
eliminate some of the most glaring problems. These steps included the_adOption_of regulation's to
control fiireigti inVeidinerit in the_Spetiat Economic Zones in Guangdong and Fujian and the ap-
proval of regulations 1)ri foreign exchange loans to enterprises. Most importantly. the National
People's Congress promulgated income tax-and joint venture tax laws, whiCh_helped_'Crreinove
some of the uncertainties Facing Foreign firms in making a decision on whether to invest in
China.

According to a Chinese report in Economic-Reporter English Monthly. December 1980; p:16;
by the end of 1980 the Chinese had signed 17 agreemeriU_Ihr joint_ventures inside China,_four
contracts linr joint-ektiloration_of off bore oil and 289 cooperative projects and joint ventures in
Other countries with a total investment of $1.8 billion. In addition to- the joint ventures men-
tioned above. ventures inside China included a pig farm, a winery, a leasing_compatty, several
hotels, and factories to produce woolen textiles_artificial_flowers;_furniture,optical goods, bat-
teri; tet&Vigoti;_iitia watch dials. Ventures outside China included businesses such as-a-joint
finance company in Hong Kong between the Bank of China, the First National Bank of Chicago;
and the Industrial- Bank of Japan, and joint construction companies_ operating in third world
countries using Chinese laborers and western technologies. During 1980 the Chinese also signed
about ',_l000 agreements for processing and assembling foreign materials and parts.
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Faced with the:ie difficulties, the government felt its only course
would be to return at least part way to a more centralized manage-
ment of foreign trade: In December_the State Council promulgated
exchange regulations that put the Bank of China firmly in control
of all foreign exchange transactions. In particular; the law__required
any Chinese- organization holding deposits in_ foreign _banksto
remit_ all such funds to the Bank of China by March 1, 1981. Bed:
ing also officially pegged the "internal. exchange-_ rate" at 2:8 yuan
per-dollar in -gart to discourage imports by local production units.
At the same time; Beijing gave the Foreign Trade Corporations full
authority over many commodities which had previously slipped
into the hands of the localities.

D. Reconciling Readjustment and Reform -1.981
From the viewpoint--of' a fbreign trader; 1981_ began Alp a sour

note. In February Beijing unilaterally cancelled contracts worth
nearly $2 billion for the second phase of the Baoshan steel mill;
four petrochemical complexes, and a copper refinery. The cancella-
tions affected not only- the Japanese, but West German; BritiSh and
American firms as well:

On the surface, this wave of cancellations had several parallels
With_the_ first wave of February_ 1979; but in fact the root causes
ran far deeper. Not until 1980 did Beijing begin to realize the se-
verity of imbalances developing in the domestic economy. Invest-
ment spending was badly overextended, resulting in -a budget defi-
cit of 12 billion yuan for the year. Domestic expenditures on con-
struction of plants purchased overseas contributed significantly to
the deficit. On top of this Beijing was forced to lower its expecta-
tions for oil output: Official statements suggested that China would
do well just to maintain the current rate of product -ion through -the
mid-1980s; rather than doubling output as originally planned. The
lack of projected energy supplies for- the- Baoshan steel mill and of
petroleum feedstocks for the petrochemical plant complexes were
among the major factors leading to their cancellations. _

Although China's trade balance declined sharply immediately
preceding the cancellations._ contrary_ to much speculation in the
Western press, the Chinese did not lack foreign exchange to pay for
the plants. China's hard currency reserves were adequate and
earnings more than sufficient to make scheduled payments: When
the Chinese sent notice of the cancellations they also gave assur-
ances that they- would remunerate firms for any losses "according
to international practice." Thereafter, the Chinese continued to
accept delivery of the equipment; paying for -each shipment in cash.
Most deliveries have now been completed. As in 1979, the Chinese
again told the Japanese that in order_to reinstate any of the can-
celled contracts,. they would need low interest loans: Unlike
China's earlier loan request; however; the new loans would be to--
cover the local costs of the projecta source of much-confusion in
the Western press. In effect; the Chinese wanted to finance their
domestic budget deficits with foreign loans.

From commentary in the Chim..se press one can infer that a
lengthy debate took place within the leadership before the decision

9 See example. FBIS; Daily Report; china; November 10. 1980, pp. L14-18.
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to cancel the contracts. The debate focused on the_ question of
whether readjustment should take precedence over reform. Those
favoring readjustment argued that to stem overexpenditure on in-
vestment by Fecal enterprises and prevent a further deterioration
in the domestic budget, it would be necessary for the government
to postpone- Many of the reforms initiated in 1980. The readjust-
ment view prevailed. As of mid-1981 the_Ministry of Foreign Trade
had regained authority over many commodities which had been
lost to producers the year before. But the reform movement clearly
was not dead. It had attracted many followers who had a real stake
in trade with the West.

IV. CURRENT POLICY PROBLEMS

Almost all of the policy changes instituted over the past three
years have fallen under the rubric of either economic readjustment
or economic reform: Under the readjustment program_China'S ma-
croeconomic goals were to undergo a complete reevaluation. Invest-
ment was to be scaled back in favor of more consumption; and
heavy industry, the focus of both trade and domestic economic
policy at the,, time, was to be deemphasized in favor of light indus-
try and agrictiltUre. _The reform program, on the other hand, was
to tackle rnicroeconomic-type problems. Profitability was to become
the major_ Standard by which many of China's enterprises, includ-
ing those engaged in foreign trade were to be evaluated.

A. Impact on the West--The sweeping changes in foreign trade policies that accompanied
China's readjustment program were generally applauded in the
West, although they brought large cutbacks in major capital pur-
chases. The new effort_to build up the light industrial and agricul-
tural sectors; long thought to be areas where Beijing's comparative
advantage was greatest, were well received: That Beijing was set-
ting aside an extended time period to reexamine the direction of its
overall economic policy was also viewed as a positive step. In addi-
tion; the new emphasis on exports and Beijing's reaffirmation that
deSPite its cutback in the import of capital goods it would continue
to emphasize foreign trade, all helped boost Western confidence in
China.

Much of the initial enthusiasm for the readjustment policy; how-
ever, dissipated as a result of the erratic measures taken by Beijing
to implement_ the program. Certain contracts for Japanese petro-
chemical equipment, for example, were initialled by TECHIMPORT

Decerriber 1978, suspended less than two months later; reinstat-
ed at the original terms bY midyear only to be cancelled again in
February 1981. Even after the final cancellation Beijing continued
to accept delivery of eq_uiprnent and to r-,ake payment under the
terms of the original contracts. The Japanese were not the only
firms affected by such erratic behavior: West German, American,
and British companies all had contracts summarily cancelled by
Beijing as a restilt of the readjustment

Theintroduction of the economic _reform package with its empha-
sis on measuring results in _terms of profits and losses ftirther
clouded the trade picture. While the overall goal of the program

3
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was to push decisionmaking authority down to local levels, the
lines of authority were not clear -cut. Some goods remained the ex-
clusive domain of the Ministry of Foreign Trade while, for other
products, local authorities were granted greater autonomy. As a
result, not only were foreign businessmen unable to co t on tradi-
tional lines of authority but in many cases even the Chinese were
unclear as to where the final authority for various trade matters
rested. In one case, for example, a foreign firm seeking to build a
hotel in a major Chinese city spent long hours coining to terms
with representatives of the MFT only to have the project disap-
proved by the local authorities who had final authority over the
use of the land where the hotel was slated to be built.

B. Impact on China
Western firms were not alone in suffering ill effects from the

policy changeS. China was also experiencing difficulties. China's
terms of trade, a key indicator used by planned economies to deter-
mine the efficacy of trade, began to deteriorate as local traders bid
export prices down and import prices up. Some of China's large, ef-
ficient, export enterprises also began having problems. Under the
previous tightly controlled planning system these enterprises drew
resource:: from various localities and processed them in bulk for
export abroad. After decentralization, local authorities, eager to
take advantage of their newly found ability to generate foreign ex-
change, began setting up their own smaller-scale, competing; enter-
prises. Scarce local resources once channelled to more efficient en-
terprises were siphoned off to smaller local facilities and excess cal
parity in some areas began growing rapidly.

Financial problems also sprang out of the decentralization effort.
When Beijing gave approval for local enterprises to retain certain
ShareS of their foreign exchange profits, government authorities as-
sumed that all of these funds would be deposited in the Bank of
China (BOO. While this procedure may have been followed in the
early stages, Chinese eXporters soon found their foreign exchange
funds more accessible and more profitable when held in banks out=
side China. By yearend 1980, when orders ware issued to repatriate
all funds held in this form abroad,-perhaps as much as $1 billion in
foreign exchange had slipped outside Beijing's grasp.

Of all the difficulties associated with the reform movement, hoW-
ever, the one probably most responsible for Beijing's decision to
shelve the program was its conflict with economic retrenchment.
When local enterprises that were slated to come under Beijing's
budgetary axe began using the reform program to line up foreign
equipment and funds to circumvent investment cutbackS, the pro=
gram was destined for reappraiSal.

C The Underlying Economic Issue
Blame for much of the confusion that has resulted from the

reform and readjustment measures undoubtedly rests with Beijing.
The government has been guilty of moving too erratically to
counter unforeseen problems arising in its foreign trade sector.
With its statistical apparatus Still in disarray from the Cultural
Revolution, Beijing may have little idea of what the possible reper=
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cussions of many of its policies are: Beijing may also be attempting
to implement economic policies it does not fully understand. Prob-
lems associated with the economic reform packages, for example,
appear to stem frc,.m basic contradictions that arise in trying to
take advantage of the market mechanism where market signalS,
i.e. prices, are confused. For the past :30 years Beijing has fixed do-
mestic prices at somewhat arbitrary levels _rather than allowing
them to reflect supply and demand. As a result; efforts to encour-
age traders to become more profit _motivated have in many cases
yielded perverse results. In a very real sense; profitability is not de-
fined by the interrelationship between supply and demand, or by

'the efficiency with which the firm is run, but rather by the level at
which Beijing sets input and output prices. Moreover, Beijing was
unaware of the tradeoffs associated with various economic policieS
in a market system. While explicitly giving firms a certain amount
of leeway to expand or contract operations according to their prof_=
itability, Chinese authorities proved- unwilling to allow expansion
outside those industries that they had_separately_designated for
emphasis. Citing inflationary pressures; the government also quick-
ly supressed the competitive price bidding that arose as soon as
firms were given responsibilty for their own profits. Unwilling to
sacrifice its macroeconomic goals on the altar of the market, Beij-
ing had little choice but to backdown from its microeconomic
reform program.

Although the Chinese may have shelved their experiment with
the market mechanism for the time being, they continue to espouse
its advantages for China and may attempt to readopt, it. While coh=
tinning to express confidence in the market mechanism; however,
Beijing has not yet shown signs of creating_an environment where
the market can operate freely. Throughout the difficulties in the
conflict between readjustment_ and reform the subject of flexible
prices has been blatantly supressed: Fear of resparking the hyper-
inflation of the 1940s in probably largely to blame for the current
unwillingness either to allow prices to fluctuate or at least to
adjust them toprovide some indication of resource allocations:

Decentralization; in the absence of a rational_ price_structure, will
do very little to help Beijing determine where to channel scarce re-
sources. Efficient factories may be forced to close under the current
price structure while inefficient ones operate at sizeable profits. As
a result, unemployment, and disparities in personal incomes that
will inevitably accompany China's efforts to close inefficient fac-
tories and propagate efficient ones may come with almost no gains
in productivity. In short; while a true market system might_be of
great benefit, it is not necessarily true that China's attempt to take
advantage of a market where market signals are in_disarray will
be any more beneficial W foreign -trade and overall economic devel-
opment than a tightly controlled foreign trade bureaucracy.

Although Beijing continues to face numerous foreign trade prob-
lems the sclifficulties should be viewed in light of the government's
numerous success: Overall trade performance since 1978 has been
excellent with exports growing at an average annual rate of 35 per-
cent. The high priority assigned to foreign trade in recent_ years
has given domestic traders a certain stability not present during
the preceding 30 years. In addition, decentralization measures have
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made producers of export goods mindful or problems that prior to
decentNiliZzitibil Seenied to defy solution. Chinese exporters for the
first time appear to be making real- hezidwziy improving product
qmility, Meeting Western packaging standards; and adhering to de-
livery schedules.

MtiCh of the thrashing zihout of trade policy in the past few years
can be exphlined by recognizing China's unique position as A cen-
trally planned economy (CPE) forced to deal zilmost entirely in the
World market. For the Soviet bloc countries, where CPE's trade
heavily among themselves; the intibility to iidjust to the constantly
cluinging conditions of market crezites_few major problems. For
t Nina, however, where less than 10 percent of its total trade is car-
ried out with other tightly phihned economies, the temptation_ to
respond to market changes is much greater, In part; this explains
China's determimition to earry through with decentralization de-
spite the difficulties encountered in the past.. With trade groWing
at record rates, and alrriOSt all of it taking place in a world market
environment, time tightly controlled foreign trade organizatien or
the past is probably incapable Of Meeting- Chira's present needs.

V: TRADE PROSPECTS FOR THE 1980's

Forecasts of future trends in China's trade must _be tentative, be
czinSe Of the Uncertainty over how Beijing_will resolve the crucial
issue of the relationship between central planning and the market
mechanism. On the one hand, if China returns to a more central-
ized system of foreign trade, we would expect to See a more temper-
ate pike than in the period from 1977 to 1980, On the other hand,
if China gives freer rein to market forces, trade could take another
leap forward, driven by years of pent-up demand.

A. Export Prospects
SucceSs in expanding exports will depend largely on China's
to follow up on the reform measures of the recent paSt and to

move swiftly into export lines that emphasize the country's great-
est comparative advantagelarge masses of low-Wage laborers,
China currently exports a wide variety of agricultural and mineral
products and relatively simple, inexpensive manufactured goods.
Agricultural and mineral product exports will likely be limited by
domestic supply and demand constraints whereas rapid i7-icreases
in exports of some manufactured goods are likely to be -held back
by restraints on foreign demand. Beijing has, however; demonstrat-
ed an ability to penetrate manufactured product markets in short
order. In textiles, for example, Western quota's on certain Chinese
exports have caused almost immediate shifts into unrestricted
goods. With only about 1/2 percent of all Western imports coming
from China, considerable potential exists for developing new export
lines, especially if more export processing zones are established.

Agricultural exports have grown at a considerably slower rate
than exports in general in the 1970s and are likely to continue to
do so. Growth has been particularly slow since 1974 _The share of
agricultural exports thus has dropped from nearly 50 percent in
1970 to less than 30 percent in 1979, Important export items in-
clude meat, fish, fruits, and vegetables, the primary market for

1 ;I)
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which is Hong Kong. Prosy, is for rapidly increasing these exports
are not good. The Hong F market where Chinese products have
a considerable competiti !(.. is pretty well saturated.

Oil has set the pace for extractive exports- in the 1970s, rising
from nothing in 1970 to 256;000 b/d in 1980. it revenues amount-
ed to $2.8 billion in 1980 or- 14 percent of total export earnings:
Most of the oil is purchased by Japan but several other countries,
including the United States take smaller amounts:

Supply problems in China bode poorly for future _gains in crude
oil exports: Output levelled off at about 106 million tons in 1980
and may fall by as much .as-6 percent this year Although attempts
to shift energy consumption toward coal may provide short term
gains, it is unclear how effective these measures will be in the long
run. In the meantime, Beijing will probably attempt to hold ex-
ports at about the current level over the next few years in-order to
avoid any sharp declines in foreign exchange earnings. Potential
after 1985 depends heavily on China's success in -its offshore oil ex-
ploration program. Japanese and French companies are already ex-
ploring for oil and US firms should sign exploration contracts later
this year.

Coal and other mineral exports increased fairly slowly in the
1970s but have gained steam in the last few years. Coal shipments
to Japan are slated to increase quite sharply under terms of the
Long Term Trade Agreement, from 500,000 tons in 1978 to 3.5 mil-
lion tons in 1982. Tokyo and Beijing are currently talking about
boosting shipments to 10 millions tons in 1985. Even with the sharp
increases, coal exports will continue to account for less than 5 per-
cent of total exports. Beijing is also stepping up shipments of tung-
sten, talc, titanium; and aluminum but earnings from these com-
modities make up less than one percent of total foreign exchange
revenues.

The main thrust of a Chinese export drive will have to be in
manufactured goods. Exports of manufactured goods have expand-
ed at _an annual rate of approximately 17 percent in real terms
since 1970, rising to more than 50 percent of total exports. A con-
tinuation of high industrial growth rates; combined with more em-
phasis on exports and a strong shift into higher valued -export
lines, should enable China to maintain past growth rates in foreign
sales. As with many other emerging nations; textiles are playing a
leading role in Chinese exports. Textile and clothing exports to-
talled $3.:3 billion in 1979-24 percent of total Chinese exports: Tex-
tile exports have grown at an even faster rate than overall exports
over the past few years. Textile and clothing production is expected
to increase rapidly aided by the output of several major imported
synthetic fiber plants. Low-cost labor if accompanied by modern
production techniques and marketable designs could provide -the
PRC a competitive edge. The major problem in rapidly expanding
textile exports will be that of breaking into already highly protect-
ed markets. Beijing may have some advantage in that its textile ex-
ports are currently widely distributed, with LDC's purchasing over
40 percent of textile fabric and clothing exports, N, hereas entry into
the more profitable North American and West European markets
has only just begun. Beijing probably will attempt to- squeeze the
developed market shares of East Asian rivalsHong Kong, South
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Korea, and Taiwanand to seek lower ' ;riff and nontariff barriers
for its products. Given the likely u )rt restrictions, however,
growth in future textile exports will dc:,,end on Beijing's ability to
move into new unrestricted, product lines.

Other important manufactured exports currently include iron
and steel, mineral and metal products, machinery, and transporta-
tion equipment tall shipped primarily to WC's) and handicrafts
(shipped to developed countries and Hong Kong). With the excep-
tion of iron and steel; all of these areas have recently been focused
on as having significant export potential. Efforts are now under-
way to gear China's machine tool industry toward exports to LDes.
Hand tools, hardware, and other metal products are also slated to
increase: Exports of machinery and equipment; including trucks;
ships, and military goodsagain primarily for LDC'swill prob-
ably also pick up speed. Even in the area of- power generation;
China has already had some success marketing equipment for
small hydroelectric projects in the Philippines and South America.

B. Import Prospects
Pessimism is probably the best way to characterize the current

attitude in the West with regard to selling a huge amount of capi-
tal equipment to China. This attitude is probably realistic. China
has neither the resources nor the technical expertise required to
undertake a program of high technology assimilation expected by
many Western traders in 1978. To the extent that it stems from a
belief that the China market as a whole is drying up, however, the
pessimism is unfounded.

Export growth remains the key to China's willingness to import.
Although the ongoing experiment with decentralization has taken
some control over exports and imports out of the hands of the cen-
tral authorities, Beijing will continue to take steps to counter any
large trade deficits. Small deficits can be expected. China has dem-
onstrated an eagerness to take advantage of long-term, low interest
loans, a trend that will undoubtedly continue- in the future: But
Beijing's refusal to utilize major commercial loans at current
market rates for- anything other than short term exigencies is a
clear indication that it expects trade to remain near balance. Even
for normal trade financing Beijing is attempting to rely more heav-
ily on compensation deals and processing arrangements to bring in
raw materials and machinery and equipment with no accompany-
ing outlay of foreign exchange. With the government's commit-
ment to keep a tight rein on debt exposure, the debt service ratio
Will probably be held to less than 15 percent over the next few
years.

The priorities of the readjustment program will continue to de-
termine the commodity composition of trade. Agricultural imports,
especially grain and cotton, will probably become increasingly im-
por+ant as the Chinese attempt to improve their standard of living,
Consumer goods; including TVs; radios; tape recorders and watches
will also benefit. Although reluctant to see its scarce foreign ex-
change reserves go for such uses; Beijing's current overriding inter-
est in consumer welfare ensures that this upward trend will contin=
ue at least in the near term. Over the longer run, China will prob-
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ably attempt to become a net exporter of many of these goods; At
that point, the Chinese will probably restrict import; to conserve
foreign exchange and to guarantee a market for domestically pro-
duced consumer items. Beijing's willingness to import in order to
expzuni exports could lead to sharp increases in purchases of semi-
finiShed Manufactured products.") Imports of plastic materials,
chemical products; and electronic components, for example, should
be up sharply in the next several years. Dyeing materials, yarn,
and fabrics will also rise in importance_as Beijing moves to boost
its textile Sales. With construction of several major petrochemical
projects delayed as a result of the readjustment program, synthetic
fiber importS should also become increasingly important. Efforts to
improve the quality of China'S packaging for export have already
led to sharp increases in purchases of wood pulp and paper prod=
acts; a trend likely to continue as exports rise.

Much Of the upward pressure on China's import bill for agriciil:
tural products; semi-finished Manufactures, and consumer goods
will be offset by steep declines in major plant-.purchases. The di-op:
off, part of Beijing's commitment tb scale back capital construction;
will be especially pronounced in 1981: The $9 billion in whole-plant
contracts signed in 1978-79 led to record machinery and equipment
deliveries laSt year With delivery completed on most of the earlier
contracts, and with the recent cancellaton of major 1980 contracts;
imports ShOuld taper off sharply by yearend and remain low for
several years: Iron and steel imports in the next few years also will
probably remain IOW, below the 3.8 million tons purchased in 1980.

Although machinery and equipment imports on the whole will be
down, in certain specific areas Chinese demand remains strong. In-
frastructure projects, especially for transportation and power gent
oration; will require occasional large purchases of machinery and
equipment. Demand for coal mining equipment should also remain
strong. Beijing will undoubtedly utilize a great deal of western and
Japanese oil drilling equipment in the near future but, at least for
the offshore ventures, it is unclear- whether the purchases will
show up in China's import figureS. of the equipment may be
counted as the Western partner's share in the ventures rather
than as a Chinese purchase.

new impt:rt priorities_bode well for major agricultural
exporters; especially the United States. With increasing exports of
grain and cotton, the United States could overtake Japan as
China's largest supplier by 1985,11 Hong Kong, with_its ability to
provide semi= finished products and the willingness of its business-
men to engage in all vpeS of compensation and processing agree-
ments, may also make major gains. The big losers in terms of the
China market are likelY to be the West Europeans; China's 1980
importS from Western Europe were down 13 vrcent compared to
1979 largely becauSe Of falling steel purchases: With machinery

"In the pre-197f; era eports were viewed strictly as a source offoreign exchange for imports.
Anyone advocating the use of eiitairtS for other reasons was subject to criticism for "sellingout"
to capitalists.

" Although to date, Beijing appears to be completely uninhibitediti it purchase of U.S. goods
this trend is unlikely to continue if the bilateral trade deficit continues to widen. In 1980 Chi-
nese imports from the-U.S.- exceeded exports by $2.7 billion. about three times larger than its
deficit with any other country.

Yj
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and equipment imports also destined to suffer, purchases from
Western Europe may decline even further. Japan's share in
China's total imports may fall somewhat from the 26 percent share
held in 1980 but its proximity to China; its ability to provide high
quality, semi-finished materials and consumer goods, and its will-
ingness to meet Chinese financing reeds, guarantees Tokyo a solid
position as a major supplier to the PRE.



APPENDIX A.-TRADE TABLES

TABLE A-1.-CHINA: BALANCE OF TRADE

950

951

952

953

959

955

956

957

958

959

960

961

962

963

964

965

966

967

968

969

970

971

972

913

914

975

976

977

918

979

980

(In millions of US, dollars)

Total trade Communist odontries- fientommenisl cooties

Total Exports Imports Balance Total Exports Imports Babace ToMI Obt Imports Nina

1,210 620 590 30 350 210 140 10 860 410 450 -40

L900 780 120 -340 975 465 515 -50 920 315 605 -290

1,89D 815 015 :140 1,315 605 710 -105 575 270 305 -35

2,295 ,040 255 =215 L555 670 885 -215 240 310 370 -0

2,$50 ,060 290 -230 1,735 765 97.0 -205 615 295 320 ;25

3,035 375 660 -285 1250 950 1,300 -350 785 425 360 65

3;120 ,635 485 150 2,055 1,045 1,010 -35 1,065 590 415 115

3;055 ,615 340 115 1,965 1,085 880 205 1,090 530 560 -00

3,765 ,940 ,825 115 2,300 1,280 1,100 1;80 1;385 660 725 -65

4,290 ,230 ,060 170 2;980 1,615 1,365 250 1,310 615 695 -80

3,990 960 2,030 -70 2,520 1,335 L285 50 1,310 625 145 -120

3,015 525 1;490 35 1;585 965 715 250 1,335 560 775 -215

2;670 520 1,150 970 1,410 915 490 . 425 1,265 605 660 -55

2,775,575 1,200 315 1,250 020 430 390 I;525 755 770 -15

9,220 150 1,470 280 1,100 110 390 320 2;120 1,090 1,080 -40

3,330,035 1,845 190 1,165 659 515 135 2,713 1,385 1,330 55

4,245 210 2,035 175 1,090 585 505 80 3,155 1,625 ,530 -95

3,915 960 1,955 _5 830 485 345 140 3,085 1,415 ,610 -135

3;785 960 1,825 , 135 840 500 340 160 2,945 L460 385 -25

3,895 ,060 1,835 225 785 490 295 195 3;110 1,570 ,540 30

4,200 .155 2,045 110 870 480 390 90 3,330 1,675 ,655 20

4,680 ,535 2,145 390 1,100 585 515 10 3,580 1,950 ,630 320

5,805 ,220 2,585 635 1;290 735 555 180 4,515 2,485 ,030 455

9;725 300 4,625 470 1,710 1,000 110 290 -8,020 4,100 ,920 139

13,545 735 6,810 -75 2,410 1,445 965 475 11,135 5;290 ;845 -589

13,95.5 ,130 6,825 305 2,375 1,370 1,005 365 11,585 5,765 ..;820 -69

12,835 ,270 5,565 1,705 2,310 1230 1;080 150 10,530 6,040 490 1,559

14,680 890 6,590 1,500 2,420 L355 1,065 285 12,260 6,135 525 1,215

20,405 I 085 10,320 -235 3,100 1,555 1,535 25 17,305 8,520 785 -248

28,000 1;120 14,285 -565 3,540 1,100 1,840 =140 24,455 12,015 I 940 -495

38;940 1,590 19,350 240 3,880 1,945 1,935 10 35,055 17,640 1 415 230

_

1_0919 are mairide4 to the nearest 05,00040. Because of roundinvcomponents may-pot add to totals- Oar-Data-for 1150-19691./. I.E:. and Davis, IL 'China's International Trade and Finance:' US; Congress; Joint

Economic Cornmittee,7- Dirtiest itonany--Post,ftao. L_Nmiiibei 9:1978, p.__733,.for_Rlose years exports are valued free or board (tab.) -at the point of origin, and imports are-assluat -on a cost inserancer.andireigot ica11 tasitit Chinese

ports. Beginning with the year 1910 imports are also valued lob, at port of origin. Data for 1970-1980 are lrorn Central Intelligente Agency: National Foreign Assessment Center, "Chin: International Trade. various issues.

4.
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TABLE A-2.--=CHINA: EXPORTS, F.O.B., BY AREA AND COUNTRY 1

millions of U.S. dollars!

1978 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

Wztd 2,156 7,131 7,270 8,089 10,086 13;718 19;588

Non-Communist countries 1,676 5,764 6,041 6,736 8;522 12;018 17;642

Develop_ed countries

East Asia and_ Pacific

658

282

2,610

1,555

2,697
1,422

2;939
1;631

3;776
2;107

5;693
2;993

8;253
4;422

Australia -35 -86 100 124 140 . 166 244

Japan 242 1,457 1;307 1;986 1;948 2,793 4;139

North America 18 211 291 280 406 737 1;188

Canada 18 55 90 77 _83 143 132

United States 155 202 203 324 594 1,056

Western Europe. 358 844 984 1,028 1;262 1,912 2,652

Belgium ; 9 39 46 .35 .39 67 165

France..; 61 151 169 169 196 284 406

West Germani 73 194 236 250 319 464 703

Italy 55 112 135 142 174 344 380

Neth-erlairds 23 70 78 82 109 136 237

Sp8i _1 20 41 36 59 115 102

Siieden 16 41 44 51 48 68 93

Shzerland. - 16 27 31 34 44 48 67

nited Kingdom 70 115 136 159 186 255 316

Less develfped countries 1,018 3,04 3,343 3,797 4,747 6,375 9,380

Se-ufheast -Asia 715 2,111 2,288 2,512 3.197 4,271 6,285

HOrig Kong 467 1,372 1,593 1,735 2,249 3,021 4;901

Indonesia 31 194 126 146 116 125 189

Malaysia 71 142 128 134 211 212 241

Philippines 48 54 -79 112 121 210

Singapore 120 2-72 254 262 326 392 599

_Thailand 16 68 -64 -80 230 396

South Asia_ 73 146 78 103 158 263 321

Bangladesh -2 -8 18 42 .65 .76

Pakistan 26 51 61 52 79 117 160

Sri Lanka 46 -89 __6 30 28 64 .49

Middle East 77 399 432 592 565 762 1,088

Iraq 22 65 54 82 60 .83 121

Kuwait 19 47 71 129 92 125 198

Saudi Arabia 4 16 31 90 128 215

. Syria 8 39 31 43 47 47 40

United Arab Emirates 6 54 .47 79 .74 106 127

North Africa ' 43 92 132 145 167 174 277

Egypt 13 32 39 45 52 30 65

Libya 9 10 59 47 51 70 102

SO:Sahara_ Africa 102 365 363 377 533 619 882

Nigeria 18 63 128 133 187 260 378

Siidan 11 42 25 27 47 44 65

Tatliania 34 71 38 17 35 34 50

Zambia 3 26 13 8 -8 2

Latin America 7 42 50 67 126 286 527

Argentina 1 1 1 2 11

Brazil 1 -4 86 239

Chile 9 11 24 _29

Mexico 8 8 27 90 63

Peru -1 1 1 -.10 .14 20

Communist countries 480 1,368 1;229 1;354 1,563 1;700 1;946

11.S.S.R -22 150 178 178 257 241 230

Eastern Europe 255 623 541 706 982 1;076 1,306

Czechoslovakia 25 .58 56 89 136 117 170

East Germany 36 103 96 110 138 190 276

= Hungary 11 48 21 36 66 53 59

Poland 24 .93 40 _54 91 105 129

Romania 62 215 202 273 415 524 585

Yugoslavia 2 J6 15 _36 70 48 49

Other 203 595 510 470 324 384 410

Data are - reconstructed from various issues of Central Intelligence Agency, National Yoreign A.Meihment
Center. "China: International-Trade"._Data are rounded to She nearest $1,000.000. Components may not add to
total because of rounding. Only major trade partners are shown within any trade region. Area totals are
based on reporting by 159 trade partneri.
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TABLE A- 3.-CHINA: IMPORTS, F.0:3., BY AREA _riND COUNTRY _

In Moos of U.S dollars]

1910 1915 1916 1911 1978 1979 1080

Viciild 2;044 6;826 5;566 6;590 10;321 14;283 19;348

N-on-Coniniuditt countries 1:655 5;822 4;488 5;523 8;784 12;442 17;414

Developed countries 1;372 4;984 3;768 4;166 7;268 10;168 13;508

Eatt Asia and Pacific 702 2;600 1;955 2;454 3;622 4;539 6;066

AUStralia 129 __ 326 _ 264 _ 461 _ 484 _ 776 796

Japan 569 2;258 1;666 1;955 3;074 3;674 5;109

North _America 135 674 335 518 1;307 2;230 4;497

Canada 135 370 200 346 442 507 -742
United States 304 135 _ 171 865 1;724 3;755

Western Europe 534 1,710 1,479 1,195 2,338 3;398 2;946

Belgium 23 47 40 48 205 129 104

France 81 373 355 95 199 339 303

West Germany 167 523 622 501 995 1,492 1;145

Italy 57 145 127 89 188 278 254

Netherlands 22 134 39 52 135 159 147

Spam _I 23 17 21 66 128 64

Sweden 22 41 31 45 83 114 83

Swdzertand_ 21 _57 95 119 139

United Kingdom 107 178 126 109 .176 453 394

Less developed_ countries 283 838 720 1;357 1,516 2;274 3;906

Southeast Asia_ 55 189 220 442 387 883 1,956

Hong _Kong 10 34 30 44 63 382 1,249

Indonesia.

Malaysia 22 52 45 120 110 182 217

Phillipines 23 38 109 47 51 45

Singapore 23 41 39 59 58 170 308

Thailand 19 61 102 77 77 124

South Asia 82 82 82 83 132 123 368

Bangladesh 6 15 24 19 -31

Pakistan 39 13 17 17 31 25 221

Sri Lanka 42 65 57 47 61 -55 -50
Middle East 26 156 158 198 156 191 303

irici 6 71 50 20 30 44 60

Kuwait 3 10 40 23 27 89

Saudi Arabia 1 10

Syria 16 23 37 55 33 30 26

United Arab Emitatet
North _Af rita 33 99 56 74 109 78 150

Egypt 18 52 51 34 65 31 75

Libya 1 1 _2 _3 4

Sob-Sahara Africa 82 115 96 172 173 235 331

Nigeria _1 _8 1 12 7 11 _15

Sudan-- 18 37 24 36 40 92 127

Tanzania 8 15 14 21 13

_ __ Zambia_ 48 20 27 .29 25 44 64

Latin America 4 196 108 388 559 765 799

Argentina 2 21 3 87 62 193 189

Brazil 1 83 9 163 129 118 106

Chile 12 32 30 97 112

Mexico « 25 10 33 124 114 93

Peru 46 42 36 -36 -52 :72

Communist countries 389 1,005 1,078 1,067 1,537 1,841 1,934

U.S.S.R -25 129 238 162 242 268 294

Eastern Europe 225 594 608 649 968 1;210 1;244

Czechogovakia 31 _70 126 117 162

East Germany 42 117 104 115 182 190 264

Hungary 8 41 40 32 58 _68 _55

Poland- 26 60 _63 61 .98 148 109

Romania 72 220 249 239 374 580 515

Yugoslavia 4 12 11 _48 35 41 104

Other 139 282 231 256 327 363 397

'Data are reconstructed from various issues of Central Intelligence-Agency, National_Foreign Assessment
Center, "China; International Trade". Data are rounded to the nearest $1,000,000. Components may not add to
total because of rounding. -Only -major -trade partners are shown within any trade figure. Area totals are
based on reporting by 159 trade partners.
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TABLE A-4.--CHINA: COMMODITY COMPOSITION OF EXPORTS, F.O.B., BY SECTOR OF ORIGIN

On millionSif 175 -dollars]

1970 7975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1900

Total 2,155 7,130 7,270 8,090 10,085-1-3,720-1-9,591)

Agriculture 1,005 2.835 2,680 2,705 3,205 3,865 NA

Of which:
We- animals. 65 215 230 245 255 250 315

Meat and fish 155 415 430 375 525 635 NA

Grain 115 720 450 395 350 335 NA

Fruit_and_vegetables 175 360 385 500 580 720 NA

122 _and spices NA 100 140 180 230 315 NA

Oilseeds 65 140 85 85 -95 200 NA

Naturailextile fibers 105 250 285 290 400 510 NA

_Crude animal materials... 120 230 260 335 375 445 NA

Extractive 115 1,095 830 1,015 1,325 2;055 NA

Of which:
Crude minenIs NA 120 65 85 140 185 NA

Coal NA 130 -95 -80 NO _ 175 NA

Crude oil -0 760 665 795 1;015 1,575 2,780

Manufacturing 1,035 3,200 3,765 4;370 5,555 7,795 NA

Of which:
Petroleum products 0 150 175 225 235 605 3,030

Chemicals 110 300 330 410 475 800 NA

Textile yarn and fabrics 350 1,065 1,235 1;235 1,6E.: 2,225 NA

Nonmetallic mineral products NA 140 150 190 255 305 NA

Iron and steel 40 85 105 95 165 210 NA

Nonferrous metals 25 120 90 75 125 140 NA

Machinen) 60 210 215 245 275 380 620

Transpbrf equipment 30 130 70 45 50 70 100

Clothing 160 345 420 600 730 1,115 NA

Handicrafts NA 190 320 365 425 575 NA

Data are reconstructed from various- issues of Central Intelligence -Agency, l.irtional Foreign- Assessment _Center'. "China:. International Trade"

777tarterty-6eviorts end annual haridbO011s).:Data_ke _Minded to the nearest 95,000,000. Foe 1980 data are estimated from very preliminary trade

partner statistics, and from occasional Chinese press releases.

TABLE A-5.--CHINA: COMMODITY COMPOSITION OF IMPORTS; FOR-, BY END USE'

(In millions G717.S. dollars]

loin 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

Total 2,045 0,82-5--5,565 6,590 10,320 14,285 19,350

Foodstuffs 360 830 525 1,125 1,365 1,885 2,800

Of whith:
Grain 255 525 300 655 965 1,430 2,235

Sugar 75 165 185 300 265 200 NA

Oilseeds._ 5 15 -5 115 35 115 _NA

Consumer durables 15 30 30 40 110 310 500

Of which:
Watches 5 15 15 45 75 125 NA

TVs, Radios
5 5 130 250

Industrial supplies 1;330 3,925 3,305 4,200 6,345 8,395 11,200

Of which:
Natural textile fibers 85 240 175 420 695 995 2,900

Synthetic textile fibers 15 90 105 160 175 155 500

Synthetic textile fabrics 40 80 115 165 210 310 NA

9 1-9 30 0 - -
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TABLE A-5.-CHINA: COMMODITY COMPOSITION OF IMPORTS, F.O.B. -, BY END USE '-Continued

IIn millions of U S. Oollarsi

1910 1915 1916 1911 1918 1919 1980

Paper and paperboard 15 75 40 60 95 160 _NA

Rubber 75 145 145 205 190 310 430
Petroleum and products NA 95 40 40 _55 40 NA

rertilizer, manufactured 130 375 215 .320 430 615 1,030

Flactic_materials 25 65 85 90 130 150 NA

Metalliferous ores NA 115 115 110 160 140 NA

kon and 310 1,430 1,340 1,445 2;870 3;310 2;700

Nonferrous metals 190 415 240 250 410 490 NA

Meta[products NA 115 85 55 115 175 NA

Capital goods 340 2;040 1,705 1,225 2,000 3;695 4,850
Of which:

Machinery 180 1.165 1,205 500 955 2;300 NA

Transport equipmenl_. 145 820 435 640 945 1,245 NA

Precision instruments 15 55" 55 75 85 150 NA

Data are reconstructed from various- issues of Central Intelligence Agency, -National Foreign Assessment Center, "China: International Trade"
(Quarterly Reviews and annual handbookST. Data_ are. rounded to the nearest 85,000,000. For 1980 data are estimated from very preliminary trade
partner statistics and from occasional Chinese press releases.

TABLE A-6.-CHINA: PRICE AND VOLUME INDEXES FOR INTIPNATIONAL TRADE I

[Calculated in terms of U.S. dollars)

. 1911 1915 - _19/6 --1911 1978 1973 lOhn_

Prices.

Exports 100 204.3 185.0 212.1 212.9 239.6 276.7
Of which

Agricultural . 100 185.8 175.4 199.5 206.3 213.9
Extractive 100 446.1 429.9 486.9 502.0 618.8
Manufacturing. 100 185.3 170.4 209.6 205.0 233.9

Imports 100 190.7 163.1 146.3 151.3 173.8 203.2
Of which..

Foodstuffs 100 301.4 269.6 123.7 146.5 154.1

Consumer durables 100 204.4 155.0 159.6 177.2 190.6
Industrial Wplies 100 174.0 145.1 129.6 129.0 158.4
Capital goods 100 201.8 190.0 197.9 214.1 225.7

Volume

EXportS 100 161.9 182:4 177.0 219.8 265.7 328:5
Of whin:

Agricultural- 100 151.8 152:0 134.9 154:6 179:8
Extractive 100 213.4 1679 181.3 229.5 288.8
Manufacturing 100 166.9 213.5 201.4 261.8 322.0

Imports_.......... 100 175.0 166.8 220.3 333.5 401.9 465.7
Of which:__

Foodstuffs 100 76.5 54.1 252.6 258.8 :111.8

Consumer durables 100 97.8 129.0 167.1 413.8 1,084.3
Industrial supplies 100 169.6 171.3 ,243.7 399.0 398.5
Capital goods 100 297.3 263.9 182.1 274.7 481.5

[-Data For--1910-16 are-teconstrucled-from_CIA._National Foreign Assessment Center (NFAC).,.."Chiira,_Real_Trindt
Countries Since 1910," October 1911, and from CIA. NFAC, "China: International Trade, 19/6-19/1, November 1911.- The price indexes are of the
Paasche_eahety_using_1.9/11 as a fixed _base .year.:Alttioughllie price indexes were deVelojied.specifidallitlor applic7Thon to China's_NOn-COMmunist
trade,-the indexes have been- used-in this-table-to derive volume -indexes for China's total-trade: The volume indexes use--the--Laseyres formula. Data
WA/T-19/9 _ire *Wed froth CIA,AFAC,_ "China: lrilernaliorier Ttahe,.Setraid Quarter 1980", The price 'naves use the Paasthe formula _with a

moving base rear, and have been chamilinked -with data for- the earlier years. Data for 1980 are derived from statements in the Chinese press, and
may nor be 'consistent with the used in the CIA publications.
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APPEND/ X B.CII1NA'S INTERNATIONAL FINANCES

Estimating China's Balance of Payinents continues to be a task fraught With_Orob-
lems. Although Beijing has shown increasing candor in providing overall_ economic
statistics, it has been unwilling or unable to provide many of those related to bal-
anceof paLments. China's statistical apparatus, disbanded during the Culturalliev-
°ludo'', remains in disarray.' Until recently, Beijing itself probably_ did not possess
a meaningful balance of payments table in the Western sense. Our approachto_this
problem has been to use Chinese pronouncements concerning various balance_ of
payments items wherever possible and to make our own item-by-item estimates
where Chinese data were not available.

Estimating China's current accounttotal trade in both goods and services=has
become sam_evvhat less difficult in recent years. Computerized trade statistics_ for
most of_China's trading partners has alleViated much of the work in estimating_two-
way merchandise trade.2 Where sporadic Chinese pronouncements_ make_compa6.
son possible the estimates from foreign partner statistics have gerierally_apiee_d with
Beijing's. Figures for the service account stem largely from our own estimates; al-
thot!gh_ Beijing has periodically Provided information on tourist earnings and at
least once on the overall level of earnings from services.3

_P_riar to 1980, estimates for the capital account were made by simply following
whale-plant contracts and grain agreements that were signed on credit- terms. As
China's activity as both borroWer and lender in the international financial markets
has picked up, these flows haVe become increasingly difficult to tra_ck. As a result,
much of the large errors and omissions figure for 1980 may be attributable to our
inability to estimate accurately China's capital account;

Other possible sources of error in the 1980 estimate stem from_ large_ Chinese pur-
chases of both new and used ships- which may have necessitated foreign exchange
outlays of perhaps as much as $1 billion last year alone. Much_o_f_thistrade may not
have appeared in partner country statistics because of problems associated with
flags of convenience. China has also become more active_than ever in the Hong
Kong market where both foreign exchange outlays and receipts are difficult to esti-
mate. Technology purchases, Where Beijing pays for managerial expertise, patent
rights, or know-how, are alao -iiffietilt to track since services are not observable in
trade statistics.

We continue to use Western banks' liabilities to China_as reported by the Bank
for International gettlernents IBIS), as a proxy for- China's- foreign exchange re-
serves. The BIS figures differ slightly from those recently released by the Bank of
China." The Chinese reported reserves of $2.154 billion in 1979 and $2.262 billion-in
1980; BIS figures for comparable periods show S2.6_61 billion and12.527 billion. Be:
cause Beijing provided no explanation of their figures and since they have estab-
lished no reliable reporting record to aid in _future analysis, we continue to rely on
BIS statistics. The less than total coverage of MS data, however, and the fact that
the figures rely on Voluntary reporting by the banks involved, introduces other
sources of balance of payments errors,

A. A Goon SHOWING-1973-79

In 1978, Beijinit'S overall balance of payments_posltion remained healthy despite a
sharp upturn in irriPorta. A strong per. ormancein the service sector more than
offset the $200 million trade deficit: Even with- net_ outflows or more than a
billion dollars, China'a foreign exchange reserves by yearend probably amounted to
about $2.4 billion, up slightly from the year - earlier level.

Despite-the bright a-hewing for the year, - Beijing- was experiencing cash flow- prob-
lems by February 1979: Imports exceeded exports by $400 million in -the feUrth
quarter of 1978 and by- almost twice that amount in the first quarter of 1979. Beijing
was also making sizeable outlays in repayment for whole plant credits received in
the mid-1970S. The- caSh_ flow problem probably contributed to China's-February
1979 decision to refuse-final approval to $2.6 billion in contracts it had initialed
with Japanese firms. The contracts; approved only 2 months earlier by China's

For an intiitilitfultook into the problems China currently-faces with its statistical apparatus
itSee Sun Yefan's article "Consolidate Statistical Work, Reform the Statistics System , FRIS,

Daily Report, China, March 1981, p. IA. _ _ _

2 For a detailed discuSsiob of_the methodoloo_ used see: Central Iatel" -,nce Agency, National
Foreign Assessment Center, China: International Trade Quarterly Review, First Quarter, 1979;
ERC1T 79-001, September 1979.

3 China's Foreign Trade, NO: May-June 1980; p. 3.
4 See MIS Daily, China, 7 July 1981 p. K2.
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Technical import. Export Corporation; were suspended in part to avoid additional
foreign_ exchange drawdown of neli-ly $300 million required to meet downpayment
schedules: The reinstatement-of all but one of the-contracts only 3 months later,
almost all on a cash basis, is strong evidence- that Beijing did not view itself as
having any long-term balance of payments problems.

By yearend 1979 Reijing had corrected its cash flow-diffictiltieS. The $1.1 billibn
trade deficit registered in the-first half was reduced to $600 million by yearend. Net
earnings from invisibles left Beijing with a current account surplus of about $200
million. Although net borrowings, mostly commercial, were up sharply to $800 mil-
lion, China's total debt outstanding probably remained below $2.5 billion. borrow-
ings were especially small when considered in light of the $30 billion in credit lines
available to China at that time. Foreign exchange reserves by December probably
amounted to about $2.7 billion (equivalent to about 10 weeks of 1979 imports), up
$200 million from 1978.

13. THE PROBLEMS OF 1980

With exports growing at a phenomenal 40 percent clip, China probably registered
a slight trade surplus in 1980, the first since 1977: In view of increased earnings
from tourism, shipping, and private overseas remittances, the current account sur-
plus for-the year -may have surpassed a-billion dollars. Although the net value of
capital flows is difficult to-estimate far 1980 foreign exchange reserves-fell by $150
million from the record 1979 level to $2.5 billion. As of September 1980, Chinese offi-
cials were predicting that total debt outstanding by yearend would be at the $3.4
billion mark with repayments for principle and interest during the year of only $2.5
billion.

Despite its apparent strong showing in the 1980 current account, Beijing was com-
plaining of balance of payments problems by November of that year. The yearend
financial crunch, as was the casein early 1979; probably reflecl.ed cash flow difficul-
ties rather than tmderlying balance of payments problems. The anrwal 1980 tra_de
surplus, for example, belies the fact that during the fourth quarter imports exceed
ed exports by more than $:300 million. In addition the Bank of China, (BOC) China's
foreign exchange bank, may not have had access to the entire pool of export earn-
ings. Reports circulating ttv,t Beijing was about to rescind its decentralization meas-
ures, may _have sparked provincial-and-municipal level entities into stepping up the
tranSfer of their foreign exchange holdings abroad. The outflows may have _drained
up $500 million in expected foreign exchange earnings out of reach of the Bank of
China in the fourth quarter alone.

Despite a solid performance for the year, the Bank of China probably fund itself
somewhat short of foreign exchange in the fourth quarter. Faced with a minor-fi-
nancial crunch the bank may have overreacted. There are indications that BOC
made large overdrafts in late 1980 and early 1981 and may have suffered penalities
for early drawdowns of certain of iLs deposits abroad.5 BOC's inexperience in the
world of international finance into which it has been drawn over the past few years
may be largely resp_onsible for its erratic conduct. Bureaucratic problems associated
with centrally planned economies may also have prevented effective response to un-
expected problems. Ln addition, Beijing had little reason to hide its liquidity prob-
lems at a time when it was actively involved in lining- up long-term; low interest
loans from international financial:institutions. Since last December, Beijing has bor-
rowed more than $1 billion from the IMF,-mostly for balance of payments_aupport,
and has reportedly received a conditional commitment from the World Bank for an
additional $200.

5 MOSt Of the speculation linking China's February 81 unilateral cancellation of $2 billion in
Japanese and Western whole-plant equipment with balance of paymei.:a problems appears to b6
unjustified. Even after announcing the cancellations Beijing _continue --t pay_ca.ith _for delivery
of the cancelled equipment. - By mid-1981 most of the material has either already been delivered
or China has agreed to accept delivery -under the original terms. The exceptions are contracts
for construction of the second phase of the Baoshan steel mill which remains suspended.

r .
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TABLE B-1.--CHINA; BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

[In billions of U.S. Oats}

1978 1979 1980

Current account

Merchandise_trade

Exports (fob)
Imports (fob)

Services and transfers

Tourism

Freight:
Unrequited transfers

TethitOlogy

Ititerett

A

f

0:9
-.2
10.2

-10.4
1.1

.3

.2

.3

(3)

0.2
-.6
13:8

-14:4
:8

.4

.2

.5

-.3

1.2

.2

19.6

19:4

1.0

:6

.4

.4

-.3
(3)

Earningt trent Hong Kong -i .1 .2 .2
.

Other inViSibleS .1 -.1 -.3
Capital account -1.1 .3 .8

Medium and loneterrn -.9 -.6 .4

Whole plant -.1 -.2 .2

Government credits -.8 -.5 -.2
International organizations 0 0 3
Foreign investment 0 (3) .1

Grain (3) :1 .1

Short term -:3 :9 .4

Down.payments for whole plants -.4 -:2 .3

Commercial .4 1.2 :I

Settlement accounts =.4 -.2 -.I
Changes in reserves 2 =.1 ---.2 :1

ErrorS and omissions .3 -=.2 -2.1

t Tables may_ not add due to rounding.
it Negative-sign indicates an increase in foreign exchange reserves.

Negligible.
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I. INTRODUCTION

China's current economic readjustment centers on the retrench-
ment of capital construction. Total investment in capital construc-
tion, for example, is to be decreased from 53.9 billion yuan in 1980
to 30 billion yuan in 1981, a reduction of 44.3 percent. This is in
sharp contrast to the ambitious 10-year economic program (1976-
85) unveiled in March 1978, which called for a total investment in
capital construction during the 8-year period (1978-85) equal to
that of the previous 2£ years, or some 600 billion yuan.

One major feature of the capital construction program an-
nounced in 1978 was the large role given to foreign plants and
technology for the construction of 120 major projects. Long-term
trade agreements were reached with Japan, France and Great Brit-
ain for the import of modern plants, equipment and technical
know-how, and to finance these imports, large lines of credit were
arranged with foreign banks: During 1978 a series of contracts

'International Trade Administration. U.S. Department of Commerce. This paper was complet-
ed last summer on the basis of information as of July 1, 1981. Additional source materials that
have become available since that time are generally consistent with the trends in and policies
toward_China's capital construction and foreign trade, as they were described or predicted in
this paper.

(48)
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valued at $7.8 billion for the supply of equipment and technology
for 22 inzjor projects wore signed with foreign companies. These ac:
tivities created great interest in the Western business community
in what was perceived as a vast new market. This period is now
characterized in Chinese press articles as "yangyuejin," or a leap
outlAnird toward foreign countries for the supply of capital and
technology, in contrast to the ezilier "dayuejin, or Great Leap
Forward thzit relied Iiirgely on indigenous, labor-intensive methods.

The period of "3qing-yuejin," however, was relatively Short. After
a sober assessment of the country's economic situation, Chinese
planners came to the realization that there were serious problems
in the capital construction_ sector caused by poor planning, ineffi-
cient management, and excessive investment, and that these _prob.=
lems were exacerbated by a further upsurge of investment activity
during 1978. As a result, steps were taken in early 1979 to scale
down the capital construction program, and_many of the 120_ major
projectS were cancelled or postponed, Negotiations with foreign
firms slowed down considerably.

At that time, however, the scope of China's economic difficulties
had yet to be fatly appreciated, and the central government's
instructions to cut back investment spending were not strictly ad-
hered to at all levels: The result was a continued riSe in total capi-
tal construction expenditures in both 1979 and 1980. In the mean-
time, new economic problems surfaced. A decision was made in late
1980 to "further readjust" the economy primarily by reducing sub-
stantially further the scale of capital construction. This led to the
cancellation of a number of contracts with foreign countries; espe-
cially Japan.

The retrenchment has caused_considerable concern among-West-
ern businessmen who are or are interested in dealing with China.
This concern focuses on the problems which have plagued China's
capital construction sector, the measures adopted by the Chinese
government to resolve them, their- impact on China's foreign_trade
and investment,_and future prospects for foreign business in China.

The main purpose of the paper is to analyze these issues with
special reference to China's own perceptions of its problems and
policies relatirg to capital construction and foreign track. To put
these Problems and rolicies in proper perspective, past policies alSo
are examined brie:,y. While analysis is based_ primarily on pub-
lished Chinese sources, personal discussion_ with Chinese officials
and economists especially at the week-long World Economy Sympo-
sium in Hangzhou and during visits to several Chinese cities in
March and April 1981 provided additional _insights into China's
current economic problems and policy directions,

II: CAPITAL CONSTRUCTION

The current retrenchment is based on the consideration that the
capital construction sector had expanded too rapidly; causing its
scale to exceed by far China's resources and capabilities. Before dis-
cussing the retrenchment program, attempts- are made to examine
past investment trends and the causes and consequences of the
rapid expansion of capital contruction.
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n rest men t Trends

_In the first three decades of the People's Republic; China gener-.
followed a policy geared toward rapid capital_ formation. This

may be seen from Chinese estimates of the "rate of accumulation",
i.e., the ratio of accumulation to national income.'_ The rate. aver,
aged 15:8 percent during the rehabilitation period (1950-52), and
rose to 24.2_ percent during the First Five-Year PlaniFYP)_(1953
57), a period in which great efforts were made to mobilize all avail-
able resources for the industrialization drive:._Th_e_rate increased
further to 30.8 percent during the Second FYP (1958=(i2), the first
three years_ of which saw the Great Leap Forward- movementthe
rate was 33.9 percent in 1958, 43.8 percent in 1959, and :39.(i_ per-
cent- in 1960: The post-Leap_ economic crisis brought the rate drown
to 19.2 percent in 1%1 and 10. percent in 1%2.

The rate of accumulation recovered to 22.7 percent during the re-
adjustment period (1963-(i5); and grew to 26.3 percent during the
Third FYP i19(;6-70) in spite of the economic disruptions caused by
the Cultural Revolution. The rate went .up to 33 _percent_during the
Fourth FYI) (1971-75), and continued to rise afterwards reaching
36.6 percent in 1978; the highest_ since the _Great Leap Forward:?

During the period 1953 to 1978 as a whole, the average rate of
accumulation was 30 _percent ;' For the recent period 1970-78; the
average was higher-33 percent.4 This pace of capital_ formation ap7
pea red to be far more rapid than that in the West. Even compared
to other communist countries which as a rule tend to have high
rates of accumulation, an average of 30 percent over a considerable
period of time should be considered unusually high.

According to Chinese usage, national income may be defined in terms of production and
final ixpenditure From the-standpoint of production, the national income Aguomin shouru or
-guemin_shams n.shengchlini dithotes the V:ilue of output ormulterial-producing depirtments
including industry. agriculture. construction. commanications and transport, and - commerce
during a given year. -From the standpoint of final disposal; the -national income should be adjust-
id_in accordance withiliti.difieronce between the value .-of goods purchased from abroad and the
dug of dome- sticalh produciid goods t-xpiirted during the same y01r. This is known_ as national
income expended 'gamin!) shouru shiyong), which is Owl] divided into "accumulation" and "con-
sumption Accumulation is that part of national income used to increase fixed capital assets,
working capii_iAl. and material reserves.

Data on the rates of accumulation are given in Yam:, Jianhai, "Some Views on the Problem
of- the- Accumulation Rate". Reiman Ritmo, February 9, 19$1, p. 5.,-Yang Jianbai and Li Xuezeng,
"The_ RelatiOnS Between Agriculture. Light _Industry _and I leavy Industry in China, ''Social -Sci-
ences in China, No. 2, June 1980. pp. 182-212: iind..Gao Yisheng, "Readj_ust_Our
C-ountry's- Heavy Industrial-Production Structure into Light Industrial Production Structure,"
liongiti, No. 1!1..kugust. 16, 190, {iii. 22-27,

" Zhao Renhai. "Explore A Rational Rate of Accumulation". Nanning Rihao, July 12, 19811, pr

Itonrtiin Rib m) June 9, 1980. p. 1.
The.rate_of is_curnulatiamin_the.Soviet Unnin was in the nezglibbrhoint of 25 percent during

the Stalin era. After 1950, the Soviet mite tended to rise gradually: 23.9 percentin. 1959, 25,7
percent in 1955, 26.8 percent in 1900, 20,1 percent in 1965, and 29.5 percent in 1970. The rate
rose to nearly :In percent in_ the early 1970, but fell to-around 20 percent in recent yens. -The
accumalianni rates in_Eiist European _countries -generally_also_remained_below:10_percent....EaSt
Germany had relatively low ratesrising from 18.1 perciont in 1900 to about 22 percent in the
vi'ars- afti'r 1966. Poland's accumulation rates were relatively high--for example,-24.2 percent-in
1900,27.9. percent in 1970, arid 37:2 fwrcent _in 1975...The .flungarlan rate was 21.2 percent-In the
Second FYP (1901-65), 23.5 percent in the Third FYI 1191;1;-70),Aind 27.7 percent in th_e_Faurth
F-Y-P (1971-752, and exceeded 1)) percent in -19711 -The rate in Czechoslovakia was 17.7 percent in
1961) .27 percent in 1970; and 29,3 percent in 1975. (See-Pei -Yuanxiu, Liu Ringying and-Li -Bing-
zhorig, An Inquiry into the Optimum Accumulation Rate", Guangming Ribuo, June 28, 19801

Jv
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High rates of accumulation usually reflected large investment in
capital construction." This type of investment constituted 38 per
cent of accumulation in 1952 and about 50 percent in 1953, and
reached some 70 percent throughout the second half of the 1950s.
Total investment in capital construction was 4.36 billion yuan in
1952;_8 billion yuan in 1953, and reached 13.8 billion yuan in 1957.
The Great Leap Forward pushed total investment in 1958 upward
by 93 percent to a level of 26.7 billion yuan.? By 1960 capital con-
struction investment had reached 38.7 billion yuan, 2.8 times the
1957 level."

The post-Leap economic retrenchment caused capital construc-
tion investment to decline not only in absolute size but perhaps in
its share of accumulation as we11.9 The share may have remained
no more than 50 percent since then.'9 Nonetheless, the size of capi-
tal_ construction investment continued to expand after the late
1960s as both national income and the rate of accumulation in-
creased. Total investment in capital construction was 32.145 billion
yuan in 1971 and 36.5 billion yuan in 1977, It rose 31.2 percent in
1978 reaching a record of 47.9 billion yuan."

Causes for Ouerexpansibn

Rapid expansion of China's capital construction is attributable to
a number of reasons. One is the Chinese system of planning and
management. Under China's command economic structure,_prothic:
tion targets were usually set at high levels and the performance of
an enterprise was judged primarily on the basis of the extent to
which the Output targets were met. Attempting to fulfill and over-
fulfill such targets, Chinese enterprises tended to overextend in
vestment in capital construction. This tendency was reinforced by
the Chinese system of granting investment funds from the state
budget to individual enterprises. Inasmuch as such funds were not
to he repaid and were interest-free; many enterprises tended to vie
with one another for more appropriations to build more projects,
thus leading to an overexpansion of capital construction.

"In China. "capital construction" (jiben jianshe) refers to the investment which will result in
additions to the productive and nonproductive fixed assets. Included in capital construction_in-
veitment nre not only expenditures on construction_artd_installation_ and on purchases of ma-
chinery and tinipme_rit but also all such expenditures ancillary to the process of fixed capital
formation as geological surveys and exploration, engineering 'design, scientific testing and re-
search, workers' training, and compensation for moving expenses paid to the aril inal_residents
on construction sites. Fora further_disc_ussion of China's capital construction investment and
related statistical data, see Nai-Ruenn Chen, Chinese Economic Statistics, Chicago: Adline Pub-
lishing Company. 1967

NaiRunn P. 158. Figures on "totalinvestinent_ in capital construction" used through-
out this paper, IIT.IPSS otherwise specified. refer to investment of state enterprises.

Xue Mtaliao, 'China's Economic Development-and Its Prospects", a paper pre:,ented at the
Seminar on New Development Trends in China's Economy, Hong Kong,_October 8.1980.

°Capital construction inveStment was_ reduced by one-third in 1961 from the previous year's
level. and was curtailed further by one-half in 1962. See He Zhenyi and Chen Lingshu. "Ah Ini-
tial Study of the Role of Finance in Correctly Handling the Proportional Relation& Between Ac-
cumulation -and Consumption", Jingji_Yangdiu._no 1L November 20, MA pp. 49-5:1.
_ "_In 197_9;_for_example, the amount of accumulation was 112 billion yuan and capital con-

struction investment, 50 pillion yuan. It should be noted that 'hese two figures are not strictly
comparable because the former was estimated in 1970 prices and the latter in "current budget-
ary prics

" The 1971 figure is taken from Yang .Jianbui and Li Xuereng, p. 192. The figiires for 1977
and 1978 are based on the annual communiques on the Chinese economy issued by the State
Statistical Bureau.
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Another reason for such overexpansion had to do with the fact
that many localities in China attempted to pursue self- reliance and
801f-8ufficiency. A long7held economic goal of the Chinese Commu-
r ist Party has been the creation of an "independent and relatively
comprehensive economic and industrial system" capable- of produc-
ing zi with range of products. This goal may be desirable for the
country as a whole But when individual _provinces and localities
also attem_pted to become economically_ "independent and relatively
comprehensive "; -the results were a- proliferation of construction
projects and inefficient utilization of existing_ resources. Examples
abound. Steel plants were built in many a.locality where no signifi-
cant reserves of iron ore existed; coal mines were constructed in
areas with no appreciable coal deposits; sugar refineries could be
found in places not known to produce sugar crops.' 2 The prolifera-
tion of construction projects was reflected in rapid increases in the
number uf.ind_ustrial_enterprises. This number rose from 154;000 in
1965 to 294,000 in 1976, and reached 348,000 in 1978."

The third; and most important; reason for the rapid_ growth of
China's capital construction investment was the bias in its develop-
ment_ strategy toward capital-intensive technology: This strategy
was designed to maximize the rate of economic growth, and was
largely oriented toward heavy industry. Light industry and agricul-
ture were assigned roles supportive of industrialization.

This mode of development was reflected in the _sectoral distribur
tion of Chinese investment. During the First FYP, the share of
heavy industry_ in the country's capital _construction investment
was 46.5 percent, compared -to 5) percent for light industry and -7 :8
percent for agriculture." The bu lk of investment in heavy indus-
try_ was used for 156 Russian-designed projects; including 7_ iron
and steel plants, 24 electric _power stations, and 63 machinery
plants_-_ Many of them involved the movement to China of equip-
ment for entire factories.

The undesirable consequences of the lopsided development. _of
heavy industry had been recognized by Chinese leaders by the'
latter half of the First FYP.' Mao Zedong discussed the problems
created by _overemphasis on_ heavy industry and the _need to devel-
op light industry and agriculture in hiS famous speech "On the Ten
Major_ Relationships" in 1956:'5_ Instead of pursuing _a balanced
growth approach, however, emphasis on heavy industry was in-
creased_ further Easter the _First FYP; For the period 1952 -78 as a
Whole. heavy industry took up as much as 54.2 percent of total in-
vestment in capital _construction.'.6 The average annual investment
in heavy industry during 1971-78 was about four times the figure
for the First FYP.'

!..'__Lita.Senniu. Tan KiW(11. and Zhou Shulian; On Raising the Effectiveness of Investment";
Jintdi Yidiu, no 11, June 21), 19s0, pp '211-:12.

x- Gang, "To Stand on -Firm- Ground and Advance Continuously with Readjustment'',
Rennin Ribao, Januar:v. Irv, 19SL p. a.

--Rueful Chen, p. 1:19.
' Mao Zegong's Selected Work, Vol-. V, Beijing, 1:17-7,pp. 2167-288.
''Ouriln.;_thesarni. peril d. light industry accounted fiir only 5.1 percent of total investment in

tapital.construction_and agriculture; percent.
'7Sel! Pei Yuanxiu, n.ru Bingeing,- and Li 13ingzhong, p..1. The average -annualcapital con-

struction investment in heavy industry was-5,I20 million yuan during the First FYP, and rose
to 1:L:12:1 million yuan during the Second FYI'. In the readjustment period (190-610. it still

COntinued
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The rapid raise of investment in heavy industry was in large
measure attributable to the Chinese policy of_"taking steel as a key
link which regarded the development_of the steel industry as the
prerequisite to industrialization, Steel output targets were fre-
quently set at untenably -high levels." This called for substantial
growth of investment in the steel industry.' 9

'I'd. support the expansion of the steel industry also required in
creases of investment in_ certain other branches of heavy industry.
Timber, cement; steel; and machinery and equIpment are needed
for constructing a steel plant. To operate a_ plant -requires supplies
of iron ore; _coal and electric power as well as adi d ua e ransport
facilitieS. High steel targets, therefore, forced up argets for other
related branches of heavy industry causing the r investment re-
qUirementS to rise as well. Thus; rapid expansion f ChinWs capital
construction was, to a significant degree, occasio d directly or in-
directly by emphasis on steel production.

Corzsequences of Overexpansion
construction_ requires skilled labor, machinery and a wide

range of rruiterials; most'of which are also needed by the existing
factorieS and farms to carry out their production.20 In China; these
resources ire scarce. The, rapid expansion of capital construction;
therefore, not only cut into the supply of resources necessary to
meet current production needs thereby leading to excess capacity
and foiVer output levels, but also resulted in,:protracted periods of
construction and higher costs for_new and ongoing projects:

The shortfalls were particularly severe for certain building Mate:
rials such as rolled _steet,i'lumber and cement; 20 percent of the
demand for these materials by the capital construction sector was
not met in the 1970S.2'_ The problems appeared to have become
more serious in recent years.22 As a result, the amount of time
needed to complete a construction project became increasingly
larger. The average construction period of _large and medium-sized
Projects reached eleven and half_years during the 1970s, compared
to six years during the FirSt In 1980, the average reached

reached il,709 -million Yuan, exceeding the- average for _the_First FYI'. During the Third-FY-P
WhiCh included the ttiOst luMultuous Years of the Cultural Revolution, the-figure was 10,495 Mil,
lion Yuan The averagerose slcply to 18.442 million -vuan dUring the Fourth _FYP (1971-751
and to 21,928 million 19711-78. For n userul discussion, see Yang Jianbai and Li
Xuezeng, especially pp. 189-19_4:

I".ThiS__was especially so for I95S-59. Steel output ilti set-at-10.7 million-I-MIS in 195K, twlee
the_ previous year's level, and the target hit IS million tonSAIL1959_. The_1)85 target of GO mil-
lion tons.- originally set in the 10-year program 1197(i-85i unveiled in 1978, was later considered
unreitlistic.

"The share of the metallurgical industry in total -capital construction itiVeStine_nt rose from
10.11 percent in I957 to 17.68 percent in I958 and percent In_1959._Economic readjustment
CallS011 IIIVeSttlwat in steel - to in the early 1960s, but high steel output -targets again
pushed the shim. upward to an average of about 13 percent in the early 19708. iYang Jianbai
and Li Xuezeng, pp. 190-1923.

In the past 10 years, -the. Share_of_ciipital_colistruction in the national consumption of build
ing Malei-iiik_was,20 to 21- percent for rolled steel, 25 to -33 percent for !timber, and 33 AO 50
Percent for cement. See Peng Han, The Scale of Capital ConstrUttion and Comprehensive Bal-
ance", Re-nmin Rthao...lonuary 20;1981. p, a._ _

Ijii-Sntrid. TOil_Keweh:_ortd_Zhou Shulian, p. 28.
1980. for example. the shortfalls--were 15 -percent for rolled steel, :MAO 41) _ percent for

lumber, and 40 percent for cement. (XU Yi, Chen_ Baosen.andTao_Zenglii,_'_rheKey Is to Read-
just the Scale and Structure of- Capital Construction". Renmin Ribao, November 28, 1980, p. it

23 Kewen and Zhou Shulian, p. 26:- Li-n-Sentriu and -Zhon ShUlian. "AcLAc-

Cording to_ the Capital Construction Procedure'', Renmin Ribao, March 17, 1980, p. 5; and.Edito-
rial of Renmin Ribao, June 16, 1980; p: L
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16 years." Among the inure than 1,000 such projects currently
under construction, more than 300 of them have_ taken -10 to 15
years, nearly 50 projects 15 to 20 years, Gild more than 100 projects
over 20 years.2

Long del in construction allowed fewer than half of the proi
ects that were scheduled to begin operations between 1974 and
1978 to actually start. 26 This delay not only slowed down produc-
tion, but also added to costs. According to an official estimate, the
wage cost and administrative expenses alone would have to rise by
more than 5 billion yuan if all of the projects under construction
were -to -be delayed by one year.27 Shortages in- building materials
forced their prices up, also adding to the_ cost_of construction.2" In-
efficient planning and management contributed _further to higher
costs of construction." Of the 118 large- and medium-sized projects
completed in 1979; _52 exceeded original cost estimatessome of
them by more than 1() percent."

Both protracted periods and higher costs of capital construction
led to huge amounts of investment fundsseveral tens of billions
of yuanto he tied up in ongoing projects."' In 1978, the amount of
funds so- tied up in China w 150 percent of the new investment
during the year, in constra- to 85 percent for the Soviet Union
and 40 percent for_ the United States.32

In ei.rly 1979 when Chinese planners reviewed the development
of capital construction; they began to realize the serious magnitude
of the problems in thtit sector. The total number of construction
projects undertaken by state enterprises came to several tens of
thousands, including more than 1,000 medium and large ones."
Because too many projects were undertaken at the same time;
there existed severe constraints on the supply of capital funds,
equipment, construction materials and skilled labor. To complete
all of the ongoing projects, for example, would require more than
100 billion yuan, or 6 to 7 times the annual investment currently
earmarked in the state budget."4_ If all projects were carried to
completion, no new projects could be introduced in the next several
years without substantial increases in the investment budget:

Moreover, many of the 1,000 plus medium and large projects
under construction did not have guaranteed sources of fuel, power,
and raw materials, were incomplete in design, or lacked adequate

2. Liu Lixin and-Tien Chunsheng,-"Ilow-to Understand the Retrenchment of the Capital Con-
struction_SCIale',.. flungqi, no. S April 10. 19S1, pp. 9-13:

Lin &ulti. Tan heaven and Zhou Shulian, p. 26; and Lin Sentnu and Zhou Shulian, p. 5.
26 Rerimin Ribito:March 24,-1979, p. 1.

4T Liu Lixin and Tien Chimsheng, p.
281hid; p. 11.
'" From the First INF' to the Fourth FYI'. average investment rose from 1.342 yuan- to 2,452

quad Mr-producing one ton or steel, -56 yuan to 119 Yuan for mining one toll of coal, -and- )/0,1)00
yuuti to 1,.93111100 yaw" for,coristructing_ii kilometer of railways. (Yang diaribaL p ri). Thesti_in-
creases were attributable partly to factors associated with industrial development such as "capi-
tal deepening" resulting from- the use of more advanced technology, and party- to inefficient
planning,and management_ such as_overcommtiment_orresnurces to construction. According,tan
People's Bank of Construction's survey of 45 civil construction projects covering119,00Msquare
meters of floor space, the average construction- cost per square meters -was 110 yuan in 197-8,
compared to 46 Yuan for similar_ projems completed prior to 1966. or the t;.1 yuan increase in
eit.;_4,1f..wrcent wa.s_altrilititable to inefficient .use of resources.

"" Lin Senmu. Tan -Kewan and Zhou Shulian, p. 28.
31 Liu Lixin and Tien Chungsheng. p. 11.

Senmu. TariKewen and. Zhou Shulian, p. 20.
33 Renmin Ritmo. March 24. 1979, p. 1.
"'Liu Lixin and Tien Chunsheng. p. 10.
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technology. Shortages in fuel, power and raw materials frequently-
forced- a newly completed project to remain idle or operate consid-
erably below capacity.38 According to a survey for Liaoning Pray:
ince, of the 74 medium and large projects completed during 1974 to
the first half of 1979, 18 operated below capacity and 17 did not op;
erate at all.38

Policy Choice: Retrenchment
With these monumental problems on their handS, .China's lead-

ers were confronted with critical choices. One route was to contin-
ue the past policy of rapid capital formation by expanding_ the
States investment budget to carry all ongoing projects to comple-
tion and to initiate new construction activities required for iniple-
menting current economic plans. This option was ruled out by the
pragmatic leadership not only because by 1978 the rate of invest-
ment had already reached at a dangerously high level; but more
importantly because there was an urgent need to allocate greater
proportions of national income for the purpose of raising personal
consumption levels:

Average income of the Chinese people may have declined signifi-
cantly from the second half of the 1950s to the second half of the
197I:, For example, average industrial _wage in 1976 was 6.8 per -
"Cat- lower -than in 1964; and :3 percent lower_than in 1957.37 As a
result, real per capita consumption declined over time,38 affecting
the morale of Chinese workers.

The poSt:Mao leadership apparently came to the realization that
any further decline in the consumption standards could have dis-
ruptive effects not only on economic growth but more importantly_,
an the social and political stability of the country. After having
Hired at a level not substantially higher than subsistence for three
decades under a socialist system, many Chinese were thirsting for
higher Cdnaumption standards The increased exposure of the
Chinese populace to greater economic progress and higher living
standards of other countries in recent years may have added to the
confidence erosion. The Chinese leadership came to the conclusion
that rising consumer expectations could not be ignored any longer,
and that in the abSence of sustained, high economic growth rates
any significant increase in consumption could be achieved only at
the expense of investment.

It was against this background that a decision was made in the
spring of 19-(9 to retrench the capital construction sector. The state
investment budget for that year was to be reduced by 20 percent. A

_"_°Chie_well_known example was the newly completed West German cold rolling islil and dap,
anese hot strip mill in Wuhan-, both of which were operated at only about 25 percent of designed
capacity in 1979 due to lack of eleetritity-

16 Lin Senmu, Tait Kewen and Zhou Shulian, p. 28.
"Pei Yuanxiu, Liu Birigying, and Li Bingzhong, p. 4. _

" In monetary terms, per capita consumption_ rose frcm 102 yuan in 1957 to 163 yuan in 1960,
125 yuan in 1965 arid 161_yilati iti 1976._ In real ternts, however, per capita-consumption detlined
between_ 1957 and 1969; and between 1965 and i976. See Lin aenmu and_Zhou_Shulian, "ReduCe
the Scale of Capital Construction, Try to Gain Initiative in Econornic Work", Hongqi. no. 3, Feb-
ruary--1, 1981, pp. 9-13.

"This -was _apparently one of the reasons which prompted Den Xiaopinz to_pat.fOrward
!!Four Basic Principles." in March 1979. See Editorial Department_ "Correctly Hecognitie the Sit-
uation and Policies, and Insist the Four Basic Principles Hongqi, no. 5, March 1/1981, pp. 2-
11.
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program was mapped out to stop or postpone _a number of prof-
ects,4" and efforts were to be concentrated on the construction of
certain priority prajects.4'

-At the same -time; a major reform of capital construction man-
agement was plannedto replace the system of direct budgetary
grants with that of bank loans mat interest for future construction
projects. In August 1979, the State Council approved the "Trial
Regulations tbr Capital Construction _Loans_"; and the People's
Bank of Construction was vested with the authority to handle loan
applications. Experiments first were _conducted in Shanghai; _Jilin
and Henan, and later were expanded to selected enterprises in 28
provinces, special _municipalities,_ and autonomous regions._42 The
State Council decided in ,}ate 1980 that beginning in 1981 all enter-
prises and business undetkakings which had their own _independent
accounts and possessed repayment capabilities should use bank
loans for capital construction.4"

Emergence of New Problems
_ Following the introd- uction of the retrenchment policy in early
1979, 295 medium- and large-sized projects were cancelled or sus-
pended in that year and_28;3 more in 1980 leaving only 904 projects
under construction. Capital construction investment funded by the
State budget remained_.at the_ 1978 level of_39:5_billion yuan in
1979, aod declined to 28.1 billion yuan in 1980. But total invest-
ment in capital construction_contin_ued to risefrom 4_7:9_ billion- in
1978 to 50 bi:.-on yuan in 1979 and 53.9 billion yuan in 1980. ThiS
was because capital construction _investment outside the state
budget increased sharplyfrom 8.4 billion yuan in 1978 to 10.5 bit=
lion -yuan in 1979 and 25;8 billion yuan in 1980;14

Thus the scale of capital construction actually expanded in 1979
and 1980; although the number of medium and_large projects under
construction had been reduced by 39 percent. This was due partly
to the large scale of certain new projects initiated in these years
and _partly to a large increase in the number of locally-financed
small projects. Local governments and enterprises were given
greater authority to initiate new projects and allocate the funds

" The projects to he stopped or_postpmed_ included those with tIi uncertain resources and geo-
1,41-cal conditions; 12. incomplete design or substandard techniques; CD inadequate supply of
building materials. equipment, funds, and work force; .4). lack of guaranteed- resources of fuel,
power- raw materials, and_ water as_Nvell as the means of_transportation_;_151_obsole_telecrlogy
and large raw material and fuel consumption; and 161 lad, of solution to the problem of poliu-
tion.-(Renmin Itibao. March 24. 1979, p. 1.1

"Included An.. these. priority_projects were Ili key projects using_ the latest equipment and
technolog_y; 121 coal mines, power stations, oilfields; transport and communication facilities;
building material -plants and other currently lagging sectors; I:11 light industrial plants, textile
Milk. housing, public utilities, and those other projects bearing on the people's livelihood: and

export ,E-ncpssing.and tourism projects,
' The experiments covered over 20 sectors of the economy including electric power, textiles,

light industry.- coal; petroleum, transport, buildl-ng materials, metallurgy, chemicals, commerce
and_i_burism_. AU of _the. large- and_ mediumsrted thermal_ _power _projecLs_ tinder the Munstry_of
Electric Power had been financed by bank loans. In certain special municipalities and provinces
such as Shanghai, Hubei, -Fujian and- Yunnan. about one third of the investent funds- which
were formerly grantid hr the state budget _had come -from bank loans. -As of November 1980. all
units experimenting with the new system had signed with the Bank of Co nstruction_nore. than
69() loan contracts valued at 3.35 billion yuan. See Rennin Ribao, November IS, 1979, p. 1; Sep-
tember 22, 1-980, p.-5; and JanuaryA 19S1, p. 1.

RernrnRihuo. November 27.ldlHLL p_?
Data on _capital construction investment are_based on the annual communiques on the Chi-

nese economy issued by the State Statistical Bureau.
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made available to them by recent economic reforms. hi-practicing
thiS newly licquired_ power. local authorities fztiled to follow closely
the central government's guidelines with_respect to investment in
capital conStraction, thus creating new problems for the Chinese
economy.' ;

A Izirge number wof plants ere constructs id in raw material pro:
clueing areas with funds outside the state budget in response _to a
policy ezilling fitr_exploluition of local comparative advantage. This
led to reduction in the supply of raw materials for the traditional
production centers, causing many modern plants to operate below
cliNicit. A case in- point is cotton textile production. Currently the
domeStic

nsu_pply

of cotton is sufficient to meet only two-thirdS of
production eeds owing to an upsurge in the number of small tex-
tile factories,- many of which were constructed in 1980. In Henan
Province alone there are now more than 100 such factories using
10.000 metric tons of ,high grade cotton a year:" Inasmuch as the
plants_in the traditional production centers are as a rule more ad-
winced in technology and produce products of better quality at
lower costs. competition from small plants in raw material produc-
ing areas will result in net economic losses for the country as
whole.

Since most of the locally-financed small projects built in recent
years were in the manufacturing_and_processirig sectors; their con-
struction tended to aggravate imbalances in the Chinese economy.
The_ past_ economic growth policies_ had created critical economic
bottleneckSfbr example, energy shortages, backward transport
and other service sectors and inadequate supplies of building mate-
rials. One of the _main goals of the current economic readjustment
policy is to improve these_ lagging sectors by providing them with
more investment funds. But local investment resources tended to
stay away from these sectors, and were mostly concentrated on
moe,prcifitable projects in the manufacturing and processing areas
thereby increasing the already_ _heavy_ pressures on the energy,
transport and building material sectors.47

While Chinese planners were _concerned over their inability to
bring_doWn overall investment in capital construction and the rise
in the- number of local projects, -they were plagued by two other
emerging _problems which posed a potentially far greater threat to
China's economic growth and stability._ One of these problems came
to light- 'as the result of a_ reassessment of the country's oil output
potential. In its original blueprint -for modernization; oil was envis-
aged not_only as an important source of energy needed for domestic
development but also a major foreign exchange earner for financ-
ing irp_pOrt requirements: -But the recent reassessment led the plan-
ners_to conclude that _theirearlier estimates of China's oil potential
had been_too optimistic, and that oil exploration and development
technology was grossly_inadequate. The neglect of the coal and
electric power industries in the allocation of resources in the past
contributed to the energy problem.

4_6 Wang Jiye and Wu Kaitai. ',Firmly Grasp Adjustment and Stabilize the Economy" Jingji
Yanjiu. no. . Jan.-20. 1951.

,0 Peng Hail: p.
.7 XU Yi, Chen Baosen and Tao Zengji, p. 5.
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('rude oil production has grown at a much slower pace in recent
years, and actually declined in 1980, Output is expected to remain
at current levels or even decline fOrther in the next few years. ThiS
is in sharp contrast to the high rates_of growth experienced nearly
each year in the last two decades. China is having difficulties in
meeting oil export commitments to Japan in exchange for Japa-
nese equipment and technology, as required by the long-term trade
agreement signed by the two countries in 1978. A large number of
industrial projects -under China's development plan were _energy-in-
tensive. The FR(' had signed contracts to purchase foreign plants
for mane_ of these projects, and was in the process of negotiating
others. if these projects go to production, China would have to
become a significant net importer of oil: This could lead to huge
trade deficits in the future, an unthinkable prospect to China's
conservative financial administrators,

The other prOblem had to do with an incipient inflation in the
economy. As noted above, when the post-Mao leadership faced a
choice between a continued stagnation of living standards and
lower investment rates, it opted for the latter for both economic
and political reasons. Industrial wages were raised; 4"- The bonus
system was reinstituted;_ and experiments were carried out giving
greater decisionmaking power to the enterprises: A number of im-
portant measures were taken to improve agricultural incentives,
including increases in farm procurement prices:4" But increases in
consumption funds exceeded the targets and, at the same time,
vestment continued to rise. Thus for three years in a row donsump-
tibn and investment exependitures outgrew national income.r?°
This manifested itself in, among other forms, state financial defi-
cits and shortages of consumer_ goods._ TO make up part of the defi-
cits; the government had to rely on the issuance of currency, thus
generating inflationary pressures on the economy:

Chinese leaders are fully aware of the deleterious effects of infla-
tion: They have attributed their victory in 1949 partly to the fail-
ure of the Nationalists to resolve the problem of inflation. They
have prided themselves on their ability to quickly bring inflation
under control after they came to power and to maintain a general
price stability throughout the first three decades of their rule.
Recent price hikes have offset some of the increases -in consumer
income brought about by the current readjustment policy. Continu-
ing inflation not only would wipe -out consumer_ gains in recent
years but could cause living standards to deteriorate to a level
unacceptable to the masses:

FiIrther Retrenchment
Considered a "latent danger" in the economy, these new- prob

lems had to be tackled immediately and resolutely, in the view Of
many Chinese policyrnakers especially Chen Yuri,- the _top economic
planner and an influential party leader. The basic solution was to

"Aver:10;1111i m! wage of stall and workers in state-owned unit, from 602 yuan in 1977
to 644 yuan in 197S, 705 vuan in 1979. and 762 yuan in 19811.

"-State- purchase prices for-farm and sideline products were raised by 22.1 iierilent in 1979;
and by another 7:1 percent in.19S0.

'iO Wang Jiye and Wu Kaitai, "Adjustment and Comprehensive Balance". liongqi. no. 4, Feb-
ruary 16, 1981, pp. 2-6.
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reduce China's capital construction to a size consistent with the
country's financial and resource capabilities.""l'hus in late 1980 a
decision was made to take bold steps to severely reduce investment
expenditures, to cancel Or suspend a large number of ongoing proj-
'ects including those involving imports; and to bring capital con-
truction projects under centralized control:

Total investment in capital construction in 1981 Will be reduced
from the originally planned_ 55 billion yuan to 30 billion yuan.
Budget-funded investment will be ctit from the original target of
2.1:2 billion yuan to 17 billion yuan.52 Investment outside the state
budget, therefore, is to be set at 13 billion yuan for 1981 compared
to an actual level of 25.8 billion v.uan in 1980.

During the first four months of 1981; more than 100 medium and
large projects were stopped or suspended.' Selected for stoppage
or suspension_ were those projects (1) where suitable conditions for
construction did not exist: (2) where, if completed, production could
not be carried out efficiently; and (3) where there would be compe-
tition_ with existing enterprises for raw materials, fuel and

AS of Aiiril 1981, :i92 medium and large projects were under con-
struction. ~lore than half of them were for the lagging light indus-
try, textiles_ energy; transport; and building materials sectors.
Sharp cutbacks in capital construction will not reduce investment
in the medium and large projects of the textile and other light in-
dustries-1981 investment in these projects is to continue at the
previous year's leve1.55

At the same time, the central government decided to rea.:sert
itself in the planning and managment of capital construction. `.'rom
now on, all projects-will be included in the state construction plan.
All medium- and large-sized projects as well as those projects
funded by the state budget will be arranged by the state under uni-
fied planning, and departments and localities are not allowed to act
independently: Before using investment funds outside the state
budget, local governments and enterprises must obtain the approv-
al of' the central authorities regarding the purpose of investment
and the scale -of construction:5!' In April 1981; the State Planning
Commission, -the State Capital Commission, and -the Ministry of Fi
nance jointly issued regulations prohibiting the construction of
projects considered uneconomical, undesirable; or not carefully
planned."

5' In 11157 Chen Yon pointed out that the scale of capital construction should be compatible
with the country s capabilities. The following statement that Chen made ;1(.1.h:it. time has been
quoted frequently in- recent Chinese press articles: -The scale of construction should tally with
the country's financial and material resources. This is the dein:it-cation line between a stable
and an unstable economy Economic Aability is very unportunt for. a .country. like ours with a
population iiI l it Million_ When the sc.de of construction surpasses the capabilities of the coun-
try.: financial and material resources. the economy will he chaotic. If these two conform with
each other. the- econom-Y will-he -stable... iSpecial Commentator. amtal_COnstruction_Must_Be
Centr diied-and _Unified to a lfigh Degree During the Perhx1 of Readjustnint" Rennin
Deec..Nr p. 5.

.*, Vain. "Report on -Readjustment -of -191-- National Economic Tian and State Revenue
and- ,nditure Co the 17th Si,-,SIOrt Of the 5th National People's Congress Standing Commit-te it quip Iiihno- March !.:; nisi. pp I. 3

' It, Ribao. Nlay 1951. p. I.
" .'tim op. cit.

Rehr-, Ribno..April p. 1.

Editor: d. "Totally Carry Out and Resolutely Implement the Guidelines for Readjustment..
IIarnin Rj' m.-December 2, 195)1, p. 7.

Tlemit Ribao. April 3. 1981. p. 1.

9) r.
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Investment responsibility will be assigned to three levels of gov-
ernment according to the nature of the project. Investment in
large, costly long-term projects; such as major energy conservation
programs, big coal mines, oilfields, electric power stations, main
railways, important harbors_as well as large-scale projects for har-
nessing rivers, will be provided primarily by the central govern-
ment, and construction will be carried _out in cooperation with local
governments. Investment in projects in agriculture, the light and
textile industries, the _buildings materials industry, urban public
utilities, environmental protection, commercial service trades, cul-
ture, education and public health facilities will be provided primar-
ily by local. governments, and some of them may be carried out
jointly by local governments -and central ministries. Local depart-
ments and enterprises will invest primarily in workers' housing
facilities and projects designed to improve production safety, envi7
ronmental protection, energy conservation, and the variety and
quality of products.58

Reduction in the scale of capital construction is accompanied by
shills in investment priorities. Larger shares of investment re-
sources will be allocated t.) agriculture, light industry and projects
having direct bearing on consumers' well-being such as housing,
urban public utilities, and health and educational facilities." Al-
though a smaller amount of investment funds is allocated to heavy
industry, the investment shares in energy, building materials,
tr:.,nSport and communications will not be reduced.

III. FOREIGN TRADE AND TECHNOLOGY ACQUISITION

The Great Leap Outward
In pursuit of the four-modernization objectives, the post-Mao

leadership envisioned a development model to integrate potentially
large infusions of foreign capital_and technology into the Chinese
economy to stimulate its growth. The core of the ill-conceived,- over
ambitious 10-year economic program unveiled in 1978 called for
construction of 120 major prcjects including 10 iron and steel _com-
plexes, 9 nonferrous metal complexes, 8 coal bases, 10 oil and gas
fields, 30 power stations, 6 new trunk railways, and 5 key harbors
to be completed or underway by 1985. These projects were to rely
heavily on plant, equipment and technology imports.

To facilitate these imports, China signed long-term trade agree-
ments (LTTAs) with Japan, France and the United Kingdom:
Under the Sino-Japanese LTTA signed in February 1978, China

'" Matti/id _Special Commentator, Renmin Ribao, December 30, 1980, p. 5;
'" According to Chinese usage, one way of-classifying investment in capital_ constructionis_a

division between productive and nonproductive projects The later refers to those not directly
related to produttion_such_as.housing, urban public utilities, and facilities for scientific research,
education, culture and public health. During the First -F-YP-, the "nonproductive' share -of capi-
tal construction investment came-to-28.3 percent. But this share_declinerLsubstantially in subse-
quent years. reaching as _low_ as_10ti_percent_during the latter half of the 1960s. The post-Mao
years saw significant increases in "nonproductive' investment in capital-construction with-the
share gradually rising from 13.2 percent-in 1976 to 10.7 percent in 1977,17.4_perrent_in_1918,27
percent in 1979, and 33.7 _percent 1980._Incneases im.housing investment were particularly
rapid in recent years.. with the share in total capital construction -investment rising from 6.9
percent in 1977, to 7.8 percent in 19-78,-14.8 percent in-1979 and 20 percent in 1980.--fRenthin
Ribao, Ja..r.iry 2, 1981, p. 1; Beijing Review, no. 9, May LL, 1981; p:26:_artd_Wu_diang, "Another
Study of the Basic Economic taw of Socialism"; Hongqi; no. 12, June 16, 1980, pp. 1-18J
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would export to Japan $10 billion worth_ of_ crude oil; coking coal;
and steaming coal in exchange for $7-8 billion worth of Japanese
plants and technology and $2 -3 billion worth_of Japanese machin-
ery and construction materials. In march 1979, the two countries
agreed to extend the LTTA by 5 years_ with two-way trade to total
$10-00_ billion over the 13-year period, 1978-90.

In December 1978 $China reached a 7-year, 13.6 billion LTTA
with France to provide a basic framework for Chinese accilisition
of French capital equipment and technology in a number of areas
including metals, electric power, petroleum, transport, space and
hotels. In_ exchange for these imports, _China was to export to
France oil, coal, and nonferrous metals in addition to traditional
products such as_foodstuffs. textiles, silk; and handicrafts.

A Siniilar LTTA was concluded between China and the United
Kingdom in March 1979; calling for bilateral trade to total $14 bil-
lion over the period 1979-85. China did not sign a LTTA with the
Federal Republic of Germany,_ but the value of :Chinese orders
under negotiation with West German firms during 1978 reached
substantial levels."

At the time when these LTTAs were negotiated and signed; Chi,
nese planners appeared to have envisaged a number of new ways of
generating foreign exchange income to pay for capital goods and
technology imports. They hoped to expand export earnings substan-
tially through development of underground resources; especially
oil; coal, and nonferrous minerals. Negotiations were started with
foreign firms for construction of projects _that were _eventually to
become new Daqings (China's largest oilfield with 50 million-ton
annual- output), major r : or large ferrous or nonferrous
metal compk!xes.

Foreign exchange i' be expanded also through an
effort to attract more ,..:tances and promote tourism.
Foreign companies were :."':ria_to discuss possibilities for
hotel construction, 1 .,r preliminary agreements Were
quickly reached:

At the same time, Cho li.,pf,,d its id-ological opposition to the
use of_credit as well as to fo:-:-!If.9, invesuip.nt in China. Since 1978
the PRC has reached major ( rclit agreements with Western gov,
ernment credit agencies and commercial banks totalling nearly $30
billion. Most of these agreements were arranged during late 1978
and the_first half'

?

of 1 179. A joint venture law was promulgated in
July 1979 to provide a legal framework for joint ventures with for-
eign equity participatir.

China also adopted a number of innovative arrangements with
foreign businesses such as export processing, compensation trade
and special economic Ames. To improve the efficiency of conducting
international business,'vteps were taken to decentralize the foreign
trade structure. A number of provinces and special municipalities
were granted greater auill`uity to handle foreign trade and invest-

r,"rh, ,fritl. involved a /11111,111 protocol for a German consortium to.dsign and
erect i-n China two open-pit coal inine, live new std:Lam:es:3nd several coal mining equipment
manufovaang auremnt with Lurgi to build 22 nonferrous metal projects.
China sittned :5800 million contracts with West Germaa firms fin,- flee petrochemical plants. a
3217- million contract for a polyester plan, a :5100 million contract; for five chemical plants and a

5 million contract for four air separation plants.

ft
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ment. Trading corporations were established under nearly every
ministry with production facilities:

Under the expansionary economic _policy, commercial contacts
between China and the West increased rapidly. A large number of
contracts were consummated and numerous initial agreements in-
cluding letters of-intent; memoranda of understanding and proto-
cols were signed. In 1978 alone the cost of equipment and technol-
ogy contracts for Chinese construction projects came to $7.8 bil-
lion."

Impact of the Retrenchment
The impact of the retrenchment was first felt in early 1979 when

many import contracts signed with Japanese companies after De-
cember 15, 1078 were temporarily suspended. This was the direct
result of the initial evaluation of the 1978 capital construction pro-
gram. Although these contracts were restored later, the pace of
commercial negotiations between China and other countries slowed
considerably. Negotiations were halted on certain projects, such as
those for hotel construction,despite the existence of preliminary
agreements with foreign companies.

After the capital construction program was subject to a further
evaluation in 1980, many more projects, including those involving
foreign participation, were stopped or delayed. Included were a
number of projects which American comapanies had agreed to
build, or had participated in design and engineering studies; such
as the foreign trade center in Beijing,_a copper mining and process-
ing project near Dexing in Jiangxi Province, the Pingguo alumi-
num complex in Guangxi Zhnang Autonomous Region, and the
iron ore development projectS'in Shuichang and Sijiaying in Hebei
Province and Nanfen in -Liaoning Province. In late 1980 China de:
cided to terminate or suspend construction of several more major
projects which involved $2.3 billion worth of contracts with Japa7
nese, West German and other foreign companies. The contracts
with Japan, worth about $1.5 billion, were for the second stage of
the Baoshan steel project near Shanghai and plants for four petro-
chemical complexes: Nanjing in Jiangsu Province, Shengli in Shan-
dong Province, and Yanshan and Dongfang both in Beijing.

Since China began to . retrench its capital construction program,
the number of plant contracts signed with foreign companies has
diminished substantially. In 1978 complete plant contracts were
signed for 22 major projects. But in 1979 contracts were signed for
only four projectstwo electric power stations and two cement
plants. During 1980, no contracts were signed for medium and
large-sized projects.6

Project cancellations and postponements appear to have damp-
ened much of the enthusiasm that Western businessmen had origi-

" "Import-Export Commission Vice MinisterWang Daohan Talks about Economic Cia,Vera-
tion and Technical F.xchange"-,-China's-Foreign Trade, no.-3,_May-J1Ine_1980.pp..

"' Renmin Ribaa. hies it L181 p._2....lapan which is China's largest supplier of plants and
technology was -only able to obtain about $150 million in new plant contracts besides thoSe for
the second stage of the-I3aoshan steel project, which has now.been_suspended_These contracts
involved only small-scale facilitie. s for_manufactating products such as aluminum foil, -fluores-
ceritiamps, and_battery. See Site° Kojima." China Toughens ReadjustmenC, The JETRO China
Newsletter, no, 30. February 1981, pp. 8-13.
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rally held for the Chitta nizirlivt. The abrupt suspension of phint
contracts has reduced further such enthusittsin,_tmd shaken the
confidence of many Western businessmen in the Chinese economy
and the leadership's ability to _develop it Certain foreign officials
lire reported to have cautioned- the Chinese that their unilateral
Sti:itteitSiitit of contracts were having adverse effects on China'§
credibility as zi trading- partner, zInd on its future economic rela-
tions With the countries affected by Chinese ztctions. Many foreign
compzinies are reassessing their China operations; some of them
With representation in Beijing liztve reduced staff size; or have
withdrawn_completely."

The PRC is keenly_ aware of the undesirable impacts that its
recent actions hitve brought about. Beeping has made it known that
it Will cbritinue to mitke citsh payments to Japanese suppliers ac-
cording to_ the original terms_ of the petrocherniCal orders 4 To
shore up We§tern confidence, Chinese_ leaders have taken pains to
repeatedly assure foreign visitors that China's open economic
policy hits remained unchanged, itnd that the ongoing readjustment
will put the Chinese economy on a fir'mer ground _fdr_fUttire cooper-
talon with other countries.''' Similar explanations were given by
Chinese officials at the March 2;3-28 Hangzhou World Economy
Symposiuin which was attended by some 80 Western business ex-
ecutives., by a_delegzttion led by Vice Premier Gu Mu at the March
30-April European Economic Community-China trade week in
Brussels, and by several Chinese specialists at a May 20-23 meet-
ing in Beijing with members of the Trilateral Commission.

Current Policies
China's open economic policy has a two-pronged purpose-to sup-

plement long:term goals of self - sufficiency -with accelerated growth
of certain selected sectors. The policy is designed to "enlarge for-
eign trade, actively utilize foreign funds, import advanced technol-
ogy, and strengthen economic cooperation and technical exchange
with other countrieS."" The "openness" of the policy may be seen
from certain_ specific measures concerning (1) foreig-n trade; (2) the
utilization of foreign funds; and (3) special economic powers for
Guangdong _and Fujian Provinces. Since the Chinese economy is in
the midst of a readjustment process, all economic measures, includ-
ing those relating to fbreign trade, tire expected to facilitate, or at
least not to hinder, that process.

1. FOREIGN TRADE

The prevailing view among Chinese officials and specialists is
that China'S foreign trade is expected to expand during the read-

63"China lialts-BUilding_Pacts; _Foreigri_Contractors Reassess Position", The-J,irnal of Com-
merce; DeCeiiitier Al. 080: "Chinese Retrenchment Dims -Foreign Firms' Hopes" The Journal of
Commerce, March 1, 1961. p. 12,- and ,,Puiling BackNot _Oat: What Firms' Moves Mean to
Them and To Peking", llusinesi: China, Vol. Match 2:i, 1981.

64 The Asian Wall Street_dournal Weekly, June '2L 1981, p. 2.
6 Rennin Ribao, January 14, 1981, p. I; March 19, 1981, p. I; and May 24; 1981, p: 1, and

China Daily, June 2,- 1981; p. I.
Ji -ChOngWel, "questions cozwerrung _the Utilization of Foreign Capital and RelevantEco-

nomic Laws tri_ChinX., a.paper given at "Seminar on New Development Trench; in China' S ECOn-
omy". Hong Kong, October 10, 1980.
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justment period, all hough the rates of growth are likely to be lower
than those attained in the past few years._ To avoid substantial
trade deficits, exports are expected to keep pace with imports. First
priority, therefore, is placed on export promotion. The size of im-
ports is to be determined by the size of exports,

The goal of achieving a balance between imports and exports
does not itopty an "absolute lialance! in total trade each year, or in
trade with any individual country. The criterion calls for the main-
tenance ,f* a ba§icall:, balanced trade with the rest of the world
over a period of time.'

I try( 'rt.:.
China traditionally has relied only on imports to acquire ad-

vanced equipment and technology needed for indo.strialization and
to crohiponsate for shortfalls in domestic production. Under the
impact of economic readjustment, however, iMports have become
highly selective with significant shifts in priorities:

Technology acquisition formerly concentrated primarily on Odin-
filete plants. IloWever, the Chinese now consider the importation of
turnkey projects as an inefficient, costly way of acquiring techribl-
Ogy. Complete plant imports; therefore; will be kept to a minimum.
The Chinese believe that technology can _be acquired through
better and more economical means such as compensation trade,
export processing arrangements, licensing_and joint VenttireS. 6 8

China's current development strategy calls for special emphasis
on upgrading the technical levels of existing_ enterprises Top
import priority, therefore, will be assigned to key equipment and
parts as well as high technology products, manufacturing tech-
nique§ and managerial expertise required for renovating existing

Top priority also is likely to be accorded to the import of equip-
ment and services for petroleum exploNttion and develo_prrient, for
the expansion of coal mines, and for the development of the elec-
tric power industry. Other priority sectors to receive imported ma-
chinery And technical know-how will include railways, ports, tele-
communications, building materials, and public utilities.

China is actively developing labor-intensiv.. export projects, as
well as small- and medium-sized projects whic_:, require less invest-
Ment,_yield quicker returns; and generate potentially larger foreign
exchange earnings. These projects will likely receive favorable
treatment foe importing needed equipment; materials and technol-
ogy.

China will try to minimize the import of machinery and equip-
ment which can be produced domestically. Some recent press arti-
cles have used protectionist arguments to advocate import restric=
tions," The country_ Will_probably see a continuation of imports of
a wide range of equipment and parts for a while because of Short=

Zhii4.3_1', Ili:: "China's Foreign Trade Development and Prospects" a paper -presented at
"Seminar on New Development Trends -in China-'s Economy'", Hong Kong, Otober 10,1980:

n" Jirg Wei,-On Technology Imports, Tianjin Peoples RabliSliitigliouse, 1280, pp_ 16_ -34.
Department; Prospects for China's Economic Construction in the 1980s", 2hong-

zac T)1,_ivai Maoyi, no. :3, May4une 1980, pp. 2-3.
7 3 G)It men tator, "Import Less or No Products That Can Be Manufactured at Home ", Renmin

Rkhou A r;rii 9, 1981, P. Z:



ages in product on hicilit ieS. I lowever, many of these imports prob-
ably will be restricted ;)v the longer run because efforts are likely
to be made both to reduce foreign exchange spending and to foster
domestic production:

b. Exports
Until recently ChineSe exports had played only the passive role

of earning enough income to pay for needed import.S. in recent
years, however, exports_have been assigned additional roles of stim-
ulLiting domestic production_ and creating employment o_pportuni-
ties. The Chinese now conSider exports useful in raising the techni-
cid levels of production; especially in agriculture and light indus-
try. The stoppage of Li large number of construction projects has in -'
creiised the size of unemployrr, -it, and expanding the ekport sector
is deemed to be an effective Way of generating jobs for the unem-
ployed__

The PRC will continue to rely on the export of a number of key
traditional Chinese products such as arts and craftS, agricultural
Lind industrial 111W imiterials, processed food products and textiles
as major sources of foreign exchang_e income. However, restrictive
measures by importing countries are likely to impose a major cOn-
straint on the expansion of certain export, ems., textiles.

China is making efforts tc -hinge the commodity composition of
exports gradually by expanoing productibn and sales of nontradi-
tional items. Among them, machinery and electrical products are
considered to have strong potential.'

Crude oil exports will almost certainly experience a decline_in
the next few year because of production difficulties and increased
domestic requirements for:energy. In the long run, coal Will prbb:
ably become an increasingly important export commodity if trans-
port problems can be resolved:

Current policy calls for establishment of export processing proj-
ects, especially in coastal areas; to utilize raw material-s_ and Semi-
manufactures inipOited from abroad. This new policy of "promot-
ing exports through imports" is thought to be beneficial to the
economy in several ways. It would be able to tap the existing
excess capacity of many processing plants, and, would create em-
ployment opportunities. It would release some of the pressures on
the domestic supply of materials. It would enhance the technical
level of production by bringing domestic pla ,ts in close contact
with the world market. Most importantly, it 1Lpresents a quicker
way of earning foreign exchange:'2

In recent years China has set up "comprehensive export com-
modities" LIS well as- "single export commodity" prcducing center§
for farm produce and Sideline_productS and for industrial and min-
eral products. In addition, special plants, workshops and mines em-
ploying new materials -and_ advanced production techniques have
been created to produce goods for exports. The first producing

" Editorial in lienmtn Lrbm, February 19S1. p. I; and Commentator. "Grasp Well tht..
Suppiv.of Co)ods. and i'rornote Exports-. Ilenmin 28_19141,

Ifiid It has been estimated that on the a cei.-.;i-a& $1 worth of imported materials
can-bring- to China .approxmlatelv.an_ equal. amount of net foreign exchange -earnings. See Nan
Wigan. ::Foreign Economic and Trade Work Should Sere Economic Iteadaiithnent Bettor-,
dint.di Guanli. no :1. March 15, 1951, pp. IC- IS.
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center was_ established in 1973 in Foshan in -central Guangdong
Province. By early 1981 the number of comprehensive centers had
grown_ to 22, and the number of single -item centers had exceeded
100. The country now has about 100 factories and mines specialized
in exports. In 1980; these units produced about 8 .billion _yuan_
worth of goods, 21.4 percent of the country's total output value of
export cornmodities._7"

China also has taken measures to decentralize foreign trade deci-
sionmaking in order to promote exports: It has allowed local enter.
prises to retain Foreign exchange, instituted differential internal
settlement rates between the Renminbi and the U.S. dollar for dif-
ferent export commodities; and given greater authorities for local
governments and enterprises to handle exports.",

There are indications that the central government recently has
reasserted itself in the management of certain foreign trade activi-
ties: This recentralization may have resulted partly from the policy
to stress readjustment over reform, and partly from the problems
caused by the reforms:75

2. UNIAATION OF FOREIGN FUNDS

In !979 then-Premier Hua Guefeng announced in his gov-
ernment wok repoit to the National People's- Congress that during
the period _41 economic ;-,,idjustment, as well as in the long run,
China would ibllov; itir....itional practice in u&ig "various reason-
able f,-.A ,af.; o`; foreigr_funds." He stre.,,:,,e.d.that this was a
fir:0, major pc icy of the Chinese _government.76 Recently this
policy has been reaffirmed by Chinese officials." In the next few
years. ;wever, foreign funds will be used in the priority sectors of
Cie to "serve economic readjustment": -The list of prior-
ities similar to that for equipment and technology imports enu7
murated earlier. Project approval will be based on an assessment of
cp:.;yment and absorptive capabilities.7H Individual _projects should

ei 'ft..r produce products competitive in international markets or be
import-substitutive, and the projects should be viable in cost-bene-
tic terms. Moreover, there should be sufficient resources domesti-
cally to support the project, both during construction and upon
completion.

of Export Cornmeditii; Production Kea's; Ministry of Foreign TrAe._"Proiluc-
tion_Ba-ses_for_ Export Conituodities.%_Chitot's Foreign_ Trade. no. 1t; May-June 1980;_ pp. 40-41;
Daily Report -Peoples Republic of China, Foreign Broadcast Information Service (FB1S). -Vol.- I,
no--107.-Ju-ne 2,-19841, p. 1,7:-China Report-Econcmic Affairs. Joint Publications Research Service
1;IPRSt: 76r125, September_121980, p_ ail and_Zhang Pelji.

7`The state maintained control over exports of 17 key commodities including coal, crude oil,
finished steel. and silk thread (accounting for approximately 80 percent of total exports), but
allowed lac i trailing companies to conduCt exports of all Other commOdities_independently.__At
the pres_ent_time. however; it appears that onli Guangdong and Fujian Provinces have retained
this authority as a result of the recentraliiation.

74 Lost year, for example, a number of local trading companies engaged in a sort of price com-
petition in_flielr _t(i...promote sales, _This _result ed_ in not only -- losses in- foreign _exchange
earnings, but tits() confusion and other problems for foreign businessmen. Thus at the Spring
1981 Guangzhou Fair,-China reestablished a "unified policy" to set up a uniform price for the
same _product sold by different _

Zhaagioa Duiwai_Ntioyi. No. fi; 1979; p. 4.
" Ch inn Daily, June '2, p. 1.
" Ji Chon-gwei,- '-'China's Utilinition of Foreign-Funds and Relevant POliciet-r, 13eijin4 Review,

No. _Iti;_April 20,_1981_,_pp. 15,211; arid Liu_Lixin; Foreign Capital to Serve the Readjustment
of the National Economy", Renmin Ribtio, July 28,1980, p. 5.



Foreign funds are being used in many different_ways: A_number
of credit lines, for example; _have been made avid LIN(' to China in
several formsgovernment-to-governnient loans;__ officially_ backed
export credits; _privtite bank credits; tind loans from the interna-
tiontd financial- institutions: Governmental loans generally have
been used for financing" projects in transport and energy develop-
ment. The loans from the World Bank will be used fbr thedevelep-
ment_ of infrastructure as well as agricultural projectsind_ educa-
tional_ programs: Much of the S412.7 billion buyers' credits obtained
from Western banks htis remained Unused bec.tiuse of the current
economic retrenchment, The PR(' now I-uis a clear preference fbr
low-Interest, kink; -tern; loans and for development assisttinee loans,
to_by used for infrilSt ructur II and tigric..ulture-related projects.

China is trying to attract foreigii clipitul through zi number of in-
novative economic arrani.4ements with fbreign companies such as
export processing, compensation trade; contractural .ventures, co-
production, leasing. joint equity ventures, and intermitiorud cooper7
talon in .rsource _development; These' arrangements appe..;,! to the
Chinese b,.q.ause they permit the ticguisition of new equipment and
technology with minimum expenditure of foreign exchange.

Export processing trade lieg;in in 1977, and compensation trade
in_the nncld1 of -1978. I) iriny '.'1.-i) China- obtained more than $100
million worth of equipt. ,' technology from :3_5'0 small and
medium-sized. _compensati,,, ,ide undertakings, and another $87
million from three large-scal ones...

The country now htis more than :300 contractual ventures, mostly
in Guangdong Province, with foreign _investment totall_ing $500 mil-
lion. Under the usual practice of this arrangement, foreign firms
provide funds,..equipment,__and techniques while the Chinese side
supplies land, bictory bUildings and labor, and is responsible for
eration and management. The_two sides share output; safes or prof=
its at an agreed ratio, aril all assets belong to the Chinese when
the..contract _expires,

Coproduction arrangements have taken plLce primarily _in_the
machinery industry. The first such arrangement was made in 197e
when the First Ministry of the- Machine Building Industry signed a
contract with Cferman firm to coproduce oxygen generators.
Other coproduction agreements hav_e_been_reached with _American;
French, ant: .`aptintse companies. China also has started to under-
take th_e leas:ng business; and its first leasing company was set up
in early_ 1981 zis a joint venture between two Chinese entities and
one_Japanese leasing firm.

Since the promulgation of the joint venture law in 1979; China
has negotiated or discussed over :WO possible projects with compa-
mei; from more than 30 coutitries. At the end of 1980; China's For-
eign Investment Commission had ap_proved 20 joint equity ventures
with a total investment of more than $21() million; of which more
thtin $170 million Will be foreign investment.'' China's current
preference seenis to be for joint ventures in -mall and medium-
sized export-oriented projc.cts. China also prey'.';: to_use existing fa-
cililties as a_ basis for joint ventures in order d Minimize new
vestment in buildings and land.

'" .1i ('hongwei, "China's Utilvatum id Foreign h'unds and Relvvant .

Iv



China will rely primarily on international cooperation for the de-
velopment of petroleum resources; The China Petroleum Company
has signed contracts with Japanese and French oil companies for
the joint prospecting and exploitation of oil in the Bohai Bay and
the 13eibit If Of the South China Sea." The essential_ features of
the contracts were for both the Chinese and foreign sides -to Share
iiiVeStiiient and risks, for China to retain a certain proportion of
output; apart front operating fees, and for foreign companies to
Share with China the remainder of output: China will likely adopt
similar arrangements for joint development of both offshore and
Onshore oil resources in the future: This would enable the Chinese
to rely primarily on foreign capital to develop domestic resources
and pay for it in resultant output;

:1, SPECIAL POLICIES FOR GUANODONG AND FUJIAN

hi Ally 1979 the State Council granted special economic powers
to ,fivangdong and Fujian Provinces allowing them, among_ Other
priVilegeS, to I I 1 have a greater role in -most economic planning and
in making capital construction and other investment decisions; (2)
have expanded authority over export planning and foreign trade;
13) retain and utilize for investment and_other_ purposes all foreign
eXchaii(e earnings and government revenues above certain pre
agreed levels; and (4) establi!Th special economic zones to attract
foreign capital and technology; Since the implementation of these
"special policies and flexible measures (teshu zhengce, linghuo
cuoshi)", both provinces have registered significant economic_prog
ress. Last year the gross Value of agricultural and industrial _output
rose 8,2 percent over 1979 in 'Guangdong and 10 percent in- Fujian,
both exceeding the national rate of 7.2 percent: In 1_9_8_0 provincial
revenues inci eased 10.5 percent in Guangdong- and 20,5 percent in
Fujian while exports grew 27.9 percent in Guangdong and 47.2 per
cent in Fujian. '\s a. end of 1980 both_ provinces had signed
with foreign companies over 7,000 contracts involving the use of
foreign capital."'

Regardless of their special status, both provinces also have_ been
aliect6d by the current retrenchment. The central government's
funding for capital construction projects in these tWo_provinces has
been Curtailed, and as a result a large number of projects has been
halted or deferred. Fujian's capital construction investment for
1981 is to be reduced by more than one-third from the 1980 level.
However; both provinces wil' continue to have special economic au-
thorities, and long-term development programs are being formulat-
ed."'-

- -

"" A project calling for the joint prospecting and ex-ploitation of Oil in_ the Yingehal 714;h_9f
the South China Sea is under -discussion. between the China_Pettolzwrn_Compony and .ierican
uil -cOMpanieS. Beginning iii_May 197!) China has signed agreements with (6 foreign o .-..ompa-
nies covering a 100,000-kilometer seismic survey of South China Sea and South Yellow !*,ea. An-
other :10 foreign oil companies have participated-in geophysical prospectibg.

!NeW China Neal Juno 10, 1981 in World Journal, New York, Jt.
/9SE ft 2

"2The provincial leadership-in -Fujian now envisages the i!stablishment of a_ numbiena ettr.
nom ie bitses: forestry, animal husbiindry, lisheries_cash.. crops, light-and textile industries;-for-
eign trade; and ,42iPtiec. and education. Industrial development efforts will be-concentrated-on
labor-intensive activities during the 1990s and on technology intensive activities in the 19908-.
Industrial sectors currently selected for accelerated development include sugar refining; food

Continued
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To implement those programs will require large amounts of for-
eign capital, as the central government is not in a position to pro=
vide substantial financial support. Both provinces- are - actively seek-
ing foreign and overseas Chinese investment. So far Guangdong_a_p-
pear--; to have had greater success than neighboring Fujian, primar-
ily beeziuse Guangdong is more developed, is closer_to Hong Kong,
and has more experience in economic dealings with the outside
world.

The most important feature of the special policy for Guangdong
and Fujian has to do with the establishment of special economic
zones ISEZsl which will -be open to all sorts of foreign investment,
including wholly owned fbreign_ enterprises. These zones are to
have not only industrial_ projects; but also agricultural undertak-
ings, tourist facilities, _hiboratories and institutes, and residences.
Industrial project-. in the zones_ will be mostly in light industry;
manufacturing, processing-, textiles, electronics, and chemicals. At
present SEZs are being set up in Shenzhen, Zhuhai and Shantou in
Guangdong- and Xiamen in Fujian.

In August 1980, the National People's Congress approved regula-
tions for the operation of Guan,gdong's SEZs. The- regulations pro-
vide for a 15 percent corporate tax rate compared to a 33 perctza
rate fbr joint ventures elseWhere in China, as well as- tax holidays
for certain types of investment. The regulations permit enterprises
to diSiniSS WorkerS according to the provisions -of the labor con-
tracts which they must sign with the workers after a_trial period.
In addition, preferential treatment will be given to foreign inves,
tors with regard to the use of land, foreign currency control, and
the importation of goods.TM3 7

Shenzhen, adjacent the NeW Territories, is the largest SEZ and
has shown the most rapid development: The zone is divided into
three geographically separated areas_with different functions and
specializations.TM4 At-present, there are about 500 enterprises with
varying degrees of foreign investment participation in Shenzhen.
So far businessmen_ from- 33 countries have gone there to discuss
investment poSSibilitieS."5 The SEZ in Zhuhai, near Macau, will
also comprise three areas totalling 6 to 7 square _kilometer-S,_and
planning is essentially completed. A number of contracts have been
signed. and several joint ventures and one wholly foreign-owned
enterprise are already operating._ The SEZ at Shantou, the main
port city of eastern Guangdong, is -still in an early stage of plan-
ning. Reportedly;- Hainan Island, off the Guangdong coast, will _be
granted special rights similar to those of an SEZ. Some-of these

processing. elect ninics.- text paper, and arts and crafts. Efforts_are_onderway_t_o_expandin-
(nisi meta re !ports. railways, airports and te1 ephone__.-0,7sternsi and energy supply (primarily elec-
tric See Fujian Rihuo, April 1. 2. %r. and 1.1 1981.

bning Review, no 1'2, Nlarch 2:1.-1981. p. :i.--
---"Thes(. three areas, totalling 327.6 square_ ki.lometers_are:_Sliekou_._ to the west on the Pearl
River Stairy_;. Filti:In. bav 7 kilometers west of Shenzhentown: and the- :geisha
area. 211 kilometers east of Shnzhen town on the beach at Taiping- Wan. Shekou will be the
heavy- industriAliirea operated by the PR-C-owned, Hong Kong-based _China (Merchants Steam -
ship Navigation iimpany under_ t management of the Guangdong Lrovincial Adminis-
tration for SP:Zs. Cittistruction of docks and other infrastructure has been -completed at Shekou,
and more than -a dozen factories will sixin-begin operation utian will house_ primarily_ ham
industrial. textile, electronic and chemical factories_ many_of...whicliare_alreacly operating. The

developed as a resort primarily for }long Kong residents.-
" "The Shenthen Economic Zone Development Well Underway Chinese Export Commodities

Fair Bulletin, Spring 191, pp. 7!:-79
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rights_ _also will k. extended gradually to Guangzhou and other
cities.""_

The State Council has approved the eStablishment of the first
SEZ in FujiL.r.a 2.5 square kilometer area in Hull on Xiamen
island. Ir: the initial phase of development, construction Will be
concentr,11.._.(1 on a 1.1 square kilometer area Ground leveling and
construction of public utilities started_in October 1981. Current
plans for the zone to begin operations in 1982. Dongdu; a -new
port in the vicinity of the Huli SEZ, is une-r construction. When
completed, it will have a 12 million ton cargo handling- capacity per
year with at least 20,000 tons annually -in ,.:antainers. Other infras-
tructural projects, including airports; railways and--telecommunica-
tions facilities, are being expanded in Xiamen._ While regulations
governing the Fujian SEZs have not been_ published yet; they prat),
ably will be modeled on those for Gu_angdong__SEZs._ The_provincial
leader-nip in Fujian has proposed to Beijing -that the entire_munici,
p:dity of Xiamen be designated as a SEZ. If approved,_ preferential
treatment given to foreign investors regarding taxation; land use;
for currency cuni rol, importation of goods and travel would be
applied to Xiamen :is a whole, covering _a territory of 1,466 square
kilometers. The vision of the current Fujian leadership is eventual-
ly to transform the entire province into a SEZ:

IV. PitoseEr.rs Foit FOREIGN PARTICIPATION IN CHINA'S CAPITAL
CONSTRUCTION

China's Open Economic Policy iii Perspective
The adoption of an open economic policy is said to be a "long-

term strategic decision" made by the post-Mao leadership after
they had summed up the experiences of the country's economic de-
velopment during the first three decades of the People's Republic.
The 'milli elements or the policy were preached by Deng Xiaoping
in the early 1970s, and were -put into practice during 1977-78. it
gained lIppr(mll'at the Third Plenum of ft..: Central Committee of
the Chinese Communist Party in December 1978._

Notwithstanding the current economic retrenchment, the leader-
ship's commitment to the open economic policy appears to be genu-
ine and firm. This commitment can best be understood both in the
context of China's developmental needs and from a review of the
evolution of Chinese foreign trade policies.

China has a- large; continentally based economy with a relative
scarcity of arable land and a massive population. Agriculture re-
mains backward; unable to generate a surplus sufficient to supp_ort
industrialization. Energy and mineral resources remain largely un-
developed due to lack of capital and technical _know-how. Inad=
equate tranSpOrtatioi: and communication silrastructure_ not_ only
prevents the country from an efficient distrio;.:tion of food and raw
materials, but creates a bottleneck for industrial- growth: Thus any
rational and measured development strategy tbrChina would natu-
rally include inputs of necessary materials, equipment, and know-
how from abroad.

" 1:131S. March 24, 1981, p I'l; Renmin Rihau, June 8, 1931. p. 1.
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This contention is consistent with the historical e;:perience8 of
developed and a,..velop_ing countries. Foreign capital and imports of
technology and equipment typically provide the quickest, and per:
haps most economical wag, of accelerating growth in the develop-
ment process. Without large-scale imports of Soviet machinery and
equipment. for example, China's iiverage_rate of economic growth
between 1953 and 1957 would have been reduced by 1,5 to 3.5 per
cent a year.'"

Since the inception of the People's Republic; Chinese planners
have fully recognized the useful contribution that foreign capital
and technology could make to _econonii-c-growthr-Chtna s foreign
trade policies, therefore; have revolved around the established prin-
ciple of "relying mainly on our own efforts while seeking foreign
assistance as a supplementary means ". Historically, these policies
have gone through some rather dramatic fluctuations, reflecting
changes in stages of development, economic policy and political re-
lations with othercountrieS.

hi the 1950'S, China's foreign trade depended heavily on the
Soviet Union tind Eiristern Europe._The core of the capital construc-
tion .program during the First FYP was more_than 400 _projects, of
which 156 were _designed by the Russians.88.Plants, equipment and
technology fOr theSe projects were imported from the Soviet Union
With the aid of some $1:5) billion in Soviet credits. About 11,000
Soviet technicians and scientists. were sent to work in China; half
in industrial enterprises, 18 percent in transport and communica-
tions; and the _rest in agriculture, education, public health, and sci-
entific research.89

The Sino-Soviet split and the Great Leap fiasco caused China's
foreign trade policy to become more inward-looking and narrower
in scope. Imports declined in 1960-62 as the development_strategy
shifted toward more labor-intensive methods of production _in part
because of the withdrawal of Soviet technical assistance._ Exports
also decreased due to domestic production difficulties. During the
po§t:Leap recovery 19,63-65; foreign trade wa. reoriented toward
Western Europe and Japan. They became the sole source of com-
plete plant imports by the PRC,99

Foreign trade again beuirrie less important during the late 1960s
When the Cultural Revolution created strong anti-Western feelings.
In the early 1970s when the economy began_ to recover from the
disruption§ caused by the Cultural Revolution; China's trade rela-
tions with Western_ countries became more open and expansionary:
The PRC apparently decided to launch an active program of tech-
nological imports: The value of complete plant purchases from

" Aleziibder Eckstein; Communist China s Economic Growth and Foreign Trade, New York:
McGraw -Hill Hook Co., 1966.

""Ji-Chongwei, "Questions Ctifiterning the Utilisation of Foreign Capital and Relevant Eco-
nornic taws in China --
. "At the same timeaover 700 Soviet _experts taught in Chinese Uruversaies_and technical
schools. helping to establish new depart Ments atid_litharatories..Some 38,000 Chinese were sent
to the ...C.tvi-el-Uniori fia:_ti-iiining; half of them were workers, and the others included 7,500 stu-
dents and t311()_scientists.

""At that time, China -purchased about $200 million wacthol.industrial plants from Japan
and western Europe, and was in the process of negotiating for additional facilities before the
Cultural Revolution began.
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Western Europe and Japan expanded sharply, reaching a peak of
$1.2 billion in 1973." ._

At about the same time, a number of Chinese press articles ex-
pressed_ concern over the possibility of over-reliance _on imports;
After Deng Xiaoping's proposals to relax the self=reliance stance
became_ known in the latter half of 1975; _ the radicakcontrolled
media launched a campaign to discredit Deng, accusing him of
among other things, having practiced the "slavish comprador phi-
losophy". In fact, no political faction in China had denied the use-
fulness of technology and equipment imports ; not _even Deng.'s_fier-
cest critics showed strong animosity toward such imports. At issue
was the degree of reliance on imports and the manner of their fi-
nancing.
_._The purge of the "Gang of Four"_ signified a significant _shift in
China's economic and trade policy. It was apparently decided that
China would pursue an open foreign _trace orientation to a degree
unprecedented in the People's Republic. Nearly all ideological bar-
riers to trade were gradually removed; These .drastic steps were
taken probably because of the recognition that the damages to the
Chinese economy caused by the Cultural Revolution were_so great
and far-reaching that a speedy and successful recovery could not be
achieved with .China's own resources. This led to the Third Plen-
um's decision to adopt the open economic policy as part of a long7
term.strategy._ In a sense,_this decision represents a case of making
a virtue out of necessity. Irrespective of the retrenchment and cut-
back of capital construc!.ion_, the central elements in the new
policy increased forek.;,) trade, selective use of foreign funds, tech-
nology_ _imports, and economic. cooperation and technical exchange
with other countrieswill continue.

Constraints on the Use of Foreign Capital and Technology
There are a number of constraining factors which will litnit

Chna's capability to absorb foreign capital and imports of equip-
ment and technology. First of all; there is a foreign exchange con-
straint: The size of China's foreign exchange earnings is deter-
mined primarily by exports. (Exports constitute roughly 85 percent
of China's foreign exchange earnings). In the next few years; how-
ever, Chinese exports are not likely to grow very rapidly.

Crude ail has been a leading export constituting about 15 percent
of Chinese hard currency export earnings in recent years. But
China's petroleum industry is plagued by major difficulties result-
ing from mismanagement, undercapitalization, and low productiv-
ity in the past. Output declined last year, and is expected to drop
further in the next several years. Oil- from offshore basins- cannot
be brought into large-scale commercial production much before the
end of the decade: Thus it appears highly unlikely that crude oil
will continue to be a major source of export earnings in the 1980s.

Traditionally; China has relied on agricultural products and on
processed or manufactured goods using agricultural products as
raw materials to provide about half of its export earnings. But Chi,
nese agriculture is growing too slowly to become a major source of

91 The value of complete plant contracts signed during 1972-76 totalled $2.9 billion.



export expansion China has imported Izirge qmintities of grain
each ycqtr for two deczides. The PH(.: also exports roughly 2:million
metric tons of rice a year especially when the price ratio between
rice and wheat on the world market is in -favor of the former: How-
ever; for the foreseezible future China will almost certainly remain
zi net importer of grain primarily because of the inability of Chi-
nese agriculture to _yield a sufficient surplus for the urban sector,
and bcause the Chinese are projecting longer term dietary
changes for the urban popukition. The problem is aggrawited by
the fact that Chinese zigicult is _vulnerable to weather
changes. Poor fuirvests are usually followed by lzirger agricultural
imports, thus reducing the amount of foreign exchange available
for nonagriculturzd imports.

Chiral is particularly rich in coal _deposits. Verified reserves
throughout tlw country now are placed at in excess of 600 billion
tons. In view of the grossing world demand; coal could replace
crude or as China's nuijer export commodity. However, China's
coal industry is also faced with some difficult problems due to ne-
glect over the past two decades. The Chinese now have an active
program for the development of the coal industry; and a number of
coal mining projects with a total capacity of 78 million tons are
under construction: When completed,_ they will expand greatly the
exportable surplus of Chinese coal. But the main problem will be
transportation:A construction program to expand railway and port
flicilities is underway. 92 The program is designed to increase the
capacity of shipping coal from Shzinxi and Inner Mongolia to
Qinghuangdao, from Shanxi to -Qingdao, and from_ the Yanzhou
mines to the new port of Shijiusuo. Although these facilitieS, when
completed, will greatly ease the transport problem, many more
facilities will have to be constructed if China is to export large
quzintities of coal.

In the short term, therefore, the only important source of export
growth is manufactured goods. Textiles_ and other light_ manufac,
tuned goods are China's key traditional export commodities, and
currently are given top priority in the allocation of resources. The
Chinese believe that their machinery Industry can be developed
into an important export sector: They also hope to develop the elec-
tronics industry by using imported equipment and techniques to
produce fbr both_ domestic _Ind foreign markets. Exports of these
goods will depend on Chirat's abilityto e.,.-Ind production facilities
and improve- product _quality. Competition from other supplier
countries and restrictive measures by importing countries wilt
place constraints on these exports.

Chinzi's shortage of energy and raw materials and limited manu-
facturing czipticity for the supply of auxiliary equipment are also
factors which- inhibit the growth of imports. There -is- already evi-
dence of underutilization at many recently imported plants, due to
the lack of energy and raw materials: For example, this was clearly

",Three -rail lines- rn Iteuing-Qinhuangdao; and Datong-Baotouwhich carry
Shanx Land_ loner Mongolia to _clinglitaingthin, are being elect rifled, -or doubletracked.

or both Three other lines TaiYllart-Shijiazhwing. -ShijiwthuangDzhou -and _Jilt anQingd:ro-,
which transport coal-from Shanxi to Qingibm, are being thiublt!dt_niked. Construction of a new

inch line from the N:ati_zhou__coal _mines to -the new cord port of_Slikjiusuo_ I:cheduled for com-
pletion by In addition to Shijinsuo. coal piers in Qinhuangdao are also under construction:
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a maj._, for underying the recent cancellation of a number of
projo.st.i woul0 have consumed large amounts of crude oil
aria power. :c !tas been estimated that in the 1970s; four

1:1 cif ..iar:lestic input:: were required to support every U.S. dollar
,quipment i.-nports.
China's ability to ab3orb foreign capital and technology

=:.o:-..4tnlined further by the shortage of high echelon scientific; en-
and manageri personnfA. To staff the complete plants

imp ;ii recent years, the country has had to acquire many
thousands of production engineers, technicians, supervisory person-
nel mid st.illed workers. To select, adapt; disseminate and develop
foreign .,:hnology will require additional high-grade technical
manpo.v,: to undertake adaptative and developmental research.
The Cultural Revolution created a considerable gap in the supply
of such manpower, severely limiting China's capability of techno-
ligical absorption.

Future OutlookPivrity Projects for Foreign Participants
Despite China's greater "openness" toward foreign trade and in-

vestment, the current economic retrenchment, coupled with var-
ious constraints- on repayment and absorptive capabilities, will
limit the immediate and short-term (1-5 year) prospects for- large-
scale participation in Chinese capital construction projects. In the
next few years, however, significant business opportunities could
appear in a number of selective projects. Although detailed plans
have yet to be published by the Chinese government, certain prior-
ity sectors are clearly discernible.

During the current FYP (1581-85) which is centered on the read-
justment of China's basic economic structure, prospects exist for
varying degrees of foreign participation in the following projects:

Renovation of existing facilities;
Exploration and development of energy resources; especially

electric power, coal and oil;
Construction and expansion of transport and communication

facilities, expecially railways, ports and telecommunications
systems; and infrastructural projects io cities and industrial
zones;

Certain lagging industries such as construction materials
and_packaging materials;

Educational and scientific research facilities;
Small and medium-size projects which require less invest-

ment, yield faster returns and generate potentially larger
export earnings, such as those in light industry; the textile,
chemical, metallurgical, machinery and electronics industries
and tourism;

Agricultural projects (farming, forestry, water conservancy,
livestock; and fisheries);

Some of the ongoing_projects which have been stopped or de-
ferred owing to a lack of funds.

The key to foreigrj participation in China's capital construction
appears to be financing. As noted earlier, China has come up with
different new arrarg,ernerits with foreign companies for various
projects because of shortages of. both domestic capital and foreign
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ekchange, Generally speaking, Chinese projects with potential_ for
foreign participation may he grouped into four categories according
to type of financing arrangements.

One category consists of Dirge -scale projects requiring a lengthy
gestation period, yielding low rates of returns and earning no for
eign exchange. Included are projects in electric transport
and telecommunications; agricidtural infrastrvct...:- and education.
To the extent that these p will requ.er .':gn _equipment
and technology; the curre prefere...., seek financing
through_long-term, low-inte.est or free the government's
guarantee of repayment. Sint- thes..._ lozirr.i_are_ hard to Obtain, the
ChineSe aipear to have not rui4:1_out the use of_somewhat higher-
cost government loans, such as_ Export-Import Bank credits, to fi-
nance the purchase of badly needed equipment and technical serv-
ices.

At present, China two soft -loan -agreements. The _Belgian
Government his offered an interest-free loan equivalent to $31.5
million to be repaid in 3E) years. It will primarily be used to_finance
the purchase of generating equipment for two 300-megawatts (MW)
coal- fired power plants near Pingdingshan.

The other soft-loan agreement- was reached with Japan in early
1980, Japanese yen-denominated loans_ amountink to :350 billion
yen ($1.75 billion), to be paid -Out -over five years from Japan's Over-
seas Economic Cooperation Fund, are used to cover the foreign ex-
change cost of six construction projects: two ports, three railways
and one power station. The annual_ interest rate was set at 3 per-
cent, with repayment to begin in _the 11th year and complete in the
30th year The two _ports are Qingh..an_gdao and Shinjiusuo. The
former involves construction of coal piers while the latter is to be a
new port capable of accommodating 100,000-ton vessels; The three
rail projects involve construction of a new single-track_ line from
the Yanzhou coal mines to the new coal port of -Shijiusuo, and
double-tracking and electrification of two_ existing lines the Beij-
ing- Qinhuangdao and Guangzhou-Hengyang Railways. The power
project is to be the 1,500-MW Wucpangqi Hydroelectric Power Sta-
tion in Hunan Province designed to assist in mining and forestry.
Construction projects for the_ ports and railways are well underway;
except for the Guangzhou -Hen ;yang line which_ will take several

_ years to be completely doubled=tracked and electrified: It appears
now that the Wuqiangqi power project will be delayed because of
the current retrenchment.

The Chinese government is consulting With the World Bank on
the firSt batc!. of leans, to be used mainly for project: in education,
agriculture, el4ric power and port_ development. A $200 million

4aloitn has beenpproved for financing purchases of equipment_used
in university education.-- Approval- is pending for a hydroelectric
power Station in Yunnan Province, for an agricultural project in
Hebei, and for the expansion of three ports including Huangpu
near Guangzhou and Xingang near Tianjin.

The PRC has an agreement with the United States for technical
cooperation in China's hydroelectric_ power, development. An
Arnerican delegation which visited China in the spring of 198C was
briefed on Chinese _plans for a number or hydro-power projects in-
cluding those for Ertan and Jinping on the Yalongjiang River,

1::q30 - 41
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Tianshengqiao on the Nanpanjiang River and Lontan, Yantan,
HDahua and Datengxia on the ongshui _River;_ At that time; the

Chinese expressed their WillingnesS to nave American financial
and technical assistance in the- development of sone of these proj-
ects._ It appears now that the Ertan. Jinping and Longtan projects
will be delayed. The Dahun station is undeconstruction:_Construc,
tion of the Tianshengqin,, Yantan and Datengxia stations will
probably start during the current FYP:

The 1,200:-MW Datengxia station is designed to supply electricity
mainly to Guangdong Province which has great unmet demand for
electric power. A nuclear power plant has been proposed for the
province and negotiations have been undertaken with several for-
eign companies. _

The second category includes large-scale _projects_ which require
lengthy gestation periods but are potentially canable of yielding
high rates of returns and generating, or saving_ substantial
amounts of foreign exchange. Most of the projects in this category
have to do with construction or modernization of coal mines or ex,
proration and development of petroleum resources. Natural gas and
nonferrous metal projects ,could be included in this category; if they
are-assigned top prioritieS in _the short term.

China has obtained a $2 billion, 15-year loan at 625 percent from
Japan's Export-Import Bank. The loan will be used primarily for
Oil exploration- and coal development projects. The Chinese are
likely interested in receiving more resource develOpment loans on
similar terms. But the chief financing methods that Chinese plan-
ners seem to have envisaged for the development of coal and oil re-
sources are various forms of international cooperation; -such as
compensation_ trade; product sharing joint ventures and other simi-
lar devices. The main idea is to employ foreign capital and technol-
ogy- through these devices; and repay them in future output.

Under China's current development plans;- special emphasis is
placed on the expansion and modernization of existing coal mines
and the construction of new ones. Foreign participation has .been
sought for most of the_eight major coal bases. Four are in China's
old mining areasKailuan in Hebei, Datong -in Shanxi; Pingding-
shan _in _Henan-and Xuzhou in Jiangsu; and four are newly estab-
li.Shed==LiupanShui in Guizhou, Lianghuai_(Huainan and Huaibei)
in Anhui; Yanzhou in _Shandong and Huolinhe in Inner Mongolia.
Discussions- also have been held with foreign companies;, incl riding
Japanese; British; American; and German onesi on the develop-
ment of certain mine sites those_ bases; notably Gujiao and
Pingshuo_ in _Shanxi; and J!.ing_ar and Yiminhe in Inner Mongolia.

Until the Japanese Eximbank loan agreement was signed in May
1980. foreign involy,ement in China's coal development had been
limited primarily to equipment sales. and technical studies._ Among
the latter the most significant one was the design of the Huolinhe
coal base, an open-pit mining complex of 20 million tons_ capacity,
by two west. German firms. A British firm conducted a feasibility
study for one mine in the Datong complex:

The untied Japanese Exim funds will be used to finance the con-
struction of seven -coal mines; Four of them are _in_ the Gujiao dis-
trict in Shanki--=Xiqu, Malan, Zhenchengdi and Sitaigou; two in
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the Yanzhou complex in ShandongBaodian and Jiangzhuang; and
one in the Kailuan complex in Hebei-7-Qianjiayin_g."

Reportedly, China has held discussions with British and French
companies on loans to develop Chinese coal mines. China has also
discussed with_ an American company, the Occidental Petroleum
Corporation, about possible cooperation in the development of the
Pingshuo mine. In addition to co; 11 mine development, China h:
also discussed with foreign countms for assistance in the devel
ment of the gasification and liquefaction of coal.

Faced with the prospect of stagnant oil production levels- in the
next several _years; China's needs for foreign assistance in oil explo-
ration and development has become urgent: -At present; the PRC
has four contracts with Japanese and French companies for joint
exploration in the Bohai Bay and the Beibu Gulf of the South
China Sea. Under a Sino-Japanese agreement; Japan will assume
about $200 million in exploration costs and each side will share
almost equally the cost for development. In return; Japan will re7
cive slightly more than 40 percent of the oil when it comes on
stream. The agreement reached with two French companies; Total
and Elf Aquitaine, calls for these companies to pay 49 percent of
the exploration and development costs and take a share of produc-
tion:

The terms used in China's agreements with_Japanese and French
companies are likely to become a model for Chinese contracts with
the foreign oil companies in the upcoming negotiations: Beginning
in May- 1979 some 46 foreign oil companies participated in a
100;000-kilometer seismic survey of the South China Sea and S.
Yellow Sea_ These companies_were willing to pay for the cost of the
surveys in hopes of eventually obtaining development and produc-
tion contracts. The survey work has been completed, and relevant
data have been submitted to the Chinese authorities The PRC is
expected to invite all of these companies to enter for the bid on the
exploration contract soon.

China also has invited a number of foreign oil companies to
enter into joint development of the onshore resourc-s. Several_oil
companies including Exxon Corporation; Occidental Petroleum Cor-
poration, Union Oil Company of California, Conoco Inc.; Tenneco
Inc., ENI (Italy), the Romanian State Oil Company; the Japan Na-
tional Oil Corporation and Shell Oil Company and Royal Dutch/
Shell have sent experts to visit onshore oilfields and newly opened
areas.

"The Xiquo mine has 571) million tons of verified deposits,- and-is designed_to_produce 3 mil-
lion tons of coking coal a year. Construction Started in 1978 and completion is scheduled for
1987. Tin. Malan_ mine_has 1 115 billion tons of verified deposits, and will-have-an annual-produc-
tiimcapacity of 4 million tons of coking coal. The development is-scheduled fbr 1980_-_,1981_ The
estimated deposits at Zhenchenrdi are- put at 980 million_torts_COnstraction of 1.5 million ton
mine started in 1980 and _is to be_completed by 1987. The designed capacity of -the Sitaigou mine
is 4 million_tonsof coking coal, and the construction period is scheduled for 1980-1988:

Coal reserves at Baodian are estimated at 570 million tons. The_rinne_is designed to produce 3
million tons of coking coal a year; construction started in 1977 and is to be completed by 1986.
Ini rhangziluang mine has verified deposits of 300 million tons, and will have an annual de-
signed capacity of 1.5 million tons ofsteaming and coking coals. Construction began in 1979 and
the target date -for completion- is 1986.

The Qianjiaytng mine_locatectr,outhwgst of theiCailuan complex, has proved re'erves of 520
million -tons. The mine has a designed capacity of 4 million tons of coking coal a y ar: Construc-
tion started in 1979. and is scheduled to be completed in 1987.
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__ The Chinese have two contracts with_ foreign companies7one
French and one American iGeosource of Iloustontto conduct seis-
mic survey's -in Xinjiang and Qinghai:":' China's Oil and Gas_Explo-
rzition and Development Corporation signed a contract-With Parker
Drilling Company of_Tulsa, Oklahoma; for directional drilling in
t hi W_estern part of Karon-um:. Wield in Xiniiiing. This is believed
its bi ('hint's first onshore drilling contract with a foreign compa-
ny.

Iii the short term, China is likely to concentrate its efforts on off-
.here development because of the shortage of personnel and fi-
flaM.eS. Onshore seismic exploration is much more costlyestimat-
e,l ut $:000 per linear kilometer in _contrast to $500 per linear kilo-
,ter for offshore exploration. Most of the foreign companies

_only consider _undertaking onshore surveys on an at-cost
basis. Further, it would require an enormous expense in transport
infrastructure to bring crude oil_ from the country's far west fields
to eastern markets or ports. China's current economic retrench-
ment precludes a plan for transport development on such an ambi-
tious scale.

A third czitegory includes smaller-scale projects _which require
shorten construction periods; yield higher and quiCker returns_ on
investment. and are potentially capable of earning or saving for-
eign exchange: Foreign participation in these projects may take_ a
variety of fOrms including export processing. compensation trade,
ccx production; contractual ventures and joint equity ven-
tures._ Generally. these projects tend to be labor intensive and
export-oriented; and most of them are likely to be located in coastal
provinces, especially Guangdong and Fujian. The ;3rojects can be
agricultural undertakings; tourist _facilities; residences and, indus-
trial plants. IndUstrial _projects will be mostly in manufacturing,
processing, textiles, electronics and- chemicals:

The utilizition_ of foreign funds for a project, no matter what its
form may be, will be made on the basis that both repayment and
payment of profits Futve to come from the earnings of the project.
In principle, part of the output of an enterprise with foreign par-
ticipatio:: must be for export so that foreign exchange earnings can
eover the payment for imported materials;_ foreign investors prof-
its. and the :qtlaries of foreign_ empleyees. In other words, the via-
bility of the enterprise depends on its ability to achieve a balance
of _payments in _foreign exchange..;

B the end of 1980, China had arranged 20 joint equity ventures;
more thzin 300 contractual ventures and over 350 compensation
trade prniects. Through these means, foreign capital; equipment
and technology v;Ilued at some $860 million had been introduced to
China." In hopes of attracting more foreign capital_ and technol-
ogy, the Chinese are in the process of formulating additional com-
mercial and economic laws and regulations to provide more incen-

"' The latter contract calk for Geosource to provide And operate three completely_equipped
seisinic.crews.Anda, data proeming renter, and to supervis:. and train personnel from the China
Petroleum Company in the central part of the Qaidam Basin in-Qinghai. For-details, see Dori
Jones-, 'T.nticing- Foreigners- Island", The China Business Rey wir. Sept.-Oct: PM, pp. 50-52.

Chimgwei, "China s Utilization of Foreign Funds and Relevant Policies-,
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tives for fOreigii itive!,tors "1 The_ extent of foreign participtition in
the next feW yi.FirS Will be of particultir importance in determining
the degree of success of the special eionoinic zones iii Guangdong
and Fujian. _

The fin category of projects is those designed to upgrade exist-
ing facilit ii s. Chino 'IOW has_tibout :ISt)000 industrial and transport
enterprises But most of them; including more than -1,090 large and
nitditimsized key enterprises, -are NickwItrd in production tech-
niques ;mil management methods. The Chim..se now believe that
technical renovtitiMi of these enterprises would represent ti more
efficient w:iy to improve domestic production capacity than con-
structing new pltuits. A large share of sttite investment funds has
been tillOctited for the renovation program.

China has selected 1:30 industrial projects to be discussed with
_

fdreigii t:ohlottnies in in _investment promotion conferent- at
Guangzhou in June 1982. :Vith tifewexLepti)nS, these projee s will
involve riitiinly refurbishment and expansion of existing facilities.
In tahlition. ti number of provinces_jind municipLilities have pe-
pared thiir_irir ri lists of existing plants designated for cooperatiOn,
with foreign companies. Such cooperationmay take different forms
including cOinperiStition deals, joint ventures; coproduction and
technology licensing.

The eiirliest example of a compensition trade arrangemert was a
trilateral deal involving ti Hong Kong firm_ and an Amer... ti com-
pany, Container TraiiSpOt Inter mitional; to produce nit) "s le con-
ttiniers in two C'hinese phints. More recent examples are the
Shanghtii Aircraft Fictory'S contract witia_McDonnel Douglas to
supply doors for DC 9 jets and the Dtilian Shipyard's contract with
Baker Marine a f fotiSton to manulacture parts for two oil rigs and
repair ti third one.

One of the first joint venture agreements- was between China
Mtichinery Corporation and Schindler Holding AG,

Switzerland and Jzirdine Matheson & Company, Hong Kong, to
form Chinni- Schindler _Elevator Company, Ltd., using existing
plants in Beijing and Slitinghtii. The agreement el-IL: for a con-
tinuous technology transfer over a 20,year period. ,lore ently.
several joint venture agreements have been reaches: with ," .anese;

Amerietin tind German firms using Chinese existini_; t to pro-
duc such products as process7control instruments, va.-..,uin pumps;
phtirdiacenticals, and television sets. J.:1 all of these agreernents,
China is assured of the transfer of manufacturing know-how for a
considerable period of time

China htis a number of coproduction agreements with JapaneE
(tram in rind French firms. The most important agree

ment so far appears to be the one signed with the French company
AbroSptitiale for joint production of French Daupbin helicopters at
a_Harbin factory.. The engines ill be built at a plant in Zhuzhou,
Hunan Province. Both will produce under license for an
additional three-to-fOur:year period after the current contract ex-
pires in 1985.

" Fie Qu, "The Creation and ,elopment of Joint Enterprises Using Chinese and Foreign
Capitsi Zhongquo Duiwai Maoyi. May-June. P3S1. lip. 2-.
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'Eo upgrad«.xist L; espy ially in the trachine-building in-
dustry, the Chinese rek.,.iii-N has made a wide variety of technical
assistance arrangements, including licensing, with foreign compa--
nits. In most cases, these arrangements were made in association
with compensation trade; joint ventures and coprodu_ction In a few
eases, however, foreign -;uppliers will be paid fixed lump-sum li-
ci.rising fees wit hout _any_commitment to buyback:

Payment of cash fin- licenses is illustrated in the contracts with
Westinghouse and Combustion Engineering_signed in late 1980 -to
produce advanced turbines, generators and boilers in China under
license Both American firms will supply the majority of compo-
nents to be assembled at five Chinese factoriesa turbine factory
and a boiler factory ..ac_11 in Harbin and Shanghai_ and a boiler fac-
tory near Beijing. Another example may he soen in the agreement
bet we_e_n_ the _Machine Building International Corporation
rid Allis-Chalmers for the American company to assist the Chi-

nese to upg_- de hydraulic testing laboratories in Heilongjiang, Si-
Tianjin."

The orin (5-10 year, prospect for foreign participation in
construction will hinge on the PRC's success in ac-

quiriei ;. capital and technology through various arrange-
mentsfor the projects in the above four categories in the next few
years. That success will greatly facilitate the current readjustment
process, and a successful readjustment will certainly -mean
a greatly- increased role for foreign capital; equipment and technol-

,-., n China's development planning. That success also will in-
cre China's repayment and absorptive capabilities; as well as its
confidence and experience in implementing a more open approach.

_Looking beyond 1985; it is almost impossible, even for Chinese
planners. to suggcA a list of specific projects requiring the partici-
pation or ",mgr: business. Detailed priori];, for 1986 -90 will be
determined on the basis of the results of implementing the current
f."-i1). Therefore, much will depend on what will have happened in
the i 'xt five years. But it may be instructive to discuss in broad
terms the long-term prospect for some of the currently favored se,-
tors.

It appears almost certain that both -nergy and tran:-FT:urt will
remain top priority se:.-tors -in the Ion,- run; -This is not only -be-
cause both sectors are of critical importance in economic develop-
ment; but al-10 because -both- are- grossly underdeveloped in China;
Further, both require lengthy development time, and will likely
continue to be an important _part of -any capital construction pro-
gram in the next 10 and beyond.
_China has a long-term program for the development of hydro-

electric power. Two big power projects have been proposed for the
middle reaches of the Huanghe_ '.rellf.pv, Riverthe 1;500 MW
Longmenxia station in Shanxi Province the 1,600 MW station
at Xiaolongdi in Henan Province. The_ Throe-Gorge water project
along the Changjiang iYangtzel River, -this largest construction proj-
ect ever contemplated in China; has bet' under consideration for

"" For -recent-discussicn of -technology transfers to China, -see Dori Jones, "Re-' ,ging the
Electric Power Sector-. and Martin Weil. "Tei:linolot.zy TranSfers both in The Chi fiftsines::
Review. March-April 1951; pp. 9-13. and pp. 21-28.

8,,
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more iliaO year!, The lari:st hydroelectric base in China is
being phin.ied on the hzinks of the Jitishajni:-g River from bhigu in
Yunnan Province to Yibin City in Stctuan Province. There would
be hydro-power projects with zi_total of' 49,000 MW planned
it V. tiiiiiii :0 hydro-power projects with a total planned capaCitY of
17nm) 19. Hu N1W in being planned on the Yalongjiang River in
tiiihuuii Proyince. Another hydroelectric base with abOtit 10 Sta.:
lion:: is h-ing designed for th Niiiipatijiang and Ilongshui Rivers

pros energy needs for economic development in Gthingdong

th( iaxt 10 to 20 ye;irs, the Chinese_plan to build a number
rat c%

plints. A new_stetni power bzise is forming in
i);liong coal mining area in Shanxi Province. Another steam

powr kise is developing in the impotcint coal centers of Huainan
and I fuoibei ;,t1hui Provincl. A third h.iSe is to be at the new
Yaiizliiiu civil co,:iplex in Shandong Province. China is Planning to
develop a six-plant site _in _Pingdingshaii, Henan Province where
tWO therni;i1 power plants have already- been constructed. In addi-
tion; the Chin .-;e have plzins to build thermal plants in the
complexes of I Yiminhe; Xuzhou and LitiPatiShui. A 1,20(1
MW Power plant is being planned for Guangdong Prov-
ince; this plant; the Shajiao Power_ Station, will be located in
/lumen Ciiiinnutie iii Dongwan County near the mouth of the Pearl
River.

Chiini is beginnim, to consider a long -range nuclear energy
gram: A number of Chine, nucletir SpeckiliStS have recommended
the Cori::';tri.q..tion of six_ 900-1100 Ni`7 nuclear power plants_ by
1991 two plants in each of dirt,. in,:ations: Guangdong: Shanghai
zind Liaoning (-mince:

The longt:1 m prospect fOr coo ,-ration in China s
aril mine dieloprnent appeirs t rSri.1 .;ifig. The Chinese
have sought such cooperation it ,npensation trade,
product sharing, or joint ventur of "lOtig-range prior-
ity" mires Thvmost importan,!' are:

Jungar Banner in Inner Mon_goliaNe coal deposits with
proven reserres of some 11.11 billion tons l-:ave been diSCOVered
an ea of 1;723 square kilometers. China- -hopes to develop the
jo.bg-4ir mines into a producer r.q' 40 to 50 million tons of steam coal
annually by 1990.

The Yin at mine in Inner MongoliaThe mine 'S to have a de-
signefl capat..-__Of 10 to 20 million tons_ annually, including 3 Mil:
lion tons of brown coal. A liquefaction plant iS being planned there;
perhaps i.iiti_g_Japanese or West German technology.

The Huolinhe coal base in Inner MongoliaEarl,_r plans called
Pir_jOint development of-new pits and open-cut mines With foreign
companies in the form_of compensation trade or joint ventures.

TWO mines Xishigou and Tcnglanin the Gtijiao district of
Shanxi Province _were _earlier proposed as compensation trade or
production sharing projects. The production capacity wouldiDe 3
million tons of coking coal at Xishigou; and 4 million tons at Tong-
Ian.

By the late 1980's offshore oilfield: are iikely to begin commer:
cial prAuction on a significant Scale. Emphasis will probably then
Shit. 'o onshore oil search. As noted above, onshore exploration and



pr(ispecting work hav already been stepped up_, and sometechn-
cal assistance and equipment supply contract have already beta
signed. But extensive infrastructure development will be necessary
to make commercial production in the remote fields feasible.
- Among_ the prospect lye_ onshore oilfields; the following appear to
have good potential: the :limggar imd Tarim basins in Xinjiang; the
Qaidiuti_ Basin in Qinghai: Edos in t:_. Shaanxi-Gansu-Nig:Xi:1-
Inrwr NIongolia region; the Sichuan Biisin; the Nimplmjiang area
in 6_uutigxi. Guizhou :mil Yunnan; northern Jiangsu Province; and
the Dagoi IlebeiProvince.

China's current transport policy seems to center on the modern-
ization and expansions of existing railways and ports. In the latter
half of this di cade. transport development will likely continue to
focus t i railways and ports if foreign trade as well as coal_and oil
devel( ment plans are to proceed as projected. But emphasis is

to _shift to-- construction of new f,0"He,,..__Eighway develop-
iner probably will he given greater ThePRC now_has a

it program to expand existing r 'Judd new roads and
--;ways
ides the energy and transport sectors; some of the projects

lich have been postponed because of the retrenchment may see
..._;reen light again. Among them'are a number of i,onferrous metal
projects. _China is grossly_deficient in nonferrous metal_ production;
and has become more reliant on imports to meet industrial growth
requirements: Yet the country is - endowed with _large deposits_ of
such minerals._The original blueprint for the establishment of nine
nonferrous metal complexes was designed with the aim of enabling
China not only to become self-sufficient in these metals but also to
earn foreign exchange through sales abroad. The PRt had earlier
di:,cussed compensation trade_arrangements and construction proj-
ects with several American, Japanese and European firms. Under
the impact of the retrenchment and_ cutback in capital construc-
tion. many of these projects. expecially large-scale ones. have been
put in limbo especially in view of the large requirements for
energy arid fin. logistic and transport snppot by nonferrous metal
production.""_ if -the energy and transport site -,tion will both im-
proy(_7 appreciably in the nc\t few yea,s, sche of the nonferrous
metal Projects; at least on a reduced scale; are likely to revive in
the latter half of the 1980s.

". it appears that China. is stilLactively_. seek :,ital and technology for certain
nonferrous metal projects. Lei Renrnim Vice C, Board and Vice President of the
China international Trust and Investment orp,,, aeinhers of the Trilateral Commis-
sion at the Beijing meetings in May 1-981 that at pr. ,,, CITIC is-giving investment priority
first to proj,ts for the exploitation of nonferrous miner.ii resources along with that of coal.

s
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SUMMARY

Since the announcement in 1978 of China's much publicized mod=
ernization drive, Beijing (an-1 the West) have come to realize_better
the major economic problems facing the PRC. As a result, Beijing
,;-aS forced to shelve its overly ambitious Ten-Year Economic- Plan
1976-85) in favor of a slower and more pragmatic approach. Many

of the large investment projects in the original plan have been
scaled-down or cancelled; investment in agriculture and light ih-
dust*/ has been increased at the expense of heavy industry; and
1985 Production targets for_key commodities such as oil, coal, and
steel have been put off Until at least 1990. The !readjustment" pro-
gram , which was launched in 1979 and originally scheduled to last
three years; also is aimed at correcting an over commitment of re=
sources to capitalconstruction projects and eliminating sectoral im-
balances; low productivity, and a poor hard currency position.

Although_ Beijing has not y-`, unveiled the 1981-90 economic
plan, it will likely call for_the continuation retrenchment poli-
cies at least through 1985. Chi-.A probably will concentrate on over-
coming bottlenecks in the economy; spurring the expansion or
export industries; a 1 ixp_provh-,7 INK? standards: In addition,_capi-
t.L. construction is expected to oe hela down over the next several
years: The modernization and exp'siision of existing facilities
should continue to take precedence 7,Ver V-010-piant purchascs.
High priority probably also will be given to projects that require
less hard currency; provide_ a quicker return on investment, and
offer potentially greater export earnings.

Office of Policy and Coordination, Trade Development, International ii-'e Administration,
U.S , Department_a_Commerce,

This paper is based an information available as of the spring of 1982.

(83;
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The level or Chma's purchases in the West over the next four
years depends on the PRC's import requirements and what it
thinks it can afford. In turn; China's hard currency - import capac-
ityor what it can afford to buy in the Westwill be determined
by the amount of foreign exchange the PRC receives from the sale
of goods and services; overseas remittances, tourism, and commer-
cial earnings; direct foreign investment; and Western credits; less
the servicing of past debt and additions to foreign reserves.

China's hard currency exports to the Westthe PRC's major
source of foreign exchangeare expected to slow in 1982-85, large7
ly because of Beijing's efforts to improve living standards; short-
falls in oil production, and growing Western protectionism. Exports
of manufactures, especially textiles and other light industry goods,
should continue to be the diving force behind China's hard curren-
cy export growth.

Under high and low scenarios, projected Chinese hard currency
import capacity in 1985 ranges from $27.8 billion to $36.2 billion.
Projected 1985 exports, meanwhile, total $29.2 billion to $39.0
lion. As a result. the im' !ied average growth rates for China's hard,
currency import capacit_ over the next five years are 11 percent
and 18 percent while the rates for exports are 9 percent and 17 per-
cent:

As in the past, China over the next five years is expected to look
to the West for specific machinery; semimanufactures, and grain.

. The retrenchment program along with cost-cutting measures; how-
ever. should dampen the rapid growth of importsparticulIly
purchases of Western equipmentregistered since 1970. Absorption
problems and energy shortages also are expected to help hold down
machinery imports.

China presumably will try to keep its hard currency trade close
to balanced and minimize the use of foreign credits: Under the see-
narios, and medium and long-term r,-edit drawings over the next
four years were held to $12416_biltion; which results in a hard
currency debt i:! yearend 1985 of $10-$14 billion. (Drawings also in-
clude credits received from cooperative production and- compensa-
tion trade arrangements.) Beijing is expected to turn first to soft
loans from international financial institutions and development as-
sistnce credits to help meet its financial needs.

China's trade with the U.S. in 1982-85 should continue to grow
but at a substantially iiower pace. Agricultural products are ex-
pected to dominate exports with sernimanufacturesparticu-
larly inputs for China's industryprobahly registering strong
gains.

Meanwhile; Chinese exports to the U.3 will continue to be hin-
dered by the limited range of goods the PRC has to offer. In addi-
tion to the restricted growth of China's textile exports to the U.S.
as a result of the U.S.-PRC textile zig-reement, domestic sensitivity
in other import sectors could restrain growth, Supply constraints;
on the other hand, are expected to hold down PRC sales of fuels
and other crude materials.
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. I NTRonu('rioN

In March 197.8; China unveiled on ambitious ten:year economic
plan i1976-85) that incorporated the ill-fated_1976-89 five year plan
and marked a sharp departure from_Beijing's past commercial
dealings w'ith the West,' Because_of the 1976-85 plan's heavy reli-
anc on importspzirticulzirl.,' Western- technology and equip-
mew --China dropped ideological constraints regarding the use of
fOreign credits _and began actively seeking joint ventures with the
West, including equity arrangements. The new plan also gave more
prominence to developing agriculture and light industry than in
the past bat still continued to favor heavy industrial growth; agri=
culture and light industry in 1978 accounted for only _11 percent
and a percent; respectively, of state budget financed investment
spending compared with 55 pereem fOr heavy industry._2

One hundred_and twenty la! ,-scale projects, heavily &Pendent
on imports of Western mahinery and technology_were scheduled
to be completed or at least under ,.%ay by 1985, The ventures in=
eluded 10 iron ;old steel comple\, , 9 nonferrous_metal complexes;
ti coal mines; 10 oil and gas fields, :10 power stations, 6 new trunk
ailways, and 5 key harbors. In addition; the 10 year plan set unre-
alistic 1985 production targets for key commodities such as oil,
coal, and steel."

Sectoizil imbzilances, low productivity,_and a _poor hard currency
position, however, forced Beijing in 1979 to she1ve the 1976-85 plan
in Izivor of an economic "readjustment" program that originally
was scheduled to run through 1981: As a first step toward solving
the country's problems_ priorities were reordered and investment
for agriculture and light industry was increased at the expense_of
hezivy indtiStrY. The lagging sectors that had constrained China's
economic_grcwthenergy; transport; and building materials indus-
tries stilt were to receive high priority, however:_ Beijing also
scaled down; postponed; or cancelled a number of the 120 Major
lirfikect: contained in the 1976-81i plan: In addition; the 1985 pro-
duction targets for several key commoditiesoil, coal, and steel
were put off for at least- another five years: Emphasis was put on
improving existing _facilities rather than on importing whole

At the same time Beijing took :ceps toward _economic
reform by giving state enterprises and local governments greater
authority for decisio .-makirg and implementing incentive meas-
ures.

The retrea:riment period now is expected to last until the Mid-.
1980s since C:nina apparently has not met the goals called for by
the original %-year economic "readjustment" program. The pro-
gram has lio:_!a hampered by shortfalls in the 1980 harvest and
stagnant oil, coal, and electrical power output. In addition, newly
instituted economic reform meaFqres have brought new problems
while failing to come to grips with some old ones. The central gov-

'Th., Fifth Five-Year Plan t 1971: 5111 was to have been the springhoard_fOr China's_ moderniza
Lan drive After 11 poor start bcause_rif politicatturnmii; unfavorable weather, and the Tang-

etiettitniake the Five-Year Plan was incorporated into the Ten-Year Econ. in.c Plan 1197(3.

2 The China- Business Review, JUljr-August I979,_pp. :36. 37,
and Foreign Trade; 1978-79, U.S Department of Commerce, September

1979.
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ernmnt's task of contriilling an already overcommitted capital
construction sector: fur example.. has been made more difficult by
the decentralization Of economic authority. Overspending on con-
struction coupled with rising wages resulted in state budget deficits
the- past three years. The imbalances_ in _1979 reached a record
$11.1 and the 1980 deficit was $7.5 billionone and one-half
tines the ori target _4 As a result. China was forced into an-
other round of cost cutting that affected both existing and new
proje:ts involvinp.r, foreign firms: I'r jects that were cancelled or
suspended included the second phase of the $5 billion. Rao: han
steel complex; more than it dozen pc crochemical plants; and a
copper smelter'. .Japanese companies were hardest hit with over 5 -1
billion in plant and equipment contracts affected by Beijing's deci-
sion." The latest c tbacks also affected several ventures involving
U.S. firms; including it trade center that was to have been built in
Beijing. a large co,,cor complex; an aluminum processing plant;
and an iron ore project.

Because of thesubstantial compensation payments the PRC owed
Japan as a result of the cancelled petrochemical equipment con-
tracts. however; China reversed its earlier decision and continued
to import the equipment. Beijing also revived he Daqing petro-
chemical project and decided to complete the fir, hase of the Bao-
shan steel mill after obtaining a new soft loan package from Japan:
The $1.3 billion package consists of $570 million in commodity
Credits to finance local construction costs, $440 million in Japanese
Exirn funds. and 5301) million in commercial loans.'

Since the- launching of the modernization_ drive in 1978; China's
foreign trade has grown at a rapid pace. PRC exports to the West
over the past four years have risen at an average annual rate of 32
percent and in 1981 reached a record $20.9 billion (see Table 11.8
Rising world oil prices and Beijing's efforts under the readjustment
program to increase Chinese exports of manufacturesparticularly
light industry goods such as textileslargely were responsible for
the strong gains.

Imports from the West during the 1978 81 period; meanwhile,
rose at an average annual rate -of 32 percent and in 1981 totalled
$17,1 billionroughly 5:300 millibn less than in 1980. Unlike ex-
ports, the growth rate, for imports over the past four years has
fallen sharply as a result of the lowering of economic goals and the
adoption of the readjt-lm .nt program," The retrenchment pro7
gram's emphasis on oostiix light industry and agricultural output
and improving living also was responsible for imports of
grain, intermediate good: ;marked for light industry and agricul,
ture; and consumer gey,L, accounting for a growing Share of
China's total imports from West:

Far Eastern Econorniv Review. ]larch 1:. 0: 6:
Bit-sibils.s C. Ma, itusines-sinternational.1-,-brintry 11, PIS1, p. 17.
Washington, Post. February. I I, I!INi, p. A21.
FB1S, September-9, 19Si. p

"The West s defined as all non-communist countries. in addition, China's trade with the
West i!.1 be hard currency trade. At least through 1!181, some trade with the West
was on a barter basis while a small share of trade with cornrnurn count ries was on a hard
currency basis. .

'After Mei:easing a whoppim: aercent ('inn, se imports from the West rose 43 per-
cent in 1979 and 39 percent in i!ISO. Hard currency imports in 1981, however, declined by rough-.
ly 2 percent.
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TABLE l -= CHINA'S FOREIGN TRADE

On mwions of US dollars]

1970 _1915 1976_ 1911 1978 1919 1980

TOW exports (I o b ) 2,150 7,120 7,215 8,108 -10,170- 1-33-7_3_ _E9, 192

West 1,680 5,755 6.050 6,754 3,524 12,018

Developed 660. 2,610 2,695 2,939 3,77O 5,643

.17,533
8,264

Less developed 1,020 3,145 3.350 3,815 4,748 6,375 9,270

Communist 480 1,370 1,225 1,754 1,647 1,755 1559

Eastern Eurooe 255 625 540 706 982 1,096 1,332

USSR 20 150 180 178 257 241 230

Diner --205 590 505 470 408 418 397

Total Imports (I o ) 2,045 6,830 5,580 6;598 10,351 14,383 19.316

West .
1,6E5 5,825 4,500 5;531 8;782 12-.440 17355

Deyelope4._ 1,370 4,985 3,770 4,166 7,268 10,168 13,509

tens- developed 285 840 730 1,365 1,515 2,272 3.846

Communist 390 1,005 1,080 1,067 1,568 1,943 1561

Eastern Europe 225 595 610 649 968 1,239 1;284

USSR 25 130 240 162 242 268 294

Other 140 280 :30 256 358 435 383

Trade lialatte 105 290 1,695 1,510 - 180 610 177

West ...

25 -_70 1,550 1,223 -259 -423 178

Developed .
-170 -2;375 -1,075 -1,227 -3A92 -4,525 -5,245

Less developed 735 2.305 2,620 2,450 3,233 4,103 5,424

Communist 90 365 145 287 78 -188 -2
Eastern Europe ...... 30 30 -70 57 14 -143 48

U.S.S.R -5 20 -60 16 18 -27 -64
Other...... 65 310 275 214 49 - 17 14

Source Central Intelligence Agency s quarterly bade reports on China and the CIA's Handbook of Economic Statistics

In contrast; the role of communist countries in China's trade pic-
ture has continued to diminish since.1978. As a share _of total turn-
over China's trade with communist countries fell to 10 percent in
1980 from 15 percent in 1978.1° This trade in 1980 totalled $3;9 bil-
lion and as was the case for most of the 1970s; was virtually in
balance: Eastern Europe accounted for roughly two-thirds of the
1980 total and the U.S.S.R: about 12 percent. Romania remained
China's leading communist trading_ partner with bilateral trade in
1980 totalling $1.1 billion. Petro;, :um_ and petroleum producth haVe
accounted for an increasing share PRC exports. In 1980; China
shinned to Romania an estimated 20;000 bid of oil. (China also ex=
ports oil to North Korea and prior to 1979,_Shippd petroleum to
Vietnam. Because of Vietnam's military involvement in Kampu-
chea, Beijingsevered relations with Hanoi in 1978.) MeanWhile, Ro-
mania s exports to the PRC largely consist of machinery and trans-
Port Fertilizers;_ rolled steel and tubes, and che-nicals
account for the remainder. In earlier years, Romania was the lead-
ing supplier of oil rigs to China;

In trade with the USSR, deliveries of fresh fruit and clothing
Were responsible for roughly one-half of China's exports in 1980
while Soviet trucks and aircraft and aircraft parts accounted for
abbut three-fourths of PRC imports.

'° At the Start_al the decade, PRC trade with communist countries accounted for 21 perterit of
China's total trade.
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paper examines China's hard currency export potential and
import capacity over the next four years in light of the retrench-
ment program and the economic problems facing the PRC. .As in
the past; China in deciding the level of imports presumably will try
to balance its requirements with what it thinks it _can afford: What
it can affordChina's import capacitylargely is_ determined by
hard currency earnings from the sale of goods and servites;_over-
seas.remittanc.es and other commercial earnings; the_availability of
Western credits and Beijing's willingness to utilize

China's
and the

cost of servicing. past debt. The paper also examines China's import
needs during retrenchtm.:- .,,id highlights what PRC is expect-
ed to purchase fro7.-:: over the four years . le last section;
meanwhile, the prospects for U.S.-PRC in 1982-85:

II. ANALYTICAL APPROA(711

China's hard currency export potential wil' by con-
sidering past export performance, the _avaii-)i_lity of goods; and
future Western demand. While historical trade data alone may not
necessarily be a good indicator of China's :_xport )rospeu.s; mean-
ingful export projections can be_made by cumbining past data with
the outlook for domestic production and _conurnption and Western
demand. An indication of the latter can be obtained b' considering

bilaterzil trade agreements, protectionist sentiments in the
West and the_ outlook for Western economic growth.

'lo project PRC's exports to the West through 1985 China's ex-
ports are broken down into four major commodity categories and
kev export items under each category -are _examined:" Assumed
nominal average annual rates of growth; which are based on the
considerations discussed -in- the preceding paragraph are _used to
project out through _1985 the level of exports of each major com-
modity category under a high_ _and low___scenario: In. turn; China's
import_ capacityWhat the PRC can afford to, buy in the West
under the_ two scenarios is calculated by summing earnings from
projected hard currency exports and invisibles and capital inflows
from_ direct foreign investment and drawings of Western credits;
less debt servicing and additions to foreign reserves.

Data used in this._paper are from Western sources._ Aggregate
commodity data on China's trade with the West and data for trade
by country by.cornmodity are derived from United Nations' tUN)
foreign trade statistics, which ar' broke -n down_ to the 5-digit Stand-
ard International Trade Classifi. :tion_(SITC); R -ion 1 LVel.' 2 T6
date. the PRC has ')Iicly 1 rased_ gate_ figures _ for
China's _totzti imports_ expo-'-..1 Th acidity,: the import data
reportedly- do not reflect the t Bo, of merchzuvi:se goods into

.1 !! The major_cate-goris_are foodstuffs, crude- mteriats; chemicals,and other manufactures.
'2 The aggregate commodity data are found in C.Aitral Intelligence-Agency (CIA-) publications

Chino- Inferno-honor Tr,ole Second Quarter, 1`.180 (ER -CIT -81-01-11,- February Ill511 and__Chtna:
trmztwool Tr-ad: Qnrsrtecly Reelete.SeCond.Quarler-J979J_ERCIT_ W-(101. _January_198M. The

CIA has iidjusted.Western imports from China to reflect Chinese exports on a F.O.B. basis. Data
for PRC trade by country by commixlity are from the OEWPP- foreign trade-data -base. These
data have not been adjusted-to compensate-for the reporting_ ot inTorts _MI _a C.L.F. basis ,_which
is the valuation niethod.usi-d_hy Most Wtstern eountrits. OEWPPs EilstWest trade data base
covers the trade of 33 Western countries with China; these countries account for roughly 85 per-
cent of China's total track-with the West.

China report imports and.eiporLs
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the because deliveries steinming from compensation trade
agreements are not included in the import hg,Tures:

III. Ex emt-i- Piri-E.ri A

The growth of China's hard currency' ext__,rts is expected to slow
in 1982-85 largely because of Beijing's efforts to improve living
standards, ,,hotialls in oil production, and growing Western_protecr.
tionism. lioweVer, SaleS from China's compensation
trade agr.beine,us with Western firms should help holster Chinese
hard ,:),:!i,ncy exports over the next 'bur years. Under these

agroements; the Western partners are obligated to buy
portion of the finished output from the venture."
the first half of the 1980s, the sale of manufacturers

parti .ularly textiles and other light industry goods---ae expected
to Co-nth-lite to be the driving force behind China's hard currency
export growth; many of the PRC's compensation agreements iii-

the prOdactiOn of these goods. In the mid-1980s; _foodstuffs
cmild heconie more important foreign exchange earner because_of
Beijing's new tigriciiIttiral policies that are aimed at achieving
greater efficiency and productivity.

The following i5 An a§SeSSitierit of China's export capabilities by
major commodity categories for 1982-85

Forgistull's.Because of increasing domestic demand, it is unlike-
ly_ that the growth of foodstuff exports will rise much above the
1977-80 average annual rate Of 10_percentat least in the early
1980s tsee Table 2). These_exports_have steadily declined as a share
of total PRC sales to the West arid in 1980 accounted for about one-
SiXth of China's hard currency exports: Although the readjustment
program calls for increased investment in_agriculture, the immedi-
ate focus is on import substitution and boosting- domestic consump-
tion: Prospects are good; hoWever; for Substantial increases in ex-
ports of foodstuffs particularly prepared fish and meat and tea
in The mid-1980s;

China recently ;launched a major program to modernize and
expand its fishing fleet and processing capacity, In additic-, to ex-
panding its own Ship construction program; the PRC has irad.: sub-
stantial purchases of foreign vessers and fishing,equip,mnt over
the Eia, t few yearS. Beijing- also signed several compensatio!, trade
agreements with Japanese companies that involve_the purchase Of
Japanese fishing technology- and equipment in exch-::-. the
sale of Chinese marine products. China's hard currenc,,,
ports, which reached an estimated $33O _million in 1988;
counted for a growing share of total foodstuff exports. Th.?_
higher qtiality fiSh largely has been responsible for the recent
crease in the value of exports. Although China's Asian neighbors
such as Hong Kong and Japan traditionally have been the PRC's
chief customers; Western Europe and the U.S. Offer potentially
large mark ts.

"Chinese compensation trade agreements generally for_ the Western firm to supply the
technical assistance, _and. In_some cases;_ the raw materials or components at no charge

Chiha4rovidf:s the factories and labor. The Western partner then buys toe finished good
at a disccunt, which allows it to cover the cost of supplying the technology 5nd components.
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TABU 7 PRC FOODSTUFF EXPORTS

iln mrhm of U.5 balarn)

1914 1975 1976

TO THE WEST

1977 1918 1979 1930'

Total loodstutls (SOT 0. 1) 1.715 1 740 1,650 1.655 2,005 2.355 3,100 10

Cif which

Animals, meal, and 110 (SITC 00. 01, 03) 605 570 640 575 740 855 I u.10 13

Leading Western importers

Hong Kor.::; 316 357 391 402 440 476 608

100 80 90 83 163 217 221

Francn 32 35 35 24 26 22 45

Grains (SITC 041-045)
leading Western importers

570 520 270 240 260 250 300 =..10

Hong Kong 90 80 74 62 72 75 98

Japan__ 13 20 16 11 87 5 9

Indonesia .. 64 153 35 63 22 0 ()
Friaas and vegetables (SITC 05) . 265 295 350 430 520 645 825 21

Leading Western importers.

Hang Kong 96 10/ 114 136 167 187 215

Wan 55 57 91 107 Ill 142 147 .........

Federal Republic of Germany . 32 33 38 38 49 77

Singapore. 33 33 35 42 54 64 71

Teas and spices (SITC 014, 075) (") 90 130 165 205 240 300 27

Leading Western importer,

Hong Kong 8 10 13 18 22 28 29

France.. 4 6 7 8 13 17 24

Singapore_ 4 6 7 10 10 13 18

United States 3 5 8 10 9 14 15

I Commodity data are estimates
Average annual rate Of growth for 1975 -80

'Not available
4Negligible

Source Aggregate commodity data are from 1,11. i.iA gLaleily .eourt5 on Comma foreign trail --Data tor_ leading Westan aporters ale ...OM
OEWPP s East West hide d a t a base Since agg:egate parninodity data Is l o b and country data moon is generally cif. . the sum of the country

data In sox cases may exceed the aggregate commodity 04la

The readjustment program's emphasis on boosting livestock pro-
ductionparticularly hogs and chickenscoupled with planned im-
provements in meat preparation, storage; and transport should
help generate additional exports toward the mid-1980s. The easing
of restrictions on private ownership of livestock also is expected to
contribute to higher output. The bulk of China's hard currency
meat exports currently go to Hong Kong and Javn but this
market should be expanded as the PRC's food processing capabili-
ties improve. Meanwhile, China's hard cu:Tency sales on tea and
spices are expected to continue at a strong pace. These exports
have grown at an average annual rate of 27 percent silIce 1975. At
the expense of more traditional suppliers, the PRC in recent years
has made good inroads into this world tea market; China reportedly
has won a reputation for reliability and comptetitive prices.

Crude Materiats.Unless there are hefty increases in world oil
prices in 1982-85, the growth of China's crude material exports
during this period is expected to be substantially lower than the 37
percent average annual increase registered in 1977 -80 -(see Table
3). Oil sales accounted for roughly two-thirds of the PRC's crude
material export earnings in 1980. Because of declining oil produc-
tion and growing domestic demand, the volume of China', oil ex=
ports can be expected to remain stagnant over the next four years

.-0
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at best. The_voline of oil exports in 19M fell by 5 percent.' r. Uri:
fortunately fbr Be ijing. oft;liiiee oil production luis begun to decline
zind oil _from offshore fields is not expecled to begin flowing com-
hieecially before 1_98o at the earliest.-(At the outset of China's_ mod-
ernizition drive, Beijing reportedly had hOped that oil would be a
inzi;or source of the foreivn exchange needed_to finance the Our-
chziSi; of Western machinecy and technology)._ According to Beijing;
petroleum production in 1981 fell by 100.000 Inirrels/day and is ex-
pected to drop by 200.(100 1)irelsiday in 1982:1" China's oil output
in 19S0 totaled 2.0 million barrels per day.

TABLE 3 ---PRC CRUDE MATERIAL EXPORTS TO THE WEST

in rnalons U S tluilats;

1'111 l'111 '9" 'ee'rent

rotai crude mate63's StiC 3 4} I.J85 1.495 1.715 2,175 3,440 5.300 29

Or 0,h,cri
(0,e6m. ,Sin. ,,,'. 123. 135 80 70 80 110 170 5

1 eding. Wint.srr, ,1,11.x,,1+r,

lacJa 11 86 54 48 13 117 92

f1Hong KI; 7 1 11 8 8 12 20

I eriemi ke6u6i,c of Germany 6 _.5 __3 __4 -_4 _9 _ -9

TeAtile fiber: 'Silt ,'!,) 160 ?ID ?55 280 375 490 470 20

Leading Westerl importers
lJpar,
it.6y

106

20

90

42

108

56

130

61

701

18

224

-, 149

179
119

United Kingdbm .22 .14 .21 "4 30 .40 54

Dude anoOlthate10,-;SITC 291
leadmg WeUern importers

bong KOr.4

100

11)

195

50

240

65

295

89

330

105

385

105

500

132

21

Mon 31 26 35 44 50 80 83

fedenj_Repoiic of Germany 34 48 52 56 58 72

United Stales 10 8 24 31 41 32 57

Com i SR 32) (") 15 15 20 40 85 90 43

L,:xlmng..Wers,len - s'''.,rte. s

.:Jpart 13 I/ 20 37 69 117

federal Republic of Germany 0 0 0 1 1 6 12

United lcmgclom 0 -0 0 -0 3 ..4

Petroleum (SIIC 33) 450 81.; 705 855 1.075 1:890 3:500 41

Leading Western importers

Japan 419 7'' ! 580 665 782 1:119 2,259

1.4ong Kong ?i. 56 63 135 161 290 450

thitted States 0 0 ('I (!') 105 151

C4rna,41.1y ,141.1 aid eN1.m.)1a,
aarerage. -annual rale of zrowlh ,nr 1315 46

avatlatue
Neglig,tie

SOcrC4 :Ornumoaity ,lira -are !mom !Pe CIA a telly reyor;s on Clone's totev File naio toe-le,em western Importers are torn

MVP ; :ride 4.11.1 Ore Since aggregate_ corncOay da13 ' o h and country iota mrnperr m5 generally Cll. the sum of the country

lata 1,, f11.1Y !Ire autegate zornmort ty

China already has informed Japanthe PRC's leading oil cus-
tomer that oil deliveries in 1982 will fall far short Of the amounts
pledged under the long-tertn_trade_agreement signed in 1979. Deliv-
eries in 1981 totalled only 60 million barrels and the same level is
expected in 1: The agreement originally called for exports of 69
million and 110 million barrels, respectiVely.'

"Chinese exports ot .. rude oil and pPtroleurn products in 1954) totaled 3013;000 ivirrehaday.
!' Wall Street Journal, Dec. 211, 19M), p. 12.
,7 Id.

)1- 1,1 - 41 -
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Although Beijim.; is Introducing more comprehensive and for-
ward looking energy policies, rapid results are not expected.
Project lead times and investment requirements, which are more
mii,:siv than the Chinese are capable of making at this time;
should hold down the growth of energy production through -the
mid-1980s. Growing domestic demand is expected to further limit
he volume of oil exports despite China's recently launched conser-

vation program and the push to use more coal and other alterna-
tive energy sources. While initial gains from conservation measures
seem _promising, similar gains cannot be repeated many years in a
row. Furthermore, planned hydropower projects are not scheduled
to come on line by 1085 and China apparently is having difficulty
boosting -coal output; coal production has been virtually stagnant
since 1978,18 The development or large new coal mines currently
underway will not bear fruit until the mid-_ to late-1980s at best.

With the possible exception of coal, other important crude mate-
rial exportstextile fibers_and crude_ animal and vegetable materi
als are expected to continue growing at roughly their 1975-80
pace. Exports of textile_ fibers_ rose at an estiniated_average annual
rate of 2(i percent while crude animal and vegetable material ex-
ports increased annually by _roughly 21 percent. Since silk and
animal hairs account for nearly all of China's hard currency textile
fiber exports; sales of these goods should not be affected_by rising
protection sentiments in Western Europe against imports of -syn,
thetic fibers..The EC and Japan have been the leading importers of
Chinese textile fibers and other crude materialsmainly bristles,
feathers; plants; and seeds.

Meanwhile, the future of China's coal exports is less certain be
cause of the problems facing the coal industry and the use of coal
as the country's major source of primary energy: _Under a_ long-
term bilateral trade agreement; coal exports to JapanChina's
leading customerare scheduled_ by 198,3_tol reach 3:5_ million tons;
ortwo_and a half times 1979 deliveries. However, China may have
difficulty in meeting the target since Beijing already is_struggling
to halt the decline in coal production. Coal -output in 1980 fell by
2.4 percent to 620 million tons and. in 1981 declined to 617_ million
tons. In the near-terrn coal production should continue to be- ham-
pered by transport bottlenecks; hard currency shortages; and poor
management practices.

Chemicals. Chinese exports of chemicals; which account for
roughly seven percent of the PRC's total hard currency exports;
should maintain their recent healthy paceat least through the
early 1980s (see Table 4), In 1975-80; chemical exports rose; at an
average annual rate of 23percent. Organic compounds, pharmaceu-
tical products; fireworks;_ and resins comprise the bulk of these ex-
ports. Hong Kong,_the EC, and Japan have been China's main cus-
tomers for chemcial products.

Manufactures.Exports of manufactured goods, which account
for about 45 percent of China's total harsi currency merchandise
sales, are expected to continue growing at a brisk pace over the
next several years and then taper off. Since 1976, these exports

"'China produced 617 million tons in 19S1, 620 million tons in 1980, ;25 million tons in 1979,
and f118 million tons in 1978.
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have increased- at (in average annual rate of roughly..32 _percent
(see Table _5). Because of greater investment spending for light in-
dustry and an increasing number of compensation agreements in
volving the production of light industry goods, China's output of
manufacturesparticularly -textiles productspresumably will
continue to register substantial gains over the next several years.
Growing protectionist sentiments in the -West and rising consumer
demand at home, however, are ea pected to dampen the growth of
China's manufactured exports in t'te 1982-85 period:

TABLE 4.PRC CHEMICAL EXPORTS TO THE WEST

In mithons of US dollars]

1974 1915 19,6 1917 1918 1979 1980' Per
2

Total chemicals (SITC 5) 345 255 290 350 410 120 1,200 23

Of whith.
Organit chemicals (SITC 512) 48 48 48 46 13 155 270 33

Leading WeStern importers

Japan.- 7 6 6 7 11 42 65

Hong K.ong .... __. 5 6 8 8 14 24 35

Federal Repliblit_-af_G.erMany 5 7 :4 4 5 11 27

Inorgatiii chemicals (SIX 513) 15 16 14 9 15 23 80 26

Leading Western impeders

Hong Kong. .... 4 4 3 2 3 5 9

United Stales. 1 2 4 1 9 5 1

Japan 1 1 .1 1 1 3 10

Other in-Organic Chenticals (513) .. 20 17 20 19 26 64 120 15

Leading WeStern iMporter

United States (n) (n) (n) 5 1 15 27

Japan.... . 3 3 3 4 4 6 19

Federal Rep-Odle of Germany 1 2 3 1 3 7 10

Hong Kong . 3 3 -3 3 4 6 13

Pharriraceutical products (SITC 54) ..... 33 41 31 45 55 90 160 30

Leading Western importers

Hong Kong 15 22 19 23 25 37 48 ...... .......

Singapore.... 1 5 5 7 8 11 12

United States 1 2 1 1 3 5 11

Japan,.. - .. ..... . _2 _2 -2 __3 _5 . 8 11 ..... .........

FirewarliS (SITC 51) 13 18 28 37 44 69 90 38

Leading Western importers .. ,
Kong MO.. 1 4 8 12 13 20 34

1.Thited States . 1 3 7 10 14 i8 26

Japan ... 6 4 6 6 6 15 11

Commoddydata are estimates
Averap,e-annual rate of growth for 1915 80
NeRliale

Source Aggregate commoddy _data are lrom the CIA .ouarterly. reports on Chin's Ibreign trade Datl for leading Western importers are tom
Of Wiff,-, East West trade data boase Since aggregate commodity data is I o h and country data r Cif. the sum of the country dale in some
C.V.P., may ff.cr1 the ap,p,rep,ate commodrty data

TABLE 5.PRC MANUFACTURES EXPORTS TO THE WEST

Itn million: of U S dollaisl

1914 19/5 1976 1971 1918 1979 1980r
Per

Total manufactures (SIX 6, 1. 8) 2,020 2,185 2,535 2,990 3,880 5,450 7.850 25

Of wile.
Textile yarn, fabrics, rugs (SITC 65) 690 840 930 1.010 1,415 1,910 2,410 24
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TABLE 5 PRC MANU1 ACTURTS EXPORTS TT) THE WESTContinued

,tollar5j

Leading Western importer;

1974 1975 1416 1917 1978 1979 1980 '
_Per.
cent

Haig Kong 134 195 259 213 456 618 830

Japan 100 113 170 124 221 313 295

Singapdre . 43 63 57 56 84 92 118

__. .. United - Stale. 28 33 47 _36 .6.1 69 149

NON -(SITC 84) :. 760 250 340 495 595 1,000 1,630 36

Leading Western importers
Hong Kong 44 43 70 102 132 217 457

Japan 99 55 48 61 81 174 239

Unded_States_ 5 9 16 25 68 166 278

federal _Republic of Germany .12 16 27 38 47 75 142

Footwear.. (511C 8.51 (,) 30 40 60 90 I30 190 45

Leading_ Western importers

Hong Kong . 8 8 9 13 11 30 54

Japan . . 2 2 3 4 8 15

United States

.2
(4)

1 3 3 4 17 22

France 4 6 4 6 7 11 21

Iron and sleet (SITC 67) 150 60 80 63 100 150 230 7

Leading Western importers
Hong Kong 26 15 15 15 36 .57 71

Japan () 0 -2 () .0 (1) 36

Pakistan 13 6 10 4 10 I4 10

Singapore . 6 -3 -4 -3 _6 _1 16

Nonferrous metals (Slit 68). 65 90 55 35 75 80 130 12

Leading Western importers
United States . ... 11 42 16 6 21 . 8 47

Yugoslavia 1 2 6 14 23 20 I4

Japan 8 5 5 4 7 15 13

Hong Kong.. 2 3 5 5 7 15 32

N-elh-erlarids 11 8 7 4 9 13 a

NOnmeteflic mineral abducts (SITC 66) (2) 130 I50 I80 250 300 400 25

Leading W-eslern importers.

Hong Kong . .. .:.. i. 58 55 57 60 83 I08 137

Japan 10 8 11 14 22 29 40

!Wed Sates 2 3 4 5 5 7 21

.. Singapore 16 15 11 9 12 13 17

Metal_products-,_ind_u_sTrial_(SITC 69)........._... (2) 95 100 132 155 230 370 31

Leadm.c_Western_ importers

song Kong 16 17 23 27 33 53 94

Singapore- 16 14 i6 16 16 17 27

United States...... . .. .. ............ . () i 1 I 6 12 24

Federal Republic of Germany 1 (4) 1 3 5 -7 16

Indonesia ... .. 4 2 8 10 9 15 I4

Handicraft, and light manufactures (SITC

82, 83, 86, 89) ....... .... ...... ......... ......... (") 155 205 345 375 530 820 40

Leading Western impalas.
Hong. Kong 50 58 81 95 115 189 329

Japan . 72 37 28 47 50 78 9I

United States...... 3 16 28 29 41 57 117

Federal Republic of Germa-nY 7 I6 22 30 40 44 58

France I3 14 17 23 26 36 47

Commodity data are estimates
k Average anrrual rate of growth for 1976.80

Not available
Negligible

Scum? Aggregate commodity data -are from the CIA quarterly reports on China's foreign-I/AData- torleadmg- Weste,rn importers_ are !turn
OCWPR's_EastWest trade data base Since aggregate Lmmerdrty data is I o b and country data import is generally c.i.f., the sum of the country

data in some cases may exceed the aggregate commodity data.

Textile prOducts, which now account for roughly one-half of
China's manufactured exports and have been a driving force
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behind _the recent surge in _Chinese sales .of manufactures to the
West. (Mini currency earnings from textiles in 1979 reached zi
record $1.1 billiontriple the..1970 leveli_ However, the.growth of
these exports over the next lour years should be constrained by
Western import quotas. China in 1980_ signed a bilateral textile
agreement with the United Suite~ that levies annual quotas on six
major categories_ of clothing and. permits the U.S. to. negotiate re-
strictions on other categories if these imports contribute to or
threaten market_ disruption; the agreement runs through 1982. In

the PRI: has signed a somewhat restrictive agreement
with the European Economic Community (EC). Several other indus.
trial countries, such as C4imida and Sweden, also have imposed
import quotas on Chinese textiles: _Hong Kong,_Japan,_ and the EC
rank as the ItNiding importers of Chine:46 textile prOdticts. In the
past several yeirs, the US: his become an important market for
Chinese clothing.

The near -term outlook also appears promising_ fbr_ other Chinese
immultic_tured exports such as bzisketworks and other_ nontextile
light industry goods; metal products, especially nails, hand tools,
and household utensils; and nonmetallic mineral productsmainly
building materials. In recent years, China has achieved small but
growing markets for.these products. The emphasis Beijing has put
on exiNinding the output of light industry and other sectors whose
exports offer a quick payback with little investment should_ensure
strong export _wiinsat least in the near-term. Although China's
Asian neighbors.traditionally have been the PRC's main customers
for these products, sales to Western Europe recently have increased

P
China's exports of nonferrous metals, on the other hand, are ex

pected to continue _growing at a slow pace at least through 1985.
Although the PRC reportedly has large reserves of nonferrous
metals;_its inability to develop an export surplus has hindered sales
CO the West.'`' If China expects nonferrous metal exports to become
an important source of. hard currency earnn,gs.it will have to open
new mines and build the necessary infrastructure such as power
stations_ and transport facilities. Chances of accomplishing this
before 198., are slim because of cutbacks in capital construction
and energy shortfalls, however. Exports of nonferrous metals
mainly tungsten, tin, and aritimonyhave been erratic and_ in 1980
accounted for only an estimated 2 percent of China's total manu:
factured 0-oodS exports to the West,

IV. OTHER SOURCES OF HARD CURRENCY EARNINGS

A. Invisibles
Revenues from invisibles in 1982-85 are expected to continue

rising and may accelerate as a result of China s determination to
enlarge its merchant fleet, expand its overseas commercial ven-
tures, and exploit the country's tourism potential. Major sources of
nonmerchandise trade earnings include:

'" China is conSidered to tiavie large deposiLs of nonferrous metals such as tungsten, antimony,
manganese, mercury, molybdenum, copper, lead, zinc, and aluminum ores.
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Transport Although a les,: rapid expansion of China's maritime
industry is expected because of the readjustment program; contin,
ued efforts to further enlarge the PRC's merchant fleet coupled
with the growth of China's trade should ensure a steady increase
in transport earnings in 1982-85. China's fleet, which totals more
than 11 million dwt, is now the 12th largest in the world and com-
parable in size to the fleets of Spain and West Germany." China's
purchases of Western ships, which include many second-hand ves-
sels, reflect Beijing's aim to reduce chartering costs and save hard
currency by carrying ti higher percentage of China's tradepar-
ticularly: its rapidly expanding bulk imports. China's fleet reported-
ly now carries about 70 percent of the PRC's seaborne foreign trade
tonnage comptired with less than one-quarter ten years ago, In the
long -run; Beijing- probably hopes to become more active in cross-
trading in Southeast Asiaa market now dominated by Western
shipping firms.

F?emittances.PRC plans reportedly call for annual remittances,
which traditionally have been China's most impertant _source of
nonmerchzuldise trade income, to reach $1 billion by 1985 from an
estimated $700 million in 1980. The 1985 target implies an average
annual growth rate of roughly 7 percentan increase that prob-
ably is attainable. Since 1977, the rate of growth of remittances has
declined steadily. The substantial increase in overseas Chinese visi-
tors and economic conditions in neighboring countries probable are
responsible.

Tourism. Hard currency earnings from tourism, which has
become one of the most rapidly growing industries in China, should
continue rising at a steady pace in 1982-85 and replace remittances
as the leading source of non-merchandise income. In 1980; earnings
from tourism totalled roughly $620 millionone-third higher than
in 1979. Despite limited facilities; the PRC expects the number of
tourists to increase about :30 percent a year and reach nearly 2 mil-
lion in 1985; an estimated 5:30 thousand tourists visited China in
1980.2' Beijing has stressed the development of the country's tour-
ist industry becauSe if offers quick returns without large invest-
m-mts. In addition, the industry can absorb large numbers of un-
sl :lied and semi-skilled workers. While Beijing has cancelled plans
for the construction of several large hotels, it has proceeded with
the construction of more economical medium and smaller hotels,
and the expansion and renovation of lai-ger older hotels.

Other Commercial Activities. Income from PRC business ven-
tures in Hong Kong should rise rapidly as a result of China's inter-
national economic expansion. In addition to its insurance compa-
nies; shipping agencies, retail outlets, and real estate holdings,
Beijing since 1979 has organized eight new engineering and con-
struction companies to work in other countries in an effort to earn
additional foreign exchange. The flow of earnings back to China;
however, will be temperedlby the reinvestment of profits in China's
Hong Kong holdings and partially offset by capital outflows from

2" China: International Trade Fourth Quarter. 1980 (National Foreign Assessment Center, ER
C1T 81-003: May 19811.

2! Beijing Review: No. 20. May 19. 1981, p. IS.
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the PR(' as foreign compauie:; participating in joint ventures in
China repatriate their profits.

B. Foreign. Crigilr l Ifif
Direct foreign i7 vestment in China, at least through 1985, is

likely to_be only a marginal source of foreign exchange._ Despite the
flurry of excitement that surrounded the adoption of the PRC's
joint venture law in July 1979._ only about two_ dozen arrange-
mentsrepresenting an estimated $177 million in foreign- capital
reportedly so far have received final approval from China's_ Foreign
Investment Control Commission (-FICC).2.4- Western firms _apparent-
ly are _waiting for Beijing to_ publish additional regulationspar-
ticularly on tax and wage ratesbefore they make financial corn-
mitments; the gaps in China's legal structure make It difficult _to
evaluate risks and profitability of joint ventures. _Even when these
uncertainties are finally resolved, however, joint projects will be
constrained by China's technical capabilities and its inadequate in.
f.riStrUcttire.

In contrast with joint ventures; cooperative production arran_ge-
nrents and compensation trade should grow in_importance over the
next five years as source -of foreign- capital and equipment. In coop-
erative production; the foreign partner puts up 100 percent of the
necessary capital, while Chinese provides the land and labor. Most
of these ventures; which transfer to full Chinese ownership- after
10-20 years, are small or medium in size; involve Hong Kong firms;
and are_ located in Guangdong- Province. In 1980, between $600 mil-
lion and $700 million reportedly was invested by foreigners in coop-
eration production arrangements.

Under compensation trade; foreign partners are expected_ to
supply the machinery and equipment._ technical assistance and in
some cases, the raw- materials or _components at no charge while
China provides the: factories and labor.23 The Western firm then
buys the finished goods at a_discount, which allows it to cover the
cost Of supplying the technology and components. In 1980, foreign
firms involved_in _compensation trade reported provided equipment
value at over $100 million.24

Because of the retrenchment program _and China's _traditionally
conservative position on incurring debt,_Beijing most likely will try
to keep its trade with the West clbse to_ balance and to minimize its
Use of Western credits in 1982-85: However; the PRC will need for
eign assistance to finance completely the huge planned investment
projectsparticularly in the hydropower; coal; and petroleum in-
dustriessince the country's capital resources are-insufficient.

MEdiumr and Long -Term Credits.The level_ of foreign borrowing
fbr 1982-85 depends largely on the length of China's readjustment
period; its export prospects; and; to a lesser extent, capital inflows
from other sources. If the retrenchment period ends in 1985; Beij.-
ing could step up its foreign borrowing within the next several

tin 16, Apri1,20. 19S1, p. 11;.
2" In compensation transactions involving other communist countries, credit generally is an

integral part of the arrangement. Other communist countries_ immost _cases_use government-
baCked_Or _eonit-viol-dal credit to purchase the necessary machinery and technology from the
Western firm.

24 Beijing Review, No. 16, April 20, 19S1, p. 16:

f
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years. In any event, China is expected to turn first to soft loans
from international financial institutions and development assist-
ance credits such as those extended by Japan and Belgium to meet
its financial needs. The PRC in 1981 received from the IMF for
general balance-of=payments use a $550 million- stand -by- credit, a
$380 million Trust Fund Loan, and an additional $190 million from
its reserve tranche. Beijing also has received a $200- million World
Bank loan for the improvement of science and technology educa-
tion in China. This loan is a blend of International Development
Association (IDA) funds, which carry only a small service charge,
and -International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
(IBRD) funds.

Despite- the availability of extensive foreign credits; Beijing has
opted to hold down its foreign debt. The PRC so far has drawn
down only about $2M-$2.5 billion of the $29 billion in credits it has
lined up in 1978-80.25 China's traditional aversion toward indebt-
edness and the shift away from the importation of complete plants
during the readjustment period largely are responsible for Beijing's
cautious use of forLign credits. At yearend 1989, China's_groSS hard
currency 'debt was only an estimated $3:5-$4:5
one-fourth of hard currency exports and easily manageable. The
debt figure includes _Euro-; officially-backed, and development assi-
tance credits; a $280 million reserve tranche China received from
the IMF in November 1980; deferred payments on whole-plant con-
tracts that were signed in the mid-1970s; loans stemming from com-
pensation trade with foreign firms; and short-term credit.

Beijing has expressed a clear preference for- gover -nment - backed
credits and, more recently, loans from international financial insti-
tutions because of their lower interest rates and longer repayment
periods. Of the $29 billion in credits obtained in 1978-80, medium-
and long-term officially-backed credits accounted for about two-
thirds with nearly all of the remainder coming from commercial
banks at interest rates usually reserved for only the best custom-
ersa 0.5 percentage point margin over the London Interbank Of-
ficial Rate (LIBOR): (Table 6 contains a breakdown of China's
major line§ of Western credits for 1978-80 (by country.) The PRC
also received in 1978-80 about $510 million in _development assist-
ance loans project tied creditsat interest rates ranging from 0 to
3 percent. In November 1980, China withdreW $280 from its reserve
tranche at the IMF.

TABLE 6.CHINA: LINES OF CREDIT; 1978-80

[Amounts m millions of US dodars1

_ _Ameeni _ _ Terms Date signed

Major commercial credits
(country of lead bank)

United Kingdom ... ... 675 0.5 percent over 1..16012 5 -year repayment - Aeril 1979.

Japan . ... . 2,000 0.5 percent Of LIBOR,. repayment aller 4 ViL years May 1919.

Do 6,000 0.25 pornot over tIBOR, S.mon1h revolving credit Do.

Canada . ,,,, .. . ... . ... 250 0.5 percent over LIBOR, repayment after 41/2 years 1979.

West Germany ... .. ..... . .. . ..... 300 0.5 percent over LIBOR 1979

2' Some of the Eurodollar credits extended to China since 1978 reportedly have expired and
are no longer available. In addition, the PRC also has cancelled some of ifs Eurodollar lines,
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(ABU (1: CHINA.

Amount

LINES OF CREDIT, 1978-80Continued

lAmounh in millions or u S dollars]

Term, Date signed

United States 95 Probably 0 5 percent over LIBOR. repayment after 3

years

December 1919.

France 300 0 5 percent over LIBOR repayment alter 3 years Febniary 1980.

Total 9,620

Officially backed credits (lending

country)
United Kingdom 1,200 1.25 percent DeceMber 1978.

Do .. 5,000 7.2 to 1.5 percent March 1979.

Australia 55 Not available April 1979.

Japan 1.800 6.25 percent, up to IS years, repayment May 1979

France 7,300 7 25 to 7 5 percent, repayment after 5 plus years Do.

1,000 7 75 percent, repayment after 8 ' years ..... ....... Do.

Canada 1,720 7.25 to 7.5 percent, repayment after 5 years Dc

Belgium . 167 1.25 to 1.5 percent, repayment after 5 to 8 years December 1979.

Norway IOU 7 25.10 7.5 percent. January 1980.

Argentina 300 1.5 percent; up to 10 years repayment June 1980.

Total . 18,642

Development assistance credits

(lending country)

Japan 210 3 to 3 25 percent, 10 years grace period followed by 30 April 1980 (agreement
year repayment period reached in December

1979)

Dci 160 SaMe as Above__ ......... ...... ...... October -1980:

Belgium . 10 No interest, 10 year grace period followed by 30 year April 1980:

repayment period

United Nations 30 Not available Allocation for t/i of
total made in reb:
1980:

Total 510

International financial institution
creclitsAlender). International

290 Reserve tranche November 1980

Monetary Fund

'see 210 1 million

Short-Term Credit. While short-term obligations probably will
decline as a share of total debt, short-term borrowing is expected to
continue playing a major role in financing imports of Western
grain and meeting balance-of-payments needs. During the first 'half
of 1980, China apparently reduced its use of short -term credits.
Data from the Bank for International Settlement (BIS) show that
Western commercial banks' gross claims of one 3-ear or less on
China at the end of December 11180 totaled $924 million compared
with $1,292 million at yearend 1979. These claims probably would
have been somewhat lower but the -PRC reportedly was forced to
draw on short-term foreign commercial loans to help cover the esti-
mated $300 million hard currency trade deficit registered the
fourth quarter of 1980. At the end of the first half of 1981, China's
Short-term commercial borrowing was down about $200 million to
$739 million.
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mpfficr CAPACITY

Considering the above assessment; projected Chinese hard_ cur=
rency import capacity-what it can afford to buy in the West-in
1985 ranged from $27. billion to billion. The projection§ are
based on aSSurned high and low nominal average growth rates for
each major _export conimodity group, net invisibles,_and capital in
fir ws. (See Table 7 for the projections and assumptions that were
used to obtain them). Under the two sceruirios, the_implied average
annual growth rates for China's hard currency import capacity for
1982-85 are 11 percent and 18 percent while the rates for exports
are 9 percent and 17 percent.

TABLE 7.--PRC: HARD CURRENCY TRADE AND DEBT PROJECTIONS

obi pillion; at 11 S 'Allard

' 1981

1985

row High

Assumed average
_annual rate al
growth. 1982 -85

(Percent)

[Ow High

Total exports 20.9 29.2 39.0 .9 .17

FOotittitts 3.7 5.4 7.7 10 20

Crude materials 6.5 7.3 9 1 3 10

Oil__ 3.8 3 8 5.0 0 _7

Nano!' 2 7 3.5 4.6 7 14

Chem cols .
1 3 1.8 2.3 _8 15

Manufactures .
9.3 14.5 19.2 12 20

Textiles 5.2 8.5 11.5 13 22

Nontextiles 4.1 6.0 7.7 10 17

Other .1 .1 _.2 10 20

Net invisibles (excludes interest payments) .. .6 1.2 1.5 5 10

Direct .3 _4 .4 5 10
_investment._

M71. term credits" .. 1:5 3.0 4.5 19 32

Net short-term credits 0 0

Debt service, 1.9 2.3 2 4

Addition to reserves" 2.5 3.7 6.3

Import capacity 18.5 27.8 36.2 711 718

Gross debt " 4.7 9.8 14.1

Debt service ratio' (percent) 9 8 7

Preliminary estimates tor China's 1981 haphils. earrings -lrom tneis,bles. bottowmg. debt servicing. and_osS lebt
Lite rate of growth_ for total exerts for 1982 85 is a derived rate based on assumed growth -rates for each major commoddy--categooes
Medium inn long.term credits-were-assumecl-to_be _74ear loans with a 3-year grace period at 80 percent interest. In addition_to drawings

from °Molly bact,ed multinational. and commercial loans. the credits also include borrowing stemming from cooperative production and

compensation trade arrangements
Shorbterm borrowing i n 1982 -85 was held at the estimated 1981 level of 5 1 billion An- interest rate-of--15 percent was assumed.

Includes principal-and-interest payments on .medium- and long-term drawings and interest payments on shortaKm loans
' Reserves are in 'eased annually by the amount necessary to maintain the 1981 ratio of foreign reseres (excluding gold) to hard currenca

imparts-ol-rougnly three.tenths
' Growth rates were computed by using the estimated 1981 h&j currency import of S17.1 billion.

Includes outstanding shad-, medium., and iongrterm _obligations
trornouted try divining principal and interest payments by the sum of merchandise exports and net invisibles

In contrast with the assumptions -..ised for exports under the high
scenario, the low scenario_ assumes_ that China will suffer several
ppor harvests and experience greater difficulty in _boosting fish
output; oil production falls faster than expected,-while coal output
continues its downward slide despite Beijing's effort;_ and manufac-
tures-Particularly textiles -face more formidable Western trade
barriers: The low scenario also assumes a slower rate of growth_ for
China'S other hard currency earnings and a lower level of borrow-
ing from the West in 1982.
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The projected slower growth through 1985 of China's hard cur-
rency exports and, in turn, its import capacity is expected to
dampen the pace of PRC purchases in the West. Financial -con-
straints on imports during the 1982-85 period are more likely to
Stein from inadequate export earnings and Chinese financial con-
servatism rather than from any lack of available credits. Although
China-in the past several years has demonstrated a willingness to
fimince purchases of Western goods with foreign credits, export
earnings still are the most important factor in Beijing's assessment
of what it thinks it can afford to buy.

Meanwhile, the retrenchment program; with its emphasis on ag,
riculture, light industry, and improving living standards, should
affect the composition of imports: The following is an assessment of
China's Imports for 1982=85.

Foodstuffs: --Barring unforeseen circumstances, Chinese imports
of Western foodstuffsroughly four-fifths of which is grainare
expected to increase but at a substantially slower pace. than 53 _per-
cent average annual rate registered in 1977-80 (see Table 8). New
livestock programs and the retention of a growing share of grain in
the rural areas should continue to exert pressure on Beijing to
boost grain purchases. (China imported roughly 13.(1 million metric
tons of grain from the West in 1980.) However, tighter world sup-
plies and projected higher prices, should temper China's demand
for Western grain over the next four years. As in the past, imports
of wheat is expected to exceed corn purchases by a 3 to 1 margin;
wheat and corn accounted for nearly all of China's grain imports.

TAELE 8.PRC HARD CURRENCY IMPORTS

(In milfions of US dollars!

1974

IOU 6:410

Foodstuffs 1,275

Of Mitch
Grain .... . .. . 1,180

Sugar ..... ... .. .... _ (3)

Crude _materials 1,315

Of Whth
Okeeda 130

Crude rubber, natural
((( '3', )))Textile fibers: natural._ .....

Textrle_tibers;_sy_n_the_hc

M_etal_ores and- scraps- (ii)
Petroleum and products

1975

6,385

785

; 670

_65

845

15

236905

(ii)
105

Chemicals_ ---.\: 525 760

Of which
ElemerUs ana compounds (1) (3)
Fertilizers. manufactured 165 365

Plastic materials yi) (a)
Manufactures 3,255 3,960

Of which:
Textile yarn and fabric 170 -85

Iron and :tee' 1,240 1,435

Nonferrous metals 395 430

Nonelettric rnachinery 900

Electric machinery 1,240 180

Transport 630.

See footnotes at end of table.

1976 19/7 :978 1979 1980 cePnert.,

4,905 5,531 8,770 12,540 17;355 18

470 935 1,205 1,665 2;600 13

325 655 965 1:430

115 245 155 105

695 1,210 1,600 2,155 3,875 20

_5 115 35 115

135 18G 175 295

190 360 695 995

115 140 170 150
(ii) 55 110 115

45 40 55 40

490 740 960 1,185 1,700 22

205 270 350 380

135 255 345 440
(ii) 90 130 150

3,225 2,630 4,960 7,430 9,010 18

125 155 190 2S0

1,345 1;370 2,735 3,140

240 220 365 435

905 250 580 1,695

185 60 160 465

205 355 455 710
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TABLE 8 PRC HARD CURRENCY IMPORTSContinued

In rrdions of US dollars]

1974 1975 1916 1977 1978 1979 1980 ' Pci,7

Precision instruments 40 45 35 65 130

Other 40 35 25 30 40 105 110 2i

Average rate Of growth 1915 80
Not 3vadable

Source Uentral Intellrgence Agency

China already has long-term agreements with several Western
countries for the delivery of 12-17 million tons of grain annually
over the next several years. In addition to the grain agreement
with the U.S. that guarantees million tons annually through
1984, China has accords with Canada for 2.8-3.5 million tons
through July 1982; with Australia for 1.5-2.5 million tons annually
throufth 1984; With Argentina for 1-1.5 million_ tons annually over
the next four years; and with France for 0.5-0.7 million tons Amm-
an through 198:3.

agar imports from the West in the early 1980s are expected to
halt their recent decline and may even rise if world sugar prices
continue to climb. Over the past several years, China has turned
more to the West for sugar and away from Cubaits traditional
major supplier. The PRC recently signed a three year agreement
With Australia -for the delivery of 250,000 tons of sugar annually
beginning in 1981; Australia, Thailand, and France are China's
leading Western suppliers: Beijing reportedly also has agreed to
import one million tons of sugar over the next seven years from
the Philippines.

Crude Muter-Ms.Largely because of the importance placed on
boosting textile output by the readjdstment program, PRC imports
of crude materials from the West in 1982-85 are expected to contin-
ue increasing at a strong but somewhat .lower pace. Imports of tex-
tile fibers, which now account for over half of the PRC's crude ma-
terial imports from the West, have soared because China's cotton
production has failed to keep pace with sharply rising demand;
cotton accounts for the bulk of natural fiber imports with the re-
mainder mainly wool. By a wide margin, the U.S. Over the past
three years has ranked as China's leading supplier of cotton.

Chinese imports of synthetic fibers also probably will increase in
the 1980s because of Beijing's efforts to boost textile production and
rising world cotton prices. In addition, expected shortfalls in oil
output could hold down domestic production of synthetic fibers de-

:spite China's purchases of a substantial number of Western chemi-
cal fiber plants over the past ten years. Future production also

---sEVId be lirriited by the recent postponement of several major pet-
roc emical projects. The U.S. and Japan have been China s chief
sources of synthetic fibers.

Sbybeans imports are expecte& to_ continue climbing in 1982-85
largely because of rising domestic demand. Import growth, howev-
er, should be constrained by China's limited processing capability:
Because of inadequate transportation, China has favored an ineffi-
cient system consisting of small, locally-controlled processing facili-
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ties. The LS since l97s 11:,s supplied virtually all of China's soy-
bean iiiiportS.

Chemirod's.--Bectiuse of the high priority put 00 igriculture zinc]
light industry by the readjustment program, China's ha.-d currency
chemical imports should continue their recent upward trend.
China's fertilizer output, which has risen sharply over the past sev-
end year's, is expected to zu..hieve only a imirgimil increase in the
1980s unless new capacity is added. The one-half billion dollars
worth of fertilizer phints purchased from Jiipan, the U.S., France,
and the Netherlands in the mid-1970s now are operational at close

Rill Consequently, any substantial boost in fertilizer
imputs to Chimi's igricultural sector in the early 19M1s must conic
from imports. .Japan and the EC have been the_ PRC's leading
Western source of numuhictui-ed fertilizers, which acount fbr
roughly one-third of China's total chemical imports from the West.

China's _drive to boost textile output should ensure the continued
increase of plastic material imports in the 1982,-S5 period; Synthet-
ic resins, which are used in production of synthetic fibers, account
for a large - share of these imports. Japan, the EC, and the U.S
hive been Chirui's nuijor suppliers of plastic materials.

PRC imports of chemical elements, on the other hand, are ex-
pected to level off over the next four years. These imports-account
for about one-third of China's total chemical purchases from the
West. The slower growth should stem in part from the weakened
demand for inputs that go into the manufacturing of fertilizer as
the industry nears full capacity. Japan has been China's leading
supplier with the U.S. a distant second.

Manufactures, Reflecting the lower priority given to heavy in-
dustry during the retrenchment period t nd the Sharp reduction in
whole-plant purchases; the growth of hard currency manufactures
importsparticularly steel t.ind machineryshould slacken sub-
stantially in the early 1980s. Absorption problems coupled with the
Winding down of deliveries of Western machinery- and equipment
contracted for during China's 197S buying spree also are expected
to conLiribUte to the slower pace.

Meanwhile; iron and steel purchases were slashed in 1980 and
are expected to remain- depressed at least over the next several
years as Beijing tries to hold down capital construction. In 1976-79,
iron and steel- imports accounted for between 40 percent and 55
percent of PRC manufactured imports from the West. In 1980, how-
ever; -they comprised only one-fourth of manufactured imports.

China will need substantial amounts of Western equipment and
technlogy when it begins to develop its ofIshore oil. Western equip-
ment also will be required to carry_out plans for boosting oil output
from its onshore fields and expandin_g existing coal mines. I n a ddi-
tion, Beijing is actively seeki:v Western help for several massive
hydroelectric projects. Chinese imports of Western mining and con -
struction- equipment have _risen sharply since 1976 and totalled an
estimated $300 million in 1;i80. West Germany, Japan, and the U.S.
have been the chief supriiers of this type of equipment. (Data on
imports of Western oil equipment is unavailable since UN trade
data does not specifically break out_this equipment.)

MeanWhile, Beijing is-expected to continue efforts to overcome
transportation bottlenecks and expand the size of China's mer=
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chant and fishing fleets: Transport equipment accounted for rough-
ly onc-ouarter of China's imports of Western machinery in 1979:
imports of motor vehicles=largely trucksincreased by more than
fivefold 1976-79 while the value of Western ship and boat deliv,
eries registered a similar sharp risez vehicles and vessels account
for virtually all of China's transport purchases: Over the past three
years; the PRC has succeeded in doubling the size of its fleet to
more than 10 million flWT and is expected to double it again by
the end of the decade. Jarman and the EC has been China's major
supplier of transport equipment. _

Imports of textile yarn and fabric and nonferrous metals Should
rise in 1982-85 but at a slower rate. The demand for Western tex-
tile yarn and fabric is expected to soften as-China _boosts textile
production during the retrenchment period. Meanwhile, the shift
away from heavy industry should dampen demand for nonferrous
metal imports. Japan traditionally .nas been the PRC's chief source
Of textile yarn and fabric_while _Canada, Australia; and the EC
have accounted for the bulk of China's nonferrous metal imports.

VI. 017TLOOK FOR U.S.-PR TRADE

U.S. trade with China over the next four years is expected to
grow at a substantially lower pace than that achieved since 1976:

Because the major legal impediments to bilateral trade already
have been overcome, the successful resolution of any remaining ob-
stacles; while improving the commercial climate, will have only a
marginal impact on the level of trade:_ More importantly; the com-
bination of hard currency shortages_, the extension of the readjust-
ment program, and the country's inability to _absorb further sub-
stantial increases in imports should dampen China's demand-for
U.S. products in 1982-85. (See Table 9 for U.S. exports to the PRC
for 1974-80.)

Agricultural commodities are expected to continue to account for
over one-half of U.S. total sales to the PRC_ over the next five
years: Barring severe shortfalls in China's agricultural output, the
volume of U.S. grain exports, to the PRC should level off in 1982-
85 because of hard currency shortages and the closing of -the
between domestic requirements and production. The U.S.-PRC
grain agreement, which will eliminate the wide fluctuations that
characterized U.S: grain exports in the 1970s, guarantees annual
U.S. sales through 1984 of at least 6 million tons of grain,15 to 20
percent_ of which must be corn. The agreement insures that the
U.S. will maintain its current role as China's leading foreign sup-
plier of grain.

TABLE 9.U.S. EXPORTS TO THE PRE

In of dollars]

1974 1975 1976 1911 1978 19/9 1980 rent.,

Total export . .

Friodstuirs (SITC 0,1)

Wheat

Corn

Other.

806.9

332.4
234.0

95.7

2.7

303.6

(2)
0

0

(2)

135.4

(2)
0

0

(2)

171.6

(2)
0

0

(2',

319.2 1,716.5 MAIO 18

362.3 488.4 1,265.0

250.2 214.1 1,039.3

111.7 268.5 224.5
.4 5.8 1.2

25
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TABLE 9.--U.S. EXPORTS TO THE PRC-Continued

fIn millions of US dollars'

1974 1915 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980
Per

cent

Crude materials SITC 2 3. 4) 325.3 100.3 13.1 84.4 261.3 574.3 1,258.4 25

Soybeans...... .......... .. 126.5 (2) 0 14.4 15.3 106.7 155.2

Cotton_ 185.9 79.7 0 17.5 157.3 357.0 701.3

Sy_nthe.tic fibers 1.6 2.0 7.5 19.0 46.4 62.2 193.9

Soybean oil .. . 0 0 0 28.3 26.1 35.9 56.5

Pulp__ and waste paper . . . .1 5.0 1.3 1.3 4.1 3.9 66.9

Rough wood 0 0 0 0 0 0 41.4

Other 21.7 13.6 4.3 4.0 12.6 8.6 43.2

Chemicals_(5HC 5) 10.1 5.3 10.4 20.0 605 125.9 383.0 83

Chemical elements 7.9 2.4 4.7 7,7 10.7 27.3 61.9

Manufactured fertilizers 0 0 0 8,1 38.7 44.6 152.6

Plastic materials ...... 2.2 (2) 1.7 1.7 2.0 31.1 119.5

Insecticides 0 .3 0 0 5.7 11.6 28.4

Other (2) 2.6 4.0 2.5.. 3.4 11.3 20.6

Basic manufactures (SIX 6) 18.6 13.8 413 108 25.3 244.1 421.8 69

Leather._ 0 0 (2) 0 (2) 3.9 49.1

Syntheticjarn__ _.,_ 4 0 0 .5 1.3 27.8 62.6

Wove_n_otheti . fabrics 0 0 0 (2) 1 5.7 54.7

Iron and Si et! tubes_ and pipes 2.6 12.0 10.9 .4 .5 150.4 8.0

Iron-And steel tare rod 0 0 0 0 .2 .1 28.7

C o p p e r- , 0 (2) .1 (2) 4.5 6.5 .2

Magnesium: beryllium 0 0 0 0 8.3 8.7

Aluminum (2) 46.8 _26.3 5.3

_1.7

(2) 1.9 15.2

Insert parts for hand tools 3.8 .6 (2) .9 13.5 18.1 28.5

Paper and. paperboard . .7 1 1.4 (21 3.4 .4 3.4 130.4

. Other 4.7 13.0 5.8 .3 3.0 18.0 41.7

Machinery and transport equipment (SITC 7) 106.3 118.8 65.1 51.9 102.4 268.0 395.6 25

Power generating equipment 20.7 24.2 22.0 6.3 11.2 3.0 12.9

Office machinery ..1 .2 .4 1.9 1.1 10.E 30.6

Metalworking machinery 0 4.7 3.1 3.5 6.7 10.3 6.9

Construction and mining equipment 3.9 13.0 2.3 1.4 33.5 91.4 42.4

Heating and cooling equipment 6.4 26.6 8.4 .3 .8 .5 4.3 ....... ....

Pumps and centriluges: 7.8 26.6 11.5 1.4 7.3 9.6 18.8

Telecommunication apparatus 2.7 .5 .4 .7 1.1' 6.2 7.4

Medical apparatus .1 (2) 0 .1 .4 3.8 5.9

Electrical_ measuring and control equipment 3.2 4.5 .9 1.5 10.2 41.8 39.3

Road motor vehicles .3 4.5 5.4 29.5 11.2 45.4 16,5

Aircraft 60.1 2.5 .3 .4 7.1 155.1

Ships and mats 0 2 (21 0 .7 _5.0 8.1

Other 1.5 11.3 10.2 5.0 17,8 32.5 46.8

Miscellaneous manufactureragoods (SITC 8) : 2.7 5.0 3.4 4.5 4.2 15.2 17.0 34

Professional and scientific instrument-- 2.2 2.1 1.8 3.1 2.3 8.8 8.7

Other .5 2.9 1.6 .8 1.9 6.9 8.3

Other .5 .4 .1 .1 2.7 .6 2.2 27

Average annual rate or growth 1915-80
Negligible

Source UN peace tapes far 1974 -80 data

Hard currency shortages, rising world prices; and slower growth
of world demand for textiles, ineanwhile, are expected to slow
China's rapidly growing demand for foreign cotton. Because of the
PRC's limited processing capability, U.S. exports of soybeans to
China in 1982-85 are expected to level off. However, the PRC may
increase its purchases of U.S. soybean oil to meet growing domestic
demand. China over the past several years has looked to the U.S.
to satisfy the bulk of its soybean import needs and the U.S. now
supplies over one-half of China's soybean oil import requirements.
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U.S. manufactured exports to Chin in 1982785, meanwhile, are
expected to continue rising but at a pace well below the average
annual rate of 78 percent registered since 1976. The general cut-
back in China's imports of Western machinery stemming from the
retrenchment program, should reduce substantially the growth of
U.S. equipment exports- to the P-RC over the, next four years: Beij-
ing will continue to be highly selective in its purchases of Western
technology: Unless the U.S: has a clear technological advantage
such as in the case of some oil equipment, coniputers, and electri-
cal measuring and control equipment, China most likely will buy
from countries that offer better financing.

Because of growing- Chinese demand for intermediate goods
needed for light industry, U.S. exports of basic'', manufactures,
mainly synthetic fabrics, tire fabric, paper products, and leather,
should continue to register strong gains in 1982-85. US : exports of
steel tubes and pipes, however, are expected to retain at. a low level
until Beijing's effort to_ develop China's offshore oil 'fields and
expand existing onshore facilities are in full swing.

U.S. chemical_exports to the PRC should continue their.upward
trend in 1982-85 but at a slower pace because of China's foreign
exchange constraints With little additional production capacity ex7
pected over the next four years, Chinese demand for manufactured
fertilizer should remain strong. China's efforts to increase agricul-
tural output also should ensure continued- strong- demand for U.S.
pesticides and herbicides. Because of emphasis placed on boosting
Chinese textile output, U.S. exports to the PRO of- plastic materi,.
alsmainly polyester resinsare expected to continue increasing
at a healthy albeit-slower pace.

The growth of China's exports to the U.S., meanwhile, will be \.
hindered by the limited range of goods the PRC has to offer. (See
Table 10 for U.S. imports from China for 1974-80.) Increases in Chi-
nese exports of textile goods, which currently account for roughly
30 percent of the PRC's total exports to the U.S. will be restricted
to some extent at least through 1982 by the U.S.-PRC Textile
Agreement. In addition to limiting the growth of major Chinese-ap-
parel exports to the U.S., such as cotton knit blouses, cotton shirts
and trousers and synthetic -fiber sweaters; the textile accord in-
chides a mechanism for the levying of import quotas on other tex-
tile products. When the current agreement expires, the U.S. most
likely will seek a new bilateral accord that limits imports of Chi-
nese clothing or will impose unilateral restrictions if an agreement
cannot be reached. U.S. apparel imports from China- in 1980, the
first year of the bilateral accord, rose by about $100 million to
roughly $250 million.

TABLE 10.U.S. IMPORTS FROM THE PRC

In millions of US dollars]

1914 1915 197E 1911 1918 1919' 1980' -P".2

Total imports 114 7 158.3 201.9 202.7 356.2 653.3 1,161.1 47

FOodsttif Is (SITC 0, 1) 163 16.1 24.2 26.0 29.9 58.0 67.0 27

Fish 7.1 3.9 7.1 2.7 2.4 18.1 6.9

Fri t and vegetables 2.0 28 5.7 8.7 11.5 12.6 27 7
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TABLE 10.-LU.S. IMPORTS FROM THE PRC-Continued

Its millions of US dollars]

1914 1915 1916 1911 1918r I919r 1980' P-

Tea 1.0 2.0 2.9 5.2 5.5 9.1 11.9

Spices 1.9 3.0 4.9 4.6 3.4 4.8 3.3

Honey .3 .2 -.2 .2 -.3 .. 7.3 7.4 .

Other 4O 4.2 -3.4 4.6 6.8 -6.1 9.8

Crude materials (SITC 2, 3, 4) 16.8 19.5 40.9 45.2 65.0 182.0 302.3 F2

Silk 2.7 3.0 4.0 2.3 4.8 7.2 5.0..
Fine animal hair (excluding wool) 1.3 -.7 3.2 4.1 4.1 -4.1 -4.4
Natural barium sulphate and carbonate 0 0 0 0 2.0 12.3 33.5

Bauxite and concentrates of aluminum (4) .4 .9 0 Ii 3.1 13.8

Ores and concentrates of tungstea L1 2.2 2.3 4.3 6.0 9.5 16.6

Other ores and concentrates of nonferrous base metals C _.I __.2 _.4 -.6 _2.3 -.6
Bristles --... 5.9 3.3 8.1 8.7 7.5 10.0 9.8

Bitd feathers 2.1 3.0 14.2 19.0 26.1 10:1 26.1

Plants, seeds and dowers :9 .6 1.4 1:7 3.3 8.6 14.1

Crude petroleum 0 0 0 0 0 77:0 20:1

Petroleum pr-Oducts 1 0 0 (4) (41 27:7 131.1

Othet ._: 2:7 62 6.6 4:7 10:6 I0-.I 27.2

Chemicals_ (sac 5) 18:4 15:9 18.0 21:8 38:5 65:7 114:8 36

Diclic alcohOls and derivatives 0 0 0 0 3:4 7:7 8:0

Salts of metallic adds 0 0 0 0 :2 13.9 25.1

Oxides and halogen salts :8 1:9 3:9 1:3 3:7 5.0 7.0

Organic-inorganic heterocyclic compounds 0 0 0 0 :4 1.0 3.9

Medical products 1.0 2.1 .8 1.1 2.5 4.7 11.4

Essential oils 9.8 2:5 3:6 5.5 7.1 6.2 14.8

Fireworks 1.0 3.5 6.6 10.0 13.9 17.7 25.8

GelAtin and derivatives 1.2 :4 1:1 1.1 9.1 2.1 3.3

WoOd resin 8.2 4.2 .6 1.4 1.6 4.8 4.3

Other 1.4 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.6 2.6 11.2

Basic manufactures (SITC 6) 42.7 79.4 68.3 49.6 101.6 100.6 249.7 34

Woven cqtton fabric 25.6 27.4 33.2 17.5 40.3 25.8 47.2

1Noveh silk fabric .1 .2 .6 1.1 1.6 2.3 7.0

Hat bodies:: .8 1.8 2.3 2.0 2.8 4.4 10.6

Linens- .3 1.5 3.5 4.6 5.4 9.3 24.6

Carpets .7 .9 4.4 7.4 10.9 18.0 40.7

Mats;- screens; etc .4 .7 1.9 2.3 4.1 5.0 12.5

Pottery. .8 1.0 1.8 2.8 3.3 4.1 16.0

Tin_alloys 9.4 39.8 13.2 4.3 15.7 2.7 14.1

Base m_etals,_mit,s 2.0 1.5 .8 1.1 4.5 5.3 31.9

Sled nails spikes, _etc (3) - .1 1 .1 3.9 9.9 14.4

Meta] household utensils .2 .2 .2 .3 ' 1.4 1.3 3.5

Other 2.4 4.3 6.3 6.1 7.2 12.1 27.2

Machineryand transportequipment. (SITC 7) .1 .3 1.3 .5 .5 1.2 6.2 9.9

Nonelectrical machinery (7) .1 1.0 .4 .3 .8 3.9

Electrical machinery (3) .1 .3 .1 .2 .4 2.3

Transport equipment .1 .1 (3) (3) 0 (3) (4)

Miscellaneous manufactured goods (SITC 8) 19.2 25.6 47.5 58.0 120.2 240.2 417.6 67

Furniture .3 3.8 -3.9 --9.6

Clothing 5.5 8.8 16.5 25.5 68.5 165.8 278.0

Leather footwear .4 1.1 3.2 3.3 3.8 16.2 20.1

Articles of plastics, m.e.s. .5 .4 .4 .5 1.4 2.5 _.7

Toys, games and sporting goods .5 .2 . 4 -.6 7 -1.0 -2.8

Art and antiques 7.8 6.0 11.6 9.0 12.8 16.5 39.1

Jewelry -.a .7 -1.0 -1.1 1.7 1.6 6:9

Basketwork 2.6 5.3 10.1 10.7 20.3 26:4 43:0

Feather goods, n.e.s. (3) -.1 .7 2:6 3:5 1.2 3.1

Other 1.3 2.0 2.3 2:3 3:7 5:1 14.3

Other 1.2 1:5 1:7 1:6 1:0 4:7 3:5 20

!Da la_for 1978. 1979, and 1980 are ;11 F.

.Average annual rate of growth, 1975-80

'71411r110014.

Sources: UN Trade tapes, la 1914-80 data.

91-838 0 - 81 - 8
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Growing sensitivity also could limit the gains of other Chinese
exports in the 1982-85 period. Although small in comparisdn to
U.S. _footwear imports from other countries such as- South- Korea
and Taiwan, the sudden surge in Chinese footwear sales to the U.S.
has invoked complaints from U.S. shoe manufacturers. Chinese ex-
ports of prepared foods to the U.S. may run into similar problems.
Because of an outcry from domestic producers, the U.S. in 1980
raised the import tariff on Chinese canned mushrooms.

Supply constraints are expected to hold down PRC sales of fuels
and other raw materials to the U.S. in 1982-85. Because of the ex-
pected decline in China's oil production, the volume of exports to
the US: most likely will fall. Petroleum deliveries were largely re-
sponsible for the recent jump in U.S. crude material imports from
China and were a major contributor to the rapid growth of U.S.
total imports from the PRC.

The outlook for substantial increases in exports of other crude
materials, such as nonferrous metals, also appears slim, at least
over the next lour years. Because of production limitations, Chi=
nese exports of nonferrous metal to tha U.S. are not

ojexpected

to,
play a major role in U.S.-PRC trade in 1982-85. Sev eral prects
that were designed to help boost China's nonferrous metal output
reportedly have been postponed or cancelled.



SINO-JAPANESE ECONOMIC RELATIONS

By Richard K. Nanto*

INTRODUCTION

In 1951, Japanese Prime Minister Yoshida wrote to John Foster
Dulles that the Japanese Go-iernment desired "ultimately to have
a full measire of political peace and commercial intercourse with
China." l During the ensuing two decades, however, Japan's ruling
Liberal Democratic Party generally followed the U.S. lead and re-
stricted most of its political and economic relations to Taiwan. The
exchanges that did occur with the People's Republic were confined
primarily to limited commercial trade and people-to-people diplo-
macy, often spearheaded by Japan's opposition political parties.2 In
1965; however; despite these encumbrances, Japan became the
PRC's major trading partner.

As_the 1970s_began, however; pressUres were building itround the
Pacific Basin for a complete Sino-Japanese rapprochement. With
the end of the Vietnam War combined with what China perceived
to be an increased military threat from the Soviet Union and a
need for new trade and diplomatic thrusts; China sought to im-
prove its relations with Japan (and the United States).

Even before the announcement in 1971 of the thaw in American-
Chinese relations, unofficial exchanges between China and Japan
had been expanding. During 1971 and 1972, a remarkable reversal
of consensus occurred in Japan that led to a normalization of rela-
tions with the People's Republic in 1972.

Japan now stands as China's leading trade partner with about 20
percent of its total exports and imports. The two economies share a
natural complementarity buttressed by differences in level of devel-
opment, wage levels, capital stock, and natural resource endow-
ment. This complementarity provides' for large gains to be made
from specialization and exchange. Japan's high level of- technologi-
cal development, mechanization, and wage levels combined with a
near absence -of natural resources contrast sharply with China's
lower levels of manufacturing technology, wages, nascent mechani-
mtion, as well as abundant reserves of natural resources (although
somewhat underdeveloped).

The geographical proximity of China and Japan allows for inex-
pensive ocean transport compared with trading routes to Europe,
the Americas; or Australia. In a statement accompanying the Sino-

!Analyst inInternational Trarle and Finance, Economics Division, Library of Congress.
' Letter. Prime Minister Shigeru Yoshida to John Foster Dulles. Department of State Bulletin,

Jan.-28, 1952.y.-120.
2 For more in6irmation_ on Japanese-PRC relations _daring this period, F". ChaeJin Lee; Japan

Faces China; Political and Economic Relations in the Postwar Era. Baltimore, Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1976.

(109)
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Japanese Treaty of Peace and Friendship, China referred to the
two_countries as "joined by_a strip of water"."

Sino-Japanese commercial relation:; also feed off of the deteriora=
tion in Sino-Soviet relations. Since China uses_ its foreign trade as

-1 important instrument of foreign policy, it al parently has direct:
ed some trade _toward Japan (and the United States) in an attempt
to strengthen its position vis-a-vis the Soviet Union.

Prior to 1972, Sino-Ji.rpanese trade never exceeded $900 million
both ways. In 1972, the two-way trade jumped to $1.1 billion, tri=
pled to $3.3 billion in 1974, peaked at $3.8 billion in 1975 before
dropping to $3.0 billion in 1976: By 1978, however; the two-way
trade level had leaped to $5,0 billion, grew further to $6.5 billion in
1979, and reached ,$9.4 billion in 1980. In 1980, Japan bought 20
percent of the PRC's exports and provided 25 percent of its im-
ports.

This bilateral trading relationship affect§ the United States in
several ways. First, American and Japanese export industries com-
pete directly with each other for sales of specific commodities in
the China mrirket. Second, the United States and Japan also corn:
Pete indirectly in their levels of trade with the PRC. Since the PRC
tends to incur trade deficits with both countries, a large deficit
with one country will tend_ to cle_press purchases from the other.
Third, solutions to problems Japan has encountered in its China
trade can provide valuable information to guide U.S. actions in
Similar circumstances. And fourth, the United States has an inter-
est in the development of friendly Sino-Japanese relations as a sta-
bilizing force in Asia.

In this paper, Sino-Japanese economic relations are examined
from a Japanese perspective in terms of institutions, cultural, and
historical factors underlying trade and then in terms of the levels
and commodity composition of that trade. Specific bilateral trade
issues, including the problem of contract cancellations, are then
discussed.

CHINA'S ORIENTATION TOWARD JAPAN: A NATURAL POSTURE?

Over the centuries, Japan has absorbed so much Chinese culture
that the study of Chinese history, calligraphy, and literature is
mandatory in Japanese public education. Until the nineteenth cen-
tury, China was the center of the oriental world. Along with Korea,-
Japan's ethnic ties to China are probably closer than to any other
nation.

China also views Japan as more of a kindred country than the
nations of the West. In Chinese rhetoric, the Japanese might be
classified with "monopoly capitalists", but unlike Westerners they
are not tagged as "foreign devils". Japan's experience with econom-
ic development also serves as a model for China. China's four mod-
ernizations by which it plans to develop during the last two dec-
ades of the twentieth century is reminiscent of Japan's thrust for
"fukoku kyohei" (rich nation; strong military) during the late nine-
teenth century.

'Let the People of China and Japan Remain Friends for all Generations to Come, Renmin
Ribao editorial reprinted in Beijing Review, Aug. Di, 1978. p. 10.
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In modern times, however, relations between China and Japan
have been more antipathetic than amicable. Beginning with the
Sino-Japanese War in 1895, through Japan's establishment of Man-
churia, peaking with Japan's invasion and occupation of much of
China during World War II, and continuing with Japan's support
of the U.S. policy of containment of China after 1949, Sino=Japa-
nese relations in the twentieth century have been considerably less
than friendl: .

Although China has chosen not to- make an issue of Japan's ac-
tions against it during World War 11, among the Chinese people
there is an undercurrent of resentment toward Japan that has
been nurtured by decades of Chinese education and which could
surface under certain _circumstances. _During the normalization
talks between Premier Zhou and Prime Minister Tanaka, for exam-
ple, the Chinese officials appeared to be visibly disturbed that
Tanaka did not openly apologize for Japan's pasi, actions against
the Chinese people.''

China and Japan also differ considerably from each other. West-
erners might be hard pressed to distinguish between the two races
or their written languages, but there is probably almost as much
difference between Chiy. a and Japan as there is between the
United States and Japan. Part of the gap between China and
Japan stems from the divergent paths of economic development
each has taken from the middle of the nineteenth century. While
the two countries were economically similar in the mid-1800's, the
rapid industrialization, modernization, Westernization, and the
market oriented economy of Japan has catapulted its society more
into a WeStern than Eastern mold. The typical citizen of Tokyo
probably lives more like his counterpart in Washington than in
Beijing.

Still, geographic proximity, long historical ties, close ethnic iden-
tification, the opportunity for mutually advantageous trade; the
Chinese-perceived threat from the Soviet Union, and tht sheer size
of each economy compel closer economic ties between the two coun-
tries during the 1980s. These ties have been flourishing under the
new institutional framework for Sino-Japanese economic relations
deve!cped during the 1970s.

TREATIES AND AGREEMENTS: THE TIES THAT BIND

Since the major portion of Chinese trade is conducted by govern-
ment agencies, trade with the PRC has difficulty developing with-
out an official institutional framework. In 1971, former President
Nixon's announcement of his proposed visit to China came as a
great "shokku" (shock) to Japan; in part because the ruling Liberal
Democratic Party (LDP) had resisting pressures- from both the
opposition Socialists and Communists and even factions within its
own party to re-establish complete economic and diplomatic rela-
tions with China.

The Nixon announcement came with what many in Japan con-
sider inadequate consultation with them. Japan most likely would
not have opposed such a move anyway, but the growing Sino-

Lee. op: tit. p: 122:
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American rapprochement left the LDP clinging to an obsolete for-
eign policy that potentially could have weakened its domestic polit-
ical power.

Following the Nixon breakthrough, Japan's LDP moved quickly
to upgrade Japans ties with the PRC. Normalization of relations in
1972 was followed by a trade agreement in 1974 which included the
mutual extension of most-favored-nation status. In 1978;- the two
countries concluded a Long-term Trade Agreement, a Treaty of
Peace and Friendship, and extended the newly signed trade agree-
ment. In addition, smaller agreements on aviation, maritime trans-
port and cargo, and recognition of trade marks have also been
signed.5

The Long-term Trade AgreementThe Sino-Japanese Long-term
Trade Agreement (LTTA); signed on February 1G; 1978 had been
under consideration for several years. The Agreement sets forth
planned increases in imports from and exports to Japan.6

The agreement, itself, was signed by two private committees, al-
though each had the support of its respective government. On the
Japanese side the Provisional Committee for the Japan-China
Long-term Trade Agreement consisted mainly of representatives
from large Japanese corporations with interest in doing business
with China, Such as Nippon Steel, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries,
and the Bank of Tokyo. On the Chinese side was the China-Japan
Long-term Trade Council, headed by China's Vice-minister of For-
eign Trade.

The eight-year agreement set specific targets for both the level of
trade and for Chinese exports of crude oil, coking, coal and ordi-
nary coal over the first five years of the agreement. It called for a
total of $20 billion in two-way trade divided equally between the
two countries.

According to the agreement, Chinese exports of crude oil to
Japan were scheduled to rise from 7 million tons in 1978 to 15 mil-
lion tons in 1982. Exports of coking coal were likewise slated to rise
to 2 million tons in 1982 while ordinary coal was to increase to
about 1.G million tons. Japan was to export machinery and equip-
ment to China. The equipment for phase one of the Baoshan Iron
and Steel Works in Shanghai were the first complete plants im-
ported from Japan under the agreement."

Article 3 of the LTTA allows for China's imports to be financed
on a "deferred payment formula," but no system of trade accounts,
a type of barter system common among communist bloc nations,
was established_ The concept behind the agreement, however, was
that China would trade its energy resources for Japan's high tech-
nology equipment and products. No specific interest rates or pay-
ment terms were designated in the agreement (mainly because the
two sides could not reach a consensus on them). This problem was
later solved in the extension of the LTTA.

In Japan. the three trade itsmeiations that deal with China are the Assoctation_fiar_the Pro
motion _of International Tr:ide (KohubosoluitttuL_JaPart-China Association on Economy and
Trade iNichu Keii.,i Kyokiiii and the Japan External Trade Organivation IJETROt See Japan's
Matchmaker. China Trade Report, v. :9, April-198J. pp. 13-14.

" An unofficial tranSlation of the agreement is in China Newsletter; v. 25, June 1978.
7 Ky Ying. China-Japan Trade. China's Foreign Trade, Feb. 1979, pp. 2-3.
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Article 4 of the 1:ITA eliminated the political conditions previ=
ously required for Japanese companies to do business with the
PRC. It states that transactions from the agreement would be con-
ducted on the "basis of reasonable international prices and interna-
tional trade practices."

Economic exchanges between- China and Japan under the trade
agreement rapidly expanded to levels exceeding even the most opti-
rniStic expectations. During the first six months of 1978; Japanese
firms had contracted to sell almost $10 billion worth of exports to
the PRCthe amount stipulated for the entire eight years of the
agreement. In addition, in August of' that year, the two countries
signed a Treaty of Peace and Friendship which generated_more op-
timism about future levels of trade. On September 14, 1978, there:
fore, the LTTA was extended five more years to 1990 with the total
amount of two-way trade raised from $20 billion for the eight:year
period to $80-$100 billion for the new thirteen-year span:

The LTTA extension also established a regular ministerial-level
conferenceto discuss trade matters; provided for- Japan's coopera-
tion in developing China's electrical power, coal,_and nonferrous
metal industries; called for a treaty on science and - technological
exchange; permitted- Japanese businesses to open offices in China;
and recognized tentative acceptance by China of guidelines by the
Organization for Economic- Cooperation and Development (OECD)
for calcating interest rates:

The LTTA along with _its extension gave Japanese manufacturers
a firm competitive position in vying with Western developed na7
tions for China's business, despite a similar agreement on trade
that had been reached between China and the European Economic
Cammunity.s

Sino-Japanese Peace and E iendship TreatyThe Treaty of San
Francisco which officially ended the war with Japan for the United
States and forty-eight other Allied countries did not include either
the Soviet Union or the PRC, although Taiwan did sign a separate
peace treaty. The official termination of hostilities between the
PRC and Japan, therefore, required a_bilateral Treaty of Peace and
Friendship. Article S of the Tanaka-Zhou joint statement in 1972,
Which normalized relations between the two countries; called for
the conclusion of such a treaty.'

Two problems between -China and Japan greatly hindered the
smooth conclusion of the Treaty of' Peace and Friendship and still
remain unresolved: The first was the claim by each nation to the
Senkaku (Tiao Yu-t'ai) Islands located between Okinawa and
Taiwan. The second was the antihegemony clause which China in-
sisted be included in the treaty.

Both China- and Japan 'appear to have legitimate claims_ under
international law to the Senkaku Islands located between Okinawa
and Taiwan. The importance of the islands has been underscored
by the possibility that sizable offshore oil deposits exist in their vi-
cinity:: Four months prior to the signing of the treaty, more than
100 Chinese fishing boats entered the waters around the islands.

'! Tracy DahlbV. Peking opens the door to Japan. Far Eastern Economic Review!. v. 99, March
3. 1971i. pp. 40,11.

The Joint Statement is reprinted in Lee, op. cit.. p. 111.
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Chinese fishermen brandished placards laying_claim to theislands
and caused a wave of political pandemonium in Tokyo.'" The flap
was temporarily resolved when the Chinese stated the incursions
were accidental. The two sides reached a "tacit understanding," ac-
cording to Japan,_ that each _side would not touch on the issue in
order that normalization could proceed."

_ One of the purposes for which China. sought normalization of re-_
lations with Japan was to counter what it_ perceives_ as_a growing
military threat. from the Soviet Union. The Tanaka-Zhou joint
statement in 1972 contained a_ clause opposing efforts-by any coun-
try to establish hegemony in the Asia-Pacific region. China insisted
that such a clause also be included -in the peace treaty; but "Tokyo
resisted for fear of further angering Moscow, which viewed the
clause as unmistakably anti-Sovet." 12 After three years of being
deadfocked on this issue, a compromise was reached by inserting
article IV. into the treaty. This states that the treaty would not
affect relations with third countries.''

GSP _Tariff _Treatment for ChinaAs_ of April 1980 Japan has
granted the PRC preferential treatment for its _exports to_Japan
under .what is referred_ to as the Generalized System of Prefer-
ences. This action qualifies_ certain Chinese exports to be accorded
reduced import duties within certain quota ceilings in Japan."
Japan had previously granted China most-favored-nation (MFN)
status.

The Japanese- preferential tariff system covers_ 75 agricultural
and marine products as well as all mineral and industrial products
except for about 25 items including oil; plywood; and raw silk (a
major Chinese export). Agricultural and marine products have no
quota ceilings and are accorded preferential_ tariffs that are 10 to
100 percent lower than MFN rates. Mineral and industrial prod-
ucts generally are without tariffs except for 48 commodities which
have rates set at 50 percent of the MFN rates. Japan's formula for
computing_ quota _ceilings had to be adjusted to account for the in:
creased volume of-trade-from China; ostensibly in order to _prevent
sudden increases in ceilings which would impact certain domestic
industries adver3ely.

In order for a country to qualify. for GSP treatment from Japan,
its economy _ must .be_ classified _as_ less- developed;- it must be a
member of the United Nations Conference- on Trade and Develop-
ment Mot_ the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade as is re-
quired in the United States), and the action must be approved by a
Japanese Cabinet Order.

Granting of GSP treatment- for China is particularly significant
for Japan because it marks the crumbling of a pillar upon which
the Long-term Trade Agreement was _based. The conceptual struc-
ture underlying the LTTA was that the PRC would be able to pay
for f:ts imports of technology; machinery, and other sophisticated

1" Susumu Awimoharii. An ill wind from the Senkakus. Far Eastern Economic Review, v. 100,
April 28. 1978: lip, 10-11,

1 Chugoku, Gyosen-Shutsugyo wit Guhatsu (China, fishing by fishing boats accidental). Asahi
Shimbun, April 111. 1978. P. 1.

" Tzacy Dahlby. Looking for a fancy phrase. Far Eastern Economic Re-iew, v. 101, Aug. 18,
1978. pp. 10-11.

13 The full text -of -the treaty is in the Beijing Review. v, Xi, Aug, 18, 1978.
"Japan extends GSP tariff treatment to China. China Newsletter, June 1980. pp. 21-22.

11 -1- t_J
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products with exports of crude oil and coal. With the difficulty that
China is experiencing in increasing its energy production, however,
Japan is being compelled to ease the entry_of Chinese exports of
manufactured goods, many of which compete directly with Japa-
nese products, in order to .bring bilateral trade more into balance.

LEVEL OF TRADE: MOSTLY UP BUT SOMETIMES DOWN

During the three decades following the Communist revolution in
China, the level of bilateral trade with Japan has generally fol-
lowed a steep upward trend but also has fallen dramatically during
certain periods. From 1950 to 1956, total trade- (exports plus im-
ports) grew from $59.0 to $151.0 million under three private trade
agreements. (See Table 1)

TABLE 1.-JAPAN'S TRADE WITH THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA, EXPORTS, IMPORTS, AND

SHARES OF TOTAL TRADE, 1950-80

[Dollars in thousands]

Japan's exportS to the
PRC

Japan's imparts from
the PRC

Japan's trade
with- tht_PRC
as a percent

of Japan's
total trade

China's trade
with Japan as
a percent of
China's total

trade

1950 $19,633 $39.328 3:3 4.9

1956 67,339 83.447 2:6 4.8

1959 -3,648 _18,917 0:3 0.5

1966 .
315,150 306.237 3:2 14.6

1972 608.921 491:116 2:1 18.6

1913 .. 1,039,494 - 974;010 2.7 20.4

1914 1,984,475 1.304:768 2.8 24.0

1975 2,258,577 1;531:076 3.3 26.0

1916. 1,662,568 1:370,915 2.3 22.9

1977. 1,938,643 1,546;902 2.3 23.2

1918 3,048,748 2:030,292 2.9 23.8

1979 .
3,698,670 2;954:781 3.1 22.6

1980 . 5,078,335 4.323.374 3.9 23.1

Note Valuation it free on board for eiports and customs clearance for imports.

-Sources -BM on-Bank at LW. Econormc Statistics Monthly China Newsletter, March -April 1981. p 32-36, (Mice of the Prime Minister.

Japan Statistical Yearbook. and International Monetary Fund. International Financial Statistics.

In 1957, however,_ the breakdown in talks establishing a forth
trade agreement combined with an incident in Nagasaki over a
Chinese national flag caused the PRC -to cancel about $100 million
in import and export contracts. Within two years, total trade be-
tween the two countries had plumrneted to $22.6 million.

In 1960, however, with the failure of _the- Great Leap Forward
and the escalating Sino-Soviet confrontation; the PRC began again
to encourage trade with Japan. _By 1963, total trade had nearly_ re-
gained the previous high- recorded in 1956, and by 1966 had quadru-
pled to $621.4 million. _The_Cultural Revolution beginning in 1966
however, abruptly dampened both China's ability and inclination
to rely on fdreign trade. For the next two years, trade with Japan
fell_ but in 1969 quickly recovered.

Fallowing normalization of relations between the two countries
in 1972 total -trade has been growing at an average rate of 30.8 -per-
cent per year In 1980 total bilateral trade _reached $9401.7 million
with Japan's exports to the PRC at $5,078.3 million and imports at
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$4323..1 million. Barring dramatic political changes in the PRC,
trade with Japan should' continue to grow during the 1980s, al-
though the rate of increase will likely moderate consider.. bly.
China's shopping list with Japan appears to be virtually end,ess.
The major-constraint seems to be China's ability to generate suffi-
cient foreign exchange to pay for imports from Japan.

In terms of de_pendency, the PRC generally depends more on
trade with Japan ,than-Japan depends on trade with the PBC.
Since the mid-1960s, Sino-Japanese trade has accounted for a sig-
nificantly. larger percentage of Chinese thLri Japanse trade. The bi-
lateral trade comprises about 3 percent of Japanese external mer-
chandise trade while it accounts for about 22 percent of China's.
(According to Chinese statistics, in 1980, Japan accounted for 22.2
percent of Chinese exports and 26.0 percent of ChineSe imports).
While Japan is the PRC's largest trading partner, the PRC ranks
fifth (up from seventh in 1979) in Japan's trade behind the United
States, Saudia Arabia, Indonesia, and Australia. Japan's trade with
the PRC is at, about the same level as that with Taiwan, Korea,
and Gernumy.

In general, Chinese imports from Japan also play a more signifi-
cant role in the "four modernizations" than Japanese imports from
China play in Japan's economic plans. Although China could pro,
cure many, of Japan's_exports of high technology equipment and
steel- products elsewhere; the combination of price, quality, and fa-
vorable financing would be difficult to match.

The bilateral balance of trade during the sixteen years from 1950
to 1965 favored China, which over that period ran a cumulative
surplus ofL$281:3 million and an average surplus of $17.6 million
per year From 1966, however, the surplus swung to Japan's side
with the Chinese incurring a cumulative bilateral trade deficit of
$5,6:33.2 million over the next 15 years for an average of $375.5 mil-
lion per year and a record $1;018.5 million in 1978.

China's bilateral trade deficit with Japan has recently been
showing signs of narrowing. In 1980; for example, the trade would
likely had been close to a balance were it not for a fourth-quarter
surge in- Japanese shipments of machinery and a rush of last-
minute imports by local Chinese authorities in anticipation of
tighter restrictions on their importing activities. During the fourth
quarter, Chinese imports from Japan exceeded its exports by more
than $500 million to balloon the 1980 trade deficit to $755 million,
up from the 1979 level of :$744 million.

As- a percentage of two-way trade, however, China's bilateral
deficit with Japan has declined from 20.1 percent in 1978, to 11:2
percent in 1979, and to 8.0 percent in 1980. China's policy of read-
justment and the slowing of orders for new plant and equipment
from dapanindicate that future bilateral trade is likely to be closer
to balance. One forecast projects the Japanese surplus to_disappear
by 1983 and a $460 million deficit to appear by 1985.'5 This bodes
well for U.S. _exports to the PRC, in as much as a reduced deficit

Japanese exports valued f.o.b. and imports from China _elf .Masahiko Etiashi. Boeki no
Ko oo 191(0 Nendai no Tenho (Structure of trade and outlook for the 1980s) in Shigeru
Ishikawa, ed. WO Nendai no Chugoku Keizai (The Chinese economy in the 1980s). Tokyo, Nihon
Kokusaio Mondai Ken kyujo., DSO. p. 250.
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with Japan will we the pressure of China to reduce its equally
large deficit in trade with the United States. The PR.C's trade sur-
plus with Hong Kong of more than $2 billion per year, however,
gives it considerable leeway to run bilateral deficits with other
countries.

COMMODITY COMPOSITION OF TRADE

The con ldity composition of trade between the PRC and Japan
attests to the complementarity of the two economies. Chinese ex-
ports to Japan consist primarily of raw materials; food; and light
manufactures: Japanese exports to China, on the other hand, are
comprised mainly of products of heavy industry and high technol-
ogy.

As shown in Table 2, in 1980 over half of China's merchandiSe
exports to Japan consisted of mineral products with crude oil alone
accounting for 45.1 percent of the total. Coal exports, while still
only about a tenth of the value of oil, nearly doubled between 1979
and 1980.

TABLE 2.CHINA'S MERCHANDISE EXPORTS TO JAPAN BY COMMODITY, 1979

CLEARANCE BASIS

1Dollai amounts in thousands)

-80: CUSTOMS

1980

Commodity 1919 4380 share
(percent)

Animal products of which 5285 606 5291,108 6.9

Fish and shellfish 182 :536 181.979 4.2

Vegetable products 341.516 321,623 7.4

Mineral products of which 1,272,815 2,514 233 58.2

Coal 69,098 116,519 2.7

Crude oil 1,003,522 1,949,172 45 1

Textiles and textiles articles of which 679,323 682,967 15.8

Silk and silk fabrics .. . .... .. 251,812 171,611 4.0

Cotton and cotton fabrics 104,131 92,180 2.1

Garments ..
Others

161,716
375,461

230,104

507,443

5.3

113

Total
2,954,181 4,323,314 100.0

WO Japan External Trade Organization Japan China Trade. 1980 Statistics China (Owsletter. March April 1981 p 35

Textiles and textile articles at 15.8 percent of total Chinese ex-
ports to Japan reflect China's comparative advantage in labor in-
tensive arid traditional silk products. Note, however, that garments
have supplanted silk as China's major textile export to Japan. This
refleetS,_bbth increased Japanese protection of its silk industry and
a rise in exports of finished clothing.-Some of the clothing is being
manufactured under compensatory trade arrangements,_whereb_y
China pays for imports of equipment with exports of specific com-
modities, many of which are manufactured according to Japanese
specifications.' 6 Chinese textile exports potentially could become a
major point of friction in Japan, as it is in the other developed
countries of the Werld. In textiles, Japanese industry competes di-
rectly with Chinese products.

For a typical case of Japanese sewing machines traded for pajama output, see Japan exter-
nal Trade Organization. China: a business Guide. Tokyo, JETRO, 1979. p. 157-9.
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The remainder of the Chinese exports consist of agricultural
products; meats, _fish, shellfish, and miscellaneous articles; such as
antiques, art work, building materials, and fireworks.

Japanese exports to the PRC, as shown in Table 3, consist pri-
marily of products of heavy industry and high technology. Machin-
ery and mechanical apparatus comprise 42.2 percent of the exports
with nearly hall of that accounted for by general. machinery.
Metals and metallic _articles account for another 33.2 percent of
Japanese exports -to China. Iron and steel- products alone account
for nearly a third of Japan's exports to the PRC with a value of
more than $1.5 billion per year. It is-- little wonder, therefore, that
projects such as the BaoShan steel mill hold such appeal to Chinese
planners.

TABLE 3. JAPAN'S MERCHANDISE EXPORTS TO CHINA BY COMMODITY, 1979-80

(Dollar amounts in thousands!

Commodity 19/9 1980
1980
share

(percent)

Chemical goorb, of which $486,083 $515,416 11.3

Chemical fertilizers 208,414 244,416 4.8
Metals and articles thereof of which 1,748,912 1,686,655 33.2

Iron and steel and articles thereof. ....... 1,725,191 1,618,233 31.9
Machinery and mechanized apparatus of which .. 1,134,043 2,154,309 42.2

General machinery 418,229 1,164,226 22.9
Electrical machinery 164,693 422,428 8.3
Transport machinery 429,814 426,746 8.4

Scientific, optical, and precision apparatu.i. 121,301 140,909 2.8

Textiles and textile articles of which 164,127 403,900 8.0
Man.made fibers 50,839 155,127 3.1

Others 165,505 258,055 5.1

Total exports 3,698,670 5,078,335 100.0

Source Japan Externai Trade Organization Japan China Trade 1980 Statistics China Newsletter March April 1981 p 33

Chemical goods comprise another 11.3 percent of Japanese ex-
ports to China, textiles and textile articles 8.0 percent and miscel-
laneous items 5.1 percent. Japanese textile exports to China consist
almost entirely of synthetic fibers or yarns. This contrasts sharply
with Chinese textile exports to Japan, which consist primarily of
fabrics of silk and cotton as well as garments.

Little is reported about competition between domestic Chinese
manfacturers and imports from Japan. This stems partly from the
Chinese view of imports as a supplement to domestic production or
a source of supply for goods not available domestically. Still, com-
petition must exist in industries such as machine tools, steel prod-
ucts,- and electronics equipment in which Chinese industry is rea-
sonably well developed. In computers, for example, imports must
exert acute pressures on Chinese production- facilities that are
turning out computers that are often one-of=a-kind and at least a
generation behind those available from abroad.' 7

In the China market, Japanese exports often compete directly
with those from the United States. Except in iron and steel prod-

" Karen Berney. Computer sales to China. China Business Review, v, 7, SeptemberOctober
19SO. pp. 28-32.
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ucts; in which Japan holds a major cost advantage and in agriciil=
tural goods, in which the United States holds dominant_advantage;_
US: and Japanese firms frequently compete head-on for sales tif
China. Some evidence exists that political considerations intervene
to favor one side or the other. Still, the ability of U.S. firms to coin:
We With Japan in this market is one indicator of the international
strength of U.S. industry.

In 1980, for example, while the United States exported $3,754.4
million in merchandise to China, Japan exported 5,078.3 million
dollars' worth. For the United States; however, $2,258.9 million in
exports were in agricultural products and cotton. In machinery ex=
ports, the United States shipped $164:7 in equipment (earth
moving, material handling,_ data processing and communications)
and machine tools. During the same year, Japan exported $1,595.4
million or nearly 10 times as much machinery, including $1,171.6
million in non electrical machinery (engines, pumps, lifting ma-
chinery, excavating machinery, and machine tools) and $423.8 mil-
lion in electrical machinery (power machinery, television, tele-
graph, and furnaces). In iron and Steel products, likewise, the
United States exported $42.2 million to China in 1980 compared
With $1,626.4 from Japan. 18

Of course; trade between the United States and China is expand:
ing rapidly from a small base. In 1980, U.S. exports to China were
at approximately the level of Japan's in 1978. Japan's ekports of
machinery are also expected to taper off over the next few years as
the backlog of deliveries of machinery for whole plants contracted
during 1978 and 1979 are completed or terminated: The United
States also leads Japan in sales to China of some highly SophiSti=
cated items such as aircraft and computers: Japan exports virtually
no aircraft and despite U.S. restrictions on shipmentS of strategic
equipment to China, cumulative U.S. sales of computers to China
(as of fall 1980) totalled an estimated $152.9 million compared with
Japan's $75.3 million 19_

Still, a comparison of U.S. and Japanese sales to China indicates
that Japan apparently holds a sizable advantage over the United
States in selling non-agricultural goods to China: This is not incon-
sistent with U.S. and Japanese export performance in other third
World markets. In general, Japan_ has been gaining position in
manufactured exports, while the United States has been losing."

While geographic proximity and lower costs of production con-
tribute to Japan s industrial competitiveness, Japanese government
policies also enhance Japan's ability to compete in China. JaPah'S
government established official trading agreements and facilities
quickly after normalization. The government also moved speedily
to grant most-favored-nation status and preferential tariffs for
China: Perhaps equally as important, however, has been the wide
range of government industrial policy measures favoring industrial
development and export competitiveness in Japan. Such measures
include rapid depreciation schedules, favorable tax treatment, pro-

! "Data FrOm W. Central Intelligence Agency, National Foreign Assessment Center. China:
International Trade, Fourth Quarter, 1980. pp. 2J-25.

9 Berney, op. cit., pp. 29-32.
2° Eleanor M. Hadley, Japan's Export. Competitiveness in Third World Markets, Significant

Issues Series. Center for Strategic and International Studies, Georgetown University. 1981. p. 6.
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motion of rationalization (efficiency in production), and an ample
Supply of credit.2'

BILATERAL TRADE ISSUES

Bilateral trade between the PRC and Japan benefits both coun-
tries but is not without problems. From China's viewpoint, the
trade deficit with Japan has been large and chronic, although re-
cently it has shown signs of disappearing. There is some asymme-
try in the indirect benefits from the bilateral trade. The goods that
China sells to Japan tend to be raw materials, food, and light man-
ufacturers in which the value added is low and the technological
spin-offs few, while the goods that Japan sells to the PRC tend to
be products with high value added and technological_ spin-offs.
Some of the advanced plant technology purchased from Japan also
seems inappropriate for China's developing economy.

From Japan's viewpoint, the problems in trade with China have
centered mainly on financing and vacillation in Chinese economic
policy. Japan has been the major victim of the Chinese cancellation
or postponement of investment projects. Japanese firms exporting
plants to China have complained that because the Chinese reject
foreign participation in project planning, they are precluded from
conducting feasibility studies or other preparations.22 Japan has
also experienced difficulties in assimilating some Chinese products
such as heavy petroleum- which requires special equipment to
refine. 2 3 Chinese silk and fishery exports also compete directly
with two industries in Japan that are declining:24

The major benefits to Japan from the trade are diversification in
sources of supply, in particular for energy; the development of a
sizable, new export market, economic ties with the largest country
in Asia, an' the opportunity to assist an Asian nation with which
Japan has close cultural affinity. China also sells certain items,
such as silk and art works, unavailable from other markets-,

For the PRC, trade with Japan also represents a diversification
in sources of supply and a new market for Chinese exports. Certain
Chinese products, such as textiles and garments, meet restricted
markets in North America or Europe. Yet these are the products
in which the PRC is perhaps the most competitive and most able to
increase output quickly. In 1980, for example, China exported
$403.9 million worth of textiles to Japan.

As the only major industrialized nation in Asia, Japan offers
China a wide range of high-technology products at competitive
prices and relatively short delivery tithes. Since much of the ad-
vanced technology available-in Japan is embodied in machines and
equipment, that technology can be obtained simply by purchasing
the final product. The alternative cost of developing such technol-
ogy domestically would be extremely high compared to buying it on

2i For further discussion, set. Fladley, op, cit. ..
42_ Takup Shimano.flverview.. Ec)oriarnic _Eye,.Y. 2, June 1981. p. 2.
2" For further information, see Witco Senn°. floeki (Trade -Fin Sueo Sekiguchi, ed. Chugoku

Krizai wo Shindan Suru (Examining the Chinese economy(. Tokyo, Japan Economic Regeareh
Center, 1979. pp. 18-22.

24-nit tOttile issue is discussed briefly in Sue() Sekiguchi, Chugoku Keizai to Nihon (The Chi-
nese economy and Japan) in Sekiguchi. op. cit.

1; 1 i
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the open market. In the words of a Chinese official, "A country cut
off-from the outside world can never be modernized." 25

Except for items such as Chinese-character computers, however,
most products from Japan could also be supplied by other nations;
although priceS might be higher.- Japan; however, plays a key role
in diversifying China's sources of supply in order to avoid a replay
of the 1950s when it became overly dependent on machinery im-
ports from the Soviet Union.

In general, the benefits to healthy trade between the PRC and
Japan far outweigh the problems. Some of the problems, moreover;
are expected to be resolved as political conditions stabilize in China
and as the Chinese gain experience in international finance. Two
major problems still unresolved, however, have been project cancel-
lations and_China's stagnating energy exports.

Project Cancellations. In early 1981, China announced the can-
cellation or postponement of five major chemical and steel projects
worth some $2.5 billion. (Some of the- projects have subsequently
been revived.) Of the countries affected, Japan was the hardest hit
with approximately $1.5 billion worth of contracts at stake, includ-
ing seven -turn key petrochemical plants and much of the Baoshan
Iron and Steel Works near Shanghai:

This shift in stategy came as a direct outgrowth of the general
policy of "readjustment" in China and the realization that China
would have insufficient funds, both yen and Yuan, to complete the
projects. DomeStically, Chinese government budgetary deficits, the
resurgence of inflation, and public demands for more consumer
goods required that China's rate of investment be reduced. Interna-
tionally, shortages of fcreign exchange and China's growing foreign
debt similarly required that investments in imported plant and
equipment be curtailed. Rising world petroleum prices, stagnating
Chinese petroleum of it shortages of raw materials and electric-
ity, difficulties in conz. action; and the inappropriate technology of
some Chinese imports (that is technology that suited Japan's
import- and export-oriented economy more than China's) resulted
in the planned construction of some plants that were ill-conceived
or -ill- suited to China's economy andiesource base.26

The Chine§ee§timate that each dollar spent for imports of whole
plants requires between 7 to 9 yuan in internal Chinese funds for
construction, Since 1978, the PRC had contracted for more than $7
billion in plant imports which would have required more than 50
to 60 billion, yuan in funds for domestic construction. 27 With a na-
tional budget of some 120 billion yuan. it is little wonder readjust-
inent became the order of the day in Beijing. The Baoshan steel
complex alone is estimated to have accounted for about 7 percent
of China's national budget. 28

The contracts in question had been signed in 1979 and 1980, and
Japanese companies were far along into filling the orders. In many

"Speed) by Lei_liteririiirr,_Vice Chairman and Vice President of- the -China InterriatiOrial Trust
and Investment Corporation before the Trilateral Member's Beijing Meeting, May 20-23, 1981.

26 See Section 111 on Baoshan for details. _
27 Tsuyoshi Yamaniedo._ Semarareru Nihon Seifu no Taio (The Japanese government pressed

fora respoliSeJ,_Toa, April 1981. p_. 42.
2 Enerugi Shigen 1Viondai Chosakai. Chugoku no_Enerugi alio to Sono_Haikei (China's energy

situation and its background). Enerugi Shigen Shosa Shiryo Dal 13-go, December 1980. p. 1.

9
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cases as much as half of the equipment ordered had been produced
and shipped or was waiting for loading at port when the cancella-
tion notices were received."

The announcements of the contract problems took most Japanese
by surprise, even though there had been some early warnings. Offi-
cials of both governments feared that the situation if left unattend-
ed 'could strain their economic relations. Both governments imme-
diately dispatched officials to the other country to discuss the
matter. The Japanese delegation to China emphasized repeatedly
that the contract problems were unprecedented and that they were
not pleased with the manner in which Japanese firms had been no-
tified of the problem."°

The resolution of the issue proceeded first through a period of
education when both sides reread the contracts and reviewed pre-
cendents to determine an appropriate course of action. The solu-
tions proposed called for either invoking the Japanese govern-
ment's export insurance, providing compensation for the firms in-
volved, or continuing the projects through either loans or joint ven-
tures.

Compensating Japanese firms through the government's export
insurance was quickly ruled out when it was realized that that
such action would require designating the PRC as a poor credit
risk which would virtually eliminate future export insurance from
the Japanese government, jeopardize yen credits from Japan's
Export-Import Bank, and possibly end deferred-payment arrange-
ment for Beijing."' This would place Japanese firms at a consider-
able competitive disadvantage in bidding for future _contracts.
Japan would also be required to notify other nations of the inci:
dent.

As for compensation paid by the PRC, the Chinese who have had
but short experience in Western contractural law were dismayed to
find that compensation for the cancelled contracts would cost so
much that in cases it was less expensive to go ahead with the -pur-
chases. The possibility of reselling the equipment after delivery
was explored but dismissed as impractical.

The obvious solution for the Chinese was to obtain outside fi-
nancing; either from the Japanese government, from banks; or
from private Japanese firms in the form of a joint venture. Joint
ventures were generally ruled out, however; because of their high
risk and questionable profitability.

What appears to have evolved from the Sino-Japanese negotia-
tions will be Japanese credits of 200 billion yen (approximately
$900 million) to keep the Baoshan steel mill and the Daqing petro-
chemical complex alive. The amount will be divided evenly be-
tween commodity loans and an Export-Import Bank loan. China
originally sought 600 billion yen in financial assistance. Additional
funds will be met by loans from commercial banking institutions."

"Masahiko Ishizuka. Japan-China economic ties become seriously. strained Jnpan Economic
Journal; v. 19; Feb. 10,19814. 1.

1" Keiji Samejima-Japun-China Economic_Exchance at Alie_Crossroads. Economic Eye (trans-
latelfrom Nihon Keizai Shimbun, Feb. 27-28,1981), v. 2, June 1981.

';John-Lewis-and David 13onavia. The honeymoon is over. Far Eastern Economic Review, v.
112,,Feb, 2C, 19E31:_ci- 46.,

32 Y200 billion credit for Chinese projects. Japan Economic Journal, v. 19; June 30; 1981. p.:3.
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Japan, however, fears that such loans to China could set a bad
precedent that will invite other countries who encounter_ funding
difficulties to appeal for similar financial assistance." The loans
also will not solve -the PRC's internal funding problem. Even if part
of the loan is used for internal construction, inflationary pressures
cannot be avoided unless an equivalent amount of savings is gener-
ated domestically. Funding domestic expenditures through borrow-
ing; even international borrowing; is still deficit spending.

The contract cancellations illustrate _three major _points. First;
the Japanese government is willing to absorb some of the risks in-
volved in _exporting to China._ Second; Japan - values its friendly ties
with the PRC to the extent that it is not willing to allow economic
disputes to sour .that relationship. And third; both Japan and the
PRC are going through a learning process -in dealing- with each
other that likely will lessen the probability of such problems occur-
ring in the future.

Exports are important enough to the Japanese government that
its expOrt promotion policies have- usually included some risk_ab-
sorption Fiir normal business risks, the government provides
export insurance; but in_cases_its has also assumed additional_ risks
for projects jeopardized by political disturbances or balance-of-pay-
ments crises. '4

In Iran;-,, fbr example, the Japanese government took an equity -of
20 billion yen in a _petrochemical complexibeing constructed by the
Mitsui company. The Iranian -revolution and later _the Iran-.Iraq
war not only halted -the work on the Project; but the unfinished
plant was bombed. Mitsui had asked the Japanese government to
designate the petroehemical complex as a "national project" in
order to qualify it for favorable financing."'

The project cancellations did cause China's risk rating to deterio-
rate somewhat: In March 1980; the PRC was ranked number 20
from the top (least risky) among 100 major countries -with a score
of 72:2 (out of IOW. By- -March .1981,_that_score had fallen one point
to 71.2 dropping the PRC to 24th place behind Malayasia; Mexico;
Ireland; and Denmark. 'G

The value of the contract dispute as a learning experience has
been reat. It is doubtful that-Japanese firms in the future will
sign contr. cts with the PRC that do not include specific provisions
for compensation in case of default. Prior to the current incident,
th- PRC had _maintained a sterling credit record and had backed
its contractual obligations with other nations. After the Sino-Soviet
split in 1960, _China not only repaid its obligations to the Soviet
Union but did so ahead of schedule. Japanese firms signing con-
tracts with China had little reason to demand that compensation
clauses be included.

Japanese firms also most likely will insist that they have a
larger role in the design of and in conducting feasibility studies for

" Frank Ching. China will seek Over $2 bilhon in Japan loans. Well Street Journal, April 6,
FJ. 26.

"^Nagao Watanabe. Chugoku havaku no haikei to taio (Background and reaction to China's
contract cancellationsi. Tea. April 1981. pp. 29-i1.

"'Toshio Onda, et. _Iran petrochemical com_plex_constructionwill. be.yesumed. Japan Eco-
nonlic__Journal, _Februa_ry 5. 1980. p. 1, p. 4. Time to freeze it. Editorial. Japan Economic
Journal, v. 18, October 28: 1980. p. 10:

"'Rating country risk. Institutii nal Investor, Sept. 1960; p: 283 and Marti) 1981, p. 261.

-
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future Projects. One criticism of Japanese firms is that daring con-
tract negotiations; even though they could detect weaknesses_ in the
project being considered, they apparently proceeded with the nego-
tiations in order to conclude the sale. With the rising China fever
in Japan and the predominant Japanese business strategy of maxi-
mizing market shares, a general attitude seemed to be that if
China wanted to buy it, then why not sell it."7 Japanese firms now
realize that selling equipment for uneconomic projects not only can
cause long,term damage to both the PRC and its development pro-
gram; but it also can hinder the short-term ability of China to pay
for and implement those projects.

Fortunately for both sides, the contract issue did not lead to ex-
cessive criticism and acrimony on either side. Japanese public opin,
ion which is often quite volatile could have changed from irritation
at the incident to harsh criticism. Deep-seated resentment againSt
Japan in China could also have been touched off.'"

China's Energy Exports to Japan.An underlying premise of the
Long-term Trade Agreement was that the PRC would export petro-
leum and coal to Japan in exchange for imports of machinery and
equipment. The stagnation in China's petroleum production; in
creased domestic demand, and difficulties in modernizing coal
Mines and transportation facilities have resulted in the downscal-
ing of projections of China's energy exports to Japan. During 1981,
Chinh announced that it would limit crude oil shipments to Japan
to 166;000 barrels a day, 14 percent below what it pledged in the
trade agreement and only slightly above the level for 1980. Some
Japanese fear that oil exports to Japan :lould even disappear after
1985 unless Beijing accelerates the pace of offshore drilling and de-
velopment.39 The problem is not of ample reserves but in produc-
tion and shipping. As Zhou En lai once said; "Even though resurces
are plentiful, they are of no use unless they are dug up.', 40

The stagnation in China's-petroleum exports to Japan carries se-
rious consequences for the PRC, some of which have already ap-
peared in the form of the contract cancellation incident in 1981.
Petroleum exports not- only were the key to imports of high tech-
nology machinery and equipment necessary for the four moderniza-
tions, but they were a link in the strategic chain by which the PRC
attempted to keep Japan from entering into_ a ' Japan-Soviet re-
source alliance" aimed at the development of coal and gas reserves
in Siberia:41 Even though Japan buys more than half of all Chi-
fieSe petroleum exports, such exports supply only about 3 percent
of total Japanese petroleum_ imports. With the stagnation in Chi-
nese oil exports, the Siberian alternative becomes more attrac:
tive.42

"Yamamoto, op. cit, p. 44.
"William Hwang. Prospects for SolutiOn to Contract Issue. China Newsletter, No. 31, March-

I981._p: 5.
ggaphael Pura. Japanese Hope of Using Oil Purchases to Fuel China Trade is Slipping

Away. War, treet Journal, Feb. 27, 1981. p. 2(i. Chugoku Sekyu wo meguru Yotsuno Nazo (Four
riddles of Chinese oil)= _EkOriomisute, March 25, 1980. pp. 16-20.

"_Nitchu Keizai Koryu no Tenbo (Outlook for Sino-Japanese economic exchange). Keidanren
Geppo, v 27, October 24, 1978 p. 19.

" KasutAwhi Muriikam1 Ajia no Sekiyu (Asian petroleum). Tokyo, Nihon Kokusai Mondai
Kenkyojo, pp. 232,34.

42 With the 1981 lifting of the-embargo on exports to the Soviet Union, Japanese companies
are showing renewed interest in Siberian energy development.
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Financial Assistance. la 1979, when China shifted its external
economic policies and began to seek foreign_loans for the first time
in decades, Japan was quick to respond with a promise of 500 mil-
lion yen in loans for fiscal 1980 with an interest rate of 3 percent;
31) year repayment period, and 10 years of grace. The funds were
earmarked for six major infrastructure projects (ports,- railroads;
and hydroelectric power). in total; Japan agreed to supply $1.5 bit=
lion in extra-low interest 13 percent) loans to China from the Japan
Overseas_ Economic Cooperation Fund. Japan also extended a $2
billion, 15-year loan at 6.25 percent from the Japan Export-Import
Bank, China reportedly has allocated between $1 and $1.5 billion of
the loan for development of such resources as coal, oil, and
copper.4"

Such financial assistance which Japan provides to China to help
in overcoming financial hurdles appears to be -an important factor
in Japan's success in doing business with China. Japan seems to
have developed an integrated economic policy toward China that
enhances bilateral trade. It backs its exports with a combination of
risk insurance and financing as well as official government con-
tacts. It also promotes good will by actions such as its agreement to
construct a major hospital in Beijing and donate it to the people of
China,44

SUMMARY

Sino-Japanese economic ties are flourishing under a series of
trade and other agreements; although the China fever of the 1970's
has been replaced by cautious optimism in the 1980s. China and
Japan have close geographic proximity, extensive cultural lies; and
a long history of commercial relations. During the twentieth cen-
tury, however, bilateral. ties have been severely strained by wars
and Japan s support of the Cnina containment policy pursued by
the United States.

Following normalization of relations in 1972, trade has grown
rapidly. Japan is China's largest trading partner, accounting for
more than 20 percent of China's foreign trade, while China is
Japan's fifth largest trading partner with about 3 percent of
Japan's foreign trade. China tends to be more dependent on trade
with Japan than Japan is on trade with China.

The framework under which Sino-Japanese relations are con-
ducted include a Long-term Trade Agreement and a Treaty of
Peace and Friendship. Under the trade agreement, China is to
export crude oil and coal to Japan in exchange for Japanese ex-
ports of machinery and equipment. The- peace treaty officially
ended World War H, although conflicting claims to the Senkaku Is-
lands and Chinese insistence on an anti-hegemony clause stalled
the treaty negotiations for three years. Japan has also granted
preferential tariffS to China under the Generalized System of Pref-
erences.

Jones. The dawning of coal's "Second Golden Age.- China Busint.s, Review, v. 7, May/
June 1980, p. 42.

4 A new page for Japan.China economic relations. Oriental Economist, v. 48, Jan. 1980. p. 2.
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Since 1965; China has incurred a cumulative deficit of $5,633.2
Million in its merchanise trade with Japan: This deficit at $755
million in 1980 has been declining after its peak in 1978.

China exports mineral,__textile, and agricultural products to
Japan in exchange for metallic products and high technology ma-
chinery and equipment. Except in textiles and fishery products, the
two economies tend to complement rather than compete with each
other.

The bilateral trade problems include the large and chronic trade
deficit_ in Japan's favor, contract suspensions or cancellations by
the PRC, and stagnating Chinese exports of petroleum and _coal.
Japan's large trade deficit has declined from its peak in 1978.
Many of the contracts which China cancelled in 1981 have been re-
vived through loans either from the Japanese government or pri=
vate banks. The constraints on growth in Chinese exports of petro-
leum and coal, however; indicate that Japan will have to make
room in its economy_ for other Chinese exports in order for trade to
increase during the 1980s.

For the United States, healthy Sino-Japanese trade contributes
to Stability in Asia and expands markets for each country's prod-
ucts. In terms of U.S.-Japanese .competition in China's market-
place, the United States holds an advantage in agricultural prod-
ucts, aircraft; and computers, but Japan exports much more iron
and steel products and machinery to China than the United States.
The Japanese government has an integrated China policy that
combines official ties, favorable financing, and risk reduction to
back -its China traders. Also important has been the government's
general industrial policies which encourage export competitiveness,
cost reductions and rational resource allocation.



CHINA'S GRAIN IMPORTS

By Frederic M. Sur Is*

INTRODUCTION

China has been a significant importer of grain since the early
sixties. In the late seventies; however; China's grain purchases and
importance in world grain markets rose sharply. This surge of im-
ports has had an important impact on U.S. exports of grain, par-
ticularly wheat. During 1981 China was the leading export market
for U.S. wheat, taking 17 percent of all U.S. exports. Since PRE
purchases are concentrated in cheaper grades of wheat, China's
impact in this sub-market has been particularly dramatic. During
the 1980/81 wheat marketing year, sales to China of 6.2 million
tons accounted for 73 percent of total U.S. exports of soft_ red
winter wheat.' The US-PRC grain trade agreement, signed in Octo-
ber 1980, sets an annual range of 6-9 million tons for U.S. grain
sales to China during the 4 year period which began in January
1981. China will therefore continue to be an important market for
U.S. grain in years to come. 2

This article reviews the evolution of China s grain import policy
examines the factors behind the recent surge in imports, and offers
some tentative conclusions about China's intentions for future
grain imports. It argues that while higher imports of grain and
other farm products have been a necessary part of policies to in-
crease food consumption and raise agricultural productivity, China
has thus far not made a commitment to sustained future growth of
imports of these products. In fact, greater grain imports seem de-
signed to permit gradual reduction in levels of imports of other
farm products, particularly cotton, sugar, and oilseeds. In addition,
agricultural development policy is deemphasizing feed-intensive
livestock programs and is slanted toward development of domestic
sources of grain which are intended to gradually limit the need for
imports.3

*A.1a Branch. International Etonomics Division, Economic Research Service; U.S. Department
of Agriculture,

' The U.S. wheat marketing year endson May 31.
.The agreement sets a minimum annual purchase lev_eltif_6inillicni tons and a maximum of 8

million tons, Since an additional 1- million tons can be purchased annually without prior notifi-
cation to the U.S., the effective annual range is 6-9 million tons. The text cf the agreement is
included as an appendix to this report.

'Agricultural trade policy and the determinants of import levels are covered more fully in two
recent_articles by the author- "New Directions in China's Agricultural Imports," American
Journal of Agricultural Economics, Vol. 62, No 2 (May 1980), pp. 349-355 and "Agriculture and
Foreign Trade," The Chinese AgriculhiraLEconomy, Ed. Randolph Barker and Radha P. Sinha
(Boulder, CoIorado:_Westview Press, forthcoming). Much of the material in this paper is take:
from these two articles.

(127)
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THE EVOLUTION OF GRAIN IMPORTS

China imports both wheat -and coarse. grains, but wheat accounts
for the bulk of importS and much of the coarse grains imported
have been for -human consumption (table 1)._ Coarse grain pur-
chase_s_ to date have been irregtilar and are likely strongly _influ-
enced by wheat- availability and prices. China has _not yet begun
subsUintial purchases of coarse grains for feed or industrial use; -al-
though some corn is now_purchased for livestock oPerationS. Also,
malting barley has recently been imported for beer production;

TABLE 1.-GRAIN TRADE BY CALENDAR YEAR

(In millions of tons]

Year

Imports EiPOrtr, Net

Wheat Mess Tog Riff' r 09.Ork lark imports

952-55 average 0.01 0.05 0 06 0.34 0.05 0.39 (.33)

956-6Q average .03 .06 .09 1.10 .14 L24 (1.16)

961 65 average 4.88 .85 5.73 64 .20 .84 4.89

966-70 average .... 4.62 .07 4.69 1.05 .09 1.11 3.55

971 3.02 .12 3 14 1.47 .12 1.59 1.54

912 4.25 .41 4.65 1.56 .16 1.72 2.94

913 5.98 1.66 7.64 .60 .07 2.67 4.98

974 5.35 1.42 6.71 .55 .14 2.69 4.08

975 3.34 .12 3.46 .98 .18 2.16 1.30

976 1.92 .14 2.06 .45 .22 1.67 0.39

977 6.84 (3) 6.84 .02 .11 1.13 5:71

978 7.99 1.32 -9.31 37 .07 1.44 7:87

979 8.29 2.58 10.87 .10 -.09 1:19 _9:68

980 11 66 1.85 13.51 .00 4:10 1:10 12:41

981 12.60 .80 13.40 .60 :10 :70 12.70

Milled. weight idmaximatety 68 percent ot Aackty weight)_
Total import minus-total exports ( ) indicates net exports
Indicates leSS than 5,000 tons
Estimate

SOCireet 1952-25 data are from II dem M Suns, "China's Grain Trade Joint Economic Czarnitiee, Chinese Economy PosbMao (WashIngton:
Government Printing °Hire, Nov 1918). p 855 The Noe tradeclata trom_thiS study are_revised_tbr :91146 using the series from US Dept. Agr
For Ag Sery , Foreign Agriculture Circular Grams, 1638-80, Dec 19, 1980,-p 20 These revisions include estimated rice mods tolretaam.-Data
for 1916-60 are from US Dept Agr, EC-041, -2,14-Stal .ertr Agricultural Situation Peoples Republic of China, Review of 1980 and Outlook for

1981, SuKriernerrl 6 lu WAS-24, June 1981 and from partnei country trade statistics

Chiha'S ill-Jo-wt.§ have passed through at least _3 distinct
stages: During the fifties; the PRC was a net _exporter, shipping Si2=
able amounts of grain abroad and importing only insignificant
amounts This situation changed dramatically_ in 1961 when a pre-
cipitous drop in grain production_ in the aftermath of the Great
Leap Forward created serious food shortages. Although per-capita
production largely recovered' by the mid-sixties, imports of grain
were institutionalized as a permanent source of supply for China's
urban areas _and as a means of relieving pressures on_the rural
areas. FrOni 1961 on China has been a net importer of grain:

_Beginning in late 1972 grain imports again _rose substantially.
This coincided with the opening of trade _between the U.S._ and
China and U.S. grain shipments to the PRC grew rapidly (table 2).
In part, the rise in Chinese_ iinports was in response to a fall in
grain production during 1972. But is also seems to, have been part
Of important: modifications in domestic and foreign economic_policy
which began at that tithe. These modifications were forerunners of
the liberalized policies of the late seventies.
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TABLE 2.-U.S. GRAIN EXPORTS TO CHINA AND MARKET SHARE, 1971-801 '

Year
Quantity-million Ions

_Wheal Com Iota!

Harket_share-peccent_

wive Total

1971 (2) (2) (2) (2) _(2) (2)

137'. 0.57 0.38 0.94 13.3 96.4 20.3

1973 2.82 1.50 4.32 47.1 90.4 56.5

1974 1.91 .85 2.76 35.6 59.1 40.6

1975 (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2)
1976 (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2)

1977 (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2)

1978 2.28 1.07 3.35 28.5 81.0 36.0

1919 1.60 2:39 4.00 19.4 95.0 36.8

1980 6.37 1.67 8.04 54.6 91-.1 59:5

1981 7.62 0.47 8.09 60.5 77:0 61.3

Dried expOrt% plus traneApments through Canada
Indicates none

Source US Dept Agr Egon and.Stet Sery AROCulturat &Nato People's Republic of Chma Review of 1980 and Outlook for 1981:
Suppth.ment 6 to WAS -24. lune 1981. and earlier issues of this annual report.

This spurt of imports was intei 1 opted in the mid-seventies by do-
mestic political turmoil, an unaniticipated trade deficit, and sever-
al years of good harvests. But with the emergence of new leader-
ship and a new commitment to higher living standards in the late
seventies, grain imports again rose rapidly. By 1980, imports were
nearly double the level of 1977 and 77 percent above the level of
1973, the pre-1978 peak year While grain imports were rising, rice
exports were dropping off and net imports of grain in 1980 reached
a level 2.5 times that of 1973.

The rapid growth of imports in the late seventies occurred de-
spite rapidly rising domestic grain production. Per capita grain pro-
duction in 1980 was 328 kg., 5 percent below the 1979 record but 8
percent over the level of 1977. Rising imports were driven largely
by growing domestic demand and importer' grain came to play a
more important role in China than at any time since 1949. While
imports in 1980 still accounted for only about 4 percent of grain
production- as measured by China, imports provided a sizable
share-perhaps as much as one-third-of grain supplies for urban
areas and amounted to 22 percent of China's wheat production.4

Substantial imports are apparently intended to continue in
coming years. A total of about 15.5 million tons is likely in 1982. In
addition to the long-term agreement with the Unite_ agree-
ments are also in place with other major supplies. The magnitude
of these agreements suggests planned imports in the 12-17 million
ton range for the next several years (table 3).

4 In 1980, wheat, rice, and coarse grains accounted for S7 percent of reported Chinese gram
production of 318 million tons. The balance was pulses, tubers. soybeans, and other minor
grains.
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TABLE 3.CURRENT LONG-TERM GRAIN AGREEMENTS

fkii6t1nti in alarms of roost

Country Grain Amount Delivery period Remarks

Argentina .... Sept 1980 Wheat, corn, 1.0-1.5 1981-84 Actual sales_usu_ally by private contract

and annually. with_ grain.fompanim although the

soybeans. Grain Board can also make direct
sales.

Australia ..... ... Nov. 1981 Wheat 1.5 to 2.5 1982-84 All _salel by Australian Wheat .Board.

_annually,_ Includes 12-month credit terms.

Canada May 1982 Wheat 10.5 lb 12.6 Aug: 1982-July All sales by Canadian Grain Board.

Mal. 1985: Contains 18-month credit terms.

M_ost recent_ purchases have been

on_ cash basis because of high inter-
est rates.

United Stales Oct. 1980 Wheat and 6 to 8 annually 1981-84 Option to purchase additional 1 million

ram. tons without prior notification. Corn
to be 15-20 percent of sales, bal.
ante to be wheat. Actual sales by
contract_withgrain companies. (See
Appendix for text.)

Calendar year unless othenivcie seecified

Source -U-S- Dept. Agr , icon, and -Stat. Sea., "Agricultural Situation. People's Republic of China, Review of 1980 and potluck for 1981.

SUPPlernint 6 to WAS-24. June 1981, p. 33.

FACTORS DETERMINING GRAIN IMPORTS

The amount of grain Chiha buys is determined by a combination
of foreign trade policy, foreign exchange availability, world market
prices, and underlying domestic requirementt. The factors influenc-
ing dorneStic requirements are outlined in Figure 1. The Chinese
economy can be thought of as a 2 sectorrural and urban/industri-
al--=syStem. Needs of the urban/industrial sector for both direct
human consumption and for livestock operations are_ supplied pri-
marily by the central government though, in the case of grains,
supplies provided by the Ministry of Food.5

"The Ministry of Food merged with the Ministry of Commerce n early 1982.
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Figure 1---Grain Transfers in China
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Grain supplies of the Ministry of Food are obtained either by
purchase from the rural areas or by import through the foreign
trade system.6 Actual grain purchases from foreign countries are
handled by CEROILS (China National Cereals, Oils and Foodstuffs
Import and Export Corporation), which works under overall foreign
trade plans drawn up by the Ministry of Foreign Trade.

In addition to providing for requirements of the urban/industrial
sector, grain procured from rural areas by the Ministry of Food is
also used for export and for resale to rural areas. Resales to the
rural areas go to chronic food deficit areas; to regions whose pro-
duction is down temporarily because of natural disasters, and to
areas which are emphasizing production of cash crops at the ex-
pense of grain.

Policies implemented since 1977 have affected all of -these flows
in China's food system. Higher incomes, eased policies for transfer-
ring surplus population from the cities to rural areas, and some ex-
pansion of livestock operations in and around major urban centers
all increased demands on the Ministry of Food for grain. During
the late seventies, for example, China began constructing a limited
number of small feed mills in urban areas which, by- 1980; were
producing approximately 1 million tons of mixed feed for urban
livestock operations. Additions to central government stocks were
likely also an additional source of demand.

At the same time, the central government eased pressures on
rural areas for sale of grains as part of efforts to raise rural stand-
ards of living and provide greater incentives for agriculture. Be-

6 Some grain is also delivered to the government as agricultural Utz payment. This is a rela-
tively small amount and is not considered here.

13,
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tween 1977 and 1980, rural_sales of grain to the central govern-
ment increased by only 4 to o million tons despite an increase of 35
million tons in national grain production.?

In addition, government efforts to encourage cash crop produc-
tion led to greater resales of grain to rural areas. This increase was
a critical part of the incentives package for stimulating -production
of cotton, oilseeds, sugar crops; and other cash crops. Guaranteed
food supplies for cash crop producers permitted them to shift area
out of grain. Failure to guzirantee food supplies had been a major
reason for stagnating cash crop production in earlier years.8_ Re-
quirements for resale and resupply to rural areas also rose in 1980
because of severe localized natural disasters, particularly drought
in northern China and serious flooding in Hubei province in cen-
tral China.

The combination of growing urban/industrial sector demand for
grain and a net flow of grain from the rural areas which grew only
slowly, was the major reason behind the surge of grain imports
over the last :3 years.

PLANS FOR FUTURE GRAIN IMPORTS

Higher grain imports appear to have been a necessary condition
for implementing key domestic policies of raising living standards
and promoting cash crop production. Amounts set in current long-
term agreements suggest that China intendsc.t/o- continue substan-
tial imports in _coming years. But there are real questions about
whether future increases are intended and whether any substantial
increase in coarse grain imports is planned.

China's agricultural import policy remains conservative and
from the limited indications available shows no sign of evolving in
the direction of accepting rising levels of imports and growing par-
ticipation in international specialization as a desirable goal. As for
grains, part of the reason for this caution is concern about becom7
ing overly dependent on uncertain world markets for supplies of
critical food items. A recent commentary in Red Flag noted that

. . it is necessary to import some graM each year Since China-has a huge popu-
lation, however, the grain problem must be solved internally through self-reliance.
At the same time the supply of grain in the world market is limited and prices
keep rising all the time. The method of importing more grain is therefore both unre-
alistic and unreliable."

An additional reason for China's caution in agricultural imPort
plans is to be found_ in other aspects of foreign trade. Despite cur-
tailed imports of industrial goods during the current period of eco-
nomic readjustment, over the longer-run China's leadership is
likely still mainly concerned with imports of industrial goods and
capital equipment: With export prospects uncertain and policy
toward accumulation of debt remaining_ conservative, continued
growth of food imports would eliminate China's traditional surplus

Pr Odaction and pn>curemont figures are summarized -in U.S. bept. Ag-r., Econ. and Stnt.
Serv. , Agricultural Situation: People:s Republic of China. Review of 1980 and 0.it'ook for 1981,
Suppiemen-t 6 to WAS-24, June I981,.p.

5(..6 "China.- Agriculture in the Eiglitioi. in vol. 1 of this report for more detailed informa-
tion.

Foreign Broadcast Information Service, ' lady ROOM.: People's Republic of China." March
27. 1981. p. L-8
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in food trade and would curtail growth of industrial imports as the
period of readjustment ends.

For these reasons, China's agricultural trade policy appears to be
one of import substitution, a policy whose objective is to halt the
growth of agricultural imports and perhaps ultimately reduce
them. As noted above, one reason for the increase in grain imports
is to permit rapid growth of cash crop production; particularly pro-
duction of cotton, oilseeds, and sugar. Imports of these items rose
sharply in the late seventies. The increase in grain imports permits
implementation of policies that may permit lower imports of other
agricultural products.

Over the longer-run, an increase in the marketing rate for grain
would generate growth of central government supplies at a_ rate
greater than the overall rate of growth of grain production. ThiS is
one important reason for higher prices for grain now being paid by
the government and for government emphasis on development of
grain bases." If the flow of grain from rural areas increases suffi-
ciently, growth of requirements for resale to rural areas and for
supply to the urban/industrial sector can be met from domestic
sources rather than by imports.

As for the future of coarse grain imports; the government ap-
pears to be taking a cautious course. Livestock development pro-
grams have been modified to slow the expansion of concentrated
feeding operations in and around the major urban centers. These
rely primarily on government supplies_ of grain for feed: Slower de-
velopment of this sector reduces the likelihood of feed demand be-
coming a major source of import demand in the near future. A
recent cutback in the 1985 meat production target has the same
effect This evidence from domestic sources is supported by the
terms of the recent U.S.-Chinese grain agreement, which stipulates
that only 15-20 percent of total grain purchases from the U.S. will
be coarse grains.

CONCLUSIONS

China's ability to limit future growth of grain imports will
depend on both the success of programs to increase production and
marketings and the growth of demand for government su_pplies of
grain. marketings have thus far shown little response to either
higher purchase prices For grain or investment in development of
grain bases. However; over the next- several years some impact of
these programs should begin to be felt and some rise in the mar-
keting rate seems probable. Taken together with the increases in
grain production that seem likely, marketings should rise by more
than they have in recent years.

Demand For government supplies of grain in the eighties may
grow at a slower pace than in the late seventies. The largest shifts
of area from grain to cash crops have already occurred and future
growth of grain requirements to support specialization should pro-
ceed at a slower pace. Slower growth of incomes in the urban/in-
dustrial sector is also likely. Although it is impossible to quantita-
tively assess the outcome of supply and demand shifts affecting

l'For details see "China's Agriculture in the Eighties- in vol. I of this report.
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goVernment, grain requirements and import demand, it seems possi-
ble that for the next several years no- significant upward trend in
grain imports will occur: Demand for better grades of wheat is
likely to rise, however, as China moves to more blending of domes-
tic and imported wheat.

This tentative concluSion applies only to the average level of im-
ports. An important question about the annual variability of grain
imports remains_ During the sixties and the early seventies;
China's purchases of foreign grain showed relatively little annual

ThiS changed beginning in 1972 as shifting domestic
and agricultural trade policies contributed to a marked increaSe in
import instability (table 1). U.S. sales to China were particularly of

by this development, as the U.S. functioned largely as a re=
sidtial Supplier following the resumption of trade between China
and the U.S. in 1972 (table 2).

The eightieS may see a continuation of import instability, stem-
ming from annual fluctuations in the supply of and demand for
government grains rather than from frequent policy shifts. The
Chinese government now has a stronger commitment to maintain-
ing and raising standards of living than was the case in the past.
Because of this the government now seems less likely to pressure
rural areas for grain supplies in years of poor harvests. It is also
less likely to permit procurement shortfalls to be completely ab-
sorbed by lower consumption in the urban/industrial sector or re-
duced resales to rural areas. In addition, growing reliance on a lim-
ited number of commercial grain bases for government grain sup-
plies may mean an increasin_gly narrow geographical base for these
supplies and a resulting rise in the annual variability of supplieS.

With greater pressure to support consumption levels, an increase
in the variability of supplies of government grains, and continued
unwillingness to permit retail prices of basic food items such as
grain to fluctuate, China's requirements for imported grain_ could
show significant instability during the eighties. This would be a de-
stabilizing factor for world market grain prices. From the point of
view of the United States, however, the US-PRC grain trade agree-
ment should provide greater stability of grain exports than was the
case during much of the seventies. The terms of the agreement pre-
clude the U.S, bearing a disproportionate share of reductions in
Chinese purchases during years when China's grain import
demand declines.

APPENDIX

AGRF.EMENT ON GRAIN TRADE BETWEEN THK_GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA AND THE GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

The Government of the United States of America and the Government of the Peo-
ple's Republic of China;

Acting in the spirit Of the joint Communique on the establishment of diplomatic
relations between -the Government Of the United States of_Arnerice and the Govern-
ment of the People'S Republic of China and the agreement on trade relations be-
tween the GoVerithient Of the United States of America and the Government of the
People's Republic of China;

Recognizing -the importance of agricultural_ trade between our two nations;
Wishing to develop further agricultural irade relations between both countries on

the basis of the principle of equality and mutual benefit.
Have agreed as follows:

1j
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ARTICLE I

1. The Government of the United States of America agrees to the supply, through
normal private commercial organizations, for shipment to the People's Republic of
China during each 12-month period beginning January 1, 1981, except as otherwise
provided for in Article II, of a total quantity of at least 6 to 8 million metric tens of
United States wheat and corn, of which approximately 15 to 20 percent will be corn.

2. The Government of the People's Republic of China agrees to purchase for ship-
ment during each 12-month period beginning January 12, 1981, except as otherwise
provided for in Article II, a total quantity of at least 6 to 8-million metric- tons of
United States wheat and corn, of which approximately 15 to 20 percent will be corn.

3. Purchases/sales of wheat and corn under this agreement will be- made at
market prices prevailing at the time of purchase and in accordance With normal
commercial terms.

ARTICLE II

I. The Government of the United States of America shall endeavor to assure the
availability of wheat and corn supplies through advance planning of production and
stockbuilding fully to meet the import requirements of,,the People's Republic of
China under the provisions of this agreement. If by virtue of exceptional circum-
stances necessitating the application of measures limiting the availability of United
States wheat and corn in respect to all foreign purchases of United States grain, it
becomes necessary in a particular year to supply less than the quantities specified
in Article 1, there shall be prior consultations between the two parties as to the
amount of such adjustment. Any such measure which shall be applied to-the exports
of United States wheat and corn to the People's Republic of China shall be carried
out on a basis no less favorable than to such exports to other foreign purchasers of
United Suites grain.

2. If by virtue of exceptional circumstances making it impossible for the People's
Republic of China to accommodate available supplies necessitating the reduction of
minimum levels of normal imports from all foreign suppliers-it becomes necessary
in a ptirticular year to purchase less than the quantities specified in Article I, there
shall be prior consultations between the two parties as to the amount of such adjust-
ment. Any such reduction of imports of United States wheat and Corn which shall
be applied to imports from the United States shall be carried out on a basis no less
favorable than to imports from other foreign suppliers.

ARTICLE III

The United States of America expects to-supply to the People's Republic of China
and encourages the People's Republic of China to meet increased import require-
ments by purchases of wheat and corn from the United States. Therefore, if during
the period that the agreement -is -in force, the People's Republic of China intends to
purchase quantities of United States wheat and corn in excess of the 8 million
metric tons specified in Article I by more than I million metric tons, there shall_ be
prior-notice-to the Government of the United States of America. The Government -of
the United States of. America shall promptly inform the Government of the People's
Republic of China of any measures which may affect the_ a_vailability of supplies of
United States wheat and corn for purchase by the People's _Republic of China
beyond 9 million metric tons. This provision_ has_the general _purpose of facilitating
the growth of trade through improving the availability of information.

ARTICLE IV

Both sides shall seek to avoid excessive volatility in their grain trade. To this end
the Government of the People's Republic of China allot' endeavor to space its pur-
chases in the United States of America tonable orderly market adjustment. At the
same time the Government of the United_ States of America shall seek to use its
authorities to maintain the stability of United States market conditions for wheat
and corn.

ARTICLE V

For the conduct of the consultations_ provided for in this agreement, the organiza-
tion with the jurisdiction for the Chinese side will be the China National Cereals,
Oils and Foodstuffs Import and Export Corporation. For the conduct of the consulta-
tions provided for in this agreement, the organization with jurisdiction for the
United States side will be the Foreign Agricultural Service of the U.S. Department
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of Agricuture Consultations regarding the _conduct of trade under this_agreement
and regnrding the over-all levelS of United_States export supply and Chinese_import
requirements for wheat and corn will be held prior to the beginning of each year
covered by the agreement, or when requested by either party:

ARTICLE VI

The Government of the People's Republic of China shall assure that except as the
parties May otherwise agree, the wheat and corn grown in the United-States of
ArneriCii and- purchased by the China National Cereals, Oil, and FoOdStuffs IMport
and Export Corporation under this agreement shall be supplied for consumption in
the People's Republic of China.

Airrims vii
This agreement shall enter into farce on dithtlary 1, 1981; and shall remain in

force until December :11, 1984, unless both sidles agree to an extension..
Done at Beijing this twenty second day Of October, 1980, in duplicate, each copy in

the English and Chinese languages, both texts being equally authentic.
For the Government of the United States of America:
For the Government of the People's Republic of China:



CHINA AND THE GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TARIFFS AND
TRADE (GATT)

By Florizelle B. User*

I. SUMMARY

Given the size and, potential of the Chinese economy, the organi-
zation and management of that economy, the nature of a Contract-
ing Party's obligations within GATT, and the complexities of cer-
tain methbds of PRC entry into GATT,_ there are likely to be ad- -
vantages- as _well as disadvantages for both China and_ the GATT
should the PRC join. On the one hand, PRC entry into GATT
would bring a m jor international power within the GATT frame-
work_ would ex end some of the discipline of the international
system to the c nduct of China's foreign trade, and would provide a
multilateral fflamework within which China's existing bilateral
trade relation 6 would evolve. On the other hand, GATT rules were
formulated for market economies with effective- tariff regimes. Ex-
perience to date with the smaller Eastern European centrally
planned economies in GATT indicate that there are limits on their
ability to do business in the spirit in which GATT was originally
written, and one might assume that problems may arise in the
PRC's ability or willingness to meet certain obligations inherent in
GATT membership: Moreover; while accession of the PRC presents
the same practical problems the GATT faces with the Eastern Eu-
ropean countries (that is, how to make the GATT applicable to
state trading countries whose economies are largely incompatible
with GATT provisions), the PRC will be the largest and most politi-
cally influential non-market economy to enter GATT, and its entry
could, therefore, have greater ramifications than that of other non=
market economies:

Whether the advantages of the PRC's entry into GATT will
outweigh the disadvantages will largely be determined by the
mutual desire of the PRC and the GATT Contracting Parties to ne-
gotiate a methed and ;erns of accession which will, on the one
hand, be acceptable and feasible for- and will ensure, on the
other hand, PRC adherence to GATT principles and obligations and
effective Chinese reciprocity to GATT members.

II. INTRODUCTION

Since the launching of China's massive modernization campaign
in 1978, there has been considerable interest not only in the nature
of the campaign and its domestic implications, but in the impact
this new modernization strategy would have on China'S interna-

Office of the U.S. Trade Representative, Execte: - Office of the President.

(13'i,
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tional economic. and foreign relations: In the pericd since_ and
throughout several readjustments in the strategy, China has clear-
ly Aught to expand its role in the international economic system,
and this has been reflected in- China's re-entry into international
trade, financial and investment relations as well as its expanding
participation and even membershipin organizations such as the In-
ternational Monetary Fund and the World Bank Group. Since the
spring of 1980; the PRC has intermittently expressed its interest in
GATT membership, and _has informally explored this with the
GATT Secretariat, the U.S. and presumably other GATT members.
However, while the -PRO's assumption of the "Taiwan!' seats in the
United Nations, IMF and World Bank has not posed particularly
difficult problems; the special nature of GATT's work (i.e., specific
country-by-country trade concessions) as well as the questions sur-
rounding the validity_pf the_ Republic of China's (i.e.; Taiwan's)
withdrawal from GATT in 1950 makes the PRC's assumption of the
former ROC seat in GATT a more complex issue. In fact, there are
three possible_ avenues_ by Which the PRC could achieve GATT
membership status. Each route has its advantages and disadvan-
tages, and reflects the interesting history of China's participation
in GATT:

III. I IISTORY OF CHINA'S PARTICIPATION IN GATT

The Republic of China (presently called Taiwan) participated in
the negotiations leading to the establishment of the General Agree-
ment on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) in 1948. The ROC signed the
Protocol of Provisional Application on April 21, 1948, became a
GATT member on May 21, 1948, and was; thereby, one of the
twenty-two original signatories to the GATT.'_

During 1948, civil war erupted between the Nationalist Chinese
Government and the Chinese Communists. The Nationalists re-
treated from the mainland to Taiwan, and by September 21, 1949
the People's Republic of China (PRC) was proclaimed and the Cen-
tral People's Government was officially inaugurated on October 1,
1949 claiming state succession. Shortly thereafter, when a substan-
tial number of GATT members in early 1950 had recognized the
PRC as the sole legitimate Government of China, representatives of
the ROC decided to withdraw from the agreement supposedly to
forestall a move to seat the Chinese Communists. On March I,
1950; General Chiang Kai-shek resumed the presidency of -the Re=
public of China, and on March 6, 1950 (pursuant_to paragraph 5 of
the Protocol of Provisional Application), the ROC (-by then located
in Taiwan) notified the Secretary-General of the United Nations of
its withdrawal from the GATT. This became effective on May 5,
19 50 sixty days after receipt by the Secretary General, and the
Chinese schedule of tariff concessions (Schedule VIII) terminated at
that time.

On December 11, 1950, the United States terminated the major-
ity of the concessions it had originally negotiated with the ROC;

- -
&Julia, Canada. Ceylon (now Sri Lanka), Cuba Czechoslovakia,

France; India, Luxembourg, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway. Pakistan, Rhodesia, Sbuth
Africa, United Kingdom, United States, as well as Lebanon and Syria who, like China, have
since withdrawn from the GAIT.
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and on January 25, 195'x; -a- second group of tariff concessions was
terminatedcompleting U.S. termination of concessions as a result
of China's withdrawal from GATT. Between 1950 and 1962, thir-
teen other GATT members 2 withdrew the concessions they had
originally negotiated with the ROC in 1948:

It was riot until 1965 that China again participated in the GATT,
when the ROC requested and was granted observer status. At that
time, a number of countries reserved their legal position on non-
recognition of the ROC, but the general position by GATT members
was that political considerations should not prevent observer status
in the GATT. Following the seating of the PRC in the United Na:
tions in November 1971, however,_the_ROC's observer status was
terminated by a consensus of GATT Co,rtracting Parties, though
the United States and eight other CPs disassociated themselves
from that consensus.2

IV. THE VALIDITY OF THE Roe's WITHDRAWAL FROM GATT IN 1950

The validity of the ROC's 1950 GATT wiihdrawal remains at
issue, and has significant implications should the PRC pursue
GATT membership status.

On one side of the issue it might be argued-.;_by _the_PRC that
"China" has never validly ceased to be a member of GATT. That
since the PRC became the successor to the rights and obligations of
Chine. on October 1, 1949, the withdrawal frdm GATT by the Re:
public of China (ROC), notified March 6, 1950 and effective May 5,
1950, was not valid because the Government of the ROC was not
the legal Government of China: The PRC has traditionally taken
the position that it has the right to choose which of China's pre-
1949 international treaty commitments it will recognize, abrogate,
revise or renegotiate, and has maintained that any international
actions taken by the Taiwan authorities subsequent to the estab-
lishment of the PRC on October 1, 1949 are null and void. Though
the PRC has recognized the validity of a few multilateral agree-
ments signed by the ROC,Govrnment, the issue of the validity of
Chinese withdrawal has niit-drisen in most other international or-
ganizations. In the U.N. and most of the specialized agencies, the
ROC (i.e., Taiwan) continued to represent China until 1971. In Oc-
tober 1971 when the UN. General Assembly voted that the only
legal representative of China was the PRC, Taiwan ceased to be
and the PRC simply became the legal representative of China in
the U.N. Most U.N. organs and specialized- agencies soon after
voted to follow the General Assembly's decision, and this type of
change of China representation more recently occurred in the In-
ternational Monetary Fund and the World Bank Group in April
1980 and -May 1980, respectively.

In the U.N. Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) a different
kind of change in China representation occurred-in November 1971
when FAO members voted that although only the PRC could now

2 Australia, Benelux, Canada, Ceylon, Finland, France, India, Pakistan, Sweden, United King.
dom,-Uruguay.

The 'delegation of the Republic_of_China as_ well as those of Brazil. Gabon, Greece, Ivory
Coast, Madagascar, South Africa, Spain. the U.S. and Zaire generally expressed the view that
GATT, as an independent intergovernmental organization, had no legal obligation to follow deci-
sions taken by the General Assembly of the United Nations.

I- 114 - 4 -
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represent China, the NW, should be invited to apply for member-
ship given the _Chinese withdrawal from -the FAO in 1951. In re-
sponse to the FAO Director General's invitation to apply for mem-
bership, the PRC took the position that it would be pleased to
resume its membership in the FAO, and this was accomplished in
197:3 after an FAO Team in China negotiated the appropriate ar-
rangements for China to "resume membership". Some experts on
PRC international law 4 surmise that the PRC's silence on treaties
which it has neither acknowledged nor repudiated presumably "in-
dicates that those treaties are not deemed to be binding, at least
not until specifically accepted."

On the other side of the issue, GATT Contracting Parties might
argue that the ROC's withdrawal from GATT in 1950 was valid for
the following reasons:

First; the ROC withdrawal was executed according to the specific
procedures for withdrawal set out in GATT's Protocol of Provision-
al Application (i.e., paragraph 5) and was accepted as valid by all
the Contracting Parties except Czechoslovakia which objected.5

Second, the PRC has acted as if the 1950 withdrawal was effec-
tive. The PRC took no steps to preserve its position at the time of
Taiwan's withdrawal; has made no attempt to participate in GATT
since 1950, nor has the PRC observed or applied the provisions of
the General Agreement as if China membership continued to be of
fective.

Third, Taiwan has acted as if the withdrawal in 1950 was effec-
tive. When entering- GATT as an observer in 1965, Taiwan paid
and GATT accepted payment ofdues delinquent between 1948
and 1950

Finally, the GATT and its Contracting. Parties have since 1950
acted as if the Chinese withdrawal was effective. In deciding to
admit the ROC as an observer to GATT in 1965 and requiring that
Taiwan pay the 1948 to 1950 dues on which it was in arrears at the
time of the 1950 withdrawal, the GATT obviously considered the
1950 withdrawal valid since "China" could not be both a member
and observer simultaneously. In addition, the GATT considered the
ROC schedule terminated upon withdrawal in 1950 and fourteen
CPs including the United States, terminated concessions originally
granted to the ROC in the period following the withdrawal and did
riot apply GATT provisions to the PRC. Furthermore, certain
GATT protor,-;1,, sins e 1950 requiring unanimous acceptance and
the signature of all CPs as a condition of entry into force were con-
sidered to enter into force without PRC participation or signature.

Hence, while there have generally been no difficulties in the
PRC assuming the China seat in other international organizations,
the Cl's might argue that the GATT case can be distinguished by
the fact that there was an ROC withdrawal, by the length of time
between the ROC withdrawal and possible PRC entry, and the fact

4 SOl J. Cohen and II. C.hia, Peoples China and International Law, 1974, pp. 214, 1111, 1120-
29

In December 1950_ when thl . terms of the Torquay Protocolwere drawn up; C4echoslovakia
que.tioned .the validity_ and effectiveneKs of the ROC withdrawal and unsuccessfully -triedto
have a note included in -the -Protocol to the-effect- that "The Nationalist Government of the Re-
public of China has- ratticied +:vithdray..al froni..the_General Agreement with effect from May 5;
.195(); the_Central_People's Government of China has not yet defined its position with regard to
the General Agreement.

iJ
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that the Contracting Parties have taken substantive actions in the
intervening period (e:g: tariff concessions; amendments to the
GATT, etc.) which would have required reciprocal concessions from
the PRC or might have been different if the PRC had been consid-
ered a GATT Contracting Party.

V; METHODS AND IMPLICATIONS OF PRC MEMBERSHIP IN GATT

The continuing questions and arguments surrounding the ROC's
Withdrawal frm GATT in 1950 suggests three possible routes by
which the PRC coup achieve GATT membership status: (1) as-
sumption of the China seat formerly held by the ROC; (2) negotia=
tion of a new protocol of accession under GATT Article XXXIII;
and assumption of the Old China seat while negotiating ne,7,
terms.

(1) ASSUMING THE OLD CHINA SEAT

By successfully challenging -the validity of the -1950 ROC _with-
drawal, the PRC could assert the right to assume the former China
seat- in GATT. This would require, on the one hand; that the PRC
conform its tariff to Schedule VIII as well as generally reform its
trading regime to GATT rules. In addition; the PRC might be con-
sidered in default on thirty-one years of budget contributions or
dues to GATT; and would thereby be obligated to pay those dues
(approximately 2.(i million Swiss Francs as of 1980). However, de-
pending on the decision of the Contracting Parties, this may pose
problems only on a theoretical level since the PRC in assuming the
China seat in other international organizations since 1971 has not
been required to pay past dues, though an arrears or special ac-
count has generally been established.

On, the other hand, PRC assumption of the Old China seat would
pose several problems for GATT, the Contracting Parties, and par-
ticularly for the U.S. Fist,- no Contracting Party to GATT would
have the right to invoke Article XXXV (non-application) to the
PRC since that article- can only be invoked at: the time of a coun-
try's accession (or 1948 in the case of China). This would pose par-
ticular difficulties for the U.S. since we could not grant the PRC
unlimited, unconditional MFN treatment as required by GATT Ar-
ticle I and simultaneously ensure adherence to U.S. law. Under
Title IV of the Trade Act of 1974, the U.S. is prohibited from ex-
tending unconditional MFN to communist countries whose prod-
ucts did not- receive MFN treatment in 1974: The- U.S. can only
extend MFN to those countries on the terms provided for in the
Trade Act of 1974; which require that any bilateral commercial
agreement extending MFN to S communist country be renewed
every three years. Moreover; U.S. extension of MFN treatment
and/or of credits or investment guarantees to the PRC are subject
to Section 402 of the Trade Act of 1974 (also known as the JackSon-
Vanik Amendment) which prohibits'auch benefits to- communist
countries if they deny freedom of emigration. Although the Presi-
dent has authority to waive this restriction each year with respect
to specific countries, each annual extension is sult,;ect to Congres-
sional review and may be terminated by either House of Congress.
Since the U.S. did not extend MFN to Chinese products until Feb-
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ruary 1, 1980 when t he 11.S. -PRC Bilateral Trade Agreement went
into effect, the above reStrictions and conditions of U.S. trade law
are fully applicable to the PRC.- The U.S. must:therefore, ensure
that it can comply with the provisions of U.S. trade law without
violating its GATT obligations, and would have to seek some other
form of non-application of the GATT to China if it could not invoke
Article XXXV. This could take the form of the 1951 GATT declara-
tion allowing the U.S. and Czechoslovakia to suspend their GATT
obligatiuns with regard to each other. After the communist party
took Power in Czechoslovakia in 1948, the U.S. maintained that
events ,,vithin that countryincluding the nationalization of enter,:
prises and the establishment of a trade monopolymade normal
trade relations under GATT impossible. The U.S. could not howev-
er, invoke non-application of the GATT under_ Article XXXV
(which would only have been applicable at the time of Czechoslova-
kia's accession to GATT in 1948),_ and instead proposed to seek a
waiver under Article XXV(5)._In the final declaration adopted by
the CPs on September 27, 1951, it was decided that the U.S. and
Czechoslovakia be allowed under the exceptional circumstances to
mutually suspend their GATT relations without reference to a spe-
cific -GATT article. Were the PRC to assume the Old China seat,
the U.S. would need recourse to a similar kind of declaration, but
this wauld be subject to PRC agreement as well as the approval of
the GATT Contracting Parties.

PRC assumption of the Old China seat could raise several addiz
tional problems for the U.S. First, immediate PRC assumption of
the former ROC seat in GATT would accelerate a U.S. decision on
designating the PRC as a _benee'ficiary developing country eligible
for U.S GSP (Generalized System of Preferences). It appears that
China has several - motivations in seeking GATT membership. As
economic and trade relations with foreign countries assume in-
creased importance in its economy, China has sought to play a
greater role in international economic organizations, and_ GATT
membership would be a logical extension, of this trend. _There iS
alSo the symbolic aspect in that GATT is_ane of the few remaining
international organizations where the PRC has not yet taken the
China seat. Finally, one primary motive for pursuing GATT mem-
bership would seem to be the Chinese interest in and desire to be
eligible for U.S. GSP. Under Section 502(b)(1) of the U.S. Trade Act
of 1974, communist countries may be eligible for GSP designation
only if (1) their products receive MFN treatment by the U_.S._(2)
they are members'_ of the IMF and Contracting Parties to the
GATT and (3) they are not dominated or controlled by internation:
al communism. If the PRC were to assume the old Taiwan seat and
was therefore, considered a Contracting Party_to GATT, conditions
(1) and (2) would have- been -met. The President would then have to
determine condition (3) and_subsequently make a unilateral deci-
sion on whether to grant them GSP after consulting with the U.S.
Congress and private sector. _

Second; PRC assumption of the Old China seat would theoretical-
ly raise problems for the U.S. regarding our _recognition of the legal
status of post-1949 acts taken by Taiwan, The PRC assuming the
old Seat after successfully challenging the 1950 ROC withdrawal
could call into question the legality of any number of actions
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Taiwan has taken on behalf of China since 1950,_ and could be con:
cePtually inconsistent with the U.S. position; set out by President
Carter in:a December-1978 memorandum-and supported by Con=
greSS in the Taiwan Relations Act, regarding the continuing valid-
ity_of _U:S:- Taiwan agreements previously concluded,_

PerhapS More important than the special problems raised for the
U.S., PRC assumption of the seat originally held by the ROC Would
create Certain difficultieS for the GATT and its_Contracting Parties
since they have acted as if China were not a GATT Member. Spe=
cifically, a number of actions the CPs have taken since 1950 would
be called into question, including the withdrawal of- concessions to
China as well as the entry into force of protocols of rectification
and modification requiring the approval. of all Contracting Parties.
On the one hand, it is conceivable- that certain GATT CPs would
have to restore concessions originally granted to the ROC or would
have to compensate the PRC for having withdrawn concessions and
MFN treatment. On the other hand, the PRC would then owe the
CPS compensation for not having_ applied since 1950 the bound
rates of duty under the original -ROC schedule which are consider-
ably lower than- present, PRC tariff rates. Many CPs, including
some of those which withdrew their origiaai tariff concessions- to
the ROC, now grant MFN treatment to the PRC and probably give
PRC products better tariff treatment than previously negotiated
with the ROC. Nonetheless; should the PRC assume the Old China
seat, GATT as well as many of its members would be faced with
solving some potentially complex and technical problerns.

(2) NEGOTIATING A NEW PROTOCOL OF ACCESSION UNDER ARTICLE
XXXIII

Should the PRC accede to GATT under Article XXXIII (accesSion
by a government not party to the General Agreement), there would
be no need to debate the former GATT participation of the ROC
and more important, GATT and its Contracting Parties could
avoid the complex and technical difficulties of restoring a balance
of benefits betWeen the CPs and -the -PRC after thirty-one years of
non-application. Under Article XXXIII provisions, the PRC would
apply to accede and would have to negotiate appropriate terms of
accession including a package of trade benefits with various GATT
CPS. As with all countries which want to accede to GATT under
Article XXXIII, a working party would more than likely be estab-
lished to examine generally the PRC's tracie system and patterns.
More specifically, the WP_ would likely examine the extent to
which the PRC's trade decisions are made by the central plan and
most importantly, Whether the PRC's tariff regime is an effective
regulator of its foreign trade. Based on this examination, the work-
ing party Would determine the most effective means for China to
provide reciprocity to the other CPs in return for the benefits of
GATT membership.__ Once an accession protocol had been approved
by a two-thirds majority of the CPs and was accepted by China, the
PRC would become a full Contracting Party to the GATT. This
process of fully acceding to GATT under Article XXXIII could obvi-
ously take Several years, but the PRC could also accede provisional-
ly while negotiating an accession protocol under Article xxxri.i.
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Provisional accession would involve _a declaration by some Con-
tracting Parties to extend to the PRC the provisions of GATT,
except tariff concessions; on a reciprocal basis;

Whether the PRC accedes under Article XXXIII or accedes provi-
sionally while negotiating Article XXXIII accession; certain diffi-
culties inherent in their assuming the Old China seat would be cm=
cumvented or avoided altogether. For example; GATT and the CPs
would not need to make any decisions and/or take compensatory
action regarding certain GATT actions taken since- 1950 or on any
tariff concessions withdrawn since that time. In addition, the U.S.
would be able to invoke Article XXXV at the time that the PRC
became a GATT member thereby avoiding any potential conflicts
with U.S. trade law. Moreover; PRC accession under Article
XXXIII would delay the need to make a decision on PRC eligibility
for U.S. GSP since- the -PRC could only be considered a Contracting
Party as required by Section 502(b)(1) of the Trade Act of 1974 at
the conclusion of the accession processone which could, as .,aid
earlier, take several years. Finally, PRC accession to GATT under
Article XXXIII would avoid any problems for the GATT, the U.S.
and other CPs regarding any actions taken by and/or with Taiwan
since its withdrawal from GATT in 1950.

(3) ASSUMING THE 01.D SEAT AND NEGOTIATING NEW TERMS

Given the economic and political motivations the PRC, on the
one hand; may have in pursuing GATT membership and the politi7
cal sensitivities and practical concerns the Contracting Parties; on
the other hand; will likely have should the PRC decide to join, it is
possible that the CPS might agree to the PRC's likely request to
assume the Old China seat provided the PRC agrees to negotiate a
special protocol document. This seems to he a likely outcome since
many CPs would not want to challenge the legitimacy of the PRC'S
claim to the old seat and would probably welcome PRC participa-
tion in GATT despite the legal problems and technical complex-
ities. This method of entry might also suit the PRC since it could
claim its "rightful" seat in GATT, gain full LDC benefits under the
"modern" GATT as opposed to the original 1948 terms, and could
achieve GATT membership status as quickly as possiblea factor
which could precipitate their eligibility for U.S. GSP.

A special accession or protocol document providing for PRC as-
sumption of the Old China sea' as well as new, more appropriate
terms for Chinese participation in GATT could be implemented in
several waysinclnding an Article XXV(5) waiver and modifica-
tions in schedules under Article XXVIII. Most important; a special
protocol document would address the issues normally resolved in
the Article XXXIII accession process, While there is no GATT prec-
edent on which to base this action, allowing the PRC to assume the
Old China seat provided it negotiates new terms of accession would
address the special relationship China has had with GATT as well
as resolve most of the problems which would arise if the PRC were
simply to assume the old seat. It would, for example, provide a way
to restore the balance of benefits between the CPs and the PRC
after thirty-one years of non-application; would resolve possible
compensation problems; could authorize the U.S. and PRC to sus:

.1:i
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pen GATT provisions with regard to each other since Article
XXXV ld not be used; and, most important, would- determine
via findings of a GATT working party whether the FTC's tariffs
are effective arid, if not, what sort of import commitment and/or
other concession from the PRC would be appropriate.

VI. CRITICAL ISSUES IN NON-MARKET ECONOMY (NME) ACCESSION TO
GATT

The accession of Poland in 1967; Romania in 1971 and Hungary
in 1973 under special GATT protocols recognizing the particular
nature of their economies brought the total number of non-market
economy countries in GATT to fiveincluding Cuba and Czechoslo-
vakia which were original members of GATT in 1948 before they
converted to State:trading economies. GATT's experience to date
with smaller; Eastern_ European non-market economies suggests
both advantages and disadvantages in the accession of any NME
into -GATT; and perhaps more so for a large, developing-country
NME such as China.

(11 ADVANTAGES OF NME GATT MEMBERSHIP

In addition to the political considerations of wanting to strength=
en EaStern European ties with the West and lessen their depend-
ence on theSoviet Union; GATT members felt that their particiPa:
tion in GATT would_ bring a large block of trade taking place out-
side of GATT within its parameters and would thereby encourage
these countries to play_ by the established rules of the international
economic and trade systems: In addition, it was felt that Eastern
European membership in GATT would legitimize the GATT CPs as
acceptable trade partners for those countries and would im_prove
the opportunitieS for the CPs to increase their exports of agricul-
tural and manufactured products to Eastern Europe. Most irripor:
tent, it was hoped that allowing the non - market economies of East-
ern Europe to join GATT would reinforce their decisions to reform
their domeStic economies, to increase their economic and trade
dealings with the West, and would result in more decentralized
market-oriented policies.

(21 DISADVANTAGES OF NME GATT MEMBERSHIP

These advantages, however, have had to be weighed against the
disadvantages of NME membership in GATT. Problems with the
entry and participation of non-market economies in GATT have re-
volved around their ability to guarantee MFN treatment, the ab-
sence of GATT rules on state trading to the extent practiced by the
NMEs and, most important; the effectiveness of their tariffs and
ability to provide reciprocity_to GATT Contracting Parties.

Accession to GATT requires undertaking a basic commitment by
the acceding country to treat the products of one Contracting Party
no less favorably than the same products from another GATT
member. However, because the government in non-market econo-
mies, rather than market forces, operates all trading enterprises
and determine§ in a central plan which goods will be produced,
which imported and in what quantities, it was difficult for the CPs
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to..be_ guaranteed that all trading partners of the_ Eastern European
NMEs would receive equal trezitment. State trading enterprises, for
example; would not be _able_ to follow their governments' foreign
trade plans, on the one hand, and completely adhere- to.the GATT
principle of non-discrimination or MFN _in _their_ actual operations
on the other. Moreover, due to the insulation of their price struc-
tures from world market prices, genuine cost comparisons between
altermitives sources of supply in generzilly not available in non=
market economies.

As to GATT rules which might address the s_pecial nature of non=
market economies;_the_GATT.CPs realized that although GATT .Ar-
t icle \VII ( "State Trading Enterprises) attempts to address instru-
ments olgovernment trade regulation used in market economies,.
this GATT provision could not effectively deal with the degree of
government intervention in trade inherent in the non-market
ecorom i es.

Finally; -the GATT CPs found that several NMEs wishing to
enter GATT i.e. Poland and Romania) had tariffs which were
fairly meaningless. That is, in contrast to market-economy coun-
tries where tariff rates have a direct effect on the sources and com-
position of trade and where the tariff system is the principal regu-
lator of foreign trade, the tariffs of non-market economies play
only a minor role in determining the direction and composition of
foreign trade.

The problems surrounding the accession to GATT of the Eastern
European NMEs highlighted the fact that the GATT was originally
written to address_ the trade problems of market-economy countries
with effective tariff regi:des._ Hence; in order_to effectively incorpo-
rate the non - market- economies; it was clear that GATT would, gen-
erally, need -to -adapt its_provisions_to _meet their special needs and;
mere- specifically, would have to Find new ways of ensuring reci-
procity between the NMEs and the GATT Contracting Parties:

13 ) TE;."A';S NME ACCESSION TO GATE

When Poland and ? ;r:Lo n la acceded to GATT in 1967 and 1971
respectively, the Contracting Parties required that they agree to
import commitments in place of a schedule of tariff concessions
since thi.ir tariff systems were not considered by GATT Working
Parties to be effective regulators of trade. Poland's import commit-
ment requires that Poland increase its imports from GATT CPS by
seven percent annually. This import commitment has turned out to
be unrealistic, and PoLndafter exceeding its commitment in the
initial years following GATT accession,--_has not been economically
able to zichieve theprescribed level of imports from GATT mem-
bers in more recent years. Romania's import commitment stipu-
lates that its imports from the GATT CPs as a whole should in
crease at a rate not smaller than the growth of total Romanian im-
ports provided for in Five Year Plans. The Romanian import
commitment has been more successful than the Polish commitment
because it is responsive to Romania's overall growth and provides
more flexibility in ensuring the GATT CPs of a fair share of the
Romanian market. Since acceding to GATT, both countries have in-
troduced tariff regimes which they now claim directly influence

I
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their trade. The Working Party on the Romanian customs tariff,
convened in 1974, has not yet made a conclusive decision as to the
effectiveness of those tariffs, and the Polish tariff regime has not
been submitted to a GATT Working Party for examination.

In contrast to Poland and Romania which acceded to GATT on
the basis of import commitments, a working party examining Hun-
gary's trade regime found that its tariff§ were an effective regula-
tor of trade, and Hungary; in 1973, became the first. non-market
economy country to accede to the GATT on the basis of a tariff
Schedule.

Notwithstanding this difference; the protocols of accession to
GATT for Poland, Romania and Hungary have had several
common elements. In each case- the GATT Contracting Parties
agreed to gradually reduce all discriminatory quantitative restric-
tions on imports from these countries. The CPs reserved their
right, however; to take discriminatory safeguard action against the
acceding NME's exports if they_cause serious injury -to domestic
producers. This safeguard reservation is contrary to GATT Article
XIX which provides for non-discriminatory emergency action di-
rected against the product; not the country of origin. Finally, the
accession protocols of Poland, Romania and Hungary have provided
for mutual withdrawal of equivalent concessions in the event of a
dispute concerning NME accession commitments.

VII: TERMS OF PRC ACCESSION TO GATT

Despite the basic similarities between the economies of the Ea§t=
ern EUropean countries and that of the People's Republic of China
and the conclusions one might draw for China based on GA-TI' § ex=
petierice Wifh other non-market economies, the PRC is clearly dis-
tinct from the other NMEs which have thus far acceded to GATT.
In contrast to Poland, Romania and Hungary at the time of their
respective accessions to GATT, the PRC_alread_y trades extensively
outside the communist sphere, :receives non-discriminatory tariff
treatment (MFN) from most GATT_members, and is a very large,
developing country -with considerable economic potential.

Hence, while GATT will need to take into account its experience
to date with other non - market economies, China's accession will
also require that the Contracting Parties search for terms of acces-
sion uniquely responsive to the PRC. Such terms will, on the bile
hand, need to be acceptable and feasible for China -and will hi ve to
ensure; on the other hand, PRC adherence to GATT principles and
obligations- and effective Chinese reciprocity to the Contracting
Parties: Negotiating these terms will no doubt, be difficult, and
further emphasizes the importance of the PRC's terms of accession
and their implications for the PRC, the Contracting Parties and
GATT as an institution. If the PRC assumes the Old China seat, its
GATT obligations would be meaningless without updated terms,
and if it accedes under Article XXXII', it would have to negotiate
new accession terms in any case. One can therefore, conclude that
the PRC's impact on GATT; should it decide _to join, will largely
depend on the terms rather than the method of entry as well as on
the 'overall effect such a large, developing non-market economy
could have on the GATT.
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Although the PR(' has apparently expressed an interest in enter-
ing GATT on the basis of their tariff system as Hungary did in
I973; it is not yet clear whether concessions based on China's tariff
S:hed ule would provide effective reciprocity to the GATT Contract-
ing Parties. China is reported to have at present a tariff system
calling_ fin- two tariff classifications, including a "minimum" tariff
denoting MFN treatment. However, these tariffs reportedly influ-
ence the domestic price of only 20 percent of total PRC imports,
while the remaining 80 percent seem to be priced according to
their Chinese-produced equivalents. If true, one might conclude
that tariffs are not a significant factor in the PRC foreign trade
regime and that Chinese import decisions are largely determined
by the PRC plan of import rights and by allocations of foreign ex-
change.

If China's tziriffs would not be acceptable as an effective regula-
tor of trade, the CPs would need to negotiate some sort of- commit-
ment from the PRC which would reciprocate their tariff conces-
sions to China. Since, however, the import commitments negotiated
with other NMEs have not been particularly effective surrog_ates
for tariff concessions, GATT may--in the case of PRC accession
want to develop a new sort of import commitment for the Chinese
which would he both effective and appropriatez Such an import
commitment might, for example, link the growth of PRC imports
from GATT CPs to its growth in- industrial production or in GNP,
or might be based on sector-specific categories._

In addition to some sort of commitment (import or otherwise)
which would reciprocate the benefits of GATT membership, the
GATT CPs would probably want Chinese terms of accession to in-
clude measures to safeguard against market disruption caused by
Chinese exports, 'provisions for areater transparency in China's
trade decisions, and the establishment of a GATT working- party-to
review on a regular basis China's trade relationsnip with GATT
CPs.

From the PRC's point of view, it is likely that in acceding to
GATT' it would seek a commitment from the GATT CPs to progres-
sively remove and/or eliminate quantitative restrictions affecting
its products, and wouldas a developing countryprobably seek
more advantageous terms than those negotiated by developed
NMEs which have acceded to GATT (i.e.; Poland and Hungary).

VIII. CONCLUSION

For China, entry into GATT would yield all the economic bene-
fits of being in the GATT framework, such as permanent MFN
treatment, innumerable tariff concessions, and access to GATT's
trade dispute mechanisms. Moreover, GATT membership would
give China the political benefits of playing a greater role_ in the in-
ternational economic system. On the other hand, GATT member-
ship could place considerable pressures qn China to reform its eco-
nomic systemsomething which might be politically undesirable or
impossible from a domestic viewpoint._

For the GATT and its Contracting Parties, there are also certain
advantages and _disadvantages in PRC membership in GATT. On
the one hand, PRC entry would bring a major international power

k
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Within the GATT framework, would extend some of the discipline
of the international syFtern to the conduct of China's foreign trade,
and would provide a multilateral framework within which China's
existing bilateral trade relations would evolve. On the other hand;
GATT rules were formulated for market economies with effective
tariff regimes, and PRC accession to GATT could put additional
strains on GATT as an institution to adjust its framework and pro-
visions even more than has been required by the accession of the
smaller, Eastern European NMEs. Finally, the PRC would be the
largest and most politically influential NME to join GATT, and its
entry might serve as a precedent, for the Soviet Uniona factor
which would have enormous ramifications for GATT.
__Based on the present situation of economic retrenchment in the
PRC, it is not at all certain whether the PRC will in fact, pursue
GATT membership in the near future: Nonetheless; at whatever
point the PRC decides to pursue GATT membership, the GATT and
its Contracting Parties will need to carefully review the complex
issues at stake in Chinese accession as well as the possible advan-
tages and disadvantages of their- participation in the General
Agreement on Traiffs and Trade (GATT).
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INTRODUCTION

For over two decades following the Communist takeover of
China, commercial relations between the United States and "Main
land China" were virtually nonexistent. During most of that
period, the standstill was principally the result of a comprehensive
embargo that the United States imposed on trade with Mainland
China after the direct involvement of the Communist Chinese in

'Specialist in International Trade and Finance, Economics Division, Library of Congress.
(151)
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the Korean War. The restrictions applied not only to trade but also
te various other trade- related activities and affected as well certain
firms in foreign countries over which the United States claimed ju-
risdiction.

The politiczil rtipprochement betWeen the United States and the
People's Republic of China that followed the thaw triggered by the
"ping-pong diplomacy" brought with it a _grzidaal_ elimination of
regulatory restrictions, at firstin mid-1969only of peripheral
ones and later of more substantive_ onus. The embargo on -commer-
cial relations with the PR(' was lifted in mid-1971; and by legisla-
tive action the PRC's access to some U.S. Commodity Credit Corpo-
ration programs was authorized in 1978, d- bilateral trade agree-
ment between_ the United States and the PRC, providing among
other things for the reciprocal granting of most-favored-nation
status, was approved in 1979, and the PRC's eligiblity forthe oper-
ations of Overseas Private Investment Corporation was author:
ized in 198D. AlSo in 1979, the PRC gained access to Eximbank
export credit facilities.

The U.S. action over the last decade, which eliminated or miti-
gated the earlier severe restrictions on commercial relations With
the People's Republic of China; has placed the latter generally at
least in the same position_as the_more favored European Commu-
nist countries with respect to the U.S._ foreign commercial policy.
In filet, there is evident in the present_U.S. official position toward
trade with China a certain degree of favoritism.

It should be underStood that the restrictions- that did or - still-do
apply to Chinawith one exceptionhave not been enacted_or im-
plemented with respect to China as an- individual country but
rather as one of the group of -Communist," "nonmarket economy,"
or "State=controlled-economy" countries to which such restrictions
apply collectively. Whatever action has been_ taken thus far to
bring the PRC's commercial status with respect to the United
States closer to normal haS been _in the form of individual excep-
tionS to the policy applicable generally to this category of coun-
tries. Such normalizing action has_ been taken either administra-
tively within the existing legislation (which at times yequires prior
compliance with more or leSS cumbersome conditions) or legisla-
tively by the approval of a specific km exempting China from an
otherWiSe still applicable statutory restriction that still remains in
force with respect to other Communist countries.

With all' this, the U.S. commercial policy toward the PRC and
trade relations with it still are not normal in the sense that one
Would characterize as "normal" the policy toward and relations
with the countries of the non-Communist world. Apart from_ a cer-
tain degree of unavoidable functional abnormality that_is_inherent
in trade With a country Whose economy is under- comprehensive
State guidance and control, there still exists a_number of U.S. stat-
utory and administrative measures which place on commercial re-
lations with the PRC restrictions_ that do not apply to the U.S.
trade with most. of its other trading partners.

The purpose of this paper is to identify and briefly describe -the
existing statutory and regulatory measures that restrict or other-
wise encumber commercial relations between the United States
and Communist countries in general, and their present, often more
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liberal; application to _China in the areas of U.S. imports, U.S. ex-
ports, U.S. investment abroad, third-country trade, and shipping.
The last part of the paper gives a brief indication of the kinds of
action that were or still would be needed to overcome or eliminate
these obstacles to the extent that "normalization" is desired:

1. U.S. IMPORTS

A. Ban bit Imports of Furskins
Since September 1, 1951; the United States has had in force a

total ban on the importation of ermine, fox, kolinsky, marten,
mink, muskrat, and weasel furskins from China. The ban was im-
posed under the provisions of sec. 11 of the Trade Agreements Ex-
tension Act of 1951 (65 Stat: 75) which required the President to
prohibit the importation of such furskins from Communist China
(and also from the Soviet Union).

As enacted, the provision was the conference version of a floor
amendment approved by the Senate which would have, as -a meas-
ure claimed to he for the protection of the U.S: furskin industry,
limited the of imports of mink, silver fox and muskrat
furskins in any year to 25 percent of the domestic production of
these furskins in the previous year. While the provision did not
then specify any foreign country; it was aimed primarily against
the Soviet Union, which in the late 1940s was the major source (20
to 30 percent) of U.S, furskins imports, while imports from China
were significant but not large.
_ At_present the provision banning furskin imports is part of the
Tariff Schedules of the United States (la U.S.C. 1202; Schedule 1,
Part 5; Subpart B, Headnote 4). (See also footnote 28.)

B. No,aliscriminatory (Most-Favored-Nation) Treatment
In the same Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1951 that im-

posed the ban on furskin imports; the Congress, in sec. 5 (65 Stat.
73), directed the President to suspend the most-favored-nation
(MFN) status of all countries of the Sino-Soviet bloc: The suspen-
sion took effect with respect to China on September 1, 1951, and for
the Chinese-ruled Tibet in mid-1952. Subsequent legislation (sec.
231, Trade Expansion Act of 1962), moreover, made it impossible
for China (and other Communist countries) to regain the MFN
status without specific legislation.

This situation was- changed somewhat by the Trade. Act of 1974
(TA 74); which in Title IV made the restoration of the MFN
status 1 to China possible; although subject to quite restrictive con-
ditions. The Act (Set. 401; 19 U.S.C. 2431) continues the general
U.S. policy of denying the MFN status to "nonmarket economy"
(i.e., in practice, Communist) countries which did not enjoy such
status at the time of the enactment of the 1974 Act. It does permit;
however, under a rather- complex set of provisions and conditions;
the granting of the MFN status to such a country if its emigration
policy is reasonably liberal: The basic conditions for granting the

' In the House Report on the Trdde Act (H. Rept, 93-571, p. 80), the MFN or nondiscrimina-
tory_treatment is defined. in effect, as_one under which the concessionary (rather than full stat-
utory) rates of customs duty are applied to imports from a country with the MFN status.

15,*
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MFN status are spelled out in sec. 402 (the freedom-of-emigration
or Jackson-Vanik amendment; 19 U,S,C, 24:32) and several other re-
lated sections of the Trade Act.

As a "nonmarket economy" country,_ China was precluded from
having its MFN status restored by the United States until the Spe-
cific steps, required by law; were completed: These were

l. Bilateral agreernent.On July 7, 1979, the United States and
the PRC signed a bilateral commercial agreement 2 providing,
among other things, fora mutual grant of the most-favored-nation
treatment. As km requires, the agreement is limited to a three-
year term (but is to be extended automatically for successive three-
year terms unless denounced by either party); it contains provi-
sions pertaining to the safeguarding -of national security and pro-
tection of copyrights; pk.itents; trademarks and industrial property;
provides for nuindatory consultations on bilateral trade problems
and permits unilateral preventive or remedial action if consulta7
tions are unproductive; provides for consultation, conciliation and
arbitration_ of disputes,

J Presah.ritial proclamation.Oh October 23, 1979; President
Carter issued a proclamation (No. 4697) of the agreement arid Of
the extension of the MFN status to the PRC, with its entry into
force delayed until t date on which the two PartieS haVe ex=
cluiriged notices that the legal procedures required for the imple-
mentation of the agreement have been completed.

.?. Conzpliattee with the freedom,ofemigration requirenzent:For
all practical purposes, this is the crucial step in the_process of re-
mdi-1i* the MFN status to a Communist -country: The freedom-of-
emigration provision (Jackson-Vanik amendment) of the Trade Act
require:4, in effect, that emigration from the prospective recipient
of the MFN status be at least substantially free of restrictions or
feeS." The law provides for two alternative procedures of compli-
ance with this requirement.

(a) The primary procedure; contained In the original JaCkson-
Vanik amendment, permits the concluding of a commercial agree-
ment and the extension of the MFN status only after the President
has submitted to_the Congress a report indicating that the country
in question is not in violation of the criteria of free emigration es-
ilibliShed in thefreedbm-of-emigration provision. The President is
also directed to submit to the Congress similar semiannual reports
(June :30 and December 31) as long as the agreement, extending the
MFN status, remains in effect. Since the basic condition of this pro-
cedtire is that there be no violation of the freedom-of-emigration re-
quirements, the potential for using this procedure is severely limit-
ed. In (act, no attempt has been made thus far to follow this
avenue to the restoration of the MFN status to a Communist Coun-
try.

(b) Somewhat les§ demanding are the requirements of the alter-
native approach to the MFN status, added to the freedom-of-emi-

Agreement on trade _relations.betweem the United Slat: of America and the-People's Repub-
lic-of China. Signed at Beijing July 7. 1979, entered into 1())), February 1. 1950. T1AS 9630; 31
UST
-"The more specific provision in_respett_to freedom-of-emigriition to join a close relative in the

United States ftg.,.c. 409.01 the Act; 131 U.S.C. 2439) contains-identical provisions as the general
freedom-of-emigration provision isec..102) and is, in effect, a dupliCation of the latter.

i5,
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gration statute as a result of a compromise between the Congress
and the Administration. The compromise provision authorizes the
President; in extending the MFN status to any country, to waive
by Executive order the primary requi-ement of _no violation_ if he
determines and reports to the Congress that such waiver will sub-
stantially promote the objectives of the freedom-of-emigration pro-
vision and that he has received assurances from the foreign coun-
try that its emigration practices will lead substantially to the
achievement of the objectives of the statute.4

A waiver of the primary freedom-of-emigration requirement was
issued by the President with respect to China in Executive Order
12167 of October 23;_1979; after his waiver authority had been ex-
tended for a year, effective July 3, 1979.

4. Transmission to the rongress,--The President is specifically re-
quired by law to transmit to the Congress the following documents
related to the granting of the MFN status:

(a) the bilateral commercial agreement, containing the -ex-
tension _of the MFN status and all provisions required by law

19 U.S.C. 2487(a));
tb) the proclamation providing for the entry into fOrce of the

bilateral agreement; and
(c) the initial report indicating no violation of the freedom-of=

::migration requirement, or the report of his waiving the re-
quirement; containing or together with the determinations and
the statement with- respect to his having received assurances
which are required by statute,

All these documents with respect to China were transmitted by
the President in a communication to Congress on October 23,
1979:1' The_report on the waiver; however, neither enumerated nor
even specifically mentioned the assurances that had been received
from the PRC with respect to its future emigration practices-, the
President merely reported that he had "determined that the re-
quirements of section 402(c))2) (A) and (B) of the Act have been sat-
iSfied."

.5. Congressional appracal.A commercial agreement containing
the grant of the MFN status and its implementing proclamation
may take effect only if the Congress adopts a concurrent-resolution
of approval _under the procedure_ specifically provided for by law
(see. 105(c); TA 71; 19 U.S.C. 2435(c)). That approval statute (sec:
1151; TA 7,1;_19 U.S.C. 2191) mandates the introduction of the resolu-
tion, prescribes its langue, prohibits any_debates or amendments
thereto; and sets up mandatory deadlines for its various legislative

Ific Authority to Wail, the freedom-of-emigration-requirement may be extended annually if
the President determines that further extensions of the waiver authority .will_sithstantially_pro-
mote the .10bit'en I ht. v. recommends to the CongresS. no later
than :in days before the expiration of the authority, that the authority be extended and sets
forth his reasons for the re.eeernmenehitiom he-determination must lx made i.ind th_reasons_for
it explained in respect to every country_for..which.a waiver is im4fect its well as in respect to
the gene_ral_authority to .waive. 'rho annual extension of the waiver authority is- automatic
unless either !louse adopts_ wit hi n f;11 calendar days after -the -end- of -the previous -authority year
and under procedure, provided for in sec. _15:: Of the Act i'lli_US:C__21934;_a_tesolution disapproy
leg the extension of the waiver authority either generally or with respect tee any particular

country.
' Agreement an trade relations between the United-States and the People s_RepUblicuCC:hina;

communication from the President. of the..United. States . . . Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off.,
ilaith Congress, 1st sessieen. !louse Doc. No. 90-2091.

' Ibid.. p. 11.

t.1
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stages. Consequently, if either House wishes to disapprove the
grant of the MFN status; it must do so by voting against it; the res-
olution cannot simply die for lack of legislative action:

Moreover. implicit approval is required for the primary proce-
dure of compliance with the freedom-of-emigration requirement:
The initial Presidential report to Congress, indicating no violation
of the requirement (see 3(a) above); may be disapproved (and the
grant of the MFN status thereby nullified) if either House within
90 session days adopts a resolution of disapproval under the special
procedures provided for by sec. 152 of the Act of the Act (19- U.S.C.
2192; prescribed language, prohibition of debate or amendments,
mandatory legislative deadlines).?

The initial use of the waiver in respect to an individual country;
on the other hand, requires no explicit or implicit Congressional
approval. Congressional disapproval of any particular waiver at the
time the waiver is first issued can_ be exercised only indirectly
(except, of course, by passing a specific law to revoke the waiver)
through failure to adopt the concurrent resolution required for the
approval of the bilateral agreement. Under the existing statutory
procedure; any waiver can be revoked directly only by means of a
disapproval resolution adopted by either House (one-House veto) at
the time of the annual extension of the waiver authority (see foot-
ribte

A concurrent resolution to approve_ the extension of nc 'discri-
minatory treatment to- the People's _Republic of China was intro-
d_uced in the House on October 23, 1979, the same day on which the
President transmitted his communication _to _Congress, and one :in
the Senate on the following day. Both resolutions were reported fa-
vorably by the respective Committees; although in the House
report eight Members strongly objected to granting the MFN status
to China on several grounds; among them the inadequacy of the
President's report on free-emigration assurances received from
China; Despite these objections and identical ones raised on the
floor of the Senate, the concurrent resolution (H._ Con. Res: 204)
was approved by large majorities of both Houses, thus opening the
way to the extension of the -MFN treatment to the PRC;

61 Exchange of notices.The grant of the MFN status as a rule
becomes effective on the date on which written notices of accept-
ante are exchanged between the two countries. (See footnote- 2
above.) Such exchange took place in Beijing on February 1, 1980,
thus putting into force the trade agreement between the United_
States and the People's Republic of China and the mutual grant of
the MFN status which it contains.

C'. Generalized System of Preferences
Under its generalized system of preferences (GSP), provided for

in- Title V- of the Trade Act of 1974 and in effect since January 1,
1976, the United States permits, for a 10-year period, duty-free i!n-

' A similar legislative veto (resulting in the termination of the MFN status :dividual
tries) can be exercised annually, with respect to the President's December no-. labor: ;.
on individual countries. The statitte_requires_that such_reports_be_submitted SI t;' an n ual! ec
:i(iii_aboveLif the MEN treatment, granted under the primly freedom-of-emigat ": proc,d. re.
is to continue. As mentioned earlier, no country at present enjoys the MFN tat on the
on this procedure, and the reports in question are nct being submitted to the Cer.gc-1
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portation of a wid, array of products from eligible less developed
countries ILDCs) designated as "beneficiary developing- countries"
il3DCs). Certain countries are barred from participation in the GSP
for a variety of reasons.

Individually excluded, fur_ instance, are_ presumed developing
countries (sec. 502(b); 19 U.S.C. 24(i2(b)). China, however, is not
listed among them. In fact; Article II of the trade agreement be-
tween the_United States and the PRC specifically provides "that, at
its current state of economic_ development; China is a developing
country," thus making the PRC potentially eligible for the benefits
of the LLS: generalized system of' preferences,

The lain, however, prohibits the designation of any Communist
country as a PDC unless the country (a) has been granted the_MFN
status by the United States, (b) is a signatory Of the General Agree-
ment on Tariffs and Trade and a member of the International
Monetary Fund, and (c) is not dominated or controlled by interna-
tional communism; China fulfills most of these conditions but is
not a signatory of the GAIT and, hence, does not qualify for being
designated a I31X; under the U.S. generalized system of prefer-
enCeS.8

The PR(' has indicated its desire to be designated as a benefici-
ary developing country under the U.S. GSP as soon -as it fulfills-all
of these conditions. The U.S. International Trade Commission has
conducted, at the request of the President transmitted_ through the
U.S. Trade Representative; an investigation on "Probable economic
effect on domestic industries of the designation of the Peoples Re-
public of China as a beneficiary developing country far-purposes of
the U.S. generalized system of preferences (Investigation No 332-
123) and pUblished a report thereon in June 1981.

Actions to Remedy Adverse Effect of Imports
Most actions available in law to U.S. industry. for the purpose of

remedying or counteracting any adverse effect of imports from
China apply equally to China (as a Communist country) and to non-
Communist countries. In some instances, however, the remedial
measure may be, either in law or in ractice, someWhat more read-
ily applied to a: Communist than to a non-Communist country.
There are kllso some statutory remedies that can be used exclusive-
ly against Communist countries; including China.

I. Market Di sruption.Section 406 of the Trade Act of 1974 (19
U.S.C. 24361 establishes .a special. procedure. to prevent or remedy
the disruption of the U.S. market by imports of an article specifi-
cally from Communist countries.'

While the general purpose of this procedure is the same as that
of the escape cltiuse procedure (protection of domestic producers
against injury caused _by_ increasing imports), and their mechanics
are generally identical, the two procedures differ in several signif-
icant aspects, all of -which tend to ,make the market disruption_pro-
cedure less flivoriible to imports than the escape clause procedure.
Market disruption investigation by the U.S. International Trade

'.Chirta_already is a_ beneficiary country under the GSI's of several other industrialized coun
tries or entities. such as Canada. the European Communities with some limitations as to prod-
ucts involved,. Switzerland. Japan. Australin.

1 t;
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Commission can be initiated and the eventual remedy applied by
the President with respect to_ the specific country or countries
where the disrupting imports originate while; in escape clause
cases; imports of the article in question from all sources, or at least
all major sources; are considered; and the remedial action; as a
rule, is applied on a nondiscriminatory basis to all countries:9 The
causal connection between imports and injury, and the criterion of
injury itselC underlying the_USITC's recommendation for remedial
action, are less strict in market disruption cases ("significant cause
of material injury") than in escape clause cases ("substantial cause
of serious injury "); with the consequence that injury finding is
more likely in market disruption cases.

In market disruption cases, the USITC's investigation must be
completed in 3 months (vs. 6 months under the escape clause proce-
dure), and an orderly marketing agreement, if such course of action
is decided, must_ be entered into within 60 days (vs: 90- days in
escipe clause actions): In addition; the President may take ether=
gency import relief action before the USITC completes its investi-
gation if he considers it necessary; such emergency action is not
provided for in escape clause statutes.

Section .106; consequently; provides for an action to remedy
i

.import injury whose implementation is easier; faster and more spe-
cific than that of the escape clause procedure. The action is also
discriminatory in that it applies only to imports from Communist
countries:

The remedial procedure provided by this statute has been used
with respect to China on four occasions. The very firSt case filed
With the Commission under sec. 406 (in December 1977) involved
certain types of cotton gloves imported from China. In this ih-
stihc6, the Commission found that the imports in question were
not causing market disruption in the United States." In the
Second investigation, filed in May 1978; China was one of three
Communist countrieL whose exports of clothespins to the _United
States were allegedly causing market disruption, The USITC found
that while imports from the other two countries (Poland and Roma-
nia) did not disrupt the U:S, market; those from China did.' The
President, however, declined to take any remedial action ist
China since the Commission had in the meantime begun an escape
clause investigation of_imports of clothespins_ from all sources; 73
percent of which were accounted for by other foreign sources .1

The third Sec. 406 investigation involving the PRC was insti-
tuted in May 1982 with respect to ceramic kitchenware arid ta-
hleWare. In it, the Commission determined that the imports in

" Although escape clause -procedure of the Trade Act_of_1974 _does permit discriminatory appli-
ciiiiari of remedies "hut Oftly_after_consideriition of the relation of such actions- to the interna-
tional obligations of the United States'. (sec. 203(10: 19 U.S.C. 2353(k0; import relief action hiCs in
practice always been applied-in-a nondiscriminatory manner__

'" U S. International Trade _Commission-Certain_gloves from the People's -Republic of China:
riIkirE tO the President on investigation No. TA-406-1 under section 406 of the Trade Act of
1974. USITC Publication 867) Washington: March 1978.

-" -U-S. International Trade COmmission. Cliithespins from the People's Republic of China, the
Polish Periple.S_ Republic,_ and the Socialist Republic of Romania; report to the President on in-
vestigations Nos. TA-406-2, TA-406-3, and TA-406-4 -under section 406 of the Trade Act of
1974. (USITC Publication 9021. Washington, August 1978:_____

= Domestie clotheapiii_inditatry; message to the Congress transmitting-a-report.-October 2,
1978. Weekly compilation of Presidential documents: v. 14, No. 40. October 9,1978, p: 1698:
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question caused no market fli:iruption. In the most recent case, in-
stituted in June 1982 and involving canned mushrooms from the
PRC:_ the Commission's determination was evenly divided; leaving
the final determination up to the President, whose action is still
pending.

.2. Mandatory Sareguard.s Clause in Bilateral Agreements.
Apart from the discriminatory nature of the fact itself that o rela-
tiVe liberalization of trade relations with a Communist country
(primarily, the granting of the MFN status) cannot take place with-
out the entry into force of a bilateral agreement, such agreement;
by law; must also contain a safeguards clause providing for manda=
tory consultations and authorizing the unilateral imposition _of
import restrictions in the event of actual or threatened market dis-
ruption. As mentioned earlier (see B.1: above); such a safeguards
clause is included in the trade agreement between the United
States and the PRC

Anticlumping Acti()n.--China subject to the possible use of a
special provision of the antidumping law (sec. 773(c) of the Tariff
Act of 1930, as zidded by the Trade Agreements Act of 1979; 19
U.S.C. 1677b(c))first enacted in 1975which calls for an alterna-
tive method of determining the foreign market value of imports
from state-controlled economies that are suspected of being
dumped on the U.S. market. Foreign market value is one of the
components used to establish whether an imported commodity is
being sold in the United States at less than fair value i'; and to de-
termine the level of the antidumping duty in the event that dump-
ing has been determined to have taken place.

Generally, foreign market value is the price at which an import-
ed commodity is sold in the country of origin or, alternatively; in
third countries to which it is being exported. If however, the econ-
omy of the exporting country -is state- controlled -to the extent that
domestic or third-country market export prices do not _permit a de-
termination of foreign .market value in the normal manner, foreign
market value must be determined on the basis of the price at
which similar merchandise produced in a surrogate "non-State-con-
trolled=econom_y country" is sold either domestically or in third
countries: or, alternatively, on the basis of the constructed value of
Similar merchandise of the surrogate. The method for calculating
the constructed value is prescribed by law and contains mandatory
minimal levels for certain cost components (general expenses;
profit); it can therefore, result in a value higher than the value
based on actual cost of production: Such course of action may work
to the disadvantage of the exporting country if the country is in
fact; the least-cost foreign producer of the article in question, for it
may result in a higher antidumping duty than would normally be
the case or even in the levying of an antidumping duty whez.e none
would be called for.

Antidumping investigations involving products from .nunist
Countries initiated since the enactment of this provision, in gener-

'3 A determination of the existenee_of sales at tess_than fair value is one essential element
for a finding of dumping and assessment of antidumping duty. The other essential element is a
determination by the U.S. International Trade Commission that an industry in the United
States is materially injured or threatened with matertal_injury; or_the_establishrne.nt of an in-
dustry in the United States is materially retarded by reason of the imparts in question.
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al; have been few; and m only three instances, thus far, imports
from the PRC have been subjected to the antidumping procedure.
In June 1980, a petition was filed alleging injurious dumping -of
menthol originating in China. During the process, the Internation-
al Trade Administration of the U.S. Department of Commerce de=
termined that the PRC was a State-controlled-economy _country
within the meaning of the law and, as of May 1, 1981, also that,
based on the foreign market value of menthol in Paraguay (deter-
mined as being the appropriate surrogate country); sales at less
than fair value Were taking place. The USITC, however, deter-
Mined on June 1, 1981, that these imports caused neither injury
nor retardation of a U.S. industry, and antidumping duty was not
assessed.

Two recent antidumping cases, begun in August 1982 and involV=
ing greige polyester/cotton printcloth and shop towels of cotton;
are still pending; In both; the USITC has- made a preliminary al--
firm:16v° determination of reasonable indication of injury to a U.S;
industry, while further relevant determinations still remain to be
made.

4. Countervailing Action.,--Whenever a foreign- country subsidizes
the production or exportation of an article, the United States may
counteract the competitive advantage that the import has in the
U :S; market because of the subsidy by levying a countervailing
duty. equal to the amount of the subsidy. Amendments of the coun-
tervailing_statute, enacted in the Trade Agreements Act of 1979,
provided for different applicability of the countervailing duty, de-
pending on whether or not the subsidizing country is a "country
under the Agreement" as defined by_law.'4 Under the new law;
countervailing duty may be levied on subsidized imports from a
country under the Agreement only if it -is -also determined that
they are actually causing, or threatening to cause, injury to a U.S.
domestic industry (Title VII, Subtitle A, Tariff Act of 1930, added
by the Trade Agreements Act of 1979 (19 U.S.C, 1671-16719): Subsi-
dized-imports from countries not under the Agreement are counter-
vailed under the old countervailing law (19 U.S.C. 1303) and do not
have to meet the injury test.

This differentiation places Chinn in the less favorable of the two
categories. Since the PRC is not a country under the Agreement
(neither are any other Communist countrirs nor many non -Com-
munist ones) countervailing duties would apply imports from
China merely on the strength 3f a determaaation that its exports
are being subsidized and countervailing duty would he assessed
even tii,)ugh they would not be causing injury to, or threatening
With injury, any U.S. industry.

" The law defines a "country under _the Agr_etment".as a country (1) which is a signatory of
the_Agrectilent__on _Subsidies and Countervailing, concluded in the multilatel .1- trade negotia-
tions of the Tokyo Round, or (2i which has assumed obligations substantially equivalent_to tlictiSe
under the Agreement. or 03) which is not a_party_tO_GATT but has in force a bilateral ngree-
nnent With _the United-States, providing for unconditional MFN treatment (sec.-701(b)-of- the
Tariff Act of 1930, as added by sec. 101 of the Trade Agreements Act of 1979; 19 U.S.C. 1761(b)):

1 )
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11. U.S. Ex mitts

A. Export Controls
The system of U.S. export controls has since World War II devel-

oped_ into an important tool _of foreign economic policy; aimed _pri-
incirily at preventing the flow of strategic and high-technology
products and technical data of U.S. origin to Communist countries.
While the broad guidelines for controlling exports have been set by
statute, their detailed and specific implementation has mostly been
left to administrative regulatory action.,..which is more flexible and
adaptable to practical exigencies of a diverse and ever changing sit-
uation: _Consequently, a system of export _controls_ has .gradually
emerged in which there are differences in U.S. treatment not only
of (7ommunist as compared to non-Communist countries but also of
countries within the Communist group itself.

1._ The bulk of U.S. exports of goods and technical data is con-
trolled by the U.S. Office of Export Administration- under the au-
thority of the Export Administration Act of 1979 (50 U.S.C. App.
2101 t seq:1;_ implemented through Export Administration Regula-
tions- (15 C7.1..1t. 3(; 8-399.2). It is through these regulations that a
specific level of restrictiveness is applied to exports_ to any destina-
tion in the world. There are basically three levels of restrictiveness
as characterized by the range of commodities that require individu-
al "validated" licenses for exportation -to countries_ at_ that_leyel
and by the purpose of ontrols: (1) the level at which virtually all
exports require valid. license; which; as a rule,is not issued, the
result being a virtually total export embargo; (2) the level at which
validated license is required only for strategic or high-technology
exports, and may be issued if the intended use of -the export is
judged not to enrlinger U.S. national security; and (3) the level at
which validated license is required for strategic or high-technology_
exports; primarily for the purpose of preventing reexportation of
the item to destinations in the other two categories; and is usually
readily issued, if control over reexpoi tat:on is assured. Exports that
do not require a validated license take place under a general li-
cense (a blanket permission to export), usually under general li-
cense G-DEST.

Most commodities that require a- validated license for export to
countries at level (2) and virtually all of those requiring a validated
license _for export to countries at _level_ (3) are articles_ whose expor-
tation is controlled also internationally by the Coordinating Com-
mittee (COCOM), consisting at present of all NATO countries
(eXcept Iceland) and Japan.' 5

original stat utory..authority for U'S' participation in I'Ot'OM (Mutual Defense Assist-
i'itrarol. Act of 1951 "Battle A_ ct-) was terminated by sec. lite' of the Export Administra-

t111 Act of 197!, (50 U.S.C'. App. 2-10 het; the present authority is contained in sec r4l0 of EAA 79
.-m_t! S.C. App--21114(k).._.
_During the .Korean a sixcgd China Committee (CHINCOM) was set up in September

by COCOM members tii administer international controls of-exports to China. These con.
trols wore mortextfnsivt. included about 200 more items) than those_on. exports to_ihe Soviet

("_China differiintud-il In Late 1955.(two years afterthe Korean armistice was signed), some
C()COM -('HINCOM members began questioning the need for the China differential and gradu-
al's' unilaterally re/axed some of its controls. After a May 1!)$7 meeting on the subject_ failed to
recbncile the divergent it on the modification _of the Chinetembargo, several countries uni-
laterally..eliminated.the_Chint1_ differential and CHINCOM ceased to exist. The United States,
opposed to any relaxation of the international embargo, thereafter continued to maintain it uni-
laterally..



For _purposes of more detiiiled control; the countries of the world
(except Canada) are Eissigned to specific "country groups" of which
one or more are placed at one of the three general levels of _restric-
tiveness Shortly after the lifting of the embargo on trade with
China in 1971 (prior to which China was -at the most _restrictive
level_ in . country group Z; together with Ctiba, North Korea and
North Vietnam), the PRC _was placed in country group Y at the
middle level;. the level to which also belong all the countries of the
Warsaw Pact. Changes in the export control policy since_ that time
as well as the gradual improvement in U.S." commercial relations
with China resulted in transfering, as of April 25; 1980; the PRC tc
a country group. of its own (Group 13), still at the same level of re-
strictiveness, but allowing some differentiation in favor of China.'6

The removiil of China from Group Y and its transfer to a sepa-
rate group of its own was prompted by the consideration that; in
the case of .China, factors relevant for the determination as to
which exports would contribute_significantly _to military pote.-,tial
of the_country in question nre different from those that would come
into play with respect to Warsaw Pact countries: Although ` :nit-1;1 is
in_zi separate country group; exports to China are at present :ctill
subject to the same formal validated license requirements <<s _tlt. se

to Warstw _Pact countries;17 there-has been however, sonv.. lib ;i1-

ization of the guidelines which the Office of Export Admihist:- ..an
uses in the approval process for validated licenses for expo
China of products and technical data controlled on national

grounds; particularly of the so-called "dual-use" products,.
2. Exports of military articles are controlled under tha_aut! ty

of sec: :38 of the Arms Export Control Act (22 U.S.C. r7s), which
authorizes the President to control all trade in _defense art.k.l.'2s and
services: Exports of _any. arms, ammunition and implement, of wzia-
listed in the U.S. Munitions List (22 C.F.R. 121:10); and of related
technical data generally_ _require a specific license issued by the
U.S. Office of MunitionS Contri.' of the U.S. Department of State in
coordination__ with_ the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency. While such license may be denied for any of the several
reasons stated in the regulations with respect to exports to any
country, the policy of the United States also is to deny any licenses
for exports_of U.S. Munitions List articles to any Communist coun-
try except Yugoslavia.
__This policy was modified with respect to the PeoWe's Republic of
China in January 1980 when certain categories-of military support
(Le :- non - lethal) equipment included in the U.S. Munitions List wer
made eligible for sale to China and licensable for export on a case-
by-case basis.

:3. Exports of nuclear materials are controlled by the Nuclear
Regulatory_ Commission under the authority of the Atomic Energy
Act Of 1954, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2011-2282); _77irtually all nucle-
ar exports to any destination require a license. Certain nuclear ma-
terials, however, may be exported under general license; provided

-.A-A similar transfer to a country_ group of its own, much for the siiine reasons as in the case
of China, took -place earlier w:th respect to Poland (later joined by Hungary) (Group WI and
Romania (Group Q).

17 45 F.R. 27922 (April 25, 110(0),
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that such exportation will not be Inimical to the common defense
and security or constitute an unreasonable_ risk to the public
health and safety. Prior to a March 1980 revision of nuclear export
regulations, only very few nuclear materials that _were exportable
under, general licenses to non-Communist countries could be ex=
ported under the same type of license also to some Communist
countries: In addition,. _general license applicability varied among
Communist countries themselves, China being in the group of the
most restricted_destinations short of complete embargo..Since the
revision; virtually all general licenses have applied also to exports
to Communist _countries; including the PRC; with- the exception of
the embargoed ones (Cuba, Kampuchea, North Korea, and Viet=
nam) (10 C.F.R. 110-20-110,28):

B. Export Credit Operations
Most Communist countries at present have no access to U.S. Gov-

ern ment export credit facilities andto the extent that in practice
private export credit functionally depends on U.S. Government in-
surance or guaranteesonly limited access to private U.S. sources
of export financing: The basic obstacle is raised by the provisions of
sec. 402 of the Trade Act of 1974 U9 U.S.C. 2432) which prohibit
the participation of Communist countries_in any credit operations
of the U.S. Government unless the same freedom-of=emigration re-
Quirements that apply to the extension of the most-favored-nation
status (see Part I.B. above) are met. Consequently, a Communist
country can participate in U.S. credit operations only if it places no
restrictions on emigration; or if its restrictions are sufficiently mild
to enable it to qualify for the required Presidential waiver, Al-
though a country's participation in U.S. Government credit pro-
grams is not legally contingent on its having been granted the
MFN status, the two benefits go hand in hand because they are
subject to the same explicit or at least implicit approval proce-
dure."

Since the People's Republic of China has been granted a Presi-
dential waiver of the Jackson-Vanik requirement -(see I.B.3. above);
this, the principal and most serious obstacle to China's participa-
tion in U.S. Government's export credit, programs has -been re-
moved:' `9

'_." There is _technically a slight difference between the MFN and the credit approval proce-
dure i that, in waiver cases. no action by Congress is necessary for a country eligibility for
credit 011(.1. the waiver is isi.ued. From it practical standpoint. hOwever. It.is not likety_that_critait
fiiiilitirs would. in fact._be_extendoti to a co_untry to which tip, MFN status has been denied by a
vot,e_of_Congress, and the waiver in question would certainly is! revoked by Congress at- the -time
of the next annual extension of the waiver authority. if not sooner rescinded by the President
h irnself.

1' Ateess of some_ Communist countries to American private export credits is affectedal-
though probably nut Ntverely--by the restrictions of the Johnson Debt Default Act tlti U.S.C.
955). since they are in default On debts to the _U.S. Govtirnment .and_d_o not meetthe conditions
of statutory exceptions. Althaugh_the l d Sinte s htlti bun trying to get the PRC to assume
the_ _obligation to repay the portion of Eximbank loans.- originally extended to the Na-
tionalist Government. 2nsurate with-the value of the equipment, financed by such loans.
that remained on the-mairiland after the .Communist takeoveran .obligation the PRC refuses
tn_accept is its ownChina is not considered in default to the United States, hence the ref--1 ric-
tions of the Johnson Debt Default Act do not apply,

1
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1. EX I'( la-IM14 /ItT BANK OF THE UNITED STATES

The Export-Import Bank of the United States (Exiinbank) pro -
vides direct export credits and various types of insurance and guar-
antees of export credits extended by private financial firmS. Its dc:
tiviti6s with respect to exports to most Communist countries are se-
verely restricted by law; a fact which significantly hinderS the po=
tential growth of U.S. exports to the countries to which the restric-
tions apply.

In addition to the general restriction ( n export credits mandated
by the freedom-of-emigration. provisions of the Trade Act of 1974;
Eximbank's credit transactions with Communist countries are also
subject to specific restrictions, contained in the Eximbank's organic
:.ict itself. The Export-Import Bank Act of 1945, as amended, in Sec.
21E0(2) (12 U.S.C. 6:351b)(2n prohibits any credit activities of the
Bank 1-:.1fited to_direct or inc4ire,.. exports to any CommuniSt coun-
try unless the I'rc.s;clent deter/ iines that such credit transactions
would be in the natio::11 I .est.2°_ Moreover, every such trans-
action involving- kt Bank of $)0 million or more requires a
Separate Presidential ($1 rmitiation of national interest. All deter-
mimitions must be repo, o Congress.

Once the Jackson -Vanik obJtacle to China's access to Eximbank
facilities was removed through the waiver procedure, China Still re=
mained subjed to the specific restriction contained in the Export-
Import Bank Act. This was easily overcome by -1 Presidential deter=
mination, signed on April 2, 1980, that the Exiii,bank's financing of
exports to the PRC would be in the nation:. interest. '

The overall )perating procedure for extensioo of
export credits to China, handled on the ChineL3c. e,clusivek,. by
the Bank of China, was established jointly dui :,.;*. betv.7.,er,
the two sides held in Washington in -June 1980; i:pplications for
credits are being considered by the ExiMbank on a case-bp-case
biisis they are Submitted. Three loans, totaling $125:5million,
have thus far been authorized to th, PRC.

2. COMMC, ' rY CREDIT CO/ ?ORATION

Financing of sales of agricultural commodities to Communist
countries under CCC programs subjeq only to the restrictions Of
the freedom=of-emigration requirement In the case of China; some
access to CCC financed exports was authorized even before the
Jackson-Vanik restriction was eliminated. Sec 202 of the Agricul-
tural Trade Act of 1978 7 U.S.C, 1707c), enacted on October 21n
1978, authorized the CCC to "provide financing for commercial
sal -es of agricultural commodities out of private stocks on terms of
not to exceed three years to the People's Republic of China under
(1) the Short=term export credit sales program conducted by the
Corporatiom and (2) the deferred payment sales program far ex-
porters established under section 201 * '"

'" TLIs restriction, in "fleet since 1963, however, has not represented_s serious ok,;acle to the
Exinibanles financing of exports to Communist Countries, since the President's determinstions
of tonal interest have heen_readily made.

' kresidential Determination No. 80-15, 45 F.R. 2017 (April 17, 19S01.



Since this law permitted the PRC to use short-term (up to three
years) CCC financing under two programs, China was obviously not
yet given access to the full range of the CCC's credit sales pro-
grams (e.g., to intermediate credit sales). This limitation was
nated with the Presidential waiver of the Jackson-Vanik _require,
merit: China, however, has as yet not availed itself of CCC-financed
credit sales.

LLS. FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT

_ On August 8; 1979, the People's Republic of China promulgated _a
Joint Venture Law, which opened the way for the participation of
foreign firms in the Chinese economy, particularly with tech/16160_,
capital equipment, foreign marketing- know -how; and management
expertise. While the law provides only the general outline of the
legal status of joint ventures and leaves much ground to be covered
in individual joint venture agreementsa tedious and poSSibly
frustrating processit has engendered some interest; if perhaps
little outright enthusiam, in potential foreign, including American,
investors.

To the extent that American investors are willing to commit
their capital to joint ventures in China, such investments are much
more likely to tzike place if they_can be covered by investment
guaranties and insurance and supported by other services provided
by the Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC).

OPIC :vas created by Title IV of the Foreign Assistance Act of
1961 (FAA 61), as added by the Foreign Assistance Act of 1969
(FAA (19) (22 U.S.C. 2191-2200a); as a Federal agency charged with
the task of encovriging and supporting U.S. ptivate investment in
less developed friendly countries: Its activities encompass assist-
ance in finding inveEttnent opportunities abroad, underwriting in-
vestment insurance_ and guoranties. and extending loans and loan
guaranties to help fin-nce l'ureign investment. Before t7-le insurance
or guaranty program he implemented in a foreign country, a
bilateral agreement mu be concluded with the country in ques-
tion; in which the guidelin,..: and conditions of the_program
ing prOvir:OnS for compensi lino el covered investment lo.,ses) are
spelled out.

OPIC's operations in Communis, ct.nt: ficivever, 'He subject
to several restrictions. The most pervasive and basic; is the free
dom -of- emigration ban of the Trade Act of 1974; which places
OPIC's operations in the same position as export credit operations
(see Part ILB): unless the conditions of the Jackson-Vanik statute
are met, i estment guaranties or loans cannot be extended.

The JacKson-Vanik obstacle to OPIC's providing its services_ to
American ir6.r'StorS in the Chinese economy was eliminated by the
Proside/i6M _;Liver issued during the process of bringing into_effect
the U.S.:PRC commercial agreement and China's MFN status (see
Part above).

A further obstacle that was still to be surmounted with respect
to allowing OPIC's operations in China is the general prohibition of
extending _assistance to any Communist country; contained in sec.
620(f) of the Foreign Assistance A:A of 1961 (FAA 61), as amended
(22 U.S.C. 2370(f)). The prohibition affects OPIC activities in China
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by virtue of the fact that OPIC legiSlation is part of the Foreign
Assistance Act of.11)6I;_ to which the_prohibition applies;_and that ,

specifically lists "Peo_ples jsie] Republic of China' as a Communist
country: This restriction may be waived, however, if "the President
finds and reports to Congress that (1) such assistance is vital to the
security of the United States; (2) tl-e recipient country is not_con-
trolled by the international Communist conspiracy, and (3) such as-
sistance will further. promote the independence of the recipient
country from international communism.'

Since this waiver provision is somewhat _cumbersomeand, in
the case of China, a waiver possibly somewhat hard to justify-_it
was by-passed and a specific statute was enacted instead. The law
extended to the PRC the- applicability of a_p_rviSion; enacted_in
1972; which_ has permitted the operation of OPIC programs in Ro-
mania and Yugoslavia, if the President deterrnin_us it to be impor,
tont_ to_thenational interest (sec. 239(g), FAA 61, as amended; 22
U.S.C. 2199(0. President Carter signed the law (P.L. 9(i-327;,941
Stat. 1(126) and the determination of national interest on August 8,
1980.22

Other practical considerations of g_eneral nz cure in connection
with the extension of OPIC's programs to American investments_in-
China created no prOblems. The applicability of OPIC's activities
solely to "loss developed countries" had already been taken care -of
with respect to China since in the trade agreement China was offi-
cially recognized by the United States as a "developing country"
(see Part I.C. above).

-In addition; OPIC may operate_ only _in "friendly"__ countries.
"Friendly" countries are nowhere defined. in'the FAA 61, but the
term itself is_used;:in_ other legislation;._ in the context of Commu-
nist vs. non-Communist countries. A functional decision in this
matter must be -made internally by OPIC itself on a case-by-case
basis. It was obviously made in favor of China.'

The bilateral investment guaranty agree ,rent; required by law,
was signed with .China and entered into lot.:e October-:3f; _1980;
upon an exchange of notes in Beijing.24 Since that time, OPIC has
underwritten insurance on several American projects in China:

IV. CONTROL OF THIRD COUNTRIES' TRADE WITH CHINA

In certiiin instances, the United States also maintains control
over exports of goods or technical data from third countries._ Such
control is exercised over reexports of _goods or data originally ex-
ported from the United States; over _exports of articles containing
components or technology of U.S. origin, and over internationally
controlled_ products exported fron a third country by a firm owned
or controlled by a U.S. entity. These controls apply in addition to--
and sometimes in conflict with7any export controls_ that may be
exercised by the authoritie.- of the exporting country itself,

Presidential Determination No St)-25, 54299 lAuguALlo,_ 1_981n.
In AS deeision_m_t_retit China as a "friendly' country, 0PR7 may have relied also on the fact

that the PRC had been determined to be a "friendly country" for-the purpose of 607a of the
FAA thus allowing U.S. Government agencies to furnish services and commodities to China
on _reimbursement _basis_

24 Agreement relating to investment guaranties, with related notes and-statement. Exchange
of notes at Beijing October 30, 19S0; entered into force October NO, 198'1 TIAS 9924:
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1?eexports

Under the authority of the Export Adrninstration Act, Export
Administration Regulations (15 C.F.R. 374) place virtually identical
restrictions rind licensing_requirements on the reexportation from a
foreign country of articles originally exported_ from the United
States as they do on direct exports from the United States. Conse-
quently, reexports or U.S.-origin commodities from third countries
to China must hike _place essentially under the same type of li-
cense, issued by the Office of Export Administration; as would. be
required for direct exports of the same commodity from the United
States (see Part ILA:1i

A. Exports Con taznIng U.S.-OrigIn Parts or Materials
The incorporation of U.S.-origin components, parts, or other ma-

terials into products -made abroad and intended for exportation to
third countries is subject in certain instances to prior approval of
the Office of Export Administration (15.C.F.R. 37(i.12)._Such incor-
poration into a fOreign-made end-product to be exported to the Peo-
ple's Republic of China may not take place without prior _U.S. ap-
proval when the final product or in most instances- in which the
part or component itself could not be exported to China from the
United States under general license G-DEST (that is; would nor-
mally require a validated export license).

C. Reexports of U.S. Thchnical Data
Under the provisions of 15 _C.F.R. 379;8; U:S: controls on reex-

ports of U.S.-origin technical data by third countries apply to two
basic forms of data exportation: reexport of technical data as such,
and export of prOducts manufactured abroad by use of US. techni-
cal data.

Controls over the second type of data are in effect only with re-
spect to reexports to China (and other Communist countries except
Yugoslavia). Such controls apply principally to an array of highly
sophisticated, products with strategic implications that are specifi-
cally listed in relevant export _administration regulations. They
also apply to articles produced by any plant or major component
thereof that is a direct product of U:S: technical data and included
in the list.

D. Exports by Foreign Subsidiaries of U.S. Firms
The United States also exercises controls over certain exports by

foreign entities owned or controlled by U.S.-resident individuals or
firms. This control mechanism functions in practice as an exten-
sion of the international COCOM export controls (see Part II.A.1).
American-owned or -contrtlled foreign firms are prohibited from
exporting directly or inctiri3ct1y to any Communist country, except
Yugoslavia, without a U.S. license any article subject to COCOM
controls (high-technology items, munitions, nuclear materials). Ex-
ports made from and licensed by a member country of the COCOM
to a Communist country other than Cambodia, North Korea, or
Vietnam (hence, to China) are exempt from This restriction. In con-
trast to most export controls, these controls are administered by
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the Office Of Foreign Assets Control of the U.S:_ Department of the
Treasury under the provisions of :31 C.F.R. 505 (Transaction eon;
trol Regulations), promulgated under the erstwhile authority of sec.
5(b) of the Trading With the Enemy Act (50 U.S.C. App. 5(b)).25

In practice, then, these restrictions apply to exports to China of.
COCOM-controlled articles by subsidiaries of U.S. firms from cowl=
tries that are not members of COCOM.

V. SHIPPING CoNritots

Unilateral as well as COCOM internationaLcontrols-on
to most CommUniSt countries are backed up by U.S. controls_on
U.S.-flag_shipping, implemented through Transportation Order T1.
(4 CYR. 401), _issued_ unaer the authority of secs. 101 and 704 of
the Defense_ Production Act of 1950; as amended (50 U.S.C. App.
2071 and 2154). The Order has been in force since December 8; 1950;
and appears to badly need updating.26

It prohibitS, under criminal penalties, any U.S.-flag ship or air-
nth from citrrying strategic or high-technology articles (all articleS

internationally or unilaterallyby the United Statescontrolled
to all destinations, plus some others) directly or ultimately destined
to any country falling into export control country groups X Y;-and
1,27 unless the article has been issued a U.S. validated export
cense (in the case Of a U.S.-origin article) or the shipment has been
authorized by the international Trade Administration.

In practice, authorizations _are not likely to be requested or .

needed. The exportation of the restricted articles from the United
States, or if they contain U.S.7origin components or technology;
from third countries, needs 73nd is presumed to have a U.S. validat-
ed export license, hence, does not require a specific shipment au-
thorization, Shipments of articles wholly of third7country origin
which would require a shipment authorization however; are.not
likely to be carried in U:SAag ships or aircraft and hence are net
likely to be subject to the provisions of the order.

Negligible as _its impact on overall East-West trade has been,
Tram oortatien Order T-1 ceased zipplying to U.S. shipping in the
export trade of third countries with the People's Republic of China
when the latter was transferred from country group Y to group 13:
While this may thear'etically be an anomaly, since other U.S. con=
trots on exports to Mina are essentially the same as_ those on ex-
ports of group Y countries, it has no .practical consequence for
China.

Although the notional emergency authority of the Trading_With_the__Enerny
which the TriiiiSnetiiin Conti-el _Re_gulations were originally promulgated. has been repealed by
set, 101110 of P.1.. 95-223 of December 28. 1977, the exercise-of authorities contained in those
regulations has been continued until September 14,- 1983, under st.e..I01(b) of _the_same Act 150
U.SAI-App;-.5 note) and Presidential Mernorandum_of September 13; 1982 (47 F.R. 39797).

" 11.1 arder_andits interpretations contain references to no longer existing statutes and regu-
latory_ provisions, and internal inconsistencies. -Lack of updating in the past_has-prabablV
tentionally reduced -its geographic applicability ism_ comments tui_gro_up _Yin footnote 27). In
fact, the Order is Wider review. has been characterized as non.si&mificant regulation, aud possi-
bly will be eliminated (45_ KR. 71(171,

27 Country group X. once consisting of Hang Kong and Macao, was_eliiiitriated_in_August 1972;
group Y, originally-containing all Communist _countries not_subjeet to export embargo. has been
gradUalLy_resluted_by transfers of individual countries to separate-country groups {e.g.. Poland
and Hungary to group W, Romania to Q. and-China to P.); group Z. the eJcport_erribarg_a_grauP,
once containing also the PRC, now consists of Cuba, Kampuchea. North Korea, and Vietnam.
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VI: NORMA/AZ.; ION OF RELATIONS

As has been suggested in the Introduction, normalization of com-
mercuil relations with the People's Republic of China means in the
context of this paper mereiy the elimination of those discriminato-
ry statutory or regulatory provisions that place special obstacles,
restrictions; or requirements on trade with the PRC; it means,
briefly., the action needed to place China on even footing with non-
Communist countries as far as commercial relations are concerned.
It is, furthermore, not the purpose of this brief consideration of
normalizing action to assess the probability of or to present argu-
ments either for or against such normalization, nor, indeed, to -ana-
lyze the validity of and the reasons for the original placing of any
special restriction or obstacle on these commercial relations:

Implicit in the foregoing description of the various obstacles to
normal relations with China is the suggestion that these obstacles
are the result of several types of implementing mandate. Some of
them are required by law, others are set up by Executive regula,
tion based on a special statutory authority (which in most practical
instances amounts to an implicit legislative mandate), others again .

have been implemented through regulation based on a statutory
authority of more general purpose or scope and clearly discretion-
ary. Consequently; normalizing action need not in every instance
be of the same type.

Obviously, all restrictions, regardless of whether explicitly or im-
plicitly mandated or merely authorized by law, can be removed by
legislative action: In view of the fact, however; that virtually all re-
strictions on commercial- relations with China have applied to Com-
munist countries in general rather than specifically to China, such
legislative action cannot be in the coral of a simple repeal as this
would remove the restriction altogether not only with respect
to the PR(.' the kind of selective normalization assumed by this
paper.

Am -ore realistic approach would consist of legislation specifically
authorizing or mandating that China be exempted from the pur-
view of the respective restriction. Most actions to normalize com-
mercial relations with Chinathose that have-already been taken
and those that may still-have-to be implementedfall-within-this--
category. The granting of the most-favored-nation status to China,
for instance, in addition to being contingent on specific conditions,
required legislative approval by means of a concurrent resolution.
The Presidential waiver authority; which is one of the .:onditions
for the removal of the Jackson-Vanik ban on China's MFN status
and its use of U.S. Government credits and investment guaranties,
itself depends on at least implicit annual Congressional approval
(see footnote 4): China's use of certain CCC credit facilities was au-
thorized by a specific statute (see Part II.B.2,) as was its participa-
tion_in OPIC prof, rams (see Part III).

With respect t.i restrictions still in force, several would require
legislative action if across-the-board normalization is to take place:
the ban on imports of furskins 28 (Part I.A,), the market disruption

Legiskition e,intaining a repeal of the_litin on imports of furskins from China (H.R. 6897(
Was approved by the House in late September I9 S2 and is still pending in the 97th Congresq.
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provisions of sec, 01; of the Trade Act of 1974 (Part I.D.1.), the
mandatory inclusion of safeguards clauses in bilateral tnide agree-
ments (Part and the alternative method of determining for-
eign market value of imports from Statecontrolled-economy coup=
tries in iiitiduniping investigations (Part I.D.4.).

NIzindatorv--_--zilthough waivable under certain _conditibilS:=and
hence removable only by legislation are the bans on the participa-
tion of Communist countries in Eximbank pro) rain§ (Part II.B.2.)
and in OPIC programs (Part II.); andunder the Jackson-Vanik
amendment the- freedoni,of emigrzition requirement in granting
the Most-favored-nation status to nonmarket economy countries
(Pkirt 1.13.1. Waiver vviis used for the benefit of China in the exten-
sion of the MEN status and of Eximbank's credit facilities, while
the ban on participation in OPIC programs was removed by specific ,

legislation:
in some instances, a certain degree of normalization cane be

achieved within the existing law by the PRC's me,,
tort' requirements or conditions underlying the riorm,L,::ng action;
Nevertheless, is long as these statutory conditions remain in effect
and are applicable to China (and other Communist countries) but
not to U.S, trkiding partners in general, one cannot conSider that
full normalization has taken place: first, because there would still
exist i provision in theory discriminating against China, and
second, because by failing to continue to meet the statutory condi-
tions; China would be in practice subject to the reimposition of the
restriction. In this category are the primary requirements and con=
ditionS of the Jackson-Vanik ban, and additional conditions for the
designation of Chin i as a beneficiary developing country under the
generalized system of preferences (Part LC.). The former were by
passed through the use of the waiver procedure; _the latter are still
in force and, in present circumstances, would have to be removed
with respect to China by specific law.

Any restriction not mandated by law but implemented pursuant
to a statutory authorization can technically, be eliminated merely
by Executive action, The Executive would, of course, have_ to
remain guided by the leg-islative intent of the underlying statutory
authority: When ti=e legislative intent or policy would seem_ to go
againSt it some legislative modification of the intent or policy may
ills° be called for before the Executive action is taken._

The -system of export controls, for instance; is based on legisla-
tion that authorizes rather than mandates Executive action in this
area such controls could. 'ethnically; be mitigated or perhaps even
removed by Executive a,,tion alone. Significant changes in the
system as a whole have in fact; been taking place all along within
the existing statutory guidelines. Even more noteworthy inthe_con-
text of normalization of the United States' trade with the PRC are
the regUlatory changes (e.g., transfer of China to export control
country group P) and changes in licensing g_uidelirieS for exports of
high=technolegy articles (Part ILA.:1:) and military support equip-
ment (Part II.A.:i.) which apply exclusively to China.

Freedom of action by-the Executive in this area is nevertheless,
significantly circumscribed in practice by the clearly stated Con-
gressional intent andespecially in the context of the EXPort
ministration Act=by CongreSSion..11 findings, 'declarations of policy
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administrative directives which the Congress haS
inserted into the legishition. Thus, whilo_marked_chzinges in the ad-
thihiSti-atioti and especially mechanics of export control system
are possible_ and indeed., have been mad6 by Executive action
aldne, a total removal of controls pplying specifically to exports to

wthe People's Republic_ of China would_ appear;_ at this time _at ieaSt,
to go counter to existing_ phlicyguidelinesand would for all ,practi-
cal purposes _require Congressional sanction as well. .A Change in
Congressional mood; expressed in new legislation, would almost _in-
evitablly be called for if controls on direct U.S. exports to China
were to be totally "normalized.-

EXhi.ii-tS from third countries of articles of U;S: origin; or of arti7
cies containing_ U.S.7origin components_or technical data would
PrObtibly fall Within the same category. Third-country exports over
which the United Stzttesoften fliced_ with the respective- foreign
Governments' serious_ annoyance at what they consider U.S. inter,
lei-once in an area of their sovereign competenceclaims control
only hectiuse they _are produced -by an American -owned foreign sub-
sidiary or shipped on a LLS-:_flag carrier; on the other handi_ can
pro_btAbly_be released fi-Orii U.S. control- by Executive action without
Seri-hug disregard of Congressional intent; since the_.occasions for
exercising this control authoritY are generally_ quite infrequent
and, in the -cage of shipping controls; virtually nonexistent;

It is obvious _that, regardless of hOW readily any _normalizing
action can be taken by the United States in theory, such action has
fn past practice_ depended and will continue to depend essentially
on changes in the internal and, above all external political-situa-
tion of .the_ PRC as they affect; -or are perceived to affecti_ the ria=
tional_ security and foreign policy_ interests_ the United _States;
namely, those interests that originally induced the United States to
put these restrictions into effect. elerne_nt, however, depends
-certainly no less On the flexibility of the People's Republic of China
than on the goodwill of the United States.
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I. I NritonucrioN

The process of normalization of economic and_commercial rela-
tions between the United States and the People's Republic of China
(PRO began in earnest in early 1979 and has made significant
progress in the last three years. During this period several bilater-
al agreements to remove legal obstacles to the _development of the
bilateral relationship have been concluded. Moreover, unilateral
U.S. restrictions on economic _relations with the PRC have been
progressively relaxed. U.S.-PRC commercial ties have benefitted
from the closer relationship between the two nations and the re-
duction or elimination of tariff and non-tariff barriers to trade.'

Using trade turnover'as an indicator, the success of the U.S.:PRC
.ormalization process is quite impressive Trade turnover stood at

$1.1 billion in 1978, it doubled to $2.3 billion in 1979 and doubled
again to $4.8 billion in 198_0:_U:S: exports to the PRC have far o_ut7
paced imports, with the Chinese trade deficit growing from $424

million- in 1978_ to $1:1 billion in 1979 and $2.7 billion in 1980.
These large Chinese trade deficits tend to obscure the- impressive
growth of U.S: imports from the PRC, wi.ich expanded from $324
million in 1978, to 592 million in 1979; and to slightly over $1 bil-
lion in 1980:

An evaluation of the impact on the United _States of_normahza-
tion of economic and commercial relations with the PRC is diffi-
cult, but it is certain to include both positive and negative factors.
On_ the one hand; normalization creates a favorable climate for
U.S. exports to the PRC to expand; and they have done so. In-
creases in exports have positive implications for the U.S. trade bal-
ance- and employment in export-related industries. On the other
hand, the favorable climate created by normalization also tends to
encourage imports from the PRC. To the extent that they displace
domestic production, increased import flows have a- negative effect
on U.S. production and employment, particularly if they are con-
centrated in certain sensitive domestic sectors. The net effect of
normalization depends or the magnitude of the two trade flows and
on their sectorial distribution:

This study analyzes the impact on U.S. imports and employment
of normalization of relations between the United States and the
PRC. In pa icular, the study estimates the impact on U;S:_imports
and employment of reducing tariffs on imports from the PRC as a
result of granting most-fhvored-nation (MFN) tariff treatment to
PRC goods and the possibility of further reducin &some tariffs to
zero under the U.S. Generalized System of Preferences (GSP). This
was done, subject to several restrictive assumptions, by estimating
the amount by which U.S. imports from the__PRC would have ex-
ceeded their actual 1979 values had the PRC enjoyed MFN and

Fnc discussion of othf..r countries experiences with normalization of relations-with the
PRC, includim; effects on trade.-see Committee-on Foreign Affairs. Subcommittee on Aian and
Pacific Affairs, Recognizing the People's Republicei_China: The Experience of Japan, Australia;
France. and WI.St GIffitarlY I Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office. 1979). .
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GSP-eligible during that. year. Both aggregate and sectorial
trade changes were estimated, and emphasis was placed on identi-
fying specific sectors which may be particularly sensitive to in-
creased imports l'hese trade.changes were converted to changes in
domestic output And employment.

Our analysis .tiggests_ that the aggre,ate effects of granting MEN
or GSP status to the PRC are relativeiv il. If the PRC had re-,
ceived MFN status in 1979, U.S. impart. -..orn the PRC would have
increased by $13.1 milli n, roughly a 25-percent increase, with a re-,
suiting loss of s,(ill() job opport 'fifties. These estimates do not take
into account the impact of U.S. restraints on Chinese apparel im-
ports. The restraints would limit the increase in imports from the
PRC to about $70 million and the impact on employment opportu-
nities to :i,700. The aggregate effects of granting GSP status are
also small: U.S. imports would increase by about $14 million.

The aggregate trade and employment effects of U.S.-PRC normal-
ization are relatively small because the volume of trade; although
it is growing rapidly, is still quite small. However, the analysis also
indicates that the increases in U.S. imports from the PRC are con-
centrated in a number of import-sensitive industries in which do-
mestic production is highly labor-intensive and low-skilled. In-
creases in imports may impose substantial adjustment costs on
these industries.

Moreover, it is important to recognize that the reduction in tar-
iffs is only one of the factors responsible for increased imports from
the PRC. As a result of PRC_ isolationist policies and _U.S. con-
straints on dealing with the PRC, Chinese officials and U.S. busi-
nessmen were unable to meet and explore opportunities for trade
between the two nations. As relations have normalized; and regula-
tions on travel and the flow of information between the two coun-
tries eased; trade has been stimulated. These additional trade

which are independent of tariff reductions, are the result of
what may be referred to as the "getting to know each other" effect.
Although quantitatively this component of growth in imports may
be more significant than that generated by the tariff reductions, it
is not considered here since it is exogenously determined and sub-
ject to fluctuations.

The paper proceeds along the following lines. Section II reviews
steps already taken in the process of normalization of U.S.,PRC
lations and discusses one which has not yet occurred, eligibility of
the PRC for the U.S. GSP program. Section HI discusses method-
ological problems inherent in efforts to estimate the trade and em-
ployment impact on the U.S. economy of normalization, reviews
the literature on this topic, and sets forth the methodology to be
used in our estimates. Section IV reports the results of our_ esti-
mates at aggregate and sectorial levels. Special emphasis is placed
on a series of industries in the U.S. economy which have been ad-
versely affected by imports in the past and which may be sensitive
to additional imports from the PRC. Finally, Section V presents
some tentative conclusions.
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11. REVIEW OF' THE STEPS IN "iii.: NORMALIZATION U.S.-PRC Ttc.Ant,:

After a hiatus of more than !,.).() years, U.S.-PRC trade relation::
were reestabliShed -in -1972 within the framework of -the- Shanghai
Communique. Although undoubtedly the February- 1972 Cornmuni:
bite iii,irks the firSt Step in the normvlization_of_U.S.-PRC trade re-
lations: several unilateral U.S actions in 1971-72 cleared the way
fir 'the resumption of trade.2

In April 1971, the President announced his intention to relax the
total embargo on U.S. exports to the PRC in effect since December
1950. In May 1971, the Treasury _Department removed controls on
the use of dollars in _transactions with the PRC and_modified the
ergulations banning U.S. carriers' participation in PRC trade: In

June, regulations were issued permitting the exportation to the
PRC of selected nonstrtitegic commodities under general licenses
(i.e.. with -out Commerce Department_ review and approval) and Of
otherS subject to validated licenses. Also in June 1971; the Decem-
ber 19;50 Foreign Assets Control Regulations banning the iriiporta-
t iiin of_ goods from the Pl?C-Avere modified to permit the entry of
such items subject to non.:v1F`- rates. In early 1972, export controls
to the PRC were further rela:::..d and accorded the same treatment
applicable to the USSR and :',astern Europe.

Between 1972 -rind 1971; trade expanded sharply as the PRC
inade large purchases -of U.S._ agricultural products -and began to
Slit;; ; cotton textiles tend basic cc.minodities to the United States.
Tilt increase in trade was fticilitated by the establishment in June
197'? of "Liaison Offices" with responsibilites f ide promotion
Znu facilitation in each other's capitals. Despite :rry of visits to
the PEW by U.S. businessmen and to the United States by PRC offi-
cialS, trade during 1974-78 declined as PRC purchases of U.S. agri-
cultural commodities fell precipitously.

A. U.S.-PRC Trade Agreements
The President's decision in December 1978 to seek full niarmalila=

tion of diplomatic and economic relations with the PRC opened the
way for the resolution of the-- outstanding- problems implr.gitig on
the -cull development of U.S. PRC - trade: (1)___the claims/assets issue;
t2i the discriminatory (i.e., non-MFN) tariff treatment; and (3) the
inability of the Eximbank to fi nance -U.S. exports to the PRC.

May 1970, -the United States and the PRC for.
males'- si_gnd an -agreement _settling $197 million in outstanding
claims by United States citizens against the PRC in _return for
S80.5 million_ in PRC assets previously frozen in the United States.
Resolution of this_issue was critical to the expansion of trade since
there was some concern that PRC ships or_ aircraft landing in the
United SttiteS could have been tlttachedby claimants__

ilifFN Tariff Treatment.In July_ 1979, a U.S.TRC framework
trade_agreement providing, -among others,' for the mutual extension
of nondiscriminatory (i.e., MFN)_ tariff treatmentwas signed._ The
U.S. Congress ratified it in early 1980. Effective February 1, 1980,
U.S. imports of PRC- goods began to be dutied at MFN tariff rates,
which are typically lower than non -MFN rates.

William W. Clarke and Martha Avery (1975 and 1978/.
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Exunban brnanctng. Following a Presidental determination
that e.:tension_of Eximhank financing to the PRC is in the national
interest. Eximbank announced in-June 1980 that its facilities were
available to finance exports to the PRC. Although U.SThasinesmen
felt that this acftin would lower financing costs to the PRC and en-
hance the competitiveness of U.S. exports; the PRC has made very
limited use of Eximbank, claiming that its rates are not competi-
tive with those offered by other countries:

Other agreements.Five agreements signed in the second half of
1'180 further normalized U.S. -Pile trade relations: (1) a textiles bi-
lateal agreement regulating PRC shipments of textiles and appar-
el to. the United States; (2)_a civil aircraft agreement .authorizing
direct air service between the two countries; (3) a maritime trans-
port agreement providing access to each other's ports and institGt-
ing a cargo sharing arrangement; (-It a. grain..; agreement providing
for guaranteed levels of purchases of U.S. grain by the PRC; and (ii)
a pact between the two countries -agreeing to the activation of in-
vestment incentive programs of the Overseas .Private Investment
Corporation (()PI(') in the PRC. expert control policies vis-a-vis
the PRC have been progressively relaxed to the point where ex-
ports_to he PRC_ are treated more liberally than they have been to
the USHt and other controlled countries.

In 19i. great strides_ were made- toward the normalization of
trade relations between the United States and the PRC. In re-
sponse: two,way_ trade increased sharply; rising_ by nearly 100-per-
cent in 1-979 and 111 percent in 1980. As trade has increasedi how-
ever: so has the PRCs deficit;_raising the_issue of whether the PRC
can continue to import from the United States at these high levels.

Some _analysts see extension of_d_uty-free benefits_to PRC_ goods
under the Generalized System of Frelcrences (GSP)- as a logical
pogre!-sion in the normalization process and_onewhich_may_assist
the P1{(' in redressing its trade imbalance with the United States.
The next section reviews the main. elements of the U.S GSP

:old considers the legal requiremf s for extending such
hi -Fits the PRC. In Section IV; ;_za_ esti- 4 of the trade-expar-

iin, _: of extending GSP to the PRC de.

R. Possible Granting

("Mi.; U.S. Generalized System of Preferences."
- Title_ V of t- Trade Act of _1974 authorized the-_F Adent__ to

grant duty-free .eatme-nt to eligible product nnports benefici-
ary developing_c.,Juntries for a period of tea years beginning_on
.January 1, 197(i. In taking this action, the United States reacted to
the long-standing claim by developing countries that their inability
to compete on an equal basis with developed countries in the inter-
national trading system was a major_impediment to their develop-
ment and followed the lead of most of the developed countries who
had already instituted generalizerl preferences schemes benefitting
the developing countries.

Ft.r. a comprehensive review of the_ U.S. _GSP program see U.S..11ouse of Representatives.
Com7 on Ways and Means. Report, to the Congress on the First Five Years' Operation of
the l Generalized System of Preferences (GSP') (Washington: U.S Government Printing
Office. .V ili
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Eligth 1(7 Orrclipmi: ( 'H)rn 1.1. According .o Section 02; b) of the
'Trade Act of 1974. beneficiary status under the GSP orog-rani could
be gran to developing coon:Hes, non-independel: countrie,i or
teitor;es unless they: (1, are Communist countries except_ those
Meeting additional criteria; (2) are members of: the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries; ::;rant preferential tariff treat=
merit iii imporf!-; from other developed countris Much have a sig-
nificant adverse effect on U.S. trade; (4) hie. 1:: expro-
priated or seized property owned by U.S. citizens on corporations
without compensation; (:)) do not cooperate _with the United States
to prevent the unlawful entry into the United States of narcotic
drugs; or (6) fail to act _in good faith in recegnizing as binding arhi-
tral awards in favor of U.S. citizens; Following these criteria; the
President designated 9' countries and 39 territories as eligible for
GSP effective January 1; 1976.4 As a result of internajonal agree-
ments, amendments to the orii.,finfil and politioil devel-
opments abroad: GSP eligibility has been withdrawn for four coun-
tries or territories and granted to six others.6

EhOde Prodidds:---An designating products eligible under the
( ;SP scheme, Sectii:,n 503(c) of the the Trade Act of 1974 specifically
excluded the following: (1) textile and apparel artfcles_ subject to
textile agreements; (2) watches; (3) import-sensitive electionic arti-
cles; (1 virtuzilly all footwezir imports, except zoris; (5) impOrt:SenSi=
tiVi; :-;eininizifitifacttired and manufactured glass products; (6) any
other articles which the President determines to be iiii_port:SetiSi:
tine in -the context of the GSP; and (7) any article subject _to action
under Section 203 _of the Trade Act of 1974 or_SeetiOri 351 of the
Trade Expansion Act of 1962 (import relief resulting from ,escape
clause) or section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act GI 1962 (national
security).

Taking into account these restrictions. the President designated;
total of 2729 items_in the Tariff Schedule: of the United States

TSUS) or GSP__treattnent beginning January 1; 1976.7-An
adm:nistrative :irocedure for periodically modifying the prodUct
cover.age of one GSP based on petitions filed by interested parties
was instituted on. December 31, 1975. Six product reviews leading
to the addition of 132 and the deletion of 20 TSUS items from the
original list of eligible products have_been_hedSinee the _GSP pro-
grain effective." At_present; over 2800 of about 7200 TSUS
items are eligible for the U.S. -GSP program.

Liriiitatiorrs. In _order to ensure a wide distribution of GSP bene-
fits among beneficiary countries, Section 504 of the Trade Act of

. .rhe lixt ot eligible coontries is gi.eri in Executive Order 11555 of NoNamher 2.1.1;1:75. See
Weekly Compilation of l'-esitintial Documents. vol 11. no. IS iDecember 1, 1970, pp. 1312-

In October 19'.6. Toff V of the Trade Act of 197.1-was amended to prohibit GSP
countries which aid or abet international-terrorism. Also. Section 1111 1o12) of the Trade Agree-

Aet Of 1979 iitiiended the Tritcle Act of 197.1 to allow the President to designate 01'EC
membe as beneficiary countries provided such countries entered into a bilateral product-speeif-
ic trade agreement with the United States

was withdrawn for Laos, Portuguese Timor, Ethiopia and Afghanistan and added
for POrtugil; I livintia. Zimbabwe, Indonesia, Venezuela. and FAoildor.

' The eligible items was published in the Federal Register iNovernber 26. 19170. pp:
:15290-55:10

61- tainprehensive list of the modification see Report to the Congress on the FirstFive
Years' Operations of the U.S. Generalized System of Preferences iGSP). op.cit.. AppendiX
pp. ] 1)4-109.

It
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1971 established criteria to withdraw preferential treatment .or
particular products from beneficiary countries as these countries
became competitive. According to the criteria set Forth, a benefiCi-
ary country's exports to the United States in a given category
would cease to be subject to preferential treatment if, in a calendar
year. 11 they exceeded in value an absolute dollar limit;" or (2!
they accounted for 50 percent or more of the valile of U.S. imports
in that category: (This limitation does not apply to eligible articles
not produced in the United States the time of the enactment of
the statute, January :1,1975,i A country which ceases to be treated
as_a beneficiary country for a given product as a result of the com-
petitive need limits may be redesign:itid if its imports Fali below
the lirnitS in a subsequent year.

StaltitHry leerfilinvnents fin- Dosignoting the PR(' g igibli!
( ;SP

At the time the U.S. GSP program was promulgated, the Peo-
ple's_ Republic of Cliina did not _meet the statutory requirements for
eligibility on sever:? accounts. The process of normalization of dip-
lomatic and_ economic relation.; between the United States and the
PM', its well :is other actions taken by the PRC in 1979-80; have
removed some of the legal impediments to GSP eligibility for the

but others remain.
Genera/ Hi phrments.According to Section 502(c) of the Trade

Act o!' 197.1, the President may designate a country as a beneficiary
under the GSP program. subject to other specific provisions of the
Act. _taking_ into account the following 111 an expression by the
country of its desire to be so designated: 12! the level of economic
development of the country, including its per capita GNP, the
living standards of its inhabitants, and any other economic factors
deemed appropriate; (3) whether or not the other major developed
countries are (0-tiding generalized preferential treatment to the
coentry; and (1) the extent which the country has assured the
United States it will provide equitable and reasonable access to its
markets and basic commodities. Although the PRC has not publicly
requested eligibility in the U.S. GSP program, there is little doubt
t at it meets the substantive requirements which are discussed
below. _ _

Lyre/ o/' Development. GSP beneficiary status is reserved for de-
v ,!( ping countries: While statistical data the PRC are very
weak and prevent determination of its _level of development based
on_ per capita GNP some oth_er_quantitative inuicatorl° reason-
able observers agree that the PRC is a developing country. More-

The. "tof uf "et the limit -:H for 197-I. After that. the limit-was to increase-each
year Indexing the ortgintil Iiimt_hy the ratio of current_ C/N!' _to 1(171 GNI'. Thus, the dollar
sato.- competitiv..mied limit wto...,211.11 million for 11075,_$2titt million for 1976, $31i..1 milliortfor
1977. $1t7 million leer 1:17`... and $119 million for 1979. See ibid, p. ',III. Section 1111 of the Trade
Agreement, Act of Itt7.9 amended the statute-to waive -the 511 percent competitive-need rule for
cafe gorie- ear. which t1 S. iiiiports wen...valued at _less than $1 Million tn. 1979, This abitolute de
maiimi- level will ako be adjusted annually to reflect the growth in GNP.
----" For I fi"tilftlee., 1-he. World Rank in its recent Worid-1),--...-eloprt.erit Report. -19-I-O (Washington:
The .World Bank; August 19.0 , p. I, estimate:: _I'll(' (Ni' per capita For I:175 at 12:10. This
GNP per capita level would place the 1'W' near the middle _of t.ni. 10w-income countries. The
same source p 17ir cautions that the estimate is tentatiY,.i-id may not be comparable to other
data
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over. the .Jul v i!,,:i trade agreement between the United States and
the FR( explicitly holes- (Article ILO that "at its current stage of
economic de_Velopmelit, ('Ilimi is a developing country.'" ' ' .

7'reotment _in ( iSP prox,Tarns of other (In celopeil coon tries. At
present, market economies have 11 prognims extending preferences
to exports. from_ beneficiary dveloping countries.'' As of early
191. the Peeple's li,)tiblic itl Iiiiiii Iiiid been griinted beneficiary
staters _under _ out f II (;SP seheines 01 developed countries."
ThiiS. Finland, Sweden :Ind the United States ;i the only devl-
oped countries o.ot extending (lSP_beriefits to the i',Z('.

Acces..; to basic commoilities.----Ailide II of the Jul-y 1979 U.S:-
PR(' trade agreement stipulates that trade between_the two coun-
tries _will ht. efli.ctd on a nondiscriminatory basis. 'Phis nondiscri-
minatory treiliment also- ;Applies to quantitzitive import or export
r,strictions which may be imposed by the United. States Or the
PR('. 71'111. IRC neither is nor has been a member of the Organiza-
tion of Petroleum !;x_port :71g Countries or of ziny other internation-
al cartel restricting international trade in basic commodities.

leivitremcats liir roranataist ('Oantries.In addition to the gen-
et-ill considerzitions above, a Communist country must meet addi-
t'onal criteria set forth in Section _5_02(13)(1) of the_Trade Act of 1974-
to become eligible for the U.S. GSP program. These requirements
are: tai its exports to United Suites are subject to most-favoreu,
nation tz-iriff tre_iitment; (hi it is a contracting party to the General
Ai!,reenient on 'n.irpTs and TNide__IGAT'l'i an_d zi member of the In-
tenational_ Monet ry. Fund JIMF): and (c) it is __not dominated or

Nlo.-i-I -nzAtit 7:1 status: The July 1979 U-3:-PRC trade frame-

controlled by into latiomil Communism. The extent to which the
PR(' nwets these riquirements is discussed below.

work_ agreement p_rov'cles fbr mutuia nondiscriminatory or most-fa-
vored-nation (M N) t-li T treatment_ of goods traded between tf.'.e
two countries. Th_ei agreeni-l.nt, which confbrms with the require-
ment- of Section .105 of -the ''rade Act of 197.:, became effective on
Fehruary 1, 1980 for a three- car period.

Membership in GATT and F On Apr,11 17; 1980 the FRC
beezime a full member or the IMF. g"rie MF---txecutive Board decid-
ed that the PRC represer "China:: and recognized it as the offi-
cial representzitive in the IMF." "Mina," a member of the IMF
sinc 196, had been repreacTited by the Republic of China (Taiwan)
since 1919. As of alit' 19S1, thePR(.)kas not a_contracting party to
the GATT nor had it begun the process of GATT accession.' 5

Tht of th, agreement is reproducid in wkly Compilation of Presidential 1)ocument,
v.,' I.", it. 13 'October :2:1. 1979,, f,p._201)1-200:,

Th, ill, Vary S1111,:tarouilly across grant_o_r_CMintritS wi:11 refer ...'e to commodity c(....
erage. celm.ry. and_ limitations For comprehensiVf. Tytions -and compzirisons Of
the (;SP schemes Se(' [hi. series of annual reva.v...,s suhrni-tte(4 to t Committee on Prefer
ewes of the 1-!nited -Nations Conference oil and_Develeiatamt. Nations (.7onference
(In Tran. :aryl 1)evehmTnen.t. Operations and Effec0s of the (.;"nerali.ed System of Preferences
INew York .U.n it vittiat ions. h171 and more recent -issues.

1" Australi., from Octol..-r Nvw 7,:ifand. 'October Ift7`0. Norli.(March Switzer
land i itti i 1 4ii, I it iii iflecemher AtT.Irin idonuary 11.n;M. EEC January and

Jan:to 1.April _Five non:M:irkt econoinie: illulgaria. Czechoslova-kia, Hungary. Poland and
t hi. Soviet Union I have (;SP-typ pnigrams.--Th:. -is- not a beneficiary under any Of these
programs-See Operations and- Kffects of the Gen ;-:ilized System of Preferences. op. cit.

IMF Press RiIi it tin Slr:12_11Npril 17, ro.co,
For a discils,ioo of the options avaihible to -the PRC for ( ;A'P' aCCVssion and of the implica-

tions for the contracting parties of each approach see the laser article in this volume.



Do In nation or control by international communism:_To date. the
determination by the PrSIdnt Whthfr or riot 010 PRC is "doini
Mite(' or controlled h' international Communism" has not been
made

Thus, at the time of this writing, there are several requirements
high stand in the way _of I'R(' eligibility under the U.S. GSP pro-

gram. First, as a general requirement, the PRC must request inch.-
sion in the program, Second._ the .PRC must become a contracting
party to the G: \'17. And third, the President must make a determi-
nation that the PRC is not dominated or controlled by internation-
al communism.

I11. EsximATrocc THE EFH-J-rs oN US: Imers Ni)A EMPLOYMENT OF'
PM TE ADE NOE M A LIZATION: M ETHODOLOO WA L. CONF;IDERATIONS

"There are two major economic policy qt.:..tions invo!ved in analy-
sis of the impact of U.S. tariff redd.'i.ions or imports from the PRC,:
11( how will the volume and composition of imports change; and (21
how vill these changes affect U.S. output:and employment, espe-
cially in certain import-sensitive industries? Attempts..to provide
empirical answers to these pOlicy questions are beset with method-
°logical.:old data problems as. well as_with uncertainti-2s. associated
with ITC behavior. Tins section briefly discusses how these policy
questions might. lie _addressed, reviews the major difficulties in,
volved inamilyzing AIEN or GSP tariff redu(4«ms, zissesses several
recent estimates of the impact of tariff reductions on .U.S, imports
from the PRC, and presents the methodology used in this paper.

1. Methodohog, vi Issues
A reduction of U.S. tariffs on Chinese goods to MEN or GSP

levels ceteris paribus will cause U.S. imports from the PRC
crease us buyers substitute' the now lower-priced Chinese goOds for:
(1 domestic goods trade creation);_ and 12, 1-11ports_from other coun-
tries (trade diversion I.' 7 The total expansion of U.S. imports from
the I'R(' is the sum of the trade creation and trade diversion ell
feet.:;.

The decomposition of the total trade expansion effects of a tariff
reduction into trade creation and trade diversion has important
analytical and policy implications. If pol;- -loiters are interested
in the impa,:t of tariff' reduction:: on ;tut and employment,
the measurement of trade cI 'at; ' 1.1:e .:Lion of total trade ex-
pansion which substitutes for .ed domestic productionis the
relevant estimate. On the hand,- if' the interest lies, for in-
stance, in determining changes in Chinese dollar earnings from ex-

Thot.gh the statute does not elaborate on the ( Mr such a determinatiom tia.re is
:,t in t his matter relating to the designation of !tomania as eligibly For (7S1', the only -

Communist _count n. to be so designated In- ~.ember _Presi(limt Ford wrote to the (*on-
ion to designate Romenia as beneficiary for the (;SP program. In sub-

start:liing Ilia' Romani:I (Ias under the control Of ititernation commuitism the President
cited "the repeated manifestation of Romanian 11,tertnination to _pursue amindepndent foreign
poi The letter is npr(,(hictql hipers if II, I'msidents the 1 inItell Stu les(;eruhl
ft Ford_Ilook. II 1917, (;,vernment Printing (Alice 19771 pp. 'sin I513.

' -it is assumed that there exist foreign thatieStic suliAititteS fiir all U.S. impOrti: friim
the PR('



ports to the 1/nited States, total trade expansion is the appropriate
measure. _ . .

The elasticity approach is a commonly used method of measuring
the trade_ expansion..trade creation; and trlde diversion effects of a
tariff reduction. This approach requires the use of U.S. import
demand and PRC. export supply elasticities to determine the re-
sponsiveness of U.S. buyers and Chinese sellers to changes in U.S.
import duties_ on goods imported from the PRC. In addition to the
appropriate elasticities, it is necessary to make assumptions or in-
ferences about the potential PR(' price response to in change in U.S.
import duties. Subject to supply constraints, the PRC may pass
through all; some..or none of the duty reduction to -U.S. buyers by
maintaining export prices unchanged; raising_them bY.a fraction of
the tariff reduction; or raising them by the full amount of the tariff
change. The magnitude of the pass-through; given current_ Chinese
production possibilities; depends on the degree of monopoly power
(the U.S; import demand_ elasticity for PRC goods) and Chinese
planners preferences. If U.S. import demand were very unrespon-
sive to price changes, the PRC authorities might simply rai.
export prices by the anew: :it of the tariff reduction in _orde_r_to
maximize short run dollar earnings.'" On the other _hand, if PRC
foreign trade planners were interested in increasing their- share of
the U.S. market, they might. pass through the entire tariff reduc-
tion to U.S. :onstimus.'" Total trade expansion, then, depends on
the U.S. imr_.;.t t.lemand elasticity; the PRC export supply elasticity
and pricing strategy, the magnitUde of the change_ M U.S. tariffs;
and the-current volume of U.S. imports from the PRC.

There are several ways to estimate the trade creation and trade
diversion components. of trade expansion. The mast direct approach
is to estimate trade diversion alone and to- derive trade creation as
the residual between trade expansion and trade diversion. Trade
diversion, -the exLmt to whit; U.S. buyers will substitute lower-
priced imports from the PRC for imports from other countries, is
measured by the cross-price elasticity of demand:_ Given an estimat-
ed or assumed change in U.S. import prices ror Chinese goods, the
cross-price elasticity can be used -to- calculate the displacement of
imports from other countries by Chinese imports, i.e., trade diver-
son.

Given-estimates of the trade creation-effects of the tariff redu6-.
tion, the displacement of domestic_production by increased imports
depends on the substitutability of imports for similar U.S. goods:
The elasticity -of substitution_ between, imports and domestic _goads
is the appropriate measure of these substitution' possibilities: In ad,
dition, translating domestic output changes into employment
changes requires a measure of the responsiveness_ or producers'
demand .forlabor to _changes is, output; the output elasticity of em-
ployment. Given estimates of the shaft- and long-run _output elas-
ticities of employment; it is then possible to calculate the initial do-

t".1f.eittsirt _prices rise by the amount of the tariff reduction- there will be no substitution of
Chinese imports for either domestic -goods or -iniports from other sources because the relative
prices-of these goods to U.S. _buyers Wilt be urtettanr ed.

!"This strategy is particularly_ plausible if the products in question) are likely to Is. subject to
[wore U.S. import restraints, with the quotas-allocated-according to hiStorical market shares.
See T. Bayard, J. Orr, J. Pelzman and J) PerezLopez 19811.
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(If 11( tariff rein , t or time ,nti-)
labor market itijustiiient: the ultimate lo,;. -ru.. 1._; S.

inployinent.:'()
Although the approach just outlined fairly

stra ightforward, attempts to implement .! by a
'Limber of methodological and data problem: ,r law
!Cid problem with the basic elasticity approv.cil -ts t t t-_.

used to estimate trade expansion for PRC produf.. -t;e:-.; si:.b-
ject to prohibitive U.S. import duties._ This_problem
the elasticities must be estimated on historical data 5.:d a;t:ied to
base levels of historic_ trade in order to yield estimates trade
changes. If historical data do not exist because tariffs an rohibi-
tine: _ther is_ no basis to estimate elasticities and no r ade base to
which to apply them.21

The fact that the process of normalization of U.S: -PRC trade re-
lations has begun only recently poses another methodologic.ol_ prob-
lem for the elasticity approach. The methodology can be applied to
:my given historical_ trade base to estimate increases in trade which
would have- esultc,' solely from a .eduction in U.S. tariffs. Howev-
er: in this rase the historical trade base itself may not reflect the
"normal" flows which would have existed if both partners were
full aware of market conditions and trading_ opportunities: U._S:-
PR(' trade has_grown rapidly in recent years, in_largepart precise-
ly because traders have been able to discover a basis for trade due
to differences in production costs and demand patterns. The elastic-
ity approach can measure only one facet of the normalization proc-
essthat part due to the reduction in tariffs. It cannot measure
the changes in trade volume and composition which are due -to
traders learning about a comparative advantage basis for trade be-
teen the United States and the PRCthe so- called "getting to
know each other" effect referred to P,arlier.

A third methodological prOblem. RC export pricing policy, was
alluded to earlier. There is no generally accepted methodology for
estimating how PRC export prices will change in response to U.S.
tariff reductions. Since any assumption about the behavior of Chi-
nese. prices is a more or less well-informed guess, a potentially
large error is introduced -into the analysis._

The elasticity approach is also b':set with severe data problems.
As noted earlier; the approach-- requires information on _the_ U.S.
elasticity of demand-from the PRC. Given the short period Of U.S.
PRC trade and the lack of adquate disaggregated import .price data;
it is almost impossible to estimate the appropriate import
demand elasticity: Data limitations also have precluded reliable _es-
timates of Chinese export. supply -responsiveness and of the elastic-
ity of substitution _ between imports_ from the PRC- and other
sources. Finally, although there de exist estimates of the elasticity
of substitutior between 'mports _and domestic goods and of the
output elasticity of enip'oyment, these estimates also are subject to
wide margins of error:

"See J. l'elzman and B. Nlartin
It is possible to use elasticities based on similar imports from other countries, but the trade

base problem remains
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Thus, althota.411 the ela:.!;rity approach in principle can be used
to answer policy quc,\Hoits posed,earlier, in pritcticethe data
and methodological _problems are such its to introdu_ce potentially
wide margins of error into thr alysis. In whatfollows, we Criti-
ciilk. ev aluate Several recent attempts to analyze the impact of
U.S. tariff reductions on CHnese goods in tertriS of their ability to
provide reliable empirical rs to the policy questions posed
above:

Stice- Recent Estimates

I)es_ {lilt' its sh,rtcornings; most of the recent analyses of the
impact on the U.S. of MFN or_ GSP tariff_ reductions for PRC goods
have employed some version of the basic elasticity approach. One
of the_best of theSe Studies was conducted by Lincoln and Kilpa-
trick (L-K) using 197;7; trade data.22 Most subsequent studies have
r tied heavily on the LTK model.

Recognizing that the 1975 volume and composition of U.S. itn:
oorts from the PRC_ did not reflect "normal" trade;_L-K adjusted
t,e trade base by assuming that under normal conditiOnS the Chi-

nese share_ of the U.S. import market would equal their share of
European Community imports, Given the short duration of U.S. -
PRC' trade, they used trade data from "analog countries" (i.e.,
countries similar to the PRC in trade structure) to estimate U.S.
import demand elitSticities.L-K chose to estimate only trade ex-
piinsion, rather than trade creation, because of the lack of reliable
estimates of the import cross-price elasticity._ L-K recognized that
the use of_ trade expansion_ estimates would_ bias upward their esti-
mates of the impact of MFN on U.S._employment. They also appear
to have assumed 100 percent pass-through of the tariff reductions
to U.S. buyers.

The major results of the L-K study are shown in Table 1. Their
.eStimitteS Suggest_ that as a result of MFN tariffs;_ U.S. u Worts
from the PRC would_ increase t*'__roughly 25 percent of their pro-
jected trade_ base. The sectors most affected by MFN would_be tex:
tiles and apparel, pottery, footwear, toys, games -and sporting rroods,
and chemicals. s the theory of comparative advantage would pre-
dict, most of these Sectors are t.t-skilled labor_ intensive. Overall.,
the L-K study indicates_that the impact of MFN_iS very Small, but
that the effects tend to be concentrated in several ;'report- sensitive
domestic sectors.2"

The domeStic employment impact in the_ L-K s'udy was est:mat-
ed by assuming that Chinese imports substitute for domestic outnut
on it dollar=for=dollar basis. L-K then multiplied the change in im-
ports by labo -output ratios derived from the Depa...tris..-nt of Labor
Input=Output model. This yielded the total eniployme.q impact of
MFN: including indirect effects. The use of total (i.e., direct plus in-
direct) labor-output coefficients precluded any analysis of the secto:

Philip T i.iiuiiln iiial James A Kilpatrick ,i9T, I. acorn and Kilpatrick have ;a very goo/
,urvev ,,t early research m this,iaren_

' ThPre are_sevea-al potential upwaird biases in the I. K !lt_the. use of _trade exptin
slain. (21 the assun in that all of the- Litt - r _impact would -be in the form of labor dispIticement
and iai the 160 ki pa:Lis-through :ks.....,11n,otion This sec red bias is discussed in - more detail
belzx On the other rut the elasticity estimates employelr iire surprisingly 'OW: This suggests
there may be an offset ng downward in their trade ..nd employment estimates.

13.
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rial distribution of t indirect employment effects. As is discussed
below. these indirect effects can be potentially important. Depend-
ing on their _elasticity assumptions;_LAK estimated a loss of 2.000 to
6,000 U.S. job opportunities due to MFN extension.

A _study by Raffel; Teal and McQueen (RTM) used a comparative
market ;hare approach to estimate the import impact of both MFN
and _GSP _tariff reductions.'" Usinv 1:)711 trade data; RTM estimated
market share equations for 19 importing areas. The shalt. of each
market in total_Chinese_ exports to the__19 areas was assumed to
depend on the distance between the PRC and Utz.. export market,
demand conditions_and tariff and non- tariffbarriers:

In the context of the earlier discussion of trade expansion, trade
creation and trade diversion; it is not entirely clear how to inter-
pret the RTM results. Since it is the U.S. share of total Chinese
exports, rather than the Chinese share of total U S:_imporl'; which
is estimated. there is no impiication in the analysis cif_ ally trade
diversion in the usual sense of the term. If for no other reason
than by default, it seems reasonable to assume t' e,-!ir estimates
approximate total trade expansion.2' Unlike and Kilpa-
trick; RTM do not necessarily assume 100 per through_df
the tariff reduction. Rather, PRC export pricia_ is implicitly
incorporated into the analysis by measuring_ti. naiveness of
Chinese export shares to differences in trade barr.

The results of the RTM study are very _similar to those of Lincoln
and Kilpatrick. They find the NIFN tariff reductions would cause a
all percent increase in_ U:S._ introits from the PRC and that GSP
tariff reductions would lead to .1 4 percent increaseThe sectors
likely to he _affected are_also textiles; apparel; footwear,
pottpry and basketwork. Their results are summarized in Table 1.

The U:S- International Trade Commission±s_AUSITC) study of the
impact _of NIFN tariff treatment for the PRC also used the basic
elasticity_ framework.2" The USITC study was based on 197g trade
data, with projections of the trade base to 19`,-I. Using Lincoln and
Kilpatrick's elasticities, the _USITC estimated that the value of U.S._
imports from the PRC would increase by less than five percent if
all of the tariff reduction was passed on to U.S. buyers: On-the al-
ternative assumption of no pass-through, the trade increase was es-
timated_ to be about 1:i percent of the_ trade base: Like the Lincoln-
Kilpatrick estimates, these results should be interpreted as esti-
mates of trade expansionno attempt was made to measure trade
creation or its domestic impact.

AlthouJh_the USITC analysis was conducted at-_a detailed level;
the study did not report disaggregated results. The Commission
staff did _develop specific trade projections for textile and apparel
imports. However, the report does not provide details on how cur-
rent U.S. import restraints on__these items were handled in the
analysis or aibout the effects Of MFN tariff reductions on textile
and apparel imports:

lelen Itaftel. Robert Teal, and Cheryl Nte(lueen 197si
l'erhap, becau.:e of the difficulty in mierpreting their resell... It N1 do not attempt to esti-

mate the dunIa. -tic 1111Pall Of the tariff reducti-ori.
ti' S__Iiitc.:JI.tsu,nal_ Trade Commission 119791 See ;ifs° Janet Whirler 119771 for an earlier

t:SITC study or \1 F` for the I'M
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The 1)..partnient iii Labor DOI.) study of MEN applied the _
ticity :ippoah to 1978 tariff-lino import dzitiC7 The DOL
relied on import di iniuid eltisticities collected lay
again, the stilmits appoxinizited tottil trade exwins.n. The de
tailed industry results were trinslated into domestic produticm
arid employment results using art input-output model of the eceno-

Ignoring_ the impact of U.S. restraints on apparel imports from
ti "RC, tilt study estimated th:it totz:l U.S. imports from the PEW

I increase by. ippoxinititely 25 percent with zi loss of (i3Oiiti
)'Iyimbnt opportunities if the tariff reductions were_ passed

..ssurning no pass-through, it was estim.:ited tlizit the
imports would incease by only 6 percent._These__e!-;_timates
';.ets of the pass-through differ from the USITC'SbeezitiSe

ditterr: ces in the assumed import deniztod_ekisticities: the DOL
l; sti:ills ire generally higher than the usiT('-s.

l)(Ji. study tilso attempted to incorporate the likely effects of
1!)- 1...S. restraints on Chinese apparel:imports. The preSence

of tin restraints substzinftilly reduced the/potential trade and
emplo% went impact cif MFN tariff reductions. It was estimated
ilUit With restraints, trade expansion would'be roughly 18 percent
of the trade bzise, compared to about 25 percent without import re-

raititS. The job opportunity losses would also decline from 600(1 to
1.0i)ft The sectorial estimates in the DOL study are consistent with
the other studies surveyed here. The domestic industries likely__
be affected are textiles_ and apparel, footwear, pottery and tniscella,
neous manufactues. Most of the indirec-. 7mployment impact of
the tariff reductions occurred in textiies. one import restraints on
apparel greatly educed the employment effects in both the apparel
and (indirectly) the textile industries.

TABLE 1 RECENT ESTIMATES OF THE IMPACT OF MEN OR GSP TARIFF STATUS ON U.S.\IMPORTS

FROM THE PRC

Lincoln and Kilpat3ick (19783

feat Mr.(Ji.,3r ,1481
_(1930)

Department of Labor (197J/

Ch,inV,r, In US ,nVort1

)5 for MEN

GSP

3.3 fd'r MEN

6 to 25 163 MEN

Incluclries PectN1

Chemical ptokctslextiles. pottery. clothing;
toys. games, sporting, goods. footwear,

miscellaneous manufactures

Textiles pottery, apparel. basketwork

TexJiles, apparel, ,ottery. footwear. miscella
neous manufactures.

A fairly_consistent story emerges from the recent studies of the
impact Of MFN on U.& irnix.,ts from the PRC. The absolute magni-
tude of the impact of the tariff_reductions on U.S._ imports and em-
ployment is quite small; in large part because U.S._ from
the ITC, although they are growing rapidly; are small in compari-
son with total U.S. imports and domestic output. The studies sug-
gest that MFN tariff reductions per se cause a 15 to 30 percent in-

zT T. Bayard, J. Orr, .7. Pelzman and Perez-Lo_pez 19SI
BaldWiti tirtit Baldwins elasticities are ba.sed on U.S. imports, rather on

U S. imports from the PRC.
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creak. in the trade base. However, the results also indicate that the
increase in :imports is concentrated in a few sectors in which do-
mestic import-competing production is characterized by high labor
and low skill content: Many_ of these sectors are already sensitive
to imports from other countries:

('. Methodology

In this ixtper; an elasticity approach, is use to estimate the
i npact. on U.S. imports and employment of extending MFN and
GSP ..)riff treatment to the PRC. The model used to estimate_the
effects of tariff reductions is based on one developed by Robert
Btildwin.2"
_ Assuming that all of the tariff reduction is passed through to
U.S. buyers in the form of lower prices, the change in U.S. imports
resulting from either MFN or GSP tariff reductions is estimated at
the fiVe=digit tariff line level as:

M Mo At/I t E (1)

where
Mo iS_the 1979 C.i.f. value of dutiable imports from the PRC;
At/1.4- t is the change in the U:S: import price due to the tariff re,

duction.
E is the elasticity of U.S. import demand:"

Import data for 1979 were used -4.>cause they were the latest discs.
gregated data available at the time of the study.

_A_ basic assumption underlying_the model is that the supply
PRC i..xports is perfectly elastic. That is, despite increased U.S I

ports of PRC goods, export prices of these goods remain fixed :
exporters pass through to importers the full amount of the tar::f
reduction: The alternative is to assume either no pass-through. :n
which there is no change in U.S. import-competing output and
en-inicp.rti.i:nt; or to assume_ some intermediate pass-through; either
on an Icross-the-board basis, or on an industry-specific basis.
we have no_ a priori _basis for knowing the likely magnitude of the
pa.,,.-thrPUgh, the full_ pass-through _assumption was used Analysts

:eason to b; ...vt? that the Chinese will not hold their
cc.. r'onstant scale our results accordingly.

The rertcn total trade expansion: they include both
trade cr. 1 ti, diversion. in the absence of reliable
mates bi !!asticity of substitution between imports from_ the
PRE' -and imports from other sources; and between importS froth
the PRC and domestic production, it is assumed that the increase
in imports from the PRC displaces only domestic output; and does
not affect imports from other sources. In addition, it is assumed

ft- E. Baldwin (1976i.
1" The ,titi.(tieitieS.ate.leoti Baldwin (197(lt. These elas, (cities are for total U.S. import demand

rather t'.: n for imports from the PRC, Thus, the analysis-assumes that -import elasticities esti
mated on total imports by fourAigit input-output sector) also represent the response of domestic
buyers to changes in the price of imports from the PRC.
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that the increased imports from the PRC displace domestic goods
on_a dollar-for ,Ilar basis."'

The estimated .'ranges in impor at the tariff-line level are ag-
gregated to the 4-digit level of the "7 U.S. input-output table, and
deflated to _1967 producer ..alues. if...se. deflated values, represent-
ing riomesL: production displaced by imports on the dollar-for-
dollar substitution assumption; arc_ thei multiplied- by the inverse
of the 1967 input-output matrix and by a matrix of labor-output co-
efficients.

In matrix -notation, the employment impact of the production
changes resulting from the tariff reductions is estimated as:

Lm =L M (2)

where;
Lm is a ::367 x 1 vector of changes in employment opportunities;
A is a 367 x 367 input-output coefficient martix;
M is a Uri x 1 vector of estimated changes in imports; and
L is a 367 X367 diagonal matrix of labor-output coefficients.

The employment estimates shown in the next section a'rlD "n-
portunities and are not necessarily actual changes in emiAoyme:it.
At least part of the estimated loss in job opport..: :es to in-
creased imports may be offset in many industri, iorm ' indus-
try growth, voluntary job transfers and red'', and by is -
creased U.S. exports to the PRC.1i2 The_ model may also overesti-
mate the employment impact of the tariff reductions if there is less
than full pass-through and/or any trade diversion:

The trade diverson question is very important. In order to obtain
a rough estimate of the potential for Chinese exports to the United
States to displace third country exports, we use an index developed
by Finger and Kreinin to measure the similarity o: Chinese exports
to. the U.S. :relative .. -to- ..other.. LDCs. exports to._ the U.S. market,"
The rationale behind the use of this index is that, the greater the
similarity _in -the baskets of goods exported to the United States
from the PRC other countries, the _greater is the probability
that Pl!.0 goods will displace other countries' exports to the United
StateS.'' 4

" Thit_assuniption may cause over- or- underestimates of the _domestic Impact of increased
irn4ior For_ .example .previmis attempts_to_estimat the substitution of textile imports for do-
mestic t,itls have shewn that the substitutabffity varies substantially at the product level. See
J. -Petirnan and-R. Martin-4-1980.

'2 11S exports to the PRC of textile EiberSAmatnly _raw rofion an marnmade_fibersiarid. Mir
ished or semi-finished textile products accounted for 26.4 percent of U.S. exports to the PRC in
1979-and 87.4 percent in 19814 U.S. imports from--the PRG-in this area consiso. :tritrarily -of fin.
iSheiltextilto An particular appartil..Stoe."Textile Fibers_ and_Textile_Prt, ta to_ Chine;
in US. International Trade Comnii,tion, 26th Quarterly Report to the Congress and the Trade
Policy Committee on Trade Between the United -States and the--Nonmarket 6.7uncily Countries
Du-ring January-March-19X], Publication 1161 (Washington: USER:. 19811. pp. 4o -:;ii.

-1._M_Finger_and. M. Kremin tIlt71t).
" The substitutability issue raises the difficult question of the impact of MFN or OSP-status

on the alleged illegal transshipment tre-export of Chinese goods from third countriesWithout
prejudging theissur_of.whet her these alleged_illegal_shiprnentS__occur,..if receipt_of MEN_ or_CiSP
status causes the PR(' 'o bypass these third countries and export directly to the United States,
and if these-thito' countries are also-able to increase their exports of similar products to-pick-up
the '.'slack left by the- diversion -of former re-exports, there maybe less trade_t!,verstomthan_the
similarity index _would_suggest. This.is_especially true if the transshipped goods were subject to
binding U.S. import restraints. The quantitative implications of illegal transshipments are-el-MI-
c-ult-to assess-because there-are no data. For attempts to estimate legal re-exports see S. Klein
(1970i and A. F,ckstem (1966):

"11 -1 ail 1 - B 3 - 13
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The FingerzKreinin (10K) index is calculated by the folloliving for
mula:

: ik
X

h

(ij, k)
h h

:hete;

_ X j;',
*)1(

100 (3+

is the similarity index of_countries_i_am5_j_lthe
(ij, kl PRC any another iDCI exports to a common market k

(the

jk

are experts o'_commorlity h by country j (11

to market k; an'

;s the share of commodity h exports by Country j

in total country j exports to market k;

If the commodity distribution or market basket of countries i and
j's exports to market k are identical, the FK index will equal unity.
On the other hand, if the two export vectors are completely dis-
similar, the index will equal zero. As a similarity indicator, the FK
index coin only be used to determine the extent to which one export
vector is similar to another single export vector in a given import
market. The index can be applied either to two countries in the
same time period or over time. Equation (3) can lie transformed to
read:

S (ij, kl

ik
1 J /21 (ABS ( 4F "h 1)1 *100 (4)

jh

h "

3k

Using this index we can compare the similarity of PRC exports
to the United States with exports from_other LDfDs. The countries
whose baskets f exports to the United States over the period 1975-
79 were compared to he PRC's include Indonesia; Taiwan, India;
Malaysia; South Korea, Hong Kong, Singapore and Mexico. These
countries were chosen for a number of reasons. With the exception
of Mexico; they are all in the same geographic area as the PRC.
Given their geographic proximity; we can isolate one important
factor which may hinder U.S.-PRC tradetransportation costs.

It was not possible; however; to compare PRC and other coun-
tries' exports based on "systemic similtn ity" or MFN status. An ap-
propriate comparison standard for the PRC on the basis of "system-
ic similarity" would be another centrally planned economy (CPE),
However, given the unavailability of data on the Asian CPEs and
the dissimilarity in resource endowments and trade patteras be-
tween the PRC and European CPEs, this comparison was consid,
ered otiose. The problem of MFN status is a different matter. All of
the comparison countries have MFN status with the United States.
The PRC, On the other hand, has enjoyed MFN treatment only
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since February 1, 1980. Consequently, a comparsion across 1975-79
ignores the impact that MFN truly have had on the commodity
composition of Chinese exports to the United States. DeSpite these
drawbacks, the similarity index comparisons of export vectors can
be used to rank the most likely countries whose exports may be dis-
placed by "normal" U.S.-PRC trade: These index comparisons can
also help to identify the commodities which might be displaced by
Chinese exports, although these commodity/ predictions (because
they are disaggregated) are less accurate than the country predic-
tions.

IV. TRADE AND EMPLOYMENT EFFECTS OF U.S.-PRC TRADE
NORMALIZATION

This section presents estimates of the impact on U.S. importS
'Lind employment of tariff reductions on imported goods from the
PRC. The estimates are presented at both aggregate and sectorial
levels. The sectorial analysis is used to identify as closely as possi-
ble the domestic import-competing sectors which may be adversely
affected by increased imports from the PRC. Special emphasis is
placed on a comparison of the industries which have been trade=
sensitive in the past with those industries which are likely to be
adversely affected by the expansion of U.S.-PRC trade. In addition,
the trade creation/trade diversion issue and the possibility that
future changes in the commodity composition of U.S.-PRC trade
will adversely affect additional domestic sectors are examined
using a trade similarity index.

A. Aggregate Effects of Tariff Reductions on U.S. Imports and
Employment

Estimates of changes in imports of PRC goods at aggregate and
selected broad sectorial levels due to the tariff redUctions are given
in columns 2 and G of Table 2. The estimates are based on actual
1979 trade. According to the model; in 1979 U.S. imports from, the
PRC would have exceeded actual imports ($528 million) by appraxi,
mately $184 million; or 25:3 percent, had PRC imports been dutied
at MFN rates throughout the year (column 2). This increase in im-
ports attributable to MFN is in line with our earlier estimate of a
25-35 percent increase derived using data for 1978.' Particularly
significant would have been increases in imports of ceramic prod-
ucts (94 percent), footWear (63 percent), and textiles and apparel (50
percent): These increased imports would have translated into a loss
of approximately 8,600 employment opportunities in the United
States (column 3). The textile and apparel industry alone would
have accounted for approximately 4;600 (50 percent) of the total
loss of employment opportunities.

Had the PRC also enjoyed_ country-beneficiary status under the
U.S. GSP program during 1979, U.S. imports from the PRC in that
year would have exceeded actual and MFN imports by $22.2 mil-
lion, or 4.2 percent (column 6). GSP would have increased imports
of Chinese ceramic products by 48 percent. The increase would
have been 25 percent for the furniture and wood products industry.

" See Bayard, Orr. Pe lzman and Perez-Lopez (1981).

i
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The employment impact of' additional imports generated by GSP
beneficiary status has not been calculated because the relatively
small changes in imports make the results unreliable.

TABLE 2:-CHANGES IN IMPORTS OF PRC -GOADS AND EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES ATTRIBUTABLE

TO MFN AND GSP

(In thousands or dollars and man.yea(51

1919
imports from

PRC

Without restraints With restraints Change to 1979 unports of
PRC gcods-aitributable to

GSP

Cha_i,ni in Reduction in Changes in Reduction in
employment 4979- employinent Considering

imports opportunities imports opportunities
sited ,c°eTieg'g

(II (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (1)..

All Categories 528,056 133,717 8,613 61,952 3,743 22,215 14,152

Textiles and apparel l 186,013 93,480 4,565 27,715 1,185 3,298 953

Chemicals 2 52,215 5,517 227 5,517 137 2,112 558

Furniture and Wood products 3 22,832 8,793 282 8;793 276 5,140 2,695

Footwear 4 14,153 _ 8,896 253 8,896 253 56 56

Food products 5 38,344 1,322 27 1,322 19 461 310

Leather products ° 3,553 2,023 101 2,023 94 140 140

Ceramic products' 3,181 3,559 116 3,559 113 1,825 1,103

1-0 SetterS,-16r 19
=1-0 sectors-27-29

1 -0 sectors- 20 -23-
61-0 industries-3202, 3401, 3402.

1-0 sectors-l4.
61 -0 sectors-33 and industry 3403.

1-0 sectors -36.

The employment estimates shown in Table 2 and throughout this
paper are employment opportunities and are not necessarily actual
changes in employment. For example, the estimate that 8600 job
opportunities would have been lost if MFN had been extended to
the PRC in 1979 does not necessarily mean that 8600 layoffs would
have occurred. At least part of.the estimated loss in job opportuni-
ties would have been offset in many industries by normal industry
growth, yoluntary job- transfers and retirements, and (especially in
textiles) by increased U.S. exports to the PRC.

The estimates of increased imports from the PRC resulting from
MFN and GSP tariff reductions reported in Table 2 do not take
into consideration several - factors which might prevent imports
from increasing. TWo such limiting factors are quantitative import
restraints which limit the volume of specific PRC goods which can
be imported and 'competitive need criteria which limit the value of
certain imports eligible for duty-free treatment under the U.S. GSP
program.

Restrictions on imports of PRC apparel products (discussed in
detail in the next section) and GSP competitive need- criteria have
been incorporated into the analysis and an alternate set of esti-
mates is given in columns 4 (MFN) and 7 (GSP) of Table 2. Import
restrictions- on apparel reduce the overall trade expansion impact
of MFN extension to approximately $68 million; or 12.9 percent of
1979 trade; and reduce employment losses from 8600 to 3740 job op-
portunities. For the textile and apparel industry, the restrictions
reduce the estimated increase in imports from $94 million to $28
million, and employment opportunities losses fall from approxi-
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rnately 1600 to 1200. Inttirduct ion of the competitive_ need limits on
GSP imports reduces trade expansion to $14.2 million, or 2.7 _per-
cent of 1979 trade. For chemicals and textiles and app,trel, competi-
tive need criteria would have reduced import increases in these Sec=
tors resulting from GSP by about three-fourths.

It should also be noted that the estimated import and employ:
ment effects resulting from MFN and GSP tariff reductions refer to
trade expansion and therefore tend to overestimate the employ-
ment impact. As noted in Section III, estimation of the trade cre-
ation and trade diversion components of trade expansion requires
the use of both the substitution elasticities of PRC imports for Sin-1i=
lar U.S.-produced goods and of PRC products for similar products
from third countries. In the absence of information on theSe elaStic:
itieS, it Was assumed in the preceding analysis that imports from
the PRC would displace only domestic production. However, in an
attempt to shed some light on the important trade diversion issue,
we have used an export similarity index, described in Section III,
as an indiczitor of the extent to which PRC and other I,DC exports
to the United States are similar and therefore may_ substitute for
each other. The higher the similarity in the basket of goods eXport:
ed to the United States from the PRC and other countries, the
greater the probability that the PRC goods .will displace third coup=
try exports. The higher the trade diversion factor in total trade ex-
pansion, the smaller will be the impact of increased imports from
the PRC on U.S. output and employment.

Table 3 presents similarity indexes for exports to the U.S.
market from the PRC and key LDC exporters for the period 1975-
79. According to the data in Table 3, in 1975 Malaysian- exports to
the United States were most similar to those of the PRC (27 per=
cent). In the poSt=1975 period, the export baskets to the United
States of other LDCs and the PRC have become more similar. For
example, 30 percent of India's exports to the U.S. in 1976 and 36
percent of exports in 1979 we '-e in the same commodity groups as
those of the PRC. For Hong Kong in 1976, 20 percent of its exports
were concentrated in the same commodities as those of the PRC; by
197_9 the similarity rose to 33 percent.

Given these results, it is useful to determine -the commodities re-
sponsible for this similarity in export vectors. Table 4 lists the top
five commoditieS for which exports to the U.S. from Hong Kong;
India, South Korea and Mexico were most similar to those of the
PRC in 1979."6 As the data demonstrate, the greatest similarity
exists in trade in cotton textiles, apparel; and footwear. Given nor-
malized U.S.-PRC trade, PRC shipments in these commodities may
(but need not) substitute for similar_ exports from Hong Kong,
India, Mexico, South Korea and other LDCs. These finding suggest
that our estimates of the impact of the tariff cuts on imports and
employment opportunities may be overstated because they fail to
consider the extent to which increased PRC imports may displace
imports from other LDCs:

3 6 Trade data for Taiwan were unavailable for 1976 -79.
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TABLE 3.-SIMILARITY OF PRC EXPORTS TO THE UNITED STATES WITH SELECTED DEVELOPING

COUNTRIES, 1975-79

Year

1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

Country:
Hong Kong 016 0.20 0.24 0.28 0.33

lidia 21 .30 .33 .32 .36

Indonesia 04 .04 .04 .05 . .16

Malaysia 27 .11 .07 .09 .18

Mexico 17 .17 .13 .11 .25

Singapore 06 .08 .10 .15 .14

South Korea 13 .16 .22 .25 .28

Taiwan' 15 .18 .21

Trade data tor Taiwan were unavailabfe_for 1978-79

Source. Trade data taken from (he ON Commodity trade Series 0

TABLE 4.-Top 5 commodities where PRC exports were similar to the
exports of Hong Kong, India, Mexico, and South Korea, 1979

Com mUdati, descriptzon SITC

Hong Kong:
Clothing of textile fabric not knitted or crocheted 8411
Clothing and accessories, knitted or crocheted 8414
Cotton_fabrics, woven, grey 6521

Footwear 8510
Special transactions not classifed according to kind 9310

India:
Clothing of textile fabric not knitted or crocheted 8411

Carpets 6575
Crustacea and molluscs, fresh 0313
Cotton fabrics, woven, grey 6521

Made up articles of textile materials 6569

Mexico:
Petroleum, crude 3310
Crustacea and molluscs, fresh 0313

Works of art 8960
Clothing of textile fabric, not knitted or crocheted 8411
Special transactions not classified according to kind 9310

South Korea: -

Clothing of textile fabric, not knitted or crocheted 8411
Clothing and accessories, knitted or crocheted 8414

Footwear 8510
-Naila_tacks,_sCaples-spikes. etc - 6941

Special transactions not classified according to kind 9310

B. Sectorial Effects of Tariff Reductions on US. Imports and
Employment

There are a number of industries in the U.S. economy which
have experienced reductions in job opportunities over the Mat
decade due to the expansion and liberalization of international
trade. The -normalization of economic and commercial relations be-
tween the United States and the PRC, and the resulting expansion
of trade may cause a further reduction in employment opportuni-
ties in these trade-sensitive industries. This section first identifies
the specific U.S. industries where employment opportunities have

.-
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been adversely affected by trade in the past. The leading tariff-sen-
sitive items in U.S PRC trade are then identified and compared to
these domestic trade-sensitive industries to determine the extent to
which the- adverse effects of normalized trade relations with the
PRC will be concentrated on trade-sensitive U.S. industries. The
characteristics of workers in the tariff-sensiti. e industries who are
likely to experience a reduction in employx,...:nt otoportUnities are
then described; The final part of this section discusses the potential
for future trade with the PRC to have adverse effects on domestic
industries in which there is currently little or no trade with the
PRC.

(I) IMPORT-SENSITIVE INDUSTRIES/IN THE U.S. ECONOMY

Various quantitative indicators of the effects of imports on do-
meStic employment opportunities in 4-digit input-output industries
have been used to characterize certain U.S. industries as trade-sen-
sitive. These indicators are: (11 a finding of injury by the U.S. Inter-
national Trade Commission (USITC) in a petition for relief from
imports under the escape clause (Section 201) provision of the
Trade Act of l974; (2) receipt of substantial amounts of Trade Ad-
justment assistance (TA A) benefits under the 1974 Trade Act; (3) a
significant loss in employment opportunities related to internation-
al trade over the period 1964.-15; or (4) a relatively large loss of em-
ployment opportunities as a result of the tariff reductions agreed to
in the Tokyo Round of the Multilateral Trade Negotiations.37

Table 5 lists the 44 industries which were- identified as trade -sen-
sitive on the basis of the "measurc6 described above. Although these
measures are to some extent arbitrary, they do capture a: broad
range of industries which can be considered to have been adversely
affected by expanded trade and which, in some cases; have experi-
enced employment dislocations.38 The industries include those
which employ relatively low - skill, low-wage workers which can be
expected to compete with LDC producers, including the PRC. The
table also lists industries which do not fall into that category, such
as iron and steel and automobile manufacturing, which have been
largely affected by competition with developed countries.

TABLE 5.U.S. trade-sensitive manufacturing industries

industn.
4 digit-

1/0

Canned fruits and vegetables 1409
Vegetable oil mills, n.e.c 1426
Food preparations, n.e.c 1432.
Broadwoven fabrics 1601

"TheThe criteria were based on_the (I) Industries for which a positive finding
of injury has been made are given in the annual report U.S. International Trade-Commission,
Operation of the Trade Agreements Pro.Tram, Publication 8.1-8 (Washington: USITC, 1-977) and
other volumes; 121 The inciustry distribution of_recetpt_of TAA _benefits is_available from the
Office_of Trade Adjustment_ Assistance, U.S. Department of Labor, Washington, D.C.; (3) The
principal industries adversely affected by trade over the period 1964-75 are listed in Aho and
Orr (-Milk (4) The principal industries lasing employment opportunities due to the Tokyo Round
tariff redwAions are_listed in_Bayard and_ Orr (19791.

somewhat narrower classification of sensitive industries, those petitioning for import
relief, was used by Taylor and Lamb. 11979) in their study of communist country exports in
import sensitive sectors.
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TABLE 5.US. trade-sensitive manufacturing industriesContinti6:1

4-de(t)--
Industry

Jaen mills and finishing of textiles, n.e.c 1603
Knit fabric mills 1803
Apparel 1804
Fabricated textiles; n.e.c 1903
Wood products; n.e.c 2009
Wood household furniture 2201
Metal household furniture 2203
Furniture and fixtures; n.e.c 2307
Paper products, n.e c 2407
Paperboard 2500
Tires and inner tubes 3201
Rubber footwear 3202
Loather products 3300
Nonrubber footwear 3402
Other leather products 3403
GlaTs; glass- products 3501
Ceramic wall arid floor tile 3603
Food utensils; pottery 3607
Pottery producth, n.e.c 3609
Cut Stone and stone products 3615
Blast furnaces and basic steel products 3701
Primary copper 3801
Prima ry nonferrous metals 3805
Metal barrels 3902
Sere* machine products 4101
Hardtvare, n.e.c 4203
MiScelltineOus wire products 4205
Fabricated metal products; n.e.c 4211
Machine Weis, metal cutting types 4701
Teitile machinery 4802
Office machines, h.e.c .' 5104
Radio and TV receiving sets 5601
Radio and TV communication equipment 5604
EleCtronit components 5701
Aeutcis and parts 5903
Mcitcircycles,_ bicycles, and parts 6105
JeWelry, including costume and silverware 6401
Sporting -and athletic goods, n.e.c 6404
Artificial flowers 6406
Miscellaneous manufacturers, n.e.e 6412

(II) INDUSTRIES MOST LIKELY TO BE AFFECTED BY MFN OR GSP TARIFF
REDUCTIONS

Table 6 presents the industries (4-digit I/0 industries) -in each of
the broad sectorial aggregates used in Table 2-in _which imports are
likely to increase substantially as a result of MFN or GSP tariff
rethictioriS on PRC goods. Of the 20 industries listed in Table 6, 15
were also included in Table 5 as having been impcitt=8en8itiV
the paSt. (These industries are indicated in the table by an aster-
isk.) The 20 industries listed in Table 6 accounted fdt approximate-
ly $296 million, or 56 percent of total 1979 U.S. imports from the
PRC.

The trade and employment effect of tariff reductions on the
tariff-sensitive industries, grouped together by broad industrial sec -
tors, is discussed below:
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TABLE 6.-INDUSTRIES MOST LIKELY TO BE. AFFECTED BY MFN OR GSP TARIFF REDUCTIONS

lln thousands of dollars and man years'

I/O and industry

Changes attributable to MFN Changes-m-1979-impoits
of PRU, Hoods attributable

Without restraints With restraints to -GSP

1919_
_

imports 'Reduction Reduction
horn PRC' Changes in in Changes in in Ignoring Considering

1919 employnwnt -I99- employment competitive competitive
imports opportuni. imports opportune need MIAs need limits

ties ties

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (1)

Textiles and apparel 184,100 88,202 4,071 22,437 1329 3,198 853

1601 Broadwoven fabric mills 1.... 25,553 2,920 951 2,920 321 280 280

1603 Yarn mills ' 1.054 294 202 294 88 162 96

1701 Floor coverings 17,804 541 66 541 -65 506 -2

1804 Apparel ' 132,802 29,237 2,804 14,472 510 2,143 406

1902 House furmshings 6,887 4,210 48 4,l10 45 107 69

Chemicals 52,059 5,446 '119 5;446 90 2,155 541

2701 Industrial chemicals 19.546 2,632 60 2,632 54 1,411 134

2104 MisceAneous chemicals 25,737 1,861 26 1,861 23 335 67

2901 Drugs, 6,776- 973_ 13 _973 13 409 340

Furniture and WOW products 22,769 8;789 . 190 8.789 189 5,736 2,691

2009 Lumber and wood products I 20,762 5,636 134 5,636 133 5,011 1,966

2307 Furniture and fixtures ' 2,007 3,153 . 56 3;153 56 725 725

Footwear 13,938 8,822 251 8,822 251 1 1

3202 Rubber footwear 11,652 7,888 209 7,888 209 . 1 1

3402 Leather footwear 2,286 934 42 934 42 0 0

Food products 8,506 674 8 674 8 125 125

1409 Canned fruits and vegetables' 1,690 259 3 259 3 101 101

1412 Food preparations, n.ec ' 6,816 415 5 415 . 5 74
__

24

Leather products 3,248 1,942 84 1,942 82

._._

91 91

" 3403 Leather products, n.e.c 1 3,248 1,942 84 1,942=,,r 82 91

_

91

Ceramic prodcts 2,845 3,300 100 3,300 100 1,631 1,631

3601 Food_utensils ' 1,830 2,062 66 2.062 66 26 26

3609 Pottery produc_ts..n.e.c ' 1,006 1,238 34 1,238 34 1,605 1,605

Other 6.455 6,234 150 -8,234 140 4,906
.

4,147--
6401 Jeurelry ' 2.533 2311 65 2,311 65 2,747 1,911

6406 Feathers, plumes and artificial flow-
ers ' 2,395 2,941 49 2,941 48 1,476 1,476

6412 Miscellaneous manufacturing 1...... 1,527 982 36 982 35 763 760

i Import-sensitive industry listed :n table 5.

Textiles and Apparel
Textiles and apparel was the largest category of manufactured

products imported from the PRC in 1979: Apparel imports (I /O
1804) were $133 million. Imports of broadwoven fabrics (I/O 1601),
floor coverings (I /O 1701); house_ furnishings (I /O 1902) and textile
yarns (I/0 1603) were also significant. These five categories togeth-
er accounted -Kr $184 million, or a5 percent of total U.S. imports
from the PRC in 1979. Using the criteria discussed earlier, apparel;
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broadWoven fabrics and textile yarns were identified as highly
import-sensitive._

According _to the estimates;_ had PRC_ imports been dutied_ at
MFN_ rates; U.S. imp_Crtsin- the five catetories -mentioned above
would have exceeded actual imports_ in_ 1979 bY188.2
percent Apparel imports alone would have exceeded actual import
levels_ by $80 million; or 60_ percent, These_ increases in imports
would have tranSlated into the loss -of -over 4;000_ job_ opportunities
in the textiles/apparel_ sector and_2,800.job opportunities in the ap-
parel sector alone. GSP tariff treatment would have increased tex7
tile _and apparel_ imports by $3.2 million, or about 2 percent-.
__The predicted increases_ in U.S. imports from the PRO
take into account the U.S. textile program geared to the orderly
growth_of imports and the prevention of .market_diSitiptiOn,__Or the
Coinnetitive need _exclusions on GSP duty-free treatment:39 Negoti-
ations with the PRC on_a bilateral agreement to. facilitate_ the or-
derly growth of U,S.-PRC textile_ and apparel _trade and _ avoid.
market_ disruption began informally in late 1978. -Several -formal
negotiating sessions -held during the first _half of 1979 failed to re-
solve outstanding differences between _the two-sides."

In view of the lack of_progress in _the negotiations and the rising
volume of Uric-Witt-Oiled PRC apparel imports,_the _United States im-
posed unilateral quotas on seven categories_of_PRCapparel imports

'for a.tWelVe:MOntli period under the authority of Section 204 of the
Agricultural Act of 1956; as amended._ Five of the restraints, on
cotton gloves women's cotton knit shirts and blouses; men's and
boys'_ woven cotton _shirts; male/female. cotton trousers, and male/
female

and
fiber sweaters; were imposed effective _June

1979; and the other two, on cotton blouses and women's man-made
fiber coats; becanie effective October 31, 1979 (See Table-_7).

terininifig the 4U-cite level,- imports from _the PRC :during a repre-
sentative _twelve -month period were _used:__ for the ,quotas imposed
effebtiVe June 1 the period used was March 1; 1978 to February 28;
1979; for the quotas _effective _October 31,__the rep- esentative period
Was August 1, 1978-to July 31; 1979._ With the signature of a_three7
year bilateral textile agreement in September 1980; -the unilateral
restraints for six of the seven categories were lifted -and replaced
with agreed ihiPort levels for each of the three years covered; by
the agreement:4 2

.

'9 The United States is a signatory if the Multifiber Arrangement iMFAI, a multilateral
agreement covering trade in textiles and apparel products Made_of cotton, wool and rnaremade
fibers. The MFA betame effective_ in_l_973_ for a three-year period and was later extended until
Deteitiber_31, 1981, The United States currently has bilateral agreements regulating textiles and
apparel trade with 22 supplying countries, and consultative mechanisms with II others. all
drawn in conformity- with the MFA. The PRC is not a signatory to the MFA.

19 See. e.g..11, Reiter W_ebb. Jr, (1980).
' Even before the resumption of diplomatic relations between the United States and the -PRC;

domestic -manufacturers were concerned about rising imports of cotton work gloves from the
PRC. In Deeember 1977 _ &bap of domestic producers filed a petition for import relief under
Section 4116_of the Trade Act of 1974 alleging that market disruption existed as a result of in-
creased imports of cotton work gloves from the PRC. Imports of these articles from the NIG,
almost negligible during 1972-70, had risen_ abruptly in 1976 to account for about 19 percent of
U.S, imports The -U.S. International Trade Commission determined in March -1978 that such
increased imports were not disrupting the U.S. market. gee U.S. International Trade Carruniti-
sion. Certain Gloves from the People's Republic of China. Publication 867 (Washington: USITC,
March 19781.

"The_ agreement did not provide for a limit on imports of man-made fiber coats since the
PRC filled only 16.3 percent of the unilateral quota. Mutually-agreed import restraintievels for

"Tz: ,
Continued
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TABLE 7.IMPORT LEVELS UNDER UNIT ATERAL QUOTAS AND UNDER THE UNITED.STATES-PRC

TEXTILE AGREEMENT

' Category and DeSenptiOn
Umblerd

quota

Bilateral agreement

1st agreement
year

2d agreement

Year

3d agreement

331 Getton_glOves Adozen _parr) 2,946,00 3,213,600 3,310,008 3,409,308

339 Women's cotton knit _shirts and blouses (dozen) 535,659 720,000 912,000 865,280

3413 Men's and boys' woven cotton shirts (dozen) 354,613 540,000 561,600 584,064

341 Cotton. blouse& (dozen),. 266,196 381,300 455,100 443456

3477348 Cotton trousers, male/fernalernozen) 1,088,632 1,440,000 1,824,000 1,730,560

63'., Women's manmade fiber coals dozen 110,551 - (2 ) (2 ) (_21

6457646 Man-made fiber sweaters male/female (dozen) 334;834 550;000 566,500 583,495

' These are Waal categories defined by the United Slates -for monitoring imports M textile and apparel products and administering the United
Stares_teitile_ trade_Areereent_ programs._ for a. concordance . betWeen 111e_ _textile and apparel ..categorim and sevenAgrt ISUSA_ dem see_ U.S,
Department -of Commerce, Industry and Trade Administration office-of Textiles, Correlation: Textile and Apparel Categories with Tariff Schedules of
the UndedSlates.Annotifel (Wathinglon: US: GOvernmeht hitting Ofliee',January 1978).

2 No specific limit set.

Sources For unilateral quotas, Federal-Registei'44:1-10 (lone 6, 1979) -p 32433 and idem,-44112 (October 31, 1979).--p. 62555. For bilateral
apreement, "United Slates and China Sign Bilateral Textile Agreement,' Department of State Press Release No. 257 (September IT, 1980).

The effect of the import restraints on selected PRC apparel ship-
ments is to curb potential growth by limiting the quantity of

thewhich may enter the United States in a given period to the
same level reached in an earlier period. Consideration of these re-
straints is important in estimating the real impact of tariff reduc-
tions since they act to prevent predicted increases in imports from
occurring. As an illustration, we have introduced import restraints
on the seven categories listed in Table 7 into our analysis in order
to gauge the extent to which they would moderate the estimated
import and employment impact of MFN tariff reductions.

For the sake of simplifying the simulations, it has been assumed
that import restraints in the seven apparel categories were im-
posed for the entire year 1979 and; further; that the restraint
levels were set at the actual volume of 1979 imports. That is, we
have assumed that the restraints would have prevented increased
imports resulting from tariff cuts but would not have reduced
actual 1979 imports. While reduction in U.S. tariffs to MFN rates
would have increased imports of PRC apparel products by $80 mil
lion, the restraints would have prevented the realization of ap-
proximately $65 million worth of such imports. The evidence in
Table 6 (columns 3 and 5) suggests that the import restraints are
an effective tool in reducing potential employment losses in the
textile/apparel industry. The apparel manufacturing industry,
which according to the unrestrained simulations would have lost
2800 job opportunities, would suffer losses of 500 job opportunities
With import restraints. -Because the apparel sector_purchases mate-
rials from other sectors, the restraints on apparel imports also
affect output and employment in, other sectors, such as textiles. Job
losses in the textile and apparel industries; which were estimated

the first agreement year are_on average about 40 percent higher than previous unilateral re-
straint levels; in general, second and third year levels take into account growth and are more
liberal. The text of the agreement-is given in "United States and China Sign Bilateral_Textile
Agreement," Department of State Press Release_No. 257__(Selatember 17, 1980), Since the agree-
ment went Intb_effect, the United States has requested consultations to esiblish import limits
for four additional categories in which imports have surged. The four categories are wool sweat-
ers, men's cotton coats. women's cotton coats, and men's cotton knit shirtS.
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at about 4000; would be reduced to about 1000 with the import re-
1 `15 straints. -

Introduction of competitive need limits also curbs the potential
imports of PRC textiles and apparel which would result from GSP.
duty-free imports. (Articles covered by the MFA do not receive GSP
duty-free treatment.) As shown. in Table 6, columns 6 and 7, com-
petitive need criteria-would have curbed increases in apparel im-
orts generated by GSP duty-free treatment from $2.1 million to
406,000, and for floor covering from' $506,000 to $2,000. For the

five textile and apparel industries, competitive need limits would
have curbed, potential increases in imports resulting from GSP,
from $3.2 million to $853,000.

Chemicals
In 1979, U.S. imports from the PRC of industrial chemicals (1 /0

2701); miscellaneous chernical products (I /O 2704) and drugs (I/0
201) amounted to approximately $52 million. Among industrial
chemicals, leading imported products were ammonium molybdate,
antimony oxide, potassium permanganate and barium chloride.
The bulk of imports of miscellaneous chemical products was ac-
counted fu- by fireworks, turpentine, inedible gelatin, and distilled
and essential oils. Menthol, natural drugs, and natural alkaloids
were the leading imported drug products. Although these catego-
ries are not considered impori-sensitive based on the criteria_pre-
sented above, U.S. manufacturers have complained that some PRC
chemical products have been sold in the U.S. market at less than
their fair value.'"

According to our estimates, had the PRC enjoyed MFN status in
1979, U.S. imports of these chemical products would have exceeded
actual imports by about $5.5 million, or 10 percent; Employment
opportunities would have been reduced by approximately 120. If re-
straints on apparel imports are considered, employment opportuni-
ty losses attributed to MFN tariff treatment are reduced. from 120
to 90. GSP duty-free treatment of eligible imports would have gen-
erated additional imports of approximately $2.2 million, or 4 per-
cent. The impact of GSP duty-free treatment is relatively small
since the key miscellaneous chemical products shipped by the PRC
in 1979 (fireworks, inedible_gelatin and most distilled and essential
oils) are not extended GSP duty-free treatment. Moreover; the 50

431n response to a complaint filed by a U.S, firm. the US. International_Trade_Commission
'" ruled-in July 1980 that there was reasonable indication_tha imports of natural menthol from

the PRC,111egedly sold at-less than fair value (LTF1,7), were materially injuring or threatening a
domestic industry. See US. International Trade Commission, Menthol from Japan and the P_ec
plc's Republic of China. Publication 1087 (Washington: IJSITC. _July 19801, In early 1981. the
US. G.partmert of Commerce ruled that-natural menthol_ from the PRC was being sold in the
U.S. at LTFA, and estimated a dumping- margin of 13.5 percent. Federal Register 46:9 (January
14. 1984 pp :3258-61. However, as a result of a. final investigation. in Juno_198I_the USIT_C
changed its earlier determination and ruled that natural menthol_ imports from the PRC were
not materially injuring a_domestic industry, thereby terminating the case. See US.-Internation-
alTgade Commission,Nenthol from the People's Republic of China, Publication J151 (Washing
tan: USITC, June 1981). Charges of Chinese dumping of chemical _products have not been limited
to- menthol., In response to a Federal Register_request for information on the probable economic
effect on domestic Industries of, designating the PRC as a beneficiary under the U.S. program,
an official of the Chemical Products Corporation of Cartersville, Georgia-suggested that_veral
products from the PRC were being sold in the 11.SLar LTFV and indicated that a petition fora
dumping investigation figainst the PRC _on barium chloride was tinder consideration. Letter
dated March 4. 1981 in Public Docket, U.S. International Trade Commission, Investigation 332-
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percent competitive need rule would have curtailed duty-free im-
ports by approximately three-quarters, so that increased import
demand attributable to GSP would have been of the order of
$541,000, or 1 percent of actual 1979 trade.

Furniture and Wood Products
Furniture and wood product imports from the PRC in 1979 in

two import-sensitive categoriesi-amounted to about $22.8_ million.
Furniture and fixtures (I/O 2307) imports, primdrily furniture
madg from .unspun _vegetable materials; were. valued at approxi,
mately $2 million. More important were imports of lumber and
wood products (110 2009), which amounted- to approximately $20.8
million. The leading lumber and wood products imported from the
PRC in 1979 were baskets of bamboo, willow, and rattan, other
household articles made from unspun vegetable fiberst. and wood
blinds. Wooden clothespins imports from the PRC, amounted only
to $21,000 in 1979:

The estimates suggest'that had PRC imports been dutted at MFN
~tariff rates in 1979 ; furniture and wood_ produ4 imports would
\have exceeded actual values by about $8.8 million, or 39 percent.
:"Approximately 190 employment opportunities would have been lost

industry.44 Further, had these imports been subject to GSP
duty -free treatment, imports would have increased by an additional
$.:7 million, or 25 percent; The competitive need exclusions on
lu, bet- and wood product imports would have reduced the increase
in imports attributable to GSP dtity-free treatment by more than
on -half, to $2.7 million, pr 12 percent.

"I estimating the trade effects of tariff reductions, potential restrictions on imports of
clothe ins from the PRC have not been considered for the following,reasons: 11 the three-year
global uotas on clothespins-have not been -filled in either of the first tr.-JO quota years (for the
first qu to year, February 1979 February 198f), ..1_.4 percent a the quota wasAlledi_for_the
secund y tar, February 1980 to _February_ 1981, 85.8 percent of the quota Was filled); 2) the share
of the U.S. clothespins import market held by the PRC has fallen precipitously, from around 25
percent in 1977 to 1.7 percent during the first quota year and around 3.6 Percent in the second
quota-year; and 31 in _view _Ofthe _above, the very small estimated unrestricted 1979 import
change of $3,000 resulting from MFN extension could have been easily accommodated in the
quotas. Cl thespins are not extended GSP duty-free treatfnent. .

The hist ry_of the clothespins_ quota,_In which -the- PRC played a prominent role, is worth re,
counting. fp May 1978; the Clothespin and Veneer Products kssociation filed a petition for
import relief on behalf of domestic clothespins manufacturers under Section 406 of the Trade
Act of 19741 The petitioners alleged that clothespins Imports from three- non - market - economies
ithe_P_eople _Repuhlic_ofChitia,_Poland and_RomsniaLwere causing market disruption with re-
spect to lik products produced by the domestic industry. In August 1978, the U.S. International
Trade Com ission reported to the President that clothespins imported from the Peoples Repub-
lic of China were creating market _disruption, while_those imported from_kolarid and Romania
were not. The Commissioners recommended that the President grant imOrt relief in the form
of 5-year qubtas on clothespin- imports from the PRC. U,S.-International Trade Commission,
Clothespins from the People s Republic of China, the Polish People's Republit.and the Socialist
Republic_ of_Romarua, Publication 902_1Washingtort: USITC, 19791 _After reviewing the Commis-
sioners' recommendation, the President determined in October 1978 that the provision of import
relief would not be in-the national economic -interest. The President's determination appears in

` Federal Regiater 43:192 (Octeber 3, 19781, P. 45547.
Meanwhileori July 1978, the USITC instituted, on its own motion, an investig-ation under Sec-

tion 201 of the Trade Act of 1974 (escape clause provision) to determine whether importaof
clothespins from any source were injuring or threatening a domestic induStry. In Detember
1978, the Commissioners determined_thot serious injury to the domestic industry existed and
recommended import relief in the form of a 5-Year global quota on specific types of wood and
plactic spring-clothespins. U.S International Trade Commission, Clothespins, Publication 933
(Washington: US1TC, 1979.) In February 1979; the President granted_import_relief in the fbrm of .
three-year-global)quotas. The Presidential proclamation is reprodu,a1 in Federal Register 44:39
(Febrdiary 26, 1979), pp. 10273-10975.
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Foot !ear
both the nonrubber and rubber segments of the domestic foot-

wear industry have been adversely affected by imports in the past.
In 1979 U.S. footwear imports _from the PRC amounted to almost
$14 million. Rubber footwear (I /O 3202) imports of approximately
$11.7 million were composed almost exclusively of Oxford-height
men's and women's shoes. Imports of thonged rubber sandals (zoris)
amounted to only $2,000 in- 1979. Nonrubber footwear -(I /O 3402)
imports: of about $2.3 million were primarily accounted for by
men's and women's cement-processed footwear and men's work-
shoes.

Our estimates indicate that MFN tariff treatment of PRC im-
ports during 479 would have generated an additional $8.8 million
worth of footwear imports, an increase of'63 percent. Imports of
this magnitude would have eliminated 251 employment opportuni-
ties in -the industry. Duty-free treatment of GSP-eiigible imports
would have had a negligible ($1,000) effect on imports, because
rubber and leather footwear imports, with the exception of zoris,
are not eligible for GSP duty=free treatment.

Food Products
U.S. imports of food products from the PRC in 1979 in two import

tant categories were valued at $8.5 million. Imports of food prep-
arations (I/0 1432), primarily of honey, were valued at $6.8 million.
Also significant were imports of sugar, bean cakes, seaweeds;
shelled peanuts and vinegar. Imports of canned fruits and vegeta=
bles (I /O 1409), primarily canned water chestnuts, mandarin or-
anges, and mushrooms; accounted for $1. million in 1979.

According to our estimates, reductiorM tariffs to MFN rates on
food product imports from the PRC would have led to an increase
in 1979 imports of $674,000, or about 8 percent,_and a reduction of
8 employment opportunities in these sectors. Particularly itnpor-
tant would have been import increases in two import-sensitive
products; canned mushrooms 45 (36 percent) and honey 46 (6 per-
cent). Duty-free treatment of GSP-eligible imports in the two cate-
gories would have increased imports by an additional $125,000, or 1

"In March 1980, the American Mushroom Institute filed a petition wi.h the U.S. Intern
n
lien-

al Trade Commission seeking import relief under Section 201 or!he Trtide_ACt_of 1974 Nith re.
spect to impocts of canned mushrooms. This petition was the latest in a series of unsuccessful
elicit-USA/rite 1964_by1he canned mushroom industry to obtain relief from imports. In August
1980, the USITC determined that canned mushrooms were being imported in such largetjaanti-
ties as to be a- substanial cause or threat of injury and recommended relief_in the form of three-
year quotas. During the early part of_the period_analyzed by the USITC, imports from the PRC
were_nettligibl For January-May 1980, however, a period which includes four months of MFN
treatment, the PRC's share of imports rose sharply to 5,6 percent. See U.S.- International Trade
(;oromis,.ion, Mushrooms, Publication 1089 (Wnshiligten US1TC. 1980). Acting on the USITC rec-
.)mrnMdation, the Preaiderit_granted relief for the industry, but selected higher tariffs rather
than ,quota.s. Effective' November I. 1980, the MFN-tariff on imported mushrooms was raised
from 132 percent AVE to 33, 28 and 2,2 percent AVE for-each of-the three years. See Federal
Register 45:207 (Dabber 23, 1980), p. 70361. These higher tariffs tend to erase the import-creat-
ing impact_ for the PRC of lower MFN tariffs on mushrooms.

4^/n June 1976, the U.S. InternatilonaTrade Commission reported that honey wns being im-
ported in such quantities as to be a substantial cause of the threat of serious injury to the do-
mestic inoustry and recommended _relief in the form cf tariff -rate quotas to be in effect -until
December 31: 19:20. See U.S. International Trade aimmission, Honey (Washirigten: USITC,
1976). However, in August -1976,-the President determined that import relief_ was not in the na-
tional economic interest. The Presidential memorandum is reproduced in Federal Register
41:171 (September I, 1976), pp.:36787-8.
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percent. It should be noted that honey, seaweeds, canned mush-
rooms and mandarin oranges, and shelled peanuts, some of the
leading PRC food products shipped to the United States in 1979,
are not extended GSP duty-free treatment.

Leather Products
U:S: imports of miscellaneous leather products (I/O 3403) in 1979

consisted primarily of leather gloves. Other important products in-
cluded in this import-sensitive category were luggage, handbags
and flat goods of leather or textile materials, and wooden boxes,
either unlined or lined with textile fabrics.

In 1979, inipott§ from the PRC in I/O 3403 were valued at about
$3:2 million: Our analysis indicates that had miscellaneous leather
products imports from the PRC been dutied at MFN rates in -1979;
they would have exceeded actual values by $1.9 million, or 60 per-
cent, and reduced employment opportunities in the industry by
around 80. GSP duty-free treatment would have added $91,000
worth of imports, or 3 percent.

Ceramic Products
In 1979; the PRC shipped to the Unitecl States ceramic products

valued at approximately $2.8 million. Imports of food utensils (I/O
3607), consisting primarily of household and restaurant ceramic ta-
bleware and earthenware, were valued at $1.8 million: Imports of
other pottery products (I/O 3609), such as ash trays and household
decorative articles, were valued at about $1 million.

Representatives from the ceramic industry and unions recently
appeared before the U.S. International Trade Commission to argue
that their industry was adversely affected by imports from the PRC
and would be further injured if the PRC were granted eligibility in
the U:S. GSP program.''? Our simulations suggest that their con-
cerns may be justified.

Our analysis indicates that had ceramic products been dutied at
MFN -rates in 1979, U.S. imports would have exceeded actual im-
ports by $3.3 million, or 116 percent, and 100 employment opportu-
nities would have been lost. This more-than-doubling of imports
would have resulted from the combination of substantial tariff dif-
ferentials between column 1 -and column 2 rates and a high elastic-
ity of import demand. Elimination of duties on GSP-eligible items
would have added another $1.6 million-worth of imports, or 57 per-
cent. Virtually the entire (98 percent) increase in imports brought
about by the GSP duty elimination would have occurred in the pot-
tery category (I/O 3609) since, with minor exceptions, ceramic food
utensils are not eligible for duty-free treatment under the GSP pro-
gram. .

Jewelry
Jewelry (I/O 6401) imports from the PRC in 1979 of approximate-

ly $2i5 million consisted primarily of precious and semiprecious

" See statements before the LISITC on behalf of the Stone, Glom and_CMy Coordinating Corn-
mittee,,the American Dinnerware_Emergency Committee, and the American Restaurpt China
Council, Investigation 3:12-129, April 22, 1981.

ti
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stones, gold-plated household wares; gold rope necklaces, and other
personal jewelry. Stainless steel flatware importS were relatively
insignificant,_ amounting to approximately $35;000 in that year
With the exception of stainless steel flatware, product§ in this cate-
gory do not have a high degree of import sensitivity:

Our model indicates that MFN tariff treatment of jewelry MI:
ports from the PRC in 1979 would_ v chave increased imports in this
category hs, $2.3 million, or 91 percent; with a reduction in employ=
ment_opportunities of 65. Duty-free treatment of GSP-eligible items
in 1979 could have increased imports by an additional $208 million,
or 108 pere2nt. However, competitive need limitation§ would have
scaled back t he increase in imports attributable to LISP to $1.9 mil-
lion, or 75 percent, For stainless steel flatware, MFN tariff treat-
ment would increase imports by $46,000 or 131 percent and GSP
duty:free treatment would generate an additional $50,000 of im:
ports, a 143 percent increase.

Feathers, Plumes and Artificial Flowers
In 1979, total U.S. imports from the PRC of feathers, plumes, and

artificial flowers (I/O 6406) were valued at about $2.4 million.
Feathers and down imports accounted for roughly 87 percent of the
value of imports in this category, and feather dusters for an addi-
tional 5 percent.

Had imports from the PlIC been subject to MFN duties in 1979,
imports during that year would have exceeded actual values by
$2.9 Million, or 123 percent, and employment opportunitieS would
have contracted by about 50. DUty:free treatment of GSP-eligible
imports would have added approximately $1.5 million worth of
ports in this category; or 61.6 percent of actual 1979 imports.

Miscellaneous Manufactures

Among the principal.imports of miscellaneous manufactures (I/O
6412) from the PRC in 1979 were beads; candies; umbrellas, shell
products; human hair, and wigs of human hair. Miscellaneous man-
ufaettire§' imports 1979 amounted to approximately $1,5 million.

Results of simulations with our model indicate that MFN tariff
treatment of miscellaneous manufactures from the PRC in 1979
would have increased imports by $982,000, or 64- percent. Approxi-
mately 35 employment opportunities would have been lost. Duty-
free treatment of GSP-eligible items could have added imports of
$763,000, or 64 percent.

To summarize the industry results_;_our analysis suggests that the
increases in imports'Iattributable to MFN and GSP tariff reductions
on PRC goods are ameliorated by import restraints and _GSP tbril-
petitive need limits. However, this is not the case for ceramic prod-
uct§ imports. The domestic ceramic products industry appears to be
most vunerable to increased imports due to the tariff cuts;

An examination of the characteristics of workers in the tariff
sensitive industries in Table 6 indicates that systematic differences
exist betWeeri_theSe workers and the average worker in the manu-
facturing sector: The average hourly wage rate 9f workers in these
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industries (in 1979) was $4.99 compared to $6.i9 for the manufac-
turing sector as a whole.4 8

These industries employed a disproportionately large percentage
of females (55.4 percent), than did the manufacturing sector as a
whole (29.4 percent), and a slightly larger proportion of minority
workers (10:7 percent), compared to the manufacturing average
(10.1 sierCent).49 Workers in these industries are less likely to be
members of a union than the average worker in manufacturing
(43.9 PerCent compared to 50 percent:50 None of these tariff-sensi-
tive industries can be considered to employ, on average, relatively
high:Wa_ge Workers. Therefore, any costs associated with the reduc-
tion of employment opportunities in these tariff sensitive industries
are likely to be borne by workers in the lower-skilled segment of
the labor force: Furthermore, since the adverse effects _of the tariff
rechictionS on PRC goOds tend to be concentrated in industries
which are already sensitive to trade, the reductions in employment
opportunities- may affect workers in industries which, in many
cases, have already experienced reductions in employment opportu=
nities due to trade.

MD SECTORS WHICH MAY BE AFFECTED BY IMPORTS FROM THE PRC IN
THE FUTURE

The review of the tariff sensitivity of the leading sectors in U.S.-
PRC trade was based on the actual pattern of U.S. import§ from
the PRC in 1979. It is possible that there are certain commodities
which the PRC does not currently export to the United _States in,
signficant amounts (because of prohibitive pre-MFN tariffs or other
reasons) but which may be exported in large quantities in the near
future. It is useful to speculate_ briefly on the product areas in
Which imports from the PRC may have an adverse effect in the
near future. To do this we have used the Finger-Kreinin_ index to
focus on the correspondence of PRC exports to France, Germany,
Japan and the United Kingdom, with PRC exports to the United
States. The basket of PRC exports to these other industrialized
countries may be indicative of the basket of products the United
States might mport from the PRC under a more " normal-
pattern than prevailed in U.S.-PRC trade in 1979. European and
Japanese trade with the PRC may be more normal in the .senSe
that it better reflects_ PRC comparative advantage, MFN status,
and the "getting to know each-other" effect.

The results of the similarity index comparison of PRC exports to
the United States with PRC exports to the four industrialized coun-
tries are presented -iii Table 8 for 1975-79. The table suggests that
in any given year approximately 40 percent of PRC exports to the
four indu§trialized countries and to the United States corresponded
to the same categories. The important question raised by Table 8 is,

4N Average hourly wage rates for each industry for 1979-are published in U.S. Department -of
Labor "Employment and Earnings,"- vol. 27, No. 3, March 1980. The data are weighted averages
using 1976 employment levels as weights.

49 Date on the demographic_ compcmition of employment were taken-from U.S. Department of
Commerce; "Census of Populations 1970, Subject Reports: Industrial Characteristics (Washing-
ton: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1972).
-6o Data on unionized workers as a percentage of the work force are taken from Freeman and

Medea' I979).

91-930 0 - re3 - .14
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what commodities did the PRC export to Europe and Japan that it
did not export to the United States?

TABLE 8.SIMILARITY OF PRC EXPORTS TO THE UNITED STATES WITH SELECTED WESTERN

EUROPEAN COUNTRIES 1975-79

Gantry 1915 1916 1911 1918 1919

Frahte 41:8 42.1 47.8 46.6 39.6

West Germany 35:7 44.7 53.0 46.5 39.7

Japan 21.8 25.3 24.8 27.3 43.3

United Kingdtm 36.5 40.9 45.3 42.1 33.5

Table 9 lists the top ten commodities for which PRC exports to
the United States and to the comparison group were dissimilar in
1979. That is, the 4-digit SITC commodities listed in the table corre-
spond to those categories in which PRC exports to the United
States were negligible while those to the four reference countries
were substantial. The commodities in the list are primarily food
products and raw materials (hydrocarbons, furF1' ins, jute and silk
products). Few of these items would be considered sensitive prod-
ucts -in the United States." However, there are some manufac-
tured productS items on the list which could have an adverse effect
on U.S. import-competing industries. Thus, clockS, tools, certain
chemicals, paper products, and a number of- textile and apparel
items appear to be important in the trade of European countries
With the PRC and may become more prominent in exports to the
United States in the future.

In addition to the results of the similarity index, we have also
examined assessments on expected imports from the PRC-prepared
by industry officials and reviewed fragmentary data on PRC capac-
ity to produce certain products for export. In what follows we use
these indicators to discuss several product sectors which may be ad-
versely affected by imports from the- PRC in the near future. It
should be stressed at the outset that this section is speculative and
the evidence presented should be interpreted with caution.

TABLE 9:Top 10 commodities where PRC exports to the United
States were not similar to PRE exports to other selected industrial:
ized countries, 1979

France: commodity description Slit
Alum

23
inum and aluminum alloys, unwrought 6841

Coal 14
Jute 2640
Groundnut oil 4214
Woven fabrics of artificial fibers 6536
FurskirJ 6130

31 The PRC would not be able to export_ furskins to the United States. Effective August 31,
1951. the United States prohibited the importation of ermine, fox, kolinsky; marten, mink,
muskrat and weasel furskins, (the so-called "seven deadly skins") dressed or undresed,_pri:
duced in the PRC. See U.S International Trade Commission, 'Tariff Schedules of the United
States Annotated (1981)," Publication 1111 (Washington: USITC, 1980), The prohibition, eon-
tained in sec. 11 of the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1951, has also been in effecvince
Jan'. 1, 1952 for the same products originating from the U.S.S.R.
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TABLE 9.Top 10 commodities where PRC exports to the United
States were not similar to PRC exports to other selected industrial-
ized countries; ./.979Continued

Commodity description SITC

Leather 6119
Fur clothing 8420
Clocks 8642
Printed cotton fabrics 6522

West Germany:
Furskins 6130
Furskins, undressed 2120
T-apestries 6577
Hand tools 6952
Green groundnuts 2211
Woven fabrics of artificial fibers 6536
Fresh or dried vegetable products 0548
Frozen Vegetables 0546
Cereale, unmilled 0459
Cocoa butter and cocoa paste 0723

Japan:
Quartz, mica, feldspar, fluorspan 2765
Fieh,_ salted, dried, or smoked
Hydrocarbons

v 0312
5121

Furskina 6130
Beans; peaa;lentils 0542
Green groundnuta::::. 2211
Frozen vegetables 0546
Bones, ivory, horns, hoofs -4 2911
Cereale, unmilled

-Soya Beans
-.........ir 0459

2214
United- Kingdom:

Furskins-
Chemical products and preparations
Sheep's and lamb's wool

.7,! . ',,,

59799-___.
N 2621

Machine-made paper and paperboard '.6415
Fresh or dried vegetable products 0548
Nitrogen-function compounds 5127
Cereals, unmilled 0459
flay and_fodder;'green or dry 08/1\
Sheep's and lamb's wool, degreased_ 2622 \
True hemp and true hemptow and waste 2652

Bicycles and parts.The bicycles and parts industry (I/O 6106)
has been sensitive to imports in the paSt (the industry is listed as a
sensitive sector in Table 3) However; our simulations did not iden-
tify this industry as sensitive to MFN or GSP tariff reductions pri-
marily because imports to date have been very small. Nevertheless,
there is little question that the PRC has the Otential for substan-
tially increasing its shipments to -the-United States. As a country
where bicycles are a common mode of tranSgortation, the PRC ap-
pears to have the capacity to produce bicycles for export on a large
scale: There is some evidence that; in preparation for developing an
export market, the Chinese have begun to style their products to
compete in Western Europe and the United States. The Bicycle
Manufacturers ASsOciation of America recently teE; lied before the
USITC about its concerns regarding potential imports from the

2u,
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PRC, particularly if complete bicycles were made eligible for GSP
duty-free treatment.5 2

Stainless steel flatware.=As is discussed in the previous section,
U.S. imports of stainless steel flatware from' the PRC in 1979
amounted to only $35,000. Although these imports were quite sensi-
tive to tariff reductions (extension of MFN tariff would have in-
creased imports by 131 percent; GSP duty-free treatment would
have generated an additional 151 percent increase in imports), the
overall impact of imports from the PRC was deemed to be very
small in view of the inSignificant trade levels involved.

However, according to press reports, over the next five years the
PRC plans to increase its production capacity of stainless steel flat-
ware and to triple its 1979 volume of exports to the United
States.`! Such an increase could have a negative impact on the do-
meStic flatware industry, an industry which has been adversely af-
fected by imports in the past (see Table 3) and which received
import relief in the 1960s and in the early 1970s.54

Electronic products: The PRC haS reportedly entered into several
joint _ventures with foreign companies to produce electronic prod-
ucts. Over the next few years, electronic components and,domestic
electronic productS produced by these enterprises may return to
the investing countries, including the United States. The Electronic
Industries Association haS testified in opposition to designating the
PRC as beneficiary for the U.S. GSP program, arguing that Such a
move might further encourage the PRC to enter into joint ventures
in the electronic products industry

Industrial fasteners.Our Simulations, based on 1979 data did
not identify the industrial fasteners industry as one wh!,ch would
be sensitive to tariff reductions on PRC imports. Several factors are
responsible for this FirSt;irr comparison with other sectors, non-
MFN tariff rates for fasteners are generally_ low (for instance, .3
percent ad valorem. for iron washers, 4.3 percent for machine
screws, and about 16 percent for bolts and nuts) and therefore dif-
ferences between MFN and non-MFN rates are sinall. Second,
escape clause relief granted to the industry in early 1978, in the
form of a three-year increase in MFN tariffs for iron or steel bolts,
nuts and large screws; further eroded the difference between MFN
and non-MFN rates Third,_as a result of the relief action, nuts
and bolts were removed from the list of GSP duty-free eligible

52 Staten-lent before_the_U.S. International Trade Commission on behalf of the Bicycle Menu-
facturersAssociation of America, Investigation-:132-123, Apr. 22, 1981.

S' Lawrence Fairhall, "Chinese Flatware May Impact Market," The Journal of Commerce
(Dec.49, 19801, pp. 1, 27.

54 The stainless -steel flatware industry received import relief in- the form of a tariff-rate -quota
from November 1959 through October 1967 and from August 1971 through_Septeititter_1976. In
May 1978, the USITC found that the industry Was being injured by imports and recommended
that relief be _Provided in_ the_forra of 3-year tariff-rate quotas. See U.S. Inter-national Trade
Gommission "Stainless Steel Table flatware," Publication 884 (Washington: USITC; 1978): Hew:-
ever, the President denied relief for the industry on the grounds that-;:- would -not be in the
national economic int( est. The Presidential decision is in Weekly Compilation of Presidential
Papers, (June_30, 19784 pp. 121r.,-1216.

55 Statement before the US1TC on behalf of the Electronic Industries Association; Investiga-
tion 332-123, Apr. 22, -1981.

56 For a report On the injury investigation, findings and relief recommendation,see US Inter-
riatiOrial_Trade _Commission, Bolts, Nuts and Large Screws of Iron or Steel, Publication 8_47
(Washington: USITC, 1977). The Presidential proclamation of relief appears in the Federal Reg-
ister 44:5 (January 8, 1979), pp. 1697-1699:

u
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productS.57 Significant differences between MFN and non-MFN
rates may develop; however; should relief not be renewed after it
expires on January 5_, 1982, since tariffs will revert to lower pre-
relief MFN levels and hems may be replaced on the GSP-eligible
list. 58

V, SUMMARY AND.CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this study was to determine the impact on U.S.
imports and employment of normalized U.S.-PRC trade relations.
The study presents both aggregate and industry-specific estimates
of -the impact_ on U.S. imports and employment of granting the
PRC both MFN and GSP status during 1979: This was done; given
some restrictive assUmptions, by estimating the amount by which
U.S. imports from the PRC would have exceeded their actual 1979
values as a result of tariff reductions associated with MFN and
GSP treatment.

The estimates are based on an elasticity approach. A baSic
sumption underlying the model is that the supply of PRC export's is
perfectly elastic. The resulting estimates pertain to total trade ex=
P-ansion. That is,- they include both trade creation and trade diver-.
Sion. In the absence of reliable estimates of the elasticity of substi
tution between imports from the PRC and imports from other
sources, and between imports from the PRE and domestic produc-
tion, it is assumed that the increased importS from the PRC dis-
place_domeStic goods on a d_ ollar-for-dollar basis.

The results suggest that in 1979, U.S,_ imports from the PRC
Would have exceeded actual imports by approximately $134 million,
or 25 percent, had PRC imports been dutied at MFN rates through-
out the year. The industries most 'affected include ceramic prod-
ucts, footwear and textiles and apparel. This translates into a loss
of approximately 8600 employment opportunities in the United
States: The increased imports in the textile and apparel industry
alone would account for approximately 4600 fewer employment op-
portunities: Had the PRC also enjoyed country-beneficiary status
under the U.S. GSP program during-1979, U:S. imports from the
PRC would have exceeded actual and MFN imports by 22.2 million,
or 4.2 percent. For the ceramic products industry, additional im-
ports of approximately 48 percent of actual 1979 trade would have
been generated by GSP. For the furniture and wood products in-
dustry the increase would have been 25 percent.

The employment estimates resulting from MFN and GSP status
presented in this paper are job opportunities, and are not necessar-
ily changes__ in actual employment. Normal industry growth, labor
force turnover and increased exports to the PRC may offset job op-
portunity losses in many industries.

" Representatives of the industrial fifstenett_industry_ recent appeared before the USITC
oppose extending_ GSP benefits_to the PRC. See statements on behalf of tho Industrial Fasteners
Institute_and Wrought Washer Manufacturing Company, Investigation 332-123, April 24 I9.11L

se It should be noted that on June 49, 1981, the United StItes_ Fasteners Manufacturing
Group, the United Steelworkers_ Of America, the International Association of Machinists and
AercispateINOrkers, the- United Automobile, Aerospace and Agricultural Implement Workers of
America and the Industrial Union Department of the AFL -CIO petitioned the US. Internation-
al Trade Commission under section 203tiX3) of the - Trade Act of 1974 to advise the President of
its judgment of the probable economic effect of terminating relief.

k2
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The import and employment estimates are upper-bound esti-
mates becaue they ignore several factors Which might prevent im-
ports from increasing: The most notable exceptions are import re-
straints on textiles and apparel and competitive need criteria
which limit certain items under- -the GSP program: If we incorpo-
rate the quantitative limits on PRC apparel exports, the 1979 trade
expansion due to MFN becomes $68 million or 12.9 percent of-1979
trade and the employment effect drops from 8600 to 3740 job oppor-
tUnitieg. Introduction of the competitive need limits on GSP im,
ports reduces trade expansion to $14.2 million or 2.7 percent of
1979 trade.

In order to estimate the potential for PRC exports to the United
States to displace third country exports, an index developed by
Finger and Kreinin is used to measure the similarity of PRC ex-
ports to the United States to exports of other LDCs exports to the
U S. market. The rationale behind the use of the index is that the
greoter the similarity in the baskets of goods exported to the
United:States from the PRC and other countries, the greater is the
probability that PRC goods will displace other countries' exports to
the United States. A major problem in utiliztig the similarity
index, however, was that it was. not possible to compare PRC and
other colantries' exports based on "syitemic similarity" or MFN

,:status. Despite these drawbacks,:: we believe the similarity index
can provide considerable insight 'into the countries and commod-
itieS which may be displaced by "normal" U.S.-PRC trade.
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1. INTRODUCTION: RECENT ECONOMIC POLICIES

A. Post-Mao Modernization
The modernization plan that the Chinese leadership announced

in February 1978 included foreign involvement and participation in
the form of equipment, machinery, technology imports and techni-
cal services. This ambitioui plan proposed 120 major projeciS as the
centerpiece of a rapid,, heavy Industrial development program.
These projects required advanced technologies_ and equipment
available only in the West. Thtis, from its inception, the blueprint
for development intricately linked modernization and foreign
trade.

Since this article was drafted, the People's Republic of China has
introduced a program of comprehensive government reorganiZation
that will reach down to provincial and municipal levels. One of the
most significant changes of this program has been the realignment
of the foreign trade structure. A new Ministry of Foreign Economic
Relations and Trade (MFERT) has been created to formulate trade
policy. This new Ministry has absorbed the functions of the former
Ministry of Foreign Trade; the Ministry for Economic Relations
with Foreign Countries, and the Import-Export Commission. Pre-
liminary reports indicate that the MFERT will not alter basic for-
eign trade decentralization directions and practiceS. Despite -the ex-
tensive government reorganization now under way, the authors he-

that the PRC will continue with its trade decentralization
program along the lines begun during the 1979-81 period described
below.

The reliance on foreign investment for development required re-
laxing or redefining ideological and fiscal barriers to large scale
foreign participation and involvement in China. For example, Chi-
nese leaders would have to modify their long standing ideological
aversion to foreign investment. The need for new sources of foreign
exchange prompted the leadership to modify their strong_opposi=
tion to long-term, low cost loans. In early 1978, Chinese leaders also
began to promote more innovative methods of foreign trade, par-
ticularly compensation trade, countertrade and some types of joint
ventures. Efforts were made to increase overseas remittances and
invisible earnings, and tourism was targeted as a priority industry.

Another catalyst for expansion of the economy and foreign trade
was normalization of relations with the United States, announced
on December 15, 1978 and implemented on January 1, 1979. This
led to a tidal wave of American firms seeking business -opportune =-__
ties with China, although many large firms had been doing buSi=
ness there since the reopening of relations in February 1972.

B. Readjustment.
China's expansive economic policy of early 1978 immediately ran

into difficulties when the_leadership realized later that year that
China could neither _afford nor manage such a program. Nonethe-

,, less, even as the leadership was reassessing economic development
and foreign trade in the fall of 1978, foreign trade organizations
and ministries began a=ru§li to sign protocols and comprehensive
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agreements with foreigners; in 1978, contracts totalling $7.8 billion
were signed with the West.

Comprehensive reRdjustment, led by then Vice Premier Deng
Xiaoping and a groliti of other economic leaders who were dubbed
!the pragmatists', was a result of a Standing Committee Meeting

derision in December 1978 to revise China's economic program. The
Chinese leadership recognized that China was overcommitted to
modernization, which over 10 years would have required some $140
billion of capital investment of which $60 billion would have come
from the West. Readjustment was central to the government's
effort to regain control of heavy industry development, and particu-
larly of modernization's most visible part, foreign trade: New meth-
ods of directing, implementing, and controlling modernization and
foreign trade were necessary. This paper will attempt to describe
decentralization as it applies to foreign trade.

C Foreign Trade Policy
Readjustment in foreign -trade was marked by the suspension in

February, 1979 of nearly 60 contracts, worth $2.5 billion, for major
petrochemical_plants. Most of these contracts had been signed in
December, 1978 and were awaiting_ high level governmental ap-
proval. Many of the- suspended contracts were subsequently rein-
stated by May, 1979. The vacillation of contracting_ procedures
pointed up two major- difficulties facing the leadership, namely,
lack of finance§ and the inefficient and cumbersome government
bureaucracy.

The new era of trade decentralization and concurrently, modern-
ization, began in June; 1979, when the National People's Congress
restated trade policy as the use of various reasonable forms of ab=
sorbing foreign funds: This rather vague policy statement was in-
terpreted as permitting a wide variety of l government and
provincial organizations to engage in foreig de. Until this Pan-
dora's box was opened, foreign trade had been the exclusive
domain of the Ministry of Foreign Trade working through its for-
eign trade corporations. But after June 1979, foreign trade policy
responsibility was increasingly challenged by other ministries any'
central government organizations. This policy debate over who
should control foreign trade and the foreign exchange it generates
continues unabated, and may only be resolved by leadership
changes at the highest level of the government.

H. CENTRAL GOVERNMENT REORGANIZATION

4. State Commissions and Ministries
Modernization sparked the reorganization of the central govern-

ment. One of the first stages of reorganization was to reconstitute
or establish a number of State Commissions. Before 1978, the Chi=
nese had only four State Commissions for industry. Since then,
eight State Commissions have been formed. Three of the eight es-
tablished after the National People's Congress in June 1979 had
major roles to play in economic, trade, and commercial matters,
namely, the Finance and Economic Commission (July), and the For-
eign Investment and Control Commission and the Import- Export'
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Commission (August). The Foreign Investment and Control Corn- .1

mission (FICC) had the same staff as the Import-Export Commis-
sion. As the Import-Export Commission, it controlled access of do-
mestic organizations to foreign exchange. Wearing its FICC hat, it
reviewed and passed approval on investment by foreignera and con-
tractual obligations made by Chinese organizations with foreigners.

Other State Commissions were \ established for agriculture,
energy, and machine building industries. These were supra-minis-
try agencies that had their own planning and foreign trade author=
ity and interests. Administratively, they were equivalent to the tra-
ditional State Commissions; The new State Commissions were
formed to cope with large projects and development proposals that
did not fit efficiently into the existing bureaucratic structure. For
this reason considerable reorganization occurred in the Ministries
they controlled.

In the last two years, implementation of national plans has been
diffused thrOugh an increasingly complex and overlapping bureau-
cratic structure. Difficulties of administering the government were
compounded by the increase of ministries from 26 in 1979 to 38 in
1980: (See Table 1.) Until late 1981; thirty ministries currently Were
resPonsible for economic matters, transport, finance, and trade:1
The remaining eight handled non-economic and non-commercial
fields. The State Council had also established or strengthened sev-
eral bureaus that reported directly_ to it such as the General Ad-
ministration of Foreign Exchange Control and the China Interna-
tional Trust and Investment Commission (CITIC).

TABLE 1.INCREASE IN NUMBER OF NATIONAL TRADE-RELATED ORGANIZATIONS OF THE PRC

1978 1979-80

Central ministries 26 38

Central commercial and foreign trade corporations ' 15 153

Includes 9 harelip Trade Corporabons, and 6 track lauldalrOn organitalions

Beginning in February 1980, the ministries began to forth their
own foreign trade organizations. They set up industrial and import -
export corporations whose functions overlapped those of similar
foreign trade corporations of the Ministry_ of Foreign Trade: The
new ministerial corporations now deal directly with foreigners for
specialized technologieS, equipment, services and exports, and espe-
cially foreign exchange. These new corporations attracted foreign
investment and served as marketing organizations for their minis-
terial They were especially useful in linking directly Chi-
nese and foreign counterparts.

In early 1982 this organization changed dramatically as several. rnmistries and State Com-
missions were merged -to- -form a new-supra- ministry to, handle all aspects of foreign trade and
iriv&ittrient. The new Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations and Trade was fornied with the
express purpose of consolidating all aspects of Foreign trade_andirivestmeat that had been previ-
ously handled by the Ministry of Foreign Trade. the Import-Export Commission and the Minis-
try_of Edatiotiiit Relations with Foreign-. Countries. This new-supra-ministry will be headed by
Vice Premier Chen Muhua. The Financial and Economic Commission ceased to exist after
March 1980.
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B. Legal Inslitylions
Besides the administrative changes at the national government

level, a new national legal system to facilitate foreign trade is
being established. The growth of this legal system has coincided
with the efforts to decentralize China's foreign trade bureaucracy.
The codification of laws that affect international trade was clearly
a response to the growth of foreign trade and the proliferation of
organizationS resulting from decentralization. Although there is no
specific connection between the creation of laws and decentraliza-
tion, both phenomena reflect an underlying receptiveness to for-
eign investment.

In 1978, the Chinese leadership began publicly to stress the need
for comprehensive economic laws and judicial organs to regulate
economic transactions and handle disputes. From the beginning, of-
ficial statements linke'd the creation of a legal system with orderly
economic development. In 1979, after more than two decadeS
which legal developments were negligible, initiatives were under-
taken to establish economic _courts and to revive legal research and
training. Also in 1979, the Chinese promulgated a number of laws
and regulations that constitute the beginning of a legal framework
fonforeign investment and trade.

The Joint Venture LaW, announced in July 1979, was the first
legal invitation for foreigners to invest and own, albeit fpr' a limit=
ed time production and profit making facilities in China. Although
broad in scope and lacking adequate detailed regulations to imple-
ment joint ventures, it offered a legal Structure for foreign equity
participation in China's modernization. The Joint Venture Law
gave foreign trade corporations the right to negotiate contracts di-
rectly with foreign companies. Although it did not attract- he large
number of big investors that the leadership had hoped, it did create
a new and promising investment climate.

In 1980, several new laws and regulations were promulgated. Of
particular interest to American businessmen were corporate and
individual income tax laws, which are prerequisites for negotiating
a tax treaty between the Vnited State§ and China. Other legisla-
tion enacted in 1980 included regulations on the registration of
joint ventures, regulation of labor mt.nagement in joint ventures,
provisional regulationS on the operation of foreign enterprises in
China, and provisional regulations on exchange control. More re-
cently, China appears to be making progress in the area of patents
and copyrights. 2

Other developments in the legal field have accompanied the cre-
ation of a commercial code. In particular, judicial organs have been
created to handle economic_ disputes. By the end of 1980, China had
established more than 1000 economic sections of People's Courts at
various levels. These courts are authorized to hear cases involving
foreign trade, maritime affairs, insurance, joint ventures, and a

. number of other economic issues.

-2 See - "- Recent Developments in- China's Treatment of Industrial and Intellectual Property".
Michael K. Kirk. and David L. Denny in this volume.

2 =I
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C The flanking System
Another major change at the national level was the restructur-

ing and reform Rif the banking system to cope with the surge of fi-
nancial and foreign trade activity. The 67% increase in foreign
trade, between 1978 and 1979 forced the 'Chinese leadership to
make. major changes in the banking system: 3 By 1979, new policies
were necessary to determine foreign exchange rates, to articulate
credit and loan.policies, to state financial reforms; to guide Chinese
participation in international capital markets, and to facilitate for-
eigii trade. China has four distinct but interrelated banks. As late
as 1979; the main Chinese banks were under the ministry of Fi-
nance, and most finanical decisions were made only after submis-
sion to the full bureaucratic process. It soon_ became evident that
the banking system was a far too important component of economic
progress to be organized in this fashion. In February 1979, the Pep,-
Ole Bank of China, which is both a central bank and a commeri-
cal bank; was removed from the jurisdiction of the IginiStry of Fi=
nonce and placed directly under the State Council. The People's
bank of China (P.B.O.C.) has a staff of over 400,000,_ _in 39,000
branches, sub=branches, and offices distributed around the coantry.

In April 1979; the second largest bank, the Bank of China,
(B.OC.) was also upgraded to the ministerial level. It is the only
Chinese bank with overseas branches in Hong''Kong, Siagapore,
London, and Luxembourg. -A branch was opened in. New,York City
on April 11; 1982. The Bank of China has a staff of approximately
5,000 in its 77 domestic branches. Previously, the B.O.C. was under
the jurisdiction of the People's Bank Of China, but at present it is
not generally known just how much control the RB-rO.C._ exercises
over the B.DC. For example; it appears that the P.B.O.C, sets the
foreign exchange rates, while the B.O.C. handles the actual trans-
actions.

China's other two banks are for domestic banking and invest-
ment. They -have no direct foreign trade function. The Bank of Ag-
riculture's (BOA) purpose is to lend to agricultural communes or to
enterprises within the communes. First established in 1951, its op-
erations were closed down at the start of the Cultural Revolution
in 1979 and put directly under the State CounCil, but like the Bank
of China, it is now supervised by the ;People's Bank of China. The
Bank of Construction was designed to allocate funds for construc-
tion 0i-ejects, and it appears to have carried out this function ade-
quately. However; since the current emphasis is away from con-
struction and toward the renovation of old plants and equipmeht,
the- role of this bank may diminish, and there may be cuts in its
budget. At pre-Sent, the Bank of Construction has a total staff of
18,000: Nor only is it under the day-to=day direction of both the
MiniStry Of Finance and the State Capital-Construction Commis-
sion; but it also reports directly to the State Council.

The Chinese Investment Bank (CIB) was established on Decem-
ber 2341981:with the assistance of th-e. World Bank and with a capi-
tal bd.* of four billion*RMB. The CIB will evalu,ate and fund. small

-1 'Foreign Ekonomic Trends and Their Implications for the United States: China, November,
19809iwienCialecit-af-Commerce.
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and medium sized projects that require foreign technology and
equipment inputs. The World Bank will firovide initial foreign ex-
change requirements but later the CIB will borrow in international
money markets.4 The government appears to be experimenting
with a number of reforms that could eventually give the banks
even greater power to make decisions affecting the production of
various state enterprises and foreign trade: To encourage foreign
trade, the authoritiesfiave established an average domestic rate of
Renminbi (RMB) 2,8 to -the U.S; dollar in contrast to the official ex-
change rate of RMB 1.7 to the U.S. dollar. This internal settlement
rate allows some traders to depart from the official foreign ex-
change rate. This marked a substantial liberalization of previous
restrictions on the possession of foreign currency by Chinese orga,
nizations. All transactions are exclusively spot settlements, and
there are no forward deals: Most transactions are kept between
(RMB), ard the U.S. dollar, although there are a few transactions
in sterling or Hong Kong dollars: The Rank of China acts solely as
an intermediary in these transactions. Unlike Western banks, the
B.O.C. does not operate on its own behalf The bank simply brings
buyers;and sellers together and charges each_party a commission of
0.25%.5 The foreign currency is provided entirely by the sellers,
who represent state-owned enterprises. Normally, foreign exchange
earnings must be sold to the Bank of China, except for a small por-
tion to be kept in the seller's account, and organizations requiring
foreign exchange must buy it from the bank. However, ". .

Canton banking officials said that this does not apply in the case of
the bank's newly-established exchange facility 6 If the state has
no other plans for the money, the enterprise may not only sell it
but is also allowed to do so at a favorable rate. Since this arrange-''
ment has started, it has been a seller's market.

During the period of expanded trade of 1979-1980, the Baiik of
China developed correspondent relations with 48 U.S. Banks
through its head office in Beijing: Domestically, banking services in
China were decentralized, with the exception of foreign accounts.
According to branch bank officials; it was expected in early 1980
that the BOC would allow the main branches to conduct their own
foreign credit arrangements and negotiate loans directly. By the
end of 1980; however, as the result of the problems caused_ by al-
lowing too many people access to the country's limited 'foreign
exchange resources, the Bank shifted policy back toward centraliza-
tion; and strict central control of the credit mechanisms was reestab-
lished.

The Bank of china's president, Bu Ming emphasized in a Spnng
1981 speech, that China seeks interest-free or low interest loans,
from foreign governments or international financial organizations,
such as the 30-year interest-free loan proposed by the Belgian gov-
ernment in late 1981. Bu also indicated that "China is still interest-
ed in various other kinds of financial arrangements, such as
buyers' and sellers' credits and direct loans. In April 1981, the

4"Beijing Review," January .1, 1982, p. 8.
"The Eledginti Bond Mart". China Trade Report, February. 1981; published by "Far Eastern

Economic Report, Hong Kong.
6 Ibid.
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Bank was also restructured to specialize in international banking
services, such as joint ventures, reinsurance, and leasing. Bank
capital was increased from RMB 0.4 billion to RMB 1 billion.

III. THE DECENTRALIZATION OF CHINA'S FOREIGN TRADE

Until mid:1979i foreign trade was conducted exclusively through
nine 7 foreign trade corporations, which were organized according
to the various commodities, equipment, or services for which they
were responsible. The Ministry of Foreign Trade supervised the
Work of these corporations, and - Ensured that their import and
export activities conformed with China's overall economic plan. To
_establish a trading relationship- with the PRE, the foreign firm
simply had to submit a proposal to the foreign trade corporation
Which had responsibility for the commodity or equipment involved.
Delays sometimes occurred if there were insufficient information
on the commodity or equipment which the foreign firm wished to
sell to China, thus necessitating additional correspondence or a trip
to the PRC.

More often than not, the lack of qualified and experienced per-
sonnel to assess the contracts, which increased dramatically after
the normaliz.ation of relations between the U.S. and the P.R.E. was
also responsible for delays. The assessment of contract preposals by
all interested level§ of the Chinese government, includin otential
provincial and municipal end-users, was slow and

i
ine cie . Be-

cause the foreign trade corporation acted- as "middleman" d ring
the contract negotiations between the Chinese end-user and the
foreign company, this procedure clearly- favored national interests
at the expense of provincial or local entities, since it granted most
of the purchasing authority to the national foreign trade corpora-
tions which were under central ministerial control. Foreign firms
interested in purchasing Chinese commodities could also request an
invitation from a foreign trade corporation to attend-the- Spring or
Autumn Guangzhou (Canton) Trade Fair. However, the Guangzhou
Trade Fair is primarily an export commodities exhibition where
Chinese manufactured goods and food products are on sale. It has
been in existence Since 1957, and until recently, was- the only point
of contact between foreign companies and Chinese trade organiza-
tiona.

The nine state-controlled foreign trade corporations, the Chinese
EXport Commodities Fair in Guangzhou, and existing trade-related
entities were sufficient to handle China's foreign trade during the
early and mid seventiez. But as China's new leadership_ invited
greater foreign participation in China's modernization efforts after
1978, a deluge of contract proposals and inquiries overwhehned the
traditionally conservative and cumbersome bureaucracy. Many
technical corporations were unable to get the imports- they needed,
and prospective foreign investors and traders were unable to reach
end-user corporations. As more foreign company representatives

7 For a discussion of China's foreignitade corporations before 1979, see "Chinese Economy
Poet-Mee," vol: Policy arid Performance, Joint Economic Committee, U.S. Congress, Nov. 9,
1978, p. 763. The number of national rrc's increased to 12 with the inelusion of

China National Instrumenta Import &_r..tpart_Corporation.
China National Complete Plant Export Corporation.
China National Machinery & Equipment Export Corporation.
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had the opportunity to visit China's major cities, it became clear to
the Chinese leadership that it would be advantageous to grant
greater autonomy to local officials, who were most familiar with
the needs of a particular industry or locality:

At the local level, a different phenomenon was at work. Several
issues were becoming sources of friction between national and pro-
vincial_ level foreign trade corporations, which contributed to a de-
centralization of China's foreign trade structure:

1. Some provincial branches of the national foreign trade
corporations were eager to- export locally manufactured prod-
ucts and realized that well-manufactured goods meeting for-
eign specifications would be more marketable. Thus quality
control and product innovation became issues in their effort to
gain control of local exports.

2. Certain localities began to exhibit a large degree of experi-
ence and resourcefulness-in the managment of their foreign
trade. The port cities of Guangzhou and Shanghai, for exam-
ple, have had a long history of commercial activity, and offi-
cials in these cities displayed greater ingenuity and business
acumen in negotiating contracts with foreign companies.
Therefore, it was unnecessary to consult with central authori-
ties in Beijing in the handling of all trade contracts. As trade
increased after 1978, these issues became increasingly conten-
tious and contributed to Beijing's decision to grant more auton=
omy to localities in the conduct of foreign trade.

A. Provincial Decentralization Policy
Decentralization of China's foreign trade structure has consisted

of three elements: (1) the granting of foreign exchange allocations
by the central government to certain provi s and municipalities,
(2) the decision to allow local authorities retain a certain per-
centage of profits earned through their export promotion program,
and (3) the desipation of two provinces and three municipalities as
"priority areas' for development.

1. ALLOCATION OF FUNDS

In 1979, the State Coancil authorized the allocation of 2 billion
RMB for capital construction projects under _provincial oc munici-
pal junsdiction.8 This budgetary appropriation was divided be-
tween provinces and municipalities which had been targeted for de-
velopment, and provinces which had demonstrated potential in pro-
moting foreign trade and increasing export earnings for the local-
ity. Presumably this appropriation will be invested in the areas of
tourism and light industry, which have proven profitable in gener-
ating more foreign exchange for the province/municipality.

There has been no uniformity in the amount of RMB allocated to
the provinces and municipalities: Provinces such as Guangdong,
which generated U.S. $1.65 million in foreign exchange earnings
(an increase of 31 percent in 1981 over 1980) not only receive a
larger portion, but also are granted more latitude in deciding their

" "The China Business Review," (National Council for U.S.-China Trade: Mardi-April 1980) p.
5.

2
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economicluture." This is sig-nificant because most province§_and
municipalities must submit figures on their investment; output;
and general economic plans to Beijing for final approval before the
Focal plans may be implemented. Guangdong's perfOmance has
given the central government confidence in the province's econom:
ic planners, and the province's accounting books are no longer
scrutinized in depth. Direct allocation of funds the Bank of
(china -to enterprises on the province level -to conduct foreign trade
was one of several provincial banking reforms announced in late
1980. Another reform changed credit policy so that loans could be
made at the discretion of provincial officers who had a more accu=
rate and current understanding of the local situation.

2. RETENTION OF PROFITS

Another facet of China's decentralization has been the decision
by the central government to allow certain localities to retain a
percentage of their profits earned from exports. The sum retained
is a percentage of the amount declared as export earnings the pre-
vious year. The municipalities_ of Beijing and Shanghai have been
authorized to retain 40 percent and 30 percent, respectively, of the
revenue earned from their foreign exports." Hubei and Guang-
dong have also been given approval to keep 40 percent of their
export earnings. Organizations below the provincial level, i.e., en-
terprises which have been active in promoting exports, may keep
20 percent of their earnings above targeted foreign currency rev-
enues.

Profit retention is a key motivation for provinces to engage in
foreign trade. The retention of profits by individual enterprises_ is
another innovation introduced by the central government to stimu-
late production and to accompany reform of management of fac=
tories. According to a People's Daily report, by August 1981; ap-
proximately 6000 enterprises were participating in this experi=
meat.- Although the nature and degree of the reform has varied
from enterprise to enterprise, innovations have included the follow-
ing: (a) the participation of workers in management decisions (b)
the election, rather than appointment, of managers (e) changes in
the marketing of products: But the most significantand contro-
,ersialinnovation has been the introduction of the profit motive
in factory management. While enterprises are still obligated to ful:
fill their quota of output according to the State plan; output in
excess of the national plan may now be sold to other customer§ or
to the State. A percentage of the profits earned from these sales
can now be retained by the enterprises to be managed and dis-
bursed by its management. Factories can invest this percentage of
net income in expansion, bonuses for workers, or purchases of new
equipment.

Certain enterprises in Sichuan province, which has been the har-
binger of the reforms in enterprise management, have gone a step
further by assuming complete responsibility for both profits and
losses. Implementation of the profit motive as the basis of produc-

9 Uriela<sified US. Consulate General in Guangzhou, Apr. 10, 1981.
"Terry, Edith. "Doing Business with China's Three Great Cities," The China BusineSS

Review (March-April 19801 p. 20.
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tion is a radically new concept for Chinese managers vvhose fac-
tories have been previously maintained and subsidized by the
State, regardless of profitability or output. Financial responsibility
signifies that factories which incur debts, suffer decline in output,
or simply cease to deliver a margin of profit, will no longer be
bailed out by the State. On the other hand, profitable enterprises
will be required to pay a profits tax; but can use the remaining
portion of the profit as they see fit.

3. INTRODUCTION OF MAkKETING

Reforms in enterprise management; particularly the introduction
of the profit motive, have led some_provinces to develop skills in
marketing products, whether for domestic or foreign consumption.
Good marketing skills were not needed before decentralization;
since the central government established production quotas and
was, in effect, the customer for enterprises and the marketing ap:.
paratus.

Efforts to develop marketing skill are illustrated by the experi-
ence of Shanghai's First Bureau of Machinery and Electrical
Equipment, which, in conjunction with other leading Shanghai
trade organizations, is seeking the seal of approval of the American
Petroleum Institute (API) for petroleum instruments produced in
Shanghai. According to the U.S. Consulate in Shanghai, the mu-
nicipality has recognized that, in order to make products more
competitive both in domestic and foreign markets, it must produce
a higher quality productin this case, one which meets internation-
al standards. Shanghai authorities have indicated that they may
also establish a new corporation to administer the manufacturing
and export of its oil equipment. To find markets for this equip-
ment, Shanghai has established a Trade Advisory Group to identify
which instruments are marketable abroad. There is a strong possi-
bility that the responsibilities of this Trade Advisory Group will in-
clude finding markets for the manufactured goods of other
Shanghai industries.

Several provinces and municipalities have established repre-
sentative offices in Hong Kong to attract foreign investment and
trade: As of October 1981, only those provinces which have been
given priority status by the central government have been permit-
ted to set up official trade offices in Hong Kong, although it is
likely that others may follow suit in the immediate future. The es-
tablishment of representative offices in a major financial and busi-
ness center like Hong Kong makes it easier for the provinces and
municipalities to provide the necessary information about particu-
lar enterprises which may be interested in setting up joint ven-
tures, joint processing or ioint _production arrangements with for-
eign companies. These offices can also provide a list of major com-
modities or specialities which are manufactured or produced by the
province or municipality:

The introduction of marketing factors in a centrally planned
economy, however, has its share of detractors. In addition to leftist
Party theoreticians who are critical of using capitalist methods in
Chinese enterprises, there are also those who disapprove of the un-
desirable side effects of the experiment: i.e. a growing budget defi-

ti.ti'-1
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cit, inflation; and mismanagement in the disbursement of profits
and worker's bonuses. The central government has attributed- the
deficit to an unprecedented number of capital construction projects
initiated at the provincial or local level. The setting of prices by
individual enterprises seeking to boost profits has contributed to in-
flation and to the creation of an erratic pricing mechanism: Fur-
thermore, managers who have little experience in the management
of profit sharing have had to make difficult choices between rein-
vesting the profits and apportioning this new wealth among factory
workers.

Although critics and detractors may not succeed in totally abol-
ishing the experiment, the central government, however; has begun
to respond to the negative aspects of the decentralization of Chi=
nese enterprises. Factories which have been producing at a loss
have been shut down, while smaller entities have been encouraged
to merge and become larger; more efficient units. Other factories
will be assigned as feeder factories for major enterprises and will
become component manufacturers rather than complete assembly
facilities.

To control the central deficit; the central government has limited
the budget of provincial and municipal governments, and has re-
duced the number of capital construction .projects which may be
initiated at the local level. All capital construction projects will
henceforth have to be approved by key State Council organizations,
such as the State Capital Construction Commission and the State
Planning Commission. Surplus funds will be reabsorbed by the cen-
tral government through the sale of bonds. Provincial and munici-
pal authorities have- been encouraged to buy approximately $3 bil-
lion of treasury bonds.

These belt-tightening measures will not spell an end to all decen-
tralization efforts, buf greater financial accountability and concern
fur profits by individual enterprises will have a positive effect on
motivation and_produCtivity. Although the ideological debate over
the introduction_ of market mechanisms will continue for some
time, Chinese officials recognize that decentralization and manage-
ment reforms have had a beneficial impact on motivation, on
morale of factory personnel, and on production.

4. DESIGNATION OF PRIORITY AREAS

In late 1979, the State Council designated Beijing, Shanghai and
Tianjin municipalities and Guangdong and Fujian provinces as pri-
ority areas for engagingin foreign trade and attracting foreign in-.
vestment. I I

These provinces and municipalities were not only granted au-
thority to handle a full range of foreign trade activities but could
also represent foreign trade interests of other provinces and re-
gions. The Tianjin Foreign Tr-de Corporation; for example, has the

In January IIISZ the Suite Council expanded its definition of priority areas to include
Chirias_coastal areas, and urged these regions to expand trade and maintain economic contacts
with foreign countries. According to a People's Daily report. in addition to the municipalities of
Sh inghai, Beijing and Tianjin, and the provinces of_Guangdong and Fujian; other coastal areas
including the provinces of Liaoning; Hebei, Shandong, Jiangsu, Zhejiang and Guangxi Zhuang
Autonomous Region. all combined accounted for 62 percent of China's total industrial value in
1980.
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authority to negotiate contracts -and to arrange the import_ and
export of commodities for Hebei, Xinjiang, Gansu, Shanxi, Shaanxi;
Qinghai, Ningxia, and Nei Mongol provinces and autonomous re-
gions. Similarly; Shanghai's vast experience in foreign trade has
enabled the municipality to establish a mutually beneficial modus
wierandi with its neighboring provinces. Zhejiang, for example,
provides raw cotton for Shanghai's textile industry; while the mu-
nicipality's foreign trade coporations markets shirts- and finished
textile apparel for the province. In fact, it has become quite
common for Shanghai enterprises to enter into licensing, produc-
tion and compensation agreements with factories of nearby prov-
inces. To facilitate these transactions, provincial authorities have
opened offices in Shanghai and Tianjin. According to the U.S. Con-
sulate in Shanghai, both sides stand to gain from this cooperation:

For the provinces; such relationships provide badly needed
infusions of capital, equipment, technical expertise and an op-.
portunity to tap into Shanghai's relatively well developed in-
ternational and domestic market& For Shanghai, the payoff
comes_ in the form of increased production capacity and guar=
anteed supplies of raw materialS."

The role of the municipality as "middlenian" for the handling of
provincial foreign trade has not been without problem& Provincial
authorities resent the commission that is often charged by the mu-
nicipality for negotiating and shipping for the province. Jiangsu
and Zhejiang provinces for example, are eager to expand their own
foreign trade organizations so as to avoid relying on Shanghai's
trade structure to handle their-foreign trade.

Tf-.6 o_pening of several ports with customs facilities along the
Changjiang River (Yangtze), should enable inland provinces to
export their goods directly, without going through Shanghai au-
thorities." According to Sichuan's Vice - governor Mou Haixiu.
export commodities produced in Sichuan can now be shipped di.--
rectly from Chongging to Hong Kong. Until April 1,-1980 goods
shipped along the Changilang from provinces such as Hubei and Si=
chuan had to, be transshiped in the majOr ports of Shanghai or
Guangzhou for customs proceedings." Previously; the port CorPora=
tions of Shanghai and Guangzhou retained the difference between
import-export price and the domestic price of goods shipped
through these ports. Now the provinces from which theSe commod-
ities originate can accumulate all profits earned from their exports.

The impact of the opening of these seven ports iS still unknown;
so far; very few international ships have actually called on the
ports. Although it will take some time before the Changjiang's
navigation potential is fully exploited, the opening of these seven
ports to foreign trade could spur the opening of additional port
facilities along the Changjiang and make the river a major interna-
tional transportation network:

12 Unclassified Report, U.S. Consulate General Shanghai, Mar. 14, 1981.
Seven New International Inland Ports", China Business Review (March -April

1980% p. 13.
'4 The following have been designated international ports by the China General Customs Ad-

ministration: Chongqing (Sichuan% Wuhan (Heboi), Wuhu (Anhui), Nantong and Nanjing
(Jiangsu). Juijiang (Jiangxi), Chengjingli (Hunan).

22
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5. SPECIAL ECONOMIC 'ZONES

The Special Economic Zones (SEZ) are experiments to attract for-
eign investment and to practice a variety of production arrange-
ments. The Chinese leadership describes the zones as "certain
area§ of land where a more open approach is to he adopted towards
administration than in other inland areas, and where -we -are to use
various form§ of economic cooperation with the industrial and corn-
mercial world, including foreign friends, overseas Chinese, and
compatriots in Hong Kong and Macao." In March 1979; the State
Council established five separate economic investment zones_ in
Southern China.''' In Guangdong Province, the State Council desig-
nated Shenzhen, Zhuhai (adjacent to Macao) and Shantou. In

-Fujian province, the Council selected Xinglin near Xiamen; and
Lanqi near Fuzhou. Regulations for the implementation of foreign
participation in the zones were aPproved by the Standing Commit-
tee of the National People's Congress on August 26, 1980.

The special economic zones can also be described as microcosms
of China'S current economic affairs and as an exemplification of
the new economic planning. The prestige of individual Chinese
leader§ cloSely identified with the zones: Several prominent fig-
ures including Premier Zhao Ziyang, Xue Muqiao, Ji Chong-Wei,
and then Vice Premier Gu Mu have publicized the roles of the
SEZs.

The SEZs haVe been oh mOdeled on export zones in other parts of -

Asia, although the Chinese are adapting the practices of those
export zones to their own circumstances. In some respects China's
SEZs should be more attractive to foreign investors than other
Asian export or economic zones. Land rental_costs are substantially
cheaper than Hong Kong, and labor and other costs are negotiable,
although investors claim they are still too _high. Finally, certain
zones are conveniently located. At the least, they are entry ports to
the potentially vast China market..

Special economic_ zones in Guangdong are administered by the
Guangdong Provicial Administration Committee in Charge of Spe-
cial EconomiC Zone (GPACSEZ) which in October, 1981 was headed
by Party Secretary Wu Nansheng. This committee oversees infra-
structure developnient, approves foreign proposals; coordinates
banks and insurance companies; supervises public welfare WOrIc,:re--
cruits suitable workers and staff, and ensures security within the
-(;1-eg. GPACSEZ also has responsibility for approving a potential

investor's application; and then issuing registration certificates and
land use certificates: Since the zones are intended to be export
zones; GPACSEZ must approve domestic sales of products made in
the zones and levy import duties: The _Guangdong Provincial Spe-
cial 'Economic \\Zones Development Company supplements and
Shares the responsibilities of the adminstrators of GPACSEZ. Addi:
tional regulationS\for Shenzhen will reportedly go into operation in
January 1982.

" These SEZs have historical antecedents_ in the Treaty Ports system established after the
Opium Wars (1840,42). In a series of agreements, the Chinese were forced to cede areas in
Canton, Amoy. Shanghai Nangpo and Fuzhou to foreigners. The circumstances in the 1980s are
quite different and foreign participation will be exclusively on Chinese terms.

2 r
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If the immediate goal of the SEZS is to attract foreign invest-
ment and technology for modernization and to create a thriving in-
dustrial community which can serve as a model for other areas_ of
China, the zones have not been successful. One major factor dis=
couraging foreign investors is that the SEZ bureaucracy is stilLin-
experienced in dealing with the more_ sophisticated overseas Chi=
nese from Hong Kong and Macao. Furthermore, investment regula-
tions are vague and inconsistent; and -most of the regulations for
land and labor are not yet in effect. Despite a rapidly developing
legal code that will improve conditions greatly; investors are un-
willing to be subjected to changes in basic contracts. For example,
income tax in the SEZs has been set at 15%, although se_v_eral_con-
tracts had been made at -10 %: The Joint Venture Law of 1979, how=
ever; set a_ tax rate of 33%, a figure that may drive off potential
investors. Investors are pressing for new laws and concessions to
correct these deficits:

The most serious Operhtional problem of the SEZs is labor.
Skilled labor is scarce, and factory labor_ is recruited from neigh-
boring farming and fishing villages. Such labor is_ unskilled and un-
accustomed to factory _work: The "Iron Rice Bowl" concept, on one
side; robs =_ workers of incentives and, on the other; prevents man-
agement from dismissing inept or unsatisfactory workers. The lack
of adequately trained managers_ is a particular handicap: The SEZs
have plans for a series of technical "colleges!'_and institutes to
train skilled workers; but these_ must await additional infrastruc-
ture investment from the central government: The-SEZ authorities
are hoping that in the- interim foreign investors will train workers.
_ The SEZs may not develop as completely or on the timetable the
leadership has proposed, but those parts of the "experiments" and
the flexible measures they find .useful can be replicated elsewhere:
For example, the investment regulations;_manageme_nt techniques,
and policies that prove successful in the SEZs could then be applied
to inland areas, especially those lacking either the extensive over-
seas connections of southern China or their business experiences:

B. The Provincial Trade Infrastructure
The decentralilatiOn Of China's foreign trade has introduced

major changes in the way that provinces and municipalities
duct business with foreign comphhiOg. A new organizational_ infra-
structure has been created to- maximize contracts with foreign
buyers and sellers; attract foreign investment to the locality; and
offer attractive joint venture and compensation trade arrange=
ments: Although there may be some differences in the scope -and
number of decision making entities; most provinces and municipal=
ities like Shanghai; Beijing and Tianjin have established the follow-
ing key trade organizations to conduct international trade:

1. Import-Ex po\rt_ Office
2: Foreign Trade Bureau
3. Foreign Trade Corporation
4: Investmen and Trust Corporation

2.2,D
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I. IMPORT-EXPORT OFFICE

This is considered the most important of the four organizations,
since it is primarily concerned with developing trade policy in the
province/municipality,_ coordinating all the major' contracts of its
foreign trade organization, and most imporant, serving as the key
link to Beijing' all:powerful Import-Export Commissionand For-
eign Investment Control Commission. (See note, p. 213.) These two
organizations have responsibility for supervising China's imports
and exports; and for approving foreign investment in the country,
respectively. The Import-Export Office of each province/municipal-
ity, though it possesses a certain degree of autonomy, must
keep in close touch with Beijing regarding policy directives- and
must ensure that foreign exchange allocations do not exceed the'
budgetary allowance accorded to that paiticulaf province or mu-
nicipality in conducting its foreign trade.

The Import:EXport Office also coordinates with other provincial/
municipal economic planning organizations to pinpoint _areas- in
which technology imports are favored so that import acquisitions
complement economic goals and ultimately maximize the produc-
tive capacity of the province/municipality. Import-Export Offices at
the provincial level are also responsible for allocating foreign ex-
change to the various districts and municipalities on a quarterly
basis.

In early 1980, the Import-Export Offices of certain provinces and
municipalities were given authority- to approve projects under 3
million dollarS. This measure however, was not applied uniformly
to all provinces and municipalities. Guangdong, for example, ap-
proved Several joint ventures and compensation trade agreements
which at times exceeded the :3 million benchmark. Shanghai was
initially more cautious in approving contracts, although a higher
value precedent has been set as a result of a U5 million coopera
tive venture established between the municipality and Corning
Glassworks.' 6

2. FOREIGN TRADE BUREAUS

The principal point of contact for the business person wishing to
do business with a particular province or municipality is -the local
Foreign Trade Bureau_ (FTB). In provinces like Hubei, Zhejiang and
Sichuan, the_FTI3,_ which is also subordinate to the Ministry of For-
eign Trade; can identify potential buyers and can select industrial
enterprises which may be receptive to countertrade arrangements.
In Hubei province, the FTB supervises the work of the local For-
eign Trade Corporations (FTC), and maintains representatives in
the various districts and prefectures- throughout the province.

The FTB's most important activity is to promote local exports;
therefore, it maintains up-to-date lists of locally produced commod-
ities for export as well as shipping and handling information for
potential importers,

The opening of seven new inland perts along the Changjiang
River has enhanced the attractiveness of direct trading with

"Interview with Xu- Pengfei, General Manager, Silanghal investment & Trust Co., during
visit to Department of Commerce, Oct. 1, 1981.
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China's hinterland provinces. Thus, the FIT's dual !tie as coordi-
nator of the brancheS of the national foreign trade corporations
and as main promoter of h al exports provides one of the most
basic components of China's new foreign trade structure.

3. FOREIGN TRADE CORPORATION

_ In certain provinces and municipalities however, the role of the
Foreign Trade Bureau has been somewhat modified by the pres-
ence of another complementary organization to coordinate the ac,
tivitieS of the local branches of_the national FTCs. The Shanghai
Foreign Trade Corporation (srrc) fot example, supervises the
transactions conducted by the municipality's 15 foreign trade cor-
porations and the three special departments, the Shanghai Adver-
tising Corporation, Shanghai Transportation Corporation and the
Shanghai Storage Corporation.

In the province of Fujian; a distinction is also made between the
activities of the Fujian Foreign Trade Bur-eau and the Fujian For-
eign Trade Corporation (FUJIANTRAC0). The former's responsibil-
ity is to conduct surveys of foreign markets and to identify ways in
which Fujian -can develop its export potential abroad. Before the
creation of FUJIANTRACO, the Fujian Foreign_ Trade Bureau was
the umbrella organization which coordinated the activities of the
local foreign trade corporations. Now; FUJIANTRACO not only
has assumed this coordinatinps function, it also has become the pre-
mier buSiness management organization for the province. Accord-
ing to a press release, FUJIANTRACO's responsibilities include

. . _taking on commission business (for the province), sales on
consignment, mounting of exhibitions " and "entrusting and main-
tenance", presumably of equipment lent or leased to the prov-
ince.' 7

4. INVESTMENT AND TRUST CORPORATION

This organization is responsible for attracting- foreign investment
and securing financing for joint ventures and compensation trade
agreements. It also is the principal conduit_for finding appropriate
foreign partners for local enterprises; governmental entities, and
industrial firms interested in establishirigjOiht Ventures._

Although the Investment- and Trust CorPorations of the munici-
palities and provinces provide services similar to those offered by the
Chiria International Trust and Investment Corporation_(CITIC), the
scope of their activities is limited strictly to local investment and
nonconventional trade opportunities: Officials in these local invest-
ment organizations have _stressed that there are no ties, between
them and CITIC. It is unclear, howeVer, whether_ they periodicoll,7_
inform CITIC on investment opportunities in their locale.

Most provincial/municipal investment and trust corporations
have stated that contracts between local_ enterprises and foreign
firrns will be negotiated in accordance with the guidelines of the
Joint Venture Law and subsequent legislation. Once contracts are
negotiated; initial approval is requested from the municipality or

17 Terry. Edith, "Decentralizing Foreign Trade: Fujian Province," China Business Review
(September-October 19801, p. 15.
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the province's import-export office, which in turn gets the final ap-
proval from Beijing's Foreign Investment Commission. Shanghai's
Investment and Trust Corporation (SITCO), for example; operated
unofficially for a year and a half before opening its doors for busi-
ness on July 25, 1981. Its new mandate as principal overseer of
Shanghai's foreign trade has been strengthened as the central gov-
ernment recognized Shanghai's importance as a- -major trade center
in China: Among the SITCO's expanded responsibilities are:

(1) Investigating and supplying information on the credit
standing of clients, market evaluations, prices and technol-
ogies; giving advice on investment opportunities; supplying cur-
rent information on laws, ordinances, taxation, wages, foreign
exchzinge controls, accounting and auditing rules either en-
forced in China or in other countries and regions.

(2) Undertaking written translations, holding seminars, ex-
changing ideas of "common interest" (with foreign partners),
and drafting documents.

(3) Arranging entry visas and travel permits within China,
booking ziccommodations and attending to necessary arrange-
ments for foreign business visitors during their stay in
S- hanghai.

SITCO has a registered capital of 100 million RMB (U.S. $70m)
which has been acquired from the organizations represented among
SITCO'S top officials: namely Shanghai's Municipal and Economic
Commissions, the Shanghai branch of the Bank of China, the For-
eign Trade Bureau, the ImportExport Office and other key eco-
nomic and trade organizations. This capital will be used in the ne-
gotiation of joint ventures; compensation- trade; co-production
agreements, and any trade transaction which will help in develop-
ing Shanghai's economy. This new capital should be attractive
enough to invite more foreign participation in Shanghai's industri-
al development, Since its unofficial opening in 1980; SITCO has
helped to arrange nearly 2,000 processingUicense and co-produc-
tion contracts. Its new charter; which also stipulates investment of
its capital abroad and the opening of SITCO branches overseas,
should help in increasing the number of contracts between
Shanghai corporations and foreign firms.

Some investment and trust corporations are -organized to attract
a specific clientele of joint venture partners. Tianjin 's Investment
and TruSt Corporation (TITIC) and Fujian's Enterprise Investment
Corporation, (Huafu) have sought investment from overseas Chi=
nese for their local projects. In the case of TITIC; its 44 person
board of directors includes several representatives from Hong Kong
and overseas Chinese organizatioriS:'

Fujian's Huafu Corporation is establishing a joint venture with a
Hong Kong firm to construct a four-tower apartment complex in
Fuzhou." As one of Fujian's most aggressive_trade_organizatiOns,
Huafu not only provides the traditional services of securing invest-
ment for local projects and acting as "matchmaker" for foreign

"Terry, Edith, "Doing Business With China's Three Great Cities", China Business Review'
(March-April-198W,

l9T
c ntpi: ializing Foreign Trade: Fujian Province", China Business Review

(September - October
Edith,

mr-Octot
'Decentralizing
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firmS and local enterprises interested in joint ventures, but is also
prepared to export labor abroad for overseas construction proj-
ects.2°

C Doing Business With China'S Provinces and Municipalities

The_ foreign firm interested in doing business with _Chinese_ mu-
nicipalities or provinces will .find that officials at this 1010 are
often willing to reinterpret established guidelines and will display
greater flexibility --in the negotiation of trade contracts With foreign
partners. Flexibility and "favorable terms for the foreign firm"
may however be _synonymous_with inexperience. In an effort to at
tract foreign busineSs; some lOcal officials have _taken_ deliberate
shOrt=tuts and committed financial resources without first Obtain=
ing approval from higher authorities. In provinces and municipal-
itieS that lack commercial experiences or know-how; ideal OffiCials
may _not be exPeriended in fOrmulating standard trade . contracts.
The foreigner -is- advised to draft the contract himselfi with all Stip,
ulations which he considers Ihetessary, and then submit it to the
Chinese organization with which_ he is negotiating. Ire should also
be certain that hiS Centre-et has been approved by the appropriate
Municipal authorities (this applies primarily to non=cenventional
trade and joint venture agreements). Finally; he should seek confir,
mation that approval has been granted by an appropriPte financial
authority. Despite these precautions; the decentralization of
China's trade may prove advantageous to both parties.

1. "CASH AND CARRY" CONTRACTS..

If a foreign' firm interested in-purchasingea particular coin-
modity, it should contact the foreign trade corporation responsible
for that product. For example, the foreign buyer who is interested
in importing_ toys produced_ in Shanghai, can contact Shanghai's
Toys Im_port-Export Corporation. After an agreement is reached; a
simple contract is drawn for both Pattie§ tO sign. No approval is
necessary from municipal or national_ authorities.. Foreign firrnS
should be aware that there is often a distinction between local and
national commodities. The former are produced locally by provin-
cial_ or municipal enterprises._ The planning targets and actual pro-
chictiOn of these so-called "traditional" commodities, such as tea;
silk, light industrial:geed& etc., are coordinated by appropriate_pro-..
vincialimunicipal. or local authorities. The second group of "con-
trolled"; commodities,- which include_ items such as steel,_ cotton;

= grain and petrochemicals; are superViSed by national foreign _trade
corporations, and purchase_ of these commodities must be referred
to Beijing for approval._ Although some provincial /mun-icipal for-
eign trade corporations have included these "controlled"' items On
their- list of exports, only a liMited amount may be exported by the
localities. .

Most officials responsible for the foreign trade of the provinces/
municipalities play several .different roles and assume various re-
sponsibilities in the major trade organization& An individual who
is responsible for overall planning at the Foreign Trade Corpora-

"[bid: p: 15:
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tion may coneurriently hold positions" f authority in the Invest-
--ment- and -Trust Corporation and in t municipality's economic

steering committee. Business people w o conduct a substantial
amount of trade with provincial and municipal authorities report
that this phenomenon of "one individual wearing different hats"
can actually be very useful, since it can accelerate the approval
time for contracts. Interlocking directorates can be especially ad-
vantageous if the Chinese trade official who is ne_gotiatin_g a corn-
pensation trade agreement or joint venture proposal also holds a
position of authority in the provincial/municipal Import-Export
Office. This dual responsibility allows the officials to specify with
confidence the contribution of his organization to the commercial
venture, while at the same time making it easier to obtain final ap-
proval from Beijing's Foreign Investment Commission and Import=
Export Control Commission. (See footnote 1; p. 213.) -0,-,

2. NON-CONVENTIONAL TRADE AND JOINT VENTURES

Foreign companies interested in establishing barter, ompensa-
tion trade, or joint processing /production arrangements slibuld con-
tact the localities' Investment and Trust Corporation or the munic-
ipal economic planning commission: In negotiating a joint venture
with a factory under the jurisdiction of Beijing municipality, for ex-
ample, the foreign firm -can turn to the Beijing Economic Develop-
ment Corporation (BEDC), the organization responsible for han-
dling major projects, including turnkey plant and equipment con-
tracts and loans. The BEDC will review the contract, make appro-
priate recommendations, and submit it to the Beijing municipality

will need to obtain a final ruling fr m the national FIC and/or
for approval. If the contract exceeds 3 billion, the municipality

IECC. As stated earlier, SITCO is t principal avenue open for for-
eign firms to negotiate non-conventwal trade agreements with the
Shanghai municipality. Although individual Shanghai enterprises
may conduct preliminary discussions with would-be fureign part-
ners, negotiating authority and ultimate approval of the venture
must receive SITCO's blessing:

IV. THE FUTURE OF DECENTRALIZATION

A. Policy Goals
It is clear that China's leaders are still committed to the decen-

tralization of foreign trade. Recent pronouncements by high-level
Chinese officials have allayed fears that the decentralization net-
work established since 1979 would be hastily dismantled. Provincial
economic planners will however, need. to display greater awareness
of the course charted for the national economy; while continuing to
attract foteign investment and contracts with foreign partners.
One Guangdong economic official explained the effects of economic
retrenchment on provincial trade:

The economic readjustment means we are rut- going to get
much money for investment from Center (Peking l, and we will
have to turn back more of our profits than we plani.ed : . . we
will still go ahead whenever we can introducing more flexibil-
ity in our trade relations and economic planning, . . . smaller
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deals such as processing contracts and compenslition trade look
_ very promising2'
Foreign trade officials in provincial and municipal offices dis-

agree with the gloomy picture painted by the foreign press: While
it is true that the negotiations for larger projects may be cancelled
or postponed, there may be greater opportunities for firms whose
interests coincide with those of the localities. China's foreign tradeA.
iapparatus is still in a transitional phase while China's leaders :\
Search for a balance between central Planning and market force§ \
in guiding the economy. Shen Jueren of the Policy Research De-
partment of the then Ministry of Foreign Trade describes the situa:
tion the following way:

Under the planning and guidance of the' State, we will allow
market adjustments to operate and will use economic methods
and rules to control the economy.

In the same way, we will be reforming the tr-:de system so as
to SatiSfy the new demands of our tleveloping foreign trade. In
principle, the lame direction of refopin as that of the economic
SySteni will apply. Right now; we may be said to be in the idea,
experimentation, and groping stage of our reforms of _foreign
trade. Whether or not these experiments are successful will
have to be verified through actual practice.22

Shen'S meSSage is clear: until a new system can be established,
the central government will continue to experiment with granting
More decision-making powers to localities. As to the type of system
that will eventually emerge, several Chinese officials have given
their interpretaton of the "ideal system". During his visit to the
United States in September 1Q80, for example, then Vice Premier
Be Yibo_outlined his views of the foreign trade structure which
Chinas current leaders hope to establish. Acccording to Vice Pre-
mier BO, China intends to. continue giving more decision-making
powers to localities and enterprises. He explained:

When we talk about the right of self-management of enter-
prises; we mean the right to manage their own production plan
and alSo the marketing of their product. So this readjustment
should_ fact be lessening the management capacity of the
central government . . . this will give full play to the strong
points . . . of an enterprise, _protect competition; and promote
cooperation between enterprises.23

Although the proposed plan will involve changes_ in organization
at the central level, the Vice Premier emphasized- that trade activi-
ties will still be carried out under the direction of the state
plan". 2 4 Reorganization at the national level will_ Involve, among
other things, strengthening the ministries. Functional and techni-
cal ministries, such as the ministries of coal, petroleum, electronics,
and some machine building, for example, may be gradually trans-,
formed into large corporations.

21Pitelts, Michael. "Joint Ventures Fuel
Times, Apr 6, 1981. p. 6-.

22Shen. Jueren, "A Technocrats View

jer:'''INT:te.11rnalernirelt $1:14g:noilfaaoinn.areladci
ber-Deceme-oer 1980), pp. 9-11.

24Ibid.

Boom. Create Thousands of China Jobs", Los Angeles

of China's Foreign Trade", China Newsletter, Tokyo:
h- April 1981, No. 31,p, 8.
rrent PrioritieS , The China Business Review, (Novem-
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Other economic planners, such as Vice Premier Yao Yilin, con-
template an economic system in which there is a balance between
"horizontal integration"--or the interaction among various enter-
prises and other economic actorsand "vertical integration"or
the relationship between these actors and organizations which
have some measure of control over them. In an August 26 article
published in People's Daily, Liao Jili, an official of the State Plan-
ning Commission; expounded on Vice Premier Yao Yilin's economic
plan as delivered to the August 30 NPC Plenary Session of 1980.25-

-If Liao Jili's and Bo Yibo's comments about the direction of
China's economy accurately reflect the current leadership's think-
ing on the degree of autonomy which should be granted to local
governing bodies and enterprises, it is safe to assume that decen-
tralization will stay on the agenda of China's economic planners.
However, one major caveat which must be added to this discussion
of China's foreign trade apparatus is that as of August 1982 most of
the changes are still in the preliminary phase. Although China's eco
nomic structure is headed in the direction which Liao and Bo envi-
sioned, those orchestrating the conversion are still not sure how far
to go: The extent and longevityof the changes will have to be
verified, as Shen Juren suggested, "through actual practice;" 28

B: The Guangzhou Trade Fair: Decentralization and
Recentralization in Action

The Guangzhou Commodities Fair was, for many years; China's
principal conduit for trade with foreign countries. As the country
cipened its doors to large numbers of foreign firms; and as prov-
inces and municipalities were given greater autonomy in the man-
agement of their foreign trade, there was concern that the Fair
would decrease in importance. There was even speculation that the
Fair would be eliminated altogether.

This concern has proved unfounded. Although the Fair's role in
China's foreign trade picture has changed; its significance has not
diminished; Rather; in early 1980 a new wing was constructed adja-
cent to the Exhibition Hall to- display-additional commodities and
to provide office space for the branch foreign trade corporations of
several provinces. One of the most noticeable changes in the Fall
1980 and Spring 1981 fairs has been the increase in participation of
Chinese trade organizations, including the provincial and munici-
pal branches of foreign trade corporations and the import-export
corporations of various Chinese- ministries: The attendance of these
organizations during the 1981 Spring Fair is evidence that China's
decentralization drive has not lost its momentum despite recent at-
tempts by the central government to readjust and recentralize.

The trend toward decentralization was apparent-2M early as 1979,
with participation for the first time by the provincial branches of
the Foreign Trade Corporations. However, these representatives
lacked the experience and know-how of their Beijing (central office)
counterparts. The 1980 Spring and Autumn exhibitions were
marked by an increase in the attendance of provincial and munici-

25 Unclassified Report, U.S. Embassy Beijing, September 20, 1980.
26 Shen, op cit., p. 8.
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pal officials eager promote the wares of their localities. Sev_eral
delegations representing the import/export corporations of individ-
ual ministries, as well as several_new trading corporations; also at-
tended. The New__Era_ Corporation made its debut as the coordiriat=
ing organization for the import and export of five ministries during
the Autumn 1980 Fair. The China Precision Machinery_CorpOrd=
tion and the China Great, Wall Industry Corporation; which are
under the aegis of the -State Council; also sent delegates to Sell _a
Variet y of products at the Fair. Thus, changes at the national level,_
i.e:; the creation_ of new trading organizations _and_the formation of
Irriport=Export .Corporations for individual ministries; were reflect-
ed_ at the 1_980 Guangzhou Trade _Fairs._

Competition between provinces and municipalities to attract for-
eign buyers_ and to maximize exports were clearly evident at the
1980 Fair. -According to foreign buyers who attended both Fair%
competition _was so keen that representatives of __a provincial FTC
branch would wait outside the booth of_a rival branch to lure the
prospective buyer with lowerprices..for the same commodity, Price
competition among -various provinces was initially welcomed by
both Fair organizers and prospective buyers, since in the long run
it would give_ the -necessary impetus for provinces to imProVe the
quality of their commodities and speed -up delivery dates However;
the arbitrary nature _ in which provincial _authorities_ set priteS
began to worts, Ministry bf_ForeignTrade (see footnote 1; p_2_13)
officials who attended the 1980 Fall Fair. Too_ many entities Setting
prices for the same commodities, compounded by the new domestic
commercial foreign exchange rate_of_2.8_RMB to_ the dollar rather
than the conventional rate of 1.7 RMB; could only result in confu-
sion and in an inability to truly assess net profits accrued during
the sale.2 7

- It was during the: 1981_. Spring__Export__Commodities Fair in
Guangzhou that the Ministry of.Foreign Trade instituted_ the _sange
tongyi or "three agrees" _polity to reduce the chaos which resulted
from price competition _among the various trading organizations.
Under the new policy, the central government, through the- Minis-
try of Foreign _Trade_.,_ will coordinate both prices_ and quantities to
be sold at the Fair. This will have the effect -of eliminating_ one re-.
cutring problem of past_ Fairs; i.e. the commitment by the FTCs to
sell more goods- than they --canactually --provide.--:-Although this
policy was not strictly adhered to by_all _Fair_participantsindeed;
those corporations with items in great :demand such as down,
angora; and feathers continued -to sell at higher than officially set
pricesthis was the _first_ time that policy..decision-making_was
once again '"reCentraliied" in the_ hands of Ministry officials in
Beijing. Similar- to the recentralization steps taken at the.microe7
conomic_ level; the -central coordination of prices and quantities to
be sold by a central authority is intended to inculcate greater ac-
countability and more financial responsibility on the part of man-
agers of provincial_ foreign trade corporations.____

The alzitge tongyi policy is not designed to- stymie the more_bene-
ficial effects brought on by the decentralization -of foreign trade. On
the -contrary, the increase in participation by the foreign trade or-

2 7 Unclassified Report, U.S. Consulate Guangzhou, May 27. 1981.
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ganizations of individual provinces has enlivened the Fair by pro-
viding a greater variety of goods, and a marked improvement in
the quality of the commodities to be sold. Beijing' attitude is that if
decentralization is to continue provincial trade officials will need to
display greater management and accounting skills. Dela_ys in deliv-
ery and an erratic pricing mechanism can in the king run; hurt
China's image as a responsible trading partner, and Ministry of
Foreign Trade officials are eager to dispel any notions of misman-
agement or irresponsibility.

Efforts to recentralize decision-making in the hands of the -cen-
tral authorities has not been limited to the establishment of the
sange tottgyi policy. Beijing has also taken steps to limit the
number of participating import-export trading organizations at the
Export Commodities Fair. The Spring 1981 Fair was characterized
by the participation of 11 major trading delegations, with several
umbrella organizations representing the interests of many inland
provincial trade corporations. For example, Tianjin's foreign trade
organizations represented the interests of the provinces of Gansu,
Qinghai; Ningxia Inner Mongolia, Shanxi, and Shaanxi at the
Spring Guankzhou Trade Fair. This was true of other commercial-
ly-active provinces and municipalities which also lent their busi-
ness expertise to their neighboring provinces. It is expected that in
the future the number of trade organizations representing provin-.
mai and municipal interest will increase, as their expertise in man-
aging their foreign trade also increases.28

V. CONCLUSION

Beijing's effort to decentralize foreign trade paral els its prob-(
lems in planning and implementing modernization. Foreign trade
is one of the pillars on which modernization rest , and foreign
trade must succeed if modernization is to work. By i tent, modern-
ization since 1978 has made a special place for foreign investment
and participation, extending to new economic experiments such as
special economic zones. Certain industrial projects and sectors will
continue to receive special attention from the cent al government.
Certain areas of the country will also be assigned igh priority for
investment and development, and will be permitte to benefit from
special conditions including flexible financing agre ments, tax holi-
days, and various management practices.

Although the decentralization of foreign trade ill be an impor-
tant element of China's development strategy of t is decade; it will
create additional problems for the central gover ment. The entry
of new organizations into commercial matters vVi1l further compli-
cate the process of Going business with China. The central authori-
ties will continue to have problems such as access to and control of
foreign exchange funds; and competition among national entities
for foreign investment and controls.

The implementation of decentralization will al o have to be con-
sonant with State planning objectives for the country as a whole.

7" In January. 1982. the organization of the Guangzhou Export Corn lodities Fair was substan-
tially altered to reflect a greater concentration on heavy industry fo the Spring Fairs and on
light industry for the autumn fairs. The duration of the fair has a so been shortened by ten
days.
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This means that proVinces and municipalities will have greater au-
thority in marketing and exporting local commodities abroad, but
Will be Subject to closer scrutiny by the central authorities in their
negotiation of joint venture and compensation trade agreementS.
Capital construction prt*ct_si or ventures which may require large
financial outlays; will be discouraged unless the local authorities
can demonstrate an ability to provide adequate domestic financing
and resources prior to negotiations with the foreign firm. The mu-
nicipalities and provinces interested in expanding existing facilities
or in inaugurating new production arrangements with foreign en-
terprises will thus need to show more flexibility and greater imagi-
nation in financing their projects.

With these guidelines in mind, provincial and municipal- leaders
Will continue to seek commercial agreements, especially those that
will help in the development of their light industrial sector and up=
grade their existing facilitieS. The current readjustment confirms
that while local authorities may grant preliminary approval to a
contract with a foreign partner, the central authorities will retain
final jurisdiction. This need not be the case with every contract ne-
gotiation. The degree of flexibility that a province or municipality
may have in its commercial transactions_ will also depend on the
political stature and capabilities of the officials consulting with the
central government. As long as the central authorities are confi-
dent in the ability of provincial officials to expand trade, promote
exports, and enter into financial and contractual agreements with
foreign- companies, while not departing from the guidelmeS eStab--
lished by Beijing, the maneuverability of the province will be en-
hanced. The greatest task facing trade authorities in the various
municipalities and provinces is to determine to what degree they
will be able to exercise final approval of negotiations for joint ven-
tures with foreign firms.

The most important conclusion of the decentralization of foreign
trade is that China's leadership is fully committed to it as one cor-
nerstone of modernization. The trends and limits of decentraliza-
tion have been carefully set forth and regardless of it innovative
and exPerimental aspects, Beijing is clearly confident that problems
and abuses will be corrected in time.

One cannot doubt that the potential impact of decentralization
on China's foreign trade and economic modernization is significant.
Whether this new and innovative program will succeed is a ques-
tion that can only be answered after several years of implementa-
tion.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1977 when China's leader§ dedicated themselves to the four
modernizations, they consciously decided to reestablish formal legal
institutions as part of their ambitious plan of growth. In light of
China's legal history -since -the COmmurnst victory in 1949, this- de:
cision is significant. Since 1949 laW had borne the heavy imprint of
politicS; since the late nineteen-fifties, the Chinese leaderShip had
shown little concern for the fate of formal legal institutions; during
the Cultural Revolution, the legal system had virtually di§ap:
peered. But since 1977, despite fluctuations in economic policy the
attitudes of the leadership toward law, repeatedly echoed by lower:
level officials, have been noticeably positive and consistent The ef-
forts that have been made recently to begin to build legal in§titu=
dons are quite remarkable.

This essay examines recent attempts in China to create a formal
legal system, identifies the principal themes associated with those
efforts, and analyzes some of the functions of the new institutions.
In one sense, this is an inquiry iito what has come to be considered
"law" or "legal" :n China today.

The pages which folloW fir§t deScribe the lack of a legal tradition
in both historical and modern times, against which current at-
tempts to establish a legal SyStem must be viewed. They then con-
Sider the recent efforts to create a judicial system and revive legal
education and research, *He identifying problems which long-es
tabli§hed administrative practices and institutions and current
policies pose for the new institutions. One conclusion reached here
is that the attempt to refashion the legal system apparently aims
at raising the regularity of official behavior and increasing stabil-
ity of expectations beyond jevels previously knoWn in China since
1949. At the same time however, the future growth and autonomy
of legal institutions are likely to be limited by policie§,procedures,
attitudes, and habits of behavior among officials and populace
alike. Specifically, the announced goal of regularity in making and
applying legal rule§ may be .contradicted by the long established
mobilizational style of communist administration, by the dominant
role of the Communi§t Party, and by techniques of using the law as
an instrument to enforce discipline, assist in the implementation of
current policies, and deter violations of social order.

This essay then identifies some of the functions served by the
new institutions, of which the most prominent appear to be (1) re:
inforcement of discipline and maintenance of social order, (2) con-
trol of official arbitrariness, and (3) prospective guidance of organi=
zational and individual beha,..ior, particularly economic. No _institu-
tion serves only one function, and Chinese legal institutions al; ..
ready serve mutually incoh§i§tent ones. Moreover, in the future
some of their functions may change in ways unforeSeen or unin-
tended by their creators. ;

Lastly, some observations have been included on the role of law
in China's international economic relations. New laws and regula-
tions have been adopted recently and more are to come. The lead-
ership appears to have the goal of establishing a fiamework for for:.
eign economic activity in China, including direct investment and a
variety of transactions itherto uncommon or unknown in the

2
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China trade. But progress towards creation of a system of clear and
_ __consistently-enforced rules to guide foreigners and Chinese officials

alike is likely to be very slow.

I. CHINESE LAW: THE FIRST THIRTY YEARS

Every successful revolution destroys much of the legal -system of
the society it has conquered. Thereafter, the government that fol-
lows, at some time however postponed, has had to create a new
legal order. So too with China. But the Chines,- case is possibly ex-
ceptional in that after the triumph of the Communist Party in
1949, China's leadersled by China's- most famous Leadersuc-
cessfully prevented for 30-odd years the growth of a clearly identifiz
able body of legal rules, and the emergence of special agencies of
the state created for the purpose of administering those ruleS..The
most recent efforts to build a legal system are best understood if
the previous partial creationand partial destructionof an earli-
er post-revolutionary Chinese legal system in the nineteen fifties
are recalled.'

A: The Traditional Background
Even before looking briefly at the nineteen fifties, howevet,_ it is

necessar' to pause for a moment to reflect on some salient features
of China s- traditional society as they shaped the role of la* in that
Society. 2 The history of legal institutions in China -since 1949 sug,
gests the existence of some strong continuities in Chinese_cultUral
assumptions about law and the role of law, and also suggests that
the current efforts at institution-building may lead to basic
changes in Chinese attitudes towards law.

At. the risk of oversimplification, it is useful to isolate four sig-
nificant aspects of law in traditional Chinese society:

I. THE PREVALENCE OF INFORMAL SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES AND
PUNISHMENT OF MINOR OFFENSES

The traditional imperial bureaucracy descended territorially_only
to the level of the xian (county) magistrate, who in the Qing dy-
nasty, as the lowest government official, governed perhapS two

--hundred-andlifty-th-ousarid- persons. Given- the relatively large size
of each magistrate's jurisdiction. de facto civil authority was in the
most part lodged in the local power groups: landlords; the village
heads; the merchant guilds, the clan (which united all perSons de-
scended from common ancestors), and; of course; the family. All of

For background on the Chinese legal system and Chinese law prior to the Cultural_ Revolu-
tion. see among Others,_Shao-chuan Leng. Justice in Communist China, New York: Oceana, 1967;
Victor Li. Low Without Lawyers, Stanford: Stanford Alumni Association, 1977; Jerome Alan
Cohen. The Criminal Process-in the People's Republic of China; Cambridge:_Harvard_Univemity
P-ress, 1968: Victor Li, "The Evolution and De_Velopment_of the Chinese Legal System", John M.
H. _Liridheek. ed .;- China: Management of a Revolutionary Society, Seattle: University of Wash-
ington Press, 1971; Stanley B. Lehman "Form and Function in the Chinese Criminal Process
Columbia Law Review Vol. 69, No. 4 i19010; and Stanley B. Lubman. "Mao and Mediation: Poli-
tics and Dispute Resolution in Communist chine; California Law Review Vol. 55, (19671.

,See John H. Fairbank. The Cambridge History of China Vol. 1-0 Late CWing 1800-1911 Part I

pp. 9-24; Cambridge University Tress 1978; Sybille Van Der Sprenkel, Legal Institutions_tri
Manchu China, London: Athlone Press.. 1962;_Derk Bodde and Clarence Morris, Law and Im_peri._
al China. Cambndge;_Harvard University Press; 1967; and Qu Tongzu, The Qing Law: an Anal-
ysis of Continuity and Change," Social Sciences in China. 1980. No. 3, pp. 103-114: Li. Law With-
out Lawyers, supra note I.
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these in theory served to heal many social rifts, _largely by provid-
ing mechanisms for informal dispute settlement and by exerting

---pressure-on-- disputants-or- other-violators-of social order to pre-
serve social harmony.

2. THE LACK OF FUNCTIONAL SEPARATION BETWEEN LAW AND
BUREAUCRACY

Traditional China possessed an intricate criminal code. Records
of past cases were preserved, which, although they had no binding
precedental authority, _provided guidance to judges. There were
legal specialists among the officials, especially at the upper reaches
of the adminiStratien Where all serious cases were reviewed; and
magistrates were assisted by legal clerks. But the administratiOn of
law at the county leve1-Where most cases began and endedwas
for the most part overseen by the local magistrates Who more fre-
quently than not lacked legal training. Law, then, never attained
the status of a functionally specialized governmental activity.

3. THE SUBORDINATION OF LAW TO A DOMINANT FrAT-E.PI-DLGSrIPPIT.---,,.

In traditional China law was essentially penal functioning large-
ly to reinforce the state philosophy of Confucianism. It is true that
in most societies a major function of law is to support the domi-
nant philoSophical and ethical systems, but the extent_ to which it
performed these fu lions in Chinese __society made it- unique in
kind,- rather than.Th-erely different in degree. For example, the pun=
ishments prescribed isy the criminal code for murder were gradu-
ated -in accordance with the difference between the ` urderer and
the victim in the familial and social hierarchy. By th same token;
if the murder had been committed in pUrsuit of o e's familial
dutiesif, for instance, it was committed to avenge the murder of
one's fatherthe convicted person could be allowed special consid-
eration or pardon. In this system, "the hierarchic structure of roles
espoused by the _classical teachings of kinship, taught ohedience to
superiors, whether father or husband, gentry or official."

4. POPULAR FEAR OF. ENCOUNTERS WITH THE LEGAL SYSTEM

\State philoSophy, social structure, emphasis on informal ,dispute-
settlement and the essentially penal nature of traditional laws mu-
tually reinforced each other. One consequence was that China soci-
ety lacked a concept of individual rights_ that could be vindicated
by agencies_ of the state. Also, when parties resorted to the formal
judicial power; this was viewed as signifying a serious breakdown
in the Social order. Legal procedures were not designed to giVe liti-
gants comfort; but served rather_to discourage them and others
froM utilizing__ the formal judicial process. In the inquisitorial
system that prevailed, the magistrate was allowed to torture ,the
parties; acduSed criminals could not be sentenced until they con
fessed; and no professional class of lawyers was =allowed to act as
intermediarieS. Indeed, the men who assisted litigants in drawing
up documents required in law-suits were known as "litigation trick-

9 Fairbanks suPra, n. 2 at p. 24.
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stOrs." Fees and bribes which had to be paid to officials were high,
and could even be ruinous.

From the overthrow of the Qing dynIsty in 1911 to Communist
victory in 1949; post-imperial China was subjected to warlOrdi§m,
continued exploitation from abroad, corruption within, war and
civil war. Chinese nationalist attempts to reform the law were for-
malistic, limited to the cities, and marked by corruption and inepti-
tude. Certainly, given the social heritage described above and the
disorder of the first half of the twentieth century, the Chinese
people could not have had high expectItions for a legal system
when the Communist party achieved victory in 1949..

The organization, beliefs, and tactics of the Chinese Communist
Party had their awn characteristics which were hardly consistent
with a meaningful formal legal system. The Chinese Communist
Party did not neglect legal forms after its victory, but they pro-
vided them with little content. After a five-year period (1949-1953)
of what Liu Shaoqi, then a Vice-Chairman of the PBC, later called
"revolutionary storm," by the mid-1950's the Chinese leaderShip
had created the outline of a, functionally rational criminal justice
system in_ which suspected 'offenders would be arrested by a Public
Security Bureau (police), formally accused by a Procuracy, and con-
victed by a hierarchy of courts. For a brief interval a professional
bar was established on an experimental basis, mainly in China's
major cities. Its role was largely limited to defending persons ac-
cused of crimes, and the lawyers usually appeared on behalf of de=
fendant§ who had already confessed their guilt.

During the same period; the scope of civil law shrank. Although
provisional regulation§ on inheritance were enacted and ownership
Of some private property continued, land reform and the destruc-
tion of the landlords (1949=1952), collectivization of agriculture
(1953-1956) and the "socialist transformation" of industry (complet-
ed by 1956) greatly reduced the potential scope of rules of civil law.

During this period directives transmitted_ through the Chinese
Communist Party apparatus, statements by Chinese leaders report=
ed in the media, and "campaigns". intended to popularize and im-
plement policies were far more important than formal law=making
in adMinistering Chinese society. Although statutes and regula-
tions on substantive criminal law and criminal procedure were pro-
mulgated, they *ere' general and tentative, and their practical
effect and implementation varied constantly with shifts in official

P°AtiCltYlii;Ugh on paper the judiciary was formally distinct from other
state organizations and the Party, in practice it remained essential=
ly undifferentiated from the administrative apparatus on the state.
The Party with its tools of mobilization, the voluntaristic mass
movements spearheaded_ by Party members and "activists," domi-
nated the judiciary as well as the other state hierarchies. ,Much
local dispute-settlement, for instance, was carried out by an exten-
sive network of neighborhood committees of activists who staff the
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basic-level local organs of local government; such as in the streets
of China's cities.''

But in 1956-1957 a number of leaders, particularly Liu Shaoqi,
_inclicutecl-desire to move away from the usauf campaigns in car-

rying out policy; instead the use of a more regularized
legal system. Even Mao stated in early 1957 that large-scale mass
Movements were basically over

'Six months- later Mao reversed himself. The new emphasis on
regularizing and developing the institutions of the state, including
those of the - still- emerging legal system, which had grown during
the bloSSoming of the "Hundred Flowers," was condemned as
"rightist"; and by mid-1957 the slow and unsteady development of
the legal system had completely stopped. The Ministry of Public
Security and the Party reasserted their domination of the criminal
process, leaving the newly created bar to wither away. The curricu-
la of law faculties were heavily politicized. Although a criminal
code had been - drafted and considerable_progress had been made in
drafting a civil code, work on both was halted and neither was pro-
mulgated. In the early nineteen-sixties,_ a brief attempt was made
to reconstruct the legal system, only to be overwhelmed by the Cul-
tural Revolution, which began in 1966.

But as the Chinese themselves emphasize, the years _before the
Cultural Revolution should not be regarded as lawless. Many laws
and regulations were promulgated and a much more extensive
bOdy of internal directives was issued and conveyed along various
channels to guide the administration of state-controlled enterprises
and their relatiops with each other. These administrative, fiscal
and economic rules were not then regarded as a portion of the
formal legal system. Some economic and legal specialists had
argued in 1956-1957 for the need to systematize the rules applica-
ble to economic and commercial enterprises,. to create special agen-
cies to handle disputes among such enterprises, and even to use
law-trailied personnel to help administer the economy. However,
such proposals for development of an economic law disappeared
when the Great Leap Forward began in 1958. Although they rea'p-
geared briefly during the slow reconstruction of the Chinese econo-
my after the Great Leap, they too were also casualties of the Cul-
tural Revolution. They have not reappeared until very.recently.

It should be stressed that whatever progress made between 1949
and 1966' toward creation of a legal system was influenced by Sta-
linist and post-Stalinist Russid. Not only did the formal structure
bear a SOviet stamp, put there by Chinese heeding the instruction
to "learn from older brother." In addition most theory about the
function of law, except that which emerged from the brief Hundred
Flowers period of 1956-1957 was derived from Soviet models. The
view, of law that emerged from this period; at the risk of oversim-
plication, regarded law as formalizing discipline rather than creat-
ing rights. ThiS, then, is the original theoretical basis for the legal
system that is currently emerging.

4 See; e.g., Lubinan, "Mao and Mediation: Politics and Dispute Resolution in Communist
China', supra, note 1: B. Michael Frolic, Mao's People: Sixteen Portraits of Life in Revolution-
ary China (Harvard Univ. Press 1980), pp-. 133-135: 224-241.
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In this context the traditional heritage of Chinese law is rele-
vant. In- China as before, law was perceive- to be a vehicle
forfthe expression of certain values which were embodied in an of-
ficial philosophy and world-view,uarded by an elite charged with
governing by virtue of noble example and deep wisdom. In Maoist-
China as before, law was undifferentiated from other bureaucratic
activities: Peer group pressure was used to augment scarce fleirern=
mental resources in punishing and deterring violators of social
order. The system refused to recognize rights which could be assert-
ed by individuals and vindicatbd by legal° institutions. Except for

4'one brief interval awyers were targets of ideological rectification
and thought refor .

'The formal legal system, to the extent it existed at all before the
Culttiral Revolution; was nearly swept- away by that spasm; it had
not taken root in the inhospitable soil offered by Chinese society.
More recently, the damage done to Chinavby the Cultural Revolu-
\tion has moved some Chinese leadersand many Chinese citi-
wens --to believe that the regularized formulation and application
of known rules should have a prominent role in the government of

\China. When China's present leadership, victorious after the over-
throw of the Gang of Four; decided to overcome the chaos of the

\ Cultural Revolution and restabilize Chinese society; they looked
\ back to the institutionsand some of the speculation_ s about
\`themwhich they had begun to create over twenty_ ears ago
before the Great Leap Forward. '....,_

\ In some ways; therefore; current activities atedly continue
\earlier Chinese efforts to build a legal system in the nineteen-fif-.

ties The moet recent- developments should not obscure the fact
thatsChkaAad already developed, however invisible to most out-
sillers41,'basic stratum of legal institutions and rules. They are like
buildings put to ruin, for which the' architectural plans have re-
maineok Institutions and rules are now being recreated and consoli-
dated along lines which they were intended to follow decades ago.
Aspirations for law which wera briefly asserted more than twenty
years ago- in the Hundred Flowers and then soon rejected and
abandoned not only remain relevant, but are linked in the minds
of Chinese modernizers with institutions that were created once
before, only to be denied real life and continuity. At the same time
the current experiments do not merely aim to resurrect the institu-
tions of the nineteen fifties, but also encourage some Chinese to
look further, -albeit hesitantly, to a different kind of society. How
farihe new institutions can go beyond their original models is still
diffibult to say. .

The mixed legacy of values; practices and institutions which has
restrained the:role of law in'China in the past provides a necessary
perSpective 9n recent developments in the legal sphere. Viewed
from that perspective, China's leaders are not only drawing on
their cultural legacy, but are seeking in some important ways to
transcend it. Before analyzing it below, however, it is necessary to
examine the proces8 of institution-building.
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II. INSTITUTION-BUILDING

A. COdes

From the late nineteen fifties until 1978 China's leadership did
not move to enact legal codes: After a new Constitution was adopt=
ed by the First SesSion of the Fifth National People's Congress in
early 1978 the need for law codes began to be stressed publiciy
the first time in more than twenty years.5 Some articles _began to
link orderly economic development with the growth of a legal
system; one for instance, warned that unless "explicit and stand-
ardized provisions" were enacted, progress toward attainment of
the- Four Modernizations would be hampered6

C odification proceeded surprisingly quickly. Then Vice-Premier
Ye Jianying stated in early 1979 that studies on drafting new laws
and revising existing laws were being made for presentation of the
next session of the National People's Congress.7 In January,1979; it
was announced that deliberations would begin "shortly,'Y on the
new codes); In late February, Peng Zhen, former Mayo/of Peking
and an early target of the Cultural Revolution, was named head of
a newly created Legislative Commission of the National Peoples
Congress New regulations on arrest and detention were issued."
In July 1979, the Second Session of the Fifth National People's
CongreSS adopted codes of criminal law and criminal procedure
(sometimes referred to below by their official titles, "The Criminal
LAW" and "The Law on Criminal Procedure"), as well as new laws
on local people's congresses and people's_governments, an electoral
laW, and, mbSt novel of all a law on joint ventures. The law on
joint ventures went into effect when it was promulgated, while the
others became effective in January, 1980." Much civil and econorn=
is legislation is also being drafted, including a civil code.' 2

B. The Courts

. 1. THE JUDICIAL I-IIERAkCHY

Most of the recent emphasis on the legal system has been devot-
ed-to rebuilding the courts and the formal criminal process. China

Sc e, e ,_Han 'flitting. "Smash Spiritual ShacklesDo Legal Work Well',-Renthin Ribao
thereafter _RMICB1 March 16, 1978, p. 3. Madame Han, Deputy Director Of_the_LegaL Research
Instjtute of the Academy of Social Sciences (the Institute had itselfbeen dismantled during the
Cultural Revolution) Stated that "necessary legal organs and legal institutions must be revived
and established."

Ibid.. and Hu Qiaomu, "Act-in Accordance with Economic_Lzews, _Speed up the Four Modern-
izations"-, Foreign BroadcaSt Inicirmation Service, People's Republic of China Daily Report (here-
after FI3IS);Ottober 11; 19/8, El,

7 "Ye Jianying Discusses Revisions in Nation's Legal System", FBIS February 14; 1979; E4-
E5.

"Central Organiz7tiors Preparing Draft of New Laws, Regulations", FBIS February 7, 1979;

17 "Former Beijing Mayor Peng Zhen Heads New Legal Commission", FBIS February 26, 1979,
El EL (Peng- held a similar_ position before tbe _Cultural Revoluuwa

"NPC Promulgates New Regulations on Arrests, Detentions", FBIS February 26, 1979; E2-

E5
1' The texts-of-these I- WS arelliiind in TIMRB_July 6, 1979 and July 7, 1980 and translated in

FBIS July 27; 1979.gtvaelneat No. 19, FBIS July 30, 1979, Supplement No 20. _

' 2 A civil procedure code was promulgated on March 8,-I98Z See "Civil_Proeedure Law of the
Peoples Republic of China," JPRM4:0570;.MarCh 22, 1982 Political. Sociological, and Military Af
fairs, No, 283, pp. 32-67: An economic contract law was adopted on December 13, 1981, see pp.

263-267, infra.
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ISas three typei4 of courts: the Supreme People's Court in Beijing;
local people's courts, and special courts (military, railway trans-
port, -water transport, forestry and other unspecified types). The
new Organic Law of the People s Courts repeats the Constitution in
stating that all citizens must be treated equally before the law: It
provides for public trial and for the right of accused persons to_be
defended by a lawyer or other person designated by him. Cases are
to be decided by a panel of judges sittiog with two "assessors"
chosen from the masses. Within the courts "judicial supervision" is
to be exercised by "judicial committees" (a term sometimes trans-
lated as "adjudication committees") which are to "sum up judicial
experience, discuss major difficult cases and other issues regarding
judicial work."

The hierarchy of people's courts has three levels: the "basic"
level (in rural counties or in districts in major cities), the "interme-
diate". level (essentially in provincial districts and in districts in
major cities); and the "higher" level (provincial or city-wide in
major cities). Above them all is the Supreme People's Court. Ac-
cordin_g to the Criminal Procedure Law only one appeal to the next
higher level is technically possible 13 except in cases involving the
death penalty. Reflecting great concern to punish serious- crimes
expeditiously, the Standing; Committee of the National People's
Congress tempoyarily reduced the jurisdiction of the Supreme Peo-
ple's Court by deciding that from July 10, 1981 to the end of 1983,
most cases involving the death sentence could not be appealed
beyond the "higher" level people's courts."

Efforts are being made to staff the courts and raise the legal so-
phistication of the judges. Progress has been slow, as is suggested
by a report of a conference on judicial work in Guizhou in October,
1980, which says in part:

Guizhou had _few judicial eadres._and_they were of poor quality, and the tempo-
rary shortage of cadres had not been completely resolved. The iudicial systems, par-
ticularly the _systems_of_legal practice; defense and the people s assessors, were far
from meeting the requirements of a rfect legal system. The current legal propa
Banda and education work could not meet the demands for the development of the
situation.'''

There are other signs that progress has_been_modest in applying
new law and procedures in China. Jiang Hua, President_of the Su-
preme People s Court; in discussing the task of implementing the
criminal law, has said:

People's courts everywhere have done a great deal of preparatory work-in puffin.;
into practice the criminal law and the law of criminal procedure [sic]. Some have
also carried out test points for public trial and acquired a bit of experience as well
as making some foolish mistakes.

He_ went on to stress the need for adequate staffing Of the courts
and for education of cadres on the role of the courts.' 6

The _staffing problems Hof the courts have been reflected in the
diffieilltY that courts have had in handling cases within the time
limits provided by the code of criminal procedure. In June, 1980,

1" See also "Organic Law for People's.'Courts", FBIS July 27, 1979 Supplement No. 19, pp. 20-
'4'7.

"Decision on Death Sentences". FBIS\June 11, 1981; K4.
"Guizhou Conferente_on Judicial Work Held 20-280ctober;" MIS November 13, 1980, QF2.

16 Jiang Hua, "Earnestly Perform People's Court Work Well". RMRB April 9, 1980, p. 3.
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for instance; the Jilin Provincial People's Congress announced that
because of the large numbers of criminal cases and "the lack of
sufficient personnel to handle the work at present", it would be
necessary to extend certain time limits provided by the criminal
procedure code, such as that for detention of an accused ,pending
preliminary investigations (lengthened from two to three months)
and for the Procuracy and courts to- make decisions after investiga-
tion, prosecutions and appeal)? In Shanghai, it has been an-
nounced, in viewof the large number of accumulated cases and
lack of personnel at present . , the legal time -limit for investiga-

. tion, prosecution, [trial at] first instance and trial on appeal at
second "econd instance will be extended appropriately. As will be seen
below, another response to the current needs of the court is to
expand facilities for training of personnel.

2: THE FORMAL CRIMINAL PROCESS AT WORK

a. Popularization of the formal criminal process
China's newspapers, radio, and television, once devoid of refer-

ence to Chinese law; are expending much effort_ to convince the
Chinese people of the contents of, and: the need for; the new legal
system. Popularization of the new criminal law has been carried
out energetically since the promulgation of the new code; An arti-
cle in the People's Daily of July 17, 1979; for instance; called for
"correctness; lawfulness and timeliness in carrying out China's
criminal law and law of criminal procedure:" The author called
for close study of important technical distincticiriS Made in the
criminal code and code of criminal procedure such as the difference
between intentional and unintentional acts, and to the careful_clas-
sification of cases according to statutory definition. He urged strict
adherence to the rules of criminal procedure and to careful obser-
vation by each agency involved in administration of the criminal
process of the limits on its activities by law. Without specificallS7
referring to the blurring of jurisdictional lines and the police domi-
nance of the criminal process during the 1950's and the 1960's, the
author evoked that earlier perversion of the schethe when he said:

Their operating ranges and limits of authority of police. procuracy, and
courts] must not be cont.-used. They are not interchangeable,_nor can they go beyond
the limits of the law. Only thus can they act in accordance. and enforce it strictly."

High -level support for carrying out the new laws has been re-
peatedly expressed in the pages -of the People's Daily; as in reports
on symposia attended by high-level national and local leaders.2
Articles and pamphlets explaining substantive legal c -a% tp and
aspects of criminal procedure are frequently published.

!7!!RkstilatiOti on Handling Cases", FBIS, June II. 1980, S-2. \
'" "Shanghai Judicial Decision" Joint Publications Research Service,_China Report (hereafter

JPRS) 7)4)21. October I:), 19i0, Political, Saeialogicalund Military Affairs, No. 128, p. 55.

1-9 Wang Dexiang, 'T:orreet_Lawful and TimelySeveral Thoughts ort-Studying China's Crimi-
nal Law and Law of Criminal Procedure '. RMRB July 17, 1980, p. 3, excerpts translated in

- FB1S,July 27, 1979, LI.
20/bid.
;' See, e.g.. ''Renmirt Rihao Editorial Board Holds SymposiuM-on New Laws' ;,FBIS August IO,

1979, Lt. "Anhui Holds Forum to Study, Publicize New Lews'% FBIS August 10, 197,9, 04-05.
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b. Reports of crroorrat roses
Much publicity is regularly given to the courts in their most

common activity of deciding criminal cases. In an illustrative
report in early 1979, for instance, the Beijing Daily published an
article describing a trial for theft in the Beijing Intermediate Peo-
ple's Court. The article compared adherence to the requirments of
the constitution with frequent past violation of these requirements,
such as openness and publicity of the trial; meaningful participa-
tion of the people's assessors, and the defendant's right to a
lawyer.22

If the public reports of trials are intended to inform the Chinese
people that people's justice has been revived; another important
message is that criminal disruptions of social order must be pun-
ished severely. In an April 1979 report, for instance, nine criminal
cases were discussed: two murderers were sentenced to death, an
automobile thief was sentenced to death but his sectence was sus-
pended for two years, five crin-.infis were sentenced to various peri-
ods of imprisonment, and one criminal received a suspended sen-
tence of three years. The trials of all of these criminals were con-
ducted one after another by the Guangzhou Intermediate People's
Court in the Guangzhou Gymnasium, and were attended by 5,000
spectators.2"

Later in 1979, according to another report, an accused robber
and murderer was tried, convicted and sentenced to death. He ap-
pealedan unusual movebut his appeal was denied and his sen-
tence was announced at a public meeting in a Shanghai stadium
attended by more than 2,000 persons who "clapped and cheered
and voiced unanimous support for the decision of the People's
Court-.-After the verdict was read the criminal was led away and
Shot." In another case a Shanghai worker was arrested for shield-
ing and hiding a murderer; but because he "came to understand
his criminal act" and "expressed his determination to criticize and
overcome the reactionary code of brotherhood and remold himself",
he went unpunished.26 In another sensational case, an accused
rapist was tried publicly and then shot. The trial was not only
public but was televised.26

The use of sensational criminal trials to publicize the harsh pun-
ishment that awaits serious criminals has been common in China
since 1949. Selective publicity of cases, especially during the pro-
ceeding before the outcome is formally known, raises the obvious
questions to the foreign observer about the fairness of the, trial and
the distance between law and policy, which are addressed below.
c. Chinese conceptions of the public trial

At the same time, it should be noted that public trials are not
held in China unless the court is convinced on the basis of its pre-

.''"Peopltjs Courts Said to Have Been G;ven Back. to the Masses!!. Beijing Ribao January 21,
1!)797PRS Translations on People's Republic of China No 530, June 15,1979, pp.6-9.

2""Caungzhou Intermediate People's Court Holds Public Trials". NanCang Rib:to April 10.
1979, p.1; translated in JPRS No. 530, June 15,- lip. zo-al:

z4 "Shanghai District Courts Impose Death Sentences". MS November 19,1979,02-03.
""Shanghai Case of Shielding Murderer Handled According to Law", FBIS Augi t 9. 1979.

02.
""Beijing Rapist-Murderer acuted". Xinhtia Daily Bulletin August 16,1979, pp. 21-22.

,:)
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trial investigation that the facts alleged ill be proven in open
trial: Even now, if there is doubt about th defendant's guilt; the
pilblib trial will most probably not take pla e.

Since the nineteen fifties,_whenever_publ c hearings revealed im-
portant inconsistencies in evidence gathered before and at such
hearings; the courts_ would adjourn to continue their investigation
in private. The function of the trial has been to demonstrate guilt,
rather than to inquire into the-alternatives of guilt or innocence.
This conception of the public hearing continues to survive, as one
controversial case suggests:Yu Yuehua, a leading dissident woman
cadre, was convicted of violating public order by creating a disturb-
ance to protest official inaction on her comPlaint that she had been
raped by her supervisor; At the public heating, she introduced two
items of evidence that had not been part of the record= At that
point, reported a Xinhua news release of,January 6, 1980.

"The collegiate-bench of judges held that the evidence that she had put forWard
n be further investigated and the hearing was- adjourned. The court then aS-
si,:ied perSonbel to plunge deeply into the masses arid conduct a thorough investiga=
turn. MeanWhile. Fu Yuehua was called back to courtiseveral time to check the eVi=
dence.2 7

At a later public trial, Fu was convicted." This and other publicly
reported cases, including those attended by foreign observers, em-
phasize that China'S judicial architects are not interested in con-
structing an adversary system.

In this regard, Chinese commentary on the trial of the "Gang of
Four" is relevant; because it vividly illustrates basic Chinese views
on the nature of the criminal trial. The _trial was frequently char-
acterized outside China as a "show trial", jand as illustrating the
hypocrisy of officialS who have urged that China's adoption of a
criminal code signals a new impartiality L in _Chinese law.2 9 As
much as the trial was a political event, it would be wrong to dis=
Miss it as such without also trying to understand its implications
for Chinesc, attitudes toward the criminal process;

Moreover_ the Chinese leadership has been Sensitive to foreign
criticisms. Fei Xiaotong, China's leading sociologist and himSelf
previous victim of official persecution, -was a member of the special
tribunal that heard the case and sentenced the defendants. In an
article intended to refute foreign_criticiAm, Fei was quoted as
saying, ". . . It would be improper to measure_ the case againSt the
criteria of Western laws or any other foreign laws or for others to
try to pick holes_ in China's legal proceedings." 30 Fei readily ad=
mated that China's laws still need unprOVeinent, but he pointed to
the enormity of the defendants' crimes and the extent of the inju-
ries and deaths they are alleged to have caused. He further stated
that the trial of the Gang of Four marked the conclusion Of an un-
fortunate period in Chinese_ history and the beginning of a new
stage of stability, unity, democracy and legal rule. Indeed, he
added; it was a lesson to the Chinese people on the need for a com-
plete legal system.

27"Xinhua Gives Background. Deta':, of Fu Yuehua Trial ", FBIS January 9, 1980
"Ibid: _
R° See e.g., David Bonavin, "Give Them Rice and Circuses": Far Eastern Economic Review,

December 5,-i980,-p.-i2.
3° "Jurist Fei xiaotbfig Comments on Trial", FBIS February 2, 1981, L9.
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Other discussions by Chinese jurists have pointed out that al-
though China does not recognize the principle of the presumption
of innocence; neither do some other legal systems; that although
the judges and the tribunal took an active role in interrogating the
defendants; this is common in Continental if not Anglo-American
law; that the defendants were tried for acts which caused personal
injuries- and deaths rather than for errors of judgment in exercis-
ing their leadership of China at the time; and, most importantly,
that the aim of the proceedings was to investigate the facts alleged
in the accusation, and that the tribunal was throughout attentive
to the need to prove the truth of the facts alleged:31

Limitations of space prevent detailed discussion of the case and
the issues it raises. For purposes of this discussion it may suffice to
say that the trial, like the political upheaval that brought about
the rise of the defendants and the growth of their power; was an
extraordinary event and must be judged as such. Analysis and per-
spective are not aided by simply characterizing it as a show trial
and as unfair; on the other hand, neither is analysis aided by sus-
pending judgment and making sweeping comparisons to the Nu-
remberg trials.3 2

Fei Riaotong's comments are of interest because they express the
desire to close a politicized chapter in Chinese history and advance
to a system inimical to the growth of arbitrary powers like those of
the defendants; and one in which legal institutions will be mean-
ingful. More to the point, so far as China's law itself is concerned,
is the insistent emphasis in most Chinese discussions of the trial of
the Gang of Four on the function of the criminal trial as an inves-
tigation into the accuracy of the facts and into their sufficiency to
substantiate the charges against the defendants. The trial of the
Gang of Four, whatever its deficiencies from a Western perspective;
illustrates a view of the criminal process which can be expected to
endure and to be employed in criminal proceedings involving less
infamous defendants, including foreigners.

C Procuracy
The Procuracy is both the- prosecuting authority and an agency

charged with upholding the lawfulness of thgt prosecution. It must
riot only obey the law itself; but must simultaneously check any
unlawfulness of the Public Security departments or the courts.
Apart from its duties as a participant in the criminal process, the
Procuracy has the additional affirmative responsibility of protect-
ing the right of citizens to- accuse State officials of violating the
law. Further complicating its tasks, however, is the fact that the

See eg. 'Noted Jurist Evaluates Lin -Biao-Jiang -Qing Trial", Xinhua News Bulletin, Janu-
ary 29, 1981, p. 7; "Leading Jurist on- Trial of Lin Blau.,_Jiang.Qing___Xitilitiii_.News Bulletin;
Jimuary 8_1981; _p iii_Interview with Vice-Chairman of Legal Affairs Commission'', Beijing
Review, January 12,- 1`981, Number 2 p. 21; "Noted Chinese-Jurist-on Principles Concerning Chi.
nose Criminal--Procedare in Trial- of Lin, Jiang Qing".--Xinhua News.-Bulletin; _ November 19,
1-980, _19; "lienmin Ribiiei on Evidence in Lin-Jiang Trial" EMS; February 11; 1981, L 23;
"Jiang ilua on Trial of Lin ;lino and Jiang Qing Xinhua News Bulletin. March 3, 1981; /
p. 14.
--32 Fox- Butterfield, -11-1 China They're Presumed_ Guilty___Uritil_Foidid__Gailty, New -Y. rk
Times. November 23,_1980:_For .a.scholarly analysis of the Nuremberg Trials which disting6ishes
them _from other..forms of political justice, which is relevant- here, see Otto Kirchheier,'Politi-
cal Justice, Princeton: Princeton University Press. 19111, pp. 323-47:
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Procuracy is also supposed to heed the leadership of the Commu-
nist Partybut without; at the same time, violating its own
independence under la*,

The earlier Procuracy established in the nineteen -fifties was
unable to reconcile all of these tasks. From-its inception it was
dominated by the police; during the Cultural- Revolution it fell into
disuse and after the Cultural Revolution it was abolished. Since the
adoption of the new laws in July; 1979, a regenerated Procuracy
has begun to reassert its functions and try to reconcile conflicting
demands made on it by law and policy,

The problems of the Procuracy have been aired publicly-For in-
stance; at a Supreme People'S Procuratorate "work forum" imme-
diately following the National People's Congress in July, _1979,
Peng Zhen, Director of the Legislative Affairs Commission of the
NPC Standing Committee; sounded the basic theme in a_speech in
which he stressed "the heed to rule the country by law and the
need for the people's procuratorates at all levels to exercise proc-
uratorial authority independently." He stated:

It would be malfeasance if a_procuratonal organ failed to do well in exercising-its
procurat-orial authority independently. Now that the party and the state-have
placed this authority in your hands, you must no longer have any lingering fear but
should display the spirit of one who still retains plenty of fight:33

Chief Procurator Huang Huoqing echoed the metaphor of strug-
gle, calling on the Procuracy to understand they have a "arduous
but glorious task": He urged them to "pluck up their spirits, unite
as one and Work hard." He did not minimize the obstacles they
faced: He said:

It is necessary to_b_e_ fully prepared against obstructions from the practice of fac-
tionalism; the assertion of privileges and the force of old habit,-to advocate the revo,
lutionary spiritsif unbeigting enforcement of the law, of unselfishness, and of being
prepared to give our lives for the socialist legal system, to adhere td the principle of
exercising ow furnction and authority independently according to the law and the
principle that everyone is equal before the law and to strive for victories by daring
to struggle and being good at waging struggle."

Huang also spoke about the role of the Party: He Said:_

While the IOW provides that ,procuratorial organs exercise their functions and
powers independently according_to the law, this does not lessen the responsibility of
a party committee in leading a procuratorial organ.

Using a formulation which has apparently become_ standard,
Huang also said that the task of the Party Committee is to exercise
its leadership over questions of "line, principles and policy." _The
implicit but important distinction involved is between permissible
general guidance and improper interference in the disposition of
individual cases. Party Committees furthermore had to help the
Procuracy to "overcome interference," -select and_train outstanding
cadres; and generally assist the Procuracy in all ways possible.
And whether_paradoxical or not the Party Committee must itself
supervise the ProcUraty's strict enforcement of the law."

Some of the aims of Procuratorial activities and problems which
they raise are apparent from media reports, One article published
in Shanghai stated, "procuratorial organs at all levels in this city

I_Supreme People's Procuratorate Holds Work Forum", FB1S August 6, 1979; LI-L2.
" lb id.
3 Ibid.
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actively uphold the legal system; working together-on a task engen-
dered by letters and inquires they redress unlawful incidents and
receive the support and praise of the masses." Some units such as
factories were still unlawfully arresting and imprisoning persons;
confiscating personal property and restricting', freedom "in the
name of conducting study classes,"

The article further told how the leaders of a party branch in a
government unit unlawfully imprisoned a worker suspected of
having pilfered a watch and had held him for 26 days until he con-
fessed. After being released; he retracted his confession and corm
plained td the Procuracy, which investigated and brought'about
both an official apology to the wronged worker and return-of the

. money he had been forced to pay as restitution. The same article
also told how the Procuracy investigated the wrongful act of a
Party Committee and a Public Security unit in arresting and inter-
rogating a suspect in a rape case and obtaining confession by
torture. The units which were found to have conducted these meas-
ures unlawfully were told to apologize publicly; pay the wronged
worker his wages for the period of his detention and 'abstain from
imposing any disciplinary sanctions on him. A mass meetingi was
held at which "his good reputation" was restored, his wages paid in
full; and thus; concluded the article; the "unlawful incident" was
"redressed." It should be noted, however, that in neither of the
cases described was reference' made to punishment of any of the
cadres invol ved."

Media reports emphasize -the -role of the Procuracy as_ prosecutor,
In mid-July, 1980 at a national conference on criminal procurato-
rial work; it was_announced_that the central tasks of the Procuracy
were "to earnestly enforce the 'criminal law' andrthe 'law of crimi-
nal _procedure;' to bring about a radical turn for the better in
public order and to serve the motherland's four modernization.' " 37
Later in the year, a provincial procurator's report stated:

Canscientiously enforcing the criminal law and the law on criminal procedure,
Firmly striking at criminal offenses and ensuring a political situation of stlibilifty
and unity are important premises for the realization of the four modernizations.
Since the- past winter the province's public security arid order have been', unstable
..ad people. one after another, called on the judicial departments to punish crimi
nals according to the law so as to successfully maintain public security andorder."

When economic crimes have been of particular concern,': heavy
emphasis has been placed on the Procuracy's role in investigating
and prosecuting persons guilty of corruption, illegal cutting .down
of trees, tax evasion and other economic crimes; One article com-
plained that

In order to protect their personal interests, some cadres of state organs whose rev-
olutionary will has been waning do all kinds of terrible things: establishing secret
ties, engaging in back door dealings and violating laws and discipline. This results
in great loss to state property."

"" Li Xia and Wang Yuanjun, "Procuratorial- Organs at A-11 Levels in This- City -Actively
Uphold the-Legal System", Shanghai Liberation Daily (Jierang Ribao) April 2, 1979; 2, JPRS No
510, June 15. 1979 pp. 10-12

37 "Huang Hugging Addresses Conference on Prosecuting Criminals," FBIS July 7, 1980, 1,1a-
L14; see also 'People's Proeuratrates Legal -Achievements Cited," FBIS Jan. 16, 11181, L21-L22.

4" "Gansu Procuratorate Chief Reports at Fifth Congress FBIS January 2, 1981; TI-T2,
3 9 "Better_Economic Procuratorial Work Urged" JPRS No. 76674; October 22; 1980. PolitiCal,

Sociological and Military Affairs No. 9:1, p. 1.
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The article went On to complain that the Procuracy encountered
considerable resistance when it tried to investigate suspected crimi-
nals; some try to impede procuratorial organs in exercising their
legal rights by pleading for mercy for defendants, making false tes-
timony or deliberately making things difficult for procuratorial
personnel." Renewed efforts were called for to assist the Procuracy
to fight economic crimes."

As noted below, similar reports describe the activities of the
courts in punishing economic crimes. The harnessing of the institu-
tions of the formal legal process, such as the Procuracy, to imple-
mentation of current policy raises serious questions for the future
growth of Chinese law which are examined below.

D. Lawyers

1. REESTABLISHMENT OF THE CHINESE BAR

Slow progress is being made toward re-establishing the Chine Se
bar, which. was_ established in the mid nineteen fifties and which
has disappeared even before the Cultural Revolution. The new code
of criminal procedure defines the role of lawyers in defending per-
sons accuqed of crimes. They must, 'on the basis of facts and law"
provide material bearing on the defendant's innocence or lack of
responsibility, the degree of his crime, and the gravity of punish-
ment.41 "Legal advisory offices" in which citizens may consult law-
yers have begun to reopen.42

In September, 1979 the Dean of the Law Department of Beijing
University was quoted as saying_ that the newly formed Beijing
Lawyers Association had fifteen members, "including a few train-
ees" and that he hoped the number would rise tu 40 by the end of
the year. Lawyers must be graduates of law schools or law depart-
ments. They begin as trainees and can receive a "lawyers certifi-
cate" after one year of on-the-job training. Persons Who have
worked/as judges or Procurators in the past are qualified to be law-
yers, aS are law teachers. As in the Soviet Union, which supplied
the model for the lawyers' associations established in the mid-
1950's,iclientS must _pay a fee for services rendered, but the fee will
ribt-156'kePt by the lawyers, wlin wilrbe paid salarieS.

The Dean noted that since April 1979, when the Beijing Lawyers'L
aSsoci tion was organized with only four members, lawyers from
the group had already acted as defense counsel in over twenty
cases: He told of one case in which a lawyer had successfully ap
peal9c1 for leniency on the ground that the defendant had commit-
tee lio previous crimes, had acted only as an accessory to the bur-
glary of which he was 'accused, and had also confessed and exposed
the/chief culprit. The Dean then said, "China is improving its legal

4-7 Ibid. See also "Pi-ocurntoratt!K Intensify Economic_ Crime Inspection FBIS, March 2(1 1981,

1.21/, iGriarigdring Cashier sentenced to life imprisonment for embezzling 226,000 RMR "peoples
prdouratorates at all levels have now directed their attention to cases involving illegal retention
of profits and various types of tax evasion by some enterprises . .

' See Article 28.tif_"The Law_ of Criminal l'rocedure of The People's Republic of China", FBIS
Jaly111k 1979; Supplement No. 20, p. 6.

See, for example, Zeng Shuzlir, "A Legal (3onsulfanes. Office", China Reconstructs June
1980, pp. 48-49; "Yunnan Legal_Advice _Offices FBIS April_25, 1980, Q2; and "Jilin County
Strengthens Socialist Legal System", EMS August 22, 1979, S2 -:3.
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system. I think the lawyers will contribute to the success of the
work, which is vital to China's future." 411

By January, 1980 the- Beijing Lawyers' Association had increased
its membership to 58. Expectations at that time were that it would
grow to 100 by mid-1980. Offices were to be opened in several of
Beijing's districts and in 12 suburban counties and districts." In
July 1980, the Beijing Review reported that China had nearly 200
lawyers' associations and legal advisory offices.45

Two years later, in January 1982; China had over 5,900 fulltime
and 1;300 part-time lawyers, working in 1300 offices." By April,
1982 153 full-time-and 150 part-time lawyers were working in 19
offices in Beijing.47

r eERCEPTIONS OF THE ROLE OF THE LAWYER

The reestablishment of the bar means that the role of the laWYer
in Chinese society must be defined. A debate common in -the 1950's
has been revived: When a lawyer defends persons accused of crime,
is the lawyer alSO tainted with his client's alleged criminality? Ar-
ticles in the press and legal periodicals have vigorously argued that
lawyers play a constructive role by assisting the court. At the same
time, public commentary has distinguished such assistance froth
trying to trick -the courts, using technicalities, and otherwise
behave the way bourgeois lawyers are supposed. to Moreover the
effectivehesS of the lawyer is restrained by hostility to the pre-
sumption of innocence: Although there has been considerable dis-
cussion about thiS principle, it has been rejected in one publica-
tion by the Political-Legal Institute in Beijing.48

In AugUSt 1980, "provisional regulations" on lawyers were adopt-
ed by the Standing Committee of the National People's Congress.
The lawyers are to be paid by the state, and they are not allowed
to have "personal offices", according to a Xinhua press release Of
AugLiSt 26, 1980. "No organization or person is permitted to inter-
fere with lawyers' work", stated the release, which also said "in
performing their services, lawyers- must serve the cause of social-
ism and the interests of the people, act on the basis of facts and
take the law as their criterion: ' 49

A vice - minister Cif_juStice was quoted as saying that, "many legal
questions will emerge as the country reforms its economic system,
and lawyers will play a large role in the settlement of economic
and property disputes through mediation, arbitration and laW=
suits.' Unlike previous discussions of lawyers, this one emphasized
the lawyer's role in civil law transactions and in foreign trade. The
new lawyers' offices would of course continue to expand their activ-

" Seijing Lawyers Prepare to Handle Cases", Xmhua Daily Bulletin September 6; 1980. pp.
4 -6.-

44_ "Beijing Lawyers' Association to Grow" ryXinhua Daily Bulletin, January 30, 1980, pp. 8-9.
" "Legal Advisory-Office," Beijing Review No. 28, July 14, 1980, p._25 _

""China has 5,500 lawyers." Xiiihtta Daily Bulletin ,_January 11, 1982, p. 23.
4!1'Xinhuii Discusses Role of Lawyers in Beijing," FBIS April 21, 1982p 1.
"See Wu Lei, The Accused Has the Right to Defense'', Guangming Ribao August 4, 1979; p.

3, translated in FB1S AugUat 24, 1979, L3-L5: 'Noted_JuriSt_on Right to Defense in Chinese
LaW", Xinhua NeWS Bulletin July 1980; pp. 14-18; and Procedural Law Educational and Re-
search Section of the Beijing Political-Legal Institute, Talks on the Law of Criminal Procedure
of the People's Republic of China,-Beijing: QunzhOng Chubanshe, 1979. _ _ --

'"'Provisional Regulations on lAwyerS_Adoptee , Xinhua News Bulletin August 27, 1980, pp.
20-21; Text of the Regal:.tions are found in FBIS August 28, 1980, L6-L9.
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ities in criminal cases as well, it seems safe to predict. Underlining
the tentativeness of the Chinese in this area, as well as the- new- I
riess of the institutions, is the fact that the new regulations did not )

go into effect until JarniarY 1, 1982.5° In the meantime, experimen-
tation under the new regulations. was carried out to learn more
about practical problems.

Discussion and uncertainty will undoubtedly continue as the bar
expands after many years in limbo. The Provisional Regulations on
Lawyers, while interidinK to institutionalize the bar, also express
the tensions inherent in the functions of the Chinese lawyer, who
must "serve the cause of socialism" and "protect the interest.of the
State and the collective" on the one hand; and on the other, prd-
tect the "legitimate rights and interests of the citizens". It is worth'
recalling that some energetic lawyers who urged courts in the
nineteen fifties to find their clients innocent were later criticized
for protecting criminals.

The Supreme People's Court; Supreme People's Procurate, the
Ministry of Public Security, and the Ministry of Justice took fur-
ther steps to implement the new regulations by issuing a joint cr-
cular describing the rights of attorneys in court proceedings, espe-
cially in criminal cases. Access to documents related to the case,
except for material written by the judges, was promised. Proce-
chreS for applying to the court to visit the defendant were spci,
lied. (Lawyers were warned to be on guard that the defendant fdid
not try to commit Suicide during these consultations.) Defense Iow-
yerS must be provided with copies of all relevant materials intro-
duced as evidence and must also provide copies of documents .hey
introduced in defense. Other details of the rights and responsibil-
ities of lawyers have also been specified. 1

It thuS appears that some of the procedures needed to translate
into practice general provisions designed to protect defendants'
rights are beginning to be Specified. Yet, problems remain: For in-
stance, to visit a client the one or two principal defenSe lawyers
have to obtain letters of introduction from legal advisory offices:
Additional lawyers involved in the defense must get court approv-
al: On the whole, though, while other criticisms can be made, it ap-
pearS that many questions about the privileges of defense lawYers
have been addressed.51 .

Doubts about the role of the lawyer will continue to exist, espe-
cially if the public trial continues to be used to denionstrate the
truth of the file aSSfirnbled in the case, and, therefore; the/defend-
ant's guilt. If public trials always end with guilty verdicts, they
will suggest that the court will invariably- find that the power of
the state was properly invoked by police_and Prochracy when they
accused and prosecuted the :defendant. The more firmly the trial
supports that belief, the more limited will be the functions of the
lawyer; and the more difficult it will be for the ChineSe bar to
defend vigorously persons accused of crimes.

5""Provisional Regulations . Ibid.
3' Unified Circular on Several Concrete Regalations for 1.awyers ParticiPating in_Lega/ Pro-

ceedings," ]issUed April 27, 1981] Zhongguo Fuzhibao [Chinese Legal System News], May 13,
1981 p. 1
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The role of the lawyer; therefore; contains some apparent anonia=
lies; and may consequently continue to be muted and restrained as
well As one article has stated; "Some people feel that 'defense oy
lawyer is a formality, a show, and not essential.'" 52 The comments
of one observer, an American law student who spent a year at Beij-
ing University, are more hopeful. Writing in the Asian Wall Street
Journal of March 29,1980, he has said

In no recently reported case . . . has the defense counsel cast any doubt on his
client's g_uilt. Arguments arc confined, as they generally were even in the good old
days of the 1950's, to pleas for lenient sentencing . .

The fact that China won'tand couldn't be expected toinstitute a Western-Style-
criminal defense system doesn't by any means cast doubt on the genuineness of its
drive to bring lawyers into the evolving judicial process. Within limitS that may
well expand with further practice under the new law, the former enemies of the
people will have it significant role to play if policies continue on their present
course."

1

E. ReeStablishment of the Ministry of Justice
A notable recent expression of the Beijing leadership's commit-

ment to a working legal system is the decision to reestablish the
Ministry of Justice and its nationwide bureaucracy charged with
coordinating the administration _of justice_ A Ministry of Justice
had been created during the early years of the People's Reptiblic,
and headed by Shi Liang, a Japanese-educated lawyer; until 1959;
volpn it was abolished. On September 13, 1979; at the eleventh

of the Standing Committee of the Fifth People's Congress;
tiriorinced that a Ministry of Justice would be "estab-

1

;i,-.e PreMier Yu Quili explained that although much of
the former Ministry of Justice had been conducted by

pre me People's Court, the range of tasks were too broad for
t.:oort to continue ta_carry on those functions as well as its ordi=

ry judicial Ft:1-,ctiuns. The Ministry's major tasks would be:
T oxercise unified control over the various organs under the Court; manage and

train judicial cadres; set up and manage higher academic institutes on Political and
legal affairs; institute a'system of notary lawyers [sic]; popularize the legal- systeth;
compile laws and decrees; establish contacts with other ministries and do other Judi-
alai and administrative work so as to insure the eaforcement of all stipulations and
state laws."

Several days after the announcement of this appointment Wei
Wenbo;:China's new Minister of Justice; was interviewed. He
flounced that a new university of political science and law would be
established, as would an institute of forensic medicine; in addition,
efforts would be made to improve the existing institutes and means
for training judicial cadres. He was quoted as saying,

With a population of 900 million, China will need millions of judicial cadres who
have a high level of competence and knowledge of the law and will be effective at
administering justice."

.

52 "Significance of the Lawyer System Expounded ": JPRS 7691(1 March 1, 1980, Political, So-
ciologicaL and Military Affairs No. 142, p. 65.

53Timothv A. Ge latt, "Resurrecting China's Legal Institutions", Asian Wail Street Journah,
March 29, 1980, p. 4

4 "Late Report. Fifth NPC Standing Committee Closes", FBIS September 13, 1979, L18-L19.
" "New Minister of Justice Wei Wenbo Interviewed"; FBIS September 17, 1979, L5-L6.
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Of particular note was the suggestion that the Chinese leader-
ship contemplates broitdening the scope of professional legal activi-
ties beyond their previous extent, in looking not only to formal
legal institutions such as courts but to other elements of the Chi.:
nese state system which the Chinese have not regarded as "legal".

--The-rePtiet.stafed tt-rit Werhatlfstdel-tirf =

With the expansion of the country's socialist construction and international con-
tacts, state organs. social bodies. enterprises andinstitut ions would set up their own
legal departments or acquire legal advisors, and so they might call for assistance,
from judicial deparcinerits.'."

Since the original announcement, the work of reconstructing the
Ministry has continued slowly. In June 1980, it announced the be-
ginning of a "study class to train judicial cadres in professional_ju=
dicial matters Reports in early 1980 indicated that local judicial
bureaus were being created to carry out the Ministry's functions at
provincial levels. Beijing now has such a bureau, as do many prov-
inces. In April, 1981 it was announced that all 19 districts and
counties under the jurisdiction of the Beijing municipal govern-
ment had judicial bureaus for the first time since 1949.58

F. Legal Education aml Research

1. LEGAL EDUCATION

China's legal education ha§ begun to revive after disappearing
entirely. Even before the Cultural Revolution the number of law
schools and law departments had been reduced to less than five.
All, were closed, along,with other institutions ,of -higher education,
during the Cultural Revolution, -and were the fast institution-sOr--
departments to reopen, beginning only around 1975.

At the beginning of the fall 1979 academic year a Xinhua report
stated that 1,855 students majoring in law had been enrolled at the

"fbur igoliticallegal institutes in Beijing, Shanghai, Xian and
Chongqing and at the laW departments of Beijing University, the
Peoples University, Jilin University, and th... Hubei Institute of Fi-
nance and Economics.

In July, 1979, according to one report, the law departments of
Beijing UniverSity and of the Chinese People's University in Beij-
ing were preparing propaganda materialsto publicize the new laws
and Sending personnel to conduct training classes at provincial and
municipal courts. The Beijing Political Science and Law. College
had completed a collection of lectures on criminal procedure. All
three of these institutions had added new courses; including not
only courses on the new laws but on such subjects as the different
schools of jurisprudence of modern capitalism ':59

Establishment of new law departments and political-legal col-
leges (at which "legal workers" such as judges, prosecutors and
lawyers are trained) are announced from time to time indicating a
slow but steady expansion of legal educ'ation." In April, 1980 a

5" Ibid.
'!? '.Justice Ministry Starts Training Class for Cadres,- FBIS June II, MO, Lfi.
5" Judicial Bureau Set Up Throughout Beijing FBIS April 20, I:181, RI.
55 'Beijing Collages publicire Laws Passed by NPC7 FBIS July II, MIL RI.
""See. e.g.. "Northwest Political Law College '. FBIS August.23,-Bra.ri. "ChineSe Students

Enroll for Law Studies', Xinhua News Bulletin September 8. i9v).-pp. 18-19: (enrollment of
Continued
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releake predicted that 2,000 "t w students" would be- en-
rolled in four-yearcourses by the falli,nd added that "universities
across the country are in the proses of establishing law faculties

"at

Illustrating the difficulties of China's infant legal education is_a
report of the opening of a new political and legal cadres' school in
Henan Province, which stated that

The existirat judiciarY Workers include -few who are familiar with -tend understand
law and possesii.specialized kutekledge. Most of the new staff members of the front
lack specialized training and knowledge. To meet the demands of the new periocljt,
is essential to cultivate and train in a planned way large numbers_ of specialized
people. of t alert who can successfully carry out the task Of protecting the moderniza-
tion drive.

. . . ThiS is ii new school: At present its equipment and material living__co_n_ditions
are- rather poor. Wi hope that everyone will display the spirit of strtaxling amid
difficulties. Work in concert; overcome the difficulties and do a good job in
teaching."

2. LEGAL PUBLICATIONS

Like every tither type of activity related to the law, legal journals
have had to have been revived in China. From 1966 until 1979 no
legal pUblicatiOnS appeared regularly in China. By mid-1981 two
legal periodicals were appearing regularly, Jurisprudence Research

:(Fakue Ylitijni), published in Beijing,_and_Democracy and the Legal
System (Minzhu yu Fazhi), PubliShed in Shanghai (and bearing an
inscription written by Ye Jianying;_who_ wrote "Conscientiously
Strengthen Socialist Democracy and Legal_System.") A third peri-
cidical containing foreign legal materials- translated into Chinese
has also begun to appear, International Legal Studies (Guowai
Fakue), as has a- new _weekly called_ The Chinese Legal System
News (Zhongguo Fazhi Baa). Brearly_1982, three or four additional
journals Were being-published regularly. China has also reinstated
its offiCial Gazette, The Bulletin of the State Council of the PRC,
suspended in 1966, which reappeared in the spring of 1980.

Books on law have begun to reappear, in numbers -that seem ex-
traordinarily large by comparison to those published over the laSt
20 yearS. Frorn_ shelves that once displayed only Chiarman Mao's
works and a limited number of political tracts, the_reader can now
select_ popular discussions of new codes and laws, treatises on a va-
riety of subjects including jurisprudence, Chinese legal history, for-
eign law, and translations of foreign statutes and treatises.

3. LEGAL RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

In addition, legal _research is also beginning to reap_ pear. Forums
on jurisprudence have been reported in the press, a new Chinese
international laW Society and ale Beijing Society of Law were es-
tablished in 1980; and contacts with foreign lawyers and _legal orga:
nizatioiis_ have Multiplied. Legal exchanges -are being encouraged;
also Courses by U.S. lawyers at legal and foreign_trade _institutes
have been conducted recently, and seminars had been organized at

500 3tudents expected in newlY reopetied Nerthwest PoliticalLegoLCollege); "Justice Ministry
Plans to Train More Lawyers'. FBIS May 22; Lri: "First Muncipal Night College of Law in
Chinn", Xinhua News Bulletin Dec. 13, 1980, p-. 37.

6' "China Developing -Higher Education in LaW", Xinhoo News Bulletin April 23, 1980. p: 3:
n2"Central Judiciary Cadre Shobl Opens in Henan", FBIS Dec; 3. 1980; L14.
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which grouit-: of foreign lawyers have_given lectures on topics of in-
terest to zi Chine§e_iudience. At one such seminar organized by the
Legal Affairs Department of the Chinese Council for the Promotion
of International Trade -in March-April, 1980, this author.and five
other l'ilwyers, althogether_from_three law firms, lectured to an au-
dience which on some days numbered over a hundred. Other §eini:
nars or series of lecture§ have been given by other U.S:- and - foreign
kiwyez-S, and will certainly continue to take place. Also, ChineSe
foreign trade 'personnel kind legal workers are being sent to the
United States and other countries fbr study at law schools and for
practical experience at la* firms.""

a Civil and Economic Law
Although most recent institution-building hasbeen related to

criminal matter~. work is proceeding in other areas as well A code
of civil procedure was .1.dopted on March 1, 1982," by which time a
draft civil code a§ being circulated. Important no doubt to some
fOreigners is movement_ toward establishing a patent system." The
zictivity of the courts-_ in divorce matters seems to be on the in-
crease,'''' and reform of family law is underway.

1. mEnzATioN

Of particuhir interest is the recent of ' encouragement of the
use of mediation- in settling disputes., '10 1)L .ice this institution in
perspective, it might be observed that since 1949 more effort has
probably been devoted to institutions for informal dispute settle-
ment than to niuSt formal legal inStii:itions. More recently, accord-
ing to an at ticle in the Chinese Legal System__News, after a period
of a p pa re n t disu§e local:level mediation committees have been es-
tablished, as they -were during the early 1950's_, on an almost na-
tionwide basis."" There are presently about --680;500 such commit=
tees involving _almost 4,000,000 mediators. The_same article esti-
mated that the§6 mediation committees resolved more than
3,000,000 dispu_14.4 during 1980. Depending on the specific locale;
the number or disputes resolved through mediation was greater
than the _number of cases heard_ through judicial channels by a
factor of between five to several ten fold:-As is customary in such
discussions; they emphasize that such mediation has been generally
succesSful zind is well received, by the populace."7

The Chinese use of mediation _should be seen in its very special
context. A common Chinese use of mediation has been in relatively
"srnall7 disputes, usually on_thedomestic or neighborhood level, in-
voking/husband-wife conflicts or spats between neighbors."" Such

"Civil Procedure 1.nw of 1111. People's Republic of China.- JI'RS s0370. March 22. 1982. Co.
Siitiological and Military Allfirs. No. 2:1, pp. :l2-1;7 _

"Renmin 11ihin Calls for Creation a riitrent I.:BIS...June !I, LII-L14. See also
Bernev, "(71,inir's Draft Patent 1..1w:47. hinit 13usiness Review Mar -June 19/0, p. 39,

OffiNils Describe Divorce Procedures it, City", FIRS, February 7. 19811, RI.

I.nbman, "MOO and Mediation' supra n. I.
"Peoples Nlediation Committees widespread in Cities and rowns," Zhongguo Fazhibao

[Chinese Legal Ss turn Newsl January 9, 1981, p. I; "Mi,diators resolve more than ,s1,:1011 Civil
Dispute Xinhott Newt Bulletin. June 13, 1981.

.." See generally "Twenty.seven Ye:irs Seems like A Day: An Interview with Mediation
Committee \Ladet .1.1 Zhimgi.ttio Fazhihao [Chinese Legal System News] May 5, DISI. p.

Continued
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disputes were settled informally long before 1949; although the
People's Republic has claimed that mediation today is a uniquely
Communist institution:63 In today's China; as in the past, media-
tion is viewed as an Aternative means of settliitg disputes; but a
primary emphasis is also on its function as a means of suppressing
di:qmtes or preventing them from reaching the point where they
must be resolved judically.7° The preference for avoiding third-
party adjudication appears stronger than in the West.

Although mediation may reflect traditional values it has also
been incorporated into the techniques used by the Communist state
to paetrate Chinese society. This is illustrated by what have been
described recently as the four primary "tools of the trade" of the
mediater:

(1) The mediator should actively publicize and encourage the
use of mediation as a tool in dispute settlement;

(2) The mediator should know the personalities, occupations,
and points of tension and potent'al disputes or members of- the
community: So forearmed, the ir,...diator, when a dispute arises,
should have a fair idea of what is involved and how the dispute
can be_settled:

(3) The mediator should pay attention to developing pro-
grams -to keep children and youth occupied.

(4) The mediator is expected to pay repeated visits to the
families within his jurisdiction to maintain communication
with them.''

These guides to being a good Chinese mediator underscore the de-
sired, ubiquitousness of the mediators (who are often frequently re-
tired persons with few or-no other duties) within relatively small
groups, in order to promlite regular and constant interaction be-
tween mediator and populace,

In their present form they mediation committees, do not appear to
differ substantially from the mediation committees that were cre-
ated in the nineteen fiftiesland continued to exist during the years
that preceded the Cultural Revolution. Even after the Cultural
Revolution (1966-19(i9) although separate mediation committees
may have fallen into disase; the street "activists" continued to me-
diate petty disputes.' j

It might be noted that in an earlier period the mediation com-
mittees were used to conSolidate the urban apparatus of control
which had been created snen after 1949,73 and to reinforce the dis-
cipline required for industrialization which was then emphasized in
economic policy. Today, perhaps, increasingly assertive mediation
committees could help to strengthen the control over the lives- of
urban residents exercised by the local street committees, which
were, severely damaged during the Cultural Revolution: Striking to

4; "Recalling Peoples Mediation Committee Leader Huang Hanyu," Zhongguo_F_azhibao
nese. Legai SySteni Newsj January_16_1981;_p. 2;_ "City Dwellers and the Neighborhood Commit-
tee." Beijing Review 44, November 3. 1980, ,pp. 20-21.

"See e.g., Jerome Cohen, "Chinese Mediation on the Eve of Modernization" California
Law- Review, Vol. p. 121)1 (19))8).

"Luta-Pan, Mao_and Mediation." supra, note 1.
11 "Recalling People's Mediation Committed,-Leader Huang Hanyu," Zhongguo FaYhibao [Chi. :-

nese Legal System News] January Hi. 1981, P. 2.
72See,,e.g., Frolic, supra,.n...1 at 233 -41.
73 Lubman, "Mao and Mediation," supra, note 1.
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the Student of Chinese law is the similarity between Chinese media
accounts of the activities of mediation committees today and those
published in the nineteen fifties; now; as then; the media empha-
size the desirability of using them, the contributions they make to
social diScipline, and their acceptance by the masses; Once again,
mediation has been mustered into the service of economic diSci-
pline.

2. ECONOMIC DIVISIONS OF PEOPLE'S COURTS

Courts in a number of cities and major towns have eiStabliShed
"economic divisions" to handle cases that may have serious. Pco-
nomic consequences. They have been charged with responsibijity to
crack down on Speculation, profiteering and other economic ,Crimes,
to provide efficient disposition of economic conflicts between enter=
prises (including Chinese and foreign enterprises); and to provide
for a smooth adjustment to China's economic growth. According to
a Xinhua report, by late 1980 about a thousand economic- divisions
had been established at various levels, most at the lowest level, and
600 more were in the process of being established.74

Arcording to this same report, during 1980 the economic divi:
sions handled a tot. 1 of 6,100 cases. Of these, roughly 1,600 were
caS-os involving econctnic crimes and 4,400 were cases involving eco-
nomic disputes. It should be noted that more than 4,300 of the
cases brought to the economic divisions were eventually resolved
through mediation.75

Here again the preference for settling disputes by compromise
rather than by use of a third party adjudicator iS Striking. Strong
eniphasis WAS laid on mediation by members of the Economic Divi-
sion of the- Beijing Intermediate-Level Court, with Whom this
author met in April, 1980. Similarly, Chinese factory officials have
told this author and other foreigners interested_ in economic dis-
pute-resolution that they would strongly prefer to reach a compro-
mise in a dispute rather than take the matter to a court.

Clear definition has not yet been given to the jurisdiction of the
new economic divisions. Recent reports have described their juris-
diction as extending to cases that involved (1) contract breach caus-
ing heavy political or economic losses, (2) serious eases of deception
or shoddy work resulting_ in heavy losses, (3) failure to, treat indus-
trial waste or neglect or operational safety ach can seriously
impair the health of workers or peasants or damage public inter-
est, (4) economic sabotage, (5) foreign trade, maritime affairs, insur-
ance and joint ventures between Chinese and foreign corpora-
tions.7"

It appears from this description that the authority of the eco-
nomic divisions is not to be limited to matters arising out of con-
tracts between enterprises. Rather; the economic divisions are em-
powered to decide any cases which may have substantial economic
ramifIcatiOnS. For example, the economic dividion f the Chongging

""Courts 11-ave- Already EstAbliiihed Wry Than 1002 Economic Divisions, Guangming
Ribao, March 27, 1981, p. 3.

'Ibid. .. -: -\-

"E,g "Chongqing People's Court Sem Up E7nomic Division," Xinhua Daily Bulletin. July
20, 1979.
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Intermediate Peoples' Court heard a case involving a navigation ac-icr !
cident on the Yangtze River. The court found that the accident was'
the result of a serious neglect of duty on the part of several work-
ers; who were sentenced to prison terms. Jurisdiction of the eco-
nomic division was apparently grounded on the fact that the acci-
dent involved a loss of over 300,000 yuan and resulted in fourteen
dea ths."

Another report, from Tianjin in a Xinhua release of Januar 21,
1980; told how the newly established Economic Division of. the
Tianjin Intermediate Court had mediated a dispute arising out of
the unilateral cancellation by the buyer of a contract with a com-
mune unit for the production of circuit boards. The buyer was or-
dered to pay damages to compensate the seller for materials used
to manufacture the eventually unwanted goods, as wr.,11 as for other
expenses.78

To foreign observers to whom speciai L e justified_by
reason of judicial expertise in a certain area (!. itive law; the
Chinese economic divisions may seem curious. Tht, .:conomic divi-
si(,ns do not seem to be premised on judicial r7r. r ha ity with tech-
!): : issues connected to particular types of Instead,_the

,.ance of the economic divisions seems to lie in_the importance
of the subject matter, such as the occurrence of substantial or
heavy economic loss. Explanation probably lies in recalling that
since 1949 courts or tribunals have frequently been establiShed in
China on an ad hoc basis to deal with cases which are intended tr.,
the focus of special efforts, very frequently in connection w.'11
major campaigns. In earlier years, 'Jr example., special tribuna)
were established to deal with land reform in 1949-1951 and with
cases of economic corruption during a prolonged campaign in 1953:
The trial of the Lin Biao-Jiang Qing cliques was heard by special
tribunals, showing that this trend continues. The present economic
divisions seem to be somewhat more sedate version of these special-
ized tribunals, now less differentiated from the formal judicial hier-
archy than their predecessors.

The difference in form seems to express an a'::'=irript to keep the
new courts within the existing judicial framework rather tlu.zi to
establish them entirely outside it, and suggests a new willingness
to respect the funational specialization of established ;;7rlicial insti-
tutions. Whether the forms will also be used tc develop and crticu-
late substantive legal rules, of contractual responsibility or crimi-
nal responsibility, is too early_ to predict; Much will depend on
whether efforts are made to define the jurisdiction and doctrine of
the new courts, or whether they will he allowed to languish if the
concern of the Chinese leadership to highlight economic crimes
should lessen.

3. DEVELOPMENT OF ECONOMIC LAW

a. General
In- keeping with recent ..mphai.is on modernization of the law,

much attention is being paid to the area of economic iegislation. In

" Ibid.
7" "Tianjin Intermediate OAK Handles Economic cases", ERIS January 23, 1980, R2-R3.

0 ,
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addition to the large body of legislation already enacted, with the
attempt to reforth economic organizations more legislation has
come into force; although much of it remains unpromulgated."
Alongside theSe deVel-opments and reflecting the wide-ranging eco-
nomic reforms which are being carried out to decentralize arid ta=
tionalize the organization and management of Chinese industry,
the press and legal periodicals have discussed_the details and Un-
derlying policies of new and proposed. regulations: Recent "cam-
paigns regarding the need for regulation_ of the_forestry industry,
frit example, have stressed the need for preservation of forests to
maintain environmental balances and

while
of the for-

eStry industry. According to the commentators.; hile the regretta-
ble state of the industry may be__due in part to an uncertain eco-
nomic climate, insufficient foreign capitalization of the industry,
and uncertainty of ownership rightS in the forests, it is equally
true that the current forestry regulations, because of lack of suffi-
cient pur.itive proviSionS to discourage violators, is to blame for the
waste of the natural resource; Thus the call to strengthen the regii:
liitions thiS ai.ea." What is most significant about this
discussion is that a new forestry law was adopted in_ principle in
early 197 at the start of the Chinese drive for legal reform.81 The
fact that the Communist Party had to issue new regulations in this
area two years_ after the original law_ symbolizes many of the prob-
lems besetting China's efforts to build a modern legal system. 82

In addition to discussions of new and forthcoming economic legis-
.lation, substantial interest has been Shown in_the broader question

of the relationship of new economic regulations to other areas of
law: The most pressing question posed for__Chinese lawmakers is
Whether the economic legislation; much of which is concerned with
inter-enterprise relations, should_be_stibsurni within the body of
civil law which also applies to citizens; ,-11i,uld economic laW be
considered a separate branch? If the latter, .Nhot is the nature of
its relationship to the civil law? Finally, in any case, what are -the
ramifications of the existence of economic leg:slatiou for the over-
all legal system? Students of Soviet and- Eastern 1.;'itropan societies
will detect a fainiliar ring to these questions, w!-.::;h have been
asked and answered in various ways by European Lein?r,:trd:;!.
tions.

In 1979 the Law Institute of the Chinese Academy of Social Sci-
encci, fideig-ored a fbrum,to consider some of these questions." All
of the commentators seemed to assume that economic law and civil
lav-v were two 'distinct, though itstPr-related legal Spheres, and that
the primary jurisprudential qu _.ion they faced was c ,termining
the boundary between economic law and civil law. The discussion
is worth our attention, Since it ; .1timately related to what has
lately become a recurrent and visiole issue in Chinese politics: the
proper relationShip betwen the individual and the state.

1" Nii!,_e,f.:,_ alltaling_to gamy regulations enacted sinci 1979 We Must Strengthen the Work
of Economic 1A14!slation,- Rentnin Ribao, May. 14, MI. -

"" "Run Pore.stry Work According lb Litw._ Re& Flag ,No-5, March-1, 1931 pp. 27-31. 1"Only
when there is a Stable 1.>Olicy which is trusted by the people can a stable situation for forest
areas beinsured -.)

" ' "Text of New For -stry Act -Recently Adapted by NI1C_ FIRS_Mititch 2_, 1979 E1-10.
"4 !!CCP, State Coun it Make Decisions .on E Or(litry.. _MS March 12,1981 1.11-1l.

"" "Aeaderait Forum on Civil and Economic Laws," Faxuc Yanjiu, 1979 No. 1, pp. 11-22.
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According to one writer; the significant difference between the
two branches of law is clear:

Economic law regulates . . . the relationships arising from the management of
the national economy and the economic activities- of socialist organizations. Civil
law regulates . . . primarily the rightsresponsibilities relationShip which emerges
among citizens in the course of their civil activities_ including the property relations

\between citizens and socialist organizations. . . . -Participants -of the ethiiiiitik law
--- arc primarily socialist organizations . . .. the plants and enterprises under the

system of ownership by the whole people and the system of- collective ownership, as
well_ as the economic organizations at all levels of the people's commune structure.
On the other hand, the subjects of the civil law are primarily citizens-as trldunduata
vested with rights and responsibilities in the civil lego! relationship. (Emphasis
added. t "4

.Among the reasons for distinguishing_ between the civil law that
pplies to individuals and the economic law that applies to the
tate and its Otgatis is the basic difference to the legal capacities of

ildividual citizens and governmental agencies:
por Imitanros _citizens_ may establish between themselves relationship of loaning

anti borrowing currency; but this is totally dOcrent from the trust and loan rela-
tio ship between the-state -bank. and _socialist economic organizaticnt. E. would be
iiiii pi-bpi-late to see the two as the same relationship of property circulation and to
put _-hem together in _the same chapter of the same legal code. On the one hand the
ban -. is tin economic organization of the states on the other hand it is also a manage-
rial i-egiiii_ of the state; and has the task and powers to manage the currency on
behal of -the mate,. To separate the coercive effect that banks have in exercising the
06%;4-/(2 -' of fitailanging the currency from the relationship of borrowing and loaning
Curreif.y_Wetild_ouse the banks to lose their character and function in the area of
trust a id lotus."'

Fur -Ler, as one commentator noted, "the basic characteristic re-
lations--that -arelationa that _are regulated by economic law are those of product al=
locatio and commodity circulation derived.. on the basis of _state
plannin ." As such;_ economic law _must assume a hierarchy in its
applicat -on: ". . . The obedience that subordinates must have for
superior. i . .-. is characteristic of the regulation of_economic laW.36
On the Other civil law is grenlised on "The principle -Y,1

equality and equitable compensation:" 87 There is .thus_ another
aspect to .the_ civil laweconomic law dichotomy. Civil law rela-.
tibtia, in short, are individualistic, _ unplanned _and _horizontal; the
relationships which would fall within the ambit of economic law
are collective, planned, and hierarchical.

_ It is thus no surprise that one commentator hated that "legal re-
lationships under civil law are the- most vividly.exemplary of the
principle_of bourgeois rights," and that the role of civil law must be
t.ri ti.ietd in its contents and the scope of its application in a social-
irt society. "Under the conditionszof socialism, it is iw,.ppropriate to
expect that the principle of equality in the civil law relationship
should be completely_applicable in the commodity relations in the
prcidtittion sphere."88 Relevant here are- controversies arising_ out
of emphases on. both profits and noncollective -:nterprises, which
squarely raise the ideological problems which resurgent private en-
terprise is bound to inspire in a sociallst society.

"bid.. p.
"5 Ibid.. p. 18.
"''} Ibid., p. 17,
"7 Ibid., p.
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It remains to be seen exactly: how distinctions between the civil
law and the economic law will be made in legislation. The atten-
tion being paid to it signifies a recognition that China must now
address the issue of defining_ legal aspects of the uneasy economic
relationshipsand the shifting accommodations requiredbetween
the individual and the socialist state.
b. The law on econ mzic contracts

A new Chinese law on economic contracts between enterprik0
within China was adopted on December 13, 1981 by the National
People's Congress Although not the first attempt to _legislate
rules for such contracts, it is the most ambitious. It can only
become meaningful; however, if very vigorous measures are taken
to implement it

The law begins by stating that it applies to "economic contracts,"
which are agreements between- "legal persons" for achieving "a
certain economic purpok and for defining [their] rights and obliga-
tions." The law's application is extended also to contracts of "indi-
vidual businessmen' and "rural commune members" with enter-
prises, thus crossing the theoretical lines between civil and econom-
ic law as discussed above. _

Basic principles are stated at the outset: Contracts must not be
imposed by one party on the other, and cannot be interfered with
by third partieS. The contracts establish legally binding obligations
on both sides, which may not unilaterally deviate from them. Con=
tracts may be declared invalid if they violate law; policies, or plans;
if they were signed through deception or coercion; if Signed by an
agent who oversteps his authority; or if they violate "state interest
or public interests:"

Other general provisions provide for powers of attorney to agents
acting on behalf of economic units, and enumerate proVi8ions
which all contracts must contain as a minimum (such as object,
quantity, quality; price, time limit for performance, place and mode

-of execution of the contract, and responsibilities for breach), use of
RMB as the currency of payment unless otherwise Stipulated by
-law, settlement of accounts through the bank; deposits, guarantees
of performance by third parties, consequences of a finding of

calculation of product quantities and prices, standards of
product quality, and a requirement of timely delivery. Rules are
then stated for specific types of contracts; such as for construction
projects, processing, transportation of goods, electric power supply,
warehouse storage, lease of property, loans, property insurance,
and scientific nr 1 technological cooperation.

An attempt been made to set limits on changes in contracts:
So long as state interests or economic plans are not adversely af-
fected, a contract may be changed or canceNed by mutual agree-
ment if the plan on which the contract is based is changed; if fac-
tors beyond the control of the parties make performance impossi-
ble; if a plant is closed down, ceases production or is converted to
other uses; or if a party breaches the contract. However, if one
party's change causes "losses" to the other, it must compensate the

" Renmin Ribao, Dec. 17, 1981. Translated in JPRS 79807, Economic Affairs, No. 194. Jan. 6,
1982, pp: 90-108.
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injured party: No contracts may be changed if they involve prod-
ucts provided for in the plan, unless such changes are approved by
the agency that has issued the plan.

The new law's emphasis on economic discipline is clearest in the
sections on breach of contract. Responsibility for breach may be
borne by one side only or shared by both. Individuals who cause "a
major action or serious lawsuit" through "dereliction of duty, Mal-
feasance or violation of the law" are subject to economic, adminis-
trative and even criminal sanctions. Even if breach is caused by
the "fault" of a higher-level organization; that "leading body" may
be responsible.

Damages or penalties may have to be paid (out of profits and not
production costs, warns the law), although the injurced party may
also demand specific performance. In many cases, apparently both
damages and a penalty must be paid: If actual loses exceed the pen-
alty, the party at fault must also pay damages. Specific instances
in which penalties and damages must be paid are then enumer-
ated. For example; sellers of below-quality articles must pay both _a
penalty and damages, and suppliers of electricity must compensate
consumers for losses caused by reductions in power supply brought
about by the supplier's fault. Amounts of penalties and methods of
calculating damages are not specified in the law.

If disputes arise out of these contracts; the two sides must "con-
sult" with each other. If they cannot settle the dispute themselves,
either party may request "mediation or arbitration," by "the organ
governing contracts signed by the state," although no such organi-
zations are specifically named in the taw to handle such disputes.
A knowledgeable Chinese legal scholar has stated in conversation
that these are likely to-be- housed at various local levels of the Gen-
eral Administration of Industry and Commerce.

The provisions for arbitration do not mean that the courts have
been neglected. A narty to a contract "may also directly bring a
suit . . . at the people's court." Suit in the people's courts may also
be brought after aritration by way of appeal by the losing party. If
a party to a contract who has breached it has been ordered to pay
damages by an arbitratioil organ or a court; the banks must
comply by effecting the payment. Criminal liability for a variety of
illegal acts in connection with contracts is also stated. Finally, "for-
eign economic and trade contracts" are mentioned as subject to
rules to be formulated separately "with reference to the principles
laid down by the law and international practice."

Taken on its face alone; the new law raises many questions. It
implies the development of legal rules on many issues with which
the Chinese legal system has not, heretofore dealt with systemati-
cally, such as interpretation of contracts, determination of fault for
breach, mad calculation of damages. The new laW is very legalistic
in requirin_g enterprises which entrust representatives with the
power to enter into contracts on their behalf to give them powers
of attorney. Contracts signed by agents who exceed their powers
can be declared invalid; although the consequences of such a decla-
ration of invalidity are not discussed.

Western legal systems abound in questions arising out of _the re,
lationships among principals, agents, and third parties. Soviet and
Eastern European legal doctrine on fault for breach is extensive
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and growing. Chinese legal doctrine on these subjectS, however, is
only miw in the earliest stziges of evolution; a code of civil law, now
under preparation, will address these subjects, but even after it is
promulgated it will necessarily require much interpretation. More-.
over not many personnel at Chinese law courts or at the new arbi-
tration organs are likely to have extensive legal training. The new

_rules may be too legalistic not only for the economic units whose
conduct they are to regulate, but also for the officials who will ad=
minister them. At the siime time, though, they may stimulate slow
growth in the use of sophisticated legal concepts.

These problem§ are not without interest for foreigners, especially
those who invest in equity joint Ventures in China._Foreign trade
contracts wi:1 be the Subject of another law, as noted above, but
when a joint venture in China concludes a contract- with domestic
Chinese entities, preSumably it will be expected to act as a Chinese
domestic entity. It is after all a "legal person" in China. The eco-
nomic contract law can serve to link joint ventures with the rest of
the Chinese economy, just as it will link Chinese units with each
other-. 'Thus, the contractual rules applicable - -to contracts of pur-
chase and sale, construction projects and all the other transactions
mentioned in the economic contract law should apply to such
transactions when they are entered into by joint ventures. It -re-
mains to be seen, too, whether the new rule will apply in the Spe:
cial Economic Zones, which are not specifically excepted from ap-
plication of the law.

The new Chinese law on economic contracts responds to a web of
complex problems. It reflects the perceived necessity to_define and
emphasize the responsibility of each economic unit for its own per
formance, consistent with current policy, which aims, as a recent
Xinhua article put it, to "gradually make the enterprise a relai:ve-
ly independent economic entity.' The task is not easy. For in-
stance, media reports suggest thb t when enterprises plan their
profits they may try to have them set at a low level so that above-
plan profitS,_ portions of which can be retained at the enterprise
and distributed as bonuses, will swell. Other media reports indicate
that rural production teams and brigades try to argue that natural
conditions prevented them from attaining their set quotas and ful-
filling their contracts.

Contrzicts are used to define responsibility in communist as well
as capitalist legal systems. The new Chinese law on economic con-
tract is the lateSt of a SerieS in the Communist world. For many
years in the Soviet Union and all other European Communist coun-
tries, contracts for products subject to economic plans have also
been subject to special legal rules, and disputes arising out of them
have been settled by special bodies which,except in Yugoslavia, are
not part of the ordinary civil courts. In the Soviet Union, for in-
stance, contract disputes among state enterprises are decided_by ar-
bitral boards which determine fault fc! breach of contract and
award damages. The ordinary law,court.:; are regarded as too cum-
bersome and slow-moving to adapt their decisions to implementa-
tion of the economic plans.

The Soviet §y§tern is not without problems which are likely toes
appear as the Chinese economy becomes more complex. The
volume of cases brought to the Soviet arbitration boards has stead-,,

2
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ily risen Over the years, and they have had to formalize their-Pro=
cedureS and pennit the upe of lawyers, despite an- earlier -ideal of
using simple procedures wilhout law-trained profesSibrialS. Also,
Soviet enterprise managers have been able to use the law as a
shield, although the leadership may prefer to think of it as a sword
to enforce discipline: Soviet enterprise- managers can request an ar-
bitration commission release them from obligations imposed by the
economic plan before a contract has been concluded pursuant to
the plan.

The new Chinese law is not the first set of rules to be enacted on
contracts in China. Since 1949 rules have been established within
ministries and for certain types of contracts. Many of theSe rifle§
Probably remain in effect. During the 1950's'contract disputes were
settled informally; although the Soviet contract arbitration system
was studied cloSely and some movement toward adoption of that
system was evident; at least from scholaAy writings in 1956. How-
ever, the anti7rightist campaign of 1957'ostopped evolution of the '
legal system dead and the Great Leap_ Forward was hardly conge-
nial to development of economic law. Yet -in 1962, during -the eco-
nomic_ revival after the Great Leap; the State Council and the Cen-
tral Committee of the Chinese Communist Party issued a "hOtice"
on the strict performance of contracts, providing for arbitration by
economic- commissions at various levels.9° The system was OPerat=
ing in 1978 according to conversations which this author had with
officials of the economic commission of one major Chinese industri:
al city. In the meantime, especially in recent years, internal rules
on contracts ha 're been established:

Relevant here are the recently established economic divisions of
the regular peoples' courts, discussed above; the which resort can
presumably be had if informal methods of dispute settlement f il.
Yet, even if appropriate mechanisms for enforcing the new I ws
are soon established and staffed, several related problems Will be
encounterd by the enforcers of the new law: One is simply he
tendency of officials to ignore rules which should guide their min=
duct. AS one article in the Peoples Daily ;n December, 1981 said;
"Even now certain departments or units still do not underStand
the function of these [economic} laws and regulations. They do not
know how to make use of them to guide and control economic mat=
ters." 91 The Southern Daily in an article in November 1981; was
more pungent:

In everyday- life, the phenomenon of turning a deaf ear to party instructions and
government dcrees or failing to seriously carry them out is evident almost eve*,
where " in refusing to act upon tht instructions of higher authority -some
people never stop saying that they are doing so with, the interest of the masses in
mind ' ' "

"Notice_-tiLthe Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party and the State Council
Relating to Strict Adherence to Capital Construction Procedures and to Strict Perfornintide of
Economic Contracts,'! nee. 10, 1962, Zhonghua Renmm Gongbegoo Fagui Huibion, Vol. 13
(1962A 9631ICturipendiurri of Laws and Regulations of the Peoples Republic of China] Beijing:
Falu Chubanshe, 1964, pp. 62-63.

Cu Ming Further Strehgthen Economie Legialative Work,!.. Renmin Ribao Dec. 4; 1981,
translated in FBIS Dac._11,1981, K12 -K14

"Nanfang Ribao on Following Party, National Rules," Nov. 28, 1981, irtm .-..ted in FBIS
Dec. 7, 1981, Pl.
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Of course the new law is an attempt to bring rules tiJ bear on eco-
nomic di§order, bUt the* complaints sugge§t that the oldiways will
die hard and that very vigorous enforcemerit will be fieeded.

Also, Chinese enterprise Managers maY not want to involve a
court 0- arbitral body in settling their contact disputes._In the past,
as noted- abeVe, they have preferred to coinproViise their problems
among themselves: Preference for quiet disposiiion of economic dif=
ferences among enterprises may be related to traditional Chinese
aversions to iitif_5ation; but it probably al §o reflects apprehension at
exposing errors Or unlawful_ conduct to other agencies of the state:

If these observations are accurate; the goals of the new law are
very ambitious. Energetic enforcement will be needed to change
and guide the habits of thought of Chirra's enterprise managers. If
past Chinese practice is any guide, considerable publicity -in the
Chinese media will be required; in order to emphasize to Chinese
managers that the drafters of the law mean business.; Wide - ranging
and continuing efforts over a long period of time are likely to be
needed befOre the new law meaningfully affects the decision making
of Chinese enterprises.

III. PROBLEMS AND CONTRADICTIONS

The considerable effortS described above to build a legal system
involve institutions incompletely . rlier in the history
of the PRe_on a Stalinist model, lacking preexi ting support in the
'Value§ left-behind by either traditional society r the transition to
revolution; and then demolished in a nationwide spasm of violence
of di§order. Against the background of the previous summary it is
useful to note some recurrent themes in Chinese discussions of the
latest Period of institution-building. These discussions help provide
insight into some of the: conflictingivalues which the legal system is
perceived to embody by- its architects, its participants and the pop-
ulace and; therefore; into the tangled values of Chinese moderniza-
tion itself. /

t. 2t Law and, Mobilization
,Even _if a commitment has been made to develop the new legal

institutions, some of the means used- to- invigorate them may dis-
tort their growth: Illustratively,- popularization of the new legal in-
stitutions throUgh_the Party-led propaganda apparatusa standard
administrative device for the/ last thirty yearshaS beer wide-
spread. Typically, after the National People's Congress adopted a
group of laws in 1979, the /Anhui Provincial _Party Committee
called for a campaign to observe "publicizing the seven laws
month- throughout the proyince for the 30-day period beginning
from the twentieth of Augtist.93 Four days after the provincial
forum mentioned above, 0-10 Provincial Party Committee held a
telephone_ conference "calling on all places to further whip up, an
upsurge of studying and publicizing the sevet laws to make them
knOW to every household and person." s4

1

/ °'
Anhui Holds Telephone Conferente on Publicizing NPC Laws," FBIS, August 15, 1979, 03-

4.
. ibid. .. .. ,

i
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Similarly. Shand() lig l'rovince launched a campaign featuring
special classes for members of the three agencies administering the
criminal process to,stu a new laws, as Well as propaganda ma-
terials prepared sprcii.':_ for the campaign (e.g: -an article entitled

Part iiers Should_ Play an Exemplary_ Role in
E-IfOrcing iAnd i i ig the Law"); radio _broadcasts; theatrical
pv-formances; tenures.- The target of the campaign was an-
nouoced: "ail cadres in potiticcd and legal departments and all po-
licemen must_be trained by the end of September'_'.'5

To the foreign observer; use of a dampaign-style', approach to the
regularization -of -legal institutions involves some- inherent contra-
dictions. Regularization does not seem to be a likely prOduct of a
campaign; it could be more logically thought to emerge; as _the out-
come of sustained incremental effort. So fostered; it would be more
likely, to endure.,. Campaigns also may tend to infect the legal
system with precisely the kind of _unevenness in the rhythms_of bu-
reaucratic and political life that law is su_pposed to reduce. This is

even more true; obviously; of political campaigns which )ink legal
activities to specific short4erm goals, such as punishineeconomic
crimes, and which are discussed below: Moreover; for the last
thirty years_ the successions_ of campaigrks and the changes in policy
which they have symbolized and implemented have inspired consid-
erable caution_and cynicism among bureaucrats and populace

B: Lair and the Party
There are indications that the issues discussed here are.clearly

perceived in China; even if the vocabulary of discussion is different.
The coming into force of the new codes raises -some important
issues. What; for instance; is to be the relationship between law
and the Party? An article in the Beijing Guangming Daily on No-
vember__ 10; 1_979. squarely_ asserted -the .supremacy of law over
policy.'' An important article;in the e-Beijing Daily of January 4,
1980 stated that the principle Of leadership by the ;Party did nut
meau. demanding that Chinese Communist Party bommittees at
all 1vels be concerned about specific cases; it if ,--ly leadership
over principles and policies . Party leade.i :,, ta..insure
that formal legal institutions were not interfel, -7th by "other
administrative organizations groups aid individ.aN"presuMably
even including the Party itself."

Since then; the issue of the. relationship between Party_ and
courts has been discussed at some length. An arjicle

in
le in Jurispru-

dential Research_ in early 1980 amplified and _spell
detail view of the correct, relationship,%in which a separa-a

' tion of function -had to_ be observed; le4ding_to'V principle of_non-
interference_by Party CommitteeS at cdiirts in the decision of Spe=
cific cases. Otherwise, said the authors

!!, Shandong Launches C%totpatgn Puhlicize'New Laws". FlitS August 16, 1:170- 0-3,
"Enforcement of Policies and Fe .:-,rcernent of Laws", Guangming Rib Novem-

' ber In, 1070, p. :i in FIHS November i t,-197-9,-LI-1.3.
" "St-rent,n hem-the-Concept of-the Legal System and Re Resolute in the Implementation of .

, Beijing-Ribao January 4, -1980,

:
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Tho Judicial woi may tend to rely on he party committee to "guard the pass"
and neglect their own datier . . , furtherinore,_ the leading comrade of the partY
committee assisting in judicial work . . can_ only have a partial understanding of
the whole procedure because he does not personally attend to the case."

Another article, in the Beijing Daily, complained that "some
comrades, particularly leading comrades, do not comprehend the
need to revoke the practice of examining and approving cases ,by
party committees:" 99 The author cited an internal instruction
issued by the Central Committee of the Party and a speech by the
President of the Supreme People's Court urgi'ng that party commit=
tees cease "substituting laws with personal view." Nonetheless,
said. the ,author, "the other day one responsible person of the cer-
tain county party committee interfered in a,trial by wielding the
baton of 'grabbing inoependence from the party' and unjustifiable
dismissed the chief procurator from his post . . ." The seriousness
of the matter and the principle of_judicial independence were ener-
getically underlined: However, other views remain entrenched: Tn
mid-1981,, an important meeting on politico-legal work concluded:

Foreign bourgeois legal thinking should not influence and upset our judiciary.
The political and legal organs are State organs of dictatorShip and must jremain
strictly under the guidance of the Party committees at all leVels.
An editorial commenting on this meeting stated if the courts-, were
slow to punish lawbreakers severely, "the leading comrade [of the
Court's Party committee] must enter; give guidance, and solve the
probletn."100

Further public emphaSiS on judicial independence; and additional
and sustained high-level manifestations of support will no, doubt
continue to be necessary if judicial independence, frail in the best
of circumstances anywhere; is to have any future in China. Party
rule has been too long-lived and too firm to yield very easily to the
courts in any significant measure:

C. Law and Discipline
With the re-establishment of the legal system has arisen the

issue Of the extent to which the law should reach out to puniSh ciffiz
cials for crimes, although hitherto they have usually been subject
only to administrative sanctions tither by the government hiefatz
chy or by that of the Party. The Party has had its own organiza-
ouns to investigate and punish breaches of discipline, which often
constituted offenses against law as well. Recently, much publicity
has been given to the publication of "Guiding Principles of Inner=
Party _Life' and to,the establishment of the Party's "Central DiScii-
pline Inspection Commission."'" The issues involved here arelnot
merely_ legal; of course_,_ they involve nothing less than the credibil-
ity of the claim of the Chinese\communist Party that it is the diSciz
plined revolutionary vanguard o the Chinese people.

""Independent Judicial Function Party Leaderatup RelatiOrishiti Discussed" JPRS 165127, Po-
litical, Sociological and Military Affairs No. 121, oeb 2,1980, pp. 1-3.,

gu'Beijing Radio Decries interference in Legal Cases, FBIS February 4,1981,
iOO$ "Suppresaion of Criminality, China News Analysis, No. 121:., ,epUember 11, 1981, p.

2, quoting from Rennin- Ribao July 25, 1981, p. I.
_ r"See, e.g., "Deng Yingchao's Discipline Inspection Plenum Speech," FBIS March 2:8, 1981,
L2.
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I. "BUREAUCRATISM" IN GENERAL

The attention focused. on Party discifiline plainlY_ regarded by
many leaders as a symptom rather than a cause of a dangerous ill-
_n_esi4 that iiffects the Chinese body t: litie"buremeratisrn." 102
The term is used .to describe major a:. uses of power State and
Party officials; including the tendenc2, to treat one's_ area of jurs-
diction as a private domain; feeling superior to others of t'
rank;_insistence on special priyileges; feeling responsibility oc to
superiors in rank, whose favors are pursued, often by flattery arid
extravagant measures; corruption, embezzlement of public _funds,'
miszippro_priation of state property, accepting and giving bribes;
and interceding_ on behalf of relatives and friends. Media accounts
abbund with this type of conduct, often engaged in by Cadres over
long_ periods of time_and on a large scale before they were appre-
hended and punished.'"

_ Before the Cultural Revolution; there was hardly any question
th it if a cadre was exposed in serious offenses against discipline,
Communist_ morality, law,_ or all three; he wouid, in most cases, be
punished; if at all, within State or Party hierarchies as an adminis-
trative matter: "demerits", warnings of various degrees of severity,
demotion, transfer or dismissal have been the standard administra
tive punishments: :In 'the /case of Party _members; suspension of
Party inerribership or di,,nissal from the Party were additional se-
rious sanctions; The problem,_as_one commentator in the People's
Daily noted, is that because all posts are still basically decided
and appointed by higher _authorities . some cadres, who do not
have correct thinking, only hold themselves responsible to -their su-
periors rather than to the masses, thus reversing the _individual's
relations with the masses and the public servant's relations with
the_ masters:" 104

Equality of all before the law is a principle expressed -in China's
Constitution and Criminal Procedure Law, and much discussed in
the Chinese media. Under this principle-Party cadres are hot above
the law, and offendersand their children; note some "5who

102 Discussion in the following paragraphs is based on "Minster Criticized for Seeking-Special
Privileges. JPRS 76971-,.Dectmthr 10,1980, Political, Sociological-and-Military Affmrs,_No._146,
Vii. Et; ''Extravagant Eating, Drinking by Cadres_Criticized",_JPRS_77179._January 16,1981: Fait-

MilitaryAffilirs, No 157, page 10:k "Discipline Against Official Corruption
Asserted." Ibid. at 97; "Rennin Ritmo Comments on-Combating Bureaucratism," FRES-May-13,
1980.1,16; "Hatt to Practice of Interceding on-ffehalf of Friends, Ifeltitives_Urged," JPRS 76971;
December arid Military_Affairs :38.

In" See particularly "Discipline Against Official Corruption Asserted . Ibid.
"4 "Renmin Ribao Comments on-Combating Rureaucratism". supra.- note 102 at L18.
1°' Punishntnt of Children of official:: raises similar problems; and_has_heen.prominently_dis,

eusiwil in 'lie media. Forint:lance, according to one report, the police in Anhui Province arrested
young_ people for gang- fighting, including several who-were the children of, 'leading -cadres of
county departments and- bureaus." The report stated-that "Some-people" had asked themolice,
"Are you out of your nund_tolouch__those inflUential_peopler But the_ police,said tbe'report;
implemented -the principle that "everyone 's equal before the law" and arrested all of-the of-
fenders regardless of their parents' rank. The -county- Party Committee -also persuaded the
cadres to adopt a correct view if thit_matter,und__one_high_officiaL"dernarided" thathis_son_be
sternly-palm:IM: an_d_or4^1a: _day of t_he boy's arrest conducted a self-criticism. "Anhui County
Arrests .leading Cadres' Sons for. Gang Fighting", -FBIS-August 8:1979,-02-23.

More recent4y, in June-1980 a high -ranking-PLA leader was praistx: the press. for.writing a
fetter to the Wuhan Public.Sc.:curIty Bureau .."demanding_t_hat the, illega_acteities of his _grea.
nephew . be strictly dealth with." The Hubei Daily wrote an editiorial criticizing "the-be-
havior of certain leading- cadres-An trying to 'cover up-for their-law-breaking children. -"Hubei:
PLA Leader Urges Punishment of Erring Relative," FBIS June I I, 1980, Pl. In another incident

continued
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violate the law must be punished according to the law and by the
organs of the laik."'" From this it has been argued that merely to
suf. et to administrative discipline officials who violate the law is
insufficient punishment because; as one article puts it "'dismissal
in lieu of punishment' is a reflection of the influence of a feudal
privilege seeking mentality." 197 Assertion of these principles has
led to judicial trial of Party members who have committed crimes.

2. PUNISHMENT OF CADRES FOR CRIMES

In one case; a commune brigade Party branch secretary was ac-
cused of Stealing trees that belonged to the collective and was rep-
rimanded; and thereafter falsely denounced the commune member
who exposed his theft. The cadre was sentenced to fiVe years in
prison for misusing his authority. However, the commune Party
secretary at all times tried to shield the offender; wrote the Party
committee later, as a result of which "the masses completely lbSt

.their confidence in the integrity of our Party orgy .nation: "''
Another case further illustrates the problems and some current

uncertainties in applying the law to cadres: in Jiangsu Province.
according to a radio broadcast on 17, 1980, the Director and g
Deputy Director of ti local office of the Agricultural Bank of China
extended loans improperly; diverted some funds for personal use,
and fraudulently procured goods and materials. Their misdeeds
constituted violations et' administrative regulations and policies as
well as the crime of enibezzlement. The two men were investigated
by the local party committee, the Bank, and by the local Procur-
acy, which arrested them, presumably so_ that they could be pros-
ecuted. At the same time, it was announced that the local county
"Discipline Inspection Conimission" would deal with other persons
involved.'"

This report suggests both the overlapping of jurisdiction among
the bodies involved and the continued prominence of the Party in
dealing with offenses by Party members._The foreign observer can
only ask how decisions were made to prosecute two offenders while
relegating others to Party discipline_ Clearly, though, such deci-
sions ,ere made as administrative and discretionary matters
rather than as part of the formal judicial process.

A drive on economic crimes and corruption in the spring of 1982
reflected continued involvement of both Party disciplinary organi-
zations and the courts in punishing cadres: In two cases of large-
scale illegal activities, the Central Discipline Investigation Commis-
sion of the Central Committee was reported -to have conducted in-
vestigations; in one case, a local Communist Party secretary in the

thiit SOti of it 'ielitliott cadre at the municipal level" was sentenced to death for rape _in- Chang-
chun, in Jilin Province. The Chinese Youth News commented LIn the eighties of_s_ocinlist _Chino;
no one vdio breaks-the law can-escape the arm _of justice '. _L7 QQQQQQ Paper Comments on Sen-
tenet's of ClidreS' fhildi-kti'%__FIUS July, 2, 1980, L6-L7. In August,- 1980; the Beijing Daily an-
rinaiieod_that thirty cadres' chldren had been sentenced for their involvement in_a nfitiMiwide
smuggling ring. "All': Press deports Arrest of Senior Officials' Children"; FBIS August IR,
1980; -

I"' "traiditi_Beijiog. Party_ Cadres Not Above State Law-."- RUB August 25, 1980.1,15.
"Ouarigming Ribao on Dismissal as Punishment",-FBIS December 24, _198k L21.

,"" -Cadres Accused of Violating -Law - Sentenced to Prison_ Terms % JPRS 76617, October 14,
198O, Politica!, SOCiologicat arid_Miiitary Affairs, No. 127, page 20,

"" "Jiangsu Arrests Bank Cadres for Financial Violations , PHIS July 18, 1980, 01:

t)
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Party Committee of the Shenzhen Special Economic Zone and a
local cadre, also a Party member, were relieved of their -posts for
smuggling_ fbreign_ consumer products into China."0 In Henan, a
network of officials was punished _for large-scale illegal purchases
and reside of hundreds of automobiles and other vehicle. as well
Lis extensive bribery using cash Lind television sets:I t I__ Other re-
ports have told of arrest an conviction by the courts of an imagi-
native swindler_ who established a false institute that,,signed_con-
trnicts with both foreign Lind domestic enterprises,"2 and of the
head of the Guangzhou _Telecommunications Bureau; for specular
tion and profiteering._11" The courts were mentioned with special
prominence in the last two above-mentioned cases:

3. PUN:SIIMEN OF CADRES F'01( ADMINISTRATIVE MALFEASANCE

The widely-publicized case arising from thq capsizing of.an off:
shore oil rig ;-the "Bohai -NA: 2 ", which caused the dent;:::; of 72 crew
members in November 1979, is suggestive in pointing to the possi-
bility of expansion_ of judicial jurisdiction over acts_ of malfea_-
siince.11.4 An investigation by a group representing no less than 11
national_ and local- level- organi.ions_ concluded that the Ministry
of Petroleum Industry had erroceously ordered the rig moved too
quickly; that _out of zeal to _comply with this unreasonable order
local authorities had viOlated safety principles,- and that thereafter
the Ministry' failed to investigate the case properly; tried to cover_ it
up, and failed to punish the local officials who had ordered the
safety violations= The State Council removed the Minister of Petro-
leum Industry from his post and awarded a "demerit" to no less
than Vice _Premier Kang Shien: thereafter _three officials of the
local petroleum bureau and the captain of the towing vessel; were
prosecu ted:

The prosecutions in the ..ohai No 2" case as well as the case"
discussed in the precedinc. sections suggest that the Chineseleadi_
ship may begin to -expand the .e of law and law. courts in sat
ticaing officials and Party mernl,ers for conduct which violates
criminal law, ranging from ..Is clearly contrary to their respc
bilities such as theft of public funds to acts involving serious la. _es
of judgment in the exercise of their fiuthority. However, in the
light of Party supremacy and the we ness of formal legal institu-
tions generally, this expanded judici,. activity can only be tenta-
tive, That its implications are_serious ,s recognized bY cadres Who
try to interfere with citizens who accuse them and with procuracies
and courts that try to bring them to justice I 1 5 and by writers who

Iteennin Itilino Reports on Shenzhen Smugglinv-Case," FIRS Mir- 1982, E21.
" "Henan Province Solves-Case of Illegal Resale; FIBS Mier _11; 19!;2111). .

"Si, ndler sentenct.d.to yeeirs_., Xinhua News Bulletin:. Mar. 2n; 1982, p, 9.
' '11min_ghou Telecommunicotions Burexiu /lead Jailcd FBIS Apr. 1982,

"State Cerincil Decision on -Chi Rig Accident", Xin-h-ua-News-Bulletio._ August 25;_ 1980.
p 2.1; "t'hinese -Oil Ministr Relieved Of Post", .page 25; "Midistry of Petroleum Industry
(7riticiteet Igo. Offshore_ DiSaster.:_Xintula.News Bulletin. August 2.1. Peid, p. 47; "Four For Trial
in Oil Rig Case- Xinhua News Bulletin. August 30. 1980. p.

"'See, -g . The -Fl'eilongjimig Daily t November 28, 1979. reporting on several cases of local
Party interfi.rence in cases. In one.c, lecal__Party..secretary.had 'technically edited" records
of interrogation iria case involvinK., highranking Party membei. In another.- loco/ officials
tried to deter the Procuracy and police-from prosecuting the son of -fellow official for a serious
traffic violation. Li Shousan and Ma Wenyuan, "Exercise lAeadership. Don't InterfereThings

Con tin tied
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argue that there I:, no such thing in China as a "bureaucratic
class", and that cadres guilt: of bureaucratisni must net be treated
as enemies. t t';

It is difficult to foreStie the courts becoming meaningful partici-
pants in the punishment of unlawful acts by officials and Party
members in the netir future, unle s they are given extremely
strong support -at the highest'levels of Chinese. leadership. To do So,
however, could et,,-iity i(Nid to charges of destroying the Party by
rendering it hostage to accusations by antisocialistic non-Party en-
emies who could pervert the law to weaken Party rule; and; there-
fore, socialism itself. Chinese legal scholars have evidenced interest
in creating an zidminiStrative _law in China that would use quasiju-
dicial or judicial bodies_to control arbitrary_ cadre behaVior. The
problem is endernic in Chinese society, and the use of _courts sug-
gests thtit Party self-discipline has been recognized is inadequate.
How far the courts will he iillowed to participate remains in doubt.

: LINKS BETWEF.:N THE COURTS AND CURRENT POLICIES

Unlike the Anglo-American model in which courts are theoreti-
cally impartial agencies for adjudicating conflicts, Chinese courts
under the Communist Party have been seen and used as active par-
ticipantS in the implementation of Party and state policies. As in
all other Chinese governmental activities, it has long been common
to announce publicly the principal current policy goals which the
courts should Lunt to realize, and to link their work with imple-
menting thoSe. policies. For instance, Chinese judicial priorities
were stated Jiang Hua, the Presidert of China's Supreme Peo-
ple'S Court, in rile People's Daily of Awn 9, 1980. He said that the
four principal goai, of the courts in 1989 sl.ibuld be to "sev8rely
punish active criminals" by taking ",terner measures against sucl-
serious criminals commit :ruruer,_arson, robbery and rape',',
"check over the reverse Jet-ditl in cases involving the rehabilitat-
ed Liu Shaoqi, generai!y continue, the__ work of "checking over
framed:up 'bite and wrong cases: (presumably dating from the
Cultural hevolution), and "gradually put into practice the criminal
law and thr..' [criminal procedure law] ","7

Of special interest is the extent to yvhich the courts-have been
put to work in reviewing cases of political significnace. The work of
reviewing cases arising out of_the Cultural Revolution was given as
much stress as implementing the new codes of law_and criminal
procedure when thbse codes were first _promulgatedalthough
probably rr.c.st of that work was dove by Party organizations. Use
of the cou,.1- :-eflectS the strong need f&t by the Chinese.leadership
to turd squarPly away from the violence and irresponsibility of the
Cultutal T',.e...-(lution, and to right the countless arbitrary injustices

to Heed Ilefw-4.-- the- Enforcement of the New Laws'ifleilongliang_ Rihao, November 28. 1979
translated in FIBS November -28, 1979-, st-sz, An_ article in the People's Daily-of January 10,

1980 Complains about the refusal of 's,irs- ,,eople in charge"- to carry out dedsioria; and said
that "acts such as openly -defying the dn. '.y of law, obStructing_lhe exercise of judicial power
by People's -Courts F! nd refusing to carry ,uLcourt_ verdicts and rulinp, must be dealt with ac-
cordink to 3iahtio The Verdicts and Rulings of the People s Courts -Must be Carried
Out Renmin Mao, ,lanuary 10. 1980, p. 5, translated in FIRS January 23:1980;1,10.,L11.

"6"Hongqi Denies Existence of Nevi Class of BureaucraLs," FBIS March 31, 1981 L5.
"IJiang Hun, "garneStlY Pei-fat-in People s Court Work Well". Renmin Ribao April 9, 1980, p.

r.
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committed in the name of "correct" politics. In the course of this
activity the prestige of the courts may be raised,

Since the _criminal code and the code of criminal procedure were
promulgated in 1980, short-term goals have been set for the courts
in addition to their long -term objectives of meeting the standards
set by those two laws. Of' these short-term goals, there has been
particular high-level emphasis on the courts punishing economic
crimes.

Directives, which are treated as having the force of law, and ac-
companying explanatory_ policy statements, have explicitly called
for judicial activity t(_ focus_ upon_ ecohomic crimes. In January
1981, for instance, the Statn Council issued a "circular" attempting
to define speculation; "profiteering" and trade in prohibited
goods such as precious metals_and foreign currencies, and called for
a crackdown on smuggling) Provinciai and local instructions fol-
lowed," and widespread propaganda made unmistakable the lead-
ership's concern.12° -

- Reports of decisions by the courts in cases involving conduct of
the typo discussed in the "circular"; not surprisingly; proliferated
soon-after it was promulgated. There had been no shbrtage of re-
ports of such cashes before the State Count il directive,_ presumably
reflectirff the growing concern which led to that high-level expres-
sion.' ' reports appeared around the time- of the circular;
such as one on the arrest and accusation of a robber wholiad a_p
parently broken into Beijing's largest de'partment store and made

r.96c1§ and -nsh _of a total value of ten thousand _yuan)22
and ' f---v-in(:t of a Hong Kong resident for "swindling" in-
volv: of_a death certificate of _a Chinese citizen living in
Be;: . .:.,Jrl_property in Japan)23

ri,t rarres which heightened the drive on economic
crimes were 11 resolution of the NPC P`anding Committee amend-
ing the criminal code by 'ricreasing penalties for certain crimes 124
arri it decision on economic crimes issued by the Central Commit -
tee -of CCP and the State Council) 25

The articulation of short-term goals for,the courts, is not new in
the People's Republic _c. China; it has been a characteristic of law
adnunistration_ since 1949. However, ',rie.technique raises obvious
questions about the independence of the courts. Not only is the al-
location of scarce judici. 1 resources affected, but more importantly
the courts can expect to be evaluated by higher authorities on the

_ "Stott. Couneil. Dir'i..itt ivy on Crackdown on Speculation. Smug4ling." Xinhua News Bulle-
tin, January 15. 19S1, p.

"° tier l g , "Fujan Government- Issues Circular on- Smuggling" February 3. I981, P3;
"I langzhou Impart Con_trols'_',.F111S_Jiiiiniery 14,1981, O.

'," See; e "Some.Questions on Cracking Down on Speculation and Profiteering", Hongqi
No.:' 77853, April 17. 198-1,-Translations of Red-Flag,- pp-(4-67.
See, , berzler or Overseas- Chinese Bank Savings Punished", Xinhua News Bulletin;

NliVeiribe (Ivo-seas Chinese Association, official sentenced to suspended death
Spntence for embezzling 192,800 Yuan of overseas Chinese remittance and bank sa-v-i-ngs);
ing Higher Court Commutes Thieves' Death.....ntences-, FB1S 13. _1980. S3Ifartzry
employet. and wiife accomplice spate:K.14j to suspended death sentence for embezzling 2566 grams
of gold -11Irut&!ii_ykarwpreviousiy).

." -Beijing Department Store Robbery'', JPRS 77359, Political, Sociological and Military Af-
fairs Number-115, Feb. 10, 1981,-p.- 105.

12" ROM; S_Wilidler'_!,_,IP_RS_77_571.Ecan_omi- Affairs, No 119, March 12, 1981, p. 42.
'2' '1',11X1 Adopts Resolution on Economic Crimes". FB1S -Mar. 10. 1982,-KI-K3.
'25 CCPCC. State Council Decision on Economic Crimes, FBIS Apr. 14. 1982. K1 -K9.
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basis of their responsiveness to demands to meet the short -term
goals. It is likely that there_ will be heavy pressure to convict per- .

sons charged with violating currently-emphasized laws. ThiS haS
certainly been true in the past. _However, if_a_"clittipaigti" style of
justice continues to be a part of- judicial _administr 'ion in China;
functional specialization anti judicial ine'.periderice of the courts
Will be inhibited,

The Chinese leadership has been sensitive-to theSe issues. For
ample, a Xinhuzi article distinguished the drive against economic
criminals from the left;st "expansion of class struggle"; 1 2 6 a deci-
sion of the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party
and the State Council On "dealing_ blows at serious criminal aetivi-
ties in the p000-mic (-.-4d", adopted in April 1982, Said in part,

In dealt activities in the economic sphere, we arc reso-
lutely :lie work a mass * ' However, in dealing with

iiiid ,:,:s which are relatively complicated and_ which involve more
P-eiiPle, We-trust completely follow the mass lines; that is; we must, within a definite
scope, iiiiibilize the masses knowing about the cases to factually expose and inform
against those who have committed serious crinies.' 2 7

As the proceding quotation Illustrates, some blurring of the lines
betWeeti activities of the courts and of the Party continues to exist,
reflected in the continued side-by-side existence Of trials and ad-
ministrative punishments. Thus- although the Beijing Review can
sitv that despite the current crackdown on economic crimes, "no
purge will ever happen",' 2 8 a campaign is underway that will lead
to punishment and dismissal of corrupt cadres.-' 2' Moreover, com-
mitment to the system thi., produces the overlap coitt.inues to be
expressed, and it is unlikely to be abandoned: Thus; in one explana-
tion of the overlapping of jurisdictions, the author, in addition to
arguing, that Party disciplinary_ organizations must exercise the au-
thority because some of the offences violate Party discipline AS_Wiall
as the criminal law, also argued_that some of the major cases
"often confused, present- relatively _ great complications" and
"'Therefore t:'e unified leadership_ of the Party committee;
the dikipline and inspection organ; the judici.: branch and other
relevant units must join forces to carry _out respective func-
tiOnS"."" Thereafter, the various organizations could mete out
punishments within their own jurisdictk.n, and employing their
characteristic substantive rules (such as the criminal code; in the
cast of the courts) and modes-of investigation and procedure (such
as _the criminal trial, in the -case of the courts).

Taken together, both the _limits of the progress made and the
tasks of the courts suggest that_rapid development of the Chinese
judicial ,=;vStetit is highly unlikely: China's _size; the lack of person-
nel tra in the la_w; the newness of the institutions, and the

_heaVy I- , the-Party and policy will continue to _slow the sep-
Thratior -orn other forms of governmental activity.

11" "Xieihua 'omments on Punishing Economic Criminals", FBIS Apr. I, 1982, K14 -K15:
1" "CCPCC, State Council Decision, supra. note 125 at.
1" "Fighting Economic Crimes", Beijing Review, 7eb. 22; 1982, p. 3.
" See, e.g., the '!CCPCC; State Council Decision", sura. note 125.

1:' "Limits of Authority in Criminal Economic Cases , PHIS. Apr. 13, 1982, KI-K2,

2
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5. LAW AND ORDER

The Chinese leadership has evinced great concern for the need to
maintain discipline and social order to protect industrialization
and its incumbent institutional changes: They have been apprehen-
sive about the new relative relaxation of political restraints, fear=
ing that social unrest may increase. The discussion above has de-
scrlbed_the strong emphasis on using the formal criminal process
to maintain order. This erriF .iasis will have consequences for the
development of China's legal system.
a. Dissidence as disorder

Much of the blame for any disorder has been attributed to the
Gang -of Four; and the "anarchist trends of thought they stirred
up." 131 Anarchism is often equated with "extreme individualism;"
which has been used to describe behavior ranging from violent
criminal conduct to dissent that exceeds _the boundaries of what-
ever official policy happens to permit.132 Thus, the banning of big
character posters -__on--Beijing's Xidan (or; as it became widely
known, the "Democracy") Wall was the response, according to an
article in the Beijing Worker's Daily of December 10, 1979, to at-
teMptS by some ' so-called 'democracy fighters' to oppose the -four
modernizations, undermine stability by emphasizing certain Shaft=
comings in our work, and attack some persons 'irresponsibly:'" The
banning of posters on the_wall was seen as necessary to avoid fur-
ther moves toward "bourgeois liberalization:" 133

Since the well- publicized trial and conviction of dissident Wei
Jingsheng; who in 1979 was sentenced to 15 years in prison for
"counter-revolutionary propaganda" and revealing.militry secrets;
debate has continued on the meaning of socialist democracy and
the scope of the rights_of free speech: On one hand; it has been
forcefully argued that China's socialist system must be democratic
enough to prevent the excessive concentration of power that lead to
the Gang of 'Four's "fascist despostism".' 34 Specifically, as one arti-
cle has argued; People's Congresses must be strengthened so that
they exercise genuine supervisory power; Party and Government

oe further separated, power must be dispersed so that local -
itiez exercise real political power, economic decision-making
mast be decentralized,

political
and intellectualization

of the leading cadres of all levels" must be ..carried otit. and tiai
I.

f.e

system must be improved to protect the democrat:
fli people.' 35

On the other hand; the same article argued th . the sake of -
maintainuig socir.i order Chinese democracy must ae. a disciplined
democracy; which means that the centralized leadership of Party
and State must be upheld.'36 "Democracy" cannot be used as a

131 "Guangriiirig Ribirci Carr:-s Signed Article on Anarchism"; F'BIS December :la 1.:YM, L8-
L10.

132 Ibid.
133 Ribiar Daietrases Retent Banning of 'Democracy Wall' " FBIS; December 20;

1979. LIAJI
". Sr, e.g., "Question of Exercise of Democratic Rights Examined," JPRS 76858 November

2-I, I9F;i1,_ Political. Sociolog:cal and MillUiry Affairs, No. 140._ p.' 26; "Renmin Ribao: Feng
Weribirt Article on Socialist Democrat" FINS November 26, 1980, 1:23.

135 "Renmin Ribao: Second Installment en Socialist Democracy', FBIS December 2, 1980 ,-L9;
13° "Socialiat Democracy ffequires Discipline", JPRS 77590: Political, Sociological and Military

AiTairs; No. 170; March lb; 1981, p. 13..
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pretext by _individuals to violate the basic principles of organization
and discipline in China: This means that those who "understand
freedom _of speech as the freedom to say whatever they-want to say
and to do whatever they care to -do in- disregard of_the state and
the people's interests exceed the limit of the law."- 1"-7 Such persons

. have been warned: "We will not adopt a laissez -faire attitude." 138
Another newspaper article. was _more direct: "Opinions which are
anti-party and anti-socialist and which sabotage the- unity-of-the
motherland and the Nationalities_ must. be prohibited." 139 Typical-
ly, in a lengthy 'discussion, Red -Flag, the theoretical journal of the
Chine e_ Communist_ Party,. went to great lengths to _critici;:e and
_reject the concept of "absolute freedom .of speech," which_it fOund
to be a tool of enemies of socialism,140

These debates are not only significant because they reflect the
Chinese leadership's concern to keep democracy within bounds;_but
because they have potentially momentous implications for, legal in
stitutionS.. As the law becomes 'a profession in China; will judges
and lawyers come to entertain views about the irdependence-of the
law that are inconsisent with the views of Chinr,'. ieaders? To what
extent might officials whose arbitrariness has been 'challenged by
legal institutions politicize their responses, and argue,Ahat in re-
straining power of officials the courts are acting to weakm ale
foundations of communist politico :,ower% The debate over dernoc-
racy and free speech_ reflects issues hoot legal institutions Whic'i
are by no means resolved.
b. Law and maintenance of social order

In the past two decades there has -been an increase in social dis7
order, brough ;. about by the Cultural Revolution and its 'ii-:respect
for forma. institutions .,f- public- order; the s_ubsequert relaxation of
political restraints; and the problems of under-employment and un-
certainty about the future among the young: The problem of disor-
der has received continuous publicity -and has stimulated a drive to
strictly enforce the criminal law. __

For example; an article in the Shanghai Liberation Daily on No-
vember 9, 1979 discussed the_."recent -rash of crime in_ the city
which has become an outstanding problem." Counterrevolutionary
activity, robbery, murder, '.rape, theft, public brawling; swiadling,
and _speculation were_all mtmtioned as common. Arrests and severe
_punishment of of.enders were called for,._ and particular attention
was focuset' _un juvenile delinquency. The article also criticized
those comrades who "think -that since we must now pay attention
to the law.it is not good to_ freely arrest and control -people." 141 A
campaign to limit crime followed publication of the article, and its
relative success -was announced in an article in the Shanghai Liber-
ation Daily of December 18, 1979; which congratulated the police

!Al Itention Ritmo: Art icb on Freedom of Speech", FBIS Feb. 17; 1981; IA.
Id.. at
Gongren Ribao: "Article on Freedom of Speech:',-FBIS March 1951, 1;i3 at IA5; set'

also "People's Daily Editorial. on Socialist Democracy-. Xinhuil News Bulletin;_Feh. 8; 1981, -p.
105; "No Freedom of Speech for Counterrevolutionaries", Beijing Ribao. FBIS 'May 25, 1981.
K 10,

il° "Honggi, Article Discussing Freedom of S h", FBIS April 27., 1981; K16:
'' "Shanghai Jielang Ribao Stresses Public rder". FBIS December 4, 1979, 02-05.
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on reducing the cases of nip., gang lighting, knife attacks and rob-
beries in The city"`

The problems of public order and the strict punishment of of
fenders needed to meet the problems have been frequently empb,:-
sized in the medizi. Severe sentences meted out by courts have been
given wide publicity. and- open trials, rallies at which sentences
hrive been announced, and executions have received similar treat-
ment.' 4" Courts have. been praised for expeditiously handling Ser:=
ous cases: one Shangliiii court_ was cited for taking only 9 days to
conclude the trial of an armed robbery case." 144 The need to
punish serious crimes quickly was cited by the Deputy Director of
thy Legislative affairs Commission of the NPC Standing Commit=
tee a principal reason for temporarily suspending the section of
thc Code of Criminal Procedure which requires that all death Sen:
tences ii ast he approved by the Supreme People's Court:145

Con -iderable publicity has been given to effortS to strengthen
police cOntrol overdrime: For instance, a national "urban security
conference" was held in Beijing at the end of November 1979. The
conference called for mobilization of the .nasses and consolidation
of theneighborhood apparatus of control to deal with the deteriora-
don of piiblic order.1° A Public Security work meeting followed in
January. 1980; which emphasized strenghtening_of_publiC seturity
within eeonornic enterprit,es and cultural and educational depart-
ments.147 In addition provincial and local public Security cOnfer-
ence are Often held.'48 People's Daily editorials have hailed\the.
heroism of the police in fighting crime.'" Chinese armyassistance
to the police in maintaining order has been mentioned in the press
on a number of occasions. '5° Special crime units have been estab-
lished by the police."'

The response to threats to public order has alS6 included republi-
cation of important statutes authorizing imposition of puoishment
by the police and administrative organizations for relati .y minor
crimes. Regulations on maintaining public order; originally pub-
lished in October 1957, were republished in February 1980.'52
Under these regulations, the police may warn, fine, or place under
"administrative detention for limited periods of time persons who
commit certain minor offenses against "public order." Also repub-

4 '!.11,fiing Rib:to rwt1IIIIlts ON Mn, ntatIllkig Social Order'', PHs, January 3 1080; 06-0g.
_Vice Mayor Sees Publir Security Improving.- FIRS, -.July 1981. RI

isix criminals sentenced at "mass 'fleeting- of 18,000;
Security

CiiiirtS liald Rally to Sentence
Murderer FBIS- June -19, Ell.

!" "Shanghai Gvart Trials' , JPRS No. 75732. May 20, 1980, Sociological, Social and Military

1" 1.4...:.ng Hanghin NIX! Report on Law Interpretations Cited-. FBIS; June 10; 1931. K15 at

peaks at National Urban Security Conieren..o", FBIS, December 13, 1979

L
141 "Public Security ,Ministry Holds Work Meeting-. FBIS; February 1080. L2.

tv'See. e.g., !'Shiirighin JPRS No. 70910, Politica/. Sociological-and Military
Affair; No. :12. p. 89, "Gansu Leaders C'4. -nments Public Security 7."orum", FBIS Jan. 28; 1981;
TI

1" See, g , "Ftenmin Ribi i Editorial on Strengthening Pltls.: Security Work", FBIS May 0,
1980 III 0- LI0.

"See for example, "Iteninin Ribao on -role of-PLA 1.1-nits, Social Order'!_FB1S
1980, LI; "Anhui -PLA -lin-its Maintaining Si)eial Order7. EDIS_January 15; 1980, 01; "AF1' De-
scribes Shanghai Patrols that Keep _Order_' EMS Feb. 20, 1981, 02-M.

!" "Spetial Crime Squads Established in Beijing ", FBIS -Feb. 13, 1081, 12E.
11'-'"Beijier, Papers Republish Regulations Governing OffeingeS Agiiinst Public Order". Xinhua

News Bulletin, February 21. 1980. pp. 32-tti.
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lished in early Ns() were regulations on "education through labor;"
first issued in 1957.163 Under this law, offenders who fall into cer-
tain rather broadly defined categories can be punished by non-judi-
cial departnients (i.e. the police), with sentences of lip to three
years of "labor re-edueatiOn.' The original regulatio,is in 1957 were
used to authorized the confinement of many thou-sands' of PerSonS
to labor camps fOr_Years. Cons "ious of such use of taw in -the
past, the draf`ers cautioned against punishing the familieS of
fenders simply because ofItheir relationship to persons who receive
the punishment, and stated that administration the statute
would be supervised by the Procuracy.

It is important to emphasize that even in the midSt of the at-
tacks on crithe, warnings have cautioned on the _need to observe
both substantive and procedural requirements. For instance; in
1980, the President of the Supreme People's Court, Jiang Hail, told
the National People's Co;:gress (NPC) Standing Committee:

The criminal laW and the law of criminal procedure promulgated by our country
hie.. attracted the intention f the world. Whether thti_can be implemented to the
leityr is a imittr of great i ,rtance concerning whether we can win the trust of
the people We must strive to enforce the law.' 54

The report of one provincial public security conference; 'after
praising ...he police for their efforts to preserve social order, criti:
cited the small number of policemen_ who "go in for actively extort-
ing confessions under torture or indulge in bribery acid 'corrup-
t ion.' '5- During the summer of 198,l, in-the midst of great empha-
ki:= on the ifted to punish. criminals Serverely, a number of newspa:
per articles distinguiShed the current policy from past political
orrnpaigns, and urged that the distinctions between serious and
winor crimes must be ObServed in sentencing, and that the excesses
of past campaigns must be avoided."6

It remains _too_ early__ to tell which of the currents identified will
prove to be the strongest The emphasis on intensifying use of the
formal criminal process from time to time in order to support par-
ticular policies is only one albeit major, illustration of the use of
law to Serve Of policy, consistent with such use since the People's
Republic was established, At the moment, current doctrine holds
ti at Such an instrumental conception of law flows from Party lead-
r,f hip over both the enactment and_enforcement of law. 57 At the
7(1 time, stress on the limits on official conduct set by the Criminal
:w and the LaW on. Criminal Procedure is stronger than_simi-

h;i cautions in the past._ Here; Chinese law faces a dilemma: POlicy
calling for severe puniShrnent_of criminals may sometimes encour-
age arbitrariness and inattention to procedural :4-uarantees_and re=

'"" -1.k.gang PliperS Reprint Regula%ions on Reform Through Labor-, FI3IS February 27. 1980,
LI-L2

"4 "Listening to Explanations of-Implementing the Law of Criminal Procedure in Stages ',
Guangrning Ribero A_pril 12, 1980 _p:

55 .11abk_i fluids Public Security_ Work Conference'",FRIS-JanuarY 6, littir P2,
'" "Renmin Rihao.Article on Convicting Criminals , ERIS_ June 25,__1981; _K21 at, K22: "To

carry out th principle of dealing heavy and -quick -blew,blow does_ not in any way mean that we
should adopt the inetinid _with, which we carried on political movement` in the past . ,-. we
Should_ not regard old historical cases as current es and . , neither should_we_willfully
change the nature of the offenses and unscrupulous!_ gtbbliith changes for the purpose of deal-
ing-heavy blows."

"7 "Firth_ _and_ corrg.!ctly Carry Out the Policy of Dating Heavy and Swift BLOWS 6:1i-6i-ding
to Law," JPRS 80210; March 1, 1982, Red Flag, No. 24, Detember 16. 1982.
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quirements. The explicit recognition of this danger is encouraging.
The policy_may also affect the reputation of the courts among the
populace. The architectS of China's legal system will have to ask
themselves whether requiring law and the agencies of law enforce=
ment to carry out specific and changing-policies-will detract not
only from the independence of the Chinese courts, but alSci_frerh
the respect which the courts will be shown by the Chinese people.

IV. CONCLUDING SPECULATIONS

A. Some Functions of Law in China -
It seems possible to identify distinct functions which the new in-

stitutions are expected to perform. The discussion which follows is
preliminary and the functions discussed here are the most obvious.

i. LAW IN SUPPORT OF DISCIPLINE AND DEFENSE OF 5CCIAL ORDER

It is clear that the formal process and other related institutions;
such as the low-level mediation of civil disputes; are intended to re-
inforce the discipline viewed as jiecessary to economic moderniza-
tion: Punishment of criminals who threaten the physical Security
of China'S citizens is needed -to make Chipese_society physically
safe; Punishment of economic crimes' reinforces finariCial discipline
and assures that the hard-earned gains of economic- activity will
not be diverted into the pockets of the corrupt; smuggled goc,dS will
not be allowed to poison Chinese lifer

To a certain extent, the leadership seems -to exile?:: the fOrrnal.
legal System to do considerably -more than help maitain order. A-
greater activism is required by the courts judges are expected to be
responsive to current policiesAruch as punishing criminals guilty of
disrupting social order and economic criminals such as venal off-
cials. The courts are expected to march in step with the rest of
China's officialdom to carry out-whatever policies are viewed as
necessary to stimulate further progress toward modernization. This
requ'reinent_, however, will inhibit the development of professional-
izatir. functional separation from the administrative hierarchy,
and the growth of judicial independence. It will retard the develop-
ment of universalism in Chinese law; as long as the gravity of pun-
iShrilentS meted out by\the courts vary with the campaigns head-
lined in the Chinese pr. .

.

2. LAW AS AN INSTRUMENT TO PUNISH OFFICIAL MISBEHAVIOR

It may be ..the_subtle but important innovation is appearing in
the current use of the courts to punish officials. Punishing officials
for economic crimes or for malfeasance in office by subjecting therri
to trial has been done before, particularly during the campaign

_against corruption of 1953. During that campaign, sPecialized tern-
-Thorary tribunals.. were created; today tlfe_use of such reflections of

the "mass line" have been eschewed. What _appears noteworthy
abbUt more recent judicial activityand here only an impression is
offeredis that the tone is more measured, less related to the in-
tensity of a rna:;s movement, and relatively more reflective of regu-
larity in the proci.-%edings. Extending judicial activity in this area in
an unfrenzied manner would enhance the importance of the courts

2
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in politictiV Such jydicial activity; if it become§ inStitu.
Irlionalized and perceived asfineaningful in controlling official arbi-

trariness, would glO reinforce popular belief in the integrity of the
pretrial .systiiiti:-

lipWeVer. at thiS juncture, the prospects for institutionliziiig jth,
dicial review of allegedly arbitrary administrative act§ a, e not yet
encouraging. Sonie confusion may be expected to arise from the
clash of mutually]] inconsistent functions. On the one hand, jUdieial

iivity is supposed ti inforce discipline. Decisions; regarding the
xtent and manner 01 ,71-;cipline are made by offiCials of the state

and the Party. They r t be heeded so that policy is implemented
and modernization -s or else disorderand perhaps anar.

appequ'l same officials may also be the targets
Of accusations of .opt.iw, or of misconduct in office. How can
they carry out t .<i r responsWilities if the police and courts are in
terferirig in their affairs? Thi. inconsistency will not be easily re-
solved:

The 161.iiiid It j. d syStem is also involved in retrospective investi,
gations into alleg,d offici;i1 arbitrariness, in the form of alleged
p_ast injustices. Sonie_of_these were committed during_the Cultural
ReVo:Lktion but 'others date back more than 20 years. These inVeStiz
gations are probably; well regarded by many citizens even if they
May not be personally affected by it; such investigations conducted
under the aegis of the Formal legal system -thus enhances the_repti\
tation for fairness of the leadership and the system itself. Yet at
the same time observers cannot help but wonder how long theqn.in-
VeStigatiOns will continue. Officials wlic are charged with con.i.,:;6-
ity in these past defenses must be anxious to haVe the courts cease
investigating their past activities.

3. LAW AS A SOURCE OF RULES ON WHICH INDIVIDUAL AND
ORGANIZATIONAL EXPECTATIONS CAN BE BASED."'

Thechew. Concern for regulating the econoknic activity of enter-
prises is likely to produce legal rules which are more complete
than the ad hoc legislation common since 1949; expressive as it
may be of a conscious effort to enact an integrated and internally
cow stent set otrulnq. A cOnseqcence of this activity may be an in- -
ere' ,s in the stabil of expectations of the actors in the newly_de=

econon such as factory managers. If they perceivl
Su:1 Lierease expectations, it would have an

-.he personal lives of tlif: individuals In the eCcinorhic en-
;...ifectd: they will be able _to- more clearly determine the

consequences of their conduct in their organizational Unit.
Moreover, id the extent that attempts are being made to control

official arbitrariness; individuals may come to have -higher expects- 't"\
tions of Stability in their personal lives. China's new marriage law;
for instance sets the minimum age at which men and women may
marry at 22 and 20 respectively. For many years before it was en,,
acted, ordinary Chinese citizens did not know when they could
marry; because the former_ law, which fixed the ages at 20 and 18;
had fallen into disuse; the practical answer, for instance, to
question of when Workers in a Factory could marry lay ib the (Fs-

sr
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cretion of the factory trumagement, more likely the. party seei-e:
tarp'.

One day it. 3eijing in -1978, a taxi driver and this author dis-
cussed what we both perceived to be a new emphasisen_laWt in the
Media. Quite spontaneously he spoke _of the need for certainty in
tla lib's', of China's people, arld complitined at greatlengtil, abbilt
the injiiStiee of not kni,wing when, he could marry_ until_ the Party
Secretary of his organization told him. "There ought to .46 a
he said -Hutt tells us when we can marry". To some extent; it
would appear, the Chinese_ leadership is now responding to a wide-
spreiid desire among the Chinese_populace for greater certai-ty.

It is in this light that efforts to revise the Constitution Should be
seen. In late April PP -2 the text of a proposed new Constitution
was published which gives less pl-ominenee .to the role of_ ideology
and the Party: more to the structure of the state, and affirms citi-
zens' basic rights, including property; rights. 15 8

B. The Uncertain Future
It is easier. to discuss China's new and evolving legal institutions

than it is to describe a legal_:;ysterf._Most of this .article has been
concerned with institution-building and related problems bOcause
China is in a state of transition in trying to faghion a role. and a
place for 'law.

EnQugh has been sa0 here to indicate that law-making_ haS
begun on an impre&Sive At the same time the resources
available for legal education and the_staffing of Procui.acy, courts
and the lawyers' associations remain limited. A more basic problem
is one of attitudes: once the institutions are established, can or will
the necessary attitudes needed to support_ relatively more autono-
mous functioning of these. nstitutions be fostered araong the Party

.

" elnofficnil translations of the new C'nstitution are found in ['BIS Apr. 21. 1952, 1(1--K24
and Beijing Review 1982; No. pp. 27 17. Compare these _texts with the 19_78
Constitution, n text of which is founA ,lec,me_nts of the_ First_Session the Fifth National
Peiip1te!S CinigiseSS Of the People's /It pie',11c r China, Beijing; Foreign Language Press, 1978, pp.
125-172,

Among many significant features of the new Constitution, severaLst.iiiiid_out_cleary, First,:
except,for the preamble. there is oicolion of the Communist Party, Marxism-Leninism, or
Min Zeidong Second, the section on l'co1 'Mental Rights and Duties of Citizens!comes before
the seetiin ate; e "Structure (1 Sta %,e-e.: .; the-order in the 75 Clonstitutibit_i Even more

-.1111pol-tie:illy, Article 1;2 in-the section it -id Duties _or cu:zeits"states; ':Allcilizens of
the Piiiple Rept:Mlle _Of China _are_egueil ',. I Te, '.w. The i'oes'sof citizens are inseparable
from their duties.:' Such a statement is 110, e t t.! ..)78 C.

In addition to the provisions in the 19 .er o, .." Mahility_of_pemsons,_ homes
.. and ci.irrespondence which are strenaheiic-. in I 1.`82 . , the 1982 Constitution stipu

lilies that l)eirsonal dignity is also inviolable At., -1. At the same time, although rights and
duties .f citizens are nore clearly spelled out in the 1952 version, the constitutional -right to
strike nn Article -15 of -the 1975 Constitution been removed. Hove-ever, the duty of citizens to
Pav tinieSbas been added (Article 53 in the 11182 Constitutions.
_The 1952 Constitution also evinces a much greater concern with property than its predecessor.

Ownership rights are more clearly stated: and Article 15 protects the right of individuals
heels private. property. Articli' 12 notes the new_foreign _economic:presence in China in_a

that ''All foreign linterprise.ec and other economic organizations, as well as joint ventures
.

in China, must :Mich by the laws of the People's Rehi,li . ."
Among the provisions- .in the Structure of theeState,, ,..w auditing_begiy is_to be est..aibli,hed

i-n the State Council and in lower levels otgo_verrisnent verity_and supervise financial sir_
They '2are subject to no interference by any other,,administrative organs-or any orgimiziltn, or
individuals." (Article 921. Similarly, it ha- been specified that People's Courts arid Peoplelis Pro-
curatorates are not "subject to interfere 1 by ailtninistrktfve organs. organizattons or individ-
iilSi" 1-Articles 125 _arid Fah It should be noted that this finis to specify tl.at the Party should
not be involved in these areas.
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and the people" It is too pally_ to tell; of course, but the challenge
posed to the efficacy of Chinese lav :s enormous._

The p-oblern is nationwide and ext. -ids to all_segmei 's of society.
Officials have heretofore not _felt constrained_ by _thi t..our; when
they CM-ululated or implemented_policy; and he popii,.). has not
looked to the law as a means regulating official conduct or of
defining or assuring their expectations. The problems o. distin-
guishing law from policy, from discipline and from administra-

' tionas, for instance;.in the administration of public orderderive
from historical lacunae in Chinese culture and policy, and have
been deepened by the last thirty-add years of Communist rule,

It is difficult to predict 'how, given Party practices -and attitudes;
China's officials will solve the problems of establishing a legal
system and managing its subsequent growth. For instance;:the ar-
chitects of China's legal system may find that the institutions they
have created may take on an appearance which they had not in-
tended. Commentators who write and- speak-in public about the
function of the legal system emphasize the role of law in protecting
discipline and order. This is consistent with_previous Chinese (and
Soviet) discussions which_ stressed; as has been mentioned earlier;
discipline rather than- the creation and assertion of individual

Moreover, as_ has also been noted above, emphasis on indi-
vidual rights, especially baSed on law, was weak in traditiona'
China.

I3ut the new legal system has already had to formally recognize
rights which belong to individuals and which are allegedl _protect:
ed by the law. Current theory emphasizes limits on those rights,
whiCh must be exercised only in a manner consistent with_the in-
terest§ of socialism and the people; it goes without saying that
these interests are defined by the leadership and __lower-level offi-
cialS carrying, out their instructions. However; by promoting the
growth of the legal system China's leadership is also stimulating a
new ho§pitability to individual rights; - which; if the legal system
flourishes, might some day be_asserted to_cliallenge some of-the
basic notions of a Communist state Already rights under the_Con7
stitiition haVe been asserted and rejected, as the case of Democracy
Wall shows.

Moreover, the resilience and tenaciousness of the Chinese bu-
roincriicy, whic.-11 has not welcomed the creation of vigorous _legal
institutions in the past, promises to cause obstacles to the growth
of legal institutions today. The impact which the law_may_make on
theOpureaucracy remains in _issue. Chinese discussions reflect con-
siderable concern with the persistence_and_harnifulness of certain
trziclitional practices of Chinese- bureaucrats; Communist or other-
wise. These are not unique to China, of cOu,-se, but are endemic to
developing countries.

_ Indeed, recent Chinese effort§ to create .a legal system dramatize
the fl.ict that China has not yet solved problems common thraugh:
out the Third World. For instance, Gunnar Myrdal has observed;
corruption reflects_ the weakneFs of loyalty to the community,_espe-
cial y to a national community; it implies a "law level of social dis-
cipl ne", and is characteristic of the "soft state ", in whicli loyalties
based on networks of local and individual relationships have not
beech 'transcended by a strong sense of obligation to the communi-
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ty. I It may m.t.rn Odd to regard China, so -often thought of even
very recently as a remarkably disciplined Communist society, as
sharing the problemg under discussion here with other Asian na- -
tions which have not experienced vigdrpus economic development,
,ach :is Burnui. rrhe success of Chinese Communism in focuSing the
allegi:ince :Ind loyalty of hundreds of millions of Chinese on the
Chinese Communist Party and on the nation which the Party haS
created has sometimes served to obscure the persistence of the
smaller loyalties, the little networks of personal influence, that
preceded Communist rule and continue to exist in Chine today.
id 10 recognized the extremes and dangers of such smaller loyalties
within acrid despite the Communist Party, and all but destroy_ ed the
Party trying to reform it In the wake of the CuituralReolution
lind .,i:bsequent shifts' in policy, some of the values on which Chi-
nc', Communist political and economic accomplishments were
based have been weakened. Nationalism and ,Chineseness continue
to appeal to many Chinese, but belief in the wisdom and altruism
of Partyand officials and in the need for individuals to make-Sacri:
ficeS now for the future greater collective good have eroded,16_°
the midst of what may well be a crisis of values, it is not surprising

i that selfishness and unwillingness to be self-samificing for the coi-
1 4ective should emerge.

Legal rules, while hardly the objects 'of the kind of fervent belief
' that a pOlitical ideology can inspire; can have unifying effects even

if such effects are clearly discernabN, only over a long, period of
time U.01 rules possessing nationwide validity and Wiiich are per-
ceived being objective both in content and in enforcement pro-
vide cotes of behavior which transcend particularistic -relationships
and Ar-ic>ate allegiances. These views are not new of course. What
is new is th:it it has now become appropriate for the first:time in
the history of the PRC to conSider Chinese law from trie aspect of .
criteria of moderr legal Systems.' 6 1

-

St. e Gunnar Myrdal. Asian -Drainie An Inquiry Into the POverty of Natiolii 'Mt New
York:-1'antheon,--1968, pp. 895-900,-037-958. _ _ _

"Ntirinog_.Ribiio_Discusses Protection Cri.-ninals", FISIg-Mar'.6, 1982, p. 1,

charging that some people protect-accused, violators t.. law-and discipline hec-luse "they-, have
forsaken the principle of party spirit and placed personal feelings and titivate interests above
the-interests of the -party and the people:.

to define a "modern legal system ". as comprised of instiitions-intended to be
bureaucratically and hierarchically organized, adminirtered according to rational_pikedurt

al rules, staffed by professionals, and functionally separate _froni other institutions of society;
and _

administering rules intended to-express general standards of-universal applicability,_and
uniformly applied in apportioning rights and obligations arising out of paitieular acts or trans-
actions.

This_ working definition incorporates mot.t of tbii eleir,iits-of the- model of-a -moderli_legal
svStem stated-in Marc Gatanter, The Modernization originally published in_Myron
Weiner. Modernization; _p: 153 111.5.tie:BOOLS,_New:York,..11111tii. reprinted in Lawrence Friedman

Maiitilay:_Law and the Behavioral Sciences. pp. 1044, 1047-48 12nd Ed., Bobbs Mer-
rill (,o., inc. Indianapolis and New York-, 1977).

This moot l ii-relevzint now because the SUited._gorils_af the_architects of the system indicate
that they intend the_systeiti to -be "modern" in the sense of the model, i.e. that its characteris-
ticsAife suitable for China. The discussion in this essay should make plain- that such iiModel
_oily in a very limited fashion to measure the -Chinese systern_asAcoperates_today_It is still
unclear how much of a commitment_will be made_to__assu_resteady progress toward the "moder-
hity" of law which is a declared objective of the system today.
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It is impossible to predict today how distinguishable the legal in-
-stutitions Will become from others, arid wh:it autonomy they will
eventually:be allowed toenjoy.

Whether substance will be given to the legal forms is - impossible
to _predict._ It is still too early to tell, for instance, Whether the
heightened use of criminal prosecution will threaten to turn the
courts into hardly-disguised arenas for a campaign, however salu-
Uiry thegoal. From the forms must emerge legal rules -and regular
procedures fbr articulating_ and _implementing them, if China is to
have a "modern.' lewd system. Growth is likely to be uneven; and
some areas _may. matureTfaster than others, making of China law
separate sub - systems entering at different rates of institutional-
ization with different prospects for success.

One close Observer has written;
the institutionzili-iiition Of the._legiil system isn't a pamicu for China's_ problems.

Pinning too much- -hope on the law will lead to disillusionment. But without law,
China's chances of becoming a modern society are small, and Chinese leaders clear-
ly know this.'"'

Another provocative student of Chinese politics is skeptical:
in Chinese politics the two traditional limitlitions on power, km and cus-

toms, iire missing. And the prospect is that power is hkely to become even more
important hciuse the rather fragile Communist Form of restraint, that of ideology,
will probably erode faster than a system of law can be established.'if "

At this moment in the legal history of the PRC,legal institutions
and legal doctrine are still less important than forces outside the
law that shape both legal rules and the institutions charged with
giving them life:

V. Till: Roth: LAW IN REGULATING FOREIGN TRADE AND
INVESTMENT

-If the expansion of the rote of law to govern relations between
Chinese citizens and the state and relations among Chinese individ-
uals and organizations marks a noticeable change from ",he past;
even more extensive change has occurred in the use of lee.n1 rules
to govern economic relations with foreigners. This section - discusses
the use of law to translate the new policies into practice. Formerly,
the China trade was conducted virtually in a legal siacuum Trans,
actions were negotiated and simple contracts drafted and signed
almost without reference to any legal system; Chinese or otherwise.
The major reason for this was that the China trade was limited
largely to buying and selling goods which were delivered in boxes
or bales: The modalities of these simple transactions were deter-
mined by very simple contracts and the accretion of contract prac-
tice. Since l978, however, ambitious innnovations leading to great-
er Chinese participation in the international economy have been
made:

China, now newly _anxious to import foreign technology and
know-how on a large scale, has become hospitable to foreign direct

"z Frank Ching,- "China's Crackdown on Economic Crimes ": Asian Wall Street Journal,
March I. 1982; 6.

Pye. Th Dynamics of Chinese Politics, p. 124, Gelgeoschlager. Gunn & Ilaim Cam- .

bridge, Mass., 1981.
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investment; new "Special Economic Zones" in South China have
been created in which foreigners may own up to 100% of factories
manufacturing products for export; a heightened interest in tech;
nology licensing has appeared; and a wide variety of flexible
counter-trade and processing transactions have been encouraged.
The increased presence of foreign companies and individuals in
China flowing from the above-mentioned activities has also necessi-
tfited the further development of laws dealing with questions of
taxation and other aspects _of expatriate life. These new policy ini-
tiatives have meant that China must create a whole new area of
Chinese law: China's leaders have responded to the new need by
causing to be promptly promulgated new laws and regulations that
promote and regulate foreign trade and investment activities while
protecting China's interests and sovereignty. These laws, enacted
in a relatively brief time-span at a rapid rate, express the intent of
the Chinese leadership to establish basic rules on such subjects as
equity joint ventures '64; the Special Economic Zones '65; taxation
of equity joint ventures, :ncome of individual foreigners earned in
China; and China-source income of foreign companies engaged in
economic activity other than investment in equity joint ven-
tures 166; exchange control 167' litigation involving foreigners "8;
offshore oil exploration '69; and others 170.

Limitation of space prevents detailed discussion of the provisions

Laws relating to joint -ventures in general include "The Laws-of-the People's-Republic-of
China of Joint. .Venitures. Using _Chinese and Foreign Investment; _FBIS,.July 30,_11)79_Supple-
ment No. 20,pp :II-35; "Regulations on Registration of Joint Ventures Using Chinese and For-
eign Investment." -China Economic News, September 9, 1980, Supplement No. 5; and "Regula-
tions-on I.:1bour Management in-Joint Ventures_ Using Chinese and Foreign Investment," Chi-
neseEconomit News, Sept, 9. 1'980, Supplement No 5.

Laws relating to Special Economic Zones include "Regulations on Special Economic Zones
in Guangdong Province;

Special
Entrj.q--Exit Regulations for -the Guangdong Special Eco-

nomic _ZoneS;.' and. "Previsional. Regulations for_ Business _Registration For_the__Gutingdong.Spe.
cial Economic Zones:" Provisional Labour and Wage Regulations of the Guangdong Special
Econionlic Zones;" and Provisional -Land Regulations the Shenzhen Special EcOnomic- Zones:"
Text,s of these laws_ are Found in_Ordifiance and Regulations: Guangdong Special Economic 7
Zones. [long Kong;_Ta.Ku_n_g Pao. 1982.

1"" Among the many tax laws and regulations recently promulgated -are: The -Income Tax
Law of the People's-Republic-of China Concerning Joint -Ventures-with-Chinese- and Foreign In-
vestment.':_Xinhun_ News _Balletm_Sept: 17, 1980,_ pp 14-17: "Detailed Rules_and _Reg_ulations _for
the Implementation of the Income Tax Law of the People's Republic of China Concerning Joint
Ventures-with-Chinese and -Foreign Investment,'-' -Xinhua News -Bulletin, Dec. 17; 1980, pp 1 -1-
121; "The Individual Income Tax Law of the People's _Republic.of Xinhua_News_Rulletin,
Sept. 17, 1980, pp:10-14; "Detailed Rules and Regulations for the Implementation of the Individ-
ual Income Tax Law of the People's Republic of China," Xinhua Mews Bulletin, Dec: 17. 1-980, pp
19-24;- Foreign Enterprise- Income Tax-Law-of the People's Republic of _China."_ FBIS, Dec.
17, 1981, K1 -Kit and 'Detailed_Rtiles__arid _Regulations for the Implementation of the Foreign
Enterprise Income Tax," China Economic News. Mar. 8. 1982, pp 2-7.

"7--"Provisional-Regulations for Exchange- Control of-the People's Republic of China,"- FBIS,
Jan. 6, 1981. ''Rules - Govern in}, the_Carrying_of _Foreign _Exchange,_Precious Metals: and
Payment Instruments in Convertible Currency into or out of China." FBIS, Aug. 11, 1981, K4-
K6; "Rules for-the Implementation of Exchange-Control-Relating to -Foreign -Representations-in
China and their Personnel;" FBIS- AuF: _IL 1981, K6;."Detailed Rules and _Regulations_ on Eg,
change_Control_Relating to In_dividuals. FBIS. Jan. 8, 1982,.K7-K8; and "Detailed Ruling on the
Examination and Approval of Applications for Foreign Exchange by Individuals." FBIS Jan. 8,
1982, K-8- K9.

'" "OVA Procedure.Law_ of the_People's_ Republic. of_ China, part V" in JPRS 80:370. Political.
Sociological and Military Affaim, No 28:3, Mar. 22, 1982.

'69 "Regulations of the People's Republic of China-on-the- Exploitation-of Offshore Petroleum
Resources in Cooperation with Foreign Enterprises,"..FBIS,Feb._11,1982,_K4-_K9-
. 170 See. e.g..' Provisional_ Regulations on the Control of Resident Representative Offices of
Foreign Enterprises in China." FBIS Nov. 25. 1980, L:36-L39.
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of the laws themselves, hut it nut./ be helpful to consider some
problems which have arisen in connection_ with them.' 7'

The new Ii' S were drafted quickly but the consistency of their
implementation has sometimes been slowed_ by _tile immensity )f
the task of creating clear rules where none existed befbre. For ii
stance, tiwzire of the desire of procpective foreign investors for a
legal framework defining the rules applicable to their investment,
the Chinese moved quickly to enact the_law on joint ventures. How-
ever, given the novelty of the institution in Chimt, the need to inte-
grate it into a sockilist planned economy and the lack of experience
of legal and trade personnel in this kind of endeavor, the joint ven-
ture Iziw is understandably extremely brief and very general. As a
result, however,__it can only give the most general guidance to in=
vestors and to ChineSe officials alike. The same is true of the laws
on taxtition. Additional "regulations"_ on joint ventures and_on tax-
ation folloWed the promulgation of the laws themselves; bat these
are incremental additions to a growing framework which cannot
quickly be made comprehensive. Sometimes supplemental regula-
tions have raised questions by apparently departing from the
meaning of the Iziws they are supposed to interpret

More fundamental problems have been caused_ by uncertainties
and chzingeS in the policies on which the new laws are based. For
instance; the law on joint ventures explicitly_ contemplates the pos-
sibility that Some joint ventures may -sell some of their products on
the domestic Chinese market as well _as abroad. However, "read-
j_uStment" as it was interpreted- after promulgation of the law, has
emphasized earning foreign exchange through exports. In practice,
as n result, foreigners trying -to negotiate on joint venture projects
have encountered considerable opposition from the Chinese side to
Selling within China.

Another example of inconsistency and uncertainty in policy has
been the issue of fringe benefits to workers in equity joint ven-
tures. Chinese State-owned enterprises prOvide a wide range of
benefits to their workers including subsidized housing,__meals and
transportation, child care and others. Conversations with officials
of the Foreign Investment Control Commission in Beijing ' 7 2 have.
indicated that they intend the joint ventures to _pay for all of the
benefits which the workers receive. In effect, this means that the

'7' Foreign commentary is either preliminary, uneven. or both. Typically, initial stadieSiite
exegetical-, followed liter by accounts and comments dikeussing.newly_accumulated experience.
On th.e_joirit VelitUreiawS See,. Torbert; China's Joint Venture Laws A Preliminary Analy-
sis: 12 Vand Transnat'l L. 819 i1979): Stanley B. Lubman,'"China's Joint Venture -LawS Lm'e
Questions Unanswered,- Lubtrian, -Policy-and-Administration Unclear _in .ChitaS_ Law,7_Asian
Wall Street Journal; November :inci.11_11180: David_ A.11ayden, "Foreign Partners Problems in
aiiitrt .Ventiires in China:- Asian Wall Street Journal, June :W. 1981-and-July 1, 197+1:- Pattison,
"Special Economic Zones in the People's Republic of-China'-', China LaW Reporter. Vol. I, No..3
(Spring 1981; 144:- 'Timothy- A-Gel:AL 'Laws Chinas_Economic.Zonesare Unclear.- Asian
Will Street OUrnal, Feb. 1.0,_1982:_p. 4; and Nem. "Land, Entry Laws in China's Economic
Zones,'1Asian Wall Street Journal, Feb. 11, 19142,--p. 4.

On taxation, see Richarl D. Pomp, Timothy Gelatt and .Stanley. S:_Surrey,...The Evolving
Tax System of the._ People's_ Republic -of _China,. 16 Texas Intl. J. 11 (19811; Owen D. Nee and
Franklin D. Chu. "China's New Taxation Laws: Tly. Implication for Foreigners," "China's Ne
Taxation. Laws: More on-the Nuts and Bolts,-"-and "China's -New Taxation .LawS: Wha _and
What of an Individual's Income,.' Asian Wall_Stre!et JOurmil, Feb. 24,.25, and 2Y. 1981; John P.
Belikerria alid..Tilitathv A. Gelatt: "China's Income Tax Laws for Foreign Enterprises,- Asian
Wall Street Journal, Mar. 8. 1982, p. mind- idem, "I-low China's Tax LaWS May Affect Somc
Industries.- Asian Wall Street Journal, Mar. 9. 1982, p.

'7?-This -Organi4ilion_haS_Sinee_been placed under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Foreign
Econbmic.Relatinns, the successor to the Ministry of Foreign Trade in a comprehensive bureau-
cratic reorganization in early 11182.
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foreign partner will bear that burden or most of its since the for-
eign side will in practice put up all or most of the funds contribut-
ed to capital. However, no uniform method of calculation. or list of
benefits has been available. In one negotiation in which this author
participated in a city outside Beijing; the Chinese side insisted that
the joint venture's bill for benefits should amount to 60 percent of
the total wage bill. However; a subsequent discussion with the For-
eign Investment Control Commission revealed that its policy; as ex-
pressed in an internal directive which could only be orally summa-
rized but not shown to foreigners, required the benefits- to equal
122 percent of the wage bill. Even hwher figures have been sug-
gested in other negotations in which this author has participated.
The specific problem which caused the uncertainty is likely to be
dealt with in regulations on the subject; but the general problem
changes in policy deemed to affect the lawis not likely to disap-
pear.

It has been difficult for the Chinese to impose nationwide uni-
formity of interpretation of the new laws: This was even true after
1978 on a question that previously had hardly ever been put in
issue by any foreigners in the China trade; namely the basic au.,
thority of Chinese negotiators to enter into and approve transac-
tions with foreigners. The decentralization of foreign trade and the
resulting new autonomy of provinces, some cities, and some fac-
tories, as well as new corporations created by ministries to engage
in foreign trade, created a diffusion of authority that promises to
be permanent, even if the extent may vary. Considerable differ:
ences of opinion 'between local and central authorities have ap-
peared about the type of transactions which req-uired high-level
central approval. Lack of such approval has caused some agree-
ments to be cancelled: One contract with a foreign company to con-
struct a petro-chemical plant in Beijing was cancelled in 1980; one
of -the reasons given for cancellation was that the Beijing munici-
pal authorities had failed to obtain approval of the contract from
the State Capital Construction Commission. Nor has the lack-of
uniformity simply been along local-central lines. In Beijing in one
negotiation of which this author has knowledge, one ministry has
asserted that -wage levels in joint ventures estak fished by the ap-
propriate regulations didn't apply to the transaction in question=
without stating any reason.

The tentativeness, policy changes, and lack of uniformity noted
above- will necessarily bedevil any attempt by foreigners to ascer-
tain the applicability of Chinese law to their activities; The confu-
sion is likely only to be abated rather than dispelled as the new
laws for which many foreigners have clamoured continue to
appear. Because foreigners are intimately affected by these laws
and come into regular contact with them, they should be keenly\
aware their problems reflect the nature) of the Chinese legal
system. The characteristics of the sector of the laws applicable to
foreigners are but characteristics of the new uses of law generally.

Moreover, it is difficult in the light of the past to see how the
results of recent Chinese law-making efforts could be otherwise:
The same lack of use of legal rules that has prevailed in domestic
activity has stamped foreign trade. The newness of some of the in-
stitutions (such as the joint venture) which have been created, lack
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of trained personnel to draft and implement the new laws; and the
Strength of piist practice which largely_ ignored formal legal -rule
further complicate the making and irtiplerti-ehtatiori of rules appli,
cable to foreign economic activity. Although .foreigners may feel
that their problems with the.Chinese legal system as it affects for-
eign _transactions may be unique, in fact; they are only the most

examples of the tasks faced and problems encountered by
the entire iegal system.



RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN CHINA'S TREATMENT OF
.INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

By Michael Kirk and David Denny*
At the present time Chine Se leaders are contemplating signifi=

cant change§ in their treatment of intellectual property: New
patent and copyright legislation and amendments to China'Stracle:
mark legiSlation are in the works. Moreover, interesting reforms
forecasting the,,e new legal systems have been introduced and are
already affecting China's technology transfer activities.

The Chinese have completed a draft of a patent law that if
passed, will mark a bold departure from past Chinese policies. In
addition to continuing to utilize a system of "inventors rewards"
Chinese socialist organizations would be permitted to patent their
inventions and to charge royalties for use of their patented inven-
tions. Moveover; private enterprises (individuals and joint ventures)
would be granted the full range of patent rights. While no funda-
mental changes in Chinese trademark law are under consideration,
the ChineSe are cOnsidering improvements to their law." More
over; Chinese- planners have recently promoted competition and
brand name identification among Chinese enterprises and have
even encouraged advertising to promote these goals. Finally, work
haS begun on a copyright law, which, as expressed by the drafters,
will qualify the People's Republic of China for member-Ship in the
Universal Copyright Convention.

As with other changes being discussed in China today, the ulti-
mate outcome is still quite uncertain. While it seems clear that the
dominant group in Beijing today supports these changeS, it is
equally clear that the new ideas do not have the full support of
many prominent and influential individuals and organizations
More importantly, the reintroduction of some important aspects of
a more or less traditional patent system and the establishment of a
copyright system will set into motion forces whose ultimate conse-
quences must be difficult even for Chinese planners and theorists
to _foresee.

The reasons for adopting new intellectual property laws are
fairly easy to discern. First, despite some political twists arid turns,
the general trend in China for the past few years has been to en-
courage more individual creative activity. Secondly the present
leaderShip has placed a high priority on economic development and
the modernization of science and technology. To achieve that goal,
previous ideological restraints on material rewards and private

'Michael Kirk is ,U.44itiiiii.Cohirriissioner for Exter7ml Affairs i6 the U.S. Patent and Trade-
mark Dffice. David Penny is an economist with the National Council for U.S,-China Trade. The
authors were members or-a November 19M0 delegation to China that was led by the U.S. Cum-
miwioncr of Patents and Trademarks:

"See footnote 24b.
(290)
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ownership have been moderated. ThirdlY, the Chinese are experi-
menting -with potentially -far reaching changes in_ economic organi-
zations_that_would allow basic level economic units more flexibility
and authority_ in _making decisions: Finally,_ China's economic and
political policies have pushed China towards a more intimate in-
volvement with foreign countries. All of these factors have forced
Chinft to undertake a rather thorough reevaluation of its laws and
po!icies on industrial and it 4ellectual property.

I. CHINA'S TREATMENT OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY FROM 1949 TO
1976 ;

Throughout the 1950's, China retained many features of tradi-
tional intellectual property protection laws. The reasons were two
fold. First; during this period a substantial part of Chinese econom-
ic activity had not_ yet been brought_ under the state plan. Thus;
laws encouraging individual itirnovative activity were still neces-
sary. Secondly, Chinese planners_ were influenced by. the Soviet
system which has always maintained some important features of
traditional copyright; patent and trademark systems.

Following the nearly complete socialization -of _the. economy
during the 1950's; the Sino-Soviet split in the early 1960's and the
series of increasing radical campaigns against bourgeois attitudes;
which began during the Great Leap in the late1950's and culmi-
nated in the Cultural Revolution in- the- 1960's; Chinese policy _to-
wards _intellectual property was radicalized. Copyright protection.,
for Chinese authors, which had been considered in the early 1950ls,
was never introduced. Trademarks were retained only to impose a
sense of responsibility inChin_ese enterprises to maintain quality
standards. Chinese inventors lost any semblance of control over
their inventions and their monetary rewards were sharply reduced
as well.

The most important reason for rejecting laws _and_ institutions
that protected intellectual property was ideological and political in
nature. On- the one hand; the Chinese. revolution had, as Hsia and
Haun emphasize, a strong "anti-elitist" bias and -this "-anti- elitist
ideology _has been_ a major force in shaping the PRC's legislation re-
garding industrial and intellectual property ".' _

On the _other- hand;. the peculiarly optimistic strain in Mao's
belief in the malleability of human nature provided an ideological
basis for believing_ that material incentives were unnecessary. As
Hsia and Haun put it:2

Each person_ in the higher phase-of communist_society would realize and act in
accordance' with his -or her social essence. Emphasis upon individual differences
would be supplanted by awareness of common humanity.

Traditional forms of intelleCtual property protection are under,
standably difficult to reconcile with radical communism. The social
justification for private ownership and control over inventions and
ideas lies in the belief that the person has performed _a uniquely

-heroic individual act which "transcends the prior art of the rele-

Tudai Ihia_ and Kathryn Ilium, "Laws of the People's Republic of China on Industrial and
Intellectual Property'', Law and Vontemporary Problems, Duke tlniversitS,, Vol. XXXVII1,
Summer - Autumn, 1973, No 2. p. 275.

2 Ibid., p. 275:
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vant field of human knowledge." For the more radically inclined
Chinese, however, even more than other Marxists ; 4_ inventions
were merely another form of social activity which did not justify
assigning any special "natural rights" monopoly to the inventor

. During the 1960's and 1970's, it was emphasized that intellectual
activity was a natural result of class status, Therefore; Chinese
writers explained "every mental event in terms of its relation to
others, and . . . oppose[d] the psychologists' focus on individual psy-
chological faculties." 5 During the 1960's and 1970's, when Chinese
philosophers addressed the problem, they emphasized that inven-
tive and innovative activity arises out of a process determined by
the social milieu and is essentially not the result of individual
mental activity: All innovations are created by the laborers in
their production struggles and scientific experiments: None emerge
only from the empty thoughts cf the inventor's heaven-sent
brain." 6 Anbther key aspect of this theory is that such activity can
be learned and organized: 7

Purl_ pt,ycholoy,,,ists have not only smashed the heresy of bourgeois pbchologx,
which regards creLition and invention as the products of accidental "inspiration ,

"sucLden comprehension", and the like, but have also been instrumental in promot-
ing creation and invention, as well as in encouraging the movement for technologi-
cal reform.

Because of these beliefs; the individual creative act was not
viewed as terribly important, and there was little or no justifica-
tion to reward such activities with extraordinary monetary sums.

The granting of monopoly power and control also threatened to
bestow undcceptably high monetary rewards on a new elite, In ad-
dition, patent and-copyright laws allow individuals to exert a cer-
tain amount of control over the dissemination of their inventions
and ideas. This accumulation of income and power was unaccepta-
ble to China's radicals. As Hsia and Haun point out 8

--------------------------
The Chinese since 1949 have become increasingly wary of_accorcLing extraordinary

rights to creative individuals by law for fear of contributing to the establishment of
an elite group.

In addition to ideollogy and politics, there were pragmatic reasons
for opposing rewards for individual intellectual activities. First of
all after most property was nationalized or collectivized in the
mid-1950's; inventive and intellectual activity was generally
brought directly or indirectly under state or party control: Presum-
ably; Chinese:planners believed that most inventive and innovative
activity was the result of a hierarchically organized and planned
decisionmaking process. Finally, after the mid-1950's, China_grew
increasingjy estranged from the Soviet Union and then from the
whole world during the most chauvinistic phase of the Cultural
Revolution. Autarkic is too strong a word to apply, but for nearly
15 years between 959 and 1972, China_had neither-the ability nor

J Ibid.,_p. 276.
In nis 1977 book Professor Donald Munro concludes that "The Chinese_ diverge from othe-

Marxists in the degree to whith tbeir orthodox line insists that all mental activities have a class
nature."Donald J. Munro, The Concept of Man in Contemporary China, University of Michigan
Press, Ann Arbor, 1977, p. 41.

Ibid., p. 11.
Ibid., p: 72.

7 Ibid., p.
8 Hsia and Haun, op. cit., p. 290.
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the desire to absorb much foreign technology. As a result, there
were few pressures to conform to international standards of patent;
trademark and_copyright protection. Thus, the intellectual proper-
ty system that PRC leaders inherited in the mid-1970's was unique-
ly radical even by the standards of other communist states.

At this point, it is useful to describe briefly the most salient as-
pects of Chinese policies toward patent, copyright and trademark
laws between 1949 and 1976.

Prior to:the socialization and collectivization of the means of pro-
duction during the 1950's, China retained a standard patent law
that allowed private individuals and enterprises to use their inven-
tions; assign or license them to others, prevent others from using
them and bequeath them to heirs. In 1954, a schedule of monetary
rewards for inventors was published to implement fully the 1950
system of certificates and authorship. These certificates provided fi-
nanciaLawards in excess of1100,000 for a single invention. Accord-
ing to Hsia and .Haun, these rewards were relatively generous in
comparison with those in use in the Soviet Union.°

Following the failure of the Great Leap Forward and the break
with the Soviet Union; however, the Chinesein 1963 eliminated the
traditional features of the patent system. The new 1963 lfiw elimi-
nated the inventor's ability to obtain.a patent: All inventions are
the property of the state, and no person or unit' may claim monopo-
ly over them. All units throughout the country (including collec-
tively owned units) may make use of the inventions essential to
them.!' 10 Moreover; China reduced the maximum reward for an in-
vention to less than 5 percent of what had been allowed previously;
Thus, while the initial Chinese position had been more elitist than
its Soviet moiler," the 1963 law was much more anti-elitist and
'radical than the Soviet versiom

While the 1963 legislation has never been formally abrogated,
there are few if any references to pecuniary rewards during the
Cultural Revolution from 1966 to 1976. This does not necessarily
imply that no bounses were paid; hut it is clear that even small fi-
nancial inducements were not officially encouraged as a means to
increase creative effort.'

Chinese trademarks had a similar meaning in China as in the
West for much of the 1950'& Firms acquired the exclusive use of
registered trademarks. But in 1963, the Trademark Law was re-
vised.. No mention was made in the new law regarding a right to
exclusive use of' a trademarkalthou_gb the law-pledged that iden-
tical or similar marks would not be registered for same or similar

-Ibid., 281.
i° Loc. cit.
" Loc. cit. .

Two thorough reviews of the subject could not find any direct evidence of the existence of
pecuniary rewards_after_the onslaughts on individual intellectual endeavor during the Cultural
Revolution. Ilsia and Ilium conclude that the absence of-any explicit- notice-of-such payments
indicates that the system was priLhably no longer.beingimplementee' CP. 2S2CGale belie es,
on balance, that thasystem of rewards was never abrogated; and continued to play a minor role.
(Barden Notii.Gale.'"I'he Concept of Intellectual Property in the People's Republic of China: In-
ventors and Inventions". China Quarterly, No. -7-1,-June,-1978,.p. 351_ and_ p. 355)._Whichever
view is correct, it is clear that the results.of the Cultural .Revalution effectively dismantled most
of the- remaining_vestiges..bla system that provided effective material incentives for inventors
few- of whom would have been eager to have themselves singled out for monetary rewards
anyway.
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products. The re was also no provision for action againSt infringe.-
ment. In these two aspects; the 1963 Chinese law appears- to be
more radical than its Soviet counterpart. In addition; Chinese
traderharks have always put exclusive emphasis on the responsibil-
it.S7,of the enterprise to -maintain the quality and consistency of ifs
products. _

Early in the Communist. period, there was evidence that the Chi:
nese intended to draft a copyright law. However; despite this initial
intention, the Chinese. ''apparently never promulgated a compre-
hensive copyright statute. i" The only available information on
the rights and compensation of Chinese _authors are model_ con-.
tracts between Chinese authors and publishers. These-call for lump
sum contracts based on the length of the volume and the number
of copies to be printed during the term of the contract. The author
agrees not to use another publisher and the publisher retains the
right to revise the author's work. As of the mid-1970'8 the Chinese

. system was more "radical" than that of the U.S.S.R. and other
East European states which continued to maintain copyright pro-
tection systems.' Moreoveri_the U.S.S.R. acceded to the Universal
Copyright Convention in 1974.

IT CHANGES IN THE UNDERLYING ASSUMPTIONS IN THE MID-1970'S

Many of the basic assumptions underlying China's treatment of
intellectual property have -changed in varying degree following the
death_ of Mao Zedong and the fall of prominent radicals in the fall
of 1976. The key change, however, was the decision made by the
lth Plenum of the Chinese Communist Party's Sth Congress to

shift the emphasis of the party's work to socialist construction.
This decision made the "Four Modernizations" of agriculture, in-
dustry, defense and science and technology the priority task the
party: It was also apparent that party leaders_ were parting an
enormous stress on upgrading science and technology as a precon-
dition to- achieving the modernization of the other three sectors.

The 11th Plenum decisions were as much political and ideologi-
cal as they were economic: Ina basic sense, the party reverted to a
more traditional Marxim which Mao had gone-a long way towards
rejecting. Deng XL:oping and others argued that Maoist goals such
as selflessness, self-reliance ofeconomic units, reduction in differ-
ences between manual and mental labor, and the elimination of
material incentives for extraordinary achievements had been car-
ried too far. The implication was that China's society and economy
were still insufficiently advanced and that Mao's attempts to revo-
lutionize mass psychology and social relationships before altering
the economic base had been premature and counterproductive:

Since 1976, some Chinese writers have begun openly to queStion
even more basic tenets of Maoism. Instead of placingi primary

!Illsia and Haun, op. cit., p. 289.
"For a discussion of copyright law in the Soviet Union see S. Pisar, "Coexistence and Com-

merce: Guidelines for Transactions Between ElLst -and West:" 1970. Pisar_states_that-iri-the---
U.S.S.R. copyright protection "isb_r_oadlx-available-for-`nny-scientifiE,- literary, or_ar9Stie_work'

_xcgra-dleszt-oFift-form,_prirpose or wilt-1_0.111e goes on to state that "the scope of copyright protec-
tion is thus virtually coextensive with that of most Western systems. A Soviet citizen enjoys its
benefits irrespective of whether the eligible work is published at home, abroad, or not at all."
Pp. 362-363.
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Olnisis on the roll: of class and work place relationships as the
notion for inventions iind innovative activity, it has recently

become more ztcceptable to credit-individual breakthroughs. For ex-
ample, a Shanghai author defended rewards fbr inventions by
saying that: "Science and technology is a kind of mental wealth
and is something of value created by complicated mental efforts, so
in zi socialist society in which there is still commodity production;
it can only be exchanged at equal value zind must not be distribut-
ed through egalit:frianism and indiscriminate transfer of re-.
sources."

Chinese radicals and "capitalist roaderS" dueled for most of
the, etrly and mid-197(1 !s on the question of appropriate principles
for workers' compensation. Chinese leftists conceded that the time
was not ripe to proceed to absolute egalitarianism bt.t insisted that

wel__deixtrt. from the spirit of proletarian politics, regard more
labor. more Pay' as a `motive.fbrce' to stimulate the enthusiasm of
the masses, and put awailik and work points in command we shall
lead the-people to take the evil revisionist road.',16

Deilg X 1110pIng lind _his allies, of course, did not assume that man
was willing to work selflessly; To them, boti4peois rights and mate-
rial incentives were precisely the needed motive _forces: Before
Deng Xiaoping was purged for the second time in 1976 he was re:
sponsible for a dmtft memoranda-it which stated that "while re,
stricting bourgeois rights; we must be mindful of the material and
'Plural (Emphasis added.) conditions that are presently in existence;

, We must not deny the necessity of the existence of diSparitieS
and pursue egalittrianism. Egalitarianism is not only impossible
now it is also impossible in the future." " Since regaining power
and particularly since the Third Plenum, Deng and the present
leaders have sought.- to expand the role of bonuses and Piebe rate
WageS. They have also used enterprise profits to reward workers,
exixinded the size of the free market and private Oa and re-al-
lowed individual and collective handicrafts, industrial and commer-
cial undertakings.

The Third Plenum also resulted in a series of-extremely impor-
tant decisions about reorganizing the economy, This is not the
Place for a full review of China's recent economic reforms but it is
important to describe briefly some of the important features of- he
progi-bib to decisionmaking to lower levels of the Chi-
nese economy. Most importantly, ChinesQ planners are trying to
impose a greater degree of fiscal discipline onto China's economic
units. Previously, many organizations were immune to pressures to
reduce their,costs or increase their revenues sthce-they all eat out
of the same pot." To relate rewards more closely to effort and effec-
tiveness, experiments have been introduced in a large number of
the most -

important Chinese factories. Investment resources and
bonus and welfare funds will bear a relationship to enterprise prof=
its. Direct contacts between suppliers and user entities have been

'; ' u Guoquan. "How to View tin Keeping of!Fechnical-Seerts", 1fulbql5, February- 77.
1981. in-Foreign Broadcast ht formation Service; China Daily Report (Hereafter FIRS-CIID Feb-
ruary 27: 1981; p: 0-2;

"..Gale; op, cit., p. 575.
""Some Problems-in Accelerating Industrial Development7, September 2; I97o; in Chin tisin;

."The Case of the Grain of Four," Cosmos Books Ltd., !long Kong. p. 265.

2
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encouraged and, within limits, Chinese organizations are encour-
aged to maximize their giiins from such,economic relationslips: In
a similar fashioi:; administrative entities such as municipalitieg
and provinces have been given a freer hand to utilize their own re-
sources to their own advantage,

It is much too early to forecast how these reforms will fare:
There is abundant evidence provided by refbrrn proponents that
the movement aLnaost immediately conflicted with macro-economic
policy and led to excessive investment and inflation. In addition,
many Chinese leaders and organizations must consider such re-
forms to be contrary to the very essence of China's socialized and
Manned economy. Nevertheless, for present purposes what is im-
portant is not how the reforms will fare in the long run but the
fact that.they now exist as an important new experimental policy
supportedThy the dominant group now in poWer in Beijing. As a
result of their existence, the assun.ption that the Lhinese economy
will always be as highly centralized as in the past is no longer a
foregone conclusion.

Finally; the decade of the 1970's saw China dramatically shed its
previous self:imposed isolation and become a willing and even -ag-
gressive- participant in the international economic community. Cer-
tainly, the primary consideration for these developments was -geo-
political; but economic motivation played a role as well. Once
again, the proposals drawn up under Deng Xiaoping's leadership in
1975 bluntly stated the case for foreign economic involvement: "It
is necessary to leatn humbly from foreign experience and to selec-
tively import advanced technologies from abroad for our purposes.
This will speed up the development of our national economy. We
must stick to the principle of _independence and self-reliance and
oppose the philosophy of slavishly 14;rning from abroad and crawl-
ing slowly behind: But we must not be conceited and close our
doors to everything and refuse to learn at all from abroad." 18 Deng
made it cleat- that he intended to upgrade China's own scientific
and technical capability by importing technology: "All industrial
ministries and science research units must firmly grasp the favora-
ble opportunity that has been created by the success of Chairman
Mao's revolutionary line in foreign policy . . . and try to learn as
fast as possible the new technoligies we need. " '`'

Since then China has not oily greatly increased its exports and
imports, it has adopted forms of international economic cooperation
which would have been unimaginable only five years, ago. While
there was an evident slowdown in introducing further economic re-
forms into China's international trade system during the first part
or 1981, Chinese policy in 1981 continued to encourage investment
in special economic zones, joint ventures with foreign firms and the
use of foreign capital to extract Chtina's offshore petroleum re-

,sources.2°
Closer economic ,and diplomatic ties with foreign countries have

resulted in pressures to bring China's policies into cloSer harmony

p 26:i
"Loc. cit.
2°See the articles in"sPerions IV and V of this_ volume by John Davie and Dean Carver. and

Jack Rich and Lilliana Monk and Stanley Lubman.
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With the rest Of the World. This has been done partly as a matter of
'Chinese self-interest; ias in the case of accepting low interest eco-
nomic aid, and partly as a reflection of the cold reality that im-
porting huge projects and forming joint ventures will be po§§ible
only if China moderates some of its traditional trading practices;

In some _cases, the fruits of international commerce -are directly
linked to China'§ commitment to generally accepted standards of
international commerce. A good example is the negotiation of the
U.S.-China Trade Agreement under which China obtained -most fa-
vored nation tariff treatment from the United States. By U.S. la*,
such a trade agreement__ With a Communist country requires;
among other things; that countries who are not party to either the
Paris Convention or the UniVersal Copyright Convention, must pro-
vide patent, trademark and copyright rights for U.S. nationals not
less than the rights specified_in these two conventions. China is not

member of the two conventions and is just in the midst of draft-
ing their own highly complex patent and copyright laws. The result
was a carefully written compromise which satisfies the basic needs
of both parties. For example; With respect to patents, the two sides
agreed that ea c h party "shall seek; under its laws and with due
regard to international Practice, the:ensure tolegal or natural per-
sons of the other party, protection of patents and trademarkS
equivalent to the patent and trademark protection correspondingly
accorded to tae other party".2_1 As we shall see, China is in both
the patent and copyright fields, at work revising their basic laws
and has already joined the World Intellectual Property Organiza-
tion (WIPO). These stepS can be viewed in part as positive indica-
tionS of China's willingness to satisfy commitments made in the
Trade Agreement and as a result of discussions with oth. c foreign
governments and private organizations.

III. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAWS IN CHINA AFTER 1976

The present leader§hip of China seems prepared to make a
.rather dramatic turn away from Marxist ideology in their proposed
new patent and copyright laws. The desire to upgrade China's sci-
entific and technological capacity must be regarded as a fundamen=
tal factor. The unfamiliarity of Western technology owners with
the Chinese method of protecting proprietary technolou through
contract has undoubtedly created situations where the most desir-
able technology_ has simply not been available to the_ChineSe. An-
other factor influencing the content of the proposed patent law in
the PRC has been the frequent cont tct between the ChineSe offi-
cials responSible for preparing the new_patent law with patent offi-
cials from other nations. Finally, WIPO has clearly influenced the
content of the ChineSe patent law through_ the many discussions
which have been held between Chinese official§ and WIPO staff,
through seminars conducted in the PRC by WIPO, and by the
WIPO Model Law for Developing Countries on Inventions. In addi-
tion, WIPO encouragement to the PRC to adhere to the Paris Con-
vention for the Protection of Industrial_ Property and to the Berne
Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works has

2' U.S.-China Trade Akre-emenL Artie le VII:.
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undoubtedly encouraged the Chinese to revise their trademark law
and to adopt a copyright law.

Patent
Whatever the cause; it is clear that the Chinese have drafted and

are considering- the adoption of a rather conventional patent law:
In addition; the Chinese Government has established, at least__ on
paper, a Patent Office and are in the early stages of considering
the construction of a building to house the patent operation.

Assurning that the present draft is adopted, the Chinese will
have three different types of protection: a patent for inventions
which will have a term 15 to 17 years from filing;,a patent for
utility models which will have a term of 5 years from filing, with a
possibility o- extension upon request for an additional 5 years;
and a patent for industrial designs which will also have a term of 5
years from filing, with a possibility of an extension for 5 years
upon request.

The latter two types of protectionthe utility model patent and
design patentwill be subjected to an examination for formalitieS
only while the patent for inventions will be subjected to a conven-
tional substantive examination.

Of particular interest are the exclusions from patentable subject
matter. The Chinese have stated several times that they intend_to
exclude the follownig_areas from patent protection: chemical prod-
ucts (chemical processes will be patentable), animal species, _plant
species, foods, beverages, pharmaceutical products (again; processes
will be patentable); computer software, and inventions relating to
atomic energy.

The PRC will adopt a first-to-file system rather than _a fir§t:to=
invent system as we have in the United States. This is not surpris-
ing since there are only three countries in the world which have a
first-to-invent system.

The Chinese will also have substantive criteria for determining
patentability Which will be similar to the criteria used in most
countries. Thus; in order for an invention to be patentable in the
PRC, it must, be new or novel (this is to be defined as world-wide
novelty); possess an inventive step, and have a practical application
to industry or agricultur,-.

The Chinese will adopt a deferred examination S§tem. Each ap-
plication Will be published 18 months after filing or where applica-
ble; 18 months after its priority date (an_earlier foreign filing date
to Which the application is entitled) and the applicant will then be
given another two years in which to request examination. If the ap-
plicant fails_ to request examination within 31/2 years from filing, or
again; where applicable, 31/2 years after the priority date, the appli-
cation will be abandoned.

There will also be an opposition procedure. In those cases where
an application has been published and a request for examination
has been made and also published, -a_ member of the public will;
from' the later of these two events; have a period of six months in
which to oppose the grant of a patent. Thus, an opposition could be
initiated between 18 and 48 months from filing or where applica=
ble, from the priority date. If the application is abandoned prior to
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publication, or if the applicant fails to request examination, no op-
position will be permitted.

An applicant dissatisfied with a decision of a patent examiner
will have the opportunity to appeal that decision to a higher level
of review within the Patent Office. If the applicant is dis§atiSfied
with the decision coming from the review process, he may have his
case reviewed in court. The Chinese are also thinking of permitting
a member of the public. who is unhappy with a decision of the
Patent Office to issue a patent to have this decision reviewed in
court.

Foreign patent applicants will be required to use a Chinese attor-
ney or agent in matters before The Patent Office or before a court.
The China Council for the Promotion of International Trade
(CCPIT) is the organization to which a foreign inventor must- turn
to obtain an attorney or agent to represent him. This is similar to
the Soviet system where foreign inventors must work through the
Soviet- Chamber of Commerce to file and prosecute patent applica-
tions. It appears that foreign inventors will be given a list of quali-
fied attorneys or agents and will be able to select an attorney or
agent of their choosing and to negotiate with him the terms and
conditions of his representation;

Provisional protection will be _accorded applications following
publication. If an application is subsequently approved following
examination,_ or any review process, a patent Will be published and
protection will be retroactive to the date of publication. One inter-
esting twist is that the Chinese are currently contemplating izequir-
ing that a patent applicant refund any royalties paid to him while
the application is pending in the Patent Office, if it is subsequently
determined that a patent should not issue, or if the applicant aban-
don§ the application by failing to request examination.

The Chinese will adopt a system of maintenance fees which will
begin after publication of the application; however, no decisions
have been made concerning frequency or amounts._

With respect to the rights of patentees, foreign nationals and for-
eign enterprises who have received Chinese patents will have the
right to enjoin others, inr'uding Chinese enterprises and socialist
organizations, from making, using and selling their patented inven-
tions and to obtain damages for unauthorized use However, in
thoSe cases where the invention is determined to be very important
to national defense, the economy, or public health, the patent
owner's remedies will be limited to reasonable compensation. On
the other hand, the Chinese will limit the patent rights of some do-
niestic patent holders. Thus, Chinese socialist organizations will
only be able to obtain royalties under their patents, and will not be
granted injunctive rights._ However, private enterprises (which
Would include joint ventures) and individual inventors who are not
obligated to assign their inventions to their employers will be
granted the full range of patent rights.
__There are some similarities between the patent law of the Soviet
Union and the anticipated patent law of the FRC. Both States re7
strict the rights of inventors employed by the State. The Soviet
Union restricts protection for inventions made by such employed

3 u
1-030 0 - - 70
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inventors to inventors' certificates.22 The PRC, on the other hand,
will grant patents for such inventions but will limit the patent
rights to the ability to claim reasonable royalties. In addition, both
limit the rights any inventor may obtain to certain important cate-
gories of inventions. The Soviet Union grants only inventors' certif-
icates for chemical compounds; the PRC will not grant patents for
chemical compounds, presumably limiting inventors to awards
under the "Regulations on Rewards for Inventions" (discussed
below).

The Chinese have indicated that they will follow certain princi-
ples of the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Prop-
erty. The two areas they have mentioned involve a reciprocal right
of priority and a compulsory license for failure to work_The right
of priority provision will be consistent with that specified in the
Paris Convention, that is; foreign patent applicants will be able to
obtain the benefit of their first filed application provided that they
subsequently file an application in the PRE within twelve months.
The working provisions of the Chinese law will provide for the
grant of a compulsory license three years from the date of patent
grant where the patent is not worked or is insufficiently v.-rked.
Importation will not satisfy the working requirement. The Cninese
will permit patentees to argue that a compulsory license should not
be issued because legitimate reasons exist for their failure to work
their patents. Should a compulsory license be ordered; the licensee
will pay reasonable royalties.

Regarding enforcement of patenc rights in China,_the Chinese
appear to be thinking of imposing criminal sanctions for _patent in-
fringement. An infringer could be sentenced to imprisonment for
up to two years. The Chinese also indicated that patent infringe-
ment disputes may be resolved- through arbitration. The Chinese
will, publish a gazette which will contain bibliographic information
for patent applications and patents; abstracts of inventions, the
status of applications in the Patent Office, and various requests
and notices such as those fbr examination, opposition, etc.

Rewards for Inventions and Technological Innovations
-In addition to the new patent system, the Chinese -are planning

to continue to utilize an invention reward system. Thus, Chinese
inventors may have the option to patent their inventions under the
proposed new patent system or to seek awards for their inventions
under the traditional inventor reward system. While there are cer-
tain similarities between the S.' iet inventor's certificate system
and the PRC's invention reward system, Chinese officials have
stated on numerous occasions that they do not intend to utilize
their system in the same manner as in the UZ.S.R.23

22 "Inventors" certificates are titles by virtue of which their holders have the right to compen-
sation and other_rights _and privileges a.s provided in the national law of the country having
granted them and by virtue of which the right to exploittile-invention- belongs to the State' ,
[definition of inventor s certificate contained in document PR /DC /S,- published hy the World In-
tellectual Property Organivation as_part Of _a _proposal for amending Article I of the Paris Con-
vention for the_Protection of Industrial Propertyl,

23 Under both systems, the reported inventions belong to the State and cash awards and cer-
tain honorary tributes are paid to the inventor. On the other hand, the_criteria_fordetermining
whether to grant an Inventor's certificate or an invention reward differ. The criteria for grant-

Continued
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The "Regulations on Rewards for Inventions," released on De-
cember 8, 1978, basically revise and continue the regulations pub-
lished in 1963. The criteria set down_ by the new regulations are
almost identical to those used in determining patentability. They
include "major new scientific and technological achievements '
which have never been achieved previously; are more advanced
that what is presently available, and prove through practice to be

Chinese nationals must_submit inventions through the ap-
propriate chain of command. Following review by the provincial,
Municipal, or autonomous regional scientific .commissions; the in-
ventions will ultimately be reported to and evaluated by the State
Scientific and Technological Commission; Foreign nationals may
report inventions directly to the State Scientific and Technological
Commission.

There will be four classes of rewards for qualifying inventions;
ranging from an invention- certificate; a medal; and 1000 yuan at
the bottom end of the scale to an invention certificate, a medal,
and 10,000 yuan at- the top: At cutent exchange rates, this
amounts to $620 at the bottom and $6,200 at the top. While these.
awards are considerably smaller than the monetary rewards avail-
able in the 1950's; they are ten times the amounts that were_con-
tabled in the 1963 regulations. Since rewards appear to have been
little used since 1963, the contrast .with the past is even more strik-
ing. While it is too soon -to tell how the reward system ,will work in
practice, the present Chinese sj'stem appears to reward Chinese in-
ventors more liberally than is done in the Soviet Union.24 More-
over; inventions of extraordinary importance will be given special
rewards by the State Council (see the example in Section V). In a
final exhortation, Article 14 states:

Those who hit at or suppress others trying to make inventions arid who
resort to deception regarding inventions or steal others7 fruits of labor Should be
criticized, educated and rectified. Those involved in serious cases should be dealt
with sternly or punished according to law.

We do not know whether the Chinese will_ultiinately prefer to
utilize the patent or the inventor reward system for their patent-

ing an inventors' certificate is the same its the more stringent criteria for issuing a patent; an
inventWs tertifitate is disclosed and fully published, again, in the same manner as with a
patent; and, and inventor's certificate gives rise to an exclusive right in the State to use, Only
recently limited to 15 years duration.

e. The maximum Soviet rev.ard_for_an invention is 20,000 rubles for roughly $27,000 at cur-
reriteXthange_rateta or about four times as great as the maximum Chinese payment of 10,000
yuan (about $6,200 at current exchange rates), but the lower awardS,(w_hich_are perhaps_the
more relevant ones for most Chinese inventions) are considerably higher in China (1,000 yuan or .
about $620) than the_first three grades of the Soviet invention award system {the-maximum pay-
ments for the first three grades in -the Soviet system,are: 20 rubles (about $27); 60 rublestabout
$80) and 145 rubies (about $190). Since the average_ industrial wage in China is less than one
fifth that of the Saviet Union,_the incentive to invent should be much more powerful. For exam-
pit average industrial worker in China would have to work 20 months'to earn an amount
equivalent to the minimum reward- for inventions. The average Soviet vOrker,_mi the other
hand, would earn an amount equivalent to the_minunthrt initial award in less than half a week
of- rioritial WOrk._To tarry the analysis further, one would need detailed information on- the
actual awards paid for inventions (the number of awards, the- average and fluidal reward_ for
inventions and the number of awards made to individuals and to collective units) in both coun-
tries. No systematic information on this subject exists for China. For an initial empirical ana/y-
SiA of the_way the Soviet system works in practice see John -A. Martens -and,John P. young,
"Soviet Implementation of Domestic Inventions: First Results, in Soviit Ea:au_nty in a Time of
Change," Joint Eontanic Committee. October 10., 1979. pp. 472-509. Mar...as and Young conclude
that 'a strong case can be made that the inventor's certificate today is less likely to be viewed
as_an afterthought" (p. 480) and that the Soviet R and D establishment is developing a "patent
conciousnes:s." Loc. cit.).
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able inventions. There would appear to be advantages and disad-
vantages of both systems. Seeking an award under the inventor
award system will probably continue to appeal to many Chinese or-
ganizations because of the system's familiarity, its relative simplic-
ity and; perhaps; because it will not conjure up as much fear of
benefiting From a rightist bourgeois practice. On the other hand, by
assigning all rights in the invention to the State, Chinese organiza-
tions will lose the rights to future payments derived from use of
the invention not only by Chinese enterprises but by foreign orga-
nizations as well.

"Regulations on Awards for Technical Improvements" were also
promulgated in 1963 and are still in force:24° Technical improve-
ment awards are made if the improvements "lead to the achieve-
ment of more, faster; better and more economical results in produc-
tion or work through experiment research and practical applica-
tion." The awards vary from under 100 yuan for a technical im-
provement leading to a production increase of over 1,000 yuan and
between 500 and 1,000 yuan for a production increase of over one
million yuan. The monetary awards are accompanied by honorary
awards and may be presented either to collectives or individuals..

Trademarks 24 b

The "Regulations Governing Trademarks"_ and the "Implement-
ing Rules under the Regulations Governing Trademarks", both pro-
mulgated in 1963, remain in force. Reflecting perhaps a growing
appreciation of some of the harsher features of both the Regula-
tions and Rules as well as a desire to join the, world Community in
trade matters, the Chinese have issued certain "notes'\. These notes
have the effect of ameliorating the harsh effect of many of the reg-
ulations and rules with respect to foreign nationals seeking trade-
mark protection in the PRC.

Trademarks in China are similar to trademarks in most Western
nations in that they represent a certain level and consistency of
quality- of the goods on which the marks are used. As previously
noted, however; there is a difference in that the Chinese trademark
regulations are almost exclusively concerned with the trademark
function of representing a certain level of quality. There is little or
no concern for the more traditional trademark functions of identi-
fying goods as those of a particular manufacturer or distinguishing
the goods of one manufacturer from another. The preoccupation
with quality is exemplified by the requirement that Chinese enter-

"New regulations governing "rewards for rationalization proposals_and_technical renova
tions" were announced after this _article_ was completed IXinhua, 'Regulations Issued on Re-
wards for Improvements", FRIS-CHI .A_pril 13. 1982, pp. k-11k-13). The primary effect of the
new regulations will be M increase the incentive for making a successful proposaL_Proposals
found to. have an ',annual economic return" in excess of Lniillion yuan will be rewarded by cash
awards from 1,01/0 to Z00()_yuan. This award is twice as high as in the 1963 regulations. Similar
increases in cash awards are also given for successful proposals with "annual economic returns!!
less than 1 million yuan. Although these regulations were only_ publiShed in April 1982; they
probably _were_ in effect at least one year earlier. This would explain the inconsistency noted
below in footnote 34.

24. Well after this paper was compietei the Chinese promulgated ita new trademark law on
August n, 1982. It will become_effective March 1, 1983, Among the must interesting provisions
of the new law are: (I) a system of civil remediJ for trademark infringement and (2) provision
of a system of licensing of the rights M use trademarks in China. The new law has been ana-
lyzed in Charles Golz's "China's New Trademark Law," Chintz Law Reporter, Vol. 2, Summer
1982, Issue No. 2.
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prises applying for registration of a trademark file a "quality speci-
fication form' for the goods with which the trademark will be
used This quality specification form is to be completed according to
"prescribed technical criteria for the products" and is examined
and certified by competent authoritieS.

The preoccupation with quality is further evidenced by Article 11
of the Regulations which specifies that the Central Administrative
Bureau for Industry and Commerce may cancel a registration
Where "the quality of the goods concerned is lowered through
roughness or carelessness in manufacture." While the quality spec-
ification form is gn enerprnot required for foreitiSeS, they are sub-
ject to Article 11 and therefore, may have their registrations can-
celled if they lower the quality. of the goods on which their marks
are used.

A trademark may be any distinctive sign. However, certain
words and designs are prohibited from use as trademarks or in
trademarks. These include: marks identical with or similar to the
national flag, national emblem, military flag or decoration of the
PRC or lbreign countries; marks identical with or similar to the
emblems or names of the Red Cross or the Red Crescent; and
marks having a politically undesirable influence.

While Chinese enterprises are not permitted to use foreign words
in trademarks, the "notes" exempt foreign enterprises from this
prohibition.

Trademark rights are created through filing and registration and
not through use., Where two or more enterprises apply for the reg-
istration of identieal or similar marks, the first applicant shall be
accorded the registration. Service marks are not mentioned in the
Chinese trademark regulations.

The test for registration is similar to the test prescribed in U.S.
law (15 U.S.C. 1052(a)), namely, a trademark may not be identical
with or confusingly similar to any trademark already registered in
the name of another enterprise for the same or similar goods. If a
trademark is approved for registration, the registration is pub-
lished and a certificate of registration issued. There is no oppoSi=
tion period as exists under 15 U.S.C. 1063. The "notes" provide that
the term of a trademark registration for foreign enterprises is 10
years, with 10 year renewal terms available. For the non-exempted
Chinese enterprises, however, the regulations provide that the
term of a Trademark registration is indefinite, ending when the en-
terprise concerned applies for its cancellation. Of course, the regis-
tration may be cancelled for other reasons.

If an application for the registration of a trademark is rejected
by the Trademark Registration Agency, the applicant may request
a reexamination within one month of the date he receives the re-
jection notice. A second refusal is final and conclusive. The Chinese
are considering incorporating into their law a procedure for court
review of a final agency refusal to register a mark.

In addition to the possibility of a trademark. registration being
cancelled due to the lowering of the quality of the goods, a trade:"
mark may also be cancelled, where the name and/or design of the
mark are altered by the enterprise, or where, after examination,
cancellation is deemed well-founded and justified in light of the de=
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mands and proposals raised by masses of people; government
organs, public associations or enterprises.

Presumably this last reason for cancellation is a catchall which
gives the government rather broad_powers to move against an en-
terprise which has fallen from favor for whatever reason. The Chi-
nese have indicated that, should this provision be invoked, the
trademark owner would have the right to present arguments to the
authorities concerned, emphasizing that cancellation would only
occur.if there were very good reasons and that it would not be arbi-
trary,

Chinese enterprises may also have their marks cancelled on the
basis of non-use for one year without approval of the competent au-
thorities. The "notes" preclude application of this provision to for-
eign enterprises. According to -the "notes , a trademark of a for-
eign enterprise which has not been used for one year shall not be
cancelled and shall continue- to be effective: In fact, there_is:no
limit stated with respect to non-use of marks of foreign enterprises.

Two significant conditions precedent to registration of trade-
marks in the People's Republic of China had been stated in Article
12 of the Regulations. First, there has to be an agreement provid-
ing for reciprocal registration of marks between the PRC and the
home country of the applicant; and second, the mark for which reg-
istration was sought in the PRC has to have been registered by the
applicant in his home country.

In 1977, the Chinese made a decision which obviated any prob-
lems created by these two conditions. According to that decision,
the question of reciprocal trademark protection and the question of
whether a copy of a home registration need be filed would, begin-
ning January 1,1978, be answered on the basis of reciprocity; irre
spective of whether a formal agreement existed. In other words, if
a Chinese enterprise could apply- to register its mark in a particu-
lar foreign country without first having had to register its mark in
China, then a firm in that country could likewise apply to register
its mark in China without having first had to register its mark do=
mestically.

The China Council for the Promotion of International Trade has
been entrusted with the task of securing trademark registrations
for foreign enterprises, similar to its responsibilities in the field of
patents. Separate applications are required for the registration of
an ides tical mark for goods in different classes. There are some 78
classes in the Chinese classification scheme.

The application fee of 20 yuanJapproxirnatey $12) will be refund-
ed if the application is rejected. If the application is accepted, there
is an agency fee charged by the CCPIT of 230 yuan (approximately
$140). Thus, a successful trademark applicant will pay fees in the
neighborhood of 230 yuan.

Trademark registrants may also file applications to alter their
marks, to replace damaged or lost certificates of registration, to
renew registrations (which must be prior to the expiration), and to
assign their marks. In addition, a trademark registrant must
secure the approval of the competent authorities before using his
mark for other goods in the same class. The fees for renewal appli-
cations, renewal registrations; and agency fees are identical to
those associated with original applications.
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An-application to register a trademark must be filed in duplicate
and mustbe accompaned by a power of attorney in duplicate, a eel.=
tificate of nationality, and twelve prints of the mark involved. The
original copy of the power of attorney and the certificate of nation:
ality must be authenticated.

Copyrights
Hsia and Haun state that "The.People's Republic of China is not

known to have enacted a comprehensive statute on the copyright."
Unfortunately, this statement remains accurate. There are howev-
er;_ certain hopeful Signs that the situation may be changing.

Article 6 of the Agreement on Trade Relations Between the
"United States of America and the People's Republic of China pro-
vides some incentives in this area Paragraph 1 of Article 6 states
that both contracting partiesrecognize the importance of effective:.
protection of coyrights. Paragraph 5 of that same article then sets
forth the obligations of each side:

Roth Contracting Parties agree that each Party shall take appropriate measures;
under its laws and regulations and with due regard' to international practice,to
ensure to legal or natural persons of the other Party protection of Loyrights equiva-
lent to the copyright protection correspondingly accorded by the other Party.

One month after the signing of the Trade Agreement, Mr. Cheri
HaribO, Director of the Publisher's Association of China, indicated
that Chinese authorities would present a domestic copyright law to
the National People's Congress as soon as possible. Mr._ Wang
Heng, who is with the National Publishing Administraton of China
and who is perhaps China's leading copyright expert, has stated
that a ten person copyright study group had been established-
Beijing to draft a copyright law. Provincial study groups have been
established to work with the Beijing group and each publishing
house alSo has at least one person to follow copyright matters. The
Chinese believe that this effort responds to and places China in full
cOmPliance with the intent of Paragraph 5 of Article 6 of the Trade
Agreement:

According tb Mr. Wang, copyright protection in China will
extend to more than just literary works. Copyright protection will
be available for _pictures, art, and other works, although the Chi-
nese remain undecided on the exact spectrum of _Works they will
copyright. The Chinese copyright law; which will be included in the
civil code, will recognize and protect moral _and economic rights, as
well provide adequate protection to authors. The Chinese will
probably adopt some form of registration system. In accordance
With their custom, it appears the Chinese are thinking of paying
royalties on the basis on the length of work rather than on the
number of copies distributed. Mr: Wang has stated that due regard
will be given to international practice during the drafting of the
cOPyright law and that the PRC currently plans for its copyright.
law to at least satisfy the Uniform Copyright Convention; to which
they will adhere "when the conditions are right."
r Regarding the timing of the adoption of a copyright- law by the
Chinese, it has been indicated that a certain amount of promotion=
al work on the concept of copyright must be conducted first: As has
been indicated earlier, there is a certain tension between the con=

3t
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cept of copyright iind the Chinese communist ideology. However,
recent expressions of interest by Chinese officials in obtaining
copies of typical licensing contracts between Western _partieS may
portend increasing interest arising from the anticipation of hart
currency from the sale and distribution of translations" of Chinese
works. At this time, however, it is not possible to go beyond the
simple conclusion that the Chinese are in the process of drafting a
copyright law._

IV. UNCERTAINTIES AND PROBLEMS ARISING FROM CHINA'S
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAWS

The first and perhaps most difficult problem to assess is the
depth of the Chinese commitment to the timely introduction of new
patent and copyright laws. In both cases, Chinese leaders have
made statements on numerous occasions about their commitment
to introducing patent and copyright protection.25 As we have
Stated above, a detailed draft of the patent law exists and a sizea-
ble staff has been at work preparing for the installation Of a new
system.

Nevertheless, it is clear that there is domestic opposition to the
new patent law and undoubtedly to the proposed copyright law as
well. Foreign delegations have been formally and informally ap-
prised of the fact that thc}roTonentsof patent legislation have not
yet Succeeded in gaining approval from all the important elements
of the Chinese decision-making process, A number -of officials in
the industrial ministries feel the adoption of a patent law will
reduce their access to foreign technology because they will be
unable to pay for the technology they desire and they will be pro-
hibited from copying. Other Chinese - leaders are undoubtedly argu-
ing that the patent laws may have the effect of restricting the free
flow of technology within China. Finally, many Chinese leaderS=
including many who would not consider themselves in the radical
groupare likely to be concerned about the income differentials
and unsocialisc behavior which may arise under the new system.

We have no way of knowi7ig how serious the, opposition is But it
is clear that it exists and chat it has already delayed the implemen-
tation of the new laws. At the very least, we must caution that do-
mestic opposition Within China may still affect the final character
and the timing of the promulgation of the patent and copyright
laws.

We recognize that it is even possible that political changes in
China and a further mushrooming of domestic opposition could
conceivably endanger passage of these laws. Nevertheless, barring
major political upheavals or a drastic re-assessment of the present
foreign policy course of the Chinese government, we are inclined to
believe that the main impact of the opposition to intellectual prop-
erty protection will continue to delay and to modify the ultimate
legislationbut will not prevent the passage of the kind of laws
outlined above.

"AS recently OS -July- 191iL_Chimi's commitment to establishing z1 patent system was reaf
firmed by Vice Premier Fang Yi when he met with a delegation from the Japan Patent-Associ-
ation. FAIS-C111 July 9. 1981, p.D-1.
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The authors are also reluctant to analyze the detailed problems
which Chinese intellectual property laws will _pose for Western
businesses. Particularly in the trademark field; considerable experi-
ence has been gained by trademark counsel representing numerous
firing. It would be presumptuous of the- authors to suggest that
they have had any practical experience in dealing with the prob.;
lemS that have confronted lawyers and business people when pro-
tecting their rights in the PRC. Nevertheless, a modest effort will
be made to identify the problems which appear to exist, with the
hope that others will correct and supplement the comments which
follow.

Patents
Of course, the fundamental problem facing Western industry

seeking to protect its new technology in the PRE is simply that the
Chinese do not yet have a patent law. Accordingly, Western firms
are forced to continue to rely upon_ provisions in contracts to pro-
tect their technology. Since the ability of -a_ particular firm to pro-
tect their technology by a contract varies from situation to situa-
tion, the prospects are good that some businessman will continue to
face fruStration- and disappointment and that the Chinese will con-
tinue to obtain some outmoded technology.

Little is known regarding some of the important details concern-
ing the patent system which the Chinese will establish. Questions
Such as the type of claim practice which will be adopted, the prior
art against which patentability will be determined, the length of
time one can expect the patent process to take; etc., must necessar-
ily await the publication of the Chinese patent law and regulations.
However, the general outline of the proposed patent system is
known and at least some problems can be anticipated.

Foremost among the likely_ obstacles which Western firms will
face in the PRC is the lack of patent protection for chemical com-
p-thin& and pharmaceuticals. The officials responsible for designing
the Chinese patent law have concluded that China should not-ini-
tially protect chemical compounds and pharmaceuticals. Their deci-
sion seems to be based primarily on the absence of protection for
Such products in developing countries. The Chinese argue_that
their industry is at the same_ level of development as many other
countries which do not protect chemical compounds and pharma-
ceuticals. They argue, therefore,__ that they should not protect such
products. While they aaknowledge that the world trend is towards
increased protection for chemical products and pharmaceuticals;
they argue -that even a highly developed country like the Federal
Republic of Germany only moved to protect chemical compounds
within the last fifteen, years. Therefore, they conclude that China
need be in no -rush to offer patent protection in such areas. Follow-
ing the examples set by the countries after whom the Chinese are
modeling their _patent law, however; they have indicated that
patent protection will be available for chemical and pharmaceuti-
cal processes.

This decision by the Chinese will obViously_ have adverse conse-
quence§ for American chemical and pharmaceutical firms. More-
over, this decision also may not be in China's own best interest.
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Considering the re:iv:1rd] and developments costs associated with
both pharmaceuticals and agricultural chern:c..1s, many foreign
companies will not spend significant resources developing products
fcr Chinese conditions.

Plants are also expected to be excluded from patent protection:
This is somewhat surprising since one of the areas in which the
Chinese have actually sold "technology" to the West involved a
plant variety; specifically; a new type of rice. Moreover, it would
seem that the Chinese would want to create maximum incentives
for the development of a more productive agricultural sector.

In addition, some important industrialized countries extend pro-
tection of plant varieties to foreign nationals on the basis of reci-
procity, e.g. the foreign national can protect only those varieties
which his country protects: Thus, the Chinese could find that their
exclusion of plant varieties from patent coverage might well make
it more difficult for them to patent and sell agricultural technology
in world markets. Of course, Western breeders will be unenthusias-
tic about investing resources to- develop new crops and other fOod
sources tailored specifically to Chinese needs without the prospect
of a reasonable return on their investment which the patent
system would offer.

Several questions arise regarding the enforceability of patent
rights in the PRC. First, one must-ask, given the closed nature of
the Chinese society, how could a firm determine whether its pat-
ents were being respected in China. For example, how would West-
ern firm know whether its patent, licensed for use_ in a single plant
in the Shanghai area was also being used in similar plants in the
far reaches of the PRC? While export products might provide evi-

ce of patent infringement, Products intended solely for domestic
consumption and patented processes present much more difficult
considerations.

Another _potentially troublesome area involves how the govern-
ment would determine which patents it will exploit for national de-
fense and other purposes. Closely linked is the question of how
compensation for such governmental use, would be determined. The
Chinese currently plan to limit a patent owner's remedies to rea-
sonable compensation in areas important to national defense, the
economy, and the public health. In a socialist country, a govern-
mental right to use; for "reasonable compensation", any invention
relating to the "economy" could all but vitiate the value of-a
patent: Some additional guidance regarding the scope of these gov-
ernmental powers will be necessary before Western businessmen
can determine the real valce of a patent in the PRC.

Similarly, assumin_g that the PRC places reasonable limits on its
right of eminent domain in the patent field, the question of hoW
"reasonable compensation" is to be calculated is also of fundamen-
tal importance; Does "reasonable compensation" Rave the same
meaning in the PRC as it would have in a Western economy? Will
the Chinese provide a right of review for a patent owner dissatis7
fled with the levet of compensation established? These and many
other questions concerning compensation need to be known before
Western firms can intelligently determine the desirability of seek-
ing patent protection in the PRC.
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The Chinese have indicated that their_patent law will contain a
working requirement which will be compatible with that provided
in the Paris Convention. Assuming that the Stockholm Act of the
Paris Convention continues to remain in force for at least the. im-
mediate future, this means that the Chinese will provide a compul-
sory license to practice any invention which the owner fails to
work, either four years from filing or three years from grant,
whichever is later. The Chinese have also indicated that the
patent owner will be permitted to argue, as mandated by the Con-
vention, that a compulsory license should not be issued because the
owner has been unable,_ for legitimate reasons, to work the patent.
Should a compulsory license be granted, the Chinese indicate that
the patent owner will be paid reasonable royalties. Numerous ques-
tions arise. Assume a patentee wishes to commence working his
patent at .an early date. How difficult will the Chinese make this
for the patentee? Will he be able to obtain the necessary approvals,
or find a Partner in a joint venture, to commence such _working
within the statutory time frame? If the patentee is precluded from
working due to his inability to obtain the needed governmental ap-
provals, will this be considered a legitimate reason by the Chinese
authorities for failure to work? Again the question of determining
the level of reasonable compensation must be considered. Addition-
ally, will the decision- granting the compulsory license be reviewa-
ble?

In summary, there are many questions facing Western business-
men interested in obtaining a patent in the PRC. Unfortunately,
most of these questions cannot be answered until the details of the
Chinese patent law are available. Indeed, many specific questions
cannot even be intelligently raised until that time

Trademarks
The laws regulating trademarks in the People's Republic of

China is obviously more settled than with either patents or copy-
rights- since trademark "Regulations" and "Rules' have been in
force since 1963. Also, as previously noted, Cie Trade Mark Regis-
tration Agency has issued certain "Notes" which exempt foreign
applicants from certain aspects of the Regulations and Rules. By
November 1980, U.S. nationals had filed over 2,000 trademark ap-
plications in the PRC, from which over 300 registrations were
issued to nearly 100 U.S. firms

Initially, it is noted that only trademarks can be registered
under the PRC "Regulations". Not only does there appear to be no
means available for the registration of service marks, but- there
seems to be no protection of any kind for such marks. The absence
of protection for service marks in the PRC should be an important
consideration-to the increasingly service oriented Western econo-
mies. '

The absence of any protection for- service _marks 'also raises a
question about the PRC 's plans to ratify the Paris Convention-. For
example, Article 6 of the Convention requires member countries of
the Paris Union to protect service marks; although they do not
have to provide for,the registration of such marks. There are other
requirements involving the protection of trademarks where the ex-
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isting traiNiiark law appears deficient. For example, the PRC
trademark_ law does not provide for granting a right of priority
with respect to a trademark application as required by article 4(A)
of the Convention; it does not provide for the registration of collec
tive marks as required by Article 7his of the Convention; and, it
does not provide for the protection-of trade names is required by
Article 8 of the Convention. In addition; the authors are not aware
of Einy provisions in Chinese law which would provide protection
against unfair competition as required by Article ,Obis of the Con-
vention. These are El few of the several inconsistencies which exist
between the requirements of the Paris Convention and the provi-
sions of the PRC law. While those Chinese Government officials xer-
sponsible fbr drafting the-patent law have suggested that the PRC
will adhere to the Paris Convention; it is not altogether clear
whether their views are shared by the officials responsible for ad-
ministering the' trade mark_ laws: Clearly; some amendments to the
FRC tridemark laws and the creation of certain other laws such as
one for the repression of unfair competition appear necessary
before iidherence to the Paris Convention could occur.

Although the basic criteria for determining registration, e.g.,
that the mark not be identical with or confusingly similar to a
mark already registered by another for the same or similar goods,
is fairly stiindard, the law also states that marks having a political-
ly undesirable influence may not be used as trademarks. Unfortu-
nately (or perhaps ibrtunatelp, no guidance is given as what
constitutes a politically undesirable influence. Undoubtedly some
unsuspecting Western merchant will some day learn what falls in
this category when his trademarked goods are denied entry or reg-
istration of his mark is denied.

Another area of potential concern to trademark applicants is the
lack of any court review of a refusal by the Trade Mark Registra-
tion Agency to register a mark. Article 8 of the Regulations ap-
pears to give a trademark- applicant the right to obtain an initial
evaluation of the registrability of his mark and the right to request
a reexamination within one month from the date registration of his
mark was denied. Again, only through the accumulation of practi-
cal experience can the absence of court review be properly evaluat-
ed.

Another interesting problem is that there are no provisions in
the 196:3 PRC trademark law giving a registrant the right to pre-
vent another from infringing his mark Hsia and Haun point out
that the 1950 Provisional Regulations Governing the Registration
of Trademarks provided an exclUsive right to one's trademark, a
right enforceable against the infringer in a local People's court.
The authors do not know why these rights were dropped nor what
a trademark proprietor can or should do to protect his mark.

One could, perhaps,construct an arguinent on the basis of Arti-
cle 2 of the Regulations that a trademark owner does have a -right
to prevent infringement of his registered mark in the PRC. Since
Article 2 requires that an application for registration be filed for
all marks used in the PRC, it could be reasoned that Article 2 im-
pliectly requires that no mark may be used without a registration.
On the basis of such reasoning, a firm finding its mark infringed in
the PRC might approach the Trade Mark Registration Agency to
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point out that an unregistered mark was being used contrary to
Article 2 of the Regulations and 'request the Agency to take appro-
priate action. Alternatively, the trademark owner might file an
action in the People's Court asking that the use of the mark by the
accused infringer be stopped until he registers the mark in the
PRC. Hopefully, such- registration by- the accused infringer would
he blocked, by Article 6 of the Regulations (confusing similarity).
Admittedlk, this is reaching.

A potential problem for Western trademark proprietors may lie
in the absence of any means by which they can oppose a mark reg-

' istered by- another. Without the opportunity to oppose (as exists
under section 13 of the Lanham Act), it is conceivable that a trade,
mark, proprietor may find his mark already registered in the PRC
at the time he contemplates developing a market for his goods;
Moreover, the fact that the "Notes" issued by the Trade Mark Reg:.
istration Agency exempt foreign trademark owners from the provi-
sion for cancellation on the basis of one year's non -use exacerbates
the problem. An unscrupulouS individual could register even a
well-known Western mark prior to the registration of that mark by
the proprietor and since the registration could not be cancelled on
the basis of non-use; exact a bandit's price from the trademark
owner for the privilege of registering his mark.

Article 11 of the regulations could also create problems for West=
ern firms. This Article provides that the' Central Administration
Bureau for Industry and Commerce shall give public notice of can-
cellation when cancellation .is deemed well-founded and justified in
light of the demands and proposals raised by masses of people, gov-
ernment organizations, public associations or enterprises. No expla-
nation is available as to the circumstances which must exist before
cancellation of a registered mark will be "deemed well-founded and
justified in light of the demands and proposals raised by masses of
people; government organizations, public associations or enter-
prises." As previously mentioned, this reason for cancellation i§
presumably a catch-all which gives the PRC Government broad dis-
cretion to move against any enterprise which- has fallen from favor
for whatever reason. Although not required by the Regulations or
Rules, the Chinese have stated that, should this provision be in-
voked, the trademark owner would have the opportunity to argue
against cancellation of his registration. The Chinese authorities
have also stated that cancellations would only occur if very good'
reasons existed and that their actions would not be arbitrary.

It may be that Article 11 could be used by a firm as a means to
oppose a mark which it believes was- improperly registered: Thus,
the firm might argue to the Central Administrative Buxeau for In-
dustry and Commerce that- cancellation of the- registration of a
mark would be well- founded under subparagraph (4) of Article 11,.
since the mark was identical with or confusingly similar to a mark
previously used and registered in other countries throughout the
world by the petitioning firm. It might also -be appropriate to first
attempt to canvince the China Council for the Promotidn of Inter-
national Trade to raise this argument since the CCPIT would be a
"government organ" which can make such a demand under the
language of Article 11.
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Co Rwigh ts

Practically nothing is known of the specifics of the copyright law
which the PRC will deVelop and therefore, it is of little value to
speculate about what problems foreign authors and publishers
might Face in protecting their works in the PRC. There have been
complaints from both foreign nationals about the copying in the
PRC of works protected outside the PRC as well as complaints by
the PRC about the copying in various other countries of Chinese
works. Hopefully, the mutual interests of all concerned will lead to
a prompt enactment of a copyright law by the Chinese.

V. CHINA'S RECENT INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PROTECTION PRACTICES

Previous sections have emphasized that China has recently pro-
mulgated new regulations with substantially higher monetary re-
wards for inventors and are far advanced in drafting new patent
legislation. Moreover, the nucleus of a patent office has been cre-
ated and already numbers about 100 trained individuals. Trade-
mark legislation is being modernized and consideration is being
given to copyright legislation.

A further indication of the seriousness of Chinese intentions is
the fact that even before the legislation has been completed, plan-
ners already have begun to utilize new forms of rewarding inven-
tors and have provided a measure of protection to industrial prop-
erty holders. In addition, product differentiation as a means of
stimulating competition among Chinese enterprises has been en-
couraged. In typical Chinese style, the planners are experimenting
With provisional systems even before publishing the final legisla-
tion. This section will describe some recent reports on China's
evolving practices in these areas.

The general problem for Chinese planners is to construct a
system which stimulates competition among individuals and enter-
prises and provides substantial rewards to inventors and innova-
tors withOut stifling the free exchange of technical information
across administrative and bureaucratic boundaries. Vice Premier
Yao Yilin's 1980 Economic Report indicated that the problem had
been recognized and was being given high level attention: "While
promoting competition, the- socialist spirit of cooperation and ex-
change of technical know-how should be encouraged. A royalty
scheme will be worked out to govern important new technol-
ogies." 26

According to one report; a royalty system has been in use since
September 1979 at the Physics Institute of the Chinese Academy of
Sciences. Researchers were reportedly delighted that factories were
Finally becoming interested in the results of new research. As a
result, the- factories no longer produced "the same old stuff year
after year" and the scientists "no longer have to desperately peddle
their research results",27 In one year, the institute signed con-
tracts with 19 factories covering 21 of its research results. The re-
search institute was reimbursed either by a lump sum or by a

YaoYilin; "Economic Report at August 30. National People's Congress", FBIS-C111 Septem-
ber 23, 1980, p. 14.

.7 Xinhua, "Factories Apply New Technology in Production". September 19, WO, p. L-26.
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share or the profits or gross proceeds. However, it is not clear if the
recipients were committed to keeping the technologies secret.

The right of enterprises to maintain technical secrets was de-
fended in a February 1981 article by a Shanghai writer who
straightforwardly admitted that there is a "phenomenon of keeping
of technical secrets in the course of technical exchanges and coop-
eration in Shangha;'s industry, science and technology SyStem." 28

The writer argued that "since there is competition, it will necessi-
tate the keeping of technical secrets. A recognition of the right of
enterprises to protect their new techniques is a necessary condition
for developing and protecting socialist competition. If we still main-
tain the situation of 'eating out of the same pot' in technical devel-
opment, it will only encourage those lazybones who sit idle and
enjoy the fruits of others' work." 29

It is doubtful that national leaders will allow technically ad-
vanced areas or enterprises to monopolize advanced technology or
veto transfers to less_ advantaged parts of China. Nevertheless; com-
pletely free exchange of technologies from one part of China to an-
other may be a thing of the past._LOcal organizations in Shanghai
have already drafted a document entitled 'Experimental Regula-
tions on Protection of Technology and Transference of (?Technial-
obi) (Sic) in Shanghai".3° Less well endowed regions of China such
as Hubei province have had to educate the comrades "not to put
any more burden on them when asking for help from Shanghai's
departments and enterprise&" 3' The same report endorsed the
principle of paying for technology acquired from Shanghai: ". . . in
these two years, according to different situations and with the ap-
proval of certain leading departments in Shanghai, we have adopt-
ed various measures, such as sending out to learn and inviting in
to teach; establishing direct contact and learning from related
units, signing contracts__ in joint management, exchanging technol-
ogy and paying in installments." 32

To date, there is little evidence on how China will implement the
1978 reward system for inventors. Nevertheless, it appears from
the publicity already accorded to successful inventions that China's
leaders are planning to use both honorific ceremonies and mone-
tary _rewards much more vigorously than in the past. For example,
in March, 1981, the Ministry of Light Industry held a ceremony
that awarded a certificate of merit and bonuscs to people "Who had
invented or improved on high-quality industrial goods and ad-
vanced production techniques" 33 At that ceremony, three Chinese
organizations (one research institute and two factories) received
"first class awards" and bonuses of 2,000 yuan; An additional 669
monetary bonuses that ranged from 300 yuan to 1,000 yuan were

28 XU Guoquan, ibid., p. 0-2.
"Lee. cit. _
30! on Science and Technology Closes" Shanghai City Service in Manda-

rin. May 26, 1981, in FB1S-_.CHI, May 28, 1981, p. 0-6. The report merely cites the name of this
draft regulation and-does not give any details about its content. -- _

"Chen Pixian, "Transplant. Shanghai's Advanced Experience: Develop the Role of Existing
Enterprises'', People's Daily, May 28, 1981, p. 2, in FBIS-CHI, June 9, 1981, p. IC-8.

32 Loc. cit.
33 "Light-Industry MinistrY Avnirds Indsutrial Inventors", Xinhua in English, March 7, 1981,

in FBIS-CHI, March 12, 1981, L-18.
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paid to other units under the Ministry of Light Industry. -4 More-
over, the new system for special rewards for "inventions of extraor-
dinary importance" 35 has already been utilized in at least one in-
stance. In June, 1981, Fang Yi, Vice Premier and Minister in
Charge of the State Science and Technology Commissiori, presented
the first special award worth 100,000 yuan to the leader of a team
of agronomists that developed a new hybrid rice strain,36
__China's practices vis-a-vis trademarks may be changing as well.
The current emphasis on inter-enterprise competition has led to
placing more emphasis on brand name identification. Last Novem-
ber, China held a national meeting to issue certificates to "famous
trademarks". At this meeting a leading official made the following
statement: 37

China is encouraging enterprises to compete under the guidance of _the_national
plan. To protect trademarks is one of the important mea res adopted to protect
competition. Imitation or counterfeit of a registered tradema k, will be punished by
law.

In addition to guaranteeing quality, the role of trademarks has
been expanded -so that enterprises now are encouraged to gain con-
sumer recogn tion of their products. In early 1981, a People's Daily
editorial on consumer goods production endorsed brand name iden-
tification of prominertt consumer goods: "concentrated efforts
(should be made) to develop name -brand products, for example, the
Fenghuang, Jongjiu, Feige and other name brand bicycle& and the
often mentioned three big items (bicycles, sewing machines and
wristwatches) or five big items (the three big items plus radio re-
ceivers and television sets)." 38

The stress on encouraging competition and identifying products
by brand names has emerged at the same time that advertising has
reappeared in China. Now;. Chinese factories vigorously advertise
their products in newspapers, magazines, billboards as .11 as on
radio and TV. While "cut throat" competition is still al g way off
in China, the managers and workers of many marginal enterprises
have been hard pressed to remain in.business. This has led to some
aggressive advertising practices by some units. In some cases, the
Chinese press has lauded the positive resultS of advertising: 39

A chemical factory producing articles of daily use in far off Qinghai has produced
a kind of paste against the common cold which has been appraised to be of a quality
up to advanced national levels and remarkably effective, However, it was not selling
well because nobody heard of it. Later, after advertising in the papers, orders

34- The report stated that. awards were_made to "people who had invented or improved on high
quality light industrial goods and advanced production techniques." (Ibid. p. 18). The report did
not distinguish between awards for inventions and technical improvements. The awards men,
tioned in the report are somewhat inconsistent with the regulations on the reward systems. The
highest awards reported in the article were three- rst class awards and bonuses of 2000
yuan. The 1963 Regulations on Awards for- Technical-l-mprovement carry a maximum (first
class) bonus of only 1,000 yuan, On the other hand, a 1;000 yuan award underthe 1978_iriventor
reward_ system is onlv_a class three award. Both Regulations have been reprinted in Annex 7 of
E. P. White (Ed.), "USA and China: Technology and Patents Sale and License". The report is
available-from Licensing Executives Society, P.O. Box 1333, Stamford, Connecticut 06904.

See -Section III, p. 19
Xinhua; "Fang Yi; Other Leac!ers Attend Science Conference", FBIS-CHI, June 8, 1981, p.

K-5.
37 Xinhua, "Yao Yilin Attends Meeting on Trademarks", FB1S-CHI, November 4; 1980, p.-1,-

34 People's Daily Editorial, "Place Consumer Goods Production in an Important Position",
POLS-Ulf, March 31, 1981, p. L-9.

"People's Daily Commentator, "Truth is the Life of Advertising", FBIS-CHI, February 6,
1981. p. L-15.
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poured in from all parts of the country. ,So. the saying an advertisement has saved
a factory" is not an exaggerittion.

On the other hand, abuses of advertising_practices have also been
reported. One enterprise began to advertise its cProduct before its
plant had been completed. People's Daily condemned another plant
that claimed a "major scientific achievement" as "sheer lying' and
went on to warn that "if an enterprise does not prize its reputation
but to meet temporary needs, irresponsibly puts out exaggerating
advertisements to decZ;ve others, it is tantamount to drinking
poison to quench a thirst." 40

VI. CONCLUSION

The Chinese are in the midst of a major rethinking of the
manner in which they can encourage creativity for economic appli-
cation. It _is clear that the new policies have high level support and
that important new legislation has been drafted. Laws_ providing
Patent protection for inventors is said to be nearly complete. More-
over, the Chinese are already experimenting with providing more
material incentives and a certain amount of control over the use of
successful new inventions.

It must be emphasized, however, that_ a_great deal remains un-
certain. The new programs have been opposed by some influential
Chinese organizations. We do not know if the opposition will
simply retard and modify the new legislation or whether the oppo-
sition endangers the basic thrust of the new policies. We suspect
the -

former judgement is correct, but we cannot be certain.
Even if new laws and policies- regarding patent, trademark, and

copyright protection are successfully introduced in the near future,
major question will still remain. First; how easily can these re-
forms be reconciled with an economic system that will, for the for-
seeable future, remain strongly planned and centralized? Secondly,
how far will Chinese communist party leaders be Willing to go in
the direction of allowing a new scientific elite to gain not only
much higher incomes but also a degree of control over the diStribu=
tion of the results of their endeavors? Such questions; of course, are
not unique to intellectual property policies. They reflect the larger
problems Chinese leaders face in attempting to graft some market
forces and effective incentive systems onto a basically collectivist
and centrally planned economy.

40 Loc. cit.
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UNFROZEN ASSETS: THE 1979 CLAIMS SETTLEMENT
BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND CHINA

By Natalie G. Lichtenstein'
On that cold March morning in 1979, the public waiting room of

the Beijing Airport may have seemed an unlikely place for Chinese
and American officials to signal agreement on unfreezing the_so-
called "frozen assets; "' but the timing came as no surprise. Two
months earlier, the United States had finally recognized the Peo-
ple's Republic of China (PRC) as the sole legal government of
China.2 The day before, the U.S. representative, then Treasury Sec-
retary W. Michael Blumenthal; had presided over the official meta-
morphosis of the U.S. Liaison Office into the first U.S. Embassy in
Beijing- in 29 years,2 As the political winds shifted, the claims/
assets issue had once again _proved an accurate barometer of the
climate of Sino-US. relations:- Sino-U,& confrontation in Korea in
1950 led to the blocking of Chinese-owned assets in the U.S. and
the subsequent seizure of American-owned property in China; the
Sino-U.S, thaw in 1971 saw some relaxation of U.S. restrictions on
trade with China; and finally; Sino-U,S. normalization on January
1, 1979 had brought with it the resolution of this long-standing
property dispute.

If the timing of the settlement was heavily influenced by politi-
cal concerns, neither the settlement -nor the problem it resolved
was lacking in economic or financial impact. What' follows is a de-
tailed review of the historical development of the problem, the
issues for resolution, the terms of the settlement, and the course of
its implementation.

When the PRC was established on October 1, 1949, after decades
of civil war between the successful Chinese Communist. forces and
the Kuomintang (Nationalist) forces which retreated to the island
of Taiwan; the path of future relations with the U.S. was not yet
indelibly marked. While the United States had supported the Na-
tionalists; there were certainly those in America who believed that
the question of which Chinese _government to recognize would be
answered in time by a final defeat of the Nationalists at the hands

Lichtenstein: currently Counsel with the World Bank Legal Department, served-ea an
attorney in the Office of the Assistant General Counsel for International Affairs, U.S. Depart-
ment of the Treasury, during the negotiation, conclusion and_implemeritatiort (until fall 1980) of
the settlement discussed- herein. The opinions expressed in this article are solely those of the
author; and do not necessarily reflect those of the Treasury Department or of the Wcrld Bank.

This article is an expanded and-updated version of an earlier article by the author which ap-
peared at 1 China Law Reporter 25 (1980).

'Solomon, "When 41e on the dollar is a good deal," The Christian Science Monitor, Mar. 28,
1979, at 23.

2Joint Communique on the Establishment of Diplomatic Relations between the United States
Of America and the People's Republic of China; Jan. 1; 1979, in N.Y. Times, Dec. 16, 1978, at A8,
col. 3.

3N.Y Times, Mar. 2, 1979, at Al; col. 1.
(316)
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of the Communists.4 Statements§ made by U.S. officials early in
1950 suggest that the U.S. position on the China/Taiwan question
still left room for some flexibility Nevertheless, whatever nascent
flexibility there may have been -in U.S. tree tment of the C17.1:lese
Communist government was effectively ended by the U.S. entry
into the Korean War in_June 1950. Along with the North Koreans
and the Russians, the Chinese became the enemy. It was in _this
context that the US. government reacted to the entry of PRC
forces into the Korean War.°

Chinese Assets

On December- 16; 1950, President Truman declared a national
emergency based on "recent events in Korea and elsewhere." 7 The
next_day; December 17; 1950; the Secretary of the Treasury issued
the Foreign Assets Control Regulations (the Regulations), which
not only enforced a complete embargo on commercial and financial
transactions with the PRC, North Korea and their nationals;_but
also blocked all Chinese and North Korean property in the U.S.$
And so it was that the U.S. government required property holders

-_

to create a new phenomenon: frozen Chinese assets.
It is important to note at the very outset that the freeze was ex-

traordinarily broad in its scope. Blocked properties were defined as
those "in which any designated foreign country; or any national
thereof; has at any time on or since the effective date . . . had any
interest of any nature whatsoever, direct or indirect." 9 The speci-
fied prohibited transactions were those involving blocked property
or undertaken "by, or on behalf of, or pursuant to- he direction of
any designated foreign country or nationals thereof." '° China was
designated as a foreign country subject to these _restrictions as of
12:01 a.m., Baste/it standard time, December 17, 1950." Conse-
quently, the frozen Chinese-assets not only included property actu-
ally owned by the PRC or PRC nationals, but also included proper-
ty which was actually owned by others; and in which a mere indi-
rect interest of the PRC or a PRC national existed. It is this-broad-
er meaning which must be assigned to the term "frozen Chinese
assets" in the pages which follow.

4 For example,-an interdepartmental conclusion was reached among the_Arrny,_Navy, Air
Force and State Departments on October 12:_1949;_thatTaiwan would be under Communist con-
trol by the_end of_19511 "Military Situation in the Far East: Hearings before the Senate Commit.
tee on Armed Services and the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, " 82d Cong.,
1770 -71- (1951). At a conference sponsored by the SMte Department in October 1949; the consen-
sus of the- ermaneled Chiba e7tpetts;_ busineszlnen,_ and missionaries was for recognition-of the
People's Republic of China. "Transcript of Roundtable Discussions on American Policy Toward

iChina, held in the Department of State, October 6, 7 and 8, 1949," in "Institute_of_Pacific Rela-
tions: Hearings berore the. Subcommdteeef_the Senate Committee on the Judiciary to Investi

the Adnunistration of the Internal Security Act and Other Internal Security Laws," 82d
Cong., 1st Sess. 1551-1682 (1952).

'On January 5, 1950; President Truman stated that "the Unned_States will not provide mili-
tag- aid or advice to the Chinese forces in Formosa." XXIII Dept State Bull. at 46 (July 10,
I9o0).. _A week _later,_ Secretary of State Dean Acheson, in a -- speech before the National Press
Club; defined the U.S. defense perimeter in the Pacific, exc ,ing both Taiwan and South Korea.
XXH Dept State Bull, at 115-16 (January 2:3, 19501

"See discussion -in Spanier, "The Truman-MacArthur Controversy," at 114-27 (1959).
!Pres. Proc. No. 2914, 3 C.F.R. 99 (Comp. 1949-19531, 50 U.S.C. App. Notes prec: section I

(1970).
"Foreign Assets Control Regulations, 3I C.F.R. Part 500 (1980).

3I C.F.R. sections 500.201 (a) and (b) (1980).
'° Id.

31 C.F.R. section 500.201 (Schefluie)(1979).
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The frozen Chinese assets were first surveyed by the Treasury
early in 1951; yielding a reported total of $105.4 million." In subse-
quent years, some assets were unblocked pursuant to licenses
granted by the Treasury under the Regulations. Similarly, new
assets were blocked as a result of enforcement actions taken by the
Treasury. In addition, certain assets were subject to appreciation
and depreciation, with the body of frozen Chinese assets experienc7
ing a net appreciation over time. When -the frozen Chinese assets
were next surveyed, beginning in 1970; the total value reported as
of July 31, 1972 was $76.5 million." This was later updated with
additional reports to a total of $80.5 million valued at July 1,
1970.'4 No doubt there had also_ been -appreciation, depreciation;
unblockings and blackings since July, 1970, _so that it is not adviS=
Able to treat the $80.5 million figure as a fixed and invariably accu-
rate total. It is, nevertheless, the best (and only) approximation of
the value of the frozen Chinese assets available:

The breakdown of the $76.5 million figure provides a general pic-
ture of the basic composition of the asset pool. Looking at the types
of assets held, we see that 90 percent of the reported total consisted
of either bank deposits ($53.2 million, 70 percent) or U.S. dollar se-
curities ($15.5 million, 20 percent). The remaining 10 percent con-
sisted or notes; drafts, and debts ($5.9 million, 8 percent) and all
other types, including non-dollar securities, -estates, trusts and in-
surance annuities ($1.9 million, 2 percent). Looking at the catego-
ries of owners of assets, we see that over half of the reported total
was either owned hy the PRC, including its governmental instru-
mentalities ($20.2 million, 26 percent), or held through third coun-
try banks ($23.6 million, 31 percent). The third counter bank figure
represented U.S. dollar accounts held by- banks in the United
States for foreign banks. In such cases, the foreign bank would
have maintained dollar accounts in U.S. banks corresponding to ac-
counts it maintained abroad in which the PRC or a PRC nation&
had an interest. Another forty percent of the assets were split be-
tWeen individual_ owners ($15.2 million, 20 percent) and business
entities, ::;uch as corporations, partnerships and unincorporated as-
sociations ($14.6 million, 19 percent). Finally, it 'appears that 91
percent of the assets reported ($69,5 million) were actually held by
nineteen reporters, principally banks.'

These frozen Chinese assets remained blocked in a manner virtu-
ally unchanged until the implementation of the claims settlement,
just over twenty-nine years in all. It should be pointed out that the
transaction controls had been substantially modified, however,
when President Nixon announced a relaxation of controls on trade

with-the PRC in May; 1971; and Treasury and Commerce removed
restrictions on current non-strategic transactions with the PRC."
This relaxation came as part of the overall improvement in Siii6=
United States relationsin the wake of ping-pong diplomacy and

2 Department of the Treasury, 1970 Census of Blocked Chinese Assets in the United States,
at 8 (unpublished).

" Id., at 2.
1 Solernon_supra_note
'5 Department of the Treasury. supra note 12,at
16 31 C.F.R. sections 500.546 and 500.547 (1979). For a comprehensive review of the blocked

assets situation and the_possibilities_ for settlement. see Bayer. The Blocked Chinese Assets:
Present Status and Future Disposition.' 15 Va. J. Int'l L. 959-1008 (1975).
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on the eve Of Nixon's trip- to Chinapaving the way for a partial
resumption of United States-PRC trade relations.

American Claims
The U.S. freeZe On Chinese assets and the trade embargo in _lath

1950 did not pass unnoticed in China. Within a fortnight; the PRC
government ordered all property of the American government and
American enterprises placed under the "control" of local peoPle'S
governments, and froze all private and American deposits in
China.' 7 This marked the beginning of substantial _loss of Ameri=
can property in China by all groups which had been active- in
Chinagovernment; businesses; charities; missionaries; and other
individuals. But_ it was not until nearly 16 years later that the U.S.
government took steps to ascertain the extent of loss; a prerequi-
site to seeking some means of compensation.

Because this American loss of property in China was not unique
in the annals of U.S. foreign relations, it is instructive to glance
briefly at the framework which has been created_ by U.S. govern-
ment actions_ in dealing with analogous property losses elsewhere.
In the immediate post - war period, the governments_ of.several East-
ern European_ states had generally nationalized foreign-owned
property. Funds of some of these countries were blocked in the U.S.
by the U.S. government, and were subsequently used to provide
partial compensation to Americans whose property had been -nay
tionalized. Over time; most of these countries eventually reached
claims settlements agreements with the U.S. government under
which the foreign government agreed to proVide additional funds to
be diStribiited by the U.S. government -to American _claimants.
These payments were accepted by the U.S. government in full and
final settlement of the claims of U.S. nationals specified in the par-
ticular claims settlement agreement.' 8

After the conclitSitin Of the first of -these settlements; the first
Yugoslav settlement; Congress passed the International Claims Set-
tlement Act of 1949 (the Act) to enable the International_ Claims
Commission- in the Department of State to determine and certify
nationalization claims under that -settlement" Congress also pro-
vided continuing jurisdiction for the International Claims Commis-
sion (repldeed in 1954 by the Foreign Claims Settlement Commis-
Sion (the -Coroinission);° an independent executive agency) to re-
ceive and render final decisions on claims subsequently _ settled
under en bloc settlements pursuant to bilateral government agree-

,!"Gtivernment Administrative Council Issues Order for the Control of American GoVern-
ment and Private Property in China," NCNAEnglish, Peking (Dec. 1950), in 38 Survey of China
Mainland Press, Dec. 28, -1950, at I.

1" Ruin-Arlie, Bulgaria; lintigary; Poland; Italy and the Soviet Union have entered into claims
Settlement agreements with the U.S. For a brief review of these settlements_arid related_prcs
grams, see Foreign Claims Settlement 0:immission,of the United States; 1979 Annual Report to
the Congress, at 52-58. For discussion_o_r_particular settlements, see, e.g.; Christenson, "The
United- Suites-Rumanian Claims Settlement Agreement of March 20, 1960," 55 AM. J. Inel
617 (19611; Lillich, "The United States-Bulgarian Claims Agreement of 1863,"_ 58 Am. J. Intl L,
686 (1964); and Lillich, "The United States-Hungarian Mimi Agreement of 1973," 69 Am. J.
Intl L. 5534 (1975).

"The International Claims Settlement Act of 1949, Pub. L. No. 81-455, 64 Stat. 12 (Codified at
22 U.S C. 1621-1627 (1976)).2°Reorganization Plan No. 1 Of 1954, 19 Fed. Reg. 3985 (1954). 68 Stat. 1279, set out as note
foil. 22 U.S.C. 1622 (1976):
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ments; _with_ the exception of claims against_ governments__ with
which the United States had been iti a State of war during World
War 11.21 Subsequent titles were therefore added to the Act to pro-
vide for liquidation and payment .into separate claims funds in the
Treasury of Bulgarian; Bungarian and Rumanian assets which_had
been by the United States during World War II (Title
II); 22 to provide for the adjudication .and payment _ of claims
against- Italy; the Soviet Union, Burgaria, Hungary and Rumania
(Title " and to provide for adjudication and payment__ of cer-
tain claims against Czechoslovokia through liquidation of CZech
assets blocked in the U.S. (Title IV).24

There had also been substantial U.S. property lost in EuroPe and
the Far East as a consequence of World War II. These and similar
war _claims were adjudicated under Title II of the War Claimi Act
of 1948, also through the mechanism of the Commission." In es-
sence; -this legislative scheme also had two stages: determination of
the validity and amount of loss by the Commission; and proportion-
al partial compensation for-losses out of the War Claims_Fund cre,
ated through liquidation of German and Japanese assets blocked
and vested during the-War. Variations on this scheme had been -ap-
plied in World War II and Korean conflict prisoner of war and ci-
vilian internee programs, -which were funded by Congressional ap-
propriations under Title I of the War Claims Act, arid in similar
programs added after the _LTS:& _Pueblo. incident and the conflict in
Vietnam. Far more complicated in practice than this oversimplified
summary may reveal, the War_ Claims programs were- completed in
the 1960's; with others continuing to the present date.26

those property loss programs; the Commission had generally
been authorized to adjudicate claims after either an agreement had
been reached with the foreign government or assets were available
for liquidation by the U.S: government for payment of claims. In
the case of the claims against China and Cuba; however; no agree-
ments__ had been reached; by _the mid-1960'S; nor did agreements

to be reached in the foreseeable future. Additionally, it
was . by no means- clear that the substantial Chinese and Cuban
assets frozen in the United States Could -be- liquidated and paid over
to U:S, claimants under existing law." NOnetheleK the concerns
of Ameritana With -claims against Cuba_ were real and pressing; and
prompted Congress in 1964 to _enact Title V to the Act to provide
for another mechanism: pre-settlement adjudication:28 Behind this
new law _lay the concern that evidence of and witnesses to the
Cuban seizures were becoming increasingly -unavailable, the real-

2122 U.S.G. 1623(a)(1976).
221-gib. L. No. 84-285,69 Stat. 562 (codified at 22 U.S.C. 16:11-1631 (o) (1976)).
23 Pub. L. No. 84-285,69 Stat. 570 (codified at 22 U.S.C. 1641-1641 (q) (1976)).
24 Pub. -L. No, 85-604,72 Stat, 527 (codified at 22 U.S.C. 1642-1642 (p) (19760,
22 The War Claims Act of 1948,50_11.S.C__App 2001 (19761
22_Fe)t a summary of the various programs authorized under the War Claims Act, see Foreign

Claims Settlement Commission, supra note 18, at 9-12 and 50-52.
27 Doubts about the propriety of such a vesting- led Ict the 1265 repeal- of a provision in the

Cuban Claims Act- (22- U.S.C, 16444) (1964)) providing for vest and liquidation of blocked
Cuban assets in the U.S. Pub.`L. No. 83-262,79 Stat. 988 (1965). See S. Rep. No. 701, 98th Cong.,
1st Sess. 3 (1965).

28 Pub. L. No. 88-666; 78 StAL 1110 law:Idled at 22 U.S.C, 1643-1643(1) (1976)). See Redick,
"The Jurisprudence of the Foreign Claims Settlement Commission: Chinese Claims," 67 Am. J.
Intl L. 728,729 (1973).
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ization that pro_spects_for settlement continued to be dim, and the
judgment that it Would be simpler for claimants to maintain-Tone
certificate- of _loss' from the__ ommission rather than reams of docu-
ments and other evidence.29

With this Cuban program finally established, Congress was per-
suadedby, among others, the controlling interests in what was to
be the largest single claimant under the China Claims program,
the Shanghai Power Company ""to add claims against China to
Title V. Thus, on November 6, 1966; Congress authorized the Com-
mission to "receive and determine . . . the amount and validity of
claims by nationals of the United States- against . . . the Chinese
Communist regime; arising since . . . October 1, 1949, ..,. for
losses resulting from the nationalization, expropriation; interven-
tion or other taking of; or special measures directed against proper=
ty including any rights or interests therein owned wholly or par-
tially, directly or indirectly; at the- time by nationals of the United
States." "I The Commission issued its notice of the China Claims
Program in January, 1968,"2 and provided the maximum 18-month
claims filing period allowed by the Act. As required by law, the
Commission completed its determinations and certifications of
losses of property in China by July, 1972.33

Before analyzing the composition of the 378 awards (technically
referred to as "certifications of loss'!) made by the Commission,
some of the restrictions on the eligibility of claims under the China
Claims Program Should be pointed out. First; only claims for losses
arising between October 1, 1949 and November 6, 1966 were consid-
ered. Because the claims were against actions by the Chinese Com-
munist regime as a government, losses incurred prior to its estab-
lishment in 1949 could not be included; because Congress- author-
ized the Commission to hear claims -on November 6, 1966, the Corn;
mission took that date as the cut =off date for the. China Claims Pro-
gram. Second, the Act only permitted' consideration of claims for
losses of property owned by American nationals on the date of
taking, and then only to the extent that the claim had been held
by a US. national continuously until the date of filing with the
CommiSsion.34 Third, individual claims based on ownership of cor-
porations and other legal entities, such as stockholders' or share-
holders' claims, could net be considered at all for lossesincurred by
U.S. corporations or other_ entities. The corporate entity _itself
would have to file a claim. The statutory test for corporate nation-
ality was that the entity be organized under U.S. law and that 50
percent_or more of the beneficial ownership rest with U.S. citi'
zens."" Individuals' claims based on ownership interest in corpora=
tions or other legal entities not meeting this statutory test could

3' S. Rep. No 1521, 88th Cong., 2d Sess. S (1964).
"" Claims of Nationals of the United States Against the Chinese Communist Regime: Hearings

on S. :1675, Silth Cong., -2d Bess. 14 11966). (Statement of Kenneth B. Spr.tgue, Vice-President.
American and Foreign Power, Nei

Na, 89-78O, 80 Stat. 1365 (codified at 22 U.S.C. 164:11:Sal (1976)1.
a 33 Fed. Reg. 241 (1968).
" Foreign Claims Settlement Commission of the United States, 1972 Annual Report to the

(:ongress, At 417.
"22 U.S.C 1643c1M11976).
"22 U.S.C. 1643(a);11(13) (1976).
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only be considered in proportion to the individual American's in=
terests.°8

Within these statutory constraints, the L ummission considered a
total of 579 claims; and issued 378 awards and 198 denials. Three
claims were withdrawn. The 378 awards were certified to the State
Department; and to some 443 claimants holding 378 claims for a
total of $196,861,841.37 Three hundred sixty individual claimants
were issued awards totalling $14,457,723; 34 claimants in the reli-
gious and other nonprofit organizations category were issued
awards totalling $58,266,394; 43 corporate claimants were issued
awards totalling $122,743,554; and 6 claimants for other business
entities were issued awards totalling $1,394,170. Nineteen of these
awards were over $1 million each, eight for business corpor'ations,
ten for religious and other nonprofit entities, and one for an indi-
vidual.38

The China Claims Program authorized under the Act did not pro-
vide for payment of the claims on which awards had been made.
What was provided was an authoritative figure for pre-1966 losses
($196.9 million) which could be used -by the U.S, government when
it was prepared to negotiate a settlement with the PRC for the
$80.5 million in frozen Chinese assets.

The Settlement
While lino -U.S.- political confrontation in the late 1940s and

early 1950s created the claims/assets problems; Sino-U.& economic
cooperation of the 1970s necessitated its solution. The effect of this
problem on blossoming Sino-United States trade after 1971 can be
traced to the interrelationship between American claims and the
frozen Chinese assets. So long as American claimants remained un-
compensated for their losses in China at the hands of the Chinese
government, there remained the possibility -that they would seek to
attach Chinese government assets in the United States to satisfy
their claimS, -even after- the Regulations were amended in 1971 so
that the PRC was no longer generally prohibited from entering
into- transactions in the United States. PRC government assets
used for diplomatic and noncommercial purposes were likely to be
protected from _attachment; in any case; by the doctrine of sover-
eign immunity." Though the likelihood of attachment of PRC com-
mercial assets may have been reduced by the passage of the For-
eign Sovereign Immunities Act of 1976,4° which- specified the
extent to which commercial assets were reachable by U.S. claim-
ants, the possibility of attachment remained, and with it; the PRC
fear of harassment. There was also concern that the 6, o zen Chinese
assets themselves might, if unfrozen, be subject to siinilar attach-
ment.'" Thus, it became apparent that any true normalization of

3" 22 U.S.C. 1643(1(1976).
37 Foreign Claims Settlement Commission, supra note 18, at 71. Interest from date of loks

date of settlementnt _6 percent per_ annum was also awarded.
-3" Foreign Claims Settlement Commission, Summary of the China Claims Program (June 4,

1979).
?",See, e.g., discussion in Steiner_73c_VaIrta, "Transnational Legal Problems" 646-672 (Second

Ed. 1976). The_question could have been complicated by U.S. non-recognition of the PRC.
"Pub. L. No. 94-583, 90 Stat. 2891 (codified at 28 U.S.C. 1602-1611 (1976)). See particularly 28

U.S.C. 1605(0(3).
"See Bayar, supra note 16, at 1000:
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Sino-United States trade would require the settlement of the
claims/assets issue.

The U.S. side was faced with two concerns in finding a Solution
that would achieve reasonable satisfaction of U.S. claimants: level
of recovery and form of settlement. As for the_level of recovery.
previous settlements of nationalization claims against Eastern Eu-
ropean nations had recovered less than 100 cents for each dollar
lost, ranging from 36 cents with Hungary on up to over 90 cents in
the first Yugoslav settlement: The 1933 Litvinov Assignment with
the Soviet Union yielded 12 cents on the dollarafter more than
twenty years of litigation at that.42 While an agreement in princi-
ple with China which was rumored to have been reached in 1973
would likely have been in the 40 cents on the dollar range,43 Con-
gress had in 1975 signified its dissatisfaction with a Czechoslo:
vakian claims settlement in the same range.44

As for form of settlement, the proposed 197d settlement Would
have been on a mutual assignment basis. Under a mutual assign-
ment, such as the Litvinov Assignment, the United StateS would
have assigned to the PRC all the interests of U.S: nationals in
property which- had been taken in China. The PRC would have as-
signed to the U.S. all PRC interests in blocked property in the
United States. The PRC would have had to satisfy the claims of its
nationals for the loss of blocked- property in the United States out
of property assigned to it in China. The United States would have
had to satisfy the claims of its for loss of property in
China out of the PRC interest in blocked property assigned -to the
United States. Theoretically, that would have yielded roughly 41
cents on the dollar.

In practice, however, collection of that 41 cents would surely
have proved elusive. The United States could have received title to
the blocked property only as good, as that of its assignor, the PRO.
Yet, as noted above, these assets !were blocked under the Regula-
tions not because of PRC or PRO national ownership, but rather
because of the existence of a FRC interest of any nature whatso-
ever; direct or indirect, in the Property. There was no guarantee of
the strength of PRC title to the assets: For example, individuals
might have left the mainland, but failed to claim their assets in
the United States after their departure; or-third country nationals
might have owned property that was in fact blocked because of a
PRC interest. As- as re6.ult, the United States would more than
likely have found itself' in protracted litigation over title to the
assets, as it did under the Litvinov Assignment. Additionally,\in
the Litvinov settlement, it had been possible to rely, in litigation,
on official Russian decrees which had previously nationalized the
property at issue.45 No similar decrees were known to be available
in the Chinese situation, and the absence of official action, com-
bined with probable factual uncertainties, could have made proof of

"Solomon, supra note 1. The Litvinov Assignment is found as &change -of Letters between
Soviet Commissar for Foreign Affairs Litvinov and President_Roosevelt, Nov. 16, 1933, in Dep't
of State, Establishment of Diplomatic Relations with the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
(l.St_European Series No. 1, 1933).

3 N.Y. Times, May 17, -1973, at 19, col. 1
"Trade-Act of 1974, Section 408, Pub: L. No: 93-618, 88 Stat. 1978 (codified at 19 U.S.C.

243801)(1976)f
43 See U.S. v. Pink, 315 U.S. 203, 210-11 (1942).
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ownership extrtmiely difficult. Such an assignment, then, could
well have yielded the U.S. government less than $30 million for
actual distribution to United States claimants."

Unlike the Litvinov Assignment, the settlements with the East-
ern European nations had typically involved both a cash payment
by the foreign government and the liquidation of blocked assets- in
the United States which had been vested by the U:S: government
under specific legislation. The China legislation did not provide for
vesting of the blocked assets, and it was not clear that the option of
vesting under other legislation was avails.ble in the China situa-
tion.47 Thus, the combination of vesting and liquidation with a
cash payment did not appear to be satisfactory either.

The Chinese side was concerned with return of the frozen assets
to rightful _owners. The mutual assignment proposal posed a prob-
lem in this regard. The PRC would have needed to know which
assets had been recovered by the United States in order that some
compensation be made to PRC nationals whose property in the
United States would hav been taken under assignment. Because
the U.S. go4ernment stood,by its position of maintaining the confi-
dentiality of its information about the ownership of specific assets,
the PRC would then have-faced difficulty in ascertaining the valid-
ity of its nationals' claims."

The Agreement Concerning the Settlement of Claims between
the United States and the People's Republic of China of May 11,
1979 49 (the Agreement) as concluded took account of these and
other difficulties which had plagued both sides. The PRC agreed to
pay $80.5 million to the U.S. government, $30 million on October 1,
1979, and the balance of $50.5 million in five equal annuaLinstall-
ments of $10.1 million each beginning on October 1, 1980. The U.S.
agreed to unblock the frozen Chinese assets by October 1; 1979, al-
though the two sides thereafter exchanged notes on September 28,
1979; extending the date to January 31, 1980. These mutual under-
takings were accepted by the- sides in satisfaction of the claims
of U.S. nationals against the PRC for the taking of property by the
PRC between October 1, 1949 and May 11, 1979 (the effective date
of the Agreement) and of the claims of the PRC and its nationals
arising from the blocking of assets between December 17, 1950 and
May 11 1979. Thus, the United States was assured of receiving
$80.5 million for distribution to claimants, while the PRC_ itself
would be in a position to recover PRC assets in the United States.
With the claims settled, trade between the two sides could proceed

Mundll'eim. "Claims /Assets Agreement with PRC: What It Means. How It Was Negotiated;"
in _Business Arnertca, July 16.197:4 at 7. .-

17 Doubt had been cast on the viability of a possible peacetime vesting, as would have been
the case here, by dicta in-the Sardine case. &rain° v. Federal Reserve Bank, 361 F.2d

cert, denied, 385 U.S. 898 (19661-Moreover,- given. the broad definition of "interest"
USed_itt_the Regulation& it could have been administratively complex to select out the non-
enemy interests not properly subject to vesting. Finally, when the Trading with the Enemy Act.
which had formed the basis for the Regulations. was replaced _by the_ International Economic
Emergency Powers Act,- currently-exercised authorities were extended. 50 U.S.C. 1706 (1976).
Whether vesting authority which had not been exercised with respect to Chinese assets could
have been extended is unclear. /EEPA itself does not provide vesting authority.

48 Mundheim, supra note 46. at 7-8,
4? Agreetrient Concerning Settlement of Claims; May 11, 1979, United States-People's Repub-

lic of China, T.I.A.S. 9306.
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to develop, L., .uipered by the threat of attachment by unsatisfied
claimants.

Implementation
For its part, the U.S. had four main responsibilities to fulfill.

First; in Article II(b) of the Agreement, the U.S. agreed to notify
holders of blocked assets (which the records of the U.S. indicated
were held in the name of residents of the PRC) of the PRC govern-
ment request that assets of the PRC not be transferred or with-
drawn without PRC consent That notification was made in July,
1979.__At the same time, the U.S. government undertook to assist
the PRC in its recovery of those assets by channeling information
from holders _of those assets to the PRC, to the extent possible con
sistent with U.S. policy on protecting the confidentiality of infor-
mation.5°

Second, the United State§ needed to ascertain the full extent of
claigie of U.S. nationals settled by -the Agreement The previous
figure of $196.9 million; discussed ,above, only represented awards
Made in the China Claims Program, which covered losses- incurred
between October 1; 1949 and November 6, 1966. Claims for losses
arising between November 6, 1966 and May 11, 1979 remained to
be determined. As a practical matter; the absence of extensive U.
owned property in the PRC during the peflod made it unlikely t at
substantial awards, if any, would be made -:by the Commission.
After the Agreement was signed in May, 1979, the commission an-
nounced a new filing period for post-1966 = claims f June I
through August 31, 1979, to be carried out under the basic authori-
ty of Title I of the Act referred to above." The Commission coin-
pleted its work on the_ post-I966 claims on July 31, 1981.52 A total
of 82 claims were filed, on which the Commission issued-3 awards
totaling $176,455.52

_Third, the U.S. was responsible for diStribution to U.S. claimants
of the payments made by the PRC. The first-$30 million was re-
cei ed on October 1; 1979_, as scheduled, and Treasury's Bureau of
Government Financial Operations shortly thereafter began- the
process of making payments to claimants whose claims had been
certified to Treasury by the Commission, in accordance with the
Act. Title I of the Act requires that five percent of the payment
made to the U.S. be paid into Treasury's miscellaneous receipts as
reimbursement for U.S. government administrative expenses.s4
Then, persons with awards of $1,000 or less receive the full value of
their awards. Persons with awards- of- over $1;000- receive $1,000
plus a pro rata share of the funds which then remain. Interest can
be paid on the claims only if the principal on all awards has been
paid.55- Since the amount available for distribution is substantially

50 1..-ettek from Stankty Sonnerfield. Director, Office of Foreign Assets Control, Department of
the Treasury, to holders of blocked Chinese wets (July 13,1979).

51 44 Fed. Reg. 31711 (1979). For a brief description of the progn.m. see Foreign Claims Stttl,
ment Commisssion, supra note 18, at 34-38:

52 Id.
53 Foreign Claims Settlement Commission files.
t4 22 U.S.C. 1626(13X2) (1976).
"22 U.S.C. 1627(0 (1976).
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less then the total principal amount, no interest will be paid on the
claims.

After distribution of the first $30 million had already begun,_
illation was passed by Congress to alter this distribution formula 56
Awards to business entities Which had previously reduced their fed-
eral tax liability by taking deductions fob the loss of claimed prop-
erty in China will be reduced by the amount of such federal tax
benefit, as defined in the law. Payments on the basis of such re-
duced awards will be correspondingly reduced. All such reductions
in payment will then be aggregated_and distributed on a pro rata
basis to claimants which were nonprofit or charitable organizations
on the date of the taking of the property. The law was passed by
CongreSS On October 1, 1980,57 the same day that the PRC cheek
for the second installment of -$10.1 million was received by the
Treasury. Thus, diStribution of the first $30 million to business
entity and charitable claimants was not affected by the change in
formula, but:the diStribution of all other installments ($50.5 mil-
lion) will be However, it must be borne in mind that given the
many ways in which the federal tax benefit, as defined, could have
accrued to another entity, such as -a_ parent company, it may well
be that very few business entity claimants will in fact have their
payments reduced.

Fourth, the U.S. was required to unblock the frozen Chinese
assets, The October 1 date (the thirtieth anniversary of the found-
ing of the PRC and the start of the U.S. government's fiscal year)
was postponed on the eve of unblocking to "facilitate the 'orderly
diStribution of the assets after unblocking." 55 Presumably, this
was to help both the PRC government in its preparations for claim-
ing the assets and the American iiolders in preparing to turn them
over to their rightful owners. On January 31, 1980; the new date
chosen, the blocking of the assetS was ended, with one exception."
Holders of blocked assets were prohibited from turning the assets
over to state governments as abandoned property until January 31;
1982. Several states had previously been licensed by Treasury to
take custody of blocked assets under operation of state abandoned
or unclaimed property laws.6 1 The two-year moratorium prevented
such transfers until its expiration, assisting the owners of the
frozen Chinese assets_ in tracing them to their original holders,
rather than through the states.

As for the PRC, it is responsible, first, for making the payments
to the U.S. government for distribution to claimants, which it haS
done thus far in a timely manner._ Second, the PRC bears the
burden of recovering as much -as posssible from the now-unblocked
assets. In that regard, the PRC State Council issued a decree on

5.1 Pub.1 No. 96-445, 94 Stat. 1891 (to be codified at-22 U.S.C. 1627(f) (Oct 13, 1980)).
57 The Housepassed H.R.- 6440-on September 30-, 1980. 126 -Gong: Rec. H10132 (Sept. 30, 1980).

The Senate passed -H.R. 6440 on Ot-t6ber L1980-126_Cong. Rec. 514035(Oct. 1, 1980).
5" Pirb. L. No 96,445_, 94_Stat-1893 (Subsection (f)(2Xa)).
6° Department of the Treasury, Press Release, "Tmasury Announces PostpOnement of Date

for Unblocking of-Chinese- Assets," Sept. 28, 1979: 44 Fed. Reg: 56434 (1979).
6° 45 Fed. Reg.-727.4(1_340)
61 For eXarttPleihe Sta, tecof New York held over $2 million in frozen Chinese assets as aban-

d ed property. Letter from N.Y. State Controller Edward Regan at N.Y. Times, Sept. 24, 1979,
at , col. 6.
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September 9, I979,"2 authorizing the Bank of China to act on
bhalf of government offices; state enterprises, public ageticieS in-
clusive of corporate bodieS, educational institutions; et al; whose
assets -were blocked by the U.S: government; in recovering or With-
drawing those assets ffom the American holders:_The decree also
prohibited organizations and individuals from ,,vithdraWirig, trans -
ferring -or selling blOcked assets without the r.onsent of the Bank of
China. The Bank _of China was authorized to make Payments to the
parties concerned in Sikh cases in accordance with relevant gov-
ernment regulations: For payments still being_made, such regale-
tions are_likely to incliide the 1981 Foreign Exchange Control Reg-
tilations.63 Generally; a Bank of China announcement, in Peptem-
ber; 1979; stated that after recovery of individuals' assets by the
Bank of China;,the value would be returned_ to the owners: up to
ten percent in fOreign currency, with the benefits of remittances
from abroad to apply to renminbi balance."

What effect thiS decree has had and-will have on the distribution
Of the assets now- that they are unblocked _is not entirely clear.
First, the Bank of China would still need to demonstrate title to
assets to reclaim them from American holders, even though the
Bank's authority to represent PRC ownerscontained in the State
Council decree: Secondly; as a matter Of PRC law, `PRC organiza-
tions and indiVidnala are not authorized to seek to recover the un-
blocked property -in the United States without the consent of the
Bank:of China. Whether holders _will apply that PRC law to
the claims made for assets held in the United Statesand whether
U.S. courts would require them to apply PRC law in any litigation
that might ensuewill surely depend on the_circumstaiices-of own-
ershtp of the particular assets in question; as well as on the rele-
vant legal doctrines: Intriguing; too, is the question of whether the
PRC will stray from its characteristic reluctance to litigate; and go
to court to enforce its rights to some of the assets if competing
claimants chobse litigation over negotiation.66

The question of the PRC's inclination to litigate may play a role
in anoth6r area AS well In its July; 1979 notification to holders; the
U.S. government transmitted a second message from the P_RC: that
the goVerrinierit of the PRC "requested that the question_ of interest
payments on blocked assets in _non-interest bearing accounts prior
to March 2, 1979 be settled through direct negotiations between the
Bank of China and the institutions_ holding such accounts:" 66 This
question -iad previously-been left open by Treasury's amendment'
to the Regulations On Maith 2, 1979, which required that blocked
assets be maintained in interest-bearing accounts, Without affecting
interest prior to that date.67 Indeed, there was concern on the part

63 State Council (People's Republic of Chint0,_DecreeiConcerning Implementation of the
Agreement between the - People's - Republic of China and the United States of America on the
&ettlement of Clauris of May 11 Sept 9, 1979.

63 State Council (People s Republic cf China), Provisional Regulations for Exchange Control.
promulgated Dec. 18, 1980, effective Mar. L 196L

Announcement of Bank_ of China, Xinhun, Beijing, Sept. 9, 1979
63_A_gettlernent a long-standing litigation between the Shanghai Power- Ompany and certain

of its preferred stockholders and debenture holders, many of whom are PRC residents, is under-
way in Delaware-Quit-Shan-ghat' Pother ampany v. Delaware Trust -Comps y. (Na 3AFV1 ("harp.--

CourstCluiff1114Wbeen filed by or on behalf of PRC residen.
ce°1 Somrnerf ld, sup' no

67 44 Fed. Reg. 11764, 117 (1979); Codified at 31 C.F.R. section 500.205 (1981).
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of certain U.S. holders that Federal Reserve Regulation Q would in
fact prohibit the payment of interest on blocked accounts prior to
March 2, 1979. However, the General Counsel of the Board of Gov-
ernors of the Federal Reserve System has taken the view that the
Board could approve the payment of interest on these blocked ac-
counts prior to March 2; 1979:68 Payment could be approved where
the payment was required by a court judgment; where the payment
was made -ird ance of litigation; as a settlement found reason-
able in light of all factors by the holder's legal counsel; and where
future banking services were provided at a reduced rate in the
future. Thus, the PRC may at least need to consider litigation in
order to receive payments of back interest on blocked accounts to
which the Federal Reserve's Regulation Q would apply.

the 3 years since the settlement was concluded, Sino-Ameri-
can economic relations have indeed progressed; as documented else-
where in these volumes. The resolution of the claims/assets prob-
lem was by all accounts a prerequisite for that progress, and while
the implementation process continuesthe last PRC payment is
not due until October 1, 1984the settlement itself is primarily of
historical significance. The PRE had not previously _entered into
private claims settlements, although government-related claims
had been settled by the PRC in isolated instances.69 The form of
settlement, moreover, was withdut precise precedent in the volumi-
nous history of U.S. claims settlements. Overall, the United States-
China claims settlement met its goals in a unique way; and if
traces of discontent with its particulars can be found among Ameri-
can claimants or Chinese bureaucrats, perhaps that is testimony to
the balance of political compromise which the settlement repre-
sents.

!," Letter-from Federal Reserve General Counsel to Chief Counsel, Office of Foreign Assets
Control, U.S. Department of Treasury, (December 24 1979).

59 As of 1976, it had been reported that the PRC had not "entered Into any agreement to
compensate foreign nationals_ for appropriation_ of _property after 1949.'_'_Lubman, "Trade Be-
tween the United States and the Peoples Republic of China." in 8 Law and Policy in Intl Bus.
1, 57 (1976). The PRC did compensate the government of Canada for losses based on a 1946 bank
loan guaranteed by the Canadian government and for losses--of certain official property in
China. Copithorne, "The Settlement of International Claims Between Canada and China: A
Status - Report, " -in 48 Pacific Affairs.230 (1975). The governments of_Great_Britain and the PRC
were reported in 1981 to be considering a claims settlement. Financial Times, Jan 6; 1981.



U.S. FIRMS IN THE PRC TRADE
(THE SWEET AND SOUR CHINA MARKET)

By Henry J. Groan

I. INTRODUCTION

The China market, a place for U.S. companies to buy and sell
goods and services, has historically held a promise of fortune. As
relative late comers to the market place of "New China ", U.S.
firms still sense the old promise,, but for many, initial high hopes
have moderated. During the early 1970's, after the 21rear trade
embargo was lifted, newly gained access to a quarter of humanity
enticed U.S. company executives en masse to draw up plans for
capturing just a small percentage of the China market, which ap-
peared vast from the viewpoint of a single company.

At present, there is not -a_ very big pie for so many eager U.S.
firing to share. While some American companies have faired well
in China, a feW very Well,_most have not Substantial gains for the
mad- drity of U.S. companies in China will be made in the longer
term. The economic constraints on a rapid; across-the-board plan
far development, like the Four Modernizations, have been Classical-
ly, illustrated in China in the past 3 years. Thorgh foreign equip-
ment purchases may be financed by foreign loans, sometimes at
give away interest rates,, the country cannot afford internally the
concomitant building and shoring up of the infrastructure to make
effective use of an unrelenting inflow of capital goods. Add to this
situation the desire of the government to improve personal con-
sumption, as China has done, and the country quickly has too
much money chasing too few goodSinflatiOn.

While many_countries are willing to fmance development with
inflation; China is not. A jump to_double digit inflation from stable ._
price§ 3 years ago was a shock; resulting in the present policy of
Readjustment R,ealigned priorities in economic policy now exclude
manY_projects that were being negotiated by U.S. companies when
the crunch . came. Readjustment in the arena of foreign trade
means_ that selling to China, while never easy in the past, will for
the next two or three years be even tougher. The highly public con-
tract cancellations and heavy industrial withdrawal has _hurt
China's credibility as an important trading partner with the West,
yet even with -the bad press, the potential of the China market is.
still respected by U.S. firms.

Now that U.S company executives have had time to assess the
effects of Readjustment on their businesses, I have attempted to
find_ out their collective opinion of the China market through a
mail Survey, the results of which are presented and andlyted in
this paper. Section II lists the questions and answers of the survey
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With brief' explanations where necessary. Section III. examines the
relationship between some:of the survey answers in the context of
selling to China. Section IV discusses buying from China. The role
of intermediaries or trading companies is discusseld in Section V,
followed by Section VI, Conclusions.

II. OPINION SURVEY OF U.S. COMPANIES DOING BUSINESS IN CHINA

The questionnaire used in this survey was designed to _probe
-comnion---grbund, since companies in the sample population are of
diverse activities and size. Anonymity was insured to evoke candid
answers. To maximize the number of responses the survey was lim-
ited to one page and made easy to fill' out I received 65 completed
questionnaires from an original mailing of 125. The sample popula-
tion consists of America's largest industrial corporations, banks,
and retailers doing business in China. Nearly all the industrial cor-
porations are listed in the Fortune 500. I sent letters to the chief
executive officer (CEO) of each company since the survey deals di-
rectly with the decision process,- therefore -the person actually re-
sponding to the questionnaire, if not the CEO, would be someone

--answering for him:',
The survey questions are listed below with the percentage of re-

spondents to the right of each answer they chose. Some of the clues=
tions are annotated in this paper.

1. When did you first make business contact with China? (Circle
one)

Percent
A. 1972 or before 27.7
B. 1973-74 24.6
C. 1975-76 ti 10.7
D. 1977=78 18.5
E. 1979-80 18.5

The U.S. embargo on trade with China was relaxed in May of
1971.

a You are involved in: (Circle applicable)
Percent

A. Exports to China 78.5
B. Imports from China 44.6
C. Compensation Trade 16.9
D. Joint Venture 16.9
E. Services in China 16.9

Percentages do not round to 100, because categories are not mu-
tually exclusive.

3. Your signed contracts with China are worth: (Circle one)
Percent

A. None signed 31.1
B. Under $500,000 6.6
C. $500,000 to $1,000,000 1.6
D. $1,000,000 to $5,000,000 23.0
E. $5,000,000 to $10,000,000 6.6
F. More 31.1.

The author expresses much appreciation to the corporations that took time to respond to the
survey.. It is hoped they will benefit from analysis of the cumulative information.
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It is important to distinguish between companies actually doing
business andthe-iii-preffm-iiiary filiiiiP,S7Ofta signed contract
is smaller than amounts discussed in preliminary phases. _

A. So far, *mild a coSt=benefit analysis of your activity in China:
(Circle one in each pair)

Show disappointing results?
Percent

A. Yes 46.4

B No 53.6

Compare favorably to other new markets?
A Yes 60.7

B_No 39.3

Suggest it's time to cut back efforts?
A. Yes 17.3

B No 82.7

Indicate business is good?
A. Yes 31.2

B. No 68.8

5. Irrespective of costs, your hopes for a substantial s?ice of the
"China Market" are: (Circle one)

Percent

A. Very high
3:2

B. High .164.
36:5

C. Not as high as before 36:5

D Low 23:8

E. Dead
0.0

This is an important question in evaluating motivation in China.
An interesting correlation is tested in a later section using these
answers-.

E In a country like China (non-market economy, language bar-
rier, large-bureaucracy, etc.) trading companies provide a valuable
service to U.S. firms.

Percent

A: Agree...
41.5

Disagree
Z7.7

C. Don't !wow
30.8

The subject of trading companies is broad and is only examined
in this paper as an aid to solving some of the problems encountered
by U.S_ companies while doing business in China.

7. You entered the China market based upon: (Circle one most
appropriate)

Percent

A. Gut reaction
4.7

B. Personal evaluation
484

C. Internal company advice
34.4

D. Careful study using outside experts 12.5

8. Your expectations of a payback period from an investment in
the China market are: (Circle one)

Percent

A: I to 2 years
9 3

B. 3 to 4 years
20.4

C. 5 to 6 years
24.1

D. 7 to 8 years
25.9

E. Longer
203
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Taking midpoints and assuming E is 9 to 10 years, the mean ex-
pected payback period is 6.25 years when weighed by the percent-
ages of responses.

9. China's honor of contractual obligations compared to other
countries is: (Circle one)

Percent
A. Superior 18.9
B. About the same 69.8
C. Inferior 11.3

After the widely published contract cancellations during Read-
justment, it is interesting to see how U.S. business executives view
the Chinese on the critical issue of contracts.

10. Please comment briefly about your satisfaction or diS'satisfac-
tion with the China market.

A iist of comments from many of America's largest companies is
provided as an appendix to this paper.

III: SELLING TO CHINA

-_As the survey indicates; most major American companies in
China are there to sell. A powerful attraction for U.S. sellers of in-
dustrial equipment sprung up very shortly after the embargo came
off. Many thought of China as virgin territory; even though Europe
and Japan had been calling there for years. Question No. 7 of the
survey shows that the CEO has decided himself, in mast cases with
minimal outside expertise, that the company was going into China.
Early successes by some large industrial companie, like kCellogg
and Boeing, as well as the major grain traders, undoubtedly con-
tributed to a bandwagon effect. The desire to see China has prob-
ably been a stronger influence than executives are likely to admit.

Though growth in volume may be slow, evidence shows that the
longer a company trades with China the better it does in total busi-
ness. As the Chinese are fond of saying, "We do not forget old
friends." In Figure 1; regressing the amount of signed contracts on
when the company started trading with China shows significant
positive correlation.2

2 In this regression analysis and those that follaw, it must be remembered that rankings of
ost of the - variables are only_ordmal. In addition, the rankings on the_ questionnaire's scales by

CEOs are subjective judgments. Therefore trends cannot be measured with precision, _even
;though the formula for a line has finite numbers attached to it. Numbers on X and Y axes cor-

, /respond to lettered answers of the questionnaire (A.-A, B=2, etc.). Numbers of observations
/ vary because some respondents avoided answering some questions.



Figure 1

Mount of Signed ContraCts

Depending Upon Ye7;r Entered China Market
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Companies complain about the waiting in China, but on the aver-
a "ge they now seemto be going iii7WitiltheiFeye-g open to this prob-
lem. The slope of the regression line in Figure 2 does not test out
significantly different than zero, meaning that regardless of when
a company from the sample went into China, the mean expected
payback period is about six years. Expectations are rather widely
disbursed, but no more for new entrants than for old. Also indicat-
ing patience with the China market are the third and fourthparts
of question four of the survey. While 68,8 percent said er. at a cost
benefit analysis would not indicate business is good, 8`4..1 percent
Said it was not yet time to cut back efforts.
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The realities concerning the size of this new_market_nowppenr
much-better understood by China has monumen-
tal needs, but limited foreign exchange. At the same time the defi-
ciencies of the economic infrr.structure, particularly transportation,
constrain the growth of industry and therefore the amount of for-
eign loans the country can absorb over a fixed period. American
businessmen have found out that competition for major _projectS
that are going forward can be very keen. For example, nearly 50
oil companies presently seek to develop China's offshore oil re-
serves.

Getting the opportunity to bid on a project does not seem so spe-
cial in the 19808 as it did in the 1970s. Large U.S. firms now realize
their competitors are probably also talking -to the Chinese. In
Figure 4, regressing the degree of "hope for a substantial slice of
the China market" on when_ the firm got involved in China shows
no correlation. In 1981, U.S. companies just entering the China
market;- on the average; have no higher or lower hopes for big
volume business than those that have been in China since 1972.

3 .1

J
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..-e'i-Sure 3

Hopes for Large Volume Busxness
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MATCHING SELLING EFFORTS WITH PRC ECONOMIC PRIORITIES

China is now in a period of national economic reacillsstment. In our economic ac-
tivities with foreign countries and enterprises, we will pursue an energetic and pru-
dent policy which will be beneficial to the readjustment of our national econothy.
Absorbing foreign funds. importing technology, and running joint ventures must not
overreach our resources. They must be done progressively, contributing to correct-
ing the disproportions in our current national economy and to strengthening its
weak links.3

The quotation is a key to understanding where the opportunities
now lie for U.S. firms in China. The "weak links" are listed below
in order of national priorities for the early 1980s.

(1). The exploration of energy sources of petroleum, coal, and
electricity;

(2) The construction of railways, ports, telecommunications,
building materials, and the infrastructure in urban and indus-
trial zones;

(3) The small and medium-sized projects, requiring small in-
vestments but bringing quick economic results to help- expand
exports and increase foreign exchange earnings, such as in
light, textile, chemical, metallurgical, machine building, elec-
tronics industries and tourism;

(4) Technical transformation of existing.enterprises;
(5) Some ongoing projects to be deferred or stopped owing to

a lack of funds.''
Energy and transport (1 and 2) have long been high on China's

list of development prioris.tie U.S. companies are active in these
areas and will continue. The most significant potential for new
sales now lies in the broad area described in priority 3, almost to-
tally aimed at the household consumer, Chinese and foreign.

China will probably never become the mass market some US
manufacturers, such as toy or tobaCto companies would hope for.
However, there are numerous light industrial manufacturing proc-
esses which the US can assist through sales of licensing, equip-
ment, and specialty items. Many raw materials, such as lumber, _

fibers, plastics, and leather can also be sold in increasing quantities
to _Chinese light industry.

Import restrictions on mechanical and electrical products, a new
barrier to foreign sales, are presently being called for to help keep
foreign trade in balance, but more importantly to encourage do-
mestic growth of light industry, which in contrast with heavy_in-
dustry, prov ides more jobs and revenue with less capital input. The
restrictions are to be directed mostly at consumer durables such as
televisions, tape recorders, and calculators, but automobiles are on
the list. The ubiquitous Japanese taxi has caught on in China as in
most of Asia. Before decentralization a restrictive policy such as
this wo,uld never have had to be debated in the press as it is now;
Central planners would have just cut out purchases thE did not
want/to make: Inroads to the domestic consumer market by Asian
industrial countries have been remarkable in recent years. AS
stated in the People's Daily; "In 1979 and 1980 the number of im-

'Speech by Ji Chongwei, International Symposium on World Economy, jointly sponsored by
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences and Stanford Research Institute International, March 23-

".28, Hangzhou. Reported in Beijing Review, April 20, 1981, p. 15.
4 Ibid.

3.
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ported te_levision sets topped the output of homemade sets_by 9 per-
cent." S The editorial advocated that no more motor vehicles or
television sets_ should be imported, admitting that inadequate and
poor quality Chinese products were to blame but also arguing for
the protection of domestic industry.

From Watching the news media, selling consumer_ goods to China
appears tougher than ever. However, visible signs of successful for
eign sales continue to appear, New air conditioned. Japanese taxis
have begun plying the streets of Peking for premium fares. Coca
Cola, formerly sold only to foreigners, now is sold to Chinese; at
two or three times the price of the local orange soda.

Giving China a way to pay for foreign consumer goods, such as
earning money from the foreigners in China; or jointly producing
the product, as at the Coca Cola bottling_plant in Peking; or paying
through compensation trade now more than ever looks like the a.P7
proach to consider. The government wants to soak up some of the
excess- money in the country through sales of consumer goods, but
at the same time wants to minimize the outflow of foreign ex-
Change to obtain the products. In the mail survey above, of the US
companies exporting to China, over half are alSo importing.

IV. BUYING FROM CHINA

Petroleum, coax, and minerals have a bright outlook as future
earners of foreign exchange, but prospects are long range, especial-
ly with domestic demand for these resources growing. Traditional
exports such as handicrafts and processed foods, will continue to be
important, but significant growth is unlikely. Through Readjust-
ment China sees a way, in the short term, to make gains in exports
by broadening the manufacture of consumer durables. A good ex-
ample of the potential is textiles, just one area of the consumer
market Which has experienced tremendous growth in demand by
US buyers hi a very short period, most coming since taciffs were
lowered with the granting of favored _nation tariff stator. Light
manufacturers have the added advantage of building in high value
through labor, making economic use of raw materials.'

In another People's Daily article, "Make an Effort to Increase
the Export of Mechanical and Electrical Products"i the desires of
.every foreign buyer in China were put succinctly. "Factors which
.determine increases in exports are mainly excellence in quality,
Suitability for sale and' competitiveness in prices,- as Well 6._punctu-
ality in goods delivery . _6 American buyers have been tolerant
of sharply increased prices- of native Chinese handicrafts accompa-
nied by slow delivery, because world demand is high; and there is
nowhere else to go for the genuine article. But growth- in exportS of

-common consumer durables and daily- use items has been disap-
Pointing_to the Chinese; who know from having studied the eco=
nomic miracle in Japan that western consumers; particularly
Americans, have a lot of money to spend on such products. -

"Quality; price, delivery!' is lz simple concept that is very difficult
far a developing country to ingrain into the attitudes of its menu;

*lien Min Ri Bao. February II, I981.43. I.
"Rea Min Ri Rao, December 9, 1980. p. I.

91-'130 0 - 93 - 22
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facturers, especially when they must make due with outdated,
sometimes primitive, factories and equipment, often uncertain sup-
plies of raw materials, and an oversubscribed transport system, all
of which are improving only slowly. In the sample of US companies
surveyed, only half as many were in China to buy as were there to
sell. The proportion will change in favor of the buyers; who will
continue to switch to China from other Asian suppliers, but it will
take time. As manufacturing logistical problems are solved; China's
abundant supply of cheap labor- should provide a competitive edge
in many common consumer productS for a long time to come;

Quality

Under the Four Modernizations China is trying_ to rase the
value of exportable manufactured goods; including consumer dura-
bles, a category receiving increased emphasis since Readjustment.
Foreign trade corporations are-anxious to maintain a high level of

,,,quality to build a good name for products made in China. It is an
admirable goal, but the country excludes itself; for the most part;
from a sizable proportion of the US market that demands cheap,
low quality merchandise. At the same time; Chinese products
cannot bring th.. high prices that productS "Made in USA' or long
established for,.:ign manufacturers command because of name-
brand appeal. Due to self imposed quality limits on the low end by
China and perceived quality limits on the high end by the US con-
sumer; China can compete only in a narrow band in the middle.
For example,- Tianjin produces good stainless steel flatware, and
cheaply, but it is too good to be priced with the low end flatware
coming from Latin America (the type of kr ives and forks an all
night diner doesn't miss when stolen), and not good enough -to be
priced with the excellent stainless flatware from Japan which is
still reasonably priced.

The most important quality consideration in China at present is
not a specific level, but that product quality remain consistent at
the chosen level. Buyers simply will not come back if later ship-
ments of goods begin to decline in qualityy. Over-promising by trade
corporations as to quantity and delivery dates can lead to a decline
in quality of product as small factories eschew previous high stand-
ards to meet an unreasonable quota. Buyers in China should know
the capacity of the factory at which the goods are being made.

Price
Further complicating the problem of China entering the US

market is the competition from other countries, particularly in
Asia. To compete with Taiwan; Hong Kong; South Korea, or Singa-
pore, China must provide the same quality product at a substan-
tially lower- price to entice buyers_to switch from established sup-
pliers. A rain umbrella selling for five dollars retail in K Mart may
only _earn the Chinese ten dollars a dozen delivered to a US Port.
Painful as it might be China has to become accustomed to the fact

' that imported consumer goods rise in price three to five times or
more from US port to retail stores. As wages increase in wealthier
Asia, developing countries such as Pakistan, given the induStrial
4bility, will cut labor costs mercilessly and ever wait in the wings
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as China's future eompetition For the great American consumer
market.

Many items of light manufacture, ideal for China's level of tech=
nology, are imported duty free into the US under the General
System of Preferences of the US Tarrif Schedules when manufac=
turgid by China's four main Asian competitors mentioned above.
China enjoys no such tariff privileges, and therefore must hold
prices down by an even wider margin to be able to compete. It is
poSSible for China to enter with a better product at an equal price,
but US buyers are mostly looking for lower prices. For example,
tool exporterS in Shanghai obtained an automobile floor jack made
in Taiwan and had machinists in an airplane factory copy it The
TaiWan iack had a cheap appearance and even leaked a bit, but it
sold to the US homeowner who didn't need industrial quality. The
ChineSe copy was made with aircraft hydraulics, would lift twice
the weight, but it also had the homeowner-use appearance. It was
Something in between what a_private individual needed and what a
service station would need. The Chinese were unwilling to sell at
the Same price at which the Taiwan jack sold, and consequantly
did not sell their jack.

The price problem far China is compounded because of the limit=
ed availability of certain materials in the country. Any product re-
quiring A substantial proportion of wood or cow leather, for exam=
pie; poses a set of supply problems_ more easily solved by neighbor=
ing countries. Plastics in their many forms have enabled the world
to produce cheaply items Such as appliances, cookware, toys--,-the

is longand yet, in China plastic is still expensive. China's
ability to make plastic objects_ bright and colorful, or simulate an-
other material is still below other Asian countries' standards.

Related to plastic is packaging, Many US buyers are still avoid-
ing the China market because they cannot get the products shipped
in a skin pack or blister pack to be hung on the myriad hooks
lining the aisles of our retail stores. Coordinating several products,
such as handtools, to be packaged with identical logos and colors
thus completing a full program to be sold in a chain of US stores,
when each item is made in a different factory sometimes provinces
apart, can be daunting to say the least, especially when it can be
done cheaply and quickly in a neighboring country.

Delivery

Prompt delivery should probably head the list of priorities for
improving purchases by US firms. Because other Asian suppliers
offer timely, reliable delivery schedules and-have proven track re-
cords, Chine haS to sacrifice heavily in price to get the buyer to
switch sources and risk later delivery. As it is now the delivery
date§ to Which Chinese trade corporations will agree are usually
longer than can be gotten in Taiwan, for instance. Late delivery on
seasonal items like woodstoves or artificial Christmas trees can
make losers of everybody in the US distribution networkimport-
er, distributor, dealer, retailer.

Due to the bureaucratic nature of China's commercial sector; too
often once the product leaves the factory the delivery problem be-
comes someone else's, and though reorders depend upon timely de-

,
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livery, the factory manager has little or no control over the last
vital leg of the contract. A fact of life in China is that even if the
commercial sector operated with perfect dispatch; the physical
limits of the transportation system would make it seem slow and
inefficient All the transport links, road; rail; port, are usually
strained to capacity.

V. U.S. TRADING COMPANIES

As diminutive and sometimes inept as US trading companies are,
the response by America's largest industrial corporations concern-
ing their effectiveness in China (Question 6) was mostly positive. Of
the US firms expressing an opinion, 50 percent more agree; than
do not, that trading companies provide a useful service in China.

Most US companies, even the largest, cannot justify an internal
department devoted solely to China. The buSiness volume is not
there yet During the rush to China some US firms spent lavishly
with little promise of a payback. Maintaining an office in Peking
and the people to support it becomes a financial burden as negotia-
tions drag on for months into years. Following the disappointing
American Technology exhibition in Peking in late 1980, the US
Under Secretary of Commerce warned in a Wall Street Journal ar-
ticle, "The time and expense required to crack the China market
could turn away American companies." Indeed, subsequently large
companies such as Bechtel and Caterpiller did reduce their pres-
ence in China.

We can compete more efficiently, and therefore more effectively,
with Japan and Europe in China; particularly in selling manufac-
tured goods and technology, by pooling efforts. Employing a trading
company to represent, provide feedback, assess market opportuni-
ties, etc. is a form of pooling that may keep expenses at a reason-
able level while a US Firm 'cracks the China market". The power
of a Mitsubishi or a C. Itoh is derived from its information network
and ability to respond to new market conditions by lining up pro-
ducers; buyers; transport, and banking virtually over night. Infor-
mation can be very expensive in a country like China where bar-
riers to trade such as language, distance, and government regula-
tion are magnified.

As_ US foreign trade continues to expand (exports as_a percentage
of GNP rose from 2 percent in 1972 to 8 percent in 1981) trading
companies will proliferate. They will get better at what they do, al-
though they will continue to be restrained by antitrust_ laws. The
current relationship between government and business in America
makes unthinkable, for example, several engineering firms cooper-
ating to design and sell petrochemcial complexes to developing
countries, backed by low interest government financing. US foreign
trade cartels are illegal, yet we face this type of competition in
China from Japan and Europe. As long as horizontal and vertical
intergration of industry in the foreign arena remain illegal, and
there are arguments that it should, US trading companies will stay

providing services where they can but not really getting into
the same ball game with Japanese trading companies, the ten larg-
est of which account for over half of Japan's foreign trade volume.
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IV. CoNciusioNs
The honeymoon is over for US firms in China, and more normal

business practices now are likely to prevail, meaning firinS will
watch closely the costs versus benefits of doing business there: A
mean expected payback period of six years for investing efforts in
China, And a nine year history of American commercial involve-
ment indicates that many US firms can now make a solid evalud=
tion of the China market based upon real experience. Surges in the
economy such as the Four Modernizations and ebbs such as Redd:
justment are probably more closely related to an investment cycle;
than to political storms, and if treated as such in conjunction -with
obtaining normal business guarantees, watching debt-service ratios,
and so forth; can be weathererd by the US firms with an interest
in China.

Success or US firms selling to China will go handin_ hand with
those firing that want to buy. China will spend dollars for US prod-
ucts when she is them, as the present lopsided trade balance indi=
cater, but the ;ate of growth depends upon how fast China can
earn dollars. China has basic industrial strength, a cheap but edu-
cated labor force, and the willingness to produce for the US. The
catalyst that is needed to solve the time consuming problems such
as packaging, product -design; manufacturer's liability, delivery, is
American ingenuity: The reward is a comparable or better product
at a better price: The main competitors with products made in
China will not be _products made in the US. The competing prod-
ucts come from industrial Asia; where wages and prices are on the
rise.

Beneath the present rhetoric in the West about the dan:.Ages of
Readjustment runs a belief that the China market is beginning to
be and will remain for a long time to come, an_ important- consider=
ation in the plans of US businessmen._ Solutions to frustrating
problems and a good part of the American ingenuity mentioned
above_ will likely come from US trading companies, which through
a diversification of activities arc better able to cope with the some-
times speculative, sometimes long-run nature of the China market.

APPENDIX

BRIEF' COMMENTS FROM THE MAJOR US FIRMS IN THE PRC TRADE

"Impossible to plan your market penetration with the vagaries of the PRC read-
justment."

"SeveraL projectsunderwaylimited results to date, a hard market to work in.
Prospects are-long range."

"China market should be recognized as a long term investment, not to- expert
much return in the foreseeable future. To develop any trading opportuhity with
China following the Four Modernizations requires a- lot of education, learning arid
definite guideline on 'priorities' by both parties- of trade. Unless we understand
China thoroughly. we would never be satisfied with the effiirt."

"Confusion between ministriesvery, very slow progress and difficulty under-
standing business methods."

"Difficult negotiations; often unreasonable demands on our services; generally
able to reach accommodation without problem growing unrnanagable. We are satis-
fied."

"In state of confusion at this moment." _
"When approached in a realistic manner the results can be very satisfying. Too

many other companies just dived into it almost blind!!"
"Satisfied, will continue emphasis."
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"They move very slowly, Small consuming publicgov't as opposed tO populace."
"I feel the problems China has encountered, considering their rate of expansion,

is understandable. Am looking favorably toward future growth and greater access to
domestic market"

"The Chinese are spending their money carefullyfortunately we are in a high
priority market. They are less sophisticated buyers than other countries. We are
satisfied with the results our efforts have produced."

"At the moment most projects are on 'hold', but I expect this will change by the
4th quarter."

Eig, complex, potential high; but slow moving and unpredictable."
"Things move to slowly."
"China-related business will be slow in coming for the next five or six years. Com-

panies now thinking of China as a market are retrenching. We are still in, but are
internally prepare& for a longer term return on investment."

"Our experience in dealing with China has been very satisfactory. The prospect of
our future business in China will depend on the rate of economic -development."

"It's like all other developing countries, very naive, ignorant of the outside world,
looking for a free lunchhave a long hard struggle ahead and you are going to
work with them, you must have patience."

"It takes patience, commitment, and understanding."
"Generally satisfied, but sales activity should be higher. We're employing Chinese

strategy of patience, looking to longterm."
"We have no difficulty ,with exports, which are profitable and growing reasonably

well. Exploration of possible locaLinvestments_has not been encouraging."
"We have moved gradually and are satisfied with results. We find PRC buyers to

be very insistent on low prices, but honor commitments once made."
"The market is developing very slowly due to lack of hard currency."
"We have-experienced one major order and were satisfied with the Chinese we

dealt with. The results were mutually satisfactory."
"Long range prospectS excellent."
"Chinese believe that 'know how' should be sold at a very small profit. Foreign

companies art! giving products away and this sets a difficult precedent for others
trying to make money."

The delicate balance of_pause in the heavy industrial sector and acceleration in
the light industrial sector must be well understood by the West during the Readjust-
ment period, which may last for another five years."

"They are unrealistic in their own evaluation of their importance as a market
and do not have proper understanding of international marketing practices, al-
though this should come with time. They are 'Takers', not 'Civers'."

"The current economic conditions and policies of the PRC do not create a good
market,"

"Market is difficult to-penetrate and the use of traders appears to be the most
successful at this time. Financing of imports through letters of credit is very time
consuming. Until business volume warrents placing a representative within China,
little improvement is anticipated."

"Sources of satisfaction: a potentially large market; a general willingness on the
part of the PRC to cooperate in developing the market within local constraints; fair
and equitable approach. Sources of dissatisfaction: language barriers and travel ar-
rangements to the mainland; cost and effort involved in developing business oppor-
tunities; slow progress in development and implementation of policies covering joint
ventures."

"Lack of laws and regulations on joint ventures, company law, etc. hamper negoti-
ations. hi addition, layers of bureaucracy also impede negotiations."

"Dissatisfaction due to problerns'associated with poor technical level of equipment
operators and poor environmental conditions resulting in much higher than expect-
ed service and maintenance costs. Also, difficulty in negotiating with foreign trade
corporations to obtain prices sufficient to cover increased cost of doing business in
China."

"About as we expected."
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L INTRODUCTION

As the current volume attests, much has been written about the
history and activity Surrounding United. States-Chinese trade.
Little, however, of a systematic and scholarly nature has been pub-
lished about the process of negotiating with Chinese trade official-
dom. The objective of this paper will be to examine what impedi-
mentsgovernmental or nongovernmental, United States or Chi-
neseare faced- by United States firms undertaking commercial
negotiations with the Chinese government.,

The experience of one_U.S. companyControl Data Corporation
(CDC) of Minneapolis, Minnesotawill be used to highlight com-
monality of interest and other key elements of U.S.-Chinese com-
mercial negotiations. Specifically discussed are the CDC negotia-
tionS between 1973 and 1978 for the sale of equipment for seismic
data processing centers to China.

Internation Trade Commission.
The_mnteriaLfor this paper has been largely drawn from chApter Bye of the mithoes book.

"U.S.-Chinese Trade Negotiations," (New York: Praeger, 1981) . The paperlifYs also drawn on in-
terviews by the author obtained subsequent to the publication of the book. Grateful aoknowl-
edgeinent of helotarice and encouragement are due: Hugh P. Donoghue, Control Data Col,
poration; Catherine Bedell, former Commissioner, U.S. International "ode Commission; and
Jon Holstine, National War College faculty.

(345)
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The CDC contractual negotiations are important because they
represent the sale of significant high- technology items to China
and also because by themselves they represent, in dollar terms, a
significant share of the totaLtrade_turnover for the years in which
the transactions occurred. The CDC negotiations are also impor-
tant, especially in the case of the first transaction, because theil-
lustrate the frustration, "political maneuvering and sometimes
sheer lunacy" 2 that may characterize commercial negotiations
with any country.

For purposes of this discussion, commonality of interest is the
maximization of any and all opportunities for compromise during
commercial negotiations. Such compromise can result in the elimi-
nation of specific hindrances and impediments that could have de-
layed or thwarted commercial negotiations. Thus, commonality of
interest, or its absence, can affect U.S.-Chinese commercial negotia-
tions and, therefore, like the bureaucratic context that also influ-
ences these negotiations, can ultimately contribute to their success
or failure.

In a larger context, commonality of interest can also imply a
basic, almost urgent, need by the Chinese for the U.S firm's prod-
uct, a need so strong that it is almost mandatory that they secure
the product from the U.S. firm; assuming successful negotiations.
Such instances are rare but have occurred, as in the case of the
sale by International HarveSter Corporation of its airplane tow
trucks.3 Unfortunately, products made by CDC, while unique and
needed by the Chinese; are not without competition:,

II. THE CHINESE NEED FOR COMPUTERS

One of the "clinchers" in the CDC sale of computers to China is
that the latter wanted the CDC system "quite badly." 4 In fact,
China has relied heavily on imports of computers, purchasing
about 16 different computers from 1964 to 1975- (see Table 1). Ten
of these were primarily parts of seismic or geophysical exploration
systems of the type marketed by CDC.

TABLE 1.TYPICAL SALES OF COMPUTERS TO CHINA, 1964-73

Year and N of computer. Supplier, country, and order value

1964. Unidentified SERCEL. France; seismic exploration system.
1965:

ARCH 1000 Marconi-Elliott, United Kingdom; process-control system.
NADAC 100 (5 units) SEA, France; plant automation systems.

1966: Elliot 803 Elliot Computers, United Kingdom; medical research use.

Hugh Donaghue, Overview" Washington,_11a: Control _Datti,_ 19791,_0. 1.
3 In the case of Clark Equipment Company, Buchanan, Michigan (a subsidiary of International

Harvester Corporation), the commercial transaction was completed in-&& -days. Following major
airplane_ purchases from Beemg and_BritiSh_Aircraft, the Chinese FTC, Machimpex, cabled
Clark on February 19, 1973, asking for information relating to or c, & 1. delivery for a
single unit- of Clark's model CT50E towing tractor. The company responded immediately with a
price- _Machimpex -then requested a discounted price for 20 tractors. On March 30, Clark cabled
an answer and asked for a letter confirming the sale. On April Z Machimpex cabled confirms,
tion and sent a confirmation letter 11 days later, thus ordering $150,000 worth of equipment
without ever having met representatives of the seller, face to face.- In short, -where there is a
need bythe Chinese for a product and no apparent direct competition, it is the U.S. firm that
can afford to wait.

4 Donaghuer "Overview," p. 7. Also see R. K. Nelson, "China Briefing: Chinese Electronic Soci-
ety ViSit to CDC, Dabber 23 and 24, 1973," Minneapolis, October 15, 1973, p. 18.
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TABLE 1. TYPICAL SALES OF COMPUTERS TO CHINA; 1964-77--Continual

Year and type of computer
Slop her, Country, and order value

1967:

ICL 1903 ICL, United Kingdom; unknown destination.

ICL 1905

1973:

Uniiac SERCEL France.; seismic research system.

Raytheon 704 Geospace, United States; seismic control, $5.5 million.

1974:
trit_60,-Mitta 16. (2)- SERCEL, France; oil. exploitation management--

-CDC 172 -(-2); CDC 170 CGD,France; oil-exploration ship, equipment 35 million.

1975: Intend -eta United States; oil-exploration system, $23 million.

1976:_

Mitra 30 CII, France.

Burroughs 67700 Burreu_ghs, United States; license demed._

READ EC -1040 Ent Germany; reported-1 installation

HITAC M 160..2 Hitachi, Japan; Central Meteorological Office:

HITAC_Itt170
Unidentified Hungaiy; petroleum-contiel system:

Mitre 125_(2) SFIM=C11, France; civil aviation use in China-.

PDP 11/45 (2) Digital Resources, United States; seismic exploration.

_

ntUdata 7738 Seimens,- W-eSt Germany; poweEstation use,___

IBM 3032 United States; for Bank ofettinainflong Kong, $20 million.

IBM 360 United State; process-control application.

Souret Rogan 0 &tedrerenU and Mani R. Szuposvict, "Doing Business With the People's Re** of China" (New York: lohn Wiley & sons,

19181, p 212.

Moreover, at will be shown_below; the CDC computer systems are
products necessary to the f tlfillment of the Chinese planand, per-
haps ven more important, necessary in earning the foreign ex-
change necessary to finance imports. Of late; China has empha-
sized the three "balances" that must be maintained for successful
commercial relatidriS and trade.5 First of all; it is important to
strike a balance between imported projects and domestic capacity
for economic deVelOprient.6 Just as important is the balance be
tween imported technology and the national capacity to assimilate
it. Finally, and perhaps most important; the Chinese believe it is
important to maintain the "importexport balance." Thus, any US.
company doing buSineSS With the Chinese is confronted at the
outset by a very real policy that militates against frivolous utiliza-
tion of scarce foreign exchange.

Since 1971 CDC has been actively interested in marketing com-
puters to China to comPleinent its sales of computers in other parts
of the world. In 1978 CDC had world mainframe computer tales
that constituted about 6 percent of the total world mainframe com-
puter market. The Company reported consolidated net earnings of
$124.2 million in 1979, with earnings from the computer part of the
business amounting to $70.8 million; 57 percent of the total. Total
assets employed by CDC in 1979 Were over $6 billion.]

CDC has become the world's largest computer services firm
throtigh the combination of its C.:ybernet services network and the
acquisition of the Service Bureau Company (SBCformerly owned

One observer, emphasizing China's limited- capacity to abeorb new technology, noted -that
"China is still 85 pereent rxissuA_ru-sd_it can't be converted overnight to an4ndustrial society." "A
China Connection for U.S. Companies," New York Times, February 26, 1978; p. 2.

6 Ibid.
7 Control Data Corporation, Annual Report 1979, (Minneapolis, Minn.: Control Data, 1979).
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by IBM) zind, more recently, other international computer services
enterprises. SBC's strength lies in commercial rather than scien-
tific computing, providing a complement to the primary emphasis
of Cybernet.

In recent years a shift in the primary use of computers by China
appears to have taken place. Most noticeable, and of particular im-
portance from CDC's point of view, is China's demand for comput-
ers with specific applications, particularly in petroleum explora-
tion. As shown in Figure 1, a significant percentage of computers
imported by the Chinese have been for process control at imported
turnkey plants or for end uses for which domestic computers are
not available, such as analyses of weather data management of
banking operations, and air traffic control.
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14 Bohdan Szuprowlez, "CDC's China Sate Soon Focusing Western Attention," Computerworld, Nov-
ember 1976, p. 34, suggests that "at least 50 percent of all computers made to China are used for mtlitary ap-
plications such as nuclear and missile programs and in weapons systems design and shipbuilding."

Source: .Control Data Corporatton.
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In its "China Briefing" lOctobur 19731 CDC highlighted the obSer:
vatiom; of a group of six U.S. computer scientists who had written
a report on the state of the Chinese computer. industry. These ob-
servations are relevant today. According to their rEvort:

There is very little meaningful crystal ball gazing we can do about the fitttire of
Chinese computing, vet a few rentrirks in this vein seem in place. Fir St, the Chinese
we talked to indicated II strong interest in what they_ called the "Strider computer"--
i.e., yery big and very fast truichiners Such as the CDC STAR computer and the Bur.:
roughs_ 136700.: Otte guesses they will continue the trend toward bigger and faster
computers perhaps next attempting a very large step.8

An article in a Chinese economic journal in March 19'i'9 also ern-
phzisizes China's need for computers._The_author_SUggestS that the
level of electronics jin a country) is an important indicator of Mod:
ernizzition. , and cites as one example of the current state of_ the
level of theChinese electronics industry the fact that The Minis
try of Foreign Trade can complete within one minute monetary
transaction tasks with_ the offices it maintains in Londcin and .

Tokyo and can query the computer center_ through the terminals
for data:"" The author then suggests that it is important for a de-
veloping country such as China to secure high-speed, quality data=
handling computers as well as the adjunct peripheral equipment
However, one computer does not make an electronics industry, nor
does it testify to a nation's capabilities in electronics. He notes:

under the guidarce of Marxistn-l.eninism_rind Mito_Iedong thought; Casing Makin-
al economic plans as th criteria, rind on the foundation of mass bookkeeping, -6-Ur 4

SVC1,: t ing work is destined to become advanced. But 6Wing to the
dest ruct . .2. of Lin Blatt rind the "gang of four," it-Still lagS rather
fiir behind 4,tls of the rest of the world- in the- use Of ele6tronic tech-
nology. R . wdrriness leads to the abolition of backwardness and an
twertak .

China'F H.. development of its computer science in
_. in a nmjor speech by Fang_ Yi, vice of

the .0 on `..larch_18;: 1978; at China's_National-Sci--------. _

ence Cotiiert, :.e. China _should manufacture giant
Computers, as as putting a range of computers into serial pro-
duction. By 1986, according _to- Fang Yi; China should have ac-
quired a,-,group of comparatively advanced specialists in compUter
science research and . . . to have built a fair-sized modern com-
puter industry:" ' In short; the implication is that China needs
computers and computer technology to become a modern developed
state:

Fang Yi alsb noted:
In the next three_ years we.should rapidly develop basic research -on comptiter

411Ce and related disciplines, lose no time in solving the Scientific rind teChnical
problems in the industrial production -of large-scale integrated circuits, and make a
breakthrough in the technology of ultra large-scale integrated circuits."

4 Nelson, "China Briefing." p. 18: "Computing in China: A Travel Report" Science 182 (Octo-
ber -12. 19721: 1.10.

9 U.S..--Joint Publications Iii.seareir,- "Applications of Electronic Computers to Accounting;!
"Chula ReportEconomic Affairs,- No. 7 I Was h i ngt on. D.C.: Foreign Broadcast Information
Service, August 14, 1979).

" !bid:
1! "China' Nev Priorities for Technology Development," China Business Review. May'.-dune

197X p. if.
12 Ibid.

L,)
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Parenthetic:a I1V, the fact that Fang Yi noted that China must
"make a breakthrough in the LSI [large-scale integrated circuit]
technology" may indicate a backwardness in such advanced tech-
nology that would put China a number of years behind the United
States. This lag is noted in the report of a visiting U.S. Institute -of
Electrical and Electronic Engineers delegation in the fall of 1979.
According to the head of the delegation, Chinese computer develop,
ment lag§ at leaSt ten years behind the-West: Moreover, the PRC
cannot catch up without outside help." Thus, a market of great po-
tential in fourth--generation computers for U.S. firms could exist. Ia
this regard; according to Fang Yi, China would aim "to 'popularize'
microcomputers and 'to put into operation' giant .11tra-high-speed

co mp u ters.
China's electrdnics industry_is known to have the following five

groups: components,- instruments, computers, communications, and
consumer products. Overall there are at least 200 major plants; 50D
Smaller plants, and 1,500 "neighborhood" .factories, The Fourth
Ministry of Machine Building has overall jurisdiction over the
planning and production of electronic components and computer
systems.

As of January 1980, China was believed to have more than 50
different models of foreign computers installed, with a total inven-
tory of about 1,000 units.' Many of these unitsperhaps.about 20
pereent of the totalare relatively small and slow, almoSt obScilete,
machines. By contrast, about 170,000 general-purpose computers;
excluding_ minicomputers; are- _believed to be in operation in the
United States, and about 12,500 in the civilian sector of the Soviet
Union.

Thus; even before entering negotiations, CDC's bargaining posi-
tion was quite advantageous. This was particularly true because
mainframe computers had high priority in Chinese import plan-
ning, if only for ''prototype purchasing; Consequently, scarce for-
eign exchange was -Molt likely to be allocated for purchase-of these
products. ConverSely, if CDC's product had not had high priority in
'Chinese import planning, the company's bargaining poSition would
have been a relatively weak one although its products might not
have been rejected out of hand, pressures for countertrade at the
very least would have been quite strong.

III. CDC CORPORATE STRATEGIES

CDC'S initial strategy in 1971/72 can be summarized as follOws:
to assess China as a viable market for the future; to determine the
Political climate for business; to get China acquainted with
CDC.' 5 As early as June 1971, a CDC memorandum suggested that

I" "China 10 Years Behind_ in Computers. U.S. Professor Says," EleetrbriiC Igc_wsiJanuary 21,
1980, -p. 1. Also it report-of Japilnese mission in 1979: John Hataye, "Find China Plants Years
Behind West-- FAect ron le News ; July ;M. 1979, p. 1.

'4 [Within a Sr.uprowicz and Maria R. Szuprowicz, "Doing Business with the People'S-ROpiih,
licsd. China, Industries and Markets" ihlew-York: John Wiley and Sons; 1979), p. 203. Also see
Control Data Corporation, "Trip Report!' Minneapolis. January 2, 1980), p 2; David C. Bowie,
'The Electriiiiii:s and Computer Establishment in the People's Republic of China," (WaShington,

Trade Development Assistance Division, Bureau of East-West Trade, U.S. Department of
Commerce, January 1080), p. 3.

15 Interview with Hugh Donaghtle, March 1980.

"41-'331J - 33 - :3
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"we: juskas7ou-r -eompetitors--raust- be doing; should develop a plan
for eventually marketing selected lines of our computers in
China." '6 The memorandum thought it "highly probable"_ that the
U.S. government would allow selected exports -of bertain main-
frame computers. Moreover; it was "more than likely;"_ according,
to the memorandum, that China would import rather than manu-
facture its own computers "for the foreseeable future:"

Considering this optimistic assessment of the market for comput:
ers in China; CDC'E''corporate_staff_ was faced with the immediate
question of how, to proceed. The. 1971 memorandum referred to
above suggested two courses of action that occupied the CDC_corpo-
rate stiiff--fo the next two years. These centered on establishing

_ marketing1c ntacts through Canadian and/or Hong Kong channels:
Like any co pany beginning a new venture, CDC was in many re-
spects "flyi g blind:" A 1974 CDC memorandum highlights this
particular a pect:

I am quite ertain an American could not_get a visa to visit there at the present
tifne, but a Canadian could. We'd start by writing a few letters througb_I-lo'ng_ICang
and state thivpurpose of the proposed visit. Who knows, maybe we'll get a hit that
could lead toisornething.17

3 ..

In lighttof its market assessments and in order to facilitate mar-
keting strategies and to pool information, CDC established a corpo-
rate "task forc," in September 1973- Communication among the
members of the company's China task force and with the company
as a whole was a prime item on the agenda, as was outlining the
requisite "position papers" to be prepared on "major corporate
product strategies for China." 18 The marketin_g strategy adopted
was to sell the "entire range of total services and to engage in ap-
propriate cooperative activities with the PRC."19 In December
1973,a CDC memorandum suggested:

'
-

IThis marketplace for US: high technology, and in particular computer and tele-
communications technology, is developing in a quantamjump- that-is-much. faster:-:- .

..._than_-___._many_experienced,China,watcher.s had-aiiticipated seven months ago. The
tremendous opportunity this gives COn-trol Data is exciting to witness." ,:.

Moreover, according_to the CDC memoranthim:
In the increasingly relaxed U.S.-China political climate, China would be looking

toward U.S. technology to speed modern industrial development, which, in 1973, has
resulted in an absolutely astounding record of 20-2ri complete U.S. large plant sales
valued at between $1.0-$1.5 billion."

Notice the confirming CDC emphasis on the political situation in
China. Doubtless the company was also buoyed by a joint U.S.-
China communique released on December 5, 1973, following Secre-
tary of State Henry Kissinger's sixth visit to Peking. According to
the communiqué, "the Chinese and U.S. agreed to take steps to fur-
ther trade relations." 22

*6 Cantrol Data Corporation, "Interoffice Memorandum on Mainland China" (Minneapolis.
June al, 1971); p. 1.

I Ibid.
***Control Data Corporation. "Minutes of China Tal.ik Force Meeting" (Minneapolis, Septem

ber_2.", 1973), p. I.
1° Ibid.
20-Control Data Corporation, "Interoffice MemorandumChina Office" (Minneapolis. Decem-

ber 7, 1973), p. 1.
11 ibid.
22 Henry Kissinger. "White House Years" (Boston: Little. Brown, 1979), p. 1053.
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A 1977 CDC mar ket assessment is instructive for its insight into
the strategies that the i_br.ipany debated and subsequently adopted.
In assessing the potential market for computers CDC estimated
that in 1977, China would need at least 5,000 computer§ for indus-
trialization in the near future." 23 According -to- company market-
ing expert* it was reasonable to assume that China waS capable of
producing about 150 computers a year with a growing rate of
about 25 pertent per year _Therefore "the potential market for
computers is in the order of at least 1,000 machines in the near
future." In dollar terms, according to CDC expectations, this might
amount to as much as $250 million.24

Moreover, CDC believed that _thc-r potential market for original
equipment manufacturer's (OEM) peripherals also was promising,
but did not estimate the dollar value that might be involved. China
would be able to pay fbr this WeStern_equiment "with increasing-
ly larger amounts of oil." 25 It was this optimistic assessment of the
market in China that spurred CDC to approach the marketing of
its computers with vigor.

On the basis of this assessment, CDC's objectives in the short run
were to pursue immediate prospects, particularly with regard to
Selling OEM disk drives and tape drives, and to purSue contact and
possibilities with China's_ Academy of Sciences. CDC's long-range
plans were much more ambitious including such projects as selling
large systems for nuclear research and for use in the pol,oleum in-
dustry,_ education, and weather forecasting. Also incluc. ,vere the
sik,s of licenses for peripheral equipment.

The major competition,_according to CDC corporate strategists,
was probably from such Japa-;ese manufacturers RS Hitachi, Fu-
jitsu, NEC, Mitsubishi, and Toshiba. However, they saw Japan's
computer industry as being "weak" in service and support of its
customers. China, according to the plan, was an ideal customer
because: it neither required nor desired the normal computer sales
support "beyond the initial training of its technicians." 26

With regard to U,S. competition, IBM was without peer "because
of its monopoly in the EDP fit..,';" according to CDC. CDC'S market-
ing plan, however, suggested that although IBM is strong in some
areas, and although the Chinese have made extensive studies of
IBM equipment; "IBM does not provide as good a price or perform-
ance as CDC in scientific or educational environments."

The company's strategy therefore became a twofold one of "pur-
suing immediate prospects" and of "further improving relation-
ships with Chinese foreign trade corporations." The first move
would yield immediate revenue; according to the plan, while the
second one would, it was hoped, lead to "future sales, technical
sales and joint ventures." Just how successful these CDC corporate
Strategies proved to be will be diScus§ed below.

As a means of implementing its sales strategies, the company in
September' 1953 replaced its China "task force" with a corporate
China office. The new office was to participate directly in the devel-

2"Control Data Corporation, "Marketing Plan for China" (Minneapolis, June 6, 1977), p: 5:

24 Ibid.
'!; nil& 0: 7.
26 Ibid.
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opment and implementation of CDC's strategy for marketing com-
puters to the Chinese. Such particfpation would include long-range
planning and assistance to the International Development Commit-
tee, the Management. Committee and ()their members of top man-
agement:27 According to the company's job description, the person
in charge of the office would be an assistant to the executive vice-
president and would report to the executive vice-president and
chairman of the International Development Committee. Other
duties would include the following:

Developing contacts and liaison at the highest levels of PIIC government and em-
bassies_, China Academy _of Science; Ministry of Foreign Trade, and selected Chinese
Foreign Trade Corpc :ions (FTC1.28

The new office also would cooperate closely with U.S. officials at.
the Department of State, Department of Commerce, National Acad.
emy of Science, and other agencies. It was particularly charged
With "keeping abreast of social, political and economic fgatorc,- as
they relate to the_evolving_ corporate strategy for the PRC." In e8:
tablishing a new China office, CDC was clearly i.:aking a commit-
ment to the future: "It important that we maintain an irnabe
which indicates that _Ewe] . . . are interested in building a long
term relationsi-p with China; rather than an image of a company
Which only reacts to their immediate requirements." 29

IV. Fl HST CONTACTS

Establishing contact with Chinese foreign trade organizations
(FTU's) and end users is a major obstacle in undertaking commer-
cial negotiations for most U.S. firms: CDC realized from the begin-
ning that commercial negotiation involved much more than sitting
down at a table, offering a product, and determining a _price. For
entry into the China market, it was first necessary, to find in the
Chinese foreign trade labyrinth the right person or organization to
market the productin other words, to make contact with the end
user. For CDC, establiShing first contacts with the Chinese was par-
ticularly difficult

The company first became interested in the PRC as a potential
market about _the time _of United States rapproachement with
China in 1971-72.3° first CDC contact was a proposal sent July
16; 1971, to the Chinese Ministry Science and Technology -via the
Chinese Embassy in Ottawa."' In essence the proposal offered to
export to a Canadian firm certified CDC _peripherals and main-
frames that were "refurbished and modified as appropriate."32
The CDC corporate staff also learned at this time from the presi-.
ident of another U.S. firm that China found it "more politically de-
sirable" to deal with Canada than either the United States or
Japan. In addition the CDC contact mentioned that "presumably,

Cont of Data Corporation, "Charter for Embryonic China Office" (Minneapolis, September
6. 1972).

"Control Data Corporation, "Marketing Plan,"_p. 9.
"Control Data Corporation, "CDC C.imtracts with the People's Republic of China to Date"

(Minneapolis, September 6, 197:11, p. 2.
3 Ibid.
32 Control Data Corporation, "Interciffice Memorandum on MUintand China," p. 1. AlsO see

Cantrol Data Corporation, "InterotTice\ MemorandumMinistry of Science and Technology"
(Minneapolis, September 2, 1971), p. 1. \

.
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France would iiko be relatively high on the Chinese acceptability
list." "" CDC later learned through contacts that the Canadian gov-
ernment believed a direct approach by CDC_would be bettor.

As can be seen from another CDC memorandum; the corporate
staff leaned also to the direct approach in contacting the Chinese.
The staff's perception was as follows:

One approach is thrinigh-the foreign -trade corporaticas-CFTC'S) which are con-
trolled by the Ministry of' Foreign Trade since foreign trade is a state monopoly

The first step in establiSiiing business contacts with the PRe is -to- select the 0-
_propriatel FTC. It is best initially to contact the main office in Peking *- al-
though responsibility for the import or export of particular coMmOdities is often del-
egated to various branch offices, and negotiations may ultimately be with them.
Just as in East Europe, normally all negotiations are handled by the foreign trade
officialscontact with end users is rare. PRC trade missions in foreign countries
have been known to take the initiative in contacting Western firms when the Chi-
heSe have a strong interest in their products_' _

The initial proposal submitted to the appropriate FTC in Peking should be suffi-
tiently detailed and comprehensive to. tillow the Chinese to evaluate it commercial-
ly. Price quotations are not recommendeil. However; fullinformation about CDC, its
activttiea and its products is essenti:,1 It is further recommended that the firm indi-
Cate ti-Willitigni-ss to provide further details; answer any questions; and arrange per-
sonal I-)Ilow-up nieetings.34

CDC was coriVinced that all indications here pointed to comput-
ers brind a high priority item on_ the Chinese shopping list, because
a rr: ply should be expected to a CI,C proposal.

order to begin the direct approach, CDC entered into an agree-
ment in October 1971 with a Washingtork-baSed__ consulting firm
that had good contacts with China Resources Company of Hong
Kong as well as with Chine-se officials in all parts of the govern-

fOr the purpose of "strengthening the company's position in
dealing with officials of the PRC," 35 In faCt, one of the principals
in the firth WA8 a former acquaintance of Premier Chou En -lair and
thus was _in a position to be very helpful. According to the contract
With CDC, the consultant

will assist CDC in analyzing the market potential for its products and serv-
ices in the-- PRC; will accompany certain of the company's business and technical
officials to the PRC to cooperate with and advise CDC in the detailed sales negotia_-
Lions: will assist in the development of the finance package necessary to fissure the
success of the transaction; and will assist in obtaining export licenses in Washing-
ton, D.C."

The CDC_ contract with the consultant lastedfrom OttOber 1971
to June 197:3. Although there is no clear evidence that_the consult-
ants were actually able to secure a contract for CDC, they Were
able to "open debit" to China and arrange contacts that might oth-
erwise have eluded CDC.37 One CDC official, commenting__oh the
arrangement with the consultant, stated that "if this looks like a
five-step process to get from CDC to the correct purchasing agency
of goods and services in China, it is." 38

, n t rol Data Corporation, "Trading 2 7Cmpanies" 1); p. 2.
( .(ntrol Data Corporation, "TradePeople's Republic of China (Minneapolis, July 22,

1971 pp _1-2
"Control Data Corporation, "Letter to I lugh F. Donoghue," April IS, MU. p. I.
"Control Data CorPciriition-, "Cianatiltation and_Sales Agrr.ment between PRC and Control

Data COrporation"_(Mioneapolis; October 1, 1971), p. 2.
37 Interview with Hugh Donohue, February-19M.
"Control Data Corporation, "Trip Report" (Minneapolis, April Ifi, 1973), p. 1.
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In December 1971 the consultant informed CDC that China was
interested in buying computers through a barter arrangement."
According to the consultant:

I think the best Christmas gift Tor me to give to you is to tell you it is a deal. The
, IPRCI are going to buy your computers. The question not decided yet is: how many?

This has to be determined by whether we ask for cash or accept their barter. As
soon as I receive the catalogs; I will have them sent up north right aw_ay, Then _I
will sit down with them to discuss the nitty-gritty of barter. Perhaps they will buy
more than just two 3600s at this time.4"

During the next 6 to 8 months the CDC consultant had other
meetings with China Resources, and in early September 1972 met
with the deputy director of the National Machinery Import and
Export Corporation. During this meeting they discussed the Chi-
nese plan to acquire several computers and the possible method of
payment.

CDC officials; however; were realistic in t!,.eir assessment of
situation, for in a March 1972 memorandum the questik,,,
licenses was raiseda question that was to come up mat,y ti
during the lengthy course of the negotiations.

The Chin - not willing to give him a letter of intent unless L_ give ,

some assura r U.S. Government export license would be forthcoming. fhis
is one_ef the r,. lie returned to the U.S., in order to discuss the export problem
With White House officials. As you may be aware; just prior to the President's trip
to China he recategorized the People's Republic of China placing them in the same
category as the USSR and East Europe. Therefore, 'the consultant] . . . was given
oral assurance that under the proper conditions we would get export approval for a
3600. He still has some concerti as to whether the conditions will be palatable tó the
PRC.4,

China Resources, Hong Kong's oldest and hest -known agency rep-
resenting Chinese state trading companies, is organized as shown
in Figure 2. At the time China Resources had 11 Chinese partners,
all of whom had addresses in H'ng Kong.42

" Control Data Corporation, "Letter frn:......i.sultant" (Minneapolis, April 19, 1971).
"Ibid.

Control Data Cor-poration, "Interoffice Memorandum" (Minneapolis, March 9, 1972), p. 2.
, "Alan H. Smith,-"Standard Form Contracts," international ii-,d CLiroparative Law Quarterly
21 (January 1972): 137. The legal_rarnifications oftl,:alis4 with China 11,3ources appear to be
quite _nebulous. according to Smith. Of interest is that the consultant submitted a price list for
CDC computers to China Resources in Hong Kong in Member, and when he- arrived -in Peking
in early October, the price list was not- yet available at the Peking office. This indicates less
than speedy communications between China ReSOurces and Peking.

ti
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FIGURE 2
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In November 1972 the consultant mentioned in a letter to CDC
that during his recent month-and-a-half trip to China he was
"given to understand that as soon as they have an opportunity to
examine all the documents which Control Data submitted, they
will notify-Control Data about business discussions." 43

Other CDC contacts with the Chinese were made during 1971-7.2,
all with the basic purpose of getting _the Chinese to know about
CDC. For example, in April 1972, CDC sent a letter to the China
National Machinery Import and Export Corporation telling about
CDC and its _personne1.44 In their reply on June 15 the Chinese ac-
knowledged receiving the brochures and other literature that were
forwarded to them by China Resources. They also expressed inter=
est in CDC's_ equipment and asked for a price list on typical con-
figurations 45 The fact that CDC's letter was answered directly by
the Chinese was "a good sign" since apparently only about one out
of every 50 or 60 corporate letter:, is answered directly by Peking."
Normally responses are chann&ed through organizations such as
China Resources_

In September 1972, CDC sent a letter to China National Machin-
ery Import and Export Corporation responding directly to the Chi,
nese letter of June 15. In the letter the subject of prices for CDC
computers was addressed:

You will rote that wir have quoted prices fo_r_typical configurations of our Cyber
72 73. and 74 computer systems. Various combinations can be developed depending
upon the size of the memory, the number of central processing units, and various
configurations of peripheral equipment. . . Configurations vary depending on the
needs of the customer and therefore, individual units may be added or taken away
from each of these periplwra: Jo( , Tn that case the price of the individual item is
either added or subtracted frjm he total prices.47

With the letter CDC enclosed information on the pricing of soft-
ware and guidance material to allow the Chinese "to configure
their own computer systems." 48 Thus; the CDC letter constituted
another, element in that part of the familiar game of doing busi-
ness"getting to know you."

Still other CDC contacts_ with the -Chinese during early_ 1971/72
included a meeting with Chinese officials in Bucharest, Romania,
in April 1972 and an "exchange of business views with China Re-
sources officials over dinner in Hong Kong in July." 49 The basic
purpose of these far-flung contacts was to familiarize the appropri-
ate end user with CDgcomputers.

Thus, in the development of computer sales, CDC was essentially
attemping to gain contact with decision makers. The company s
first real contact as a U.S. corporate entity with potential Chinese
"buyers" of computers came in October 1973 with the visit to the
United States of the Chinese Electronic Society. It was this visit
that enabled CDC to gain a "jump on its other U.S.
competitors." 50

4. Control Data Corporation,."Letter from Consultant on China Trade" (Minneapolis, I ,vem-
ber 1912). p, 1.

"Control Data Corporation, "(IX: Contracts," pp. 2,3.
4''Contfol Data Corporation, "Status Report" (Minneapolis,'Septembe.(r 22, 1972), p. 1.
"" Ibid._ CDC learactItta in subsequent talks with China Resources Personnel_
4* Control Data Corporation, "Letter to Chinese Foreign Trade Corporation" (Minneapolis,

September 13, 19721.
""Ibid:
49 Control Data Corporation, "Interoffice Memorandum" (Minneapolis, August 10, 1973), p. I.
'° Interview with Hugh Donaghue, March 1980.
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The general purpose of the visit -was to make a comprehensive
study of U.S. electronic computers. It was a result of Henry
gei'S visit -in February 1972 to Peking, where, among other things;
the exchange of scientific and technical groups between the United
States and China was discussed.5' The visit of the Chinese- group
also provided CDC with an opportunity to, "convince the Chinese
that CDC technology is and v.ill continue to be state-of-the-art:" 52

The visit proceeded without problems, and in a follow-up letter
in January 1974, CDC expressej its "appreciation" to the society
for its visit: The letter went on to suggest ",the establishment of a
series of seminars on computer contacts at a location to be desig-
nated at- your convenience:" 53 The purpose of these seminars was
to provide CDC and the Chinese with further opportunity to get to
know each other:

V. THE FRENCH CONNECTION

Pespite the efforts of CDC toestablish contacts with Chinese end
decision makers, perhaps the most important factor in

securing substantive contact, and therefore substantive contractual
negotiLtions, was -the CDC decision to take a foreign partner in the
sale: Coinpagnie Generale de Geoph_ysique (CGG) jointly signed the
contract with CDC's wholly owned subsidiary; Control Data France
(CDF).54 CGG was in the very early stages of_ responding to a pro-
posal tendered in a letter by the China National Technical Import
Corporation (Techimport). The proposal was for a data_processing
center to be installed at an unknown location along the Chinese
coast to process the data of at least 15 land crews exploring for oil
in the eastern sedimentary basins of China. Since 15 land crews ex-
ploring for oil were estimated to develop about 15,000 records per
month, the high-sea exploration boats were developing an estimat-
ed 150;000 records per month, and the shallow-Water boat§ 30,000
records, Techimport_would need one or two _Cyber 70 series central
computers to process all of these records. The Chinese estimated
that the design of the equipment configuration will be 250,000
seismic records per month, within which one-fourth of the through-
Put of Machine II is for the disposition of other processing, one-
fourth of the throughput is for the research of the new processing
method." 55

One of the basic assets of.CGG was that the company had been
sellin_g oil exploration equipment to the Chinese for over ten years
and had earned their respect. They were in a sense- "old friends."
CGG personnel in fact did much of the negotiating, particularly in
the final commercial stages. Also, the Chinese insisted that CGG
Sign the contract along with i::;DF: Thus, in effect CGG was to be
the prime contractor responsible for all of the special-applications
software for the computer systems and for much of the software

" Contriil Data Corporation, ''Fact Sheet_ on the Computer Visiting, Group from the People's
Republ of China" 'Minneapolis. September 26. 19731, p- 1

'1 Coetrol Data Corporation, "Minutes of Meeting" (Minneapolis, October 3,19_7:11_ p. ?
(Vitro! Dina Corporation, **Letter_ to Computer Visiting Group of the Chinese Electronics

Society t Minneapoli&: January 25;. 1974). p. 1.
54 CGG and CDF are combined-here to simplify the account of the negotiations.
" Control-Data Corporation. -Letter to Control Data Corporation: Reference to Contract No.

CF-7412" (MinneapoliS. August 14, 19711, p. 1.
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training. CM.' W718 to be responsible for installation and warranty
of the computer system.

The Chinese proposal receiv,A by CGG in late February 1973 cov-
ered all kinds of equipment used for the acquisition and the_ proc,
essing of seismic data for offShore and onshore oil exploration. 56
CGG/CDF did not knew at that time whether Techimporfs-letter
was an inquiry or a request for a proposal. Therefore, in late May
they couched their reply in such a way that it could be considered
as_a proposal.

In addition to the emphasis on lower price in their reply; also of
importance ..vas the company's statement that it was important to
"establish contacts__ " "_ on-a direct bcsisjemphasis_added] as it is
unnecessary. and often -less efficient to work through intermerliaries
especially_vv_hendealing with friends:" 57 ._

CGG/CDF's approach turned out to be the right one since the
Chinese stiggested in mid-July that discussions begin_ as .soon. as
possible; the first meeting took place on August 4 in Peking.58 It
was at once clear that Techimport_ considered_ CGG/CDF's answer
as a_ propostil and that the immediate task of the sessions was to:-
conduct technical negotiations: At -the first meeting the Chinese in-
dicated that they were interested in a medium-size processing com-
puter_ as well as certain kinds_ of field equipment. Other points
raised in subsequent technical negotiations on August 8 and
'August 13 were:

The possibility to get a canvolver or an array processor in due time:
The balance of the possible configurations.
The possibility -to easily extend the configuration in the future.
The capacity of the proposed systems.
The easiness to adapt our software to the operating system of each computer.
The technology of different Computers

It is interestingto note that during the technical discussions Chi-
nese specialists were convinced_` hat IBM's computer technology
was more advanced than that of CDC-. This the visit_ by the Chi-
nese Electronic_ Society in OctoLer 1973 assumed all the more im-
portance in light of the incipient technical_ negotiations between
CGG/CDF.and Te_chimport in which the Chinese were not knowl-
edgeable about CDC.69

Such lack of knoWledge about -CDC was reemphasized during a
discusSion that a CDC official had in Washington, D.C., with the
PRC that. "although Mr. . . had heard of IBM, he had not heard
of CDC" So__CDC's negotiating problem in this instance was to
'persuade the Chinese technicians that CDC computer configura-
tions could indeed compete with those of IBM._

During the negotiations the Chinese asked very detailed ques-
tions about the CDC computers. _Detailed answers to the questions
covered sessions on August 17; 18, and 20: ;Following the meeting
on August 20 the chief Chinese negotiator said that commercial ne-
gotiations could be started earlier than anticipated and that CGG/

5" Ibid.
57 Control Data Corporation, "Interoffice Memorandum" (Minneapolis, May 19, 19731, p. 5.
54 Control Data Corporation, "Interoffice Memorandum" (Minneapolis, August 28, 197:11, p. 2.

5' Ibid.
6° Control Datn_Corporation, "Trip Report to Washington, D.C." (Minneapolis, August 10,

1973t p. 1. Such lack of knowledge about CDC was rectified during the meeting.
61 Ibid.
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CDF would be advised when they would begin: The CGG/CDF ne-
gotiators concluded that it might be several months before negotia-
tions might resume.

According td Our -recent experience, confirmed by the tasks we had in the hotel at
Peking with rot of People of many companies and nations having_ouistaading busi-
nes:i with Techiniport, it has to be foreseen that technical and commercial discus-
sions about a major computer could hilt from 8 to 10 weeks."'

But despite the anticipated delays the negotiators concluded
"that CDC and CGG have a fair chance" of securing the contract.
Chinese computer_ specialists who were very familiar -with integrat-
ed circuits were concerned about the technology of the two pro:
posed CDC Cyber 172 computers to be included in the processing-
center transaction. At a meeting in Minneapolis on September 27,
1973,.betWeen CGG and CDC officials, the basic problem "of the
need to convince the,Chinese that CDC technology is and will -con=
tintie to be State:of-the-art" was agairi_highlighted. It was agreed
that during the visit of the Chinese Electronic Society in October
1973, the rationale for use of CDC technology would be covered."

The CGG/CDF negotiators were correct. Neg,otiationS were post-
poned Until January 1974, while the Chinese made every effort to
learn more about CDC's product._In_fact., during January four Chi-
neSe geophysicists worked closely in Paris with CGG.; and Cyber
hardware software presentations were made to them by CDF.
Thus, i^ a CDC "Summary of China Progress to Date" at the end
of 197:f, .:ompany officials.were convinced that "responsible Chi-
iieSe ir, the computer industry know Control Data; its products and
capabilities." 65 This conviction was the result of no small _CDC
effort. During the period from September 21; 1973, throUgh MarCh
1974, no fewer than 18 meetings were held in various parts of the
world between CDC and various Chinese organizations, Chinese Of
ficials, and influential U: S._ persons. 66

The meeting between CDC Canada officials and the Chinese in
February 1974 at Peking is illuminating. During one of the many

"F [bid:
' Control DMAt Corporation; "Interoffice MemorandumMinutes of Meeting of CGG" (Minne-

apolis-. September 27, 19731. p 2:
the_September meeting with CDC, us an aside one of the-CGG negotiators com-

mented on the difference, based on his experience, between dealing with China _and_vith_the
USSIC-In his view, the Chinese-are_more serious _in their business discussions, and more honor-
able. ileitrY in_"The W_hite House Yeurs" (Boston: Little, Brown, 1979), makes similar
pereiviive cm:vents regarding the Soviet and Chinese approaches to negotiations;

The Soviets offer their goodwill as a prize for-succ-mis in negotiatuan4._The_Chiriese_ usefriend-
ship as -,: halter in adv(ince of negotiiition;_by admining_tbe interlocutorto at least the appear-
:Mee of _pet-Waal _intimacy; a subtle restraint is placed on the claims he can put forward .

rr,,ve from infallible dogma to unchangeable- positions (however often they may Anadify_thetia
Chinese, having been culturally preeminent ire their_part of -the world for _millennia,- can- even
use self CritieiStit as it tool The visitor_is_ asked for advicea gesture of humility eliciting sympa-
thy ithst_stipport, This pattern also serves to bring out the visitor's values and alms; he is there-
by committt(d, for the Chinese later can (and often refer to his own- recommendations, The
Soviets, with all their stormy and occasionally - duplicitous behavior; leave an impression of ex-
traordinary psychological -insecurity.-The Chinese stress, because they believe in it,-the unique-
ness.of Chinese values. Hence they convey-an-aura of imperviousness to pressure; indeed, they
preempt pressure by implying that issues of Principle are

In cre(iting this relationship Chinese_diplornats; at least_ in their encounc with us, proved
meticulously reliable. They never stooped7to petty maneuvers; they-did not -(- A/ :41e; they reached
their bottom line quickly, explained it reasonably, and d&fended it tenacur stuck_to
the meaning -as -well as the spirit of their undertakings. As Chou was fond of saying 'Our word
counts'." (p. 1056)

" Control Data Corporation, "Summary of China Progress to Date" (Minneapolis. December
31, 19731. p.

6" Ibid.. pp. 1-3.
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sessions devoted to briefing Chine Se technical personnel on CDC
Cyber equipment, the Chinese stated that "all decisions were politi-
cal before financial," 67 [Emphasis added] Thus, this was but an-
other round in the "getting to know CDC" scenarios.

According to company "negotiating notes" in early 1974, there
Were four items of "concern":

Risk-of-loss clauses were to remain the same. -

No concessions were to be made on benefits to on-site person-
nel. Also, the .right to exchange them, if desired, was to be
maintained.

No indirect damages were to be allowed.
Arbitration was acceptable in any country except China,

France, SWeden, Switzerland. Moreov( r the law of the country
should apply.

Payment terms were very explicit:
20 percent down;
20 percent on preacceptance test; remainder on delivery (ne-

gotiable: we will accept 10 percent down);
50 percent total before delivery; and
90 percent on delivery, final 10 percent on completion of ac-

_ _ceptance.66
Moreover, the negotiators_ were to quote "standard CDC prices

for hardware to China." They were instructed specifically that
"they may not discount." However, 10 percent of the hardware
price was "negotiating room" that included the fee to CGG, and
"other free things."

The notes indicated that the Chinese might bring u_p questions
concerning deferred payment and payments for training: The riego,
tiators were instructed that deferred payments were acceptable if
French government financing were available, otherwise not

On the question of training costs; CDC would supply a rental car
ard $12 per diem for living expenses for the Chinese while in Min-
neapolis. The total would come to $35 per day.

VI. THE FINAL SIGNED CONTRACT

On August 14, 1974, some 18 months after receivin,0 the Chinese
proposal, a contract was signed between Techimport and CGG/CDF
for the delivery of two Oyber _172 systeins to the China National Oil
and Gas Exploration and Development Corporation. The total
value -of the contract was approximately $6.8_ million. At the time it
was the largest contract signed between Techimport and a comput-
er manufacturer:66 It was a "turnkey" package for a large n.;tional
seismic data processing center located in the Peking areaCGG/
CDF; working as joint colitractors, were to provide the following
products and services:

Site planning; equipment, and engineering; training of 12
Chinese- engineers during 7.5 months; two Cyber 172's and two

" Control Data Corporation, ''Interoffice MemorandumTrip Report to the People's Republic
of Chma, January 17. 1974" (M innenrzolis,_March 7.19741. p. 2.

"Control Data Corporation, "Interoffice MemorandumPeople's Republic of China-CGG Ne-
gotiation" (Minneapolis, February al. 1974), p. 4.

"?Control Data Corporation, 'Seismic Contract with China" Minneapolis, September_ 27,
19241. -p. I; "Interoffice MemorandumJoint Contract with CGG. in China (Minneapolis. Sep-
tember 13, 19741, p. 4.
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17't-4; complete set of spare parts; and complete CGG
seisnt.::- product set and special electronic equipment.

A cot- Teti listing of prices of these products and services is
shown in Table 2. The purchase agreement essentially stipulated a
95 percent cash payment in U.S. 'dollars to CGG/CDF at the time
of delivery, 1.o.b. France, plus 5 percent after acceptance.

TABLE 2. PRICES 3F GOODS AN!) SERVICES SOLD TO TECHIMPORT BY CGG/CDF, 1974

Goodsi;eniCis

List _once_

french Irancs

1:8seouguartif (U.S.
)

_ I

DAR, 1T2---:4 seismic processing Systems 22,708,155.00 4,682,258.76 4,260,855

System 17 seismic preprocessing system .: 494,218.56 499,739

Software of Cyder 170 and system 172 2,447,920.00 504,725.78 450,300

Interactive graphic systeM 426,000.00 87,835.05 79930

Display -equipinents . 1,409,825.00 290,685.57 264.524

Ancillary equipments 594,278.00 122,531.65 111,604

Site eejiiipi0eriti 1,170,000.00 241,237.11 219,526

Consumabl6 ; 1,371,550.00 282,79181 257,342

Spare paiN .

2.872,013.81 592,167.82 538,873

Training and leihnical support 815,700.00 168,185.56 153,049

Total price of contract 7,466639.57

Total price after discount
6,844,642

Note_ The_conversion rite used in the contract was French Irancs A 85 U 5 $1

Source Contra! Data Corp

The deliVery Of the Crber, equipment was planned for "not later
than February 20,1976: Chapter 12 of the contract addressed force
majeure contingencies as follows:

If either of the contract parties is prevented from performing his contractual obli-
gations after signing the contract due to war, serious rim flood, earthquake, or
some other causes agreed upon between both parties as cases force majeure, the
time for performance of the contract shall be extended by a period equivalent to the
effect of such causes.7°

Of interest is that the_ event_ of the force majeure instances
mentioned, "the time for performance of the contract shall be ex-
tended"; the contract_ would not be revoked, After stipulating pro-
cedures to be_followed in force majeure cases, the contract stated
quite fortuitously,. as it turned out

Should the effect of force majeure mentioned above last over 120 (one hundred
and _twenty) consecutive days, bOth,partics_shall settle a'proceditre of executinh the
contract through amicable consultattons as soon as possible:" [Emphasis added.]

As it turned out such "amicable consultations" were necessary
beeauSe of difficulty in getting a U:S: export license.

VII. FOLLOW-ONS

Cyber System Contracts
Four years after the signing of the_iirst contract, CDC, with

CDF/C0C.1 as a partner, signed contracts with the China National

7°Contrl Data Corporation, "Interoffice Reinotandum" (Minneapolip., September 17, 1978T, p.

44. Also see Dintrol Dat,6 Corporation. "Contract for Complete Equipment for Large Size &Ja-
mie Data Processii:g Centers, contract No 78ME-45090F (1978)" (Minneapolis. December 22,

1978), p. 33. The langua.,. Force majeure in both contracts is the same.
7' Ibid.

36 ;*
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Oil and Gas Exploration and Development Corporation for Cyber
Systems equipment .valued at $69.84 million. Table 3 summarizes
these transactions: The-contract re r the ten Cyber 172s; a Cyber
17:3, and a Cyber 175 was signed Det r 22, 1978, with the China
National Machinq-y ' sport, and 1 .t Corporation, the end user
being the CHnr 2q-it.-;nal Oil ._;rt AS Exploration and Develop-
ment Corpora...on. i3elivery o' items was contracted for Sep-
tember 1, 1980.12 A sumniaty tne contract chapters and annexes
is shown in Table 4.

TABLE 3.-1978 CDC China business closed with CDF/CGG as a partner

. Order date and customer name System typi

ills:ember MS: Oil and this Corp.. Tsuoshien Add-on equipment.
December 1.97S.

Oil and Gas Corp.:
Urumchi 2 X Cyber 172's, Map II.
rsamkong 2 X Cyber 172's, Mop II.

. Tientsin 2 X Cyber 172's, Map II.
". Peking 2 X Cyber 172's, Map II.
December 197S 011 and Gas Corp., filching Cyber 173, Map III.
December I371*;:: Oil and Gas Corp.. 7'suoshien Cyber 175, Map III.
Decerntlei. 1371+ Gi,,logy Corp., Nanking 2 X CSiber 172's, Map II.

Somme cooir,i Iwo Corp 44.

T-moy .1.CDC eontrart for complete equipment-for a large-Siie seismic data
processing center. 1978

Chapter/annex and con i t s

Contract summary:
1: Subject of the contract.

1. '9. Pti-C.
:i. Payment.
4 . Delivery and terms of delivery.
5. Shipping documents.

Packing and marking. to
7. Inspection. _

8. Erection, calibration, and acceptance test.
9. Guarantees and .claims:

10. Ferialtvlbr delayed.delivery...
11. Dis_patah_ of trainees and technical service.
12. Force rmlieure,

Taxes_a_nd_duties. r-14. Arbitration.
15. Effectiveness of the contract and miscellaneous.
}E. _Legal addresses.

Annexes:
1. Scope of supply and list of prices.
'4. Contents, time, and manner lof delivery for technical documentation and

drawings supplied by seller.
3. Specimen of letter of guarantee issued by Banque Francaise du Commerce

Exterieur, Paris.
4. Stipulation of calibration and acceptance of "equipments."
5. Terms of seller's acceptance of trainees sent bybuyer.
G. Terms on service by seller's technical personnel.
7. Terms on F.C.O..s.
8. Spare parts list.

Source: COntrol Date Corp.

"Control Data CI:mix/ration, "Contract for Complete Equipment tor Large Size Seismic Data
Processing Centers. p. 5.
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Although many contacts were made with the Chinese prior to
the actual negotiations; it was only in April 1978 that serious dis-
cussion got under ways with the visit by CDF management to
Peking.75 A formal Chinese request for a prOtioSaltfor three Cyber
173s for sei mid processing_was received on ,May 10; 1978. At this
tithe negoftitions by the Chinese were already under way with Hi-
tachi and IBM.74_ The Chinese obviously were, enamored with the
prospect of exploiting their offshore oil reserveS,WhiCh one U.S. oil
geologist estimated as possibilyitotaling 30 billion barrels.75

The negotiations for these'yntracts, very similar to those for the
first contract, began in earnest on June _1; 1978; in Peking and
were conducted by CDF personnel. One of the principal questions
of the Machimpex negotiators concerned the possibility of the
United States granting an export "cense._In fact; the Chinese nego:
tiator led off by Stating, "We do not propose Control Data equiP-
'Tient because past experience has shown us that you have extreme
difficulties in obtaining export licenses for it," 76 The CDC/CDF he=
gotiator responded by acknowledging that "liceiiSeS for the exporta-
tion of these firSt machines were extremely difficult to Obtain" He
then countered saying that he would be_"extremelY surprised and
disappointed" to discover that the Chinese penalize a company like
CDC that "plays _the role of a pioneer" iii_Setiiting export licenses
for such systems:The Chinese countered by asking if CDC was able
to deliver this equipment rapidly to China. CDC responded affirma-
tively but did not ask En. a precise explanation of what "rapidly"
meant.

Following these sessions in Peking; CDC/CDF prepared a letter
dekribing the Cyber equipment that could be negotiated and deliv-
ered rapidly. In an interoffice memorandum the CDC/CDF negotia=
Wit emphasized that the intent of the letter was to put the accent
on the rapid delivery of the Cyber equipment while leaving the
door open for the possibility of slightly more sophisticated equip-
ment to be delivered on a medium- or long-term basis. The negotia-
tors stressed, however, that considering the delivery remiirements
voiced by the Chinese, they refused to undertake negot;111 ions for
the sale of this more advanced equipment.

During the next few months the "getting to know you scenario
described in detail earlier was' played almost with abandon by the
Chinese. On Jute 20, for example, CDF mnriagement was invited
by the PRC nnibassador to France fOr ah evening of discussions. In
July a C1-1.toi.ici delegation_ that included 12 potential computer
users visited CDF in Paris. Prior to the visit to CDF; this same Chi-

nese delegation had visited the United States to "tour" CDC and
Univac facilities and to "further understand_ the products and
capabilities" of Univac and CDC. While in the United States some
members of the Chinese delegation Commented on CDC,'s eompeti:-

1

71Cpotrol Data Corixmition, "Pres\entation" August 30, 19791, p.115.

1411141 p 32
"-The Scramble to Exploit China's Oil Reserves," Business Wee-k, October30, 197K, p._155.

According to -A Meyerhoff, Tulsa. Oklahoma, geologist, these_Chineseoffshore oil reserves,

if uorodnrccr, ildatiaimeounppt rtaotliolpl th.grporipprremiinitipetalie

1/Contrel Data CIrrporation, "Interoffice MemoranEmThe Visit of. . . ..10.1y 1,_1978-July

13. 197.K. (Minneapolis, July 24,49781, p. 1. It is interesting that in May this delegation had been
in Japan visiting with Fujitsu. Hitachi, and NEC IA Japanese computer firm].
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Lion: Some members of then delegation were very impressed by the
Japanese marketing skill, particularlY4with the Japanese manage-
ment staffs ability to speak fluent Chinese, their use of thcsinically
competent people to givie presentations, and the provision of com-
plete grid detailed technical information. Other CPC competitors
were also singled out, particularly IBM. Some delegation members,
however, did not believe that IBM would be very successful in
China because of the company's orientation toward commercial ma-
,chines. In its documentation work IBM was avetred "to be second
to nobody." 78

Continuing the "getting to know you" process, on September ir,
1978, the PRC ambassador to France again invited CDF manage=
ment for a session with the Machimpex generfrl manager; who was
in Paris. In early November a Chinese Oil MiniStry delegation vis-
ited CDF in Paris. This_visit was followed, On November 23; by a
Chinese invitation for CDF management to meet with the vice-min-
ister of.Atroleurn. A_basic issue in these discussions was the equip-
ment configuration. The Chinese, because of the immensity of the
required exploration tasks, wanted the most powerful and sophisti-
cated CDC computers and peripheral equipment available. CDC;
aware of the export license problem, cautioned restraint. The issue
was resolved and :the $69.8 million contract was signed in Peking
abOut eight months after the serious discussions began.

As of June 1981, however, the U.S. government still had not
granted final approval for the entire transaction. CDC had been
told "emphatically" at the very highest levels of U.S. government
that the government wanted to provide special attention to China
and that these systems should be approved and delivered prompt-
ly.79 It was only 'a question of time Ironically, in this instance it
took CDC longer to negotiate with its own government concerning
a commercial transaction than with the Chinese.

Other Venture..
CDC, like many other U.S. companies, is currently exploring a

host of new commercial ventures with the Chinese. It is much too
soon to predict the outcomes in terms of benefits obtained or the
particular obstacles encountered in their negotiations. In any ven-
ture with U.S. firms; the Chinese have stated that "mutual benefit,
mutual cooperation and long-term relationship" must apply to any
pending association:8°

Concerning commercial proposals related to computer technol-
ogy; China will want to export products as part of a system, but
will agree not to sell original equipment outside China. In a strik-
ing departure from past policies, China will agree to deferred pay-
ment terms, but interest payments and other terms will have to be
in accordance with the International Convention of Paris.81

7" Ibid.
"'Control Data Corporation. "Interoffice Memorandum" (Minneapolis, April 10, 1980), p. 1.
8') Control Data Corporation, "interoffice MemorandumPeople s Republic of China (PRC)

Trip Ragort" (Minneapolis, August 20, 1979), p. 14.
RI
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In _a January 19S0 letter to CDC concerning the establishment of
a joint Venture, the Chinese reiterated many of the problems
attendant on such an enterprise.

hrough-th ma: talks. both sides ire quite clear that two key problems should
be solved first: (II limy the Joint Corporation should compensate for the dollar ex-
pnditur on your sale with dollars . . and, (2) what about profits?"

The Chinese proposed that the problem of the dollar income be
"solVed" by the joint corporation's providing_service_in the United
Suites through contracts to process and develop CDC software for
any other U.S. users." The dollar income of this business_would_be
used to compensate" for the necessary expenses in dollars. The
Chinese suggested that it is "quite probable" that the joint venture
"may lose in the first 2 years;_ balance in _the thircLand make a
little profit in the fourth and fifth years." In short, "if both sides
trust and support each other; -work hard together; it is possible to
make a profit of ten perent after 5 years." 8"

The director of strategic studies and world- wide product planning
for General Motors has put the problem of negotiating ventur, ar-
rangements with the Chinese in a wider perspective than just
profit and loss. -General- Motors is negotiating an equity joint ven-
ture with the First Ministry of Machine Building covering the
manufacture and sale of heavy-duty trucks_to China. In addition to
General_ Motors; three European :..ompanies and two other U.S.
comp;inies are negotiating with the First Ministry; This- General
Motors executive observed that discossion with Chinese officials re-
garding equity. joint venture possibilities revealed a noticeable lack
of communication between various ministries and government
agencies as well as the presence of a high degree of competition
and rivalry. This situation not only is at the center of bureaucracy;
a_ simikir conditionexists between central and local authorities.
This lack of cooperation and the overlapping of responsibilities
complicate the joint venture negotiation process, since answers to
critical questions may be different, depending on the source,8._1

CDC's approach to the China market is best summarized- in one
of the company's review memorandums written in April 1980:

To assist China in its modernization arid development plans, thereby securing
long term markets Ind siippb' sources for CDC; large ..n,)ugh to get the attention of
the power and policy Centers in China and btisic uri,,L1,:h to be essential to their
future. and a synergistic and total approtieh to _a specific product and geographical
areas that link selling and buying in a cohesive package.8"

In order to be successful in China, CDC suggests -that a sustained,
long-term effort of_5 to 10 years may be required. In short, the Sub-
stantial profits will go to the long distance runnersor; as the Chi-
nese might say, "to the old friends."

' 'Innese lionagn Trade Corporation. '1,etter to Control Data Corporation** (Peking. January
10, 198i, lc I.

" 1-bid.
NiltiOtial Council for U.S China Trade. "Selling Technology to China: Proceedings of the

Conference on Selling Technology to China.- Washingt.m. D.C.: National Council for US.-China
Trade, December 1979. p. 121i. .

' Control Data Corporation. 'Ihteroffice Memorandum" (Minneapolis. April 10. 19801, p. 2.
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INTRODUCTION

With the establishment of diplomatic relations between the the
United States and the People's Republic of China in January 1979;
a SO-year era of political estrangement ended and the process of
economic normalization began; Thp imp: -Fence both governments
attached to this effort was underscored wl-;.n President Carter and
Vice Premier Deng Xiaoping agreed to establish the US.-China
Joint Economic Committee (JEC) as the institutional mechanism to
oversee the development of bilateral economic relations. The subse-
quent three years witnessed the emergence of a bilateral, economic
relationship whose rapid development has been almost as remark-
able as the reversal of the U.S.-China political relationship from
enmity to friendship.

The re-establishment of bilateral trade, financial and investment
ties with the People's Republic of China has been the result of
carefully orchestrated efforts by bor governments_ These efforts
sought to remove impediments to normal economic interchange
which had been erected for poll ical I ,song., and to provide
Common gro:nd rules for meshing 'wit vi-s-v different economies
both enormous in terms of size an(' ,'sources but far apart in
terms of market-orientation and stage of development. Each _gov-
ernment moved quickly through a series of high level exchanges
and negotiations to tackle the process of econo normalization;
within the American Governmetit, the U.S.-Chi Joint Economic
Committee was established to coordinate the .plementation of
this objective.

NORMALIZATION OF ECONOMIC RELATIONS

While Jan:iary 1;- 1979 signaled the culmination of bipartisan ef-
forts, beginning with President Nixon and spanning almost a
decade-, to not malize political relations; it also marked the begin-
ning of a new period (:)!' economic relations. Over the preceding

'The-opinions expressed in this article are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect
those of the Treasury Deprrtment.

(368)
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thirty years; econoinic relations had been virtually nonexistent.-Bi-
lateral trade in 1977 Was $374 milliona small fraction Of the $5.5
billion it reached at the end of 1981. Hnmetcial relations were
hampered by the absence of both a bilateral_ trade agreement and
Most=favored nation tariff treatment (MFN).1_In addition, Chinese
commercial propertY iii the U.S., f.tich as vessels entering U.S.
ports, was subject to attachment by American claimants whose
assets (valued at $196 Million) had been taken by the Chinese Gov-
ernment after the 1949 revolution.z

Private_banking and finiiticial transactions were inhibited by the
Johnson Debt Default Act of 1934 which prohibits U.S. individuals
anj corporations from making leans to, or purchasing the securi-
ties of, any foreign government which is in "default" on its obliga:
tionS to the U.S. Govertinient.._' U.S. Government export credits
provided by th6 EicporL=Import Bank (Eximbank); foreign assistance
provided by the U.S. Agency,lor International Development (AID);
and investment insurance offered by the Overseas Private InveSt:
mein Ciirporation (OPIC) were also restricted by -U.S. law.'' Trans-
portation and communication links were lacking as well.

THE UNITED STATES-CHINA JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE UNDER THE
CARTER ADMINISTRATION

With politiczil normalization achieved, President earter and his
cabinet recognized the importance of removing existing obstacles
and establishing a framework fOr normal economic interchange.

' In additiOn to..,aaating non-discriminatory tariff treatment. a trade agreement addresses
triz_de promotion, business facilitze' financial transacticals,_ industrial rig_ins protection and
consultation procedures concerning : disruption.- Section .102. the .:acksonVanik amend-
ment. of the Trade AO Of 19_74..probilers tb. extension of U.S. Governmeet credits. of V.:Illittattees
to Min-Market _economy countries which their citizens the right or oppontuni':y. to emigrate.
The prohibitions of Section .102 can be waive,: by EXecialyet/mkr, if the President can report to
Congress that he has received iiSsiiriitices frina the country in quest ic a that the waiver Will

the_ 111 jts:ti v es of he sectio,, 'The application of the JackSon-Vanik amenri-
mein to China was waived on February 1, 1980,

2 1Vhen diplomatic relations with the uhlie of Cro.o .Are established, the United
Stte.s had validated cluirilsi'zig.c. ist_the_ PRC' for re !Ilion worth of prope:-ty of U.S__nationals

taken trY the _PRC 1949-19. . The PRC had claims against the U-S.:_tOtaling $60 million for

.sets blocked bY the U.S. under the FOreign As.sets Mitred _Regulations. Resolution of the
claims/assets problem -was an cmniediate_concern_m_both governments titter normalization_ in

to avert pertntial iittiirkITA`nt of Chinese-property by U.S claimants. For a thoralgh dis-

citSSiiiii Of this issue see Niacin,. Lichtenstin's article in this compendium "Unfrozen Assets:
Thee I;o79 Cliiims Settlement between the United Stettes_tindk,hi.,,i."

lit 1979, there were appriikiniatel/.$40.million worth of outstanding obligations of the_Cov!
ernmnt of China incurred. prior to 1949, including Eximbank lendrleaseand surplus
property accounts. am.i $250.000 worth of postal _debts incurree...oy the PRC between 1949 and

1972. Applicability of the John.,:ini De_bt_DefaultAct to china, however, was clouded by the fad
that-the PRC was rieer determined to be the party in default on these debtS, Iti_Ottober__197%
the United States decided that it would temporarily set aside the Issue of the old Eximbank
linen 1$2f..1 million plus accruc..1 nterest of $9.3 Miltioht in order to 'nein U.S. firms take. advan-
tage of new opportunities do i.e) China; and in Jiinuary 1980, th -PRC compReted repay-

ment of its tieStartiling poster- to the U.S. Further questaan or applicithility of the Act. to
Chtna waS removed when the NW. assumed membership imthalnternational Monetary. Fund
and the World Bank in the of 1980; since the Act does not apply to members of those

institutions.
Apart from Se 6Section 12 the Trade Act of 1974 which restricted the .granting of MFN

throUgho hilateral trade agrepment. and the extension Of_Eximbank credits and OPIC-guaran-
tees; to the PRC, there were-a-1)&1;6MA legal impediments regarding the extension of official are,

sistonce and guarantees CO China. The Foreign As.siiaanc c ct of 1961, as _amended; prohibited
the extension of foreign assistance! to China under Sect, As 620ih1 and 620a and similarly re-
stricted OPIC programs unless there was a specific exemption for under Section 2:39(gi.

Section 2ibs-21 of ti' , EXPort-fintiOrt Bank Act of 1945, as amended, flatly prohibited Ex/Mbar-A
from extending credit insurance or issuing; guilrantees to China unlesS the President deter-
mines that it is in the national interest.
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They were equally concerned _that__U:& economic policy _toward
China be consistent with overall U.S. foreign policy objectives. To
ensure that economic policy toward China was carefully coordinat-
ed and reflective of U.S. strategic interests, the Carter Administra-
tion considered the merits of establishing_a joint economic commit,
tee_ with the Chinese. It was envisioned that this committee would
differ from joint commissions the United_ States had with other
nou-market economy countries which by late 1978 were focusing
primarily on trade promotion acid business facilitation.5 While
commercial issues -we're _recognized as a critical ingredient- in an
economic rekitionship with ChituA; 3ne of the major objectives of
U.S. policymakers in -the ea,-.1y days of normalization_ was to set up
o forum which would- ove;.see the reestablishment of all aspects -of
economic ties, such as finance; investment; trade; business _facilita-
tion, tronsportkition,ligriculture, etc. During their January. 30i 1979
meeting in Washington; President Carter_ and Vice Premier Deng
Xi toping discussed the possibility of creating a Eijiiterzil forum and
le-,:reed to establish a joint economic committee._

Treisury Secretary W. Michael Blumenthal was, :Appointed by
President Carter _to negotiate the specific _arrangements for_th.e_ es-
tabfishment and functioning of the committee. In February 1979 he
visited -China to meet. with Vice Premier Yu Qiuli; a leading Chi,
nest official with broad economic policy responsibilities and head of
the State Planning Commission, During this visit; an agreement
was reached the specific purpose and-nature of the joint
committee, whits was formally named the U.S.-China _Joint Eco-
nomic_Committee GJECO_As had been agreed by President Carter
and Vice Premier .i,ng Xiloprii! it was decided that this commit,
tee would serve i), The _ti,;cid for both governments to meet at
least innually tc an.- oversee the development of their
economic relat . -et: -3/ Blumenthal and Vice Premier Yu_
were appointeo their delegations were to -consist of
representatives of ministries and agencies with_ eco-,omic responsi-
bilities in their respective governments. An initial a_gendz, was
also agreed on; it included settlement of official an:}. private claims;
trade, aviatiwi, and shipping agreements; business facilitation; tax-
ation and expa.nsio,i of _banking_ties. In addition, Secretary Blu-
menthal and Finance Minister ZF. 'ng Jingfu _initialed an agree-
ment resolving the claims/-issets problem. Both sides also opened
discussions on trade; banking and tax issues.'

'These are-the: Joint -U.S.-U.S.S.R. Commercia:A.'ommission; Joint American-Polish Trade
Commission: Joint American - Rumanian EConomic Commission; and the U.S -Hungarian Joint
fe:.orionlie and Commercial Committee.

" Please see Appendix I for the text of this Understanding.
rane the quistion- or-private claims and- frozen assets was largely settled, it was :t . -1 to

begin_ d isms:atlas of a bilateral_ trade - reernent. State ASsiStant Secretary Katz and Run-
sheng, Vice Minister. Ministry of Foreign Trade held preliminary talks on elements of a trade
agreement. Tax discussions were led by Treasury Deputy Assistant Secretary Surtley -and Lin
Rongsheng,_ Deputy Director of tne.Genertil Tax Department,. Ministry or Finance. The U.S.. side
outlined_ti.S,ineorrie_utx its corporations, U.S. tax treatment of foreign source ineome
and administration of U.S. tees The Chinese described their industrial/commercial consoli-
dated tax and income-tax othr cur-rent -taxes were also mentioned: -the vehicle tax and
cit... real estate_ tax. Much of the diseusron,_ however_focused.on_the U_S_Foreign tax credit.
Banking talks, led by Treasury Under Secretary for Monetary Affai._ Anthony Solconon _and
Chairman of the-Bank of China Qiao Peixin, included a review of international financial institu-
tions. U.S. Eximb9rik- operations, the Chinese banking system and foreign- bank operations-in
China and the 13,,i_ted_States._T_h_e Chinese indicated an interest in establishing a branch office
of the Bank of C: inn in New York.
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Over the next eii.,liteen months, each government began to ad-
dress items on the JEC agenda. On the U.S. side, the Carter Ad-
ministration conSilited with the Congress about the application of
the Jackson-Vanik Amendment to China and the steps required to
qualify China for MFN tariff treatment and U.S._ Government
eXport credits. Through diplomatic channels, negotiations Were
dated on trade, textile, aviation and shipping agreen- nts.
quently, both sides agreed to delay the first formal meeting
until some time in 1980, when it was expected that many of the
initial JEC agenda items would be resolved.

There had been considerable _prokress by.the time the first -ses-
sion of the joint Economic Committee met on September 16-18,
1980 in Washington. The Claims Settlement and Trade agreements
had been formally signed. Two-way trade during_1979 had reached
$2.3 billion almost of 1978and was expected to ap-
proach $4 billion by f 1980. By mid-year 1980, more than
50 American banks h ,Jsporident relations wicit the tank of
China, and the U.S. , og..,Jress, at the urging of the Executive
Branch. had taken the necessary legal steps to permit China's
access to Eximbank, OPIC and the Trade and Development Pro-
gram (TDP).8

Simikirly, the overall U.S.-China relationship had broadened sub-
stantially by mid-September 1980. The most obvious manifestation
was the burgeoning private and official contact between the two
countries. On the heels of numerous cabinet visits to both countries
came Chinese delegations to the U.S.averaging 100 per month;
and American tourists to Chinamore than 60_,000 in the first half
of 1980. Consulates general had been eoened by the U.S. Govern-
ment in Gmingzhbu (Canton) and Shanghai; and by the Chinese in
San Francisco and Houston. A bilateral science and technology
commission had been established to oversee cooperation and imple=
mentation of-protocols in more than 16 areas, A cultural exchange
agreement and implementing accords had also been signed. Al=
though there was no forioal understanding for a security relation-
ship, U.S. export controls we being modified to permit sales of
certain military support ?cl pme.nt to China.

Thus, the firSt session of the U.S.-China Joint Economic (,.nmit=
tee had a solid politica; framework as_a backdrop and itself was a
highly visible and successful event in the development of bilateral

"An agreement- on .urging -trade exhibiliana_WaS _signed_ during Commerce Secretary-Rsens!
trip to China in may .:57a:_Subseque_nt exchanges of economic omcials included USFederal
ReServe_Board Chairman Paul Volker, Chinese-Finance Minister Zhatigingfu,,Foreign Trade
Minister I.i Qiang, People's- Bank of China Chairniati_LLEaohua "nd Bank of China Chairman
Ito Ming. Vice President N1oridale insited__China in August 1979, and announced that the U.S. .

prepared to make $2 billion in credits available to China on acasbya.se._ basis
China was also determined to be a "friendly country"- so it Could_ be eligible for "reimbursable"
development assistance in compliance with Section.601 and 661 of the Foreign Assistance Act of
1961, as amended. -The Ag, on Track Relationi. between the U.S. and FRC, Which was
signed oh,luiy 7. 1979, was - .ti the Administration to the Congr_esa oitOctober 23; 1979
with the nee.essary Preside:, .

.ickage.tiniplernenting_prockmation and emigration as-
surances?, It-was approved ..ses_of_Congress and entered into force on February 1,
1980. Once the JiieliSon.V ms were waived, Eximbank needed only a Presidentte:
national interest deter Mir lending to China. This was_made on April 1980. The

Senate and House of- Repro on July 2I aiidAuly 28;_l980, respectively, approved legis-

lation to permit OPIC program la_ChinaThe_ President signed this- legislation on AuguSt 8:
1980 and intide_the necessary- national interest determination.- In additiom_by_September 1980i
both governments had finished negotiation of textile, corigular, civil aviation and maritime
agreements.
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economic ties: It underscored the U.S. -China economic relationship
as one_of the most iripotant results of the establishment of diplo-

:c ties. The September 1980 JEC session- chaired by Treasury
etary G. William Miller and Chinese Vice Premier Bo Yibo,

.mnated in a White House ceremony during which President
ter and Vice Premier Bo signed bilateral textile; civil_aviation;
itime and consular agreements.° On that occasion, President,
car_ stated that "the normalization_ of relations between the

U .ed States of America and the People's Republic of China is at
complete:"_

.=',Ithough substantial progress had been made, the Committee
sti:: had a number of important matters to discuss; To -allay con-
cerns about China's economic retrenchment, Vice Premier Bo em-
phasized that China's policies to modernize and expand_foreign_eco-
nomic relations would be continued. Throughout his U,S. visit, Vice
Premier Bo encouraged the American private sector to be patient
as China readjusted its economy and to look to the longer-term op-
portunities for trade and investment which China's modernization
program might offer,'" In terms of bilateral relations three general
issues emerged as the center of the JEC discussionS." At the fore-
front was the question of finance. China's access to U.S. _Govern-
ment programs such as Eximbank, the Commodity.Credit Corpora-
tion; the Trade and Development Program;_andothe Overseas Pri-
vate Investment Corporation was reviewed." It was noted, howev-
er; that the terms and aniouilts of credits_ available under U;Si__Gov,
ernment programs were Jess favorable than some of those offered
by the Europeans and Japanese: In response to inquiries about U.S.
assistance on more favorable terms, the U.S. side explained that

The Textile Agreement provides a framework for -the-orderly development of-bilateral textile
trade, It applies to_ textile. products e-xported from China between January I, I980_and._Deceriiber
3_1,_ 1982 and establishes agreed levels of _trade for six :extile products. It also includes a consul-
tenon nihanism for textile categories not subject- to specific ceilings. This agreement.- signed
Mier eighteen months of--negotiations, was particularly significant- since,- at-the-time of its con-
el usion._ China_ vms_ the_ fifth_ largest supplier_oLtextile_pradUcts t.1) the _U.S The Civil_Air_Tfans,
port Aktretement provided for the establishment of regularly scheduled, direct flights between
the U.S. and China. -It called for the initial designation-of one airline-by each-side and addressed
routes. capacity anJ cat .i.ee tit traffic._ pricing and charters._ The_Maritime_Transport_Agree,
merit opened_ American_ ...(1.('_hinese ports merchant ships of both countries for the first time
in thirty years. Its most important provisions deal with port access and cargo-sharing. The latter
provision entitles the rind Chinese fleet to carry at least onethird_Of the bilateral _general
and.bulk ci.r o.ihilrtiient5. -T_he- Consular Convention _stipulates Aluties of American and Chinese
consul: r officers and exnamisTrotection and services for citizens of both countries. It also pro-
vides-. the etstahlis' t rift e e additional consulates general in each country.-

Ttic Chinese hike ri-ixtatedly _sought. to _dissuade_Amerwan_ private sector fears_aboure
ishi_tig_business opportunities in China due to Beijing's investment cutbacks in capital cc...true
Don projects. In a March 1981 rr.etini, with U.S, industry- leaders, Vice Premier Bo states'
"during retrenchment, Sino-U E -ade may -ivelop at a slower pace Conn previously, but
words -the results will he quite spei.daculari'.

" Please see Appendix II for t. delegation_ list.
At tier ee tirn of the .JEC, Eximbank-had issued one preliminary-commitment to- assist -U.S.

exports of -...580 million worth of Steel _making equipment to _China although_ this credit_ hid not
heen_fintilizeet.sitice_the_Chinese postponed completion the__Baoshan steel_ project_whre _the
equipment was to he used. China was made for full use of the Commodity Credit
Corporation-i-CCCi by passage of- the Agricultural 'fried., Act of 1978 -and the D.S.Chiria Trade
agreement :The _Chinese have still _not requested use_of this_program_w_ht h_provides direct c redita
and_guarantees to finance sales of 1.1.S. agricultural goods abroad. Their reluctance is probably due
to the high interest rates for direct credits which are offered-Elightly above market rates.-The
Trade and Development lregram had funded two technical exchanges under the U.S.-PRC
flytirt:nioWitr__Priitocul bv__Eiq,_tertiber. The Oyerseas Priyate__Investment_Corporation still
needed to conclude a bilateral inVestill,nt guaranty agreement before it cou!d commence pro-
grams in China, although it had received an expression of interest in coverage from more than
eighty American companies.
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the terms offered by Eximbank were the best it could provide
Worldwide acid that legislative constraints prohibited U.S. foreign
aid to China.'"

The second major issue of discussion was bilateral trade, includ
ink &tide deficit with the U,S, The JEC recognized that
two-wIty trade in 1979 WEIS weighted in favor of the United States
and (hid 5011K Chinese exports were potentially sensitive to U.S.
domestic industry. U.S.expots for 1979 totaled approximately 81.7
billion While Chim.se exports accounted for roughly $595 Million
the_ bulk of which wilt; textiles aid other light industry goods.

'1'h6 al_fin issue pertained to the role American firms COUld play
Chintt s_naodernization program. _The JEC acknowledged the in-

tereStS of American firms with their advanced technblogy in devel-
oping business ties NVIth_Chitl-a, The U.S._delegation stressed the im7
pOrtance of pursuing metisures to facilitate bii§ine§g, noting that
lack of idequtitecornmercitil find 'tianking _operating conditions and
phyActil facilities in China could hinder the expansion of business
corrta,:ts. l.i addition, -the U.S. delegation mentioned that it would
he wield: ehav more information about China's capital construc-
tion prOjeCtSJOid China's investment priorities.

In 'concluding; both governments_recbgniZed that despite pr. vious
icciinifiliShritentS' an agenda of items remained to be addreSsed.
These were in the following areas: (a) business_ Mellitationavail...
ability of multiple entry visas, freer travel and adegtiate working
conditions for businessmen in_ China; (b) trade Yxpans;onpromo-
tien dr ekports and reduction of import barrie.,:s; goverhirieht fi-
nance_ and investment _programsclarification of questions regard-
tnt Exirribank and OPIC programs; (d) banking---ekparision of
banking operations in each country; fe) taxationexchange of -in-
formation on the two countries tax systems -and eventual tizTotia;
tion of a bilateral Income treaty; and (f) investmentexploration of
cendriercial opportun:-ies and procedures for investing in each
country.

Digeit8sian of many of these issues eolith-Wed after the first Joint
Economic Committee meeting, Informal meetings of the Commerce
Department-chaired JEC working grettp on Business Facilitation
and Major Projects were held in November 1980 during the open-
ing of the U:S. trade exhibitionin Beijing. These talks centered on
impiiiViog operating conditions ffr U.S. companies, operating LI
Chin !.'rogress was made on the questions of adequ'ate office and

1)i.1-C.0, _multiple-entry visas, .removal of travel restrictions
for businessmen and the estaViighMent of government trade office§
in both countries:

The dialogue on trate practices and policies continued during
Umwd States Trade Representative Askew'S trip to China in the
fall of 1980 and in meetings in January 1981. Both government); ex-
amined ways to maximize bilateral trade potential and to ens,,re
orderly marketing of sensitive products in each country. Regarding
taxation, Tretisury Department tax officials met with their counter-
pzirts in October and November 1980 and in May and September

'1:)81 to discuss issues such as China's joint_venture and individual
income tax laws, U.S. foreign tax credit, U.S. model income- tax

- 3 Please refer to fcx.anoti.- 4.
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treaty_ and taxation of civil aviation and maritime profits." Bi-
lateral grain -and OPIC agree:vents were signed in October 1980;
and_ Eximbank _agreements werc. concluded in May 1981." Exim-
bank approved in September 1981_ iequests for the financing of $75
million of turbine generators_and_boiler components exports.

Cooperittion in science. and technology also expanded, especially
in the hydropower area following the signing of a Protocol on U.S.=
China Hydropower Cooperation. The Trade and Development Pro-
grain am)) of the International Development Cooperation Agency
assisted in financing- te.Thnical exchanges under this protocol;
which -iiirned_to_ increase U;S. private sector involvement in the de-
velopment Of china's _hydropower potential. Bilateral trade__and
ban_king 'ties Ilstt continued_ to expand, resulting in U.S.-China
tr:ide surpassu $.1.8 billion by the end of 1980. At that time the
Bank -of- China had correspondent relations with approximately
sixty U.S. kinks am ! had applied to the of the Curren
cy cy for-a license h ,..stablish a Federal branch office in New York

THE UNITED STATES-CHINA JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITT77 UNDER THE
REAGAN ADMINISTRATION

When the Reagan Administration assumed office in January
1981; it inhe: it,d a healthy political and economic relationship
With Chin_a. Secretary of State Haig's visit to China_ in June 1981
symbolized the importance- the -new Administration attached to fur-
ther imi_froving relations. During his trip, Secretary Haig empha-
sized the importance -of continuing high level government _talks on
economic relations.' In this regard, he discussed the JEC with

fall-49=4i dtscussions wen. led by- Treasury -Axsistant Secretary for Tax Policy Donald
!attack:and Mr. lin Ifongslieng, Deputy Director -of the General Bureau of Taxation ef the Min-
istry of Finance These talks cenn.red around China's joint veatiire and individual_ tncume_tax
14M S. .Which were promulgated in Se;,tembr 19S0, and oreditabilitv of taxes paid by US. individ-
uals and ...oristrat ions in China-against U.S. in ometaxes. Much of the-discussion addressed U.S.
privatesoctoreoncerns about th_xtent ti, which taxation of income derived from petroleum in
China would be creditable against U.S. income tax:Although the Joint venture income tax pro,
vides tax rates Mr most joint -ventures, it. states ;hat the-tax-rate on petroleum. natural gas and
other natural resources will Ix . stipulatti separately. The U.S.-side -explained -the- U.S. foreign
tax credit. and typical provisions_ °fit_ US. tax treaty although the ChinesedicLotiadicate_an
interea ill beginning negotiations. Reciprocal exemption of taxation on maritime and aviation
profits ,k -S also dt,,-..ussed-- Reagan Administration tax officials continued discussions on these
issues in_Ma). aml_September

"A I rnited State: China Grain Agreement was sighed Octolw '21 ;_1980. The lour-year agree-
ment. which v..i.ta Into effect January 1, 1980 and commits China to purchase 6-9 million metric
tons of wheat-and corn annually. highlights-the importanue-of bilateral agricliltural trade. In-
ltii.qt United States_ agriculturii I. ex port:i _to _China ticcounted for approximately _forty. percent. of
total United State.; exports to China which were nt..arly $3.8_ billion. A bilateral OPIC Agree-
ment wa.; signed October 30, 1980 which included the necessary -provisions for arbitration, subro-
gation iato .oringn government-pproval of projects, the final-prerequisite step before-OPIC
could atithorm programs iii China. The Eximbank_agreements,_omerall_ciperating_and_loan
agreements, provide the hcocedurjd guidelines for Eximbank lending to China . Their conclusion,
however, was not mandatori. i. drier for Eximbank to consider loans for United States exports
to China

On March 25, lc the Bank of China applied to the Comptroller of the Currency for a
license to establish a Federal-branch pursuant to the -1-nternational Banking Act of 1-9711. The
application was approved on June 2, 1981 arid-a- New York branch Office -.vas on Sep-
tember ls, 1981 The N e IN York branch 1) ned for.husini...4_on.November 1(i. Ir,$) hi.s office
provides full banking services including taking deposits and making loans.

!Yin -addition, Secretary- I bug discussed- lima,- strategic-- issues and -also .annot, red American
willingness consider_ selling _arms_ to_Chinti _I lc_ WS° !affirmed _the_ Cht n ese. of. the p'resident's
decision to review leOslation, no longer consistent with current relations, which prohibits com-
mercial cooperation with China, and to seek appropriate Congressional action to end such dis-

Contin ued
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Vice Premier Bo wile Offered to co-chair the next-meeting in Beij
ing in the fall of 1981 with Treasury Secretary Donald T. Rvgan,
the new American hairman. Secretary Haig also proposed that a
new joint commission be established to address trade and commer-
cial matters which had arisen with the rapid expansion of trade.
This commission to be _chaired on the 1:-.nerican side by the -t tam=
Pierce Department Secr,Aary, would promote trade and facilitate
the expansion of business contacts.

In order to broaden economic cooperation,_ both Americans and
Chinese have pointed to a full agenda -of- economic issues for tre
Reagan Administration to address. The US. private sector has ( on-
tinueu to lobby sPecifically for multiple-entry visas; more efficient
visa r -ocedutes, fewer travel restrictions and more adequate office
space in China. They have urged both governments to pursue bi-

lateral tax, patent and invrqtment agreements, and to oversee the
orderly marketing of Chinese exports in the U.S; Other Americans
have argued that their Government should Modify legislation
which prohibits aid and technical assistan :4 programs for China,
and should also liberalize tariff tre:,rinent when China becomes eli-

,gible for US Generalized SysteLi Jf Preferences (GSP);i8 In dis-
cussions With their American counterparts, the Chu-16Se have in-
quired about: increased investment in light industry to boost ex-
ports and foreign exchange earnings; increased technical advice
and cooperation to modernize existing plants and China's infra-
structure; and increased cooperation in oil; coal 'and hydrepower
sectors. The Chinese hove also urged the removal of trade restric-
tions. In paiti:..ular,_they have indicated that U.S. export_ control
policy has caused the delay of American technology sales to China;
and that I3.S. inipOrt policy has constrained the ability of China to
export to the United States; especially Chinese textile products;

Many of these issues were discussed when 'Treasury Secretary
Regan visited China itt mid-November 1981 for the second session
of the United StateS:China Joint Economic Committee. Like the
first session, numerous agencies in each government participated
in the three day ineeting19 There were two plenary sessions which
alloWed for a broad review of bilateral economic relations and eco-
nomic de - lopments in each country; and working group Meetings
on fin.:nee i.rid investment; taxation; trade and the exchange of
econom Secretary Regan also met with Premier
Zhad Ziy0 lid Vice Chairman Deng Xiaoping

Through ,,u: Ihe Meetings both governments revie' ed with satis-
faction the raid development of the United State8=C dna economic

crimination. As a result-. foiirstatutes have been examined: The 17oreign AsSistande of 1961,

as amended; The Agrici:Itural Trade Developmen'. artd Assistande Act of 1954 (PL-480); Tariff

Schedules of the U.S. (Importation of Furskins); and The Export-Import Bank Act of 1945, as

amended.
in In order for China-to receive GSP, it would have-to be deSignated_a_berieficiary developing

country under Section 502 of the Trade Act of 1974. However; the President may not designate

ahy C.ominahist country a beneficiary developing country unless (1-) its-products receive FN,

(2) it belongs to Soth the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GAIT) and sad_(3)itis(3)it

not -dOrniheted or _controlled lAy international communism Although Chins has been accorded
MFN_Itreatment and is a member of the IMF it does not belong to tt GSP treatmen%

would enable many Chinese eitporta_to_the United States to benefit from ;.o tariffs.
19 Please see Appendix III for a delegation list.-
" Please see Appendix IV for a joint Press Release whiCh was distribute. at the conclusion of

the meetings on November 18, 1981.
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relationship and restated their commitment to ensure its continue4
expansion. Both governments agreed to meet periodical over the
year to follow up on issues raised at the second JEC meeting and to
prepare for the third session, which will be held in Washington in
the fall of 1982.

APPENDIX

UNITED STATES-CHINA JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE UNDERSTANDING

Below is a description of the purpose and nature of the United States -China Joint
Economic Committee:is agreed to by Treasury Secretary Blumenthal_and Vite-Pre-
mier Yu Qiuli representing their respective governments, in Beijing, March 1, 1979.

JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE

President Carter and- Vice-Premier-Deng agreed to the establishment of a joint
enconomic committee during their discussions in Washington. As viewed by the
President. the Committee's purpose will be to serve as the focal point for interaction
between our two governments on economic issues. The Committee will.be_charged
With coordinating and overseeing the orderly development of economic relations be-
tWeen the United States and the People's Republic of China. _The agenda for the
Committee will include_trade, technological;-investment and financial- matters.

The United States proposes that this body formally be named the U.S.-Chine
Joint_Econornic_Committee.and that .it function as follows:
_TheCommutee_shall have ni American and a Chinese co-Chairman. Rath govern-

ment will appoint a senior economic _official as co-chairman. President- Carter -hag
appointed Secretary Blumanthal to chair_ for the United States. The Chinese Gov-
ernment has appointed Vice Premier Yu Qiuli;

The co-chairmen -would be responsible for setting the agenda for-the Joint Eco-
nomia In effect they would chart or -"direct" the development of the
U.S.-Sino economic- realtionship in consultation with their. superiors and with the
other members of the Committee;

In addition to the two Co-chairmen, the membership of the Joint Economic Com-
mittee would include the senior officials from each government whose_responsibil-
ities will'affect or by affected by decisions made by each government -oil- the econom-
ic interaction between the United States and China. For the United Statea the_fol-

Presidential_officers_and advisors will _re appointed to the Committee: The
Secretaryof _Commerce; Secretary of Labor, Secretary_ of_ Agriculture, Secretary of
Transportation, Secretary of Energy,_ the Special Trade RepreseritatiVe,- the PreSi-
dent's Science Advisor; the Director of the Export-Import Bank and the Deputy Sec-
retary of State; _

. The interaction be tvcen the above -named officials and the ChineSe GOVernmenti
on economic rnatteia be facilitated and coordinated by the Co-chairmen of the
Committee and similarly for the Chinese appointees' interaction with the United
States Government;

The Co-chairmen of the Joint Economic Committee should meet frequently; at
lelist once a year; or depending on specific items on the ag_encia, they may designate
representatives to preside over joint sessions of the committee. It is_propos_e_d_that
ViCe Premier Yu Qiuli and Secretary Blumenthal meet in Washington at_a mutual-
ly convenient time to review the work set out in the described agenda below;

If the Vice Premier elects to come_Washington, should_ be accompanied_ by
representatives of the other officials on_the__Chinese_side of the - Committee:
ly, when the _Secretary of the_Treasury.visits_Peking on_Committee butiriess,_he will
be accompanied by representatives_of_the US. side of the Committee; as is the case
during the present visit_of_Secretary Blumenthal to Peking;
__In _addition it is_envisioned that the _Co-chairatieff will communicate with each
other through cables; written correspondence and envoys on specific economic Mat-
ters that arise; in order to ensure that they are coordinated by the Committee;

Each Co-chairman will appoint a representative in his government'S embassy to
serve as_his.liaison_ with his counterpart;

The initial agenda for the Joint Economic Committee will inclUcie;
(1) settlement of private ..lairs; -
(S) settlement of the is,sk;e of th$: claims of both governments;
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i3) ri;Atiltition on tin various requirements of a trade agreement_ including_the
granting to China by the United States of Most Favored Nation trading status
and provision for official credits;
. (4) business facilitation;

(5) an aviation agreement;
(61 a shipping greement;
(7) satisfactory resolution of the issue a-China's taxation f income of U.S.

corporations operatinl-tin China and the U.S. taxation of inco e of Chinese ercc,
terprises operating_in the U.S.;

(81 the establishment of Bank of China offices in the United States':
(91 any other issue that either side wishes to raise.

A.PPEND1'!' ;

UNITED STATF-S-CHINA JOINT,ECONOMIC '1ITTEE, SEPTEMBER 16-18; 1980

,ti LINT

United States Delegation

Treasury Department
Secretary Mi-Wer; ASsiStiiht Secretory- Bergsten; Deputy Assistant Secretary Cor-

nell; Herbert E. HordWitz, -Director, Office or East West Economic Policy; William
Barreda, Dire-et-or, Office -of International Trade; Russell Munk, Assistant General
Counsel; Patricia HaaS International Economist; Natalie Lichtenstein; Attorney;
and Bruce Palmer, Attorney.
Commer ce Department

Under Secretary Herustein; Deputy Assistant Secretary Nath; David Laux, 'reel
tor, Chine Division; Roger Severance, Acting Directori_Office of East-West Country
Affairs:- Arnold Weiss, Acting Director, Office of East-West Trade Development;
Roger StediSchtilte, Director, Trade _Development Assistance Division; Christine
Lucyk, China Division ; DaVid Denny, China Division; Jackson Rich_, China Division;
Liliana Monk, China Division; Elaine DiFederico; China Division; and Michael Kirk,
Patent Office.
U.S.T.R. .

Robert Hormats, Deputy U.S. Trade Representative; John Ray, Assistant U.S.
Trade Representative; Mark Orr, International Economist; and Judith Hancock; At-
torney Advisor.
LVpartment of State

Under secretary Cciorier.
Bureau of EaSt Asian Affair's

Deputy Assistant Secretary Michael Armacost; Scott Hanford, Deputy _Director,
Office of Chinese Affe -s; Jerome Ogden, Pronoraic Section Chief, Office of Chinese
Affairs; and William F Director, Office Economic Policy.

Bar- .ti Of Eco ,,ir and Businerig . :rs

_Assistant creta:y :at Airiton; Rica: d Mueller; Deputy Director_ Office_ of
East-Wet :rrade, ant. yen allogiy, Economic Officer; Office of East-West Trade.

Office of Legit:44;1i .,or
Jobti Crook, Assistant Advisor.

U.S. Embassy Beijing
Ambassador Woodcock; and Walter Lenahan, Economic Counselor.

EtiMbank _

John Moore; President and Chairman; Warren Glick, General,- Courisel; and Ray,
Albright, Vice President. .

Oirerteris Private Investment Corpo_ration_
J. Bruce Llewellyn,' President, Paul Gilbert, Vice President and General Counsel;

and Anthony Marra, Attorney.
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Trade and Development 0/7(1
David Raymond, Director.

Department of Energy
_ Les Goldman, Isistant Secret. i; and Holsey l-landysidc, Deputy Assistant Secre-
Cary,

Department of ;Agriculture
James Starkey. Deputy tinder Secretary.

Deiartnient :j Labor
Dean Clowes; Deputy Under Secretary

National Security Council
Roger Sullivan.

Office of Screnee and Technology Policy
Ben Fluheihian, Associate Director

Chinese Delegation
_Be Yiba,_Delegation _Leader, Vice Premier-State Council of the People's Reriublic

Of China;_ Wang.Bingqian, Deputy leader of the delegation, Minister; Ministryof _Fi-
nance; Chai _Zem, 'Ambassador of the People's Republi,c of _China to the United
States:- Gun _Ziyu, Secretary - General -of the delegation, Vice Chairman, St-ate Plan-
ning Cotnnusston; Xie Belyi, Vice Chairman, ,Suite Capital Construction. COMM /3-
mon, Vice Chairman;- Foreign Investment Control Commission;_Xu Chi; Vice Chair-
man, State_ Machine Building Industry Commission, Vice_MillisterMinistry of Met-
allurgical- Industry; Wang Runsheng, Vice,Minister, -Ministry of Foreign.. Trade;
Wang %Velem, Vice_Cheirmanoand.Vice_Pregident,_Bank of China; Liu Siyi, Director,
Export -Bureau, Ministry of F_oreign___Tred-e;__Ji Chaozh_u, Deputy Director; Depart-. merit of American and Ge-eanian Affairs, Ministry_ of Foreign _Affairs; _Wang Lian-
Sheng, Deputy D-irector, Department of External Finance;- Ministry of Finance; Pei
Chao, Deputy Director, --Iinport Bureau, _State Import-Export Commission; Cai
Liheng, Deputy Director; State Science and Technology Commission.
Staff Members (traveling with Vice Premier Air

Wang Li, Division Chief, Department of American and Oceanian Affairs, Ministry
of Foreign Affairs; Li Miao, Staff Member, Ministry of Finance; Chen. Shibirio, Inter-
preter, Third Bureau, Ministry of Foreign Trade: and Zha Peixin, Interpr, r, Min-

' istry of Foreign Affairs.
Chinese Embassy Delegaiirin Oernirers-and staff

Peng Jinbo; Counselor (Commercial Affairs); Li Wei; First Secretary; .Huarig
Jianmo, Second Secretary; and Zhang Xueyao; Secor secretary.
Working group chairmen

Working Group I, Business Facilitation and Major P-"jests, fiaLert Herzstein and
Wang Runsheng; Working Group L, Trade Policy. juot. .tiay and Gan Ziyu; Working
.Group III. Finance and Investment,.C. Fred BergsLcn gad Xie Beiyi.

APPENDIX I-1:
-

U.S.-CHINA JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE, N

BEIJING

DELEGATION LIST

Treasury Secretary Donald T. Regan.
Arthur W. Hummel, U.S. Ambassador _to The People's Republic of China; Martin

Anderson,- Assistant to the President Polic_y Development; Beryl W. Sprinkel,
Treasury Under _Setretary _(Monetary Affairs). Mare E. Leland; Assistant Secretary
For international Affairs: William H. Draper_ President and Exim-
bank; Edward V. _Hickey, Deputy Assistant -to the President; _ChaPcttoIL
Treasury Assistant Secretary (Tax Policy); W: Db_nnis_Thotnas; Til,41sury Assistant
Secretary_ (Legislative Affairs); Ann a McLaughlin; Treasury Assistant Secretary
(PUblic Affairs); Charles W. Freeman. Jr, _ Minirxr-Counselor, _US: _Embassy:
Norman A. Bailey, National Security Council, 'Direct...sr Planning and Evaluation Di-

.
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vision; Raymond J Allorlizlo,--Eximbaiik Vice President, Chrintian R. Holmes, Trade
and Development Program Director; Sidney 1. Williams; Overseas Private Invest-
ment Corporation, Vice President and General Counsel. -

Anthony C. Albrecht, State, Deputy Assistant Secretary (EA, qohert A. Corneli,
Treasury, Deputy Assistant Secretary (Trade _and Investment); L.,gene K. LaWscin,
Commerce, Deputy-Assistant Secretary (Emt,We_st_ Trade); Alan W. Granwell, Treas-
ory,'International Tax -Counsel;-E. George Cross III, Treasury, Special Assis- ant to
Secretary Regan; Patricia X _Haas, _'Treasury,_International Economist; Bruee -B.
Palmer, Treasury,_Attorney, Advisor, Office of_the Assistant General Counsel- for In-
ternational Affairs; Richard W. Mueller; State,_ Deputy Director Office of Chinese
Affairs; Philip T. Lincoln -Jr. State; _Deputy Director; Office of Investment Minim.;

vid N. Laux,-Actiimg Commercial Counselor ;_ U.S. Embassy; Mark Z. Orr, USTR,
Director, East-West Trade Policy; Jerome Kuhl; Counselor for Agricultural Affairs,
U.S._ Embassy.-

Arthur S. Mit6as. Counselor for Consul_ar_Affairs, U.S. Enibassy; DaVid G. Brown,
Counselor for Economic Affairs, _U.S,_ Embassy; Henry A. Englebricht EConomic
Counselor, CiinSithite General, Hong Kong;_ Louis_G. Sleeper, Regional Attache:for
Asia, Con:nil:Me General, Hong Konw_ Alfred M. Crocker, First SecretarY (Pires:S_Offi-
cer). U.S-Eifibii-smy; Marcia D. Fie!cl,_ Treasury. Associate Directiir; International Tax
AffairS:-Steven R. Liiinoff; Treasury, Attbrney International Tiiii-COUnsel, Robert
M, Field-III, NFAC, Econotnist_Richard Boucher, State, EconarniC-Offieer, Economic
Bareiiii/EaSt-West Trade; -Nancy L. Fiester, Treasury, Confidential Secretary_ to Sec-
retary Patricia M. Cox,_Treasury, Delegation Secretary; Sanford Shapiro,
Treasury, Minn istrative Control Officer.
11. AdiAtsors -

Anthony S._ Rabin, First Secretary (Admin. Coordinator); U.S. Embassy; John-P.
Moadernu, E'irst Seci-eta-V,, U.S. _Embassy; Howard H. Lange, First Secretary, -U.S.
Ernbassy;'Kent_ M. Weidernann, First_ Secretary,

W

U.S. Embassy; Frederick W.-Maer-
k, First Secretary, U-.S. Embassy; Robert A. Phillips, Second Secretary, U.S. Em-
bassy; Peter Hanley, Foreign -Commercial Service TDY Officer, U.S. Embassy; Jef-
frOy Lee, Commerce TDY Officer, U.S. Embassy; :Vivian Chang, State, Interpreter
for Secretary Regan; James W. Brown; State, Interpreter.

CHINESE DELEGATION LIST

Bo Yibo, Vice Premier.
'Wang Binggian, Minister of Finance; Finance Ministry; Gan Ziyu, Vice Minister,

State Planning Commission Wei Yurning, Vice_Miruster, State Import-Export Gorki-
Mission; Lu Xuzharig, Vice Minister, Ministry of Foreign 'trade; Wang Weicai, -Vice
President, Bank of China; Ji- Chaozhu, Deputy_ Director, Department ,of American-
Oceanian AffairS,-Mmistry of Foreign Affairs; XII Gang, Deputy Director, State Sta-
tistical Bureau; Liii Zhtcheng, Commissiciner,_General Taxation-Bureau, Ministry _of

..Finance, Li Shude, Director, Third Department, Minist'y of Foreign Trade; -Pei
Chao, Deputy Director,- Technology Transfer Department, State Impart-Export Com-
mission; Nil Licheng, Deputy Commissioner, General Taxation Bureau, Ministry of
Finance; Zhang Hifi, Deputy General_ Manager, C Departhient, Bank of China;
Liao Xishun, Division Chief, Office_of Economic Reform Under-the State Council;
chew Yivan, Division,Chlef, Customs General Administration; Zhao _Mingde, Divi
Skin Chia, Department of International Economic Co-operaticin, State Import-Export
Commission.

Zhii Ftigen, ChiefIllec__hnology Transfer Departifient. State Import,Export
CorrirniSion; Zhao Hong,_Division_ Chief, People's Construction Bank of China; _Ni

Dpputy Divisioit-chief, Department of Amer4can-Oteanian Affairs; _Ministry
OriFer:ign Affairs-, Deputy Division Chief, Departiiiht_of Treaty and Law,
Ministry of Foreign__Affairs; Zhang Yiming, Deputy Division Chief, General Tax-
4tibii _Bureau; Ministry of Finance; Xing_YUSh-ii, Deputy ision Chief, Loan Proj-
(t.S Office, State Import -Export CommissionJ;i0 Chu; Deputy Divisio_n For -

igii Ileportment, State Import-Ekport Commi7ssio_n;Zhang Zhcoping,
Deputy Division Chief- Departinent of External_ Finance; Ministry of Finance., Zuo
Bemun; _Deputy Division Chief, Department of Budget; Ministry of Finance; Yu
Knrigniah Deputy Manager,-Credit Department, Bank of China; Zhang_ Guochen,
De, puty Division Chief, Third Department, Ministry of _Foreign Trade; Tie Dazhang,
Deputy Chief,_ Foreign Affairs Department; Statistical Bureau;, Li Miao, &,,ction

Chief, Department of External Finance; Ministry of_Finunce; Cheng Shibiao, Staff,
Thin' Department, Ministry of Foreign Trade; Wang_Licheng, Staff, State Import-

xport Commission; Li Shaming; Staff, General Taxation Bureau, Ministry of Fi-

ance; Wu Changgen, Staff, Bank of China; Wang Deyu, Staff, State StatiStical

3g
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Buream-Chng Van, Interpreter: Zliiing Zhixiiing, Interpreter; Zhao Xianglin, Inter-
preter; Jing Lignrig.:Interpre(er

- U.S. WORKING GitoU PARTICIPANTS

Finance and Investment. Marc E. Leland ' (Treasury);_ Dr: Sprinkel (Treasury);
William Dr,eer (Exim); Raymond Aibright (Exim); Sidney A. Williams (ODIC);
Robert A. Cm nell.(Treasury); Patricia A. Hate; (Treasury); Philip T. Lincoln (State);
Christopher R. flolmes (TDP); Mark Z. Orr (USTR);_Norman (NSC).

Trade--Eugene Lawson (Commerce); Richard W. Mueller (State); Mark Z. Orr
(USTRi; Dave N. Laux (Commerce).

Injiirrnatian Exchange.Anthony _C. Albrecht! (State); Bruce B. Palmer (Treas-
ury); Robert N. Field (('IA); Richard Boucher (State):

lox. John E. Chapoton ' (Treasury); Alan W. Granwcill (Treasury); Marcia D.
Field (Treasury); Steven R. Lainoff (Treasury):

yilINESE WORKING GROUP PARTICIPANTS

Finance and biz-, t,ien t.Pei Chao' (State Import-Export Commission); Zhang
Hui (Blink of *am; Mingde (State import - Export Commission); Zhu Fugen
(State Import-Exgort Coniniission); -Zhao lieng (People's Construction Bank of
China); Xing Yustiii (Shit( _Import-Export-Commission); Liu Chu (State Import:-
Export Cemmtssion); Zhang Zhcnping I-Ministry-of Finance); Zuo Benjun (Ministry
of Finance); N'_u Nangnian (Bank of- China);- -Wang Licheng (State Import-Export
Commission): Wu Chainggen (Bank of China); Zhang Zhixiang (Interpreter).

Trinte. Li Shude ':-(Ministry of Foreign-Trade); Zhang Guochen (Ministry of For-
'vigil _Trade); Cheng Shibiao-(M-inistry of Foreign Trade); Jing Ligang (Interpreter).

-information -Excliange.Xu Gang 2 (State Statistical Bureau);- Liao Xishun (Office
of Economic Reform -under the State Council); Tie Dazhang (State Statistical
Bureau);Aliang Dyu (Slide Statistiull Bureau); Zhao Xianglin (Interpreter)

TfinLiu ZhiCheng = (Ministry of Finance); Cheng Yiyan (Customs General Ad-
ministration); I,iu Yi (Ministry of Foreign Affairs); Zhang_ Yiniing (Ministry cf Fi-
mince); 1,i Shunting (Ministry of Finance); Cheng Yan (Interpreter).

APPENDIX IV

Pkss NovEmatat 18, 1981
. The United States-Chii Joint Economie-Committee met fur- its second annual
session in Beijing, (.7hina, on Noveniber Di, 17 and-18, 1981-The United Staird9Pgecirs--
tary of the Treasury Donald 'I'. Regal -and the Chinese Vice Premier Bo Yibo
chaired the ,neeting. Representatives numerous ministries and agencies of both
governments partiCipated _Mr. Arthur W. Hummel, Jr., the United States Ambassa-
dor..to China. also attended the meeting.

_ The Joint _Economic C mmittee. was established rn 1-979-shvrtly- after the estab-
lishment of diploroati.: reiations.betwcen the two countries-This-designed to serve-asi,
a focal point for coordinating the entire spectrum of U.S..--China tic( nomic rela-
tions.
...Since the establishiiiint_of diplomatic relations between the two countries,
China economic _relations have grown at a _rapid pace. Two-way ti,ade was $1.2 bil-
lion in_1978..(fouhled in 1!)79 an again in _1980, and is expected to-be approximately
$5.5 billion th;ii year. Bilateral banking _relations -have also.expanded Severity-th-ee
U.S. banks now have correspondent relations with the Bank -of China which- this
week.opened a branch office in New York City. Business and investment ties have
also grown.

A .series of formal bilateral agreements signed over the paSt two -years between
the. two governments, pertaining to claims settlement, trade. !,,Vtiles, grain, civil
aviation: maritime ielations, export credits and government insurance and guaran-
tees of priKate_ investment, hove provided a sound basis for the expansion of U.S.-
China:eeonomic relations:

In addition to two plenary. sessions which_ reviewed the overall_ econotnic _relation-
ship, four_working groups conducted indepth discusSions of specific issues. The-fou
working groups concentrated on taxation; finance and investment; exchange of eco-
nomic information; and trade.

U.S. Chairmen.
2 Chinese Chairmen.
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In the tax area, representatives of the two gbvernmenta initiated negotiations on
it comprehensive tax treaty as_well is on a limited bilateral income tax treaty relat-
ing tO reciprocal exemption from taxtition of earnings of aircraft and ships. They
exchanged letters with respect to the reciprocal exemption froni taxation of ship-
ping rel:eriiieS. In addition; representatives of the two governments exchanged let-
ters relating to an understanding_ with respect to the taxation of aviation profits.

The representatives of the two governments noted that the scope of the exemptieri
from earnings would be expanded in the overall bilateral tax treaty without regard
to where the vessel Or aircraft is registered. Both sides also discussed Chinh's tax
laws and their zipOlic4ibility to foreign firms investing in China. ,

In the finance and investment tirea, representatives of the two governments dis-
cussed investment opportunities in China, China 's - access to U.S. government fi-
nance programs and private capital markets in the U.S. China noted that the
energy. transportation, agriculture, and light industry sectors offer possibilities for
Financial and technical'cooperation.

The U.S. noted that the primary source of U.S. financing available to China is the
United States private sector. In this regard, the 'U.S. agreed to facilitate contacts
between China and private U.S. banks and other financial institutions.

U.S. GoVertiment programs with_ limited-__resources are also available to China
such as the Overseas Private Investment Corporation, the CommoditS, Credit Corpo-
ration and the Trade and Development Program, U.S. officials reaffirmed that the
U.S. Rxport-ImPert-Bank was prepared to continue to make available export credit
arrangements fhr China On a case by case basis_to assist_U.S. exporters to partici-
mite in the implettientation of China's modernization program.

Representatives of the two governments reviewed progress to date in exchanging
economic infornuition and considered that a good beginning had been made. Both
sides agreed to take cidditional steps to facilitate the flow of economic information
and experts. It was noted that each side may contact any relevant agency of either
government for information. In tidditioh to the normal, on-going exchanges with rel-
evant agencies, steps were taken to facilitate replies to requests for information.
The two sides reached an understanding that efforts would be made to obtain appro-
priate response: to inquiries_and to arrange appropriate prograttis for visiting ex-
perts. Both sides agreed that _a_ better understanding of each other's economies
would held strengthen_ economic ties.

In the trade area China and the United States reviewed the growth in bilateral
trade over the laSt two years and discussed home of_the problems involVed in the
bilateral trade as Well as ways and methods to solve_them.

Representatives of the two governments discussed the soon-to-be-formed Joint
Commission on Commerce and Trade and had preliminary_ conversations on topics
for discussion at its first meeting next spring. and issues to be_resolved at that meet-
ing. Both sides hope that this Commission will play an active role in promoting bi-
lateral trade, exploring ways to'rninimize trade obstacles; and giving an impetus to
trade.

With regard to the reciprocal establishrnent of Government Trade Offices, it was
agreed that the -

American Embassy in Beijing will continue discussions with the
Ministry of Foreign Trade and that they would make every effort to conclude an
agreement in the near future.

While in Beijing, Secretary Regan also met with Vice Chairman Deng Xiaoping
and Premier Zhao Ziyang.

ThiS meeting is the second in what will be a series of annual meetings -of the Com-
mittee. Both governments emphasized that the annual meeting is part of an ongoing
process of Strengthening and expanding the economic relationship between China
and the United States.

It was agreed that the next annual meeting of the Joint Economic Committe will
be held in Washington in the fall of 1982.
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